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PREFACE.

THE SCOPE AND METHOD OF THE RURAL
ENQUIRY.

The general purpose of the Enquiry was to obtain an accurate

and impartial account of social and economic conditions in the

rural parts of Great Britain. The present Report does not

cover the whole of the country, as it was found desirable to^

conduct the enquiry into the rural conditions of Scotland'

separately, and for this purpose a special Scottish Committer
was appointed.

With regard to Wales, in view of the fact that a special \

Welsh Committee had also been appointed, we only investi- \

gated certain counties, the Welsh Committee undertaking the

investigation of the remainder. Roughly speaking, we deal

with Wales in this report in so far as it can be dealt with

together with England, while leaving to the Welsh Committee
the treatment of those conditions affecting land which are

pecuHar to Wales.

Our Enquiry resolved itself into two branches :

First, we had to study such official documents as were

available, and to collect from them such data as had a bearing

on the subjects we had been directed to examine ; and, second,

to make investigation at firsthand where the subjects had not

been enquired into or where the information was out of date.

Having in view the great importance of the subjects before

us, and remembering that legislation might possibly be influ-

enced by the facts we should set forth, we found that the direct

enquiry to be made must be on an extensive scale. We have
sought throughout to conduct it on scientific lines, and not

to allow preconceived ideas to influence us.
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The first question which we had to decide was the method to

be adopted in making our direct investigation.

Two alternatives presented themselves—one, to conduct

enquiries by cross-examining witnesses, after the manner of

a Royal Commission. Royal Commissions are, however, apt

to hear only the bigger people. Thus, the witnesses before

the Commissions on Agriculture were mainly large farmers,

landlords and agents, the small farmers and the labourers,

speaking generally, did not appear before them. Moreover,

cross-examination by a Committee is more of an ordeal to the

small man. He is less expert at putting his case, and the

knowledge that his name, as well as a verbatim report of all

he says, will be pubHshed, must inevitably prevent him, very

frequently, from referring to matters which intimately affect

him, and regarding which it is essential to learn his true opinion.

It is true that someRoyal Commissions have appointed assistant

commissioners to visit and report on specific areas. These

assistant commissioners obtained information from the smaller

men, but they gave only their own reports to the Commission,

with the result that no first-hand information was available

from the small farmers and labourers.

The other alternative open to us was to adopt the method
of enquiry followed by the Right Honourable Charles Booth
in his great enquiry in London, and Mr. Rowntree when
examining social conditions in York and elsewhere, namely, to

employ investigators who would go from place to place and
obtain information on the spot, either personally or through

local helpers. While not entirely rejecting the former alterna-

tive, we decided to rely upon a modification of the latter for the

bulk of our information.

The exact method we adopted was to draw up two very

carefully-prepared lists of questions, which we called Schedules
" A ^' and " 13."*

Schedule " A " dealt principally with wages, hours of labour,

housing and allotments. The questions referred to particular

parishes, and related to matters of fact rather than of opinion.

* For copies of these see Appendix, pp. 471 ff.
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Schedule " B " dealt with such matters as conditions of

tenure, game, and the acquisition of land, and our informants

were asked in addition to giving definite facts, to express their

personal opinion on a number of subjects, such, for instance,

as whether the land in the locality was well cultivated, whether

farmers suffered from inadequate credit facilities, or lack of

security, etc., etc.

Having prepared our questions, the next step was to place

them in the hands of those best qualified to answer them fully

and accurately. In order to achieve this end we divided

England and Wales into twelve districts, for each of which

we appointed a Head Investigator, to whom we entrusted the

duty of organising and supervising the Enquiry in his area.

Great care was taken to select men especially qualified for

this difficult work. Of those appointed, some had been

engaged in practical farming on a large scale or had been land

agents ; one had undertaken detailed investigations into

Agricultural conditions abroad ; others had worked in con-

nection with the organisation of Agricultural Co-operation,

while all had such experience as quahfied them not only to

organise the Enquiry in their districts, but to judge of the value

of the evidence submitted to them. These Head Investigators

were instructed to make general Reports themselves, but their

main duty was to obtain a number of representative informants

in each part of their district to fill in Schedules for the Com-
mittee. By this means we were able to get into close contact

with that inner region of village thought and feeHng, into

which the casual visitor from the town or the officialinvestiga-

tor can seldom hope to enter. Many of the answers are

homely in their phrasing, but none the less, by their simplicity

and their directness, they give a picture of rural life and rural

opinion which we venture to beheve has hitherto never been

obtained in this country. It is on the Schedules thus filled in

that our Report is mainly based.

As regards Schedule " A," we endeavoured to obtain

answers fi-om parishes representative of the whole country.

2,759 Schedules were filled in altogether, and the situation of the

parishes thus investigated is indicated by the dots on the map.
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From this map it will be seen that practically every part of the

country has been covered. The Schedules were filled in by
men of all classes, including landowners, large farmers, shop-

keepers, labourers, small holders, clergy and ministers of all

denominations. In each case the Head Investigator took care

to obtain a reHable informant, who had hved long enough in

his village to be acquainted with the facts concerning it.

Occasionally local inhabitants formed a Committee in a

village, and filled in the report jointly. Not all the reports

were filled in completely—some informants rephed only to

those questions which they could answer from personal

knowledge, without making any special investigation for the

purpose of this Enquiry.

As regards Schedule " B," since it dealt more directly with

the practical business of agriculture, it was necessary to

have it filled in mainly by large and small farmers, land-

owners and land agents. The circles on the map indicate the

locahty of the informants who filled in these " B " Schedules,

though very often the replies refer to a wider area than a single

parish. In certain cases, for instance in the case of branches

of the Farmers' Union, or men farming on a very large scale,

the replies refer to a whole county. In all, 866 "B"
Schedules were returned. Sometimes, instead of sending a

schedule of questions to be filled in by an informant, the Head
Investigator called on him and himself filled in the Schedule

from information given. An advantage of this method was

that it enabled him to cross-examine his informant, and to

follow up very fully matters in which he saw that his witness

possessed special knowledge.

With a few exceptions, the replies to both " A " and " B "

Schedules gave evidence of having been filled in carefully and

without bias. In a small minority of cases, however, the

evidence seemed to be biassed, written, perhaps, by a man with

some grievance which had prejudiced his judgment and outlook.

All such reports were rejected.

Before being forwarded to the Committee, the Schedules were

examined by the Head Investigator for the district. This was

particularly important, because the Head Investigators, after
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travelling widely in their districts and examining a great

number of landowners, farmers, labourers, and others, came to

have a really good knowledge of local conditions, and knew
whether any statement made or opinion expressed in a Schedule

was hkely to be well founded. Taking into account those who
helped us in one way or another, although perhaps not

actually filhng in a schedule of questions, the total number who
co-operated with us in the work of our Rural Enquiry amounts

to more than four thousand persons of all classes and parties.

In order that the information might be obtained from all

classes of people, we found it necessary to give a guarantee

that the names of our informants would not be divulged with-

out their consent. While many of them were in an indepen-

dent position, and would not have objected to the publication

of their names, a large number of labourers, tenant farmers,

shopkeepers, clergymen and ministers, were only prepared to

give their information on the strict understanding that their

names were not divulged. Moreover, in more than one

instance. Conservative peers, and other landowners, gave

information on the express understanding that it should

be treated as confidential. Therefore in our Report we have
made a general rule of merely referring to the number of the

Schedule from which we have extracted the evidence, and not

to the name of the informant. In this we have followed

the method usually adopted by the assistant commissioners

appointed by Royal Commissions on Agriculture. These

gentlemen scarcely ever refer to the names of their informants,

unless they are in an independent position.* Also the

Board of Trade, v/hen collecting information with regard to

the sweated trades for the purpose of the Trades Board Act,

obtained a large portion of it under a strict seal of secrecy,

which they could not have obtained on any other terms.

* See for instance Royal Commission on Agricultural Depression,
1893-97, the evidence of Mr. Pringle, questions 47491 and 48245, etc.

Similarly, in the last Report of the Board of Agriculture on Small
Holdings, the Small Holdings Commissioners say: "The names of the
tenants reported on are not stated, as a great deal of the information
acquiied was given in confidence."
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Our heartiest thanks are due to all those who co-operated

with us in the Enquiry by filHng in Schedules or by giving

evidence before us in London.

THE SCOPE OF THE REPORT.

The information collected in the manner explained above

was carefully sifted and digested. In our Report we deal

with the main facts which emerged from our Enquiry.

Although the chief purpose of the Report is to present the

facts established, as our work proceeded it became clear that

the facts pointed to certain remedies. We have, therefore,

thought it desirable to include in our Report certain sugges-

tions for reform which, in our opinion, seem the logical out-

come of the results of our Enquiry.

The scheme of the Report is shortly as follows :

In Part /., we discuss the position of the labourer. In

Chapter I. we deal with his wages and hours of labour ; in

Chapters II. and III. with the housing problem, and the con-

ditions under which he holds his cottage.

In Part 11., we deal with the question of access to land, and
the ladder by which the labourer can rise from his position as

wage-earner.

In Part III., we first give the evidence on the subject of the

Cultivation of the Soil, which shows that much land is at

present undercultivated. Our information points to various

reasons for this state of affairs, and most of these are dealt with

in the subsequent chapters of the Report. In Part III. we also

deal with the Game Question, Security of Tenure, and the

inadequacy of the Agricultural Holdings Act.

In Part IV. we deal with the Rural Rating question.

In Part V. we deal briefly with the subjects of Transit,

Credit, Co-operation and iiducation.

As already stated, we only discuss those points which are

most strongly emphasised in our evidence. There are, of

course, various other subjects connected with the land question

which are of great importance. Thus, there are the questions
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of the transfer of land, primogeniture and entail, copyholds,

and the settlement of land. These, however, are being dealt

with in Bills presented by the Lord Chancellor in the House
of Lords. Again, although we have received a considerable

amount of evidence upon the subject of enclosures, we have

not included it in our Report, mainly because the facts relating

to it are well known and are a matter of historical record.

Exigencies of time and space have prevented our dealing

with many matters of importance in connection with the

Land Question and the fact that we have not dealt with any
particular question does not necessarily imply that we do not

consider it of importance or that we have received no evidence

upon it.

In order to give a historical back-ground to the facts set

forth in our Report, we have asked Dr. Gilbert Slater, author

of " The English Peasantry and the Enclosure of the Common
Fields," and other works, to write a short historical outline of

land ownership in England.

In conclusion, we wish to express our cordial appreciation of

the devotion and ability with which Mr. J. St. George Heath,

the Secretary of our Committee, and Mr. R. L. Reiss, the Head
Organiser of the Rural side of our Enquiry, have carried

through the heavy duties which have devolved upon them.
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INTRODUCTION
BY

THE RIGHT HON. A. H. D. ACLAND.

Some General Considerations:

Diversity and Variety of the Problem.

Its two Aspects—Social and Economic.

Retrospect and Comparison—the 18th Century and now.

The Social Point of View:

The Position of the Labourer

:

(a) Wages. (6) Housing, (c) Outlook.

Possible Remedies : Evidence from the Villages.

Effects upon National Life :

(1) The Exodus from the Villages.

(2) The Health of the Villages.

The Economic Point of View:
Agriculture as an Industry.

The Position of the Landowner.
The Position of the Farmer.

Results and Conclusions:

Differing Conditions and Varying Solutions.

The Human and the Business Problems.

Local Authorities and Land Policy.

The Task of the " Willing Legislature."

It is not very easy to understand wliy the " land question
"

engenders so much heat when it becomes the subject of public

or political discussion. Those who entered political life

thirty years ago well remember the extreme warmth of feeling

which greeted that part of Mr. Chamberlain's " Unauthorised
Programme," w^hich dealt with land. And yet, if anyone
cares to look back at the speeches of those days, he will

find much in them which still needs to be said, and which
is as true to-day as it was then. From the social and
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national point of view the problem is as urgent now as it

was then, and though State action in this, as in most
social problems, may be surrounded with difficulty, and
the task to be undertaken may be full of complexity, yet

at least the present condition of things ought to be fully

understood, and the actual facts to be made available in

^s many ways as possible. As a contribution to this end,

a small Committee of friends of the present Government
have undertaken the task—primarily for the information of

the Government—of collecting fresh information with regard

to present-day conditions, and digesting information already

4ivailable in official records. The information provided in

-this volume carries with it no official imprimatur, and must
be judged entirely on its merits. Those who think that

information obtained in this way is necessarily tainted at the

source will judge accordingly. Those who beheve, as I do,

that the great majority of our informants have tried to give

honestly and impartially the facts as known to them, may
find some value in what is here set forth ; and so far as the

mewly-coUected material is concerned, I can attest that the

members of the Committee and those who have assisted them
in compihng this volume have done their work with a genuine

desire to get at the facts as they really are.

In order to throw fresh light upon the rural problem we sent

^ut from 3,000 to 4,000 Schedules dealing with village life, and

we met with a ready response from almost all of those to whom
we applied. Our warmest thanks are due to those landowners,

clergymen, agents, farmers, village tradesmen, agricultural

iabourers, and others who have assisted us by fiUing up our

Schedules

My own part has been extremely small. When I found

that the Prime Minister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer

wished me to act as Chairman of the Committee, I felt at once

that I must consent, though I am fully conscious that my own
l^nowledge of many of these problems is very imperfect. I

anake no attempt to do more than touch on a few subjects in

this vast field which seem to me of some importance, and I

want it to be clearly understood that in this introductory
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chapter I am speaking solely for myself and no one

I believe that the first vote of any importance that I gave

as a new Member of the House of Commons in 1886, was for

Mr. Jesse CoUings' amendment to the Address in favour of

allotments and small holdings for labourers in rural districts,

which was carried in January of that year. Comparatively

few of us are left who voted in that division, and that little

band (there are not, I think, now more than a dozen in the

House of Commons) includes only one member of the present

Government—Sir Edward Grey. The subsequent course

of events took us far from the rural question, and was undoubt-

edly a deep disappointment to Mr. Colhngs ; but we may,

none the less, bear our testimony to his unwearied efforts

then and later to call attention to the importance of rural

reform, and in particular to the needs of the labourer and the

villager. He stood by the side of Joseph Arch when the

Labourers' Union was started, more than forty years ago,

and he became a trustee of the Union's funds. He still seizes

every opportunity of urging upon the nation the need of a

greater attachment to the soil for its rural inhabitants. The

present moment is, we may reasonably hope, rather more

propitious than the year 1886, for a practical efiort to deal

with this problem. At that time many landlords and tenants

were in grave difficulties. We were barely emerging from

the disastrous depression which began about 1879. I had

myself been brought up on an estate where constant care and

foresight on the part of the owner had mitigated some, at

any rate, of the difficulties of that time, and where, owing

to the character of the land, the gravity of the crisis was not

so great as on many other estates. But on the other hand,

as Bursar of an Oxford College I was at that time concerned

with certain estates, especially in the Midlands, where the

losses were extremely severe, and the difficulties acute. At the

present time the period of depression seems to be over, and there

is every sign that agriculture is entering upon more prosperous

times, but many of the present problems are still the same
as confronted us in those days, and they have a peculiar interest
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for those of us who can look back upon the events of thirty

years ago. They are problems which are intimately bound
up with the well-being of the nation, and it is the duty of all

good citizens to aid, if they can, in their solution.

The Diversity of the Problem and Its Two Chief Aspects.

It need hardly be said, as a preliminary caution, that it

is essential to reaHse the great diversity of the problems that

arise in diflerent parts of England. In some districts wages

are relatively good ; in others they are disastrously low. In

some villages the housing is satisfactory ; in others it is out-

rageously bad. In some localities the presence of a resident

landowner is considered by tenants an advantage. In others

his absence is preferred.

Village differs from village, soil from soil, one estate from
another. All generalisations therefore, are open to some
misunderstanding. On the other hand in spite of diversity

there is a broad national problem before us of the highest

gravity.

It must further be remembered that in the consideration

of this whole complicated question, there are two points of

view which are to some extent opposed, but which cannot be

separated.

First of all there is what I may call the Social point of view

which is focussed especially upon the health and housing of

the labourer and the poorer villager. The landowners, the

farmers, the clergy and ministers, the doctors, the large shop-

keepers, the better-off artisans, are presumably in a position

always to feed their famihes with a full maximum of good and
wholesome food and hve in houses which are, or might be,

thoroughly sanitary and not overcrowded.

The facts ascertained show clearly that the same cannot

be said about the labourer. In far too many cases his food

is insufficient and his housing below the standard required

either by decency or comfort.

Secondly, and equally important, there is the Economic

foint of view which treats agriculture as an industry that must
be run at a profit.

'
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The same person does not often succeed in keeping both

points of view equally in mind at the same time. The

employer naturally considers first the problem of making his

industry pay, and when he turns to labour he thinks primarily

of his wage bill. The landowner, again, is apt to think in terms

of rent ; and a natural desire to justify his position in the

existing rural system inchnes him rather to see difficulties in

the way of change than to welcome whole heartedly proposals

put forward in the national interest. The social reformer, on

the other hand, sees that while wealth has grown and luxury

spread in the nation at large, yet the position of the rural

labourer has hardly changed for the better at all, and in his

desire for reform he is prone to overlook the more strictly

economic point of view.

It inay be said broadly that no reforms of village life can

succeed which are not founded upon a sound economic basis.

On the other hand, no plea of economic necessity can justify

conditions which are plainly indefensible from a humane or

national point of view.

To leave things alone on the plea that the present economic

basis is unalterable, or that it has proved itself best by ex-

perience, would be to shut our eyes to the grave and undoubted

evils that exist in many villages and among large numbers of

agricultural labourers. We may not have adequate remedies

available, but at any rate we must realise the gravity of the

situation. Lord Morley once said, with great truth, that we
EngHsh have a bad habit of denying or paUiating an evil, unless

we are prepared with an instant remedy for it.

In addition to the social and economic, there is yet another

characteristic of land (a characteristic not attaching to any
urban industry) which has also to be borne in mind in deaHng
with the rural problem. To a large number of people land

is not the raw material of an industry, but a means of pursuing

sport or obtaining social consideration. We will deal again with

this later on and will only here note in passing that this must
be carefully distinguished from what may be called the recrea-

tional or social side of country life in a broader sense. There

must always be regard for those parts of the country which
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by their beauty or by their seclusion seem marked out for the

enjoyment of the public. No purely economic considerations

can be allowed to destroy such amenities.

For centuries past the two main considerations, the Social

and the Economic, have alternately come before the atten-

tion of ParHament and the public, and when pubhc interest

has been sluggish on the social side economic considerations

have carried all before them. The conflict between the two
is remarkably illustrated by the writings of Arthur Young,

the great agricultural reformer, who became Secretary to the

Board of Agriculture at the close of the eighteenth century.

Arthur Young was an earnest and outspoken advocate of

every expedient that might increase the yield of the land, and
he spent much time and labour in this advocacy, but towards

the close of his public life he began to reahse that this con-

centration upon the economic point of view had done great

damage. He lamented that the opportunity of providing

the cottager with a home and land of his own had been lost,

and that the enclosures had brought disaster with them for

the labourer. He saw that the class of landless labourers,

which ever since those days we have had with us, was being

brought into being by this hurry to make profits, and he knew
the inevitable deterioration that must result.

Nothing can be clearer, he said, than the real importance which

all these poor people . . . attach to the object of possessing land,

though no more than to set a cottage on.

and in well-known words, in answer to those who said that

the labourer was lazy and thriftless, he wrote :

Go to an ale-house kitchen of an old enclosed country, and there

you will see the origin of poverty and poor rates. For whom are

they to be sober ? For whom are they to save ? (Such are their

questions.) For the parish ? If I am diligent, shall I have leave to

build a cottage ? If I am sober, shall I have land for a cow ? If I am
frugal, shall I have half an acre of potatoes ? You offer no motives

;

you have nothing but a parish officer and a workhouse !—Bring me
another pot

!

In the same volume of his Annals of Agriculture, in which

this passage occurs. Young comments in words remarkable for

the Secretary to the Board of Agriculture, on the luxurious
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enjoyments of the ricli, their wines, dress, parties, balls, dinners,

and says that a little restraint in these would feed thousands,

and after speaking of the " criminal extravagance of those who
lavish in one night an expense that would feed a parish for a

month," he ends by saying that if land were let to labourers

sufficient for a large garden and the food of a cow, the distress

among the village poor would be quite done away with.*

His protests were too late.

Retrospect and Comparison : Eighteenth Century

AND Now.

It may be thought that these references to former times are

not to the point. But it is essential that we should realise how
comparatively modern in our long agricultural history are-

both the unhmited power of the landlord and the landless

position of the labourer. It is indeed only for Httle more than,

a century that the powers of landowners have been so great

or the position of the labourer and cottager so weak.

Two of the most characteristic features of EngHsh village

hfe before the time of the enclosures in the eighteenth century,

were the large numbers of small men with rights of their own,

and the gradation of village hfe from cottager to small holder,,

and small holder to farmer. It is held by some of the best •

authorities that before the enclosures there were very few land-

less labourers. It is certain that in many places there were

opportunities, which are non-existent now, for thrifty

labourers and cottagers. As Mr. Prothero points out : f

* Annals of Agriculture, Vol. XXXVI., 1801. He did not receive

more encouragement from Government than a good many other Social

Reformers have done. He writes in his diary in 1801 :
" My enquiry

into the cottage system for poor people will have no more effect on Govern-
ment or the Legislature than if I had whistled ' Alley Croker,' " and then to
console himself he adds, " So much the better perhaps for the good of my
soul."

t Mr. Prothero's great experience arising from his connection with the
Duke of Bedford's estate, combined with his real historical knowledge,
makes him an admirable writer on the History of Agriculture. I do not
suppose our points of view are altogether the same, but his " English
Farming, Past and Present " (Longmans, 1912), is well worth reading by
anyone who is interested in this subject.
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The peasant under the old system had a definite independent place

in the community. He commanded respect for his skill, judgment,
and experience in his own industries. He was not cut off by any
distinctions in ideas, tastes or habits from the classes above. . . ,

To-day the gulf is wide enough. It has been broadened by the progress

of a civilisation which is more and more based on the possession of

money. All the emplojdng classes have moved on and upwards in

wealth, in education, in tastes, in habits in their standard of living.

Except in education the emploj^ed alone have stood comparatively
still. The sense of social inferiority which is thus fostered has im-
pressed the labourer v\'ith the feeHng that he is not regarded as a member
of the community, but only as its helot. . . . For the peasant " to earn
weekly wages or to be in regular employment was not "an absolute

necessity. He was little affected by the laws of demand and supply
in relation to labour. The new commercial system, on the other
hand, has made the agricultural labourer entirely dependent on employ-
ment and money wages.

Instead of producing much of his own food, he has to buy it nearly
all. In order to live he must sell his labour for cash, and under the
stress of new exigencies which limit his power of bargaining. Now
if the labourer loses emplojTnent or fails to find it, he has no resource

on which to fall back. His livelihood, and, in case of tied cottages, his

home, depend on a week's notice. A change in the ownership or

<x;cupation of the land on which he works may cut him adrift. Against
4ihis uncertainty he cannot protect himself.

It may be contended tliat if the growing industrial popu-

lation of the towns was to be provided with food, the enclosures

were a necessity. It may be urged that the economic neces-

sities of the country made it impossible for the peasant or

independent cottager to be kept in existence. But it is quite

certain that if the enclosures were to be done over again now,

the nation would insist that the odds should not be so tre-

mendously against the poorer men. Up to the eighteenth

century, Mr. Prothero says that the picture he has drawn
of Hfe in the self-supporting village " still held true in many
essential features," and then he adds

:

Suddenly from 1760 onwards over the whole of society swept the

great industrial expansion. Domestic handicraftsmen and small

farmers ahke were overwhelmed ; industry, both manufacturing and
agricultural, was re-organised on the new commercial lines which seemed
best adapted for the greatest possible production at the least possible

cost. The completion of the work of enclosure destroyed the inherited

traditions of the peasantry, their ideals, their customs, their habits
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their ancestral solutions of the problems of life—all, in fact, that made
up the native homebred civilization of rural England. With the dis-

appearance of the primitive framework of village Hfe, vanished

—

for a time, at any rate—many of the virtues of the class, their independ-

ence, pride, frugahty, seK-control. It is not surprising that for at

least half a century they should have remained stupefied by the shock,

gradually reahsing the fuU meaning of the change, and then either

stoUdly acquiescing in their new existence, or impatient to escape on

the first opportunity. Without a return to an extinct social and
industrial system, the old conditions cannot be entirely rebuilt for

them, any more than they can be for other classes. The most that

can be done is to revive as far as possible the best features of a form of

life which has passed away and cannot be completely restored.*

This is the task before us, " to revive as far as possible the

best features " of those earlier days.

I am aware that a school of politicians holds .the opinion

tliat the old conditions can best be restored by reverting

to the Protectionist system, which was ended by the repeal

of the Corn Laws in 1846. If I do not discuss that proposal,

it is for practical reasons which may be briefly stated. First

there is no evidence that the classes whose condition we are

considering, were benefited by the Corn Laws, or could be

helped by their revival ; .second, the imposition of food taxes

in any degree which would appreciably benefit agriculture

at the cost of our industrial population is, by the admission

of all parties, outside the sphere of practical poUtics. The
assumption which I adopt is that with agriculture in its pre-

sent relatively prosperous condition, reforms are possible and
practicable which will add both to the productiveness of the

soil and to the prosperity of the rural population. The
question we have to ask is : Will Parhament, will the nation,

will men and women of all classes, who are able to help,

put their backs into it and see if this task can be carried out ?

THE SOCIAL POINT OF VIEW.

Position of the Labourer.

(1) Wages.—We turn now to consider what is the position of

the labourer in respect of his wages, his house and his outlook

* "English Farming, Past and Present" (Longmans, 1912), p. 407.
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for the future, and what, from the national or social point of

view, are the disadvantages that arise from this position.

It is admitted by everyone that a vast number of labourers

have not enough wages to enable them to feed themselves

and a family of young children as they ought to be fed, and
also to pay a commercial rent for their house. There is no
great difference of opinion among those who know the facts

locally as to the actual weekly money wage. There is inevit-

ably some controversy as to the exact value of allowances,

harvest money, and the hke, but estimates made by com-
petent people do not vary by more than about Is. a week
at most. As all the figures are averages, more than this

amount of agreement cannot be expected.

The figures on p. xxxi from a Table of Mr. Prothero's as

regards weekly money wages, excluding allowances, are inter-

esting from a historical point of view.

The figures give the average for groups of English Counties

and for one County, Suffolk, with specially low wages. They
do not include payments for piecework or harvest work or

any allowances. These may be put, in the case of Suffolk,

at an average addition of about 3s. to 3s. 6d. a week.

TLat estimate, however, includes no calculation for low
rented cottages. It is remarkable to note that if the figures

of thirty years ago be taken (after the influence of the

Labourers' Union had subsided, and the depression had set

in) the total addition to wages (without allowances) in a
whole generation up to 1910 is : Eastern and North-Eastern
Is. a week, South-Eastern and East-Midland Is. a week,

West-Midland and South-Western lid. a week. North and
North-Western Is. 3d. a week, Suffolk 3d. a week. It is

certain that with the recent rise in the cost of living even
this addition in twenty-eight years, with further additions up
to the present date, cannot be counted as all gain. As is

shown in this volume, the real earnings of labourers have
actually fallen in many parts of England during the last few
years. This surely is, however we look at it, a lamentable
record.

The question of the effect of wages below the Poverty Line
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on National Healtli and well-beiag,—a question of immense
importance—has been considered elsewhere in this book.

In this connection, a farmer of my acquaintance told me that

he had frequently observed a labourer's wife, with a fair-sized

family of children, torn between two conflicting feelings in

feeding her family. She was compelled to under-feed either

her husband (the breadwinner) or the children, and as for

herself, the mother of the children, present and to come,

she was constantly underfeeding herself.

The question, on which farmers have very varying opinions,

whether a higher wage would mean better work has been

carefully considered in this volume. A farmer mentioned to

Sir H. Rider Haggard that when he told a labourer to put

more back into his work the reply was : "I ain't a-goihg

to put no more back into it for the money you gives

me."

The labourers in many parts of the country feel very strongly

on the subject of shorter hours and a half holiday, and no
humane person need be surprised at this. If a " ladder " in

land is to be built up for the most enterprising labourers, from

the garden upwards, it is certain that the hours of labour on

the farm cannot be so long as they are now.

In considering wages we have further to remember that

one of the greatest, perhaps the greatest obstacle to good
housing, is the inability of the labourer to pay an economic

rent for his cottage. It must, therefore, always be borne

in mind that a full minimum wage, whether obtained by
legislation or in any other way, must do two things. It must
bring the labourer up above the poverty line and it must
en'able him, in addition, to be able to pay a proper market
price (a commercial rent) for his dwelling.

There is not much probability, as is argued elsewhere in

this book, that Labourers' Unions will be effective in raising

wages in districts where wages are very low. No doubt,

as public opinion takes a more sympathetic view of the

labourer's case, the spread of Unionism will not be as difficult

as heretofore. But in many districts great courage is needed

to form or maintain a Union. In his most interestins:
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account of the movement in which Joseph Arch was the

leader, Mr. Jesse ColKngs says :
*

The transactions connected with the Agricultural Labourers' Union
illustrate the thoroughness with which the old peasantry had—by our
land system—been reduced to a servile caste.

And in alkision to the resistance of the labourer to what
the farmer called " his excessive demands " he says :

In these circumstances it is absurd to affect surprise that the agri-

cultural labourer fled from a system in which—though the real cultivator

of the soil—he was but an outcast.

We* cannot, I think, at the present time hope that the rise

of wages so urgently needed can come throughout England

by the action of Trade Unionism. It is well known that

some individual farmers think the present wage too low, but

the feehng that employers ought to stand by one another is

very strong, and though individual landowners have also

tried schemes for lowering rents when the farmer raised his

wage to a certain agreed point, yet the number has not been

large enough to have any appreciable effect.

There are, no doubt, many difficulties surrounding the

enactment of a minimum wage by law for agricultural

labourers, difficulties perhaps greater than any that have
yet been encountered in dealing with a minimum wage in

other industries. But it is not enough to be told by employers

that it will lessen employment and lead to dismissals. No
changes in industrial arrangements of this sort are ever made
without the most gloomy prophecies of disaster, especially

to the workers themselves. The State must probe the

whole matter to the bottom. And if the best way out is

the statutory enactment of a minimum wage, there need be

no cause for alarm. I am, however, sure that arrangements

must be made that, where necessary, rent shall bear its share

of any increase of cost to the industry that cannot be fairly

borne by the employer. And in particular those of us whose
income comes from land, who are rent-chargers under family

arrangements burdening estates, ought to be made by

* "Land Reform" (Longmans, 1908), p. 173.
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legislative enactment to pay a share.* Some landowners, by
their personal work and energy, bring real industrial advantage
to their partnership with their tenants, and it certainly is

not fair that those who, through these family charges, draw
upon the rent roll without any effort of their own should get

ofi scot free if new burdens to remedy this grave evil of low
wages are to be placed upon the rent/

r (2) Housing.—It is not necessary to repeat here what is said

elsewhere. It is enough to say that, owing to bad housing

in rural districts, thousands of children and adults are dying

or being permanently injured in health every year ; that the

condition of things is a scandal and a reproach to England
;

that the progress being made to provide a remedy is, in pro-

portion to the national need, quite inadequate ; that numbers
of vigorous men and women leave the country districts every

year because there are no houses for them, and that it is the

duty of the nation to sweep away this evil which in many
districts is of the utmost gravity, not by slow and feeble steps,

but at once.

(3) Want oj Outlook,—Thirdly, there is, as has been shown in

the second part of this volume, at any rate for a large mass
of labourers, a complete absence of outlook as regards the

future. They find themselves in too dependent a position

to have any outlook. Here and there men of exceptional

character and special opportunities save money, but with the

majority who bring up families this is out of the question.

There is a great deal of kindliness in many villages towards

the labourer from those who are better off. But the difficulty

.

of it is that the worker may feel his lack of independence most
in the very villages where the best cottages exist and where
most charity and kindhness are shown him. A man who
came from the north to work as an artizan, and lived for

some time in a village of this sort, being treated with every

consideration, once told me he had to go, he could not stand

* " I am prepared," says Lord Mamey, in Lord Beaconsfield's "Sybil,"
" for a reduction of five and twenty per cent. ; if the Com Laws are touched
it cannot be less than that. My mother ought to take it into consideration

and reduce her jointure accordingly."
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it. His view was that there was too much well-intended

grandmotherly government by bailiff, agent and the other

powers that be. " It takes the manliness out of a man," he

said. Those who have seen this kind of management even

at its best, where no money is spared in keeping up the estate

and providing for its requirements, can hardly doubt that

this absence of independent outlook is a grave loss, quite apart

from the question of the wage.

Possible Remedies.

When stress is laid on the need of security and independence

as a basis of advance, it is often thought sufficient to

answer that as a matter of fact labourers are seldom harshly

treated. For those who have studied social and industrial

life to any purpose, this reply goes a very little way. It may
be a good retort to unfounded charges of harsh dealing in any
given district, but it is no answer at all when the larger effects

of the absence of a really independent footing in a village

have to be considered. A farmer friend of mine was discuss-

ing with a neighbouring farmer the reasons which caused all

the more vigorous young men to leave the village, and he

put a very simple and pertinent question :
" Well, now, if

\'ou were in their place, with such prospects as they have
here, would you stay ? " The answer without any hesitation

was, " Certainly not." That goes to the root of the matter.

With their prospects and in their place very few of us would
stay. Undoubtedly it will be a national advantage if our

villages produce a larger number of healthily-reared children,

a subject I shall deal with later. Equally it will be an
advantage that they should retain a larger number of their

inhabitants, as they might, if the life were more attractive

and the pay and prospects better. But these objects are only

to be achieved by a system which makes them economically

possible. And this system must be one which will provide

the labourer with far readier opportunities of obtaining land

and really secure tenure of his house. Nothing but the posi-

/

tion of a free householder with access to the land will induce/
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I the vigorous and enterprising young men to stay. The object

before us is, therefore, to build up in every village, where this

can be done on a business footing, a village hfe in which the
holding of land in various quantities according to the needs
and capacities of the villagers, shall be a central feature. A
limited number of labourers there must always be who look
after animals and who necessarily give the whole or the greater

part of their time to the farm, but for the remainder (for those
of them, that is, who are fit to make use of the opportunity)

the Unk with the land is essential. My friend, Mr. Christopher

Turner, who is himself a large landowner, beheves that the
case of many of these could be met by restoring a part-time

system of labour such as existed before the Enclosure Acts, a
system under which a man works partly for a farmer and partly

for himself. This may perhaps be looked upon with dis-

favour by the present generation of employers who prefer

complete control. But if the present hopeless position of the

landless labourer is to continue, then it is useless to dream
of a revival of village Hfe. Granted that changes can be made
which are economically sound and promise good results for the
nation as a whole, we may reasonably expect that in agri-

culture, as in other industries, the employers will'adjust them-
selves to a new situation.

Mr. Christopher Turnor further points out that access to

the land is the means of working on to better things. The
labouring man, he says, does not now possess the incentive

which he had before the enclosures. Every effort should

be made to give help and guidance and examples with a view
to enable labourers to become Small Holders. Some will

live ofE their holdings, and farmers need have no fear of a
shortage of labour, for the sons of these men will be excellent

workers. Some will not live entirely ofi their holding but
will work say 150 days in the year for a neighbouring farmer.

Mr. Turnor further adds about the Small Holder :

Where the Small Holder has sufficient capital and understands
thoroughly how to handle a small farm, there is no doubt that he
enjoys a life which should be the envy of the labourer. It is only
necessary to talk to men with 30 acres in Lancashire, Cheshire or
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Staffordshire, with 30 to 40 acres in Yorkshire, 25 to 30 acres in Lin-

colnshire, or 10 to 25 in the Spalding district, or 3 to 15 in the district

of Evesham, to understand how well pleased these men are, and how
the objective must be to enable the rural labourers to win for themselves

similar conditions.

An ex-roadmender near Evesham told me that he used to earn 25s.

a week on the roads, which meant hard work in all kinds of weather.

He has now got 3 acres, and he tells me that his average income is 30s.

a week, and he says :
" I have now lost my rheumatism, because being

my own master, I can take care of myself a bit." A London railway

porter, now settled at Spalding on 17 acres, told me that he had been
able to bring up his children under conditions which would have been
impossible in any town, and he did not mind telling me that since he
had been on that farm (ten years) he had saved £500. The work of the

Small Holder is hard, but not unduly so—he is his own master, and cai>

live under conditions which ought to appeal to every self-respecting

man. If he is given a little help and guidance in the management of

his holding (such as his Continental brethren enjoy) he has room for^

continually improving his condition. (In England we have so far

denied the Small Holder help and guidance.) His sons can help him or

work for neighbouring large farmers until they themselves are in a

position to have a small farm.

It is astonisliing what a large sum a good labourer will

succeed in putting by before he reaches the age of thirty,^

if he can only get hold of a piece of land.

Evidence from the Villages.

The sharp contrasts between English villages, which are-

so constant a feature of our rural life, may be illustrated

in connection with this question of " Want of outlook " by
some of the communications we have received. Thus from
one village a correspondent writes :

We are a fortunate people, as we have been able to get so many
homes in the complete control of the people. Our Small Holders s upply
additional labour when farmers want it. We have an open door for
those who have failed to get land elsewhere.

A striking contrast is found in a parish where land is bought
up and held definitely for the purpose of preventing an increase
of population. " Truly the forces against us here are hydra-
headed," says our correspondent.

Or from another village :

d
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The moment any friction arises between employer and labeurer the
man is told to turn out, and is forced to leave the place of his birth.

The only remedy is compulsory purchase by some authority, they
•erecting the cottages.

Or again :

It is impossible to obtain land. The difficulty of the labourer is not
fi© much lack of education as lack of opportunity.

.Or:

The one large farmer who holds several hundred acres is very much
r opposed to Small Holdings.

Or:
The leading farmer in the parish said to a villager who was anxious

.to rent a small piece of land : " We want no Uttle men here."

^One landowner tells us tliat in his experience the farmers

are' generally unfriendly to Small Holdings, and that some of

his tenants gave him notice because he did not oppose the

County Council applying for land.

An Anglican clergyman who writes a most interesting

account of his parish says :

The recent Small Holdings Acts are dead letters here, being completely

vetoed by the power of the estate. A Labourers' Union would be an
unthinkable revolution here. Labourers in these feudal villages are

>not regarded as people who should want " to rise."

It should be frankly admitted that in many places there is

-no such opposition as is indicated in these quotations, but at

-any rate it is quite futile to suppose that there are equal oppor-

tunities in all parishes and all counties which will enable
" httle " men who are capable and ready, to make a start.

The Small Holdings' Commissioners have been of real service in

helping to see that the demand is being met at all events in the

more wilUng counties. But, in the education of people to

make known the demand that might easily exist, they are

. almost powerless. And in the counties where the Councils are

wunwilling much less progress has been made than is desirable.

In connection with the improvement of " outlook " great

stress should be laid upon one important point—namely

the secure possession of the dweUing. Attention has

not been sufficiently concentrated on this point. No system
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based on the increased use of land as the foundation of

the villager's prosperity can ever be of any real avail unless

he has his own cottage, or what is preferable, such an abso-

lutely secure hold over his cottage that it is practically his own.

A tenancy from a County Council is, under ordinary circum-

stances a secure tenure, and a man who has a Small Holding

with a house on it from a Local Authority or from the State

is in a sufficiently secure position for him to feel that he can

do his best for all his lifetime. Every tenure which falls short

of this security, both for land and house, is relatively imperfect

from the point of view of the Small Holder.

A landowner who speaks with knowledge has pointed out

the importance of Local Authority cottages in the following

passage :

The provision of cottages at an economical rent by a Local Authority

would make the men more independent, and would tend to raise the

level of wages.

State assistance to occupiers to enable them to purchase their holdings

would leave the labourers in a worse position than they are now in,

unless the State or Local Authority, at the same time, acquire the

cottages ; otherwise they will either pass with the farms or become
the property of small investors. The gradual extension of State and
Local Authority ownership should go on side by side with unassisted

private ownership.

There is much to be said for the State supply and State

ownership of cottages with sufficient land attached to them.

I have mentioned later on the reasons why in some cases we
cannot expect effective action from Local Authorities.

The Effects upon National Life.

(1) Tlie Exodus from the Villages.—Besides considering the

position of the labourer from his own point of view, we must
bear in mind the great gravity of the situation from the national

point of view. The fact that the best of the villagers leave

the rural districts is not only injurious to rural prosperity, but
also a disadvantage to the nation as a whole. That the pick

of the villagers are constantly leaving the villages for the

towns no one disputes, and the generous terms ofiered by the

Governments of the Dominions are a perpetual attraction to
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the more adventurous spirits. Those who remain in this

country have a considerable choice of occupations. A large

number of the young women go into domestic service or

different kinds of trades. Some of the young men go into

clerical work and miscellaneous trades ; a considerable pro-

portion get good work in outdoor trades in towns, others

go into the postal and poHce services and the Army and Navy.

There is a general consensus of opinion that it is not the country-

bred workers who swell the ranks of chronic unemplojnnent

in the towns. Many of the country-men who go to the towns

are of good physique, being largely unmarried men who have

earned wages enough to keep themselves well fed ; not a few

of them are valued for their steadiness and good character,

and large numbers secure positions before they leave their

village.

The fact that a good many of the healthiest men and women
are brought up in the villages does not for a moment prove

that all is well with our village homes from the national health

point of view. But it does show that the villages are a most
important reservoir of population which we ought to improve

to the utmost of our power. There is hardly any branch of

this rural land subject on which a more urgent appeal can

be made to patriotically-minded EngUshmen than this. Most
civilised nations are zealously trying to improve national

health, and England should be in the forefront of this effort.

If our workers in rural districts were as well paid as they

ought to be in the general national interests, and as well

housed, and their famihes as well fed and cared for, thousands

of useful young Hves might be saved or made into good Hves

instead of weakly ones. If the land were used as it might be,

there would be hundreds more families reared upon it. Every
year the value of such a rural reservoir becomes greater. Most
important town trades and branches of the public service

draw upon it, and the trade of agriculture itself might be

made much more productive if there were more human beings

on the land,

(2) The Health of the VtUajes,—In the next place we must
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realise that the health of many rural villages is profoundly

unsatisfactory.

Language is often used about the healthiness of country life

and country children which is very misleading. There can

be no doubt that if the conditions as regards food, clothing,

housing and sanitary matters generally were what they ought

to be, the advantages of rural life would be very marked. But

we have a long way to go before we reach that desirable state of

things. In spite of great recent improvements, our present

general death-rate, both in town and in country, is far too

high. We ought to look forward to a time when it will

be reduced by a third, or at least a quarter. The infant

mortality rate also is still capable of great reduction. It

should fall from 105 to at least 75 ; the death-rate for children

under five years should fall from 35 to 1,000 living to

25, or even 20. There is no excuse whatever for the

150,000 deaths of children under ten, 94,000 of which occur

under one year. Probably half of this disease is preventable.

For their share of these death-rates the rural districts

have a large responsibihty, which is in no way mitigated when
it is shown that the towns with their slums are in an even worse

condition. The difference, however, is not so large as is often

believed, and in some particulars the position of the rural areas

is significantly unsatisfactory. The differences in the corrected

death-rate, from all causes at all ages, between urban counties

and rural counties is represented roughly for 1905-9 by the

figures—16J urban ; 12J rural. These figures, however, need

closer inspection, and when the number of deaths from all

causes for 1905-9 is analysed into age groups the following ar^

roughly the results

:

geajths below 5 pars - . . 4f (Urban) to 3 (Rural)*,
peaths between 5 and 10 yearg - 4 (Urban) to 3 (Rural).

10 „ 15 „ - 3i (Urban) to 3 (Rural).

„ 16 ,y 20 „ - Rates the same : Rural no ad-
vantage.

* In the first month of life the difference between Urban and Rural
Ui only about 10 per cent, in faFOur of rural, which shows how tenaciou*
of life the urban infant ia. For the first year th^ rate is abo'-*

"

^ 3 Rural _ , j^b^^
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Deaths between 20 and 25 years - 7 (Urban) to 8 (Rural), showing
Rural at a disadvantage.

„ 25 „ 35 „ - Rates nearly the same.

Deaths after 35 years - - - The Rural districts regain their

advantage.

The deaths from tuberculosis of the lungs for 1905-9,

notwithstanding the supposed superior healthiness of rural

districts, show that while under ten years the rural districts

have the advantage, from ten years to twenty -five years

they are at a disadvantage. Between twenty and twenty-five

the mortality is 1,181 (urban) to 1,640 (rural) per 1,000,000

persons living—or not very far from three rural deaths to

two urban deaths. Some authorities may think that this is

partly due to a larger degree of immunity in the urban popu-

lation. Upon this we have no reliable data. It is partly

contributed to no doubt, in some districts, by the fact that

the physically stronger have migrated to the towns before the

age of twenty. But it is probably due generally, to varying

and variable factors, of which malnutrition, bad housing and
exposure are three of the most important.

Those who desire that we should be a healthy nation

should read Sir George Newman's valuable Reports to the

Board of Education. They should remember his warning

that disease in the child may be, and constantly is, a disabling

power or a crippling agency for the rest of Hfe. They should

bear in mind that defective nutrition stands in the forefront

as the most important of all physical defects from which school

children suffer, and that while ignorance is one cause, low

wages is another most potent cause. The question of good'

and sufficient food is fundamental. The frequent absence of

milk for children is a serious matter. Bad housing conditions

and overcrowding are responsible for much disease in country-

districts.

Above all, we have to concentrate on the mother and the

child. The mother must be better fed and better looked

after, if the death-rate is to be further lessened and a healthier

race -ensured in the future. There appears to be an increase,

taking t^e country as a whole, in the number of deaths of infants
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due to prematurity and congenital defects—whicli is a matter

of gravity. This is probably higher in town than in country^

but without doubt it requires great attention in rural districts..

As the Registrar-General points out, the deaths from develop-

mental and wasting diseases form 61 per cent, of the deaths-

at 0-3 months, and they show only a reduction of 5 per cent.

It is evident, he says, that without a substantial improvement
under this head comparatively little reduction can be looked

for in mortality at this period. It is this period of under three

months which contributes more than half the mortahty under
one year. Of the older children those at any rate who are-

compulsorily taught in schools, should have had a wholesome
and nutritious meal. As yet not nearly enough attention is^

given to this matter by some rural Local Authorities.

The reader may also b3 recommended to study Miss Maud
Davies' admirable book " Life in an English Village " sug-

gested to her, as she tells us, by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Webb.
If we had more such careful studies of villages it would be

a great advantage. After dealing with facts bearing on
poverty and character she says :

These facts show emphatically that the dulness and deficiency of the
children, even in a rural district where every advantage of good aii:

and healthy surroundings is obtained, is mainly due to malnutrition..

In Miss Davies' village one-eighth of the households are^

below the poverty Hne, and that the proportion is not
larger is mainly due to the good gardens, the abundance of

allotments, and the ease with which small holdings can be
obtained. But from this one-eighth nearly half the children^

of the parish are drawn. Miss Davies adds :

It becomes clear, when the mortality figures are compared, that a-

huge wastage of human life occurs among the descendants of agricultural
labourers, this being the class that passes through periods of primary
poverty.

This is melancholy reading for what is obviously a well-

favoured parish.

IJnder any system the best human products of the country
will be Hable to be drawn into the towns. And the need of

caring better for rural life, if it is to act as a reservoir, becomes
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greater every year. Let me repeat that, if nutrition were what
really good wages and better understanding about the use of

food might make it, if houses and homes were what they ought

to b3, if milk was more available, and if more were done year

by year to make country life attractive to the best of the vil-

lagers, and they were more ready to spend their hves in the

country, enormous advantages might accrue to national health.

It is obvious, therefore, that the condition of a vast number
of agricultural labourers and their families is such as urgently

-calls for reform, whether we consider it from their own point

of view, or from the broad national point of view which con-

cerns the town-dweller quite as much as the country dweller.

The restoration of the better and more independent forms of

village life, as Mr. Prothero has described them, and the im-

provement of the outlook of the labourer through provisions

which will enable him to get security in his home and easy

access to land are, therefore, matters of real national urgency.

A Gloomy Picture.

The picture, then, that has to be drawn of the rural labourer's

^life in a large part of this country is a dark one, and there is

little use in trying to mitigate its darkness by comparisons.

We may say that the wages thirty years ago were less, or the

cottages worse, than they are now, or that the man in the town

trying to live on 22s. a week is much worse ofi than the country

labourer trying to live on 16s. These things may be all true,

but they are not to the point. We must take the position of

the labourer as we find it, and ask if it can be allowed to

remain as it is with any credit to us as a nation, or with any

prospect of arresting the decay of the villages.

We have to face the plain fact that the wealth of the country

has been growing enormously while the agricultural labourer

has been standing still. Some future generation will be sur-

prised that we did not frankly realise this condition of affairs.

We are shocked and pained when we read of the state of thin^p

which existed before the Factory Acts, and are amazed that

the county allowed the obvious evils of those times to con-

tinue so long. But exactly the same arguments were used
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then to prove that changes were not needed as are used now.

Lord Beaconsfield's well known " Sybil or The Two Nations
"

(The Rich and the Poor) is full of instruction on this matter.

It was written in 1845.
" I was reading a work the other day," said Egremont, " that

statistically proved that the general condition of the people was much
better at this moment than it had been at any known period of history."

" Ah yes, I know that style of speculation," said Gerard, "... the

condition of classes must be judged by the age and hy their relation

with each other."''

In another place, Egremont meditates :

" And the People, the millions of toilers on whose unconscious energies

during these changeful centuries all rested, what changes had these

centuries brought to them ? Had their advance in the national scale

home a due relation to that progress of their rulers which had accumu-
lated in the treasuries of a limited class the riches of the world . . . ?

'*

During the last twenty years the gross amount of income

assessed for Income Tax in England and Wales has risen from
slightly under 600 milHons to over 900 millions. And though

no one would maintain that the Land industry has improved

its income so rapidly during that time, at least during the

last ten years both the landowners' rents and the farmers'

profits have increased. And during this period, while general

national income has risen so rapidly, the agricultural labourers'

income, after allowing for a rise in prices, has on the average,

remained stationary or declined.

THE ECONOMIC POINT OF VIEW.

(1) Agriculture as an Industry.—My main purpose in this

Introduction is to dwell on the extreme importance from the

national point of view of seeking to improve the position and
outlook of the labourer. I can therefore only briefly allude to

the industrial or economic position of agriculture which is fully

discussed elsewhere in the present volume.

As regards the industry of agriculture an immense amount
of interest is being shown by the keenest landowners, land-

agents, and farmers in the improvement of agriculture, now
that the position seems to be more stable and the prospects

more encouraging. The excellent new educational schemes
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of the Board of Agriculture are also meeting with far more
support than would have been the case a few years ago.

I do not profess to be an expert in this matter, but some of

the opinions of the experts quoted in the chapter which deals

with the cultivation of the soil, may be briefly summarised

as follows

:

There are a certain number of first-class farmers farming

splendidly, and producing a large output. But a large number
of farms, with all allowances made for soil, position and the

like, are producing much less than might be reasonably ex-

pected. Whether in arable farming, stock farming, dairy

farming, or mixed farming, there is room for a great increase

in production. The quantity of home-grown food-stuff might

ultimately be increased two-fold. To secure this, more small

farms and small holders must be created. In market garden-

ing great developments are still possible. This branch of

industry (market gardening and fruit farming), says one author-

ity, fully developed and properly organised, ought to provide

the country with all the " small produce " required. But when
we speak of what has been done abroad we must remember
certain things. Mr. Christopher Tumor, who, as a land-

owner, has studied all these questions so scientifically and
thoroughly, and to whose answers to our questions, as well as

to his well-known book,* we are so much indebted, says :

On the Continent the competition from cheap food was not met (a3

so often in England) by reducing the cost of cultivation. Those who
were responsible for the welfare of the nation asked :

" How are we
going to increase the yield per acre ? " And the answer came; " By
seeing that the increased in-put is economic." This was secured by
giving the agriculturists the right education and guidance ; by giving

them access to capital ; teaching them to handle their produce co-

operatively ;
giving them facilities of transport. All these are things

which have been denied to the British farmer.

(2) The Position of the Landowners.—The best landowners

put from 20 per cent, upwards (often much more) of their

gross rental into the estate.f Where this practice prevails,

* "Land Problems and National Welfare."

f To take a case very familiar to me, I notice on referring to a Memoir
of my father which I edited soon after his death in 1898, that his agent

informed me that my father spent during the time he was in possession,
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it is as a rule among owners who have a sufficiently large

income from land to be able to carry it out, or who
have an income to fall back upon from other sources than

land. In the case of many of these owners the land has been

in their families for a long time. In the cases where rich manu-
facturers have bought, there is usually income from elsewhere.

Lord Beaconsfield speaks, seventy years ago, of how " the

application of science to industry developed the manufacturer,

who in turn aspires to be ' large-acred ' and always will so long

as we have a territorial constitution."

With regard to the smaller owner, he cannot as a rule hopej

to hve on the scale that has become customary with the English

landed class and really do justice to his estate, if he has no\

income except from land. A clear income in cash of £2,000 a
year may be preferable from the purely money point of view

—

to " take your money where you hke "—to an estate of a gross

£5,000 a year rental with the usual country house and its

amenities to keep up, with tithes, mortgages, family burdens,

and the demands of the upkeep of the estate.

It is this position and these traditions in England that

make one of the difficulties of the situation. In Denmark,
Sir Rider Haggard and Mr. Turnor point out, a landowner
with a similar estate and a similar income would probably

be making a very substantial free income out of it. Speak-
ing of English conditions, Mr. Turnor says :

The majority of owners of rural estates of 5,000 acres or less cannot
live at home unless they have an income from other sources than land.

This is an unsound position. Some of these small estates which are
not paying concerns ought to pass into the hands of those who can
make them pay.

No landowner ought to own more than 20,000 acres of average
agricultural land, or have more than one large place. Landowners
should fit themselves for their profession as other business and pro-
fessional men do. The owner of land is, to a greater extent, a steward
than the owner of wealth in any other form. There is hardly an estate

from 1871 to 1898, at least £200,000 or over 25 per cent, on actual improve-
\

ments, irrespeetive of ordinary upkeep. Sir Thomas Acland Memoir and I

Letters. Privately Printed, 1902. My brother tells me that in the last I

fifteen years his own average expenditure has been well over the 25 per /

cent, level.
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in England that is developed as it should be from an economic point

of view.

While in tlie Schedule which he filled up for us he says :

Landowners generally have not been trained to their work, as is the

case on the Continent. ... In many ways the so-called bad land-

owner is far healthier for the people on his estate ; for they realise that

they must depend upon themselves and not upon the landowner.

English landowners must learn their business, and must understand

what the industrialising of an estate means. They must learn how to

run their home farms at a profit, as do the landowners in every other

country. . . .

There are undoubtedly many cases where too much land is con-

centrated in the hands of one individual, where the estates are too

large for the owner to look after to his own profit, or to that of his

tenant and the nation at large.

In nearly all districts where there are large landowners there has to

be a considerable amount of absenteeism. For the large landowner

very commonly lives in more than one place. This is one of the great

evils of the large estate. ... In all industries one of the most important

things is to have as many points of contact between the different

individuals who work at the industry as possible. And the landowner

ought to be of easy access to every one on the estate.

Even on some of those estates, which are industrially well

financed, there are, as I have already pointed out, considerable

difficulties in obtaining for the smaller men that independence

as regards land and house on which alone we can hope to build

up a better kind of rural hfe. Mr. Turnor says :

As a rule a good landowner's idea, if he is well off, is to make his

estate a model estate, than which nothing is more disastrous, for the

estate becomes a model of uneconomic conditions, and in practice

i pauperises the labourers and unmans the tenants.

A further question arises about the value to the nation of the

increasing number of " toy " estates, as I have heard them

called. Sir H. R. Haggard in his most interesting book on

Rural England says :

It is foolish to hope that the regeneration of rural England, as a
whole, will be brought about through the purchase of properties by
nouveaux riches. This class . . . wants good value for its money in

pleasure or social consideration, and will go only where this is to

be had.

And an experienced informant said to him :
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The new style of owner, who, having accumulated money in some
commercial pursuit, buys a large estate, makes no legitimate use of

the land. His, as a rule, is merely a sporting interest, and the rent

being a matter of indifference to him, he seeks to grow not produce

but partridges.

Whether we Hke it or not, we have to reckon with the fact

that estates of this kind—estates, purchased by wealthy men
of business, not primarily for agriculture, but for their social

and sporting amenities—are hkely to increase in number, while

wealth grows, as it does now, in manufacturing and commercial

centres. On the other hand business men who encouraged

villagers to obtain an independent footing on the land, and

helped them to obtain security in their homes, might be of

notable assistance in developing the country.

Whatever Parhament may do, it is certain that individual

effort must play a large part in any effective land reform. It

is, therefore, encouraging to find a general agreement that

many of the younger farmers and landowners are alert and
enterprising.

It is not to be supposed that those older owners and agents

and farmers who are unaccustomed to look for independence in

village life will hastily change their point of view. But from
the coming generation much may be expected. If the young
owners of the future who are now at the University or else-

where enquire for themselves into the possibilities of a different

method of handling their estates from that which has been

traditional in some of their families, they might make a new
position for themselves which would not be the less in-

fluential or useful because it required a certain sacrifice ol

personal power over others. The new order of landowners

might become primarily men with business methods ; and
the encouragement of the " little man," wherever this meant
more produce from the land and the revival of a really inde-

pendent village Hfe, might be a practical as well as a patriotic

aim.

Sir Rider Haggard, in his book " Rural Denmark and its
j

Lessons," takes a gloomy view of such possibilities as I have

'

here sketched. The passage in which he deals with this

matter is worth quoting in full

;
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My object has been to demonstrate our agricultural state as compared
to that of Denmark which I have endeavoured to set out in the fore-

going pages, and incidentally to discover whether by any chance the

two can be assimilated.

I regret to say my conclusion is that this seems to be difficult, if not
impossible. The attitude of the two peoples towards the land is

fundamentally different. The Danes look upon their land as a principal

means of livelihood and as a nursery which, above all things, should be

consecrated to the upbringing and home-life of a healthy and numerous
rural population—in short, as a business proposition in which the nation

is most vitally concerned.

In the main, although we may not acknowledge it, we look upon our

land, or much of it, as a pleasure proposition in which the individual

only is concerned, or so it appears to me. Incidentally we cultivate it,

but not always as well as it might be cultivated. Incidentally, or

accidentally, a certain number of people are reared upon it, but not half

as many as might be reared. Further, when these are grown up it

affords to them no career. A few, for whom there is room, stop as

agricultural labourers or as their wives, for the most part without

prospect of bettering themselves in life. One in a hundred becomes

a Small Holder, one in a thousand becomes a tenant-farmer ; the rest,

who can find neither work nor outlook, must perforce migrate to the

cities or across the seas.

With regard to these estates which are held solely as a
" pleasure proposition," some people think they decide the

question in their favour by predicting lamentable results from

the withdrawal of employment or wage paying by owners of

such estates. Or they dwell upon the great apparent disad-

vantages of the villages where such expenditure has not been

made, of the " slummy " or open village where the cottage

speculator is to be found, and employment by the landowner

around his house and grounds is absent. Unfortunately there

are Sanitary Authorities which allow villages of this kind

to be centres of ill-health, and the cottage question is often

more acute in them than anywhere else. But from the point

of view of the villagers the arguments are not all on one side,

and there is a certain rough independence in some open villages

which has its human value. Some such villages have been

invaluable nurseries of independent men who have been very

helpful on the country-side. I can remember an extremely

shrewd employer saying to me that he found hje got far more
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" two-handed, ready, helpful fellows " from the open villages

than from the other kind.

(3) The Position of the Farmer.—No doubt a proposal for a

minimum wage will encounter a very sturdy resistance from

many farmers, even if part of the additional cost be shared

by the landowner. It is clear, however, that there are some
farmers who do believe that the better paid man does better

work.

On the subject of security, all are agreed that a feehng of

insecurity is bad. I may quote the opinion of a capable farmer

who understands his business, and farms partly his own land

and partly rented land.

Insecurity of tenure prevents farmers from cultivating the land to the

best advantage. Many improvements to land take time and expendi-

ture of labour, and capital to accomplish. If the tenant has not got some
assurance that he is going to be in the farm long enough to reap the

reward of his labourers, he is not likely to improve the condition of

the land. The result of this is that in many cases land is not producing
more than half what it is capable of. This is a national loss. Less

labour is employed than where farming is carried on in the best manner ;

even the value of the land is depreciated. Insecurity of tenure is bad
for the landlord, the tenant, the labourer and the whole community.
Existing legislation fails to give security of tenure.

Farmers in comfortable circumstances under a good land-

owner who charges a low rent to the sitting tenant, are apt to

think httle about security of tenure, but it must be added
that some of them are not very zealous about increasing the

produce of land beyond what has been traditional and
customary.

The question of security versus ownership and other matters
affecting the larger farmers, are very fully discussed later on in

this book, and I do not therefore allude to them here.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.

Different Conditions and Varying Solutions.—When we
come to consider results and conclusions, whether from the
social or from the economic point of view, variety is of the
essence of the matter. There is no royal road. I think there

can be no doubt that besides wages and housing, easy access
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to land, and security of tenure of land and cottage stand in the

forefront. But there will be great diversity of treatment.

In many villages there are men who, for the present, can deal

only with a small piece of land attached to the cottage, and
yet have not got that. In the same villages there will be
a few (and with wise national encouragement, perhaps a
greatly increasing number) who, if the land is favourable to

such treatment, can use Small Holdings with effect. Much
has yet to be done through education, especially through

demonstration Small Holdings. More co-operation and greater

facihties for credit are needed. All these things work to a

common end. It is, however, essential that the State, the

Authorities, the powers that be in the village, shall really

intend to create an independent set of villagers who shall

have effective control over their own destiny. It is so easy

to say that the labourer is a sensible fellow, who knows how
hard and difficult work on a Small Holding is, and much prefers

to remain as he is, and on this comfortable assumption to

advocate things as they are. It is so much more difficult

to set in motion the different agencies which really will in

the future give the capable young labourer his opportunity,

and his own choice of whether he will stay in or near his

village, or whether he will go. But as an able and sympa-
thetic writer says in pointing out how much well-to-do leaders

of country Hfe can do :

There must be no out-of-date snobbery or patronage. . . . Let us

be clear as to the ideal for which we are working. The age of mere
patronage is past. The age of leadership is never past. Only those

who really wish to see an independent virile peasantry on English land

can help.*

It is this attitude, which, as a nation we have to adopt

—

the attitude which really does aim at the creation of an
independent virile peasantry and which really does want to

remove, as speedily as possible, the obstacles in the way. It

is easy for a commercial nation to look at things commercially

;

it is not so easy to see the human, social or national point of view.

* See an interesting letter by Dr. Harry Roberts in The Times of May
20th, 1913.
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It can be truly said that in various parts of England, " land

which a few years ago was producing at'the'outside £10 worth

of food-stuff to the acre, when cultivated in large farms, is now
producing anything up to £100 worth of food-stuff to the acre."

When we see a statement like this, we feel at once that the

large farm must give way in such cases. In a little island

like ours the commercial advantage of this appeals to us

at once.

The Human, and the Business Problems.—But we have

to look at the human problem in the same way. When we
reaUze that such and such a village is situated in land which

would be quite available for the little independent man
to do well on, but is a place where " little men " are not

being encouraged and trained up to the work, we must leam
to^feel that that village^is not playing its part for the advantage

of the nation. More small people living in a thoroughly

independent way should be found in that village, and are

urgently needed there with their families for the sake of the

country. To some extent, therefore, in such cases also the

large farm interest must give way to the interest of the com-
munity. And above all, in connection with the whole question

of a "better outlook" we must learn to reahse the futihty

of what may be called the " no demand " argument. It is

often said in certain parishes, " No reforms are needed here,

there is no demand." Speaking of this excuse, which is so

frequently heard, Mr. Jesse Collings says in connection with

the legislation begun in Prussia by Stein and Hardenberg

:

They treated the pleas " no demand," " no land hunger," and other
pretexts as simply irrelevant to the objects they had in view.*

When we consider the history of the labourer in many vil-

lages during the last century, what we have to think of is not
whether there is a demand for improvement and revival, but
how to create a demand. It is here that much more can yet
be done by the State and Local Authorities. Examples of suc-

cessful cultivation of small holdings, where this can be done
in a businesshke way, and is not yet being done, ought to be
brought under the eyes of the coming generation. It is all

"Land Reform." Lonraians, 1908.
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very well to say you can never have successful Small Holding
cultivation unless you can find the right man. This is no
doubt true. But you must also give the younger man who
has not yet had the opportunity of seeing the thing done, an

idea of how it is done, and, above all, you must give him some
genuine hope that in his own neighbourhood he can acquire

land for the purpose. There must also be some chance that

he may get land at a reasonable price. If we really mean to

revive village life it is not enough to say to the young labourers

hesitating whether to depart or not, " The land here near the

village, you must remember, is too high-priced for you. It is

mostly what is called accommodation land. There is no

chance for you near here, you must go to a colony of Small

Holders elsewhere." The desire to have such colonies and all

that co-operation may bring to them is excellent. But it will

not do to allow the plea of high-priced land to become a stock

argument for sending the keen young fellows away from the

village where they have been brought up—there must be

discrimination and impartial enquiry. Provide these things

in the places where they do not exist, and there is much more
chance of an effective revival of vigorous life, and a better out-

look for the inhabitants.

When we look, then, to the future, one essential point seems

to be that each village shall be considered by some impartial

authority on its merits, and then we~might learn the full

truth about demand and the possibility of increasing it. An
impartial consideration should be given to the question

whether, apart from the interest alone of owners or occupiers, it

it is possible in any given village to do more than is being done

to bring about that revival of independent village life which Mr.

Prothero speaks of, and whether from a national point of \'iew

the establishment of independent small holders with real

security and adequate assistance and encouragement would

be desirable.

Local Authorities and Land Policy.—In any reforms that

may be undertaken, the question whether Local Authori-

ties are the best bodies to carry them out must be carefully
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considered. It must be obvious to everyone wbo knows rural

life that there is a real difficulty in getting the point of view

of the rural labourer effectively represented on Local Authori-

ties.

In any case Rural Councils, County or District Councils,

are at a disadvantage as compared with Urban Councils.

They take up more of the Councillors' time in going to and

fro. They take up more of the Councillors' money in traveUing

expenses. A threepenny tram fare or less will carry most
Urban Councillors to their place of meeting without much
loss of time. It is very different with Rural Councillors. With
a view to obviating the disadvantage which membership of

a Rural County Council as distinguished from an Urban
Council, imposes on the Councillor, I moved an amendment
to the County Council Bill, when it was passing through the

House of Commons, that actual and reasonable travelKng

expenses should be paid to County Councillors. It was de-

feated by forty-four votes on the usual ground, which is the

enemy of so much national and social advantage in this

country, that the rates could not bear the charge.* Instead

of either overburdening rates or of having a perpetual squabble

between rates and taxes why do we not find out what financial

arrangements are desirable in the interest of efficiency and then

get to work ?

But apart from this particular question it is evident both

from the answers we have received and from the knowledge
which is available to everyone that there are many cases in

which the Rural District Councils, and some cases in which
the County Councils, are not in the least likely to make rapid

strides in the direction of the reforms which are urgently and
immediately needed for the sake of the nation as a whole.

The time has surely arrived when public opinion would warmly
support the"Central Authority in itself performing or effec-

tively insisting on the performance of duties which to the real

national loss, are being neglected by Local Authorities. The

* The amendment was supported by Mr. Burt, Mr. Fenwick, Mr. John
Morley and Sir Wm. Harcourt.
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time has gone by when those who administer the Central

Ofl&ces, whether Ministers or Permanent Officials, should allow

themselves to be perturbed by questions put by Members of

Parliament in the interest of their Local Authorities, with a

view to arresting the action of the Central Authorities, which

are often far too timid already. Democratic self-government

is a very fine phrase, but when the action of some Local

Authorities is impartially considered, we are perfectly well

aware that in certain districts our fellow-citizens are at a very

grave disadvantage, and that these backward places are a

source of real injury to the nation. No one who considers

the composition of some of our Rural Local Authorities can

suppose for a moment that any rapid changes will take place

if reforms of the kind here suggested are put into their hands,

unless some much greater driving power is given to the Central

Authority, whether by way of withholding'grants or by some

other method.

One of our correspondents, after describing the condition

of his village in a very interesting way says :

It is useless to depend on County Councils or District Councils to

alter this. They are composed of the very men that have made things

as they are, and intend to keep them so.

As regards Parish Councillors there is much for them yet

to do if villages are to be encouraged to make full use of the

possibilities which self-government offers to a small com-

munity. It happens that I was closely associated with the

movement for Parish Councils before the Government of 1892-5

and also in the preparation of the Parish and District Councils

Bill by that Government. It is commonly said that the

results have been most disappointing. I am not sure that

those who knew the real position of many of our villages when

the Act was passed expected very much at first. But it was

essential that the old Vestry should be superseded, and it was

necessary to lay the foundations of something better. In

some parishes where the right sort of leaders have been found,

excellent work has been done. These afford an example which

after a time may be followed by others. Further powers
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should be given io Parish Councils as is indicated in another

part of this volume.*

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, what we must hope for is a really strong

national public opinion on this whole question.

The evils are very grave. They can seldom be fully realised

by those who drive the " economic " machine, or look on the

land from the point of view of social advantage only. As a

matter of fact they concern the urban dweller quite as much as

the country dweller, and nothing is a greater mistake, when
public expenditure is being spoken of, than to set out in

hostility to one another the interest of the urban and the

interest of the rural payer of taxes in regard to these questions.

We need a vigorous nation w.th as healthy a breed of

citizens as possible. A larger rural supply of healthier men,

women and children, is fundamental. We must give our

attention to those babies of one day old born in the rural

labourers' cottages, of whom, by a merciful dispensation of

nature 70 per cent, or more are as healthy and as iivailable

for the making of good citizens as are the babies of the middle

or the upper class.

Under satisfactory conditions, with earnings by the parents

sufiicient to meet all the children's principal needs and to

provide for the good health of the father and mother, with

a really healthy and not overcrowded dwelling, with arrange-

ments for independent life in country villages which would
give all those who can take advantage of it a new outlook

and lead some of the best of them to prefer a country life in

England to either Urban or Colonial life, an enormous change

might take place. And, by degrees, if the powers that be

are not too much afraid of the word " independence " but if,

on the contrary, they will encourage and develop independence

by all the means available, a rural life that will be more
attractive to the labourer and his posterity may arise. But

* It is felt in some parishes that the show of hands is a great drawback
to free expression of opinion.
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it is hard work.^^It can only be done by deliberately fostering

and encouraging a movement in this direction in many
different ways.

The pressing question is to settle how much the State and
the Local Authorities can be called upon to do. That they

have much more to do no one doubts. Hardly anyone who
gives an unbiassed consideration to the question can help

coming to the conclusion that the position of a large number
of our agricultural labourers relatively to the immense and
increasing wealth of the country is a very grave discredit to

the nation as a whole. It is a sign that we have largely failed

in a great and important industry to arrive^at a just allotment

of the product of the industry. What is called the free-

play of the forces of competition has completely broken down
in this case.

The matter is very urgent ; the remaining portion of rural

England, here as in other coimtries subject to constant

encroachment by the towns, is a precious possession which

must be rightly used, not for the benefit of mdividuals only,

but with a constant eye to the best National and Imperial

interests. Why as a Nation are we so sluggish in this matter ?

Do we realise how essential a rural population is and that

Germany has 13 persons employed m AgricuUure to every 100

acres of cultivated area, and France 10, while in the United

Kingdom there are shghtly under 5.

It is obvious that it is not a question of climate and soil

alone which makes this enormous difference. It is that, with

our common tradition of Uiiasez-fairc, we have allowed the

State to look on and make no really effective effort to increase

the rural population. We must get a public opinion which

warmly approves every rural village where a healthy, independ-

ent, prosperous set of families is being added to the country-

side, and which warmly disapproves the villages where this

could be done and is not being done, and which refuses to

accept the excuse that a certain land-agent likes large farms

better than small ones, or that a certain body of large farmers

in a parish are against Small Holders and httle men, or that

in certain cases independent men in homes of their own are
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discouraged in the interests of sport, that some County or

District Councils are shirking the work assigned to them,

or any excuse which means mere delay. This will come
to be the policy of national patriotism. The rulers of all

nations are coming more and mort- to see that the^question

of the production of the largest number of healthy, vigorous,

independent, hopeful citizens and the least number of depressed

citizens with little outlook or hope of improving their position

is the question of the hour. We cannot afford to yield to the

plea of the owner and occupier of older days in districts where

the national welfare is being neglected " I can do and will

do what I like with my own." There is a higher necessity

constraining us and we owe it to posterity, without acting

in haste or doing injustice, to take a broader view of the

responsibility of the State in regard to this momentous problem.

I sincerely beheve that there is already some encourage-

ment to be found in the present attitude of the public mind.

And it must not be forgotten that many people in some of the

villages are working earnestly amidst not a few obstacles in

the right direction. There is a great amount of kindly feeling

in rural Hfe which may perhaps be turned after a time into

a somewhat new channel. Anyone brought up as I was on
an estate where both the importance of good farming and the

interest of the inhabitants on the estate down to the humblest
were constantly kept to the front, cannot doubt the existence

of this good feeling. When the national importance of further

changes is fully realised, there will surely be many who will

zealously help in bringing these changes about.

It is to be hoped that we are not about to see the interest

of the large owners and occupiers on the one hand set over
against the interests of the labourers and Small Holders on
the other. From the widest and most patriotic point of view
their interests should be capable of being harmonised to some
extent at any rate, and it is quite obvious that not a few land-

owners and farmers are prepared to assist in improvements
and changes of an important kind. No doubt there will be
some who will consider that the efforts made to do this^are

aimed against themselves or their class. In all reforms of
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this kind some individuals among what are called the

threatened interests feel greatly alarmed. If we look back
over our industrial and social history (and many people can

be very wise about State interference in the past, while full

of doubt about the present), we shall see the same thing.

When Parliament was considering the Factory Acts, Carlyle,

who was no democratic Kadical, wrote :

And to whatsoever "vested interest" or such Hke stood up gain-

saying merely " I shall lose profits," the willing Legislature would
answer " Yes, but my sons and daughters will gain health and life

and a soul."

What Carlyle calls the " willing Legislature " has got a

heavy task before it, and many will regard it as a misfortune

that a subject of this kind must go through the mill of party

poHtics. But our party system has great advantages, and
we cannot expect to escape from our Parliamentary traditions.

Pitt and Fox differed in the House of Commons on the subject

of a minimum wage for agricultural labourers 120 years ago.

And no doubt these difficult topics will cause searching

discussion and debate. The essential thing, unless we are

to hold that the State is powerless to help, is that something

effective should be done without further procrastination, for

both the wages question and the housing question must be

marked " urgent " in a large part of rural England to-day.

A. H. D. ACLAND.

[The Ciiaiiman wrote Ihi.s iiilroductioii in ^Sltucli and Ajtril, 1918,
adding a paragiapli or two later. Since May lie, unfortunately, has heen
laid entirely aside l)y illness, and therefore has been unable to make a linal

revision Certain subjects would have been dealt with more fully but
for these circumstances.]



HISTORICAL OUTLINE OF LAND OWNERSHIP

IN ENGLAND.

By Gtilbert Slater, D.Sc.

Private ownership in land rests ultimately on one of two

claims, the claim of the spade or the claim of the sword. Right

through the history of England these two claims have com-

peted for recognition. There has also been throughout our

history a struggle between the competing principles of collec-

tive ownership of land and private ownership. Both these

statements apply to Europe generally as well as to England.

On the whole, the principle of private ownership spreading

northwards over Europe has gradually prevailed over the

principle of collective ownership. The principle of collective

ownership is associated with pastoral life and with the open

plains of the north ; that of individual ownership with inten-

sive cultivation and the mountainous lands of the Mediter-

ranean^basin. If we pass eastwards from England to Russia

we find hedges, the sign of private ownership, less and less

visible, till in Great Russia itself, we find the village community
still practising the principle of periodic redivision of the un-

hedged fields in spite of the pressure of the Imperial Govern-

ment in the direction of individual ownership. On the other

hand, if we proceed southwards towards Italy we find the sides

of hills and mountains fashioned into ridges, with stone walls

supporting the treasured soil ; and the plains carved into regu-

lar rectangular patches, each surrounded with its irrigating

ditches fringed by vines and their supporting elms. There is

the ancient European home of the principle of private owner-

ship of land, clearly resting on the fact that cultivable land is

there the product of skilled and toilsome labour.
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Doomsday portrays a certain stage in the double struggle

above mentioned. It shows us practically all the land of England

divided into manors, each manor with its lord, though one lord

might have many manors, hut each manor also cultivated by a
" village community, ^^ that is by a co-operative group of peasant

cultivators. Katber less than balf of the tilled land was " de-

mesne "
; the property of the lord. Ratber more tban balf be-

longed to tbe villagers. Tbe demesne was cultivated by tbe

villagers for tbe benefit of the lord, who had a definite claim

on the forced labour of each " tenant of the manor " amounting

in the total to something approaching half the labour time of

the villagers. The remainder of their time they were free to

devote to their own business. There was no equality among
the villagers themselves ; the sizes of their holdings of land

appear to have been determined by their respective ability to

cultivate them. The owner of two oxen was entitled to a
" yoke " or " virgate " of land, i.e., somewhere about 30 acres of

arable with a proportionate share of pasture ; the owner of one

ox to a half " virgate "or " oxgang "
; he who possessed but his

own hands, to some 5 or 6 acres. Only a small minority of vil-

lagers were wealthy enough to equip their ploughs without the

assistance of their neighbours ; accordingly ploughing was a

co-operative enterprise, and the various village ploughs, under

the charge of the village ploughman, day by day turned over

the soil for the plough-partners in rotation. In consequence

each man's holding consisted of a series, few or many in num-
ber, of acres or half-acres, each a furrow long (furlong), and 2 or

4 rods wide.

At the time of Doomsday the arable land was worked either

on the two-field or the three-field system. On the two-field

system each villager and the lord of the manor himself had

about half his land in each field, each field alternately

bearing a crop of winter corn (wheat or rye), and lying fallow.

By degrees, however, the three-field system generallysuperseded

the two-field system, acrop of spring corn (barley or oats) follow-

ing the crop of winter corn.

The owner of a strip of arable land was the individual owner

of the corn crop on it only. After the harvest was carried, the
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arable field or fields bearing crops became a common pasture,

while the fallow field was a common pasture all the year round.

If there were meadows which produced hay these were fenced

off in the spring until the time of hay harvest, and then divided

by lot or rotation, or according to some other local rule, for hay
cutting ; and then the after-grass was common. Arable and

meadow together, moreover, formed, as a rule, the smaller por-

tion of the land belonging to the particular manor, and the

remainder, whether heath, moor, or wood, was common for

pasturage and fuel.

There is a long history of the development of the manor
before the time of the conquest, a history which has been

gradually illuminated by the labours and controversies of

many distinguished investigators. Into these I have no space

to enter here. Ancient British custom, the probably somewhat
similar customs brought from the continent by Jutes, Saxons,

Angles, Danes and Norse, the Roman Conquest, and the subtler

influences of Roman civilisation working through different

channels in later periods, the conflicts between race and race,

all had their share in determining the precise form of village

agriculture and social order to be found in the different manors.

One most important question, which it is difiicult to ignore,

arises with regard to the lord of the manor. How had he acquired

his position of lordship and privilege ? The Norman Conquest
did not create the lord of the manor ; it substituted Norman
for Saxon—alien for native—lords. There can be little doubt
that it was war, and the necessity for providing simultaneously

for the defence of the country and for the cultivation of the

land, that made the institution of manorial lords almost uni-

versal even under the Saxon kings. Particularly during the

terrible struggle with the Danes, the peasantry might be
regarded as making a reasonable bargain when they gave half

their labour, and in consequence half the produce of the village

lands, to obtain protection from foreign enemies and internal

disorder. Either as defender or conqueror j then, the lord of the

manor held land by the claim of the sword, while the villager''

s

right was based on his ability and willingness to till the soil.

Let it be clearly understood that the position of the lord of
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the manor was not that of a mere property owner, but that of

the holder of a very responsible office, entitled to a maintenance

sufficient to enable him to discharge his duties. He was primar-

ily responsible to the King for organising the due contribution of

the manor to the defensive forces of the country, and for coming
at the summons with a body of men maintained by himself.

When the King preferred mercenaries to the feudal levy, the

lord had to pay his " scutage." He was responsible for local

administration, for the maintenance of roads and bridges, for the

execution of justice and the prevention of crime. On succession

he had to be accepted as competent to perform these duties

(hence " wardship ") ; and when the necessities of the kingdom
required it, he had to pay heavy " aids " or " subsidies."

From the time of the Conquest onwards, if not earlier, there

was a long struggle waged throughout the country with vary-

ing fortunes between the lord and the villagers. On the one

hand the lord through his stewards, who each administered

several manors, and his bailiffs, each permanently resident in,

and responsible for, one particular manor, endeavoured to get

the full toll of labour theoretically due from each villager, paid

scrupulously and efficiently. As a class the lords of the manor
went further. They showed a disposition to interpret the

relations established by old custom and tradition between them-

selves and the villagers, as one of ownership of human beings

on the one side, and slavery on the other. On the other hand

we may be sure that the villagers gave no greater and no more

effective service to the lord than prudence compelled. The
stronger the reigning monarch the better did the peasants fare.

The parish priest, himself drawn as a rule from the peasant

class and living in the village as a peasant with peasants, was

of no small importance as a counterbalancing force to the lord.

The first great change in the land system as we find it in

Doomsday was the development of the principle of commuta-
tion. Before the end of the twelfth century bargains were

made on many of^the Kentish manors belonging to the Cathe-

dral Monastery of Canterbury, whereby the peasants paid a

definite money rent (pretty uniformly one shilhng per acre) or a

rent in kind—hens, eggs, or ploughshares

—

and became quit of
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all labour services to their monastic lord. The practice of

commutation spread by degrees northwards and westwards,

and this change had made very considerable progress before

the Black Death in 1348-9. This terrible calamity, which

destroyed not ranch less than half of the population,made a deep

mark on agriculture and land ownership. In the first place,

many peasant properties fell into the hands of the lord of the

manor through the extermination of the family. The lord of

the manor had more land than before. On the other hand, the

resident body of workers in villages was so reduced that

cultivation could not be efficiently carried on under the old

system. Men, being fewer now than before put a higher

value upon their labour. Though lords of manors were
more eager than before to exact every hour of labour to

which they were entitled, they found it increasingly

difficult to get peasants to remain on holdings unless labour

dues were commuted. Hence it was equally impossible for

them to cultivate' their demesne lands profitably either with

forced or with' hired labour. In vain the notorious Labourers'

Acts were passed, requiring men, in spite of the great rise of

prices, to serve on demand for the same money wages as

before the pestilence, and providing that if they left such
forced service they should be hunted from place to place, and
when taken, branded "on the forehead with hot iron. These
laws had their effect in helping to provoke the great Peasants'

Revolt of 1381 ; they do not seem to have been of much use
to worried stewards and bailiffs. The solution of the problem
was found in two directions, in the increase in sheep-farming,
and the abandonment of the system of direct cultivation of the
demesne. The demesne lands were allotted to the poorest of

the peasantry under the system of " stock and land leases,"

by which the lord of the manor suppHed the stock of animals
and grain, and the other capital necessary to work the land, as
well as the land itself, and received a definite rent. By degrees
this new tenant class advanced in prosperity, and after an
average interval of about fifty years they became possessed
of sufficient stock to be able to work the land with their own
capital In this way the fir$t division of the body of English
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tenant farmers was established. As a result of the Black Death

the lords of manors owned more of the land, hiU took a much smaller

share in its cultivation. The peasantry were temporarily in a

position of greater freedom, and entered on a period of greater

prosperity, but their grip on the land was loosened, and the basis

of their prosperity was legally insecure.

The villages of England, then, during the fifteenth century

would generally be found occupied by two classes of villagers,

the copyholders, who in diminished numbers represented the

serfs of an earlier age, emancipated by the commutation of their

labour services for certain definite rents and dues recorded in

the minutes of the manor, and the new tenants of the old

demesne, paying rents which were fixed by custom, but which

legally could be revised at short notice. There was also another

class of tenants, occupying holdings carved out of the waste,

which the lords of manors had by the Statute of Merton given

themselves legal power to appropriate, provided sufficient

was left for common of pasture and fuel for the villagers. As
for the methods of cultivation, they had changed but little.

There was a disposition to make hedges between the arable

fields and the common pasture, both for the purpose of keeping

beasts off the corn and to provide them with shelter. Closes

were made by degrees out of the arable land in the immediate

vicinity of the village. But the arable fields, meadows and
pasture, remained in general open, the several holdings inter-

mixed, and subject to the ancient customs of commonage.
It was probably towards the end of the fifteenth century

that the relative economic power and influence of the peasant

were at their height, and of the landlord at their lowest point.

The abandonment in great measure of manorial cultivation

had, to a considerable'extent, converted the lord of the manor
into a rent charger. The Wars of the Roses which occupied

so much of the second half of the century destroyed the military

importance and political power of the baronage. Mutual

slaughter and widespread confiscation of baronial estates

crippled the feudal nobility, and the development of artillery

destroyed the impregnability of their castles. With the

weakening of the power of the barons life and property became
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more secure, production increased, and higher standards of

comfort were attained. But a new agricultural revolution was

at hand.

By the end of the century, the period of geographical ex-

ploration, of the opening out of the sea route to India, and of

the discovery of .America, had arrived, bringing with it a great

development of world commerce, and an influx of silver,

which commercialised industrial life and revolutionised tra-

ditional values. The system of peasant cultivation, whereby

the land was tilled primarily and almost exclusively to yield

a subsistence to the cultivator, and each village continued

its customary life and slow evolution from generation to

generation, was exposed to the influence of new and subtle

disintegrating forces.

Consider in the first place the effect of rapidly and pro-

gressively rising prices upon the relation between the Crown
and the manorial lords on the one hand, and that between

the lords and the peasantry on the other. Ever since the

reign of Edward III. the valuation of land on which subsidies

were levied had been permanently settled. But now the hered-

itary revenue of the Crown derived from the land, while nominally

unchanged, in reality shrank to a fraction of its old amount,

measured in real values. The ministers of^Henry VIII.,

Elizabeth, James I. and Charles I. had in "succession to

deal with this problem, as silver continued to depreciate and
prices to rise. Though their expedients were varied, and in

the end fatal to the last mentioned king, they never ventured

on such a revision of the land revenue as would have secured

the old proportion of the annual value of the land to the

national exchequer. It must be remembered that they had
no standing army.

But while the lords were payers of customary dues to the

Crown, they were receivers of customary rents and dues from
the peasantry. If they gained by the shrinking in the real

value of the dues they paid, they lost, in precisely the same
ratio, by the shrinking of the real value of the rents they
received, as long as those customary rents were not revised.

But that was not for long.
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The immediate effect of the opening out of wider markets,

the inflow of new commodities and the rising prices, was to

give increased prosperity both to the copyholder and to the

tenant at customary rents. Soon, however, it was observed

that land had an economic rent, a possible rack-rent, in some
cases several times as great as that actually paid by the

tenant according to long established custom. Further, the

very commercial revolution had had a potent influence on the

mental outlook of the governing class, which was itself com-
mercialised . New possibilities of luxurious expenditure tempted
them, while the force of bid customs was decaying, and religion

itself was in a state of flux. They set to work to appropriate

to themselves the whole of the new profits which changed
conditions made possible. Tenants at citstomary rents were

at their mercy. They had to go, or, at the best, the customary

rents speedily became rack-rents. Copyholders were not so

easily dealt with. In their case the law had to be strained

or over-ridden. But the arbitrary increase of fines was often

found effective in making them resign their holdings into the

hands of the lord.

The situation was complicated by the fact that for causes

which cannot be entered into here, the price of grain was
relatively low compared with that of wool, so that a great

commercial advantage could be secured by turning the arable

land into sheep farms. The results were portentous. In

many places, as described in the famous passage in " Utopia,"

or by numerous other contemporary authors, or in the pre-

ambles of many Acts of Parliament, evictions took place on

a wholesale scale, and where there had been thriving villages

and a sturdy population of hard working peasantry, nothing

was left but waste and ruined cottages, and rough grass nibbled

by flocks, running we are told, in some cases to as many as

24,000 sheep, tended by a few shepherds and their dogs.

The dispossessed peasantry having disposed of their small

possessions by forced sale, wandered aimlessly away with

scant chance of finding employment either in town or country.

The stream of broken men and unhappy women and children

could not be stayed by all the vagrancy laws the Government
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could devise, though such laws rose at times to a horrible pitch of

cruelty. This was the great Enclosure movement of the six-

teenth century. Enclosure meant then, not the turning of

wast^ lands into cultivated fields, but the conversion of the
" fair fields full of folk," of Langland's phrase, into desolate

sheep walks.

Just when this movement was at its height there occurred

the dissolution of the monasteries. Much as King Henry VIII.

would have liked to keep their vast estates in his own hands,

he was unable to do so. To the powerful and unscrupulous

there was offered such an opportunity of getting rich quickly

as had never been offered since the Conqueror parcelled

out the manors of England among his Norman followers,

if then. A mighty scramble took place. Something was
secured for education ; the City of London by a great

effort secured some portion of the monastic revenues for the

continuance of the work of care of the sick and relief of distress

carried on by the London monasteries ; but what was saved

for public purposes was'the smallest portion. Nearly all the

monastic lands fell into'^the hands of private owners, men of

the type least likely to allow humanitarian scruples to hinder

them in the pursuit of wealth. In popular belief such lands,

and also " enclosed " lands, carried with them a curse. The
wish was father to the thought.

The monasteries themselves had been the great organisation

of the Middle Ages for dealing with a floating poor population.

Now they were gone, the responsibility for finding measures
either of prevention or relief fell directly upon the Crown.
Fortunately this was a period during which both power and
knowledge had been considerably centralised. The Wars of

the Roses and the Reformation had transferred power from
the barons and from the Church to the Tudor monarchs. The
advisers both of Henry VIII. and Elizabeth included men
of great abihty and high patriotism. They were capable
of being moved by the distresses of the victims of the new
landlordism

; they also held that the military power of the
nation depended mainly upon its infantry forces, and that an
efficient infantry could only be recruited from a well-fed

/
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peasantry. Varied and drastic legislation was introduced

to cope with the situation. In the series of Depopulation Acts,

very severe penalties were imposed on the owner of land who
converted arable land into pasture, or who allowed peasant

cottages to fall into decay. Such land had to be tilled again,

and such cottages to be rebuilt and let to tenants, while hold-

ings which had been thrown together were to be redivided

into small farms of 20 or 40 acres each. Other acts penaUsed

the holding in one hand of excessively large flocks of sheep,

and required that every agricultural labourer must have his

separate cottage with 4 acres of land assigned to it. The

Statute of Apprentices require that all youths should be

apprenticed either to some urban craft or to agxiculture,

and assigned to Justices of the Peace the duty of fixing

wages in accordance with the cost of living ; while the

gradually evolving Poor Law, in the form in which it was

fixed by the Acts of 1597 and 1601, laid upon every parish

the duty of finding employment for its unemployed workers,

and subsistence for those unable to work.

Some of these laws were not thoroughly enforced. Never-

theless, as Mr. Tawney has shown, it would-be a mistake to

regard the Tudor agrarian code as ineffective. True, in lands

held by tenants, customary rents had been superseded by

rack-rents, and this feature in the agrarian revolution was

not dealt with by legislation, though the Church was directed

to pray for more sensitive consciences for landlords. But in

spite of all the evictions of small tenants and copyholders, they

remained the predominating body of rural workers. Land-

less labourers and large farmers together were only a minority.

The peasantry had |^been threatened, but to a great extent

reprieved, and they appear to have enjoyed increasing pros-

perity from 1597 up to the outbreak of the great Civil War
in 1640.
" Whatever the Tudor agrarian code did for the rural labourer

and the peasant in did not alter the main result of the agrarian

revolution. That revolution enormously increased the wealth

of the landed aristocracy. It altered the distribution of the

wealth won from the soil in such a way that the cultivator
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received a relatively much smaller share, and the rent-receiver

a much larger share ; while the personal services rendered by
the latter to the State disappeared, and the taxation paid

by him became relatively trifling.

Duringthe CivilWar the nobler Puritans and Cavahers largely

fell in battle or were exiled or suffered confiscation of their

estates ; while meaner men saved their skins and enlarged

their possessions.

With the restoration in 1660 a new and most important

chapter in the history of the English Land System was opened.

From that time forwards, and even more decisively after the
'* Glorious Revolution " of 1688, the power which, in the

Middle Ages, had been divided between King, Barons and
Church, was monopolised by the large landowners. As
Peers, they sat in the House of Lords ; the defects of the

representative system gave them complete control of the

House of Commons ; through the power of patronage they

controlled the Church ; as Justices of the Peace they held in

their hands the administration of justice, and responsibility

for local government ; literature and scholarship, the Univer-

sities and the printing press, were their handmaids.

Immediately after the Restoration the effect of the passing

of political power into the hands of the landowners was shown
in legislation. Certain incidents of feudal tenures, such as
" wardship " and " marriage," which had been appropriate

when miUtary service by the feudal lord was a reaUty, had
become merely burdensome to the landowner and of little

profit to the Crown. Various attempts had been made
before the Restoration to substitute a definite charge on land

held under military tenure for these old rights of the Crown.
The Restoration Parliament hit upon another device. It

decreed that the compensation to the Crown for the extinction

of feudal incidents should take the form, not of a tax on land,

but of an excise duty on the drinks, like beer and cyder, con-

sumed by the poorest classes of the population. Game laws

were enacted ; the savage provision was added to the Poor Law
Code that a labouring man who took up residence in a new
parish could be driven back to the place from which he came,
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on the mere ground that he might possibly at some future

time become chargeable to the poor rates.

Early in the eighteenth century there begins the great series

of private acts of enclosure, of which 4,000 in all, covering

some 7,000,000 acres were passed before the General Enclosure

Act of 1845. During the same period it is probable that about

the same area was enclosed without application to Parliament

.

To understand these enclosures it is necessary to review the

methods of cultivation customary at the beginning of the

eighteenth century. The cultivated land of England was no
longer so uniformly in a condition of open field as in the

fifteenth century. In some districts, particularly Essex, (all

except the north-west corner), the greater part of Suffolk,

the Weald of Kent, Surrey and Sussex, Cornwall, Devonshire,

the western part of Dorset and Somerset, and the countries

adjoining the Welsh borders, practically all the intermixed

open fields had disappeared, through the process of throwing

together strips of land of the same holding and surrounding the

larger patches so created by quickset hedges. Even at the

present day these districts of old enclosure may be recognised

by the comparative smallness and irregular shape of the fields,

the extravagantly large area covered by the hedges, and the

narrow winding lanes. In the rest of the country there were

many parishes which had been wholly enclosed in a similar

manner, others in wliich the process had been carried through

more quickly and suddenly by the agreement, whether free

or forced, of all the owners of land;" others again in which

enclosure had been partially carried out. Roughly speaking,

probably about one-half the tilled land was still in a condition

of open field. But a considerable change had taken place in

the condition of the open field villages. Co-operative ploughing

had ceased to exist to any considerable extent, mainly, one

presumes, in consequence of the gradual introduction of

lighter ploughs. As soon as every tenant ploughed his own
strips of land, the arrangement whereby each man's land was
mixed up with that of his neighbours, and he had to get

his plough across his neighbours' lands after he had ploughed

one half acre before he could reach another, had become
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troublesome, uneconomical, and provocative of dispute. It

was natural, therefore, that the more progressive villagers

should desire to get their holdings consolidated ; and with

that purpose exchanges of land were continually taking effect

in the open fields, though there is reason to suppose that the

authority of lords of the manor was used to check such

exchanges unless a general agreement was come to for the

enclosure of the whole manor.

Still, however, in the beginning of the eighteenth century,

there remained a great number of small freeholders and small

copyholders, and of the land in the possession of the greater

landowners by far the larger portion was let to small tenants.

All these small cultivators no doubt continued to practise

a great deal of mutual help. In the open field parishes

they continued to elect their local officials under such titles

as " Reeve," " Foreman of the Fields," " Viewer of the Fields,"

and " Teller of the Cattle," whose duty it was to regulate the

opening of arable fields or commonable meadows to the herds

and flocks of the commoners, to buy the village bull, and to see

generally that harmony and justice prevailed in the common
affairs of the village. Over at least a very large portion of the

open field country all the sheep of the holders of land, with the

possible exception of those of the occupier of the manor farm,

were entrusted to a common shepherd, whose business it

was to fold the village flocks nightly over successive portions

of the arable field which was lying fallow.

Bight through the period we have now under consideration,

viz., from 1660 to 1845, a three-fold policy with regard to

land was being steadily pressed forward by the landowning
class. One aspect of this poHcy was the improvement of

estates and the advancement of agriculture. Such pioneers

in this movement as " Tm^nip Townshend " in the beginning

of the eighteenth century were joined by a body of followers

ever more numerous and influential, till in 1793 the Board of

Agriculture was formed—a pow^erfnl voluntary association,

assisted by a government grant, with Arthur Young for its

secretary and Sir John Sinclair for its President. Great

improvements were efiected in the breeds of cattle and sheep ;
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turnips, lucerne, and other new and valuable crops were intro-

duced ; agricultural implements were improved ; country-

houses were built or transformed and enlarged
;

parks and
ornamental gardens were set out, and the parishes were com-

pelled to improve the roads.

Closely connected with this part of the triple policy pur-

sued was the movement of enclosure, and this again was

equally closely connected with the war of extermination waged
against the owner of small portions of land or common rights

and even against the small tenant. A typical progressive

landlord of the day desired to make his estate a model of

good farming. He wanted his lands to be let to enterprising

tenants, each occupying a compact farm surrounding its own
farm-house, and each free, without any shackhng by ancient

village customs, to develop the most profitable agricultural

methods. He also wanted an increase of rent. His favourite

author, Arthur Young, told him it was his duty to demand
high rents, as low rents were only an encouragement to

slovenly farming. Moreover, the current poHtical theory held

that the prosperity of the State was best judged by the rental

of land, because this represented the net profit over and above

that required for the subsistence of the cultivators, and this

net profit was the ultimate taxable fund on which armies and

navies could be maintained. Lastly, the typical landlord

desired authority. He wanted no small independent free-

holders with bits of land in the midst of his estate, or in

possession of cottages or cultivated patches won out of the

waste, entitled to keep cows on the open commons, and to go

here and there to exercise their right of taking fuel, with a

chance, perhaps, of taking a hare or a pheasant as well.

In the eighteenth century the lord of the manor, or the

principal owner of land, was almost invariably the mover for

enclosure, and the person who chiefly profited by it. In

a fro "portion of cases which was probably large, but how large

it is impossible to say, the principal landowner effected enclosure

by first of all making himself the sole proprietor. The well-

known agricultural writer, William Marshall, records an

instance in which this was done, in his opinion, by an equitable
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bargain, but he describes this as a notable exception to the

general rule that enclosure was efiected by oppression or

underhand dcaHiig. A device frequently used was that of

inducing copyholders to allow their copyholds to be converted

into leaseholds. When the leases ran out the lord of the

manor could deal with the land as he chose.

Where the minor owners were too numerous, or too stubborn,

or too firmly established, to be got rid of by purchase, resort

was made to private acts of enclosure. This had the effect of

getting rid of [a certain number of the small owners and
of disentangling the properties of the remainder from those of

the lord of the manor.

When the Act of Enclosure was passed for a parish in which
the arable land was still wholly or in part in a condition of open
field, the whole parish passed, for a period, varying, as a rule,

from three to six years, into the hands of the Commissioners

named in the Act. It was their business to make a survey

of all the lands owned by each individual owner in the common
fields and common meadows, and to value those lands

and the rights of common possessed in virtue of the owner-
ship either of land or of cottages, the rights of the tithe

owner and the manorial rights. They then had to divide

up the whole among different proprietors, and to allot to each
a compact area of a value proportionate to that which he had
possessed before. Beginning, then, from the village and work-
ing upwards, each proprietor had to hedge the land allotted

to him in turn, so that in practically every case the recipient

of an oblong piece of land would have the two sides nearest the

village hedged for him by his neighbours, and would have to

erect his own hedge on the two sides further from the village.

To the poor owners and occupiers the period of uncertainty
during which the Commissioners were at work was more or less

difficult and disastrous. They looked forward with dismay
to the future under novel conditions. Some did not know
whether they would be able to Hvc in the village at all after-

wards. Those that were assured of a holding somewhere did
not know where it would be. Farmers generally saved up all

their manure from the time of the passing of the Act until the
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new holdings were finally determined, by which time it had
little value, with the consequence that the parish started

its new period of existence in a condition of diminished

fertility.

The effect of enclosure varied from village to village and
from district to district. But we can make a general state-

ment as to the way in which the fortunes of different classes of

people were affected. The chief landowners, as I have said

above, were the biggest gainers, but even with them the gain

was uncertain. In some cases seven-fold rents were obtained.

The Board of Agriculture's reporter for Somerset tells us that

the enclosers of Sedgmoor made a net profit of^£365,373 15s. 4d.

There were cases where the increase of rental scarcely sufficed,

for a considerable period afterwards, to pay interest on the

money expended in satisfying the rapacious parhamentary
agents, paying the Commissioners, and erecting the new hedges.

Enclosure was a ^gamble, but a most satisfactory gamble,

offering brilliant
.^

prizes to landlords. The tithe^ owners

generally gained in a similar proportion to the large landlord.

It was otherwise with the main body of villagers.

Of these let us consider first the small tenant farmers. After

enclosure the lands allotted to the chief proprietors were

always divided into larger and therefore fewer holdings than

before. I believe in the great majority of cases these larger

holdings were let to some of the existing tenants, and, of

course, to those tenants who were the most desirable, because

of their abihty and enterprise, their possession of larger

capital, or for personal reasons. It might not be good fortune

for a tenant to be one of the few successful applicants for the

new larger farms. There was a general tendency for lands

which had previously been arable to be turned into pasture on

enclosure, because, up to nearly the end of the century, pasture

was more profitable. On the other hand, land which had

previously been common pasture had to be ploughed for

some years in succession, in order to effect such an improve-

ment in it as would enable it to yield a higher rental. The

farmer in either case had to revolutionise his methods. He
might fail either through inadequate capital or inadequate
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knowledge. If he went bankrupt there were plenty more

tenants dispossessed by the process of enclosure in neighbouring

villages eager to take his place. The majority of the small

tenant farmers had to choose between migrating elsewhere, or

becoming landless labourers.

But the mere fact that enclosure was carried out by an Act

was an indication that there was a body of freeholders or copy-

holders possessed of land or cottages, or rights of common.
How did these fare ? On this point we have adequate and
authoritative evidence from contemporary advocates of en-

closure. Arthur Young, for example, who spent a great part

of his life in advocating enclosure and in endeavouring to get

general Enclosure Acts of as effective and comprehensive a type

as possible passed, declared " That by nineteen Enclosure Acts out

of twenty the poor are injured^ In the first place, many of the

poor cottagers who kept a cow or a few geese on the common,
and who obtained their whole supply of fuel from it, were

only tenants of the cottages which entitled them to these

privileges. When enclosure took place the owner of such

cottages obtained an allotment of land in compensation for

the extinction of those common rights. The tenant got

nothing. Nor does it appear that the rent of the cottages was
reduced in consequence. On the other hand, it was admitted
on all sides that the loss, particularly of the provision of fuel,

caused very great hardship, and there were even some cases

in which provision was made in Enclosure Acts for a few acres

of moor to be reserved to poor cottagers to supply them
with fuel. But supposing the cottager was the owner of his

cottage, he then had to produce documentary evidence that he
was legally entitled to the exercise of rights of common. The
Board of Agriculture, in its general report on enclosures, has
handed down the name of one Commissioner who was accus-

tomed to give compensation where cottagers proved that they
had been in the actual possession of common rights, without
requiring documentary evidence of their title. But the report

clearly gives it to be understood that he was an exception

—

perhaps the only exception—to the general rule. Except in

very rare instancies, without documentary evidence the small
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common-right ovjner lost his rights without, compensation. Such

cases must have been very numerous.

Lastly, there were those cottagers to whom allotments of

land were made in lieu of the common rights to which they

proved they were entitled. On these there fell the necessity

of paying their proportion of the costs of enclosure, as well as

the cost of fencing their particular allotment, which, of

course, was disproportionately heavy for a small area. In a

very large proportion, perhaps in the majority of cases, such a

cottager was obliged to sell the land allotted to him, and

frequently he sold it before the award was published. It was

impossible for him to invest the money in any profitable

manner ; accordingly, it was soon spent to no permanent

advantage.

Yet again we must notice the change that had taken place

in consequence of enclosure in the whole social structui'e in

the village. With all its disadvantages, the distribution of

holdings in scattered strips in the open fields had this one merit

:

it gave a certain elasticity to the size of the holding. It was

easy for a labourer to rent two or three acre or half-acre strips,

and gradually increase the size of his holding as his family grew

in numbers. The labourer who was entirely landless was

comparatively a rarity, and between him and the farmer there

was a gradation of men who divided their time in varjring pro-

portions between work for hire and work for themselves. But

after enclosure, with the whole of the land divided out into

large compact and defined farms, there was nothing left for the

small holder. He had to become a Idbourer fure and simple;

and henceforward there was a gulf between the labourer and

the farmer, very difficult for the former to cross, and very

painfulfor the latter.

Out of the 4,000 Enclosure Acts, almost exactly two-thirds

were Acts of the character just described. The remaining

third were Acts for the enclosure of commons situated in

districts where the cultivated land had been previously

enclosed. With respect to the effect of enclosure upon the

fortunes of the cottagers who had utilised such commons the

above statement applies without modification. The whole
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process of enclosure was deeply resented by the poor rural

population. In the nineteenth century, when the labourers

were reproached with pauperisation, their reply was :
" Give

us hack our commons aiid you can keep your poor rd'iefy The

popular traditional behef with regard to enclosure is that

it was a process whereby the common land was stolen

by the richer landowners from the poor. The legal theory

is that nothing was stolen from anybody, but that those who
had owned the advantages of the common land before enclosure

owned the lands themselves in severalty in the same proportion

after enclosure. Popular behef and legal theory are each

roughly true. They are expressions of the same fact seen in

different aspects.

It is often asserted that enclosure was an economic necessity.

It is perfectly true that there was an economic necessity that

the traditional methods of common field cultivation should he

altered, and that the easiest, and, so far as the foremost agri-

culturists of the day could see, the most effective method

of improving agriculture was by superseding collective owner-

ship by individual ownership, and replacing methods of

cultivation which demanded co-operation by individual

enterprise. But it was in no sense an economic necessity that

this change should he carried through in such a way as to im-

poverish the poor while enriching the wealthy, or to convert

the peasant into a despairing, crushed, and dependent labourer.

Other European countries have had to face a similar agricul-

tural transition in more recent times, and some at least of

these have found it possible to guide the process of change

so as to raise the status of the peasant instead of crushing him.

If there was any necessity for the particular way in which

enclosure was carried out in England, the necessity was pohtical

and not economic. It arose from the fact that social and

political power was monopoHzed by the greater landowners,

and although some of these were broad-minded and patriotic

and exerted themselves to secure for the labourer a share

in the advantages of the new system, they were not able

to prevail against the inertia and class bias of the body to

which they belonged.
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Simultaneously with the rapid increase of enclosure by Act
of ParHament during the second half of the eighteenth century,

there came a progressive impoverishment of the rural labourer,

of which enclosure was not the only cause. Soon after 1760

the celebrated series of inventions in spinning revolutionised

the domestic economy of the labourer's cottage. Before the

inventions of Crompton, Hargreaves and Arkwright made
spinning a machine industry, it was an important subsidiary

occupation carried on in innumerable cottage homes by
the wives and children of the rural labourers. Even as late

as 1793 the Rutlandshire magistrates passed a resolution

directing that no outdoor rehef should be given to a labourer

with a family, unless his children attained certain standards

of competence in spinning in accordance with their ages.

The revolution in spinning deprived agricultural labourers of

this fart of their subsistence at the very time whe7i enclosure was
making them more dependent on wages and diminishing the de-

mand for agricultural labour. Bad harvests also were more
numerous^in the latter half of the eighteenth century, while

finally the great war with the French Repubhc and Napoleon

covered the whole period from 1796 to 1815, driving food prices

to famine levels.

Mr. and Mrs. Hammond have vividly portrayed the situation

of the rural labourer and the choice of policies which faced

the English Government at the outbreak of the war. In

those few spots where they had sufiicient spirit left to make
their wants known the labourers demanded that wages should

rise in proportion to the rise in the cost of the bare necessities of

life. * There was not the remotest chance of this demand being

conceded. Such experts as Arthur Young, Sir John Sinclair,

the Earl of Winchilsea and the Earl of Carrington put forward

the policy of securing to every labourer with a family at least

a large garden, and, if possible, a cow and sufiicient land to

keep it ; the policy, in a word, of " Three Acres and a Cow."

Some landowners took steps in this direction on their own
initiative, but the paralysing doctrine of laissez faire prevented

anything being done by the State to assist or encourage this

movement. Efforts were also made to induce the labourer
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to subsist upon some cheaper fare than the wheaten bread

and occasional glass of small beer or thin cyder to which he

had become accustomed, and to a considerable extent

potatoes began to take the place of bread, particularly in

the dietary of children. But in the end reliance was placed

upon the Speenhamland policy, the policy of laying down the

minimum of subsistence for the agricultural labourer, deter-

mined by the price of bread 'and the numbers of his family,

and bringing up his wage to its minimum level by grants

from the poor rates. Some way had to he found of avoiding

at once widespread famine and bloody revolution . From these

perils the Speenhamland policy saved the country, hut at a terrible

cost.

The Speenhamland policy was a direct temptation to

farmers to reduce wages arbitrarily, in order to throw the cost

of working their farms in part upon those ratepayers, including

the surviving small holders, who did not employ hired labour.

It took away the incentive to exertion and undermined

industrial discipline, since the labourer was as well of! when
he was unemployed as when he was working. In combination

with the bastardy laws, it stimulated illegitimate births to

such an extent that, according to reports of the Poor Law Com-
mission, great numbers of young women of the agricultural

labour class could only hope to become wives by first becoming
mothers.

It must, however, be remembered that what made the

Speenhamland poHcy of giving a bare subsistence to the

unemployed labourer and his dependents so disastrous, was
the fact that the land policy pursued by the governing class

during the preceding century, and the other causes explained

above, had reduced the wages of the man in work to even

less than a bare subsistence for a family.

The reform of the Poor Law in 1834, which destroyed the

autonomy of the parishes in the matter of poor relief, grouped
them together in unions, and brought every Board of Guardians

and every Poor Law official under the control of a Board of

three Commissioners, had for its main object the reversal of

the Speenhamland policy. The Commissioners and the theorists
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endeavoured to cure pauperism by penalising the applicant

for poor relief. Edwin Chadwick, who was Secretary to the

Commission, himself calculated that the independent labourer

living on his wages could, on the average, secure for himself

only 17 ozs. of bread per day, and 3 ozs. of bacon per week,

and that the amount of nourishment customarily given to

a man in the workhouse or the gaol was about twice as much.
An effort was made to reduce the diet of the pauper,

and to make his lot in other ways so distasteful that

he would eagerly accept the semi-starvation and toil of the
" independent labourer," rather than apply to the Guardians.

It was afterwards claimed that this policy of repression was
a brilliant success ; that labourers ceased to riot and became
docile, eager to get and to keep their jobs, and that pauperism

steadily diminished from decade to decade. But the immedi-

ate effect was to aggravate the under-feeding of the working

population, and had it not been for a series of remarkable

industrial developments, the 1834 pohcy could scarcely have

been persisted in. It would have had to be abandoned amid
general execration.

The situation was reheved for the Enghsh agricultural

labourer by circumstances that made it possible for him to

escape with comparative ease either from England or from

agricultural labour. After 1830, railroad construction became
the most important development in the interior industrial

life of the country. Agricultural labourers became navvies

and railway servants ; they were wanted in the coal mines,

in the iron mines, in the forges, and as labourers in the rapidly

developing towns fostered by railway transport. In the same
decade steam was applied to ocean navigation, and twenty

years afterwards (those twenty years being marked by the

fiercest social unrest) the gold rush to California and Australia

drew away thousands of emigrants from the rural districts.

Free Trade, again, did something both to increase the urban

demand for labour, by assisting the development of manu-
factures, and to increase the purchasing power of wages.

Nevertheless, the position of the agricultural labourer in the

twentieth century remains that of a man possessed of varied
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and most valuable forms of skill, who yet is ranked among
the unskilled labourers, and receives a remuneration even

lower than that of the generality of them. Of all workers

he has least chance of a satisfactory career in his own country

and his own craft. He is the man most essential to the well-

being of the community, yet he shares in the most niggardly

fashion in that well-being ; he is the man to whom a manly
independence of thought, speech and action is made by society

most difficult and most dangerous.

The great enquiry of 1874-5 (the "New Doomsday") into

land-ownership shows that the land of England and Wales,

exclusive of London, of roads. Crown woods, wastes, commons,
etc., and house and garden properties of less than 1 acre,

amounted to 32,802,343 acres, and was owned by 269,547
persons. If properties of less than 10 acres are omitted, there

remain 32,383,664 acres, owned by only 147,564 persons.

Slightly more than 2,000 persons owned half the agricultural

land of the country. While that investigation was being

made the agricultural labourers were struggling to combine
for higher wages, and their union was shortly afterwards
crushed by farmers, clergy and landowners.

Since then the agricultural labourer has been enfranchised.

He has been a voter for the past twenty-eight years. His
economic emancipation must, sooner or later, follow his

political emancipation. But, as yet, little has been done to

efface the deep impress made ahke upon the land system and
the workers on the land by two hundred years of rule by the
British landed aristocracy.

Gilbert Slater.
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PART I.

CHAPTER 1.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER AND HIS WAGE.

Section I.—THE NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL
LABOURERS.

There are two main classes of agricultural labourers, namely,

those in charge of animals and ordinary labourers. Those

in charge of animals include shepherds, horsemen, and cattle-

men, while all the rest of the labourers are included under

the heading " ordinary labourers." The Census figures of

occupations for 1911 are not yet available, but from the figures

already published in the first volume of the Census Reports,

1911,* it would seem that there has been only a small increase

upon the totals of 1901, so we are using the 1901 figures through-

out this report, bearing in mind that it may be necessary to

make a certain small addition to them to bring them up to the

year 1911.

The following Table is taken from the Census of 1901.

1901.-

England and Wales (excluding London).
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Section IL—THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN WAGES AND
EARNINGS.

It is clear from what has been written during the last few

years upon the subject of agricultural wages that it is ex-

tremely difficult for the ordinary reader to find out what wages
are actually paid. Two points of cardinal importance must
be borne in mind. In the first place we cannot rely upon
estimates made by those who are only acquainted with certain

parts of the country, or which are based solely upon returns

from a small number of selected farmers. Wages vary from
county to county, village to village and even farm to farm,

and the wages paid by a few selected farmers are often con-

siderably in excess of the wages paid by the mass of farmers

in any given county. In the second place, a return which only

gave the actual cash wages would be quite misleading. The
unique feature in the method of payment of the agricultural

labourer is that in the majority of cases he is paid partly in

weekly cash wages, partly in extra cash payments, such as har-

vest money,* and partly in various perquisites, such as a free

cottage or potato ground. Thus, to take a concrete instance,

the average weekly cash wages of ordinary labourers in Dor-

setshire were only 12s. Id. in 1907. But they received extra

payments which, according to farmers, amounted on an average

to 4s. per week, bringing up the total earnings to 16s. Id.

The late Mr. Wilson Fox (Comptroller-General of the Com-
mercial, Labour, and Statistical Departments of the Board of

Trade) who for many years made a special study of this ques-

tion, made two exhaustive enquiries for the Board of Trade

into the wages of Agricultural Labourers ; and his figures

for 1902 were carefully revised and brought up to date in the
" Beport of an Enquiry by the Board of Trade into the Earnings

and Hours of Labour of Work-people in the United Kingdom,

y. Agriculture, in the year K07." f Both the cardinal points

which we emphasised above were borne in mind in this Enquiry,

which was so carefully made that we have used it as a basis,

* Some of these payiiienis are rciilly extra pay for overtime [see p. 16).

I Cd. 5460, 1910.
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though we have checked it and have endeavoured to bring it

up to the end of the year 1912.

Section III.—WAGES AND EARNINGS IN 1907 : OFFICIAL
FIGURES.

The Board of Trade was careful to make its enquiries among
all classes of farmers so that we may take it that they include

not only those who paid the best wages but those who paid

average wages. It received returns from about 16,000 farmers

who gave details as to the wages of over 78,000 labourers, of

whom nearly 54,000 were in England and Wales.

Care was taken to arrive at the total weekly earnings of

these labourers as well as the actual cash wages. The method
adopted was to ask farmers to state :

(1) The weekly rates of cash wages paid to their men (exclud-

ing all special payments for piecework, harvest, etc.).

(2) The total cash paid for the whole year including :

(a) Total weekly cash wages for the year.

(6) Additional payments for piecework.

(c) Extra payments for bar and corn harvests.

(d) Overtime money, journey money, lamb money,
etc.

(3) Any allowances in kind such as :

(a) Free house or garden.

(b) Potato ground or allotment.

(c) Fuel, free carting, meal, milk, and other food,

straw for pigs, etc.

(d) Beer and cider.

(e) Food and lodging.

The Board of Trade then took the total amount paid in cash
to each labourer during the year 1907, added the value of all

the allowances in kind, and divided the total by fifty-two

weeks.

A concrete instance will make this method clear. Suppose
an ordinary agricultural labourer has received during the
year

:



£ s.
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labourers for England, county by county, in the year

1907:

Counties in which the average weekly
earnings were 18s. and over.
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Counties in which the average earnings
were under 17s.
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Average weekly earnings.
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horsemen, cattlemen and shepherds (of all ages) in England
(excluding London) at the Census of 1901 was 241,430, whilst

the number of all ordinary labourers was 329,054.

B.

—

Wales and Monmouthshire.

It has not been found possible to give separate averages for

Wales for each class of agricultural labourer, the farms being

generally too small to admit of distinctive duties being assigned

to particular men. (Cd. 5460, p. xii.).

We therefore give the figures for all labourers.
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Section IV —WAGES AND EARNINGS IN 1912-1913.

So far we have dealt entirely with the figures of 1907 because

that was the last year in which a thoroughly exhaustive

official enquiry was made. But it is of importance to ascertain

whether the wages of agricultural labourers have varied since

then, and if so, to what extent.

We have two sources of information on this point, namely
(a) the figures pubHshed yearly by the Board of Trade as to

changes in wages and hours, and (h) our own investigations.

(a) The Official Figures.

In the last Abstract of Labour Statistics of the United
Kingdom* there is a Table which shows the fluctuations of

cash wages of agricultural labourers in England and Wales.

The year 1900 has been taken as the base year, and represented

by the figure 100, and the following Table shows the percentage

change from year to year since that date :

1900 100-0

1901 100-7
1902 101-

1

1903 101-2
1904 101.4
1905 101-7
1906 102-0
1907 102-0
1908 102-4
1909 102-6
1910 103-1
1911 103-2 (t)
1912 104-9 (t)

From these official figures, it will be seen that though there

has been a slight increase in wages since 1907, it has only been
an increase of 2*8 per cent., or about 5d. on a wage of 16s. a
week, or 6Jd. on a wage of £1 a week.

* 1912 (Cd. 6228), p. 76.

t Answer by Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade, House of
Commons, 24th June, 1913.
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(h) Our Own Investigation.

In our Enquiry Schedule, sent out in 1912, we asked whether
wages had fallen or risen during the last five years, and if so to

to what extent. The following Table gives the answers in a
statistical form

:

Total number of

parishes from
which repHes

came.

2,292

Parishes in

which there was
no change.

1,301

Parishes in

which there was
a rise.

954

Parishes in

which there was
a fall.

38

Out of the 954 who reported a rise, 353 said that it was over

Is. while 285 said that it was under, and 316 gave no definite

figure.

It was clear from our Reports that the largest rise had taken

place in counties which were already highly paid, and further,

that in the majority of cases it had taken place during 1912.

This result has been amply confirmed by information which
has reached us during the first six months of 1913. Thus we
heard of wages being raised in Northumberland, Durham,
Cumberland, Westmorland, Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cheshire,

Lincolnshire, Derbyshire, Somerset, Devonshire, Cornwall,

and Kent. In some of these counties wages have risen by Is.,

in others by 2s., while in a few quite exceptional cases we hear

of rises of from 3s. to 4s. a week. On the other hand, in Oxford-

shire, Dorsetshire, Berkshire and Bedfordshire we hear of

few, if any, changes, and this result seems to hold good for

almost all the low paid counties, except Worcestershire and
Norfolk, where the growth of Small Holdings seems to have
forced up wages, and parts of Wiltshire where the competition

of other industries seems to have had a similar effect.

At the moment of writing, in June 1913, there are signs of

unrest among agricultural labourers, especially in the better-

paid districts, a fact to which we shall again refer in Section

VIII. , when we deal with Trade Unionism.

But to obtain a true picture, we cannot consider the question

of wages apart from the cost of living. From the point of
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view of the labourer, the amount that lie can buy with his

wage is more important than its actual amount. Again and

again in our Schedules we come across complaints that the

increase in the cost of living has laid a heavy additional burden

upon him and his wife. Thus for instance we hear from

Norfolk (C. 16) that

:

The stead}' rise in the cost of living necessitates a frank recognition

of the fact that the present wage is not sufficient to maintain a home
and rear a family decently. It is a poverty-stricken, heart-breaking

business, and no one except a labourer's wife would know how to

make both ends meet on such a sum as she receives weekly.

How great has been the increase will be at once realized

when we put side by side the rise in wages and the rise in

the cost of living, taking 100 as the index number for 1900.

The food prices are based on the retail prices of twenty-three

of the principal articles of consumption.
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the price of food. As far as we can gather there has been
little or no increase in the cost of house rent or clothing during

the last five years in rural districts, and thus the total cost

of living has not increased so much as these figures might,

at first sight, suggest. Moreover, the majority of agricultural

labourers do not purchase all the food which they consume.
Some of it comes either from their gardens or allotments or

by way of perquisites from the farmers. But taking what
is probably an under-estimate, and assuming that an agricul-

tural labourer with a wife and three children spends only

lOs. a week in food, we find that what he could have bought
for 10s. in the year 1907, would cost him 10s. lid. in 1913*

When we compare this with the rise in earnings since 1907,

we can safely lay down two propositions :

(1) The " real earnings "f are somewhat greater in the better

paid counties than they were in 1907, even when the increased

cost of living has been taken into account.-

(2) When the increased cost of living has been taken into

account
J
the real earnings of nearly 60 fer cent, of the ordinary

agricultural labourers have actually decreased since 1907.

Section V.—FURTHER ASPECTS OF THE WAGE QUESTION.

The figures we have quoted give a startling picture of the

actual level of wages in the low paid counties. But startling

as it is, it is too flattering. Before it can claim to be accurate

there are other aspects of the wage question to consider.

(a) Lump Payments, Payments in Kind, and the Truck Act.

In order to arrive at the total earnings the Board of Trade
has taken a lump payment, such as £5 at harvest time, and
then, dividing this by 52, called it an extra 2s. a week. But
from the housekeeper's point of view there is an enormous

* The average expenditure on food, calculated on 41 budgets collected

by Mr. Rowntree and Miss Kendall, is to-day lis. 6Jd. : the same amount
of food would have cost, in 1907, lOs. 7d. (" How the Labourer Lives."

Rowntree and Kendal. T. Nelson & Sons, 1913.)

t By this phrase we mean the total earnings considered in relation

to the amount of food and other commodities which these earnings can
purchase.
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difference between 2s. a week paid throughout the year, and

£5 paid down in a lump. The agricultural labourer's wife

has to buy her groceries and her stores weekly, and the

prospect of £5 to come in the summer makes it almost im-

possible to avoid running into debt. We constantly find,

in our Reports, references to the debts which the labourer

owes to the small tradesmen in the village, and the interest

which he is forced to pay in the form of high prices for his food.

In the second place, there is an important difference between

a cash wage of 16s. and a wage of 12s. paid in cash with an

extra 4s. made up out of perquisites. The town labourer who
has his whole wage in cash is able to lay it out in whatever way
seems to him best, while the agricultural labourer finds that

part of his earnings are given to him in a form over which he

has no control. The desire to handle money and to lay it out

after one's own fashion is deeply rooted, and there is no doubt

that the agricultural labourer feels it to be a gTievance that he

has no control over part of what is called his earnings.

In many cases a free cottage forms part of the earnings,

and this means, as a rule, a cottage let direct by the farmer

to the labourer, from which the latter can be ejected at a
week's, or at best at a month's, notice. With this point we
shall deal more fully in Section VII., when we come to the rela-

tion of low wages to the Rural Housing problem, and we will

confine our attention here to the other payments in kind.

In the wage figures the Board of Trade included all payments in

kind such as potato ground, fuel, meal, milk, and other food,

straw for pigs, beer and cider. But it must be remembered
that many of these payments are open to the objections

which led Parliament, in 1887, to make it illegal for wages in

occupations other than agriculture to be paid in kind or truck.

The Truck Act has, up to the present, never been extended
to agriculture except in so far that it is illegal to give intoxicat-

ing Hquor to farm labourers as part of their wages. It is

not easy, however, to carry out the law, as the farmers always
claim that an allowance of drink, when given, is a free gift,

and not a part of the wage. On the other hand, when asked
how much a week they give their men, many of the farmers,
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even in their Returns to the Board of Trade, added the value

of the beer and cider, (which, particularly in the Western
Counties, was frequently given daily) and if this were excluded,

earnings would in some cases be considerably lower.

(6) Long Hours and Absence of Holidays.

Another grievance which the agricultural labourer feels nearly

as much as the lowness of his wage, is the long hours and the

absence of hohdays.

In Schedule A. IIL 16, we asked what were the usual daily

hours for ordinary agricultui'al labourers in summer and in

winter. We received information on this subject from 2,120

parishes.* The following table gives the summary of the

returns received. The figures are exclusive of meal times.

Where our informants do not state the amount of time allowed

for meals we have deducted \\ hours in those cases where the

total hours were under twelve, and 2 hours where they were

over twelve. Thus, if our informant said that the hours were

from 6 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. we have given the hours exclusive of

meal times as 10.

Usual Daily Hours of Work of Ordinary
Agricultural Labourers.

Summer.

Hours.
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From the above Table it will be seen that in no less than

two-thirds of the villages the usual hours of work are (summer)

10 hours or more, exclusive of meal times,* and further that the

hours given are those worked in ordinary weeks, and that the

men have to work extra hours during harvest. As we have

pointed out earher, the earnings of the ordinary labourer are

made up of extra payments as well as weekly cash wages, but

it must be remembered that many of these extra payments

such as harvest money are really only obtained by overtime

work. Thus the ordinary labourer earns his harvest money by

long and exhausting hours during the harvest season, and,

strictly speaking, part at any rate of such payment ought to be

reckoned as payment for overtime.

It should also be remembered that there is no Saturday half-

holiday, except in very exceptional circumstances. The
absence of this is felt very keenly by the agricultural labourers,

and wherever a Trade Union is formed among them, this is

put on the forefront of its demands. Thus, the newly-formed

Agricultural Union in Lancashire has been demanding and
has obtained a half-holiday on Saturday. Though it would

be impossible to give this to all men in charge of animals, there

is no reason, they claim, why the ordinary labourer should

not get off on Saturday afternoons, except during seed-time

and harvest. We must remember that the Saturday half-

hohday has now become practically universal in towns, and
that the agricultural labourer, especially in districts which are

partly rural and partly manufacturing, is sure to feel some
resentment when he sees all the other labourers at hberty

* In the Report of the Board of Trade Enquiry into Earnings and Hours
of Labour, 1910 (Cd. 5460), detailed information is not given as to hours.
The Report states, however: " The working hours of ordinary labourers
vary somewhat at different seasons of the year. In summer, work usually
commences about 6 or 7 a.m. and continues, with intervals for meals,
till 5.30 or 6 p.m., the length of the working day, inclusive of meal-time^,
being generally eleven or twelve hours. The time allowed for meals is

commonly about half an hour for breakfast, and one hour for dinner,
except in Scotland where, in most districts, no breakfast interval is allowed
but two hours are taken for dinner. In a few cases the working time
on Saturdays is slightly reduced, but at most farms work is carried on
as on other days. In winter, the working time is generally limited by th©
hours of daylight."
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after one o'clock, and himself alone at work. Thus, one of

our informants in the Midlands writes (G. G38)

:

Another thing that ought to be done is that the labourer should
have a half-holiday every week and leave at 1 p.m. on Saturday.
As it is, he has to work every day God Ahnighty sends. All the year
round ; no pleasure, no holiday ; and the farmer keeps him at it, nay,

he is so afraid of the poor labourer getting off earlier on Saturdays
that he, the farmer, votes on the District Council to keep the poor
roadmen at work until 4 p.m. on Saturday, although the Urban road-

man leaves at 1 p.m. on Saturdays ; and he will tell you that it will

never do to allow the roadmen to leave at 1 p.m. on Saturday, or else

the farm labourer will want to leave also early. The condition of the

poor labourer is bad, nay, rotten : no holidays, no recreation, miserable

wages (14s. a week), and in winter he works on Sundays.

The following extracts from our Schedules further illustrate

what the countrymen think about long hours and the absence

of a Saturday half-hohday.

Lincolnshire (C. 99).—Agricultural Labourer : It is the wages,

with the long hours coupled with it, that is the greatest cause of the

best of our young men leaving the land ; the constant grind, month
in and out, with never an hour to call their own.

Herefordshire (G. 249).—County Councillor : Agricultural

labourers, unless attending to cattle or at harvest, should have half-

day's work only on Saturdays. Many men are unable to attend to

their gardens. The hours of labour could often with advantage be
shortened. My men stop work at 5.30 instead of 6 p.m., and 1 p.m.

on Saturday during the summer months ; if wanted after this time

they receive extra pay.

Norfolk (C. 80).—Labourer : There are men working seven daj^s

a week for months until fagged out, and then go on a sick club, saying

they are ill. There is nothing the matter with them, all they want is

a month's rest. Clubs have suffered from these Sunday workers.

Carnarvonshire (X.).—Farmer: Farm work is very tied.

Labourers do not care to be tied from one end of the week to another.

You must milk on Sundays. You must feed cattle. You must attend

to horses and lots of work that you cannot avoid on Sunday. Conse-

quently, if a man can have work at the Quarry and have Saturday
afternoon and Sunday free, we cannot blame him for going to the

Quarry to work, even at a Uttle lower wages.

Warwickshire (G. 837).—Farmer : I am afraid that in the course

of a few years the agricultural labourer will get very scarce, as other
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classes of labourers are better paid and work less hours. Then on

Saturday afternoon the labourer sees others about on their bicycles

parading the road. And then Sunday work on a farm, especially dairy

work, is very tied. Working every day is a httle tiresome.

As regards men in charge of animals, their pay it is true is

higher than that of the ordinary labourer, but throughout the

year their hours are far longer. They have to come early and

stay late, and have in addition Sunday duties, which occupy

several hours, while during the lambing season, and at times

of calving, tbey may be called up at any hour of the night.

The Sunday duty is much disliked, especially as, unhke his

fellow labourer in the town, the man in charge of animals does

not get any other day off as a compensation. It is a note-

worthy fact that, in spite of the higher wages, cowmen are as a

rule harder to obtain than ordinary labourers.

(c) County Average and Low Wages.

The official figures of the Board of Trade must, subject to

the alterations indicated above in order to bri^g them up to

date, be accepted as the most rehable. It must be remembered,

however, that they only state the average for a whole county

and fail to give a true picture of the variations within counties.

A simple instance will make this clear. If in any given county

there are 5,000 men who earn 17s. and 5,000 who earn 13s., the

average wage will be returned as 15s., and we shall fail to realise

that half of the labourers earn 17s., while the other half only

earn 13s. a week. In order to understand the actual variations

within the counties themselves we made enquiries in the 2,759

parishes investigated, and we received returns bearing upon
this question from 2,200 parishes. These figures, being based

upon the average wages in a parish, and not upon the individual

wages paid by farmers, cannot be used as a substitute for the

Board of Trade figures, but they serve admirably to show the

actual variations from parish to parish.

If we confine our attention to parishes where the labourers

have to pay rent for their cottages, we can see by a comparison

of the Board of Trade figures with our own how easily false

inferences may be drawn from the ofiicial average figures.
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Thus, for instance, in Gloucestersliire, Cambridgeshire, Essex,

Somersetshire and Wiltshire, the Board of Trade give the

average cash wages as 13s. and over. The following Table will

show in each of these counties the percentages of the total

parishes investigated, where the cash wages are under 13s.*
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tion which works out at 2Jd. an hour—a pitiful wage, as one of

our correspondents, a labourer in Norfolk, points out when he

writes (C. 81d.) :
*' Fancy filHng the muck cart all day at 2id.

an hour I

"

Thus, we have a statement from an agricultural labourer

in the South of England (F. 1,019) who writes :

Our wages are 123. a week, working nine hours and a half a day,

having to pay house rent out of that, which averages from £3 10s. to

£5. On one farm here the men never earned a penny extra hoeing,

and all as they earned last harvest extra money was a paltry 16s.

That was all they had to rely on through the year as extra, and this

farm especially they got to lose wet time out of 12s. a week. One fort-

night when they were paid they were 6s. short. Now how is a poor

man to Uve out of that with a family or without ?

This is the best information I can give you as regards all the wages
and extra money that is earned on the farms by us all that works
there now. How we spend our money on living is a mystery. First

there is Is. 3d. for a hundred of coal, then for man and wife to live,

bread and groceries Ss. 6d. a week, 2s. for a bit of fresh meat for Sunday;
so you will see there is only 3d. left for dress and club money and all

other odds and ends. This is my own experience, where we have no
family, so I am sure I don't know how they manage were there is a family.

Dear Sir, I don't know as I can explain it any better than I have
done, for that is really the truth just how we work and how we live

and get paid.

And another from a village baker in Suffolk (D. 377) :

From a long experience in the village as a baker and confectioner,

I unhesitatingly state that labourers' (agricultural) wages are too low.

The more intelligent couples do manage finance wonderfully well, but
in winter—some winters more than others—the labourers are very
largely dependent on bakers, provision dealers, and in fact all trades-

men. It cannot be otherwise while wages in a normal week are only
12s. Out of this amount comes rent, club, allotment rent, doctor's

club, everything. Consider, too, the kind of clothing, boots, etc., that
are necessary for an agricultural labourer, and the marvel is great that
they can find all that is necessary for wife, self, and children. There
is not much opportunity for the women to earn money, save a little

charing and similar help to the few tradesmen and others in the village

who can employ them. A farm labourer's wife (good and thrifty)

told me this morning that out of her husband's weekly wage of 13s. it

cost her 4s. 7d. per week for the items of rent, allotment, club, doctor'

a

-club, etc.

And yet another from a labourer in Dorsetshire (F. 335)

:
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Myself work on a farm as a carter. My wages are 16s. per week,
with £1 for harvest money, which is very dearly earned as there is not
enough (of) them hired. I have up till Saturday, the 21st, put in 101^
(hours) and the overtime is not finished. I may say that I have the

biggest wage in the Parish ; the average wage of all is not more than
13s. 6d. with no house and no privileges.

And a surveyor in Yorkshire writes (Y. 362)

:

The wages are terribly low. How these people hve they onlj^ know.
15s. per week, rent, say 2s., wife and children to feed and clothe.

No wonder men give up the struggle. They want to feed their children

well, but there's 13s. left. They want to clothe their children to make
them look as nice as others, but out of 13s. what can they do ? Yet
the children of these people often look well; how it is done, the parents

only know. They could unfold a tale of heroic endeavour. I often

wonder if the reason so many agricultural labourers break up between
the ages of forty-five to fifty is due to their inabiUty to get sufficient

solid food.

(d) Loss OF Wages through Wet Weather.

The Board of Trade asked farmers to give the total amount
paid in cash to their agricultural labourers during the whole

year. Hence any loss of wages because of wet weather would

lower the total amount paid, as shown by the official

figures of total earnings.

But unfortunately only one out of every three farmers,

{i.e., 16,(XX) out of 54,000) who were asked by the Board of Trade

to make returns, actually sent back the returns, and it is

inevitable that in statistics gathered in this way the answers

should come, in the main, from those farmers who give the best

conditions. And we have found that in no respect is there so

great a difference between the good and bad farmer as in this

question of ensuring regularity of employment.

It is constantly asserted by some who claim to understand

rural matters, that the agricultural labourer is better off than

the urban worker in that he is employed regularly throughout

the year. We felt that it was important to ascertain how far

Buch an opinion was correct and so we enquired in the parishes

investigated whether the labourer lost money through wet or

frosty weather. The results of our enquiry may surprise many
who from their experience of the North of England and the
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better paid counties, imagine tkat all over England tiie labourer

is regularly employed.

In the following Table we have shown the number of parishes

in England* (out of the 1,922 for which repUes were received

on this question) where it was said that money wages were

reduced through loss of time in wet or frosty weather.
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It will be seen tliat tliougli in the North of England and in

the South-West there are not so many parishes where time is

lost in this way, yet in the low paid districts, in more than

half the parishes, the labourers lose time through wet weather.

AVe have received many complaints on this score, and we give

a few instances which illustrate the grievance :

Lincolnshire.—Farmer: The agricultural labourers in this neigh-

bourhood lose time on days of much wet (or frost in certain parts)

when too many farmers send their men home instead of trying to

provide work under shelter as the better masters do. On a farm near

here the men have frequently lost two days a week during this winter

and last autumn, and I estimate the average lost wages as Is. 3d.

per week. This brings their average cash wage down from 15s. to

13s. 9d,

Norfolk (C. 60).—Small Holder (once a Labourer) : To improve
the lot of the labourer he ought to be guaranteed a regular wage of

15s. per week both wet and fine all year with extra payments for harvest

and haysel, and not be sent home during wet weather as he is under
present day conditions. I have often worked for farmers during

winter time and had only 7s. or 8s. to take home to wife and family

because of inclemency of weather, as it's very rare they would give

you a job under cover.

Sussex (E. 550).—Farmer : The custom of reducing the labourer's

wages in winter by od. per day, as is done at times on some of the

larger farms, with loss of time altogether on days when it is too wet or

frosty, is a great hardship on them ; and if it was not for the tradesmen

giving them credit until after the harvests, many families would not

have enough to eat.

Hertfordshire (D. 479).—Carter : I have made out some remark-

able figures with reference to the money value per annum in the estimate

of the worker and also in estimate of employer. In the case of the

worker 1 have set the value to £33 about, in the case of emploj'er £38

about. I suppose these will seem very startling to you, but they are

not in the least to us. First of all we will take the case cf the worker.

If he (the worker) works a full week he receives from 12s. to 14s. All

depends as to who he is working for, but if he, through the inclemency-

of the weather is unable to do the particular work he is set to do he

soon gets orders to go home. Consequently on Friday or Saturday

night, when he is paid his wage, he receives so much for the time he

was at work, no more. That is, he is paid by the day then and not by

the week, and I have known a case where a man with six children has

onh^ received 8s. and sometimes only 7s. for a week's wages. These

are the conditions of the worker.
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Section VL—LOW WAGES AND THE STANDARD OF LIFE.

We liave shown in the previous Section that the small earn-

ings received are only one of the grievances of the agricultural

labourer. But from the national point of view it is of para-

mount importance to consider whether the wage paid to the

labourer is or is not sufficient to keep him and his family in

health.

To give precision to the vague statements that agricultural

labourers are underpaid, we should, if possible, set up a standard

by which the sufficiency of wages can be measured. It would

obviously be impossible to dogmatise as to the precise sum
which constitutes an adequate wage, because, apart from

various economic considerations, it is so^ difficult to fix the

amount requisite to give colour to life after the necessaries of

mere physical efficiency have been provided. It is possible,

however, with considerable accuracy, to fix the minimum
sum necessary to maintain a family of average size in a state

of physical efficiency, and this is an essential prehminary to

fixing an adequate total wage.

There is a large measure of agreement among physiologists

as to the amount of nutriment necessary for the maintenance

of physical efficiency, and it is upon such a scientific basis that

the dietary of men in the army and persons in many public

institutions is fixed.

Working from this foundation it would not be difficult to

arrive at the minimum cost of a dietary providing the necessar3r

quantity and kind of nutriment. It would also not be difficult

to estimate how much to allow for necessary clothing, coal

and household sundries, such as fighting, cleaning materials,

replacement of furniture and so forth.

In this way the total sum necessary to maintain a family

of average size in a state of physical efficiency could be estab-

lished.*

If such calculations were made we beUeve it would be

* The average size of family in country districts in England and Wales
is probably not less than five persons. Jt is slightly larger than in urban
districts.
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found that with the exception of a few of the highest paid

counties the average weekly earnings of ordinary agricultural

labourers throughout England and Wales would fall below
the standard.

It may be urged that quite an exaggerated idea of the

poverty of agricultural labourers is suggested by the above
statement, because many of them are not married, or if they

are, have less than three children dependent on them. It

is of course true that the poverty of the labourer is alleviated

in some cases by the smallness of his family, and this fact

should obviously be borne in mind. This, however, cannot be

regarded as a justification for the low wages paid by an

employer to his labourer. In the first place, it is often the

lowness of existing wages which prevents agricultural

labourers from mariying ; and in the second place, as the

average number of children of the agricultural labourer is

three, it is clear that the position of all those who have more
than three children is still worse than is shown by average

figures.

Again it is urged that in addition to the earnings of the

man, many families have subsidiary sources of income, such

as the produce of the garden, and earnings of wife and children.

This point, though it is almost always raised, should not

enter into any consideration of the adequacy of the agricultural

labourer's wage. In no other industry is such a claim put

forward, and, if it were, it should not be listened to for a moment
by a wage board or by an arbitrator in a wage dispute.

If the agricultural labourer cultivates a garden, he is work-

ing in his own time on land for which directly or indirectly he

pays a rent.* Nor is the work a recreation, as it might be

to the town labourer after a day of confinement in a factory.

It is merely a continuation of work similar to that on which

he has been occupied throughout a long working day.f

Surely it is in the highest degree unreasonable to add the

* Where a free allotment, or potato land, or cottage, below its normal
rent is granted to a labourer by his employer, the fact has been allowed

for in the official estimates of total earnings,

t See page 14.
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proceeds of such voluntary work to a man's wage in estimating

its adequacy, and the same remark applies to any benefits

which may accrue from keeping poultry or pigs.

As regards the subsidiary earnings of wife and children, let

us examine these in the order named.

The earnings of the agricultural labourer's wife are pre-

carious, and, owing to the competition for such jobs as are

available, exceedingly small. But the important point is

that the need for additional income is greatest when there

are a number of young children to provide for, just when the

housewife's time should be fully occupied at home.

It is most unreasonable to suggest that the agricultural

labourer's wage should be fixed on the assumption that his

wife will do a day's washing, or be employed to clean a church

or school-room, when, as a matter of fact, it is of national

importance that all her energy should be devoted to the

care of her own home and her own children.

As regards the earnings of children, teachers in all parts

of the country are unanimous in denouncing their employ-

ment out of school hours as imposing upon them a burden to

which they are not equal. The school hours and curricula

are fijsed with a view to obtaining maximum results by making
upon the child just the demand for work and concentration

which corresponds to his physical and mental power at a

growing age. If the children are obliged to work before and
after school, it necessarily follows that they can only take

partial advantage of the lessons, because they are tired and
listless, and thus they enter adult life insufficiently equipped
for the tasks that are before them.

To suggest that, after the age of compulsory school attend-

ance, children who are out in service or otherwise employed,
should be called upon to make up the deficient income of their

parents, is equally unreasonable. It might not be unreason-

able to expect that, at times of special distress or unforeseen

occurrences at home, they should contribute towards the

maintenance of the family. But this is quite a different

thing from proposing that a large class of young men and
women should as a rule set aside their own careers and
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prospects, in order to enable the agricultural industry to

pay adult male workers less than a living wage.

Finally, it is frequently urged that agricultural labourers

are the recipients of much charity ; that if, in a village,

anyone is in need, the fact is almost sure to be known to

charitably disposed persons, and suitable gifts are made.
It is true that gifts of one kind or another form an important

item in the domestic economy of thousands of agricultural

labourers, but it cannot be maintained for a moment that

this fact in any way justifies the payment of an insufficient

wage.

In view of these considerations, we submit that the adequacy

of the agricultural labourer's wage must be judged quite

apart from any facilities available for extra earnings after

working hours, and that it must be considered inadequate

if it fail to enable a man to maintain a family of average

size in physical efficiency, and to provide some margin for

emergencies and recreation.

But even if all additional resources be taken into con-

sideration, the number of agricultural labourers' families

whose united income falls below the physical efficiency wage,

would still be exceedingly large. Miss Maud F. Davies, in

an enquiry conducted lately in the parish of Corsley, in Wilt-

shire, found that, taking full account of the total earnings of

the households, assuming that all the earnings of the children

went into the family purse, and making due allowance for

value of produce from the gardens—one-fifth of the agricul-

( tural labourers in regular employment were, with their

families, living below the level of physical efficiency through

I

low wages or largeness of family.*

* Mr, P. H. Mann, in a similar enquiry made a few years ago

in the parish of Ridgniount, in Bedfordshire, though not

enumerating the agricultural labourers separately from

other classes of the population, found that taking into account

all the resources mentioned, nearly one-third of the households

* " Life in an English Village. Miss Maud F. Davies. T. Fisher

Unwin, 1909.
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lived below this standard, about one-eigbtb being in that

condition owing to low wages and largeness of family.*

Mr. B. Seebohm Rowntree and Miss May Kendall, in their

detailed study of forty-two agricultural labourers' families f
living in both high and low wage counties, found that, taking

into account the whole family income, only one of the families

actually obtained the nutriment necessary to maintain it in

physical efficiency.

Each of these three enquiries only covers a small number
of families, but since they were undertaken independently of

each other and without any attempt to single out cases of

exceptional hardship, they may be taken to indicate, at any
rate, a pronounced and widespread deficiency in the family

income of agricultural labourers, even if measured only by
the standard of mere physical efficiency.

If the wages of the agricultural labourer are really so inade-

quate as the foregoing figures indicate, it may be asked why
we find him indulging in expenditure upon luxuries. He
smokes an ounce or two of tobacco weekly, and his wife does

not object. She herself may give the children twopence for

sweets on Saturday, and perhaps, instead of walking, takes

the train when she goes to the nearest town to do her market-
ing cheaply. A new ribbon, quite irrelevant to either health

or efficiency, may be bought for the Sunday hat of the youngest
child. The mother writes to the children when away, and
may spend some shiUings on a visit to her girl in service. In
a cottage where the united income is only about 18s. you may
find that a framed enlarged photogTaph of the eldest lad, who
has gone to the Colonies, has been bought and is being paid

for at the rate of 6d. a week. Again church or chapel, with
the ine\'itable collection, may be attended Sunday by Sunday.
The answer is that luxuries of any kind are chiefly indulged

in by parents with few children or those whose children have
begun to earn. When that is not the case, the luxuries are

* " Life in an Agricultural Village in England." Sociological PaperSy.

1904.

t
" How the Labourer Lives." Rowntree & Kendall. T. Nelson &

Sons, 1913.
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purchased at the cost of physical efficiency andean he purchased

hy no other means. There is no doubt that a large proportion

of agricultural labourers and their families are chronically

underfed.

But there are also many famihes where letters are not

written, sweets are not bought for the children, a newspaper is

not taken in, and life does really become merely a matter of

keeping body and soul together.

For those who live in quite a different world it is difficult

to reahse the severity of the struggle through which an agricul-

tural labourer, and more especially his wife, must pass in

order to bring up a family. It lasts so long as there are two

or three children dependent upon the man's wage, and it

is relieved when the oldest child begins to earn. How hard

is this struggle has been made clear to us in many cases. The
thrifty wife of a hard-working labourer, whose work at the

time was irregular on account of bad weather, described her

struggles to one of our investigators as follows :

During the past fifteen weeks I have only been able to buy 2s. worth

of meat and I have now very nearly forgotten what it is Hke. We
have to put the rent away the best we can ; I can hardly tell you how
we do it ; we have to use as httle groceries as we can, till we get it

gathered up. If we want a few clothes we have to go without or beg

anything. With regard to milk, we do not get as good measure as

you do in a town, but just a drop over a gill for a penny. That is not

much for five of us a day, and we do not get it every day. Very often

I have to drink my tea without milk to let the children have it.

The wife of another labourer who earned on an average

about 17s. 6d. a week, thus described her struggles :*

I'm sure, money, it seems to haunt me day and night. I can't rest

for it, I don't know the reason of it. If it wasn't for the work I should

go all wrong. I don't like to be owing, I'd pay to the last halfpenny,

and I don't know how to hve any different. I never give the bairns

a halfpenny, if I never start them they'll never want. I never allow

them to go for goodies. If thcN'^ have a farthing its what other folks

gives them, and I often take that from them. I can't do no more

than I can, and yet I do not sleep for troubling.

* From " How the Labourer Lives," by Rowntree & Kendall, where

a number of agricultural laboiu-era' budgets are quoted in full.
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I haven't bought meat or bacon for weeks and weeks. I get a bit

of lard and make some sad cakes for the children and mj^self. I feel

as if I must have something I can eat, and it saves the butter. But
the kids is that hungry . . . they'd eat me up if I was meat and bread
and stuff. ... If we didn't have clothes given, we should have to

black ourselves over and go naked.

Section VIL—SOME RESULTS OF LOW WAGES.

(a) The Rural Housing Problem.

1

—

Shortage of Cottages.

In the previous Section we have shown that the earnings of /

the mass of agricultural labourers are not enough to keep

!

them in a state of physical efficiency, much less to give any/
colour and variety to their hves. Generation after generation

of agricultural labourers in the low paid counties are per-

manently underfed, and their lowered vitality reflects itself

in an apathy and indifference which it is hard and sometimes
impossible to break through. From the national point of

view, the disastrous effects of low wages upon the rural housing

problem is next in importance. The wages of agricultural I

labourers are not sufficient to allow them to pay a commercial \

rent for their cottages, and hence we get a situation which is

;

without any parallel. The custom has grown up throughout
\

almost the whole of rural England of letting cottages at a
ront at which it does not pay to build new ones. For the-

supply of new cottages the countryside is forced to depend
upon two sources. Either the landowner, or in rare cases-

the farmer, puts them up and lets them below a commercial
rent, or else they are erected at the expense of the ratepayer.

Even when landowners and farmers maintained an adequate
supply of cottages the pohcy was one of which it was hard to
approve from many standpoints, but now that the supply has-

partly, and in some cases, entirely ceased, there is clearly no-

justification whatever for the practice of paying wages which
are not high enough to enable the labourer to offer a com-
mercial rent for his house.

On the other hand, it is a grievance that the " ratepayers
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should have to bear a loss because the farm labourers are

paid a wage inadequate to enable them to pay a commercial

rent. The actual results of the system are seen in the fact

that in many parts the supply of new cottages has almost

entirely ceased, and labourers cither live in crowded homes

or have to trudge long distances every day to and from their

work. Hence there are demands, loud and insistent, from the

farmers that cottages should be erected at the expense of the

national exchequer, and many social reformers, seeing the

urgent need for such cottages, are joining in the demand.

With the question of the shortage of rural houses we deal in

the next chapter, but it must be strongly emphasised here that

while the wages of agricultural labourers are not high enough to

allow them to pay a commercial rent for adequate accommodation,

no satisfactory solution of the housing problem is possible.

2

—

The Free Cottage and the Tied Cottage.

Perhaps the worst feature of the present " Truck " method

of payment is the free cottage. We found that in 23 per

cent, of the parishes investigated the ordinary labourer re-

ceived a free cottage as part of his earnings, while for men in

charge of animals, the percentage rose to 36. In practically

all these cases the cottage is let direct by the farmer to the

labourer, so that the latter can be dismissed at a week's or at

best a month's notice.

Even where the cottage is not free but is rented to the

labourer by the farmer, the latter still retains his hold over

it in a great many cases. We have no absolutely accurate

figures available, but basing our opinion on widespread in-

[
vestigation, we consider it is probably an under-estimate to

\say that one-third to one-half of all the agricultural labourers

hive in cottages which are let direct to them by the farmer.

This often prevents them from asking for a higher wage or

becoming independent. If the labourer seems to gain in the

cheapness of his house he is becoming increasingly conscious,

as our Schedules show, that he loses far more in freedom and

independence than he gains in money.

We deal with this question of the tied cottage more fully
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in Chapter IIL Here it is sufficient to emphasise the fact

that it is his low wages which makes it impossible for the

labourer to get a house from some independent person, because

he cannot pay a commercial rent.

(6) Low Wages, Emigration, and Migration into

Towns.

Before dealing with the relationship between low wages

and rural depopulation we give the actual figures of emigration

and migration.

1

—

Emigration.

In 1900 there were in round numbers a total of 9,000 male
agriculturists (i.e., labourers and farmers),* who left the

United Kingdom for non-European countries. This figure

rose steadily up to 1907, when 2G,000 emigrated, and then

after dropping in 1908 to 15,000, rose to 23,000 in 1912.

To put these figures in another way we can say that in the

year 1912 about one in every fifty of our male agricultural

population found their prospects in the United Kingdom so

poor that they decided to leave the country altogether. In some
parts of the country we find villages from which the majority

of the younger able-bodied men have emigrated, and it is

generally the most capable and energetic who go.

2

—

Migration to Towns.

Side by side with emigration, for the last thirty years and
more, there has been a huge exodus of labourers into the

towns, especially the large towns where wages are highest.

The following Table shows the steady decHne in the number
of amcultural labourers in Enfijland and Wales since 1881 :

* We do not know what proportion of these were agricultural labourers,
but from the enquiries made at emigration ofl&ces, it is evident that the
bulk of them belonged to that class.
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•

Year.
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At the request of the Royal Commission on the Poor Law the

late Mr. Wilson Fox in 1906 made an investigation into the

question of "Country-born men in large towns."* He found

that out of 5,657 men in the Metropolitan Police (Inner

Divisions) who were questioned, %^ per cent, were country

born, while 25 per cent, had been accustomed to farm work.

91 per cent, of the Glasgow police were country born and 47

per cent, had worked on farms. " Taking 12,558 workpeople

employed by sixteen large municipal corporations in England,

37 per cent, were country born and 22 per cent, had been farm

labourers." It is to be noted that the majority of these

corporations paid wages of from 24s. to £2 a week.f

As a result of the most careful enquiries he drew the following

conclusions :

(1) The greater part of the poverty and distress prevalent

in London and the large provincial towns is amongst the town-

bred part of the population, and not among the country-bred.

(2) The countrymen who migrate to large towns are, in the

main, physically strong and of good character, and frequently

move to the towns to fill definite positions which have leen

secured beforehand.

(3) Such men generally obtain good employment especially

in outdoor trades, which resemble somewhat those to which
they have been accustomed in the country, and in situations

requiring special steadiness and rehabiUty.

(4) Country immigTants do not, to any considerable extent,

directly swell the ranks of those who are more or less in a

chronic state of unemployment in the large towns. The unem-

* Royal Commission on Poor Law. Appendix Volume IX. Appendix
No. xxi. (j). Cd. 5068.

t Until he reaches the age of 16 or 17, the country lad often is ill-nourished
and underfed, especially if he has several brothers and sisters. The curve
of his physical efficiency usually reaches its highest point between the
ages of 18 and 25, when the greater portion of his wage is available for his
own personal use. Later, if he marry and have a family, the curve of. his
own physical efficiency falls rapidly, and he is again living below the
standard. It is between the ages of 18 and 25, i.e., the time of greatest
efficiency, that he usually migrates to the towns to fill the posts mentioned
in the text.
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ployed of this class are, in the main, town-bred, and recruited

from those who have sunk to the bottom of the social scale.

With regard to this steady drain from the countryside to the

towns two conclusions may be laid down without fear of con-

tradiction :

(a) That it is the most energetic of our agricultural labourers

who migrate to the towns, and that, especially in the lower paid

districts, it is the underfed, ill-nourished labourers, who remain.

(b) That the influx of the rural dwellers into our towns increases

the severity of the competitign for work in towns and leads to the

displacement of the town-born workers.

8

—

Causes of the Rural Exodus.

It cannot, of course, be said that the rural exodus is entirely

due to low wages. The fact that the colonial emigration

agencies have advertised their own lands so enormously has

doubtless been an important factor, and so, too, has the general

dulness and monotony of life in many of our rural villages.

But from our own Schedules we find that the two predominant

causes are, first the lack of outlook and prospects for the future,

(see Part II., Chap. I.), and secondly the low wages and long

hours, while the shortage of houses comes next in importance

(see Part I. Chap. II.). Low wages constantly appear in our

Schedules as the reason why the yoimger men leave the country,

and indeed the reason is so obvious as to call for no proof.

The cause of the drift is well summed up in a recent report of

the Warwickshire County Council on the occupation of children

who left the elementary schools in the years 1904 and 1911
;

" One head teacher after another," says the Report " gives

as the causes of the migration into towns low wages, long hours,

and the absence of the Saturday half-holiday." And they

further point out that in the South of Warwickshire, where the

cash wages are often 12s., and occasionally as low as 10s., the

young men leave much more frequently (though the district

is remote from towns and railways), than they do in the East

and West where the cash wages run to 15s. or 168,
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Section VIII.—POSSIBLE MEANS OF RAISING WAGES.

The facts which we have so far established as regards wages

may briefly be summarised as follows :

1. About 60 per cent, of the ordinary adult agricultural

labourers receive less than 18s. a week when all their earnings

from all sources have been taken into consideration, while

there are some twenty to thirty thousand labourers whose

total earnings are less than 16s. a week.

2. When we take into account the increase in the cost of

living, the " real " earnings of the labourers in the low paid

counties have decreased since 1907.

3. These earnings are in part given in the form of perquisites,

a custom often resented by the labourers. The official figures

for earnings also include special payment for haymaking and
harvest when much overtime is worked.

4. The agricultural labourers have, throughout a large part

of the country, extremely long hours, and they stand almost

alone in having no half-holiday during the week.

5. Men in charge of animals, in the main, get higher earnings

only in exchange for longer hom"s and Sunday work.

6. In only a few counties in England and Wales are the

average earnings of ordinary labourers sufficient to keep a

family of normal size in a state, of physical efficiency.

7. These low wages He at the root of the great shortage of

cottage accommodation in rural districts, and the housing

problem can never be solved satisfactorily without a rise in

the wages of agricultural labourers sufficient to enable them
to pay a commercial rent for a house.

8. Many of the most energetic and independent labourers

are either emigrating to the colonies, or migrating to the towns,

thereby increasing the competition for work in the towns and
depressing the wages of the town labourers.

9. As regards those who remain in the country, low wages
set up a vicious circle, since by keeping down the standard of

physical and mental development they tend to prevent

labourers from being worth a higher wage.
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Whether we approach the problem from the economic or

the human point of view, we are driven to the conclusion that

there is a most urgent need for a higher standard of wages.

From the economic point of view the waste to the nation in-

volved in low wages is incalculable. It has been the boast of

the great landowners and farmers that during the nineteenth

century they have enormously improved the breed of British

stock. Shorthorns, Herefords, and Shires are famous the

world over, and are exported to countries as far distant as the

Argentine and New Zealand. No pains are spared to improve

their quality ; stalls and sheds have been built regardless of

expense, which are kept spotlessly clean, absolutely rain proof,

and equipped with all the latest improvements ; and modern
science has devised a host of new feeding stuffs so that the stock

may obtain the requisite amount of nutriment all the year

through.

But when we turn to the labourer, especially in the low paid

counties, we find a totally different state of affairs. In these

counties he is housed in a way in which no up-to-date farmer

would dream of housing his prime stock, his nutriment is quite

inadequate to keep him and his family in proper health, the

clothing which he can afford to buy is not sufficient to keep out

damp or to shield him from the rheumatism which cripples his

old age, with the result that many of the most progressive

farmers loudly lament the decay of the labourer, and the

immense economic loss which it involves to farming.

As to the human standpoint, this will be plain to all who,

whether by experience or force of sympathy, can understand

the real significance of low wages, and, reading behind figures

and averages, can see what these wages mean to the

labourer, and perhaps still more to the labourer's wife and

children.

There is general agreement as to the urgent importance of

higher wages for labourers. But the question is, how to raise

them ? There are three ways in which wages might possibly

rise, apart from any legislative action. These are :

(a) The growth of Small Holdings.
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{h) The growth of agricultural prosperity combined with

a shortage of labour,

(c) The growth of Trade Unionism.

{a) The Growth of Small Holdings.

In Part II. we discuss the Small Holdings movement in

greater detail, but here we wish only to deal with it in relation

to low wages. There are some people who hope that, as

labourers begin to find an alternative to wage earning in the

independent life of the Small Holder, wages will inevitably rise,

partly because of a shortage in labour, and partly because the

labourer will be in a better position for bargaining with his

employer. We have found in our Schedules that where the

number of Small Holdings has increased, labourers have been

able to demand better wages. Thus, for instance, one of our

correspondents in Hampshire writes (E. 347)

:

The provision of Small Holdings has greatly helped the rise in wages.

Many farm labourers here have from 1 to 2 acres of ground on which
they grow stuff for the market. We are close to a large town. They
can always rely on a fair sale, and they say that unless they can earn

3s. per day it pays them better to work on their own ground. This of

course reduces the amount of labour the farmer can rely on, and so

he will usually pay a higher wage to those who will work for him
regularly.

And it is noticeable that in two low paid counties—Vv^orces-

tershire and Norfolk—the increase of Small Holdings in recent

years has been accompanied by a rise in wages.

But the Small Holdings movement progresses somewhat^
slowly, and the total number of agricultural labourers who have
obtained Small Holdings since the Small Holdings Act of 1908

up to the end of the year 1912, does not exceed five out of every

1,000 labourers in England and Wales. The movement has

in the main benefited the man a little higher up in the social

scale, the son of the small farmer, the village tradesman, or

the more highly-paid industrial worker.

The low wage paid to the labourer makes it difiicult for him
to accumulate capital, and the lack of capital makes it difiicult

for him to obtain a small holding. As a labourer from Norfolk

says (C. 49m) :
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Want of capital is the greatest obstacle. Taking my oWn Cage aS

an example, it has always been my ambition to go in for a few acres

of land but I have never been able to save the required capital. When
I have paid all my dues and demands I have nothing to spare to save,

and I don't waste it neither as I am teetotaller and non-smoker.

Hence, it would seem that as- far as tlie agricultural labourer

is concerned we cannot look to the growth of Small Holdings

alone to effect the necessary rise in wages ; rather, a rise in

wages is needed to increase the numbers of Small Holdings.

(b) Increased Agricultural Prosperity.

It may be argued that the labourers' position is certain to

improve as a result of the general growth in agricultural pros-

perity during the last few years, and that it will improve yet

more rapidly if the farmer is enabled to get more out of his land

by increased security of tenure {see Part III., Chap. III.) and
greater facilities in the way of credit, transit and co-operation

(see Part V.).

It can hardly be denied that agriculture is at present in a

more prosperous condition than it has been for the last twenty

years. The facts may briefly be summarised as follows

:

from 1875 to 1897 there was a prolonged period of depression,

but since then there has been a gradual and steady rise in

prosperity. The prices of almost all agricultural produce have

risen considerably, while the Septennial Average Corn price

for Tithes, based upon the price of British wheat, barley and
oats, which had reached in 1900 its lowest level, namely,

£m 10s. 9id.* had risen to £74 14s. 9|d. in 1912, the

highest price recorded since 1892. Mr. H. Trustram Eve, at

the Surveyors' Institution, March 7th, 1913, in the case of

Cox's Trustees and others v. the Hertfordshire County Council,

said :
" Farms had gone up in value during the last few years

in Hitchin and in the Midlands generally to the extent of 20

to 33 per cent."t

In answer to enquiries made at the Board of Agriculture, we

* This is based upon the index number of £100 in 1835. Agricultural

Statistics, 1912. Part III., p. 209.

At Estates anzftte. March loth, lOl.*^.
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Were told that the growth of agricultural prosperity was so

obvious as to need no statistical proof, and as the Agricultural

Correspondent of The Times says :
" To a man who takes the

trouble to learn and attend to his business farming now of!ers

every prospect of a good return upon his capital."* Enquiries

made at local Banks and the evidence of our own Schedules

amply bear out the statement that farming is in a prosperous

condition.

If, then, the farmer is able to get higher prices for his products,

will he not inevitably, it is urged, pay a higher price for his

labour, particularly in view of the undoubted shortage of labour

in some parts ? In the case of the better paid counties, wages

have actually risen considerably since the Board of Trade return

in 1907. But the same results have not followed in the low

paid counties, and there are several reasons which account for

this.

In the first place, increased agricultural prosperity has led

to increased rent. Our evidence shows that in the case of new
tenants, rents have risen from 10 to 15 per cent., while we have

also had cases of rents being raised upon sitting tenants. Thus;

part of the increased prosperity which might have benefited!

the labourer has gone to the landowner. I

In the second place, generations of low pay in the Southern

and Eastern Counties have sapped the independence of the

labourers and made them less able to insist upon higher wages.

Economists are agreed that it is quite possible for an industry

to gain in prosperity without there being any rise in the wages
of the labourers at the bottom, especially if they are ill- organ-

ised and lack independence. And especially is this true of

agriculture, where custom plays an enormous part in the deter-

mination of wages. The farmer has been accustomed to pay a

certain wage and to feel that the conditions of farming would
not allow him to go beyond that limit, and we have found

instances of his goinsf without labour for a time rather than

grant a rise in wages. He has not been confronted, as the

* " A Pilgrimage of British Farming." The Times, December 30th,
1912.
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town employer has been, by a solid and organised demand for

higher wages, nor has he learned, as the town employer has, to

adapt himself rapidly to a rise in wages by improved methods
of organisation in his business.

His line of defence is greatly strengthened by the solidarity

of interests among farmers. If an employer in the town
wishes to make a substantial advance in wages, he can afford

to be indifferent to the resentment, if any, among other

employers. But the personal bonds between farmers are

extremely close, and the best employer of labour is sensitive

to social ostracism. From many parts of the country we
have heard of cases where farmers would willingly raise wages
but for fear of local opinion. Thus, a farmer told us that

to avoid the appearance of paying higher wages than the

farmers round him, he had actually resorted to subterfuge,

and adopted a bonus method of payment.

On January 8th, 1912, a letter appeared in the Eastern

Daily Press, commenting favourably on the action of Mr.

F. J. 0. Montagu, of Lyndford Hall, one of the largest landed

estates in Norfolk, who had recently decided to pay his married

labourers 17s. per week and his single labourers 15s. to 15s. 6d.

independent of the extra pay for hay and corn harvests. (The

average cash wage of the district is 12s. to 13s.). The writer

added that " the tradesmen in the adjoining town and villages

are already feeling the benefit in increased custom." On
January 13th,, a reply appeared, signed " Tenant Farmer,"

protesting against Mr. Montagu's action, and adding : "I
think that Mr. F. J. 0. Montagu might have made it up to

bis labourers in some other way, so that it would not make
the labourers so diesatisfied on adjoining estates and farms

in the neighbourhood."

In ihe low paid counties it seems too much to hope that in-

creased agricultural prosperity will break through the tremen-

dous barriers of custom and inertia, and we have next to ask

how far we can look to the growth of Trade Unionism as a

means of bringing about a rise.
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(c) Trade Unionism.

Employees have been able to secure a share in the increased

prosperity of other industries by combined action through a

Trade Union. But a reference to the past history of Trade

Unionism among agricultural labourers does not make the

future outlook very hopeful.

From 1872 to 1874 Trade Unionism achieved a rapid and

remarkable success among country labourers, under the

leadership of Joseph Arch. The movement began near

Leamington and spread with great rapidity over the Southern

and Eastern Counties. A National Union of Agricultural

Labourers was formed, of which the membership reached over

72,000 in 1873, and over 86,000 in the following year. As a

result of its efforts wages rose in some places by Is. to 2s. a

week, in others by 3s. or 4s. >

The success of the movement however was transient. After

1874 a steady dechne began. Dissensions in the Union,

agricultural depression, and the great difficulties of maintain-

ing a permanent organisation, all contributed to its collapse.

By 1879, the membership of the National Union had dropped

to about 20,000, and by 1889 to 4,000. There was some
revival of the Union movement in 1890 after the Dock Strike.

Many smaller unions were formed, a number of which included

general labourers as well as farm hands. But most of these

could not withstand the ensuing period of agricultural depres-

sion, and from 1894 the membership again declined.

The only Union of any size which has kept alive since that

•date is the National Agricultural Labourers' and Rural ^\ ork-

ers' Union, which has a comparatively small TriCmbership,

:and works mainly in the Eastern Counties,

The end of 1912 and the first six months of 1913 have
witnessed a new revival of Trade Unionism. This has been
in part at least due to the activity of the Workers' Union,

which is a powerful body composed in the main of unskilled

labourers in towns. Realising that the low wages in rural

districts, and the steady influx into towns, weakened their

own Union in the towns, they determined to start propaganda
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in rural districts. Tlie National Agricultural Labourers*

and Rural Workers' Union, also, has been increasing its

activity and has been especially successful in Lancashire.

At the time of writing (June, 1913), they are demanding a

one o'clock Saturday stop, twelve hours per day with two

for meal times, with a minimum wage of 248. a week and

6d. an hour overtime.

It would be dangerous to prophesy as to their success,* but

one fact clearly emerges, that the chances of success are

greatest where wages are already comparatively high. In the

low paid counties of the South, Trade Unionism is almost

powerless. Of the enormous difficulties in its way a few

may be summarised here :

(1) The low wage itself renders weekly contributions

extremely difficult.

(2) The labourer seldom meets his fellows in large numbers.

This makes Trade Union propaganda both difficult and

expensive.

(3) The dependence of the labourer on his employer, which

is always greater in the country than in the town, is greatest

in low paid counties, especially where the tied cottage system

prevails and loss of work means also loss of home.

Though the present unrest among labourers shows that

Trade Unionism is still a living force, we can hardly hope that

under present conditions it can succeed in raising wages in

the low paid counties to the level necessary for mere physical

efficiency. This view is confirmed by the words of Mr. George

Edwards, the Secretary of the Agricultural Labourers' l^nion,

who writes

:

On the farmers' own figures, the labourers' wage?^ in Norfolk are

fis. 0(1. below a bare living wage. That is the Union's strong argument

on the platform. But forty years' experience has convirxed vie that thr

labourers cannot get a living wage by Trade Union effort alone. T/<-

difficulties of organisation are .<n) great tJiat we cannot get an organisation

strong enough to enforce it.

* They have since succeeded in obtaining a rise of 2s. a week wages, (>d.

an hour overtime after 5 o'clock, iSaturday half-holiday from 2 o'clock, and

partial recognition of the XTnion.
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Section IX.—WAGES AND LEGISLATIVE ACTION.

It lias been shown above that we have no reason to believe

that the low wages of agricultural labourers can be effectively

raised, either by an increase in the number of Small Holdings^

or by the prosperity of agriculture, or by the growth of Trade

Unionism among the labourers. The position, in short, is

extremely like that of those employed in the trades scheduled

in the year 1909 under the Trade Boards Act. Their wages

were insufficient to keep them in health, and they had little or

no share in the increasing prosperity of the country. For

twenty years Government Commissions and private enquiries

had reported on the hopelessness of their condition, and Trade

Unionism had been unable to gain a foothold among them.

Just as it was necessary in 1909 for the Government to inter-

fere by legislative action, so now the best hope for the agricul-

tural labourer seems to be that the State should come to his

assistance. Moreover, a higher wage will be more easy to

enforce with successful results, now that agriculture has

passed through the trough of depression and is beginning to»

rank among the successful industries.

Twenty years ago the great majority of legislators and
economists were opposed in principle to any legislative action

dealing with wages. They felt that it would be extremeh
dangerous, if not impossible, for wages to be fixed in any
other way than by free bargaining between employers and
employees.

Nothing perhaps had more influence upon pubHc opinion

in relation to the minimum wage than the avowed confession

of failure on the part of Trade Unionism to help the most
under-paid workers. The strength of Trade Unionism has

been with the strong, its weakness with the weak. The view
that the true function of the State is to help those who are

powerless to help themselves is securing wider recognition.

Experience of the Trade Boards i\.ct, 1909, has done much
to strengthen public opinion in favour of legislative actioru

dealing with low paid industries, and little or no opposition

has been extended to the motion to include under the scheduled!
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trades the industries of Sugar, Confectionery and Food Vt6-

serving, Hollow-ware Making, Shirt Making, Linen and Cotton
Embroidery, the addition of which trades will bring the total

number of workpeople affected to nearly four hundred
thousand.

In order to discover how far the Trade Boards had been
successful in the trades to which they had been already applied

we asked Mr. J. J. Mallon, a member of all the Trade Boards
so far established :

(a) To what extent the Act had raised wages in each of the

Trades to which it had been applied, and

(6) What had been the attitude of employers toward this

piece of legislation.

In reply to the first question he writes that, undoubtedly,

in all the trades the lowest level of wages has been substan-

tially raised.

In reply to our second question he writes as follows :

The effect of the Act on employers, as a whole, has been to organise

them, and organisation has compelled the adoption of a common policy,

tempered so as not to bear too hardly upon the baclcward firms. But,
though recognising the common bond, one or two employers in each
trade have not allowed themselves to be held too closely by it, and
have openly sympathised with the demands of the workers' represen-

tatives, while others have exercised an equally beneficent, though
quieter and more subtle influence. The result is unquestionably that

the unfair, or unprogressive employer has been made a much more
willing participant in the work of reform than would otherwise have
been the case.

That the Act has been of real value to the bettor employers follows,

and so much has been freely admitted at recent meetings of Wholesale
Tailoring and Paper Box Manufacturer. A speech made by Mr. C. J.

Healy, Legal Advisor to the Wholesale Clothiers Manufacturers' Federa-

tion at their Annual Dinner on the 22nd of May, represents a general

feeling. One thing had struck him that night, and that was that they

were all there conscious that they had all a part in connection with the

existence of the Trade Board. The Trade Board seemed to him a small

infant, and they were looking forward to the future to see how the

child would grow. It looked as if the time for paying low wages was
pissing [Hear, hear], and they hoped the time would soon come when
there would be no such thing as low wages paid. People were now
taking more interest in the fostering of the working classes of the

community, and he thought that in the future the result of the Trade
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Boards Act would be a surprise not only to the British Public who
had set it going, but also to those who were intimately connected with it.

We are conscious that the conditions of agriculture differ

widely from those of the trades already scheduled,* but the

information quoted above is of value as showing that the

State can interfere successfully in the wage contract, and that

this interference is to the advantage of good employers.

Assuming that Parliament interfered in the wage contract

between farmer and labourer, tbe question arises as to what
kind of machinery would be best adapted for this purpose.

Under the Trade Boards Act a Wage Board was set up for each

of the trades, consisting of an equal number of workmen and
employers, with an impartial chairman appointed by the

Board of Trade. The Board of Trade has further the right

of appointing one or more other impartial members upon the

Wage Board, called technically " appointed members " (Trade

Boards Act, 1909, S. 13), whose advice and help has often

been of the utmost value.

It is urged that the representation of farmers and labourers

on such a Board would lead to better organisation on both

sides, and a fuller understanding of those collective methods
ofj.bargaining which have been so successful in the highly

paid industries and have really promoted a good understanding

between masters and men. Further, it is claimed that by
such a Wage Board all the local conditions would be fully taken
into account before any decision was come to as to the rate of

wage. Fears have been expressed that the labourers in some
districts would not be able to state their case in a convincing

manner, but this would be obviated by a provision such as

is made in the Trade Boards Act, whereby agricultural

labourers would be allowed to elect, or the Board of Trade
to nominate, an outside person as their representative and as

spokesman of their interests.

On the other hand it is urged as against Wage Boards that

it is impossible to treat the question of wages apart from that

* For instance, there is less difference in the wages paid by different

employers in the same district than is the case in the scheduled trades.

A larger proportion of workers would therefore have their wages affected.
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of rent. The relation of rent to wages is dealt with more
fully in Section XII., where it is suggested that a farmer who
is able to prove that the increased wage has put upon him
an undue burden should have the right to apply to a Land
Court for a readjustment of his rent. It has been suggested

by some people that the same tribunal should fix both rent

and wages, but even if this suggestion be not accepted in

full, it is desirable that the two bodies should have a common
element. The judicial chairman of both tribunals might be

the same, or some of the members of the Land Court might

be appointed on the Wage Board.

But whether Wage Boards are completely separate from

Rent Courts or have a common judicial element, the question

remains as to what should constitute a fair minimum wage.

If the lines of the Trade Boards Act of 1909 were followed

the tribunal instruoted to fix a minimum wage would be given

no assistance in determining what it should be. The great

objection to this would be that a tribunal which had no definite

instructions might be liable, in specially low paid districts, to

be over cautious and to pay too much respect to the opinions

of prominent farmers, with the result that the increase in

wages might be too small to give the needed benefit.

The necessity of a drastic rise in wages cannot be too strongly

emphasised. As we showed in Section VII., the problem of

low wages is inseparably bound up with the -problem of rural

Lousing. We regard it as of vital importance that the labourers

should be able, out of their own wages, to pay such a rent for

cottages as would allow them to be built upon a commercial

basis. The average rent for rural cottages at present is not

more than 2s. while in some districts it is as little as Is. 6d.

or even Is. If wages were only raised by 2s. or 2s. 6d. this

would, it is true, enable labourers to pay a commercial rent

for their cottages, but on the other hand it would not enable

the labourer and his family to reach a level of physical

efiiciency.

It has, of course, to be remembered that in a great many
cases the extra 2s. to 2s. 6d. in rent would not mean an addi-

tional burden upon the farmer. In cases where he now lets
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the cottage directly to the labourer instead of charging Is. 6d.

to 2s. he would in future charge 3s. 6d. or 4s. in return for

which he would add to the labourer's wage an extra 2s. or

2s. 6d. in cash, and to that extent the rise would be merely a

matter of book-keeping.

But apart from the question of house rent, the fact remains

that in order to bring the agricultural labourer and his family

into a condition of physical efficiency, a very considerable rise

in wages will be necessary, and before they can secure this,

the minimum or fair wage must be strictly defined and

determined. We are satisfied that no legislation on this subject

wiU prove adequate, unless it imposes on the wages tribunal the

definite statutory duty of fixing the wage, immediately or within

a short and defined period, at least at such a sum as will enable

the labourer to keep himself and an average family in a state

of physical efficiency and to pay a commercial rent for his cottage.

To legislate for a minimum wage without defining it, would
mean that the alleged ability of the agricultural interest to bear

the burden of the increased wage would become the paramount
question. The more fundamental question oi the normal
needs of the labourer, " regarded as a human being living in a

civilised community," would be subordinated to it, with the

result that he and his family would still be underfed and he

would still be unable to pay a commercial rent for his cottage.

This would inevitably mean one of two things. Either the

present conditions of rural housing, with all the evils, physical,

moral, and economic, which flow directly from them, would
be perpetuated, or the legislature would be driven by the

pressure of pubHc opinion to adopt a policy of subsidies for

housing, which we believe to be unsound and indefensible.

If it were found impracticable, in certain districts, immedi-
ately to secure the full minimum wage we have indicated,

it might be possible to provide for its attainment by one or

two stages. But in our opinion it would be essential if this

expedient were adopted, to put a clearly defined limit both on
the transitional period and on the maximum deduction from
the wage, as above defined, which should be legally possible

during that period.'
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Section X.—SOME OBJECTIONS TO A MINIMUM WAGE.

During the last year or two the question of a minimum wage
for agricultural labourers has been the subject of much dis-

cussion in rural districts, and not a few farmers, who are anxious

to see higher wages paid, have objected strongly to any proposals

for a minimum wage enforced by Act of Parhament. As these

objections come from men of wide agricultural experience we
devote some pages to a discussion of them. The following

considerations have been urged :

(a) That agricultural earnings are so varied in amount and
made up out of such diversified payments, that it would be

impossible to fix any uniform rate.

(b) That a fixed rate would result in the dismissal of the old

and the infirm.

(c) That it would result in the employment of more casual

labour, and

(d) That it would force farmers to turn more land to grass,

and hence to employ fewer men.

It will be noted that all these objections have been urged

in the behef that a higher wage would necessarily involve an

increased burden, falling entirely upon the farmers, that it

would mean no increase in the efficiency of the labourers, and

that no part of it would come out of the landowners' pocket

by way of reduction of rent.

In this Section we deal with the objections to a minimum
wage raised by farmers, on the assumption that higher wages

will mean an increased burden upon them.

In Section XL we deal with the question as to whether the

farmer would not in many cases be recouped for this extra

payment by getting more and better work from his men,

and in Section XII. we suggest that, in cases where a higher

wage does mean an increased burden upon the farmer, he

should be allowed to demand a revision of rent.

{a) The Exceptional Nature of Agricultural Earnings.

As we have pointed out in an earher Section, agriculture is

almost the only industry which still maintains the truck system,

j
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whereby part of the wages is paid in kind. As long ago as

1887 ParHament made this method of payment illegal in almost

all other industries, and the Truck Act might have to be

apphed also to agriculture as a necessary preliminary to fixing

a uniform rate of wages in agricultural areas. Even if this

were not done, it is clear that the tribunal which fixed wages

would have to assess the value of wages paid in kind, and would

have to see that the total wages were raised sufficiently to

enable the labourer, quite apart from any overtime, to live up

to a standard of physical efficiency.* And such a measure

would have powerful support among certain sections of the

farmers themselves. In many districts we have found that

the farmers have suffered unjustly in the eyes of the public

from the confusion between cash wages and earnings, and a

farmer who actually pays his men as much as 21s. a week is

quoted as only paying 15s and 16s., because that is the sum
he pays in cash. In several parts of the country, Farmers'

Unions have already demanded that wages should be paid in

cash and not in kind. For instance, at the end of 1912 the

Nottingham branch of the Farmers' Union passed unanimously

a resolution that farm labourers should be paid in money and
not in kind, and several farmers stated that they had done this

for years and had found the results entirely satisfactory. In

April, 1913, the Herefordshire Farmers' Union brought forward

a resolution that

:

The time has arrived when the question of payment of farm workmen
should be considered by the various branches, with a view to aboUshing
the perquisite system, and that payment should be made in money only.

This was carried unanimously, and farmer after farmer

agreed that it would be more satisfactory, both from the

farmer's point of view and that of the labourer.

* In certain cases the allowance in kind takes the shape of the free

cartage of coals, or the ploughing by the farmer of a piece of potato ground.
To abolish payments such as these would be economically wasteful, and
it might be well to allow these to continue on condition that the Board
fixed a standard uniform cash value for these services, and gave the labourer
the choice of receiving them in cash if he wished.
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(b) The Dismissal of the Old and the Infirm.

Even tlie farmers who are most sympathetic to the idea

of a minimum wage are impressed with the difficulty of paying

higher rates to their old or infirm men. We have to face the

undoubted fact that there are a number of agricultural

labourers who, owing to age or physical infirmity, are not worth

more than they now earn, and it would be difficult, if not

impossible, for farmers to pay them at the rate which might be

fixed for able-bodied labourers.

As regards old men, it should be noted that only one out of

every twelve labourers is over sixty- five years of age, and that

even of these many are the best and most efficient labourers

on the farm. The work of the agricultural labourer is often

highly skilled. As the Rt. Hon. Jesse CoUings says :*

It is a common error to place an efficient rural labourer in the class

of " unskilled " workers. In no other industrj'^ than that of agriculture

does the workman require more skill, and in few other industries is

&uch a variety of knowledge needed. The straight furrow, the well-

laid hedge, the thatched roof, the well-built, comely rick, etc., require

training and skill on the part of the workman.

The older man has often during his long life gained a rich

and varied experience, and has become not less but more

valuable to the farmer, and some agricultural labourers are

hale and hearty at seventy.

But on the other hand, especially in the low paid districts,

the labourer at sixty-five has often become crippled with

rheumatism and unable to do a full day's work, and there are

many comparatively young labourers who are prematurely

infirm. In both these cases a higher wage would be a great

burden upon the farmer. The same difficulty was raised in

the trades scheduled under the Trade Boards Act, and a special

clause was inserted which allowed the Trade Board to fix a

lower rate for the old and the infirm worker. It must he

clearly laid down in any legislation dealing with the minimum
wage for agricultural labourers, that farmers shall he allowed to

pay lower rates to the old and infirm than to (Jic rest of their

labourers,

* Land Reform. Longmans, 1908, p. 382.
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(c) Casual Labour.

Some farmers have urged that if they have to pay higher

wages they will employ their labour more casually, and that,

on farms where men now work wet or fine, they will only be

employed in fine weather. As regards casual labour generally,

in the Report of the Board of Agriculture on the Agricultural

Output of Great Britain based on the year 1908 * we find that

95,000 men were reported as being temporarily employed.

This is equivalent to one casualf to five permanent labourers.

There would probably be no difficulty in fixing a time rate for

casual workers ; but the possibility that in some cases regular

labour may degenerate into casual labour must clearly be faced.

In many cases, no doubt, self interest would lead the farmer to

employ his men as regularly as he does now, since, with the

growing shortage of labourers, only thus can he ensure an

adequate supply of efiicient labour. But, to meet other cases,

it would be well to fix a higher rate per hour for labourers

who were employed casually.{ Whether such differentiation

would be sufficient to meet the case would depend, at least in

part, upon whether the burden, if any, of higher wages fell

entirely upon the farmer (see Section XI. and XII).

(d) Laying down Land to Grass.

Some farmers have expressed the opinion that one of the

first results of a Minimum Wage would be to compel them to

lay down more land to grass and so employ fewer men per acre.

One of the first results of the great agricultural depression which

began about the year 1878 was that a large amount of land,

hitherto under the plough, was laid down to grass. Mr. Rew,
in his Report on the Decline of the Agricultural Population 1881-

1906, says that

:

* Cd. 6277, 1912, p. 18.

t These are the labourers who work at agriculture all the year, but for

more than one employer, and do not include the large number of Irish

and town labourers who are temporarily employed in harvesting and fruit

picking.

X It is interesting to note that the principle of differentiating against
those who employ their labour irregularly has already been adopted in

Part; II- of the Na-tional Insurance Act dealing with unemplojmient.
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The loss of 2,000,000 acres of arable land in Great Britain in the
twenty years 1881 to 1901 probably threw out of work from 60,000 to

80,000 labourers at least during that period.

Since 1901 nearly a million more acres have been laid down
to grass, with the consequent withdrawal of probably some
20,000 to 30,000 more labourers.

The English farmer, when faced by falling prices and in-

creased foreign competition, found that the simplest way of

meeting the burden was to diminish his wage bill by reducing

the number of his labourer's, and it has been urged before us

that farmers at the present time, if confronted with a heavy
burden in the shape of increased wages, would almost inevitably

adopt the same course again. There seems no doubt that this

is a danger which cannot lightly be ignored and must be faced

by persons who put forward proposals for a Minimum Wage.
But there are certain differences in the position of agriculture

at the present time and that of twenty years ago which must
inevitably have an influence upon this question of laying down
land to grass.

Between the years 1875 an«d 1890 the price of British wheat
fell very heavily and wheat growing became far less profitable

than the raising of stock. Expert agricultural opinion was
over\^helmingly in favour of laying down land to grass, and it

was considered a mark of the scientific up-to-date farmer to

turn land from arable to pasture. It was recognised that a

great deal of land had been brought under the plough during

the period of high prices, which by its very nature was better

adapted to pasture, and of the three million acres which sub-

sequently to the depression reverted to grass, a large amount
was land that had been ploughed up during the period of

extremely high prices. The last few years have witnessed a

great change in the agricultural outlook. The experience of

Denmark has shown that, even for the dairy industry, arable

land is as suitable, or even more suitable, than pasture land.

Mr. Charles Bathurst {see Part III., Chap. I., p. 9) talks of the :

Erroneous impression prevalent among English farmers that dairying

is best conducted upon grass farms, regardless of examples set by
Denmark, our chief rival in the dairy industry, where 90 per cent.
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of the land is under arable cultivation, and where the outp\

and milk products is far greater per acre.

So, too, a landowner with wide experience, {See Pa^u ill.,

Chap. I., p. 239) says in his schedule :

Even English writers on dairying now say that one-third more cow?

can be carried on an arable than on a grass farm.

Expert agricultural opinion approves as strongly now of the

man who turns grass land to arable as thirty years ago it

approved of those who turned arable to grass. Many farmers

have discovered that the net annual profit from arable land

properly worked is greater than that from grass land.

The Hon. E. G. Strutt, in his presidential address ^.o ths

Surveyors' Institution, 1912, says :

During the last eighteen years, on an estate in which I am
interested in the East of England, careful field accounts have been
kept of the expenses and receipts both on pasture and arable land,

and certainly some striking results are shown which contradict the
fashionable theory of writers on agriculture that corn growing is un-
profitable, and that the farmer must now look entirely to his stock if

he wishes to succeed in his venture. . . . These accounts represent

two farms of roughly 2,000 acres, of which about three-fifths are arable

and two-fifths pasture. ... If we divide the period into two portions

taking the first twelve and the last six years—the second period repre-

senting somewhat the recent agricultural revival—the net profit during
the first twelve years from the arable land was £1 14s. 3d. per acre,

and from the grass land Ss. 7d. During the last six years with the prices

of all agricultural produce increased results from the arable land were
£2 14s. 9d. per acre, and from the grass land 6s. 6d.*

In such a case as the above, it is clear that, even if wages
rose considerably, it would be to the interest of the cultivator

to keep his land under the plough rather than to lay it down
to grass.

It is noticeable that, during the last two years, there has
been an actual decrease in the amount of land under per-

manent gi-ass, and an increase in the amount of arable land.

In so far as farming is carried on as a scientific business, it

seems safe to say that the best way of meeting a demand for

* Transactions of the Surveyors Institution, 1912-1913, Vol. XLV., I

Part L, pp. 7, d seq. I
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higher wages would be to put more land lather than less

under the plough. At the same time it must be remembered
that not all farming is carried on as a scientific business, and
that some farmers might, either out of retaliation or a short-

sighted policy, dismiss labourers and turn the land to grass.

On the other hand it must be borne in mind that men
do not continue to act contrary to their economic interests

for a long period. Further, legislation which has attempted

to improve the condition of labourers has always had to face

the objection that it might lead to a reduction in the number
of labouiers employed.

In Part II. we urge the necessity of further increasing the

supply of Small Holdings. The larger the number of Small

Holdings that aie available, the smaller mil be the risk of any
serious harm being done by the dismissal of labourers o\ving

to a Minimum Wage. An increase in the number of Small

Holdings would strengthen the economic position of the labourer

and would be hkely to more than counterbalance the reduction

of labourers owing to any laying of land to grass.

So far we have assumed that a Minimum Wage would impose

an increased burden upon the farmer, but the policy of a Mini-

mum Wage cannot be treated apart from the other proposals

which w^e have put forward elsewhere in our Eeport, nor have

we any right to assume that its imposition would necessarily

mean a real increase in the cost of labour to the farmer.

In the next two Sections we propose to deal with the

following considerations :

(a) That increased wages will result in more efficient labour.

(6) That security of tenure for the farmer, together with

other reforms suggested in this Report, will enable him to

pay a higher wage.

(c) That, where in spite of these advantages the farmer is

still faced with a biu'den unduly severe, he should be com-

pensated by a corresponding reduction in his rent.
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Section XL—IS LOW-PAID LABOUR CHEAP ?

So far wc liavc been regarding the question of a minimum

wage from the point of view of a farmer suddenly threatened

with a demand for higher wages. Quite naturally he tends

to regard the payment of this extra sum of money as an

additional bm-den, for which he will receive no corresponding

advantage.

It is of importance to ascertain whether farmers who

have, either voluntarily or compulsorily, paid higher wages,

have actually found them a burden, and thus been handi-

capped in competition with other farmers.

With the view of throwing Hght upon this matter, we made
special enquiries from farmers on the two following points :

(a) Whether farmers in certain districts who had been

forced to pay higher wages because of the competition with

other industries such as mines, etc., had been placed at a

disadvantage as compared with farmers in adjacent districts

where the wages were lower.

(h) Whether farmers who have actual experience of both

low-paid and high-paid labour have found that high-paid

labour was really dearer in the long run.

(a) Local Variation in Wages owing to the Presence
OR Absence of Mines, Factories, etc.

Our investigations have shown us that, within the same
county, there are often the most striking variations in wages

between one district and another. We have found that in

two groups of villages, separated by not more than ten or

fifteen miles, wages may vary by as much as 5s. or 6s., and
that these variations are generally due to the presence of

absence of factories or mines.* In the North of Warwickshire

and around Coventry and Rugby, the cash wages are often

as high as 18s., and even 20s. a week. Through the more

* Of course, where there are competitive employments, there is often

a good local market. This, howevei-, usually makes more difiFerence to the

Bmali holder than to the large farmer, who is more dependent on the large

markets, such as London
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rural parts of the county the usual cash wa^cs are 15s. to 16s.

But in the South of Warwickshire, where there is almost a
cotnplete absence of a competitive industry, they are often

only 12s., rising to 13s. or 14s.

We made a special investigation in Somersetshire and
Cornwall, because in both these counties wages show a great

variation, and because the rise in certain districts was gener-

ally attributed to the introduction of other industries.

Taking Somersetshire first, we are told that, in villages near

Bristol, the farmers are bound to pay higher wages because it

is a coUiery district, and otherwise they would not get any-

one -to work for them. Again, near Taunton, the wages are

Is. a week higher than in the villages further off, because the

withy industry has raised the price of labour. Round Lang-
port, we are told that labourers' wages are higher than in

Dorset, because there are several stone quarries and Ume
works giving employment to many hands. From the neigh-

bourhood of Bath a large farmer writes :

There has been a rise in the agricultural labourers' wages, on account
of the quarries which have opened in this locality. A few years ago
wages were very low here on account of the small amount of work,
but since then these quarries have opened and it is quite the reverse.

From North Somersetshire a correspondent writes

:

The customary wages of pgricultural labourers is from 18s. to 20s.

per week, and I attribute this to the mining industry.

Another correspondent, from the neighbourhood of Taunton,
writes :

I attribute the rise in wages in this district to the fact that, while

the new railway was being built, a great deal of labour was required,

and contractors paid from 5d. to Cd. an hour. Farmers had to pay
more wages to keep them.

In Cornwall we hear of much the same thing. Thus a

correspondent near the Lizard writes

:

I can give you instances where the wages have increased Is. to 28.

a week during the past five years, and the rise has been due to the

quarries at St. Keverne, and, later, mining has had a similar effect

round Helston.

A large farmer from South Cornwall writes :

Wages have had an upward trend during the past twenty-five years

to the extent of 30 per cent. My late father paid his men 12s. a week
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only, including privileges, whereas I pay 17s. a week in cash and 25s.

per week in total earnings. This is the highest wage in the district,

but the average is about 23s. per week. Quarrying is not the only

industry with which the farmer has to compete. There is extensive

mining and china clay works as well.

Yet another large farmer in South Cornwall writes :

I am well within the mark when I say that wages have increased

from 10 per cent, to 15 per cent, during the last few years. The w^eekly

wage (inclusive) of an agricultural labourer who lives on the farm is,

in most cases, nearer 23s. than 20s. per week. This is due to alternative

employment and emigration. We have started in our Union area

during the last few years, large stone works taking from 150 to 200 men.
This stone is used for macadam, and is shipped to various parts. Also

there have been started several tin mines and tin streaming works.

These works take all the men they can get.

From the neighbourhood of Redruth a correspondent writes :

Wages (cash) are now 18s. a week. The rise is entirely due to the

higher wages paid at the mines. I notice in this week's issue of a

local newspaper [TTie West Briton) that there are eighteen farm labourers

advertised for, all for local farms, so they have to pay the higher wages
or they cannot get the men.

We asked one of our investigators, a practical farmer with

a wide experience of farming, to make careful enquiries with

regard to the high wages paid in parts of Cornwall and Somer-

set, and in his report to us he writes :

After making the most careful enquiries both in Cornwall and
Somerset, in those parts where high wages have been paid owing to

the competition of other industries, I find that the farmers are quite

as prosperous as are the farmers in those parts where lower wages
are paid, and I cannot find any instance where farmers who have been forced

to pay higher wages have suffered in competition with farmers in adjacent

neighbourhoods v^here ivages are lower. From interviews with numerous
farmers, both in North Somerset where wages are high and in South Somerset
where they are low, I feel convinced that farming is every bit as prosperous

in the North as in the South.

(h) High Wages not Dearer than Low Wages.

In a special Schedule (called the X Schedule),* we asked

farmers who had farmed both in high-paid and low-paid

• See Appendix at end of volume.
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districts to let us know whether, from their own experience,

they had found that high-paid labour was really dearer than
low-paid labour. It was no easy task to find farmers who had
had experience of both high and low-paid districts, but out of

42 who repHed, no fewer than 38 said that the high-paid labour

was as cheap, and in some cases cheaper, than the low-paid

labour.

We give below some of the replies taken from these

Schedules :

Yorkshire,—Farmer : I have had experience of men in Lincolnshire,

Worcestershire (near Birmingham), and Oxfordshire, besides my
twenty years in Yorkshire.

In Oxfordshire we paid 10s. per week and Lincolnshire 12s. This

was just over twenty years ago, and the wages have risen about 2s.

since then, I believe. I would, without hesitation, say that my own
men, all of whom attend stock and whom I have paid about 20s. and
cottage, are as cheap or cheaper than the men whom I have paid at

10s. in Oxfordshire, or 12s. in Lincolnshire, but it must be borne in

mind that the Yorkshire man works more hours per week (probably

two per day and some Sunday work) as the Lincolnshire and Oxford
wages were not stock men. I should say stock men in those places

had about 2s. more than the wages I give above,

Norfolk.—Farmer : Living in South-West Norfolk where wages
are only 12s. to 13s. per week, (not including the £7 harvest or the loss

cf time through wet weather in winter), I have had on two different

occasions to move amongst men receiving 2s. to 2s. 6d. a week more
wages, engaged in the same pursuits, and I have no hesitation in saying

the movements and output of work by the men, their general demeanour
and appearance, were better and more robust than the lower paid men
of my own district.

I attribute this to the appeal that better conditions make to the

initiative in the men.
My friends from the North Country (Northumberland), tell me

the better paid men there do nearl}' double the work, and are as keen
again as the low-paid Norfolk labourer.

The mental development of the men who live in the better paid

districts very much impressed me, as compared with the men I meet
in my own district ; not that our people are slow in thinking, but much
slower to act, the standard wage stultifies development.

Yorkshire.—Farmer: We had, some years ago, a considerable

migration of men from the Eastern Counties into this district. These

men accepted very low wages when they first came up, and were much
inferior to our local men. They imfjtoved enormously when they had
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been well-fed for a twelvemonth, but except for milking they rarely

became so efificient as the natives. Many of the first men who came
up married Yorkshire girls, and their sons are now old enough to work.

There is no perceptible difference between them and the pure bred

Yorkshiremen.

Yorkshire.—Farmer : We have several men here who have come
from parts of Lincolnshire and Norfolk where lower wages are paid,

and on careful enquiry I find that after being here some twelve months
working alongside the natives, and under the stimulus of a better

wage, they become equal in point of ability to their fellows.

Cumberland.—Farmer: My foreman has 30s. per week standing

wage and is the best all-round agricultural servant I have ever seen.

The results of better wages are : (a) Men physically fit ; [b) men with

mental faculties keen and bright, with some brains to put into their

work ; (c) cordial and happy relations between employer and employed.

Taken all round the money is well invested.

Cornwall.—Farmer : Speaking generally I think that the men in

the districts getting high wages do more work than those in districts

where the wages are low.

Cornish farm labourers, as a rule, are smarter for instance, than
men living in Somerset and some of the Eastern Counties, where the

wages are low.

Gloucestershire.—Farmer : My opinion is that there is not much
difference in the cost of production by the high-paid labour of the
North and West of England, or the low-paid labour of the South Mid-
lands and South. Twenty-seven years ago when I came to Gloucester-

shire from Cornwall, I found wages much lower than I had formerly
paid, but not nearly as good and interested a type of labour.

Cornwall.—Farmer : It is impossible to get a maximum amount
of work out of men that are badly paid and therefore must be badly
fed. When I've been in districts where men receive low wages I'm
satisfied that the men in my district do as much, if not more, for their

money as the men in the said district.

Yorkshire.—Farmer: Experience and observation confirms the
opinion that a low wage is alwaj^s accompanied by less effort. It

would appear to be inherent in human nature the world over.

Cornwall.—Farmer : A cheap farm hand is, as a rule, worth very
little to a farmer. ... I say again that the men havirg higher wages
are generally better for the farmer. If men are not paid a living wage
whatever district they are in, they cannot do justice to their master,
or supply comfort to their homes and family. ... I don t think any
farm labourer should have less than 3s. per day. If he can't earn that
he is no good to the farmer, and if the farmer can't afford to pay that
amount he had better let his farm down to grass.
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Warwickshire.—Farmer : In the long run it is not cheaper to pay
low wages. Inferior workmen make the land less productive. This

is often the case on account of the scarcity of good workmen to culti-

vate it.

I have, both in this county and the former place I lived in, employed
labourers from districts where the wages were lower. I found when I

piid them higher wages that their work was of equal value to those

1 already employed. Very soon the fresh men could adapt themselves

to the methods of the locality.

These statements are confirmed by other authorities who
can speak with especial knowledge on this subject.

Thus, for instance, the late Mr. Wilson Fox, in his evidence

before the Select Committee on the Housing of the Working

Classes Acts Amendment Bill, 1906,* stated this opinion

strongly

:

The man in the South is not so good as the man in the North because

there have been generations of bad feeding. . . . There is abundance
of authority for that. ... I may quote a Scotchman called Gray,

who used to go all over England to obtain navvies and therefore had
men from different counties working together. This is what he says :

" The Norfolk men are underfed. I was on a railway just outside

Norwich, and so can judge of their work. . . . There are isome fine

raw bony men in Suffolk of average intelligence for a labourer but they

too are underfed. Certainly in the counties where they are better fed

they work better."

And again, the Hon. E. G. Strutt, in his Presidential Address

to the Surveyors' Institution, 1912,t says :

It is impossible to feel that the wages which are now paid to agri-

cultural labourers in the South are what one would like to see, and
possibly they could be raised without any serious loss to the employer.

Undoubtedly where wages are high, labour is generally far more effi-

cient than where the rate of pay is low, and, as a rule, it is very doubtful

whether the net cost of labour on a Northern farm where the wages

are higher, is any larger than on a Southern.

Section XIL—A MINIMUM WAGE AND RENT.

We have shown that in districts where wages are high

owing to the competition of other industries, farmers have

* H. of C, 376, (1906).

t Transactions of the Surveyors' Institution, 1912^1913. Vol. XLV..
Part I., p. 5.
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not suffered, chiefly because a higher wage makes the labourer

more efficient. As we have seen in Section VI., dealing with

the standard of life, there is no doubt that the low-paid

labourer is permanently underfed, and hence is incapable

of putting as much energy into his work as the better fed

labourers in the North. But we do not feel that we can lay

it down that every farmer who is forced to pay a higher wage

will, at once, find himself recouped by the increased efficiency

of labour. Apart from other considerations,' it would take

time for the labourer to improve in physique and general

health, while in the case of some of the older labourers the

remedy might come too late.

Hence we must ask what other compensation should be

granted to the farmer who is not recouped immediately by
the increased efficiency of his men. For one thing he will be

able to get labour more easily. The migration to the town
and the enormous increase of emigration, have actually

produced a shortage of labour in some districts, and there

seems little doubt that the prospect of a higher wage will

keep more and better labourers upon the land.

Fm'ther, in Parts III. and V. we suggest several reforms

that would improve the condition of the farmer. The majority

of English farmers occupy their farms on yearly tenancies,

and it is clear that many of them are prevented from putting

thejand to the best use through the insecurity of such tenure.

We suggest in Part III. that the) should be given real

security of tenure under a Land Court. Further, we suggest

other reforms in connection with co-operation, credit, transit

{see Part V.), and the burden of local rates (See Part IV. and
also a subsequent volume).

But when all this has been done, we are conscious that in

certain cases a very heavy burden might temporarily be laid

upon the farmer who was asked, single-handed, to pay such
wages as would enable the labourer and his family to reach

the recognised standard of physica' efficiency and pay a

commercial rent for his cottage. In some cases this would
mean a burden on the farmer, equivalent to an extra five qr.

six shillings per acre added to his rent.
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The question which has to be faced is, how can the farmer
meet such a rise, and must the full burden be placed upon him ?

We have to remember that in the case of agriculture, not only

the farmer, but the landowner as well, is a partner in the

industry. If agriculture is prosperous, the landowner tends

to get a higher rent, and every farmer, in estimating the rent

which he is able to pay for a farm, does of necessity take into

consideration the amount of his wage bill.

There is no doubt that the farmer, faced with a largely

increased wage bill, would try to obtain a reduction in his

rent ; though whether he would get this or not would depend
upon the strength of his bargaining power. But if the nation

is to insist upon his paying higher wages, it cannot, in fairness,

leave him to the doubtful chance of throwing part of the burden

upon the landowner. It should, therefore, he laid down as an
essential feature in any legislation dealing with the Minimum
Wage, that a farmer who is able to prove that the rise in wages has

put upon him an increased burden, should have-the rigid to apply

to some judicial body for a re-adjustment of his rent.

We deal at greater length with this proposal in Part III.,

Chapter V., in which we suggest the establishment of a Land
Court, and the reader is referred to that chapter for a fuller

discussion of the possible powers and duties of such a Court.*

The fairness of this proposal is obvious. The total produce

of the land is the source, not only of the wages of agricultural

labourers and the profits of farmers, but also of the rent of

the landowner. And the principle, so steadily gaining ground,

that the adequate remuneration of labour should be the first

charge upon any industry, of necessity implies that landowners

as well as farmers should bear their share of the burden.

In dealing with the relation of rent to wages, we felt that

it was of importance to ascertain what is the total net rent

of agricultural land in England and Wales, and what is the

total amount of wages paid to agricultural labourers in England

and Wales.

* We there show that the Court would not reduce the rent in a ca8(

whwe it was shown that the fttrmer was unable to pay higher wages merely

bPC^UPP Ue w?|« farming badl^.
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England and Wales.
£

(1) Total net rent of agricultural land* " - - - 24,500,000

(2) Total earnings of 405,588 labourers between 20 and 65t 19,000,000

(3) Extra amount needed to raise the earnings of labourers

between 20 and 65 to 4
(1) 18s. 591,000

(2) 20s. 2,041,000

(3) 22s. 6d. 4,663,000

Althougli the above figures are of interest as giving

some idea of tbe ratio between rent and wages, yet for our

purpose it is of more importance to know wbat the effect of a

minimum wage would be in the case of the low paid counties,

and of individual farmers. A minimum wage of 22s. 6d. would

cost little or nothing over parts of the North of England, while

one of 18s. in the low paid districts would mean a considerable

rise.

It would have been an extremely costly and almost impos-

sible task to have worked this out for all the farms in England
and Wales. Acting upon the advice of expert statisticians,

we selected a certain number of farms in every county in

England, taking the names haphazard from county direc-

tories. As we did not select either especially good or especi-

ally bad farmers, we have every reason to believe that these

samples taken at random are fairly typical of the county as

a whole. We are much indebted to the five hundred farmers

who gave us such full returns to all the questions which we
asked. In each case we got returns as to the total acreage,

I

the total gross rent paid to the landowner, and the total

* This is the total net sum which goes to owners of agricultural land
in England and Wales, after they have paid out all expenses for ditching,
draining, fencing, repairs, etc. It does not include the rent paid for farm-
houses, farm buildings, cottages, uncultivated land or land used for sport,

nor does it include tithe. For further details see Appendix A., p. 67.

t If the earnings of lads between 18 and 20, and of men over 65 were
included, it has been estimated that the total earnings would amount to
£25,000,000. See Appendix B., p. 68, for explanation of the method by
which this calculation was made. It must not be assumed that there will

be no rise in earnings in the case of lads under 20 and men over 65, but its

extent is problematical.

I
f'or det^s, see Appendix B., p. Q3,

1
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earnings whicli each labourer upon the farm received during

the course of a year. We then took the total earnings of

each individual labourer between twenty and sixty-five, and
calculated exactly how much extra each farmer would have

to pay to raise the earnings of all of his men to a minimum of

18s., 20s., and 22s. 6d., respectively, and the percentage reduc-

tion of his gross I'ent if half the cost fell upon the landowner.

The detailed figures are given in Appendix C, page 69, while

the following Table shows the average percentage reduction on

the total number of farms from which returns were received,

in each of the fifteen lowest paid counties.
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over-rented the landlord might have to bear the whole of the

increased burden. Again, the fact that cottages would in

future carry a commercial rent would to some extent affect

the figures.

It must be remembered that these county averages do not

show what extra burdens will fall upon individual farmers

within any given county. In order to throw light on this we

have in Appendix C, page (59, given the actual perceatage

reduction of rent for each farm investigated in the fifteen lowest

paid counties, based upon the assumption that half of the

burden of the increased wage would fall upon the landowner.

A reference to Appendix C will show that it is only in a

small minority of cases that the reduction of rent would

exceed 25 per cent, even if wages were raised to 22s. 6d., and

that in many of these cases the land is rented at a very low

figure, so that it is probable that the farmer is under-rented,

and hence could more easily afford to pay a higher wage.

It would, of course, be impossible to say in any particular

instance what proportion of the increased wage would fall

upon the farmer and what proportion upon the landowner.

This matter would have to be left to the Land Court, and
each case would be decided upon its merits. But we have
made a careful study of these five hundred farms, because we
have felt that the problem of a minimum wage can never be

adequately solved without taking rent into consideration as

well. If, as we believe, we are right in postulating that the

rise in wages must be enough both to bring the labourer and
his family up to the level of physical efficiency and to cover a

commercial rent, then it is clear that the farmer cannot be

left to shoulder the burden alone. We cannot treat the

problem of the labourer apart from that of the farmer and
the landowner, and we beheve that a re-adjustment of rents

is an essential condition for securing a speedy and sufficient

rise in wages.

Section XIII.—CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Over 60 per cent, of the ordinary adult agricultural

labourers receive less than 18s. a week when all their earnings

E
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from all sources have been taken into consideration, while

there are some twenty to thirty thousand labourers whose total

earnings are less than 16s. a week.

(2) WTien we take into account the increase in the cost

of living, the " real " earnings of the labourers in the low paid

counties have decreased since 1907.

(3) These earnings are in part given in the form of per-

quisites, a custom often resented by the labourers. The
official figures for earnings also include special payment for

haymaking and harvest when much overtime is worked.

(4) The agricultural labourers have, throughout a large

part of the country, extremely long hours, and they stand

almost alone in having no half-holiday during the week.

(5) Men in charge of animals, in the main, get higher earnings

only in exchange for longer hours and Sunday work.

(G) In only a few counties in England and Wales are the

average earnings of ordinary labourers sufficient to keep a

family of normal size in a state of physical efficiency.

(7) These low wages He at the root of the great shortage

of cottage accommodation in rural districts, and the housing

problem can never be solved satisfactorily without a rise

in the wages of agricultural labourers sufficient to enable

them to pay a commercial rent for a house.

(8) Many of the most energetic and independent labourers

are either emigrating to the colonies, or migrating to the

towns, thereby increasing the competition for work in the

towns and depressing the wages of the town labourers.

(9) As regards those who remain in the country, low wages

set up a vicious circle, since by keeping down the standard of

physical and mental development they tend to prevent

labourers from being worth a higher wage.

(10) It is not to be expected that

:

(a) The growth of Small Holdings, or

(6) Increased agricultural prosperity, or

(c) Trade Unionism.

will lead within a reasonable time to a rise in the wages of
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labourers sufficient to enable them to live in a state of physical

efficiency and also to pay a commercial rent for their cottages.

(11) The evidence goes to show that low-paid labour is not

really cheap labour. This is shown by a comparison of the

low-paid areas with those areas where wages are high, owing

to the presence of competing industries, and also by the

evidence from those who have had experience of farming

both in low and high-paid counties.

We therefore suggest

:

(1) That in order to secure to the labourer a sufficient wage,

it is necessary to provide for the fixing of a legal minimum
wage, by means of some form of wage tribunal.

(2) That it should be an instruction to such wage tribunal

that immediately or within a short and defined period, the

wage should be fixed at least at such a sum as will enable

the labourer to keep himself and an average family in a state

of physical efficiency, and to pay a commercial rent for his

cottage.

(3) That it should be laid down as an essential feature

of any legislation dealing with the minimum wage, that a farmer

who is able to prove that the rise in wages has put upon him
an increased burden should have the right to apply to a

judicial body such as a Land Court, for a readjustment of his

rent.

APPENDIX A. (See page 63.)

THE TOTAL NET RENT OF AGRICULTURAL LAND IN
ENGLAND AND WALES.

There are no official figures of the actual rent paid for the agricultural
land of England and Wales.
The Income Tax Returns (Schedule A.) show the gross income derived

from the ownership of lands, but, unfortunately for our purpose, lands
under Schedule A. includes farm houses, farm buildings, tithe, and
land not used for agricultural purposes, such as uncultivated land,
moors, forests, etc.

The annual Local Taxation Returns are far more useful from our
point of view, for they give the rateable value of the agricultural land
under the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896, where the agricultural land is

defined as " any land used as arable, meadow or pasture ground only,
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cottage gardens exceeding one-quarter of an acre, market gardens,
nursery grounds, orchards and allotments, but does not include land
occupied together with the house, as a park or garden other than as

aforesaid, pleasure grounds, or any lands kept or preserved mainly
or exclusively^ for the purpose of sport or recreation, or land used as

a race course (nor does it include gardens in towns which are included
under messuage)."

In the Local Taxation Returns we have two estimates of the total

net annual rateable value of agricultural land ; one made by the Poor
Law Unions, and the other under the County Rate basis. The figures

on the County Rate basis approximate more nearly to the net rent

received for the land, as in certain Poor Law Unions it is found expedient
to keep down the assessments as low as possible in the different villages,

and therefore, to guard against this, the County authorities often make
separate valuations based more closely upon actual rental value.

According to the latest return, viz., for the year 1910-11, the net

annual rateable value of agricultural land on the County Rate basis is

£24,445,000.*

It should be pointed out that the above figures give the net rateable

value, i.e., the rating authorities have already estimated the probable
average annual cost of repairs, insurance, and other expenses necessary

to maintain such lands in a condition to command such a rent.

It is probable that the above figures are below the real net rent

received, as assessments are often ten years or more old, and therefore

account has not been taken of the rise in the value of agricultuial land,

which, according to a memorandum presented hy the bankers to the

Prime Minister in 1912, was estimated at \2\ per cent, above that in

1900. The total net rental of agricultural land (apart from farm
buildings, etc.) is therefore at least £24,500,000.1

APPENDIX B. (See page 63.)

TOTAL EARNINGS AND EXTRA AMOUNT NEEDED.

The figure of £19,000,000 has been arrived at in the following manner :

We have taken from the Report of Earnings and Hours, 1907 (Cd. 5460),

the average weekly earnings of each class of labourer (horsemen,

cattlemen, shepherds and ordinary labourers), including the estimated

cash value of all perquisites, and multiplied these figures by fifty-two

to obtain the average yearly earnings of each class. These have then
been multiplied respectively by the numbers of horsemen, cattlemen,

•Annual Local Taxation Returns 1910-11. H. of C. 282, p. viii. Figures
exclude county boroughs.

I This figure, of course, includes the estimated net rental of land
cultivated by owners.
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shepherds and ordinary labourers between tirenty and sixty-five yean

of age, as given in the Census of England and Wales, 1901, and the results

added together gave us the total yearly earnings, viz., £19,000,000.

The extra sums needed to raise the earnings to a minimum of 18s.,

20s., and 22s. 6d. are arrived at by taking for each county the difference

between the average earnings of each class of labourer (Cd. 5460) and
the proposed minimum, and multiplying this difference by the number
of labourers in that class, as given in the Census of 1901. This may
give a result somewhat below the mark in industrial counties where

large numbers of labourers earn considerably less than the average.

The estimate cannot claim to do more than give a very rough indication

of the actual position.

APPENDIX C. (See page 63.)

RELATION OF RENT AND WAGES ON INDIVIDUAL FARMS.
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Appendix C—continued.
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Appendix C—continued.

County.
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Appendix C—continued.
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Appendix C—continued.
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Appendix C—continued.

County.
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Appendix C—continued.

County.
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Appendix C—continued.

County.
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CHAPTER 11.

RURAL HOUSING.

Section I.—INTRODUCTORY.

For over sixty years the Legislature has made periodical

attempts to deal with the housing problem. Between 1851

and 1890 some seventeen Acts dealing with housing were
placed upon the Statute Book, and in the latter year the

somewhat confused mass of legislation thus created was con-

solidated and amended by the Act which is the basis of the

present law.*

Despite this large amount of legislation, relatively little was
actually accomplished towards improving the housing of the

labourer. We find various Royal Commissions and Depart-

mental Committees reporting upon the inadequate and unsat-

isfactory acommodation in the rural districts, where the position

was becoming more and more acute as cottage after cottage

fell into decay. Meanwhile these housing evils were not

merely the cause of distress and discomfort in the village, but

were also a potent cause of migration to the towns. Thus, in

the report to the Board of Agriculture on the " Decline in the

Agricultural Population, 18S1-1906'' (Cd. 3273, p. 15), Mr.

Rew says :

Among specific causes of discontent a deficiency of adequate or

satisfactory housing accommodation is reported from about thirty

counties.

* In addition to the Housing Acts themselves, the various provi>iions

of the PubHc Health Acts, 1875 to 1907, had a most important bearing
on the housing problem, and until 1909 most of the action of local authori-

ties in regard to dilapidated cottages, etc., was carried out under these

Acts. Since 1909, a large proportion of work is done under the Housing
and Town Planning Act, 1909, but there is still a considerable amount
done under the Public Health Acts.
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Even the Housing Act of 1890 did little to improve housing

in the country districts, whatever may have been its effects

in the town. To quote the words of the Sdect Committee on

the Housing of the Working Classes Acts Amendment Bill, 1906 :

(H. of C. 376, p. 9) : "It is clear that most Rural District

Councils have taken practically no advantage of the Act." This

Committee, which was appointed to consider a Rural Housing

Bill introduced into the House of Commons, collected a large

amount of valuable evidence which, together with its Report,

formed a considerable addition to the knowledge of the sub-

ject. In 1909 some of the more important of its recommenda-

tions were embodied in the Housing and Town Planning Act of

that year.

Since the passing of this Act considerable progress has been

made both in regard to the improvement of existing, and the

erection of additional accommodation. Great as this progress

has been, however, the results of our Enquiry have shown that

the housing problem in the rural districts is still so acute and
pressing as to call for yet further consideration. Before enter-

ing upon a discussion of the evidence collected and of the facts

established, it may be as well to state in a few words the main
features of the present law so far as it bears directly upon the

problem under discussion.*

Under the Housing Acts, the District Councils are made the

primary housing authorities in the rural districts, the County
Councils only having powers of supervision and of acting in

default.-f Every Rural District Council is required to have
inspections made from time to time, so as to ascertain the

condition of the cottages in their areas. These inspections

are carried out by the Medical Officer of Health of the Rural

I

District Council or by an Officer appointed by the Council to

ict under his direction and supervision. The Medical Officer

)f Health has to report annually to the Local Government
Board on the number and results of such inspections.

* Space prevents our referring to more than a few of the main provisions
f the law. For fuller information, refuivnce should be made to the Housing
vets, 1890 to 190<), and to the Public Health Act, 1875 (especially Sections
5, ff., and 91, If.)- and the amending Acta.

t Housing and Town Planning Act, 1909, Sections 12 and 13.

F
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If the Council fail to liave the inspection made, the Local

Government Board may make an order requiring it to do so.

It is the duty of the Medical Officer of Health to represent

to the District Council any dweUing house which appears to

him to be unfit for human habitation by reason of its being

dangerous and injurious to health. If the Council is satisfied

that the dwelling is so unfit as to be dangerous or injurious to

health, it must make a Closing Order (i.e., an order prohibiting

the use of the house for human habitation until it is rendered

fit).*

Further, there is now an implied term on the part of the

owner of cottages that they should, during the tenancy, be

kept in all respects reasonably fit for human habitation, and
the District Council is given power to see that this term is

enforced. As a result. Medical Officers can require cottages in

need of repair to be put into a state fit for human habitation,

and if the owner refuse to do the necessary repairs, the Council

itself may do them and charge the owner with the cost, unless

the owner chooses to close the house.f

Where there is a scarcity of houses, every District Council

has now, under the Act of 1909,J power to acquire land and to

build cottages. The procedure for the purposes of acquiring

land compulsorily has been considerably simpHfied, and the

terms upon which the Council can borrow money have been

improved.

In the event of the District Councils refusing or neglecting to

exercise their powers, the Local Government Board can, after

enquiry, order them to do so upon complaint from the County

Council, the Parish Council, or any four inhabitant house-

holders. § It will be seen, however, that the powers of the

Board to enforce these orders are at present inadequate.

The work accomplished under the Housing and Town Plan-

ning Act is summarised in the Annual Report of the Local

* Housing and Town Planning Act, 1909, Section 17.

t Housing and Town Planning Act, 1909, Section 15. See also Publio

Health Act, 1875.

X Housing Act, 1890, Part III. as amended by Housing and Town
Planning Act, 1909.

§ Housing and Town Planning Act, 1909, Section 10.
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Government Board (1912-13),* reference whereto will be made
in the ensuing pages.

Section II.—SCARCITY OF COTTAGES.

In 1906, the Select Committee on the Housing of the Working

Classes Acts Amend'tnent Bill-f reported :

The Committee have had abundant evidence before them aa to the

insufficiency of cottages in rural districts. Cases have been brought

to their notice in which people have had to leave a village because of

the lack of house accommodation, while others have been prevented

from coming to live in a district because no house or cottage was to

be found fit to live in, and there was no one financially interested in

meeting the demand by building. The house famine in town and
countrv which often exists in regard to the working classes is incon-

testable.

The scarcity of cottages in the rural districts is as great at the

present day as it was in 1906. Our evidence, which consists

mainly of the Schedules filled in for us and Reports of the

Medical Officers of Health, shows conclusively that this

scarcity is acute in the rural districts of England and Wales.

We have found the same evils as were found by the above
Select Committee. Young couples desiring to marry are

obUged either to leave the district, or to live with their parents

under conditions of serious overcrowding. Men are obUged
to walk three or four miles to their work because there is no
cottage for them in the village where they are employed.

At Petty Sessions in the rural districts cases are frequently

brought forward such as the following :

Berkeley Petty Sessions.—{Gloucester Journal, November 30th,
1912) : Mrs. Browning, of Brookend, had an order made against her
to leave a house, on the application of "Richard Morgan. Mr. Scott,
Clerk to the Justices, told the Bench that there wasn't a cottage to
let for miles round Berkeley. This was the excuse of Thomas Harmer,
of Berkeley Heath, against whom also an ejectment was ordered, on
the application of Wilfred Seeley. "What am I to do," asked de-
fendant, banging his rent book down on the rail of the dock. " I have
a wife and five children, and have worn these boots nearly off trying
to find a house. I don't owe a penny for rent, and I understand they

* 42nd Annual Report (Cd. 6981).

t H. of C. 376, p. xi.
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cannot turn me out so long as I am not disagreeable." Mr. Scott told
defendant that was a common error, and the Bench had no alternative
but to make the order. The Chairman :

" We are very sorry for you,
Harmer, but we cannot help ourselves, and we will allow you twenty-
eight days instead of the usual twenty-one to clear out." The De-
fendant :

" Thank you, Sir, but it's very hard lines. I have to walk
(i miles for my work now."

Not merely is there a scarcity of cottages for the agricultural

labourers, the great majority of whom are unable to pay
commercial rents, but frequently we have found that people

in better paid employment are unable to secure a cottage.

For instance, with regard to a village in Cumberland, our
mformant writes :

" There is no house for the schoolmaster,

and he has to lodge near Carlisle, six miles away, and cycle to

aad from his work." Again at an enquiry held recently at

Petworth, Sussex, it was stated that men employed at the

Post Office were obliged to live two or three miles away.*
Further we shall show in a succeeding Section that frequentlv

cottages unfit for human habitation cannot be condemned,
and overcrowding cannot be abated, owing to the lack of alter-

native accommodation. In some districts the scarcity is

actually so great that buildings which were never meant for

such a purpose have been turned into dwelling houses. Thus,

one of our informants in Hampshire wiites of what is probably

an extreme case :

I am enclosing the photo of a house (?) in which live man and wife,

son aged 17, and daughter aged 12, and the only light is obtained
through the door in which are several small panes of glass. It has

two rooms, separated by a curtain, and the roof is of corrugated iron.

'J'his and other houses were once cow stables, and have been roughly

c .averted into houses recently,to meet the housing wants of the place.

In the course of our Enquiry, 2,759 parishes in England and
Wales have been investigated. In 1,396 of these a shortage

of cottages is reported, quite apart from the replacement of

existing insanitary cottages. In a later Section of this report

* It is sometimes suggested that the Post Office sliould provide cottages

for jjersons employed by them. While there are many arguments in favour

Oi such a course, it is open to the same objections as tied cottages, except

that the lan<llord would be a Government iepartment. There is a distino*

tion between the State as such and the Post Oflice Owning them.
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we have formed an estimate of the total number of cottages

which are required throughout rural England and Wales to

meet this scarcity, and the further scarcity which would be

created by the closing of cottages which are not fit for human
habitation. This estimate amounts to no less than 120,000.*

The following quotations from the Schedules illustrate the

state of affairs in villages where a scarcity exists.f Con-

siderations of space prevent us from quoting more than a few

of the Schedules.

Sussex (E. 36).—Farmer : More men are driven off the land into

towns through lack of cottage accommodation than for any other

reason. Hundreds of the cottages are not fit for habitation. I have
farmed for twenty to thirty j^ears, and I am convinced that this is a

crying need. Over and over again my young men when getting married

have had to leave and go to the towns for want of accommodation.

Dorsetshire (F. 803).—Hair Dresser : People have to wait for a

cottage before marrying. Plenty also marry and live with the old

people, hoping to secure the house when the old folk die.

Derbyshire (P. 284).—Cashier : There have been plenty of cases in

this parish where young couples have been obliged to live with theii

parents or relations after marriage, owing to lack of suitable cottages.

At the present time there are in the village of three young married
couples living with their parents owing to lack of cottages.

Warwickshire (G. 806).—Labourer : In the case of my own house
where I live we have one living room which is 12 ft. 6 in. long, and
9 ft. 6 in. wide. There are two small windows, neither of which will

open. Then we have only one bedroom which is just a little larger

than the living room. It is also a thatched roof, and every time it

rains, it rains into the bedroom. This cannot be stopped unless we
move into another house. Now, that is impossible at present, because
we have tried to get one for the last nine months, but you cannot
without someone dies or goes away.

Somersetshire (F. 323).—Glover : A young married man came
to to work, about two years ago. There was no house to be had,
and his employer gave him the use of a spare pigs-pen to put his furniture
in. I saw it myself ; it was there for several weeks ; there were pens
of fat pigs on either side of it.

* See p. 131.

t The quotations are given by way of illustration only, and we do not,
of course, accept all the deductions made by the informants from the
facts established.
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DoRSETSHiEE (F. 824).—Tradesman : It is quite the usual thing for

young people to marry and live with their parents till either a house
becomes vacant or parents die. One case occurred last year in which
a man married and lived with his mother (a widow) and his brother
aged about 30, all occupying one bedroom. A child was born, the
mother having to go to her home for confinement, returning to her
husband afterwards. Ultimately a cottage became empty through
death, and they then moved into it.

Nottinghamshire (P. 1,324).—Justice of the Peace: The lack of

decent agricultural workmen's houses is lamentable about here—con-
sequently the farmers do not get or keep good jehable competent
men. Cottages are not really obtainable. At a widow died on
a Sunday night at nine o'clock. Monday morning next eight men
were at the landlord's at soliciting promise of the house.

Shropshire (G. 342).—Retired Station Master : Cottages are very
scarce for labourers, because the land cannot be obtained at a reasonable
cost. 1 had a cottage to let and had many applicants, and I have
labourers who are waiting for other labourers to die, to get the cottage
to live in. The landlords should be compelled to sell land at a fair

price to build cottages on.

Devonshire (F. 159).—Builder : The cottage question is important
not only from the standpoint of health and decency, but it affects the

supply of labour. Men are compelled to live far from their work, and
in some few cases married men cannot be got at all by farmers, who
have to use the labour of their families and of single men who will

live indoors.

Huntingdonshire {C. 126).—Ironmoulder: One of the great
drawbacks to agriculture is the lack of good cottages. Young men
won't stay and put up with the hovels that the majority of the labourers

live in. Something must be done to get good decent homes for our
labourers.

Dorsetshire (F. 25).—Farmer : One matter of vital importance is

the housing question. There are not enough cottages, and what there

are, the majority are in a bad condition. In this parish there are

five cottages with only one room upstairs and one down. The fact that
cottages are scarce drives away the young men to the towns, as there

is no inducement for them to marry and settle on the land, and in that
way agriculture loses its best class of labour.

Cornwall (F. 356).—Auctioneer and Valuer: The crying vital

matter in this district at the present moment is the dearth of agricultural

cottages. Undoubtedly a large number of labourers could be employed
and would accept employment at the present moment, if they could be
assured of comfortable housing accommodation.

Buckinghamshire (E. 262).—Farmer : I think attention should be
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drawn to the lack of cottages for agricultural labourers. It is most

difficult for them to get cottages at all, and they have to leave the

neighbourhood where they could get work. Nearly every farmer

in South Bucks complains that he cannot get enough men to work

for him, as there are not enough cottages.

Lancashire (K. 110 G.).—Justice of the Peace : There are cases

of young couples who have recently married and are living with their

parents, because no other house is available. If they wished to live

in a house by themselves it would mean removing to a semi-rural

district, and the husband finding a fresh job or paying a rent which

would be out of all proportion to his wages. Two young people have

to live 3 miles away from their work and pay 7 s. rent.

BucKrNGHAMSHiRE (E. 543).—Baptist Minister : There are two casea

now. One couple going to the home of the man's parents, already

crowded—the other couple engaging rooms at a public-house.

Hertfordshire (E. 12).—Builder : There are often cases of this

kind {i.e., young couples unable to find a cottage), three quite recently ;

but two have gone into hovels that are not fit to live in, and one young
woman is still living with her parents.

Essex (D. 22).—Lady : I know of one young couple who cannot
marry because they cannot find a cottage. I know at present of two
young couples who are lodging with other famihes. One family of

husband, wife, and two children inhabit a one-roomed cottage, rent

2s. 6d.

Worcestershire (G. 706).—Farmer: The greater part of the
workmen (we employ about twenty) have to walk 2 miles, which is

too far for men who have to work hard.

Essex (D. 104).—Pensioner: There have been several cases where
young couples have lodged with their parents, and at the present time
the postman and his wife are in lodgings, as there is no decent cottage.

Surrey (E. 94).—Postman : There were sixteen names sent in to
the District Council when we applied, since then there has been four
or five others married who have had to go into lodgings. There are
others waiting to get married and cannot, because there are no cottages.

Sussex (E. 60).—Assistant Overseer : Three couples are now waiting,
and this has been so several times and is often occurring. One couple
just married have to go into neighbouring town 3 miles distant, and
the man comes back here to work.

Northamptonshire (D. 267).—Shopkeeper : It is very seldom
that young couples get married to stay in the village. If, however,
they desire to stay in the village they have considerable difficulty in
getting a cottage, having to wait a year or more before one becomes
vacant.
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Derbyshire (P 201)^—Registrar: The fact remains that there

have been no empty cottages or houses of any description empty during
the last ten years In five cases young couples have been obliged to

live with their parents after marriage through want of housing accom-
modation.

Buckinghamshire (E- 452) —Chauffeur : A number of workmen who
work in the village are now compelled to walk a matter of 2 miles to

their homes.

Sussex (E. 560).—Assistant Overseer : There are many cases of

young people who have been unable to marry and settle down because
of the lack of cottages, and many have had to live with relations after

marriage, and eventually leave because of this. If twenty cottages

more were built, they would be at once let.

Sussex (E. 433).—Councillor: Case 1.—Young man got married,

stayed with father during day, and went to another house to sleep,

waiting for a house. Case 2.—Young man got married, in steady work,
been waiting eight months for a cottage. Case 3.—Man, wife, two
children (four in all) live in one room, rent, 3s. Furniture stored,

cannot get a house.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 59).—Schoolmaster: If any house becomes
vacant, it is at once pounced upon. Many from the outlying districts

would come into the village if there were a few more houses.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 94).—Auctioneer's Clerk: Very often

couples have to wait a long time for a cottage, and others have to leave

for the mining districts as no cottages are available.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 4).—Schoolmaster : It is difficult to obtain a

house in the parish, and when young people get married they, as a rule

have to stay with their parents for some months before a house is

obtainable. The result of this is that many young people emigrate to

the mining districts and to the Colonies.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 19).—Farmer: There is a shortage of

houses convenient for agricultural labourers. Seventy-two such

cottages have become uninhabitable within living memory.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 1).—Farmer: A proof of the shortage is

that when a cottage becomes empty, there are several applicants.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 51 ).—Farmer : Four or five couples have

had to live for a time with their parents owing to a shortage of houses.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 5).—Schoolmaster : It is difficult to obtain

a house in the parish, and when young people get married they find

great difficulty in setthng down. No houses are built suitable to the

labourers' class and in consequence some leave to go to other places.

The results of our own Enquiry are amply confirmed by
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investigations made by Diocesan Social Service Committees

and other bodies. Thus, the Ely Diocesan Social Service

Committee (1912) report

:

The insufficient number of cottages causes trouble of several kinds.

In eighteen parishes it has recently prevented young couples from

marrying. In others it obhges men to live at a long distance from

their work. We hear of many who have to walk 4 miles each way,

and one 9 miles. That is a cruel addition to the labours of the day.

Another effect is overcrowding. The young men and women who
cannot marry remain in their parents' houses. The old people in

receipt of pensions live with their sons and daughters because they

cannot find a lodging. And each case of enforced crowding tends to

lower the standard of comfort and of decency in the whole neigh-

bourhood.

Many of the Rural District Councils themselves admit the

shortage in their areas, though few have made any attempts

to remedy it. In response to an enquiry instituted by the

National Land and Home League., out of the 322 District Coun-

cils in England and Wales who replied, 182 said that there was
a shortage in their area.

The Reports of the Medical Officers of Health,* both for the

counties and for the rural districts, abound in evidence of a

similar character : (a) County Medical Officers of Health.

Essex (pp. 62 and 63).—There is no doubt that so far as improvement
to existing cottages is concerned there has been much good work done ;

but every Inspector and Medical Officer of Health with whom I have
discussed this matter feels that what is urgently wanted is a supply of

better cottages.

Wiltshire (p. 57).—It is evident that in a number of villages in the
county there is a shortage of good cottage accommodation. This is

more acute in some villages than in others. In many villages houses
are gradually falling into disrepair and few are being erected in their

stead.

Surrey (pp. 54 and 55).—In most rural districts the Reports of

Medical Officers of Health show that more cottage accommodation is

* All the Reports of Medical Officers of Health quoted in this Chapter
are for the year 1911. At the time of writing many Medical Officers of
Health had not issued their reports for 1912, and it was thought better
to maintain uniformity of treatment. No doubt the conditions in certain
of the districts reported upon have improved since the issue of the report
for 1911, but the general conclusions derived from the reports remain the
same.
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greatly needed. How that is to be provided at rents within the reach
of the poorer classes is an economic problem whose solution will have
a far-reaching effect upon the public health.

Suffolk (East) (p. 22).—The housing accommodation in the county-

area is fast becoming a problem engaging the most serious and anxious
attention of the District Authorities. The Annual Reports of the

Medical Officers can by no means represent to the reader the actual
condition of affairs.

Bedfordshire (p. 87).—There is in many villages a clamant need
for new and better dwellings, and after these have been erected, for

the closure and demolition of many of the old ones. Certain villages

have suffered evident demoralization as a result of the slow deterioration

of the housing conditions of the people.

Somersetshire (p. 27).—It is, however, clear that in a good many
villages throughout the county there is an undoubted shortage of

houses—in some cases a marked shortage. Houses are gradually

falling into complete disrepair while very few are being built to take
their place. ... I have been repeatedly told that if such houses are

closed there is nowhere for the occupants to go, there being no vacant
houses. This of course means that houses which are really unfit for

habitation, and which cannot be made fit, are left by the local authority

unclosed, since to close them is to inflict hardship on the occupants
and to drive them into the towns or llic workhouse. Indeed, it may be

advanced that the closure of houses which has taken place has aggra-

vated the problem, since it has not gone hand in hand with the erection

of more houses.

Suffolk (West) (p. 47).—It is satisfactory to notice that steps are

leing taken in some of the districts with a view to building cottages

w here there is a deficiency of proper housing accommodation, but
these schemes in the meantime are not sufficient to meet the needs of

the area, and, small as they are, they are being delayed owing to the

difficulty of deciding whether the parish affected or the whole local

district area is to be charged with the cost of the scheme.

(6) Rural District Council Medical Officers of Health.

Herefordshire Combined District (p. 16).—There is a dearth of

houses in many parishes, and cottages which are on the borderland

between habitable and uninhabitable are only occupied because no
other dwellings are obtainable.

Smallburoh (Norfolk).—There exists a widespread necessity for

more and better cottages.

Bootle (Cumberland), (p. 16).—In two parishes only can it really

be said that the housing is adequate.
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Bradford-on-Avon (Wilts.) (p. 12).—There are not sufficient

houses in the district for artisans and labourers, and if demolition is

carried out, as in some cases it will have to be through want of money
on the part of the owners, the condition next year will be worse than

this, unless more houses are built.

Easthampstead (Berks.), (p. 54).—The problem of providing

satisfactory accommodation for the working classes, especially when
there are families, is rapidly becoming urgent in this district.

AxBRiDGE (Somerset).—Better cottage accommodation for the poor is

required in many places ; but the houses that we visit are all occupied

and empty cottages are difficult to find.

Alston (Cumberland) (p. 2).—This is still inadequate and there is,

in consequence, a scramble for any decent cottage or house to let.

AxMiNSTER (Devon).—Increased and better cottage accommodation
is required in all the villages.

Grantham (Lincs.) (p. 6).—Many cases of overcrowding were

observed, and considerable difficulty was experienced in dealing with

this condition owing to the fact that there was usually no choice of

other and more commodious residence to the families concerned. This

has alwaj^s in this district been the difficulty in dealing with over-

crowding, every cottage in each village being almost invariably occupied,

Skirlauoh (East Riding).—Serious lack of houses suitable for large

families and in several cases the breadwinners have had to give up good
situations and go to Hull (where work is very scarce) because of the

impossibility of finding sufficient accommodation.

Devizes (Wilts.) (p. 7).—There is a deficiency of houses iii all the
villages visited. At least there are none empty that are fit for habita-

tion, and everywhere there appears to be a demand for them.*

It is now necessary to discuss the condition of the existing

cottages, and the problem of overcrowding, both matters so

intimately affected by, and affecting the question of, scarcity

as to be inseparable from it.

* An inspector of the Local Government Board has since made a general
investigation of the housing conditions in the district, and the result of
his visit was to satisfy the Local Government Board that there was a
Bcarcity of houses for the working classes in the district. At the end of
1912 the Board had under consideration for sanction to a loan for purchase
of land as a site for dwellings in one of the parishes, and it was stated that
negotiations were being made for land in other parishes. See p. 11 of
the Annual Report of the Local Government Board, 1912-13 (Cd. 6981).
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Section III.—DILAPIDATED AND INSANITARY CONDITION
OF EXISTING COTTAGES. OVERCROWDING.
PHYSICAL AND MORAL EFFECTS OF BAD HOUSING.

There lias been considerable improvement in the condition

of existing cottages since the passing of the Housing and
Town Planning Act, and in Section IV. particulars will be
given of the amount of work done under the Act.

In the present Section we propose merely to give some of

the evidence as to the state of affairs which still exists in the

villages. Our evidence shows that the work accomphshed
under the Act, good and valuable though it has been, has

really only touched the fringe of the problem. Facts in our

Enquiry Schedules, which are amply borne out by statements

in the Reports of the Medical Officers of Health, give some
indication of the work which yet remains to be done.

Our evidence shows that many cottages in rural districts

are ill-lighted, ill-ventilated, and without proper damp courses,

all of which circumstances re-act upon the physical and moral

well-being of the people. Dampness is often responsible for

rheumatic fever, while the spread of diphtheria and scarlet

fever can often be directly traced to the insanitary or over-

crowded condition of the houses. Tuberculosis, also, is far

too common, despite the fact that country people are so much
in the open air. Thus the Medical Officer of Health for the

County of Bedford says in his Report for 1911 :

There can be no doubt that consumption may be bred in the cottage

dwelling almost to the same extent as in the town slum tenement, and
phthisis is very prevalent in our rural counties.*

Apart from their physical effects, the above conditions

re-act upon the labourer's general outlook on life. Moreover,

statements such as " The ivy has grown through the wall and
into the bedroom," " Fungus is growing through the floor in

one old woman's cottage," " When I am in bed I can see the

sky through the roof," recur again and again in the Schedules,

and these circumstances naturally prevent the labourer from

having any pride in his home.

* P. 87.
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The following instances from our Schedules illustrate the

state of affairs in some of the villages. Many of our informants

are, of course, without special technical knowledge, and we
therefore do not necessarily agree that the connection which

they perceive between the housing conditions and illness is

in every case a clear instance of cause and effect.

Wiltshire (F. 1,000).—Carrier: 60 per cent, of the cottages are

unsatisfactory. Consequences—gives to occupier no real love for

home, as it is cheerless and comfortless. Draughty and damp houses

produce colds and rheumatism.

Leicestershire (P. 265).—Sub-Investigator : Most of the cottages

are thatched and very old ones, and in this kind of cottage we found

many defects. There were also some brick and stone cottages that

are badly in need of more light ; some are damp, no spouting on roof,

and in one case I found a back kitchen as dark as a coal pit, also broken

flags in floor of living-room. Paper and plaster coming off walls through

dampness, and in a general bad state of repair. Some twenty were

condemned by medical officer and people still living in them. I found

only some ten cottages had been erected during the last ten years, and
there is a great need of some fifty cottages in the village.

Norfolk (C. 2).—Schoolmaster : They are badly arranged, deficient

in lighting and ventilation, windows small, ceilings low, sanitation bad,

walls damp. They are quite prejudicial to the health and efficiency

of the people. ... Of the worst class 1 believe it would not be difficult

to select twenty unfit for human habitation, but on the basis of the

conditions stated above I should rule out half of the full total of cottages

as unfit.

Hampshire (E. 201).—Schoolmaster : The chief defect is dampness.
In some cottages it is impossible to keep the paper on the walls for any
period of time, and I have seen cases where the pictures are quite rotten.

One cottage has such a bad roof that the rain drips on to the bed.

Several are without guttering. In some cases two attached cottages

have only one staircase between them. Three cottages at least have
no back doors. In one cottage which is very damp two children have
died during the past six years, and the other inhabitants frequently
suffer from colds, etc. The father attributes the deaths to the dampness
of the cottage.

Surrey (E. 376).—County Councillor : Probably 25 per cent, of the
existing cottages are not satisfactory. Many of the cottages are old,

without damp courses, and very dilapidated. Windows small, and
in some cases they do not open. There is a general absence of paving
around the front and back doors. As a consequence, the work of the

labourer's wife is doubled in a vain endeavour to keep the house clean.
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Essex (D. 31).—Builder : Damp walls and ceilings low ; insufficient

ventilation by the windows ; brick floors ; no concrete or damp resist-

ing material under ; no drains ; drinking water a long distance from the
cottages ; roofs dangerous and not water-tight, and no damp course
in walls. In several cases six grown-up persons are living in two bed-
rooms, and in 90 per cent, of the cottages there is no separate entrance
to each bedroom ; therefore all persons have to walk through one
bedroom to get into the other. This is most demoraUsing.

Somersetshire (F. 78).—Fruit Grower: In several cases couples
have delayed their marriage not exactly owing t,o lack of a cottage,

but because they were naturally very loth to uo into a cottage they
knew to be damp and altogether objectionable as a dwelling. Next
door to me is a thatched cottage, very picturesque, but altogether
bad as a dwelhng. Very damp. One bedroom in which one can only
stand upright in the centre, a very small window. A very clean, hard
working couple Hve there with two babies. All are deUcate and need
best conditions, but they have the worst. He is a labourer earning
16s, 6d.

Bedfordshire (D. 397).—Printer : The cottages are a disgrace to

our modem civihsation. It is marvellous that the people are as moral
and healthy as they are. Their struggles to secure common decencies

could hardly be believed if told, and not witnessed from day to day.

Oxfordshire (E. 249).—Small Holdings Organiser : Children delicate

and sickly. Women very emaciated. Fevers continuall}'^ out-breaking.

For the past four or five months village has never been free from fever

cases—at present time there are two cases away at the Isolation

Hospital.

Oxfordshire (E. 96).—Schoolmaster: Two cottages have fallen

into disuse. Four are condemned, but are allowed extension of time,

as no other cottages are available for the inhabitants to move into.

In a small cottage with one room and a back-house below and two
small bedrooms above, there are father, mother, three grown-up sons,

two young sons, and a daughter about twelve years of age. The outside

walls are supported by props. New cottages are promised. This
particular cottage is one of the condemned.

Somersetshire (F. 433).—Vicar: The air space is deficient, the
windows very small, and the upper rooms lead into one another, and
the ventilation is bad. The consequences are not easy to trace. Any
epidemic spreads almost irresistibly. The consequences are rather
moral than physical. The men hardly ever stay in their homes except
tor meals ; they are not vitally interested in any noble causes, and the
majority of the children are left very much to themselves.

Berkshire (E. 123).—Manager of Village Store : Many cottages let

the wet through, and tenants are obfiged to place vessels on their beda
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to catch the water. They are afraid to call in the authority, for fear

of having to leave them and nowhere else to go. The greater number
have not sufficient windows ; most of the windows being small and

the rooms dark. I

Suffolk (D. 229),—Land Agent : Several cases of consumption

and premature decay and disease, I beUeve, are attributable to over-

crowding in small, badly ventilated bedrooms. Numerous cases of

sore throats and anaemia common amongst young people, probably

attributable to badly ventilated bedrooms. Houses and back yards

are in some cases too close together, and there is no means of disposal

of house refuse, and privies are too near to well for drinking water.

Leicestershire (P. 419).—Painter : A great many of the cottages

are very old, built of mud and thatched. The floors "are of brick and
often damp. The rooms below are not lofty, some are very low. Bed-

rooms are unceiled, and badly ventilated, and have very small windows.

Only the floor boards and joists are the ceilings of the lower rooms.

Many of the brick cottages are built of single brick walls, and are damp.

Yorkshire, W. R. (Y. 228).—Parish Councillor : To my mind three

cottages are not fit to hve in. The Inspector says if he turns them
out they have no houses to put them into. When they kill a pig it

has to be dressed in the room where they live. I understand they have
been condemned some time.

Wiltshire (F. 1,016).—Most of the cottages are mud built, and in

one or two instances they have holes right through, where the walla

have crumbled down. The rain comes through the roof and runs down
the stairs. The majority of houses have holes in the floors upstairs, and
when the floors are scrubbed the water runs through. In one old

lady's pantry the floor bricks are raised with mud and fungus coming
through. In one house with one bedroom and the usual landing,

there hve five children (2 to 14 years), two sons and uncle and father

and mother. In another case there are nine children with mother
and father (with same space for bedrooms).

Westmorland (K. 5).—Chemist : There are twenty cottages
unsatisfactory, being small, ill-ventilated, and damp. Dampness,
owing to having one or more sides underground, is the worst feature.

Recurring epidemics of scarlet fever and other ailments have led to
considerable improvements in drains, etc., but the matter of closets is

shocking. There are no less than four cases where three famihes use
one closet. Another where three closets serve for eight famihes,
and two for six famihes. Closets in unseemly places, and too few for
the houses is the worst feature.

Lincolnshire (C. 17).—Rector : The cottages generally are very
old—very httle in the way of repairs is carried out, and that httle

very often at the tenant's cost. The cottages are damp and this is
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aggravated by the neglect of roof and water gutters and pipes. Windows
small and often do not open. The standard by which " satisfactory

"

cottages are judged is necessarily very low. The cottages now standing

are the only shelter provided, and people get so accustomed to the

conditions prevailing that they gradually assume a point of view which
accepts the conditions. But there is no question about the cottages

being very poor in all respects.

Suffolk (D. 189).—Carpenter : The cottages as a whole are bad,
nearly all are damp, few weather-tight, and in most outlying cottages

the only water supply is a pond or ditch. In many cases the floors are

bad, windows rotten, doors ill-fitting. The sanitary arrangements are

bad. A group of four cottages with open privies within a few feet of

the back door. Three cottages using one open privy, one cess-pit

within 4 feet of a back door, known to me. The drainage of the village

utreets of 113 houses falls into the stream. In dry weather the stench

is vile. The stream only takes surface water, it is fed by no springs.

Herefordshire (G. 182).—Labourer: Small windows, damp, no
water, plenty of draught. Seldom painted, in some cases filthy. Stone
floors generally causing rheumatics, etc.

Shropshire (G. 651).—Tailor: Many of the cottages, for some of

which rent as high as £12 per annum is paid, are in a very bad state of

repair, and the rain goes through the roof and ceiUng, and in some in-

stances on to the beds of the occupants. The majority of the houses

are very old, and the owners being poor the tenants are obliged to put
up with the disadvantages arising from living under such landlords.

Kent (E. 219).—Lady : Three or four (cottages) owing to age are

damp and musty smelhng, one of them has just two rooms without a

back door, two others are simply a stable and a coach house with the

roof taken off, and a bedroom floor made, though there is more room
in them than in some, and the windows are larger. There is no back

or side entrance to them, the ground at the back is high, which makes
them very damp, and the walls of one so much off the square that one

wall seems to be running away from you and the other coming to you ;

also they cramp the space of other cottage yards.

Gloucestershire (H. 69).—District Council Employee : Some of

these cottages never get any sun. Some are scarcely safe to live in, on

account of their dilapidated condition. Some have bad sanitary

arrangements, while others lie very damp, on account of having a bank
at the back of the house, and being situated close to the stream of

water which runs through the village.

Gloucestershire (H. 68).—Blacksmith : Several cottages not in

good repair, and some very dirk and danij>, and some with no back

floors or windows at the back. I saw ( ne, in a very bad state, occupied

by an old couple ; water running into the living-room floor, through
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a defective place in the wall, from a little alloy outside—this water waa

of a very dirty nature. Rain also comes in above one of the windows,

and the room, when the front door was shut, was terribly dark, as it

was a fairly large, very low room. A window at one end looked into a

passage not more than 4 feet wide ; a window at opposite end looked

on to a steep bank of neighbouring garden ; a third very small window

by fireplace looked on to a street, but was set back between fireplace

and a wooden screen (protecting from front door), and admitted very

little light. Walls of room very damp.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 94).—Auctioneer's Clerk : They (cottages)

are old and small, deficient in light and air, some with damp earth

floors, and the majority of them are covered with galvanized iron over

the straw thatch.

Cardiganshire (S.W. 117).—Farmer: Cottages that used to be

straw thatched have practically all been roofed with corrugated iron

of late years, on account of the cost of keeping in good repair. In most

cases the zinc has been placed on the straw which being in a decayed

condition, renders the houses unhealthy.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 167).—Small Holder : Some of the houses

are leaking, and very damp. In one house there is no back light and

within half a yard to a wet rock, and the tenant of the house is lying

ill with consumption. No drainage.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 206).—Assistant Overseer: Only five

labourers' cottages have two rooms upstairs, the others have only a

loft over one end and two rooms down. The majority of the windows
are fixtures, and with few exceptions have only one door. It should be

stated in fairness to the occupiers, that the cottages throughout the

parish will compare favourably for cleanliness with any district in Wales.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 31).—Farmer: There are three thatched

houses in the parish, and several slate-roofed houses of an old type,

having small-sized windows which do not or are not opened. I do
not know of a perfectly damp-proof rural house. Repairs are attended
to in a dilatory manner.

Anglesey (N.W. 16).—Farmer: If the unsatisfactory cottages were
demolished, there would be a shortage, and that is one of the difficulties

which face Sanitary Inspectors when they condemn houses as unfit

for human habitation. Where are the people to be housed unless

provision for this is made either by public bodies or by individuals ?

The above quotations, which could be multiplied consider-

ably, show how bad is the condition of many cottages. Not
merely are they often dilapidated and insanitary, but, what

G
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is no less serious, they are frequently overcrowded. As one
of our informants in Oxfordshire puts it

:

If an unsatisfactory cottage be a cottage deficient in light, defective

in ventilation, and deficient in room, then many are unsatisfactory.

But that is by no means the only criterion of bad cottages. Cottages
that would be quite satisfactory for two or three persons, are in many
cases occupied by six or eight persons. If they are turned out of the

cottage for overcrowding there is only the workhouse for them. That
has happened in the last two years in our parish and the next.

Overcrowding is frequent in every part of the country, and
very often it cannot be abated owing to the lack of alternative

accommodation. People are therefore forced to live under

conditions which are injurious to health, and often, if not

generally, prevent that proper separation of the sexes which

decency requires. The evils flowing from this state of affairs

are very serious. In his Report for 1910 (p. 114), Dr. Thresh,

County Medical Officer of Health for Essex, has a passage

which has been frequently quoted. In it he says :

It is quite obvious from these reports that there is a lack of good

cottage accommodation in nearly every rural district. The evils

consequent upon such want are both moral and physical, and I am
inclined to think the demoralizing effect is the more serious. During
recent investigations statements have been made to me, and which I

have been able to verify, of gross immorality due to the deficient bed-

room accommodation, in fact many of the statements I should not

dare to put into print. Some of our midwives could tales unfold which

woui . shock the most callous opponents to improvement in rural

housing.

This passage, strong though it be, by no means over-states

the results of bad and insufficient housing in many a country

village.

The following extracts from the Schedules contain some
typical illustrations of the over-crowding which exists

:

Cambridgeshire (C. 54).—Assistant Overseer: As many as eight

persons sleeping in one bedroom, consisting of parents, and six children

of both sexes. Some attempts are made at a division by a curtain

hung across the room to divide the parents from the children, but

-where the children are of both sexes it is impossible to make the con-

ditions decent. The overcrowding is mostly in old-fashioned cottages

where the one window is small, and built out from the roof as a gable.
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In one case of a cottage containing two rooms (one bedroom) there

sleep both parents, one lad 16 years of age, one girl 12 years, one boy
10 years, one boy 7 years, and occasionally a daughter from service.

In above case the one bedroom is 14 by 16 feet.

In another case a cottage containing three rooms (one large bedroom
and one small, both contained in the roof) there sleep : father, a daughter

of 21 years, a son of 18 years, a daughter 13 years, a daughter 10 years,

a son 9 years. In above case one bedroom is 14 by 8 feet, and the

other is 14 by 4 feet.

Another case: a cottage containing three rooms (two bedrooms,

one small room containing no window, but lighted from the larger one),

there sleep both parents, a boy of 15 years, a girl of 13 years, a girl of

11 years, a boy 9 years, a boy 4 years, a girl 7 years, a boy 2 years,

and a baby of 6 months. One bedroom is 16 by 8 feet, and the other

is 16 by 6 feet.

NoRTHAMPTONSHiBE (D. 417).—Rector :

(a) Two bedrooms, father, mother, live sons (the youngest 12). A
girl of 18 is not infrequently at home, and then sleeps in her parents'

room : the rooms are a little larger than most, and a sitting room is

slept in.*

(6) Two bedrooms : father and mother, three sons, two well over

school age : two girls, 12 and 8 or 9. Small rooms.

(c) Two bedrooms, one made into two by a sort of partition : father

and mother, two boys 14 and 12, three younger girls, a baby.
{d) Two bedrooms, one really only a landing : father and mother,

boy of 18, girls of 13 and 10, baby 3. Very small rooms.
(e) Father and mother, two boys and two girls all under 7, lodger

of 20, two small bedrooms.

(/) Two quite small rooms : father, mother, two boys 15 and 13,

well-grown girl of 14.

These are specimens. It is difficult to feel it right to call for enforce-

ment of the law, when cottages are so scarce. I think most parents
try to be particular under the circumstances. But some of these cases

are really serious, and the evil seems to be increasing. I ought to add
that (c) is my gardeners cottage : they are overcrowded, but I don't

see how to remedy it.

Oxfordshire (E. 87).—Accountant

:

Living room, pantry, one bedroom. Occupants : man and wife

and six children, three males, three females ; ages ranging 6 years to

19 years.

Scullery, one bedroom. Nine occupants : man, wife, two sons

* Since writing this I have heard that quite recently one of the bed-
rooms has besn partitioned into two ; so probably the sitting-room is no
longer slept in.
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three daughters, two young children (infants), ages ranging (except
infants) 5 to 19.

A living room, scullery, one bedroom, occupied by husband, wife
and three children, ages ranging 8 to 16 (all sons).

Man, wife, one daughter and seven sons, ages ranging from 2-17
years ; living room, scullery, two bedrooms.

Cottage with two rooms on ground floor, and two bedrooms. Occu-
pied by husband, wife, and five children, two girls, three boys, ages
ranging from 4 to 14.

Living room, scullery, two bedrooms ; husband and wife and six
children : one girl, five boys, ages ranging from 6 to 17.

Staffordshire (G. 292).—Schoolmaster : There is overcrowding in

about eight or nine cottages. In one house, where there are only two
bedrooms there are two married couples besides children of both sexes.
In one case, notice has been given four months ago to clear one family
out, but the people are still there, and say they cannot get a house with
three rooms under 5s. and won't go. And there seems an end of it.

LmcoLNSHiRE (C. 9).—Small Holder :

One case : one bedroom 11 feet square. Man and wife, six children,

from 1 year to 14 years old.

Another case : one man 80 years of age, grown-up daughter 60 years
old, grown-up granddaughter 26 years old, and grandson 17 years old,

all in one bedroom house, also a male lodger.

Two more cases with man and wife, three children in one bedroom
house.

One more case : two small bedrooms, man, wife, grown-up daughter,
one boy 10 years old, granddaughter 6 years old, and a lodger.

Somersetshire (F. 103).—Nonconformist Minister : There are three
aggravated cases of overcrowding. One case could only Hve and sleep

in the kitchen owing to the room over being dangerous.

Another had two rooms where a grandmother, man and wife, and
three children, ages from 9 months to 7 years, live and sleep in rooms
that you cannot stand upright in, and can touch the walls from the
centre.

The other is a house with one room downstairs and two up, with a
family consisting of man and wife, and six children, ages from 6 months
to 11 years.

The authority in these cases are deafing with the matter.

Lincolnshire (C. 3).—Small Holder and Owner : One cottage, two
rooms up (small), two down. There are two grown-up sons, one
marriageable daughter, father and mother. In another there is twelve
persons : two grown-up sons, one grown-up daughter, father and
mother, married daughter and husband, and five children.

In another cottage there are thirteen children and grown-ups. The
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Medical Officer of Health five years ago said they were overcrowded and

they must remove, but nothing has been done. In the cottage of twelve

stated above, old grandfather and grandmother, one son about 30 years

old, one son 22 years old, one daughter 18 or 19 (had illegitimate

child), married daughter and her husband and five children.

Worcestershire (G. 714).—Sub-Investigator : Most of the cottages

are small (two bedroomed or one-partitioned) cottages, and a great

number of these contain families. I know of one man, wife and nine

children in a two-roomed cottage. I was told of another family of

eleven which has recently been reduced to seven or eight, the youngest

13 years—all living in a cottage with one bedroom partitioned off.

Nottinghamshire (P. 605).—Vicar : I have just taken Mr.

to see a few of the bad cottages : in one there were two small bedrooms.

In one slept a man and his wife, and two small children ; in the other

(in which it was impossible for a boy of 13 to stand upright) slept two
sons, farm labourers : there was also a daughter of 16 who slept in a

lean-to outhouse, with a sloping roof not 5 feet at the top, sloping to

4 feet high, the outhouse is, say, 9 feet long and 4 feet broad. It is

below the level of the house, and has one aperture at the end only

:

on this wire netting had been fixed and a curtain. There was no glass,
*' nor ever likely to be " said the mother ; the aperture was on a level

with the ground and looked out on a little space about 2 yards square,

on one side of which was a very primitive closet, very smelly, on the

other hutches containing live rabbits, and on the ground a refuse heap
of rubbish, old boots, etc. The room inside is quite dark and indes-

cribably musty.

Yorkshire (Y. 182).—Farmer: In there are thirteen

cottages with only one bedroom which are inhabited by families.

Leicestershire (P. 431).—Congregational- Minister : Children have
to sleep with a grandparent in numerous houses, whilst many little

ones have to sleep in the rooms where the infirm and sick lie. In
several houses a curtain only has to serve for separating the sexes.

Warwickshire (G. 118) —Independent

:

Two small bedrooms. Father, and three grown sons, mother and
three grown daughters.

Father, mother, and seven children, one boy and girl over 16. Two
small bedrooms.

Father, mother, grandmother and seven children. Two bedrooms.

Oxfordshire (E. 230).—Small Holder :

One hving room and one bedroom. Father and mother, large
family. Two grown-up boys. One grown-up girl. Six small children.
Rooms very small.

One living room and two bedrooms. Father mother, and eight
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children. Grown-up son. The others much smaller. Rooms small

and low.

Anglesey (N.W. 27).—Minister : There are several cases of

overcrowding.

In one case with two rooms, one on ground and one on first floor,

each 4 yards square, there Hves a family of nine, father, mother, and
seven children (ages 4 to 14 years, boys and girls). The room on first

floor is partitioned into two small rooms. The house itself is unfit for

habitation, being damp and poorly ventilated.

There are several cottages of two rooms on the ground floor, which
are not satisfactory, and in which famihes of five are found, and at

periods when the young lads and girls who are in service are free, they
are found at home, in spite of the fact that the home is already over-

crowded.

There is a small cottage of two rooms on the ground floor, which is

damp and draughty. The father is in a bad state of health, suffering

from asthma. The children, four in number, show evident signs of

suffering. In the next cottage there lately died from consumption
a young girl of 13 years. The room she slept in was the only bedroom
in the house, no ventilation, and with little light, whilst others also

slept in it.

There is a cottage with two rooms on the ground floor—a living room
and a bedroom. The mother is consumptive, and has been bedridden

for months. Four children and father sleep in the bedroom together ;

the only window in it is small, 3 feet by 2 feet—it does open.

There are several cases of illegitimacy.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 69).—County Councillor and Magistrate

:

Cottages reeking with damp, and leaking badly through the roof.

Only one bedroom, in which whole family—parents and two children

—

(ages 13 and 10) sleep.

Cottage of two rooms and loft over half. No ventilation. A family

of five grown-up people (one a feeble-minded woman) lives in this.

Cottage very low and damp, small windows like the rest.

Anglesey (N.W. 25).—Farmer: In a cottage with one bedroom
and one living room, each 4 yards square, there are seven inhabitants,

three boys and two girls (ages from 12 months to 16 years) and one

daughter of 20 years and the mother. The father of the family has

deserted them. In another case of a cottage with one room only,

measuring 5 by 4 yards, there live mother, father, and five children,

all girls, 12 months to 15 years.

Glamorganshire (S.W. 102).—Carpenter : One tenant has brought

up a family of ten children, mixed sexes, in a cottage with one large

room downstairs and two bedrooms. I have known girls and boys

in their teens sleeping in the same room. Other houses the same, but
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families have not been so large. Twelve houses at six of them
one-roomed houses, sometimes four persons living and sleeping in them.

Six two-roomed houses, one living room and one bedroom, and I have

known eight persons living in one of them, and to-day there is a father,

mother, and five children in one of them. Up to a month ago there

was no ventilation in the bedrooms. This is being remedied by order

of the District Council, and new windows are being put in. There is

a gradual improvement in the housing conditions, but there is much
room for improvement.

The evidence contained in the Schedules, both as to the

dilapidated condition of many of the cottages, and also as to

the frequency of overcrowding, are fully borne out by the

Reports of the Medical Officers of Health, and reports of

investigations conducted by Diocesan Social Service Com-
mittees, and other bodies, and also by Reports of Local Govern-

ment Board Inspectors which have been made in particular

districts.

The following illustrations from the Reports of the Medical

Officers of Health, both for the county and the rural districts,

show the substantial truth of the statements in our Schedules.

(a) County Medical Officers of Health.

Bedfordshire (pp. 86 and 87).—The insanitary conditions in the

village cottages are often more serious than those usually to be found
in town dweUings. Cottages are to be seen which are structurally

dilapidated and damp, with rooms providing a very small cubic space,

and inadequate provision for ventilation and lighting, with no scullery

no copper, and no proper provision for the storage of food. Over-
crowding with all its attendant physical and moral evils exists to a
considerable extent even in villages where there is no demand for more
dwelhngs. There can be no doubt that consumption may be bred in

the cottage dwelling almost to the same extent as in the town slum
tenement, and phthisis is very prevalent in our rural counties. The
general death rates for 1904-1908 and for 1909 agree with those of

recently preceding years in showing excess of mortaUty in the rural

counties as compared with the urban counties, among young adults of

both sexes : in men at ages 20 to 25, and in women 15 to 35.

Kesteven (Lines) (p. 22).—There are many houses throughout
the county, which, though " dangerous or injurious to health " are
not adequately dealt with, the reasons given being either that it would
not pay the o^\^lers to radically improve them, and that they would
rather close them, or that, if the houses were closed or demolished,
the tenants would have nowhere else to go.
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YoRKS (West Riding) (p. 49).—Although 560 houses came under
this description {i.e. unfit for human habitation) by the formal repre-

sentation of the inspecting officers during 1911, there are many more
which would be so described if it were not for the scarcity of suitable

houses. This scarcity compels the Sanitary Authority to tolerate

conditions which are really not approved of.

Durham (p. 44).—As was mentioned in my last report, very
serious overcrowding exists in certain districts, and this reacts on the
housing, making it extremely difficult to close insanitary property,

either because it would only increase the overcrowding in other dwelUngs
or else lead to loss of employment to the persons displaced.

East Suffolk (p. 22).—Some of the cottages are in good repair,

but others in the most inconceivable disrepair. In investigating a case

of diphtheria, I found the house with a deep hole in the floor of the Hving
room ; the front bedroom was unoccupied, as it was considered unsafe,

the joists being separated from the outbulging wall by 4 inches. The
back bedroom, which was occupied, had a wooden backing, between the
boards of which one could put one's finger. This wooden backing was
the only shelter from the weather.

Carnarvonshire (p. 25).—The illegitimate rate is higher this

year than in any of the three previous years. The very poor housing
conditions and inadequate sleeping accommodation are, to a consider-

able extent, responsible for this high rate. This factor has to be
considered as having an important bearing upon Infantile Mortality,

Pembrokeshire.—Many of the houses have a cow-shed attached to

one end, and a pig-stye to the other end. In some instances, as at

the pig-styes are at the back of the houses, and under the same roof,

and the drainage from these passes directly under the floor of the house.

(6) Rural District Council Medicxil Officers of Health.

Biggleswade (Beds) (p. 29).—The quaHty of tlie accommodation
varies greatly in difterent parts of the district. Many of the houses

are old, \nt\\ very small rooms, and no through ventilation. Manj^ are

without drainings of any kind, in others it is defective. . . The cottages

and rooms are usually small and overcrowding exists to a considerable

extent. Moreover, one frequently finds that a bedroom is occupied
by three or four adult members of the same family of both sexes, the

room being merely divided by an incomplete curtain.

BiLLERiCAY (Essex) (pp. 16 and 18).—There were forty-nine

cottages inspected last year in which nothing short of pulling down
and entirely rebuilding could make them habitable. And besides

these things, were discovered forty-four cases of overcrowding, taking

the legal minimum of the Local Government Board {i.e. 300 cubic feet

of air space for each adult) as a basis. In nearly all these cases it was
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almost impossible to abate the overcrowding as there were no other

cottages available for the tenants to go into. It must be borne in

mind that were it not that cottages are so scarce throughout the dis-

trict, a much larger number would be condemned and really require

to be closed. The lack of proper cottage accommodation is not only

producing a weakly unhealthy race of children, but it is also driving

many of the younger members of the working classes away from the

district into the large towns, there often only to swell the number of

unemployed, while the country districts are wanting workers. Many
young people are unable to get married and make a home for themselves

because there are no cottages to be had.

FoRDLNGBRiDGE (Hants.) (p. 7).—A frequent nuisance met with in

the country is overcrowding. Cottages are generally small, conse-

quently any large families are overcrowded, and in some cases it is

almost an impossibility to get it abated, for the cottagers cannot afford

to pay for larger cottages, and even if they could the cottages are not

to be had. In those cases where some of the children are boarded out

they are almost sure to get back unobserved, for the reasons that they

would sooner be "at home" and the parents want to save the extra

expense of boarding them out.

Thingoe (Suffolk) (p. 8).—In many parishes there is, in my opinion,

a deficiency of houses, and this position is aggravated by the inability

to bring the majority of the very old " wattle and thatch " cottages

up to the present day standard of sanitation. Cases of overcrowding
are frequently met with, and under the present conditions there ia

no satisfactory means of remedying the evil. It is also a serious matter
that young couples are hindered from marrying or residing in the district

on account of the scarcity of cottages. In most parishes nearly every
cottage is occupied, and the few instances where houses are vacant
they are either in a bad state of repair or are very small, or are in an
inaccessible position. At the present time, therefore, I think it may be

assumed that there is a scarcity of cottages, and that there are a number
of houses unfit for human habitation in manj'^ of the " open " villages

throughout the district, and it is most urgent the matter should receive

prompt attention.*

Early this year an inspection was made by a Local Gov-
ernment Board Inspector in the rural district of Holsworthy

* Since this was written, the Thingoe Rural District Council have, as
a result of an enquiry made by the Local Government Board, who reporta
that the housing conditions of the district were generally very unsatis-
factory, made appHcatiou for a sanction to a loan for the erection of six
cottages in one parish, and it was stated that they were doing their best
to acquire sites in other parishes in their district.
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(Devon). The Inspector in reporting stated (according to

the Western Times, February 28th, 1913)

:

Of some 170 houses of which he had made detailed examination

—

well, he would like to condemn practically every house. But, adopting
a reasonable and practical standard, he said that out of the 170 houses
there were 86 which, in his opinion, were absolutely unfit for human
habitation, whilst 29 might be regarded as doubtful, and the remainder
had numerous defects, but hardly bad enough to justify condemnation
in the present condition of the district. The 86 and 29 he had men-
tioned were distributed practically all over the district. Some parishes

were worse than others, but practically every parish was involved.

In Milton Damerell there were 16 houses unfit for habitation ; in

Bridgerule West, 8 ; in West Putford, 8 ; Holsworthy 'Hamlets, 9 ;

Pancrasweek, 9 ; and Bradworthy, 7. Some of the houses might be

made habitable, but it was doubtful whether they were worth it. Out
of 131 houses, 96 had only two small attic bedrooms, and 29 had only
one bedroom each—at least he called them " bedrooms " from courtesy

only, for many could hardly be regarded as bedrooms. Dampness was
common, lighting and ventilation generally most unsatisfactory, and
in regard to window area, where one usually looked for one-tenth and
one-twelfth, here it was from one-twentieth to nil. In modern houses

they usually found one-eighth, or something like that. Some of the

rooms had no lighting at all, and no means of ventilation. There were
defects in the houses, which were prohibited by present-day legislation.

Doorways and ceilings were very low, and it was difficult to find a

doorway through which a man of average stature could walk without

stooping, or a room in which he could stand upright. Overcrowding
was common, and large families found difficulty in getting houses

anywhere.

He proceeded to give details of some of the worst housing,

thus

:

In Holsworthy Hamlets, he said, there was a house in which a man,
wife and three children, aged respectively 16, 9, and 3 years, slept in

one small bedroom. The window in that room was less than a foot

square, and was the only means of ventilation. ... In Pancrasweek
there was a house in which a man, wife and five children, aged respec-

tively 27 (a female), 22, 17, 13, and 10 (males), all slept in two small

attic rooms. Another case there was of a man, wife, a grown-up
daughter, and a male lodger, sleeping in one attic bedroom. In another

instance a man, wife, and eleven children slept in three bedrooms,

of which one bedroom was practically unfit.

The following extract from the Report of the Ely Diocesan
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Social Service Committee, 1912, summarises the whole position,

and might well be apphed to the whole country

:

Not only are the cottages too few ; their size is generally insufficient.

On no point do our reports insist so earnestly as on the moral and

physical evils which are caused by lack of proper bedrooms. Every
cottage in which there is a growing family ought to have three bed-

rooms ; one for the parents, one for the boys, and one for the girls.

Exact statistics are not to be had, but it is plain that a small propor-

tion of the cottages satisfy this elementary requirement. What this

involves is well indicated by the words of one vicar, which may be

taken as applicable to scores of parishes :
" Very few houses have

three bedrooms
;

perhaps the largest number have one bedroom and
an attic, but nearly as many have only one. And whole families live

in all these houses, some with lodgers ! Boys and girls who have come
to puberty sleep in the same room : married couples sleep together in

the presence of their children : crying children disturb a whole house-

hold beyond the possibility of sleep : related adults must undress and
relieve nature in one another's presence. These evils will be accentuated

in times of sickness, pregnancy, child-birth, or in cases of drunkenness,

indecency, irreligion. The thing can't be put on paper—perhaps I

have put too much already. But the mere heading of this section

gives no clue to the vile enormity and magnitude of the evil." The
lamentable frequency of incest is directly traceable to this cause.

Section IV.—LOCAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE HOUSING
ACTS AS REGARDS THE CONDITION OF EXISTING
COTTAGES.

As has been stated already, considerable improvement
in the condition of existing cottages has resulted from the

passing of the Housing and Town Planning Act 1909. Under
Sections 15 and 17 of the Act, many notices have been served
by local authorities, with the result that great improvements
have been made in the matter of repairing cottages and of

closing those entirely unfit for human habitation.

The latest official information as to the work done under
the Act is contained in the Annual Report of the Local Govern-
ment Board (1912-13). This Eeport contains full particulars

of the work done under the above Sections of the Act. The
figures show that not merely has there been an improvement
since the passing of the Act, but that during the year ending
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Marcli 31st, 1912, much more woik was done than daring the

previous sixteen months.

The figures given show that in the rural districts of England
and Wales nearly 15,000 notice? undor Section 15 were satis-

factorily compUed with, from December 3rd, 1909 to March
31st, 1912, with the result that cottages were put into a good
state of repair, and, during the same period, another 9,000

notices under Section 17 resulted in the cottages being made
fit for human habitation. As is stated in the Report (p. 30),

these figures do not represent the total amount of work done,

for :

In addition to the formal action indicated by the above figures, it

must be remembered that a large amount of repair and improvement
to dwelling houses of the class in question is secured by means of

informal representations made to owners by local authorities and
their officers, and many thousands of notices are given annually under
the Public Health Acts for the removal of nuisances as the result of

routine inspection by sanitary officers.

Though the owners did the necessary repairs in the above

cases, in many cases they elected to close the dweUings alto-

gether, and frequently the District Council themselves issued

a Closing Order. According to the official returns :

Under Section 15, the number of cottages closed voluntarily

by landlords instead of complying with the notice was :

From December 3rd, 1909, to March 31st, 1911 - - - 345
From March 31st, 1911, to March 31st, 1912 - - - 395

The following Table shows what has been done imder Section

17:

In the^year ending March 31st,
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From the above it will be seen that since the passing of

the Act the number of houses closed (under Sections 15 and

17), voluntarily or in consequence of action taken by loual

authorities was 5,486.

Despite the activity represented by the above figures, it

should be noticed that according to the Annual Report

(1912-13), only half of the Rural District Councils have taken

action under Sections 15 and 17. Thus, during the year ending

March 31st, 1912, out of 655 Rural District Councils, 332 took

no action under Section 15, and 380 issued no Closing Orders

under Section 17. Moreover, even in those districts where

some action has been taken by the Council, there is no doubt

that it has been but little in comparison with the need. The
evidence given in the preceding Section, with regard to the

state of affairs at the present time, entirely corroborates this.

The principal reasons for this state of affairs may be briefly

summarised as follows :

The Medical Officers of Health are responsible to the Councils

for the inspection of the housing in their areas. In many
cases these officials fail to do their work properly. Often they

are part-time officials, and also in private practice ; frequently

their salary is extremely low, some receiving as Httle as £20 a

year ; above all they are frequently insecure in their tenure

of office. The consequence of this is that they are often afraid

of offending Councillors and the better class inhabitants who
are owners of property, while the low salary results in work
proportionate to it.

The Duke of Marlborough, speaking in the House of Lords

on the Housing and Town Planning Bill, said :

When it came to the Medical Officers of Health, his experience of

that officer was that in the examination of these houses he paid less

regard to the condition of the houses than to whom the property might
belong.—{Oc/o6er -ith, 1909.)

Without accepting this statement as true generally it is,

nevertheless, unfortunately true in certain cases. The fear

of offending Councillors and owners of property is undoubtedly
a real one, and is largely diie to the insecurity of tenure and
the part-time appointment of the Medical Officers of Health.
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Undoubtedly the Housing Acts will not be properly enforced

until Medical Officers obtain a greater security of tenure,

and until they are full-time officials. It has recently been

the policy of the Local Government Board, when a change

in the staff offered a suitable occasion, to try and do away
with the part-time Medical Officer of Health, by trying to

persuade local authorities either to combine and have a whole-

time official, or else to give several different offices to the same
man, and thus secure all his time.*

Side by side, however, with such reforms, a compulsory retir-

ing age would be necessary. At the present time many of

the Medical Officers, though they have done good work in

the past, are now too old for the exacting duties they are

called upon to perform. There are Medical Officers who are

over eighty years of age, and this clearly must militate against

the proper administration of the Acts.

Even an active Medical Officer of Health who wishes to carry

out his duties properly has many difficulties in his way. Where
there is a scarcity of cottages he naturally hesitates to recom-

mend the issue of Closing Orders, or to demand necessary

repairs, lest the owner should prefer to close the cottage volun-

tarily rather than be put to the expense of repairing it. He
frequently considers it better that people should live in a

dilapidated cottage rather than be turned out into the street

or the workhouse. Moreover, he often knows that even if

he does recommend the issue of a Closing Order or of a notice

in such circumstances, the local authority will refuse to pass it.

The following extracts from reports of Medical Officers

show how frequent are these difficulties :

(a) County Medical Officers of Health.

Lincolnshire (p. 37).—In a few cases where landlords have not

complied with notices in respect of houses unfit for habitation, the

local authority have not proceeded to order the closure of the houses

under Section 17 of the Housing and Town Planning Act, owing to

the scarcity of houses in the district and the consequent impossibility

of housing the evicted tenants.

* The County Medical Officers of Health are, with one exception, all

full-time officials.
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West Suffolk (p. 43).—Overcrowding is frankly recognised, but

in the majority of instances nothing is done, as it is impossible to

close houses when there are no other houses for the evicted tenants

to inhabit.

Somersetshire (pp. 26 and 27).—In a number of rural parishes the

housing accommodation is inadequate or but barely sufficient, and

Medical Officers of Health have in a number of instances refrained

from representing certain houses as unfit since, if these houses are

closed, the deficiency of housing would be increased.

I have been repeatedly told that if such houses are closed there is

nowhere for the occupants to go to, there being no vacant houses.

This, of course, means that houses which are really unfit for habitation,

and which cannot be made fit, are left by the Local Authority unclosed,

since to close them is to inflict hardship on the occupants and to drive

them into the towns or the workhouse.

Indeed, it may be advanced that the closure of houses which has

taken place has aggravated the problem since it has not gone hand in

hand with the erection of more houses.

Cornwall (pp. 140 and 141).—Many cottages have no backyards
and no sanitary conveniences ; these ought certainly to be condemned
as unfit for habitation, as well as innumerable others which are rendered

unfit for divers reasons. The difficulty then arises with regard to the

Local Authority being compelled in the case of closure of insanitary

houses, to make provision for the population so displaced. A certain

section of the community are unfortunately content to live in mere
hovels at an absurdly low rent.

Nottinghamshire (p. 87).—It not infrequently happens where
Closing Orders have been made that there is so much difficulty in

finding house room elsewhere that the tenants remain in occupation,
as the lesser of two evils.

(6) Rural District Council Medical Officers of Health.

Otjndle (Northants) (p. 3).—If a house is condemned there is no
other for the people to go to. In some way or other suitable houses
will have to be provided. It is impossible to work the Act simply by
demolishing houses,

Sleaford (p. 30, Kesteven Report).—The Council is reluctant to
adopt Closing Orders owing to the insufficient accommodation in the
district.

Farnborough (Warwick).—Your Sanitary Inspector has been
carrying out house-to-house inspection during the year, but the diffi-

culties are these. If Closing Orders are made in the first place, there
are no houses for those displaced to go to. . . . In fact, during the year
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several bouses have been closed by the owners as they did not consider

it worth their while to repair them as required by the Act.

Cannock (p. 23).—During my inspections I have experienced great

difficulty in getting the cases of overcrowding abated owing to the
scarcity of houses with three bedrooms in most parishes.

The number of houses inspected (185) and the fact that they are

scattered over the district, are not sufficient to put before you a state-

ment of the inadequacy of housing accommodation in the district,

although a scarcity of suitable houses with three bedrooms does exist

in most of the parishes.

Caxton and Arrington (Cambs.) (p. 9).—A great number of these

tenements are often not desirable as residences, and were other good
cottages available many of them would be certified as unsuitable for

habitation, but until new cottages are built, if the undesirable ones

were closed some of the villages would be depopulated. I do not
think that there are a dozen labourers' cottages in the entire district

that possess a bedroom 7 feet from floor to ceiUng.

Stratton (Cornwall) (p. 2).—Cases of overcrowding occasionally

occur, and it is difficult to deal with them, as other cottages are not

available. Very few new cottages are built, as the rents would not

give a fair interest for the capital expended.

Hartismere (E. Suffolk) (pp. 9 and 10).—There are thirteen houses

reported as unfit for human habitation, and in eight of these Closing

Orders have been made. Of these eight, five have been repaired and
rendered fit for habitation, whilst three remain still occupied. In

fifty cases, overcrowding, as measured by the standard of 300 cubic feet

of air in sleeping rooms for each inmate, was found to exist—but only

twenty have been remedied—and some of these are remedied by mem-
bers of the family going out to sleep, a remedy which is frequently apt

to cease to act when it is imagined the Inspector has ceased his vigilance.

The reason why Closing Orders cannot be enforced, and overcrowding

cannot be abated, is that to enforce the order means to drive the family

either out of the district or into the workhouse, or, in other words to

render the necessary labour for agricultural pursuits unattainable,

or to impose a burden on the ratepayers, and the only remedy for this

is for the District Council to undertake the erection of suitable cottages.

The cottages needed are fairly substantial brick-built cottages

—

in which the damp course should not be omitted as has been so frequently

the case in the past—and three bedrooms are required for decency as

well as for sanitation.

Rugby (p. 122).—Tlie closure of houses where these are so dilapidated

as to be beyond repair, or where the owner cannot or will not repair

them, involves hardship on the tenants, who may be forced to leave the
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village where they have earned their living, and trust to the chance of

finding a home elsewhere.

Henstead (Suffolk) (p. 3).—No houses have been reported during

the year as unfit for human habitation, but at the same time, if there

was an adequate supply of healthy houses many houses would be

condemned which now are allowed to be inhabited.

Winchester (p. 6).—There is no dearth of better-class cottages

for the working classes, but there is a difficulty in finding more suitable

accommodation in place of some of the old cottages which are let at a

very low rental, and many of which are insanitary. These cottages

have often brick floors, soHd walls, no damp course, badly-fitting doors

and windows, and low rooms. The expense necessary to make them
thoroughly sanitary would be so great that it would be cheaper to build

new ones. They are often let at a rental of Is. or 2s. a week, and the

tenants, if the cottages were condemned would have to go to the

workhouse.

That this difficulty is not over-estimated, may be shown
by the following instances of what actually happened after

the Medical Officer's recommendations were carried out, and
the cottages were closed :

Eight cottages, six of which were inhabited, were condemned
at ShefEord in the Biggleswade Rural District Council.

Of the inhabitants concerned, one aged woman who is sick has
been removed to the Biggleswade Infirmary, one family has secured
a house in Shefiford, and the other four families, being unable to obtain
cottages in the town itself, or in the immediate neighbourhood, have
had to remove away altogether, going to Arlesey and Bedford to live,

though their work lies in Shefford.*

The Medical Officer of Health for Mid-Warwickshire says

(pp. 105 and 106)

:

The following cases have come to the knowledge of the Sanitary
Inspector, and in seven cases the conditions have been improved, on
the service of statutory notices

:

Man and wife and 6 children (males n

21, 16, 14, females 11, 5, 1) in two ) Left the district,

small bedrooms. j

Man and wife and 6 children (males 1

13, 11, 7, 5, 1, females 3) in one / Left the district,

bedroom.
J

County newspaper.

H



Man and wife and 7 children (males

18, 8, 7, 4, 2, 1, female 13) in two
bedrooms.
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Man and wife and widowed daughter „,. , ,, ,, jot-m
and 4 children (males 12, 8, females

Widowed daughter and 3 chil-

17, 14) in two bedrooms. )

dren left the pansh.

Man and wife and 8 children (males
i

15, 6, 4, 2, females 14, 13, 9, 7) in v Four children went into lodg-

one bedroom partitioned into two f ings with friends,

parts by sheets. )

Man and wife and 8 children (males
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ i^^^ 1^

17, 15, 11,4 months, females 10, 8, ) j

5, 2) in two small bedrooms.
j

The girl sleeps away occasion-

sionally and was about to go

into service. Three of the

younger children went to

sleep at their grandfather's,

and one died.

Man and wife and 6 children (males ^

17, 8, females 19, 6, 4, 3 months) -nu . • i x 1

1

. i V J i.!- J •
i. i.

Eldest girl gone to workhouse
in oneiDedroom partitioned mto two ° °

parts by sheets.

It is of course advisable that houses unfit for human habita-

tion should be closed. At the same time it is a serious matter

if there is a scarcity of cottages in the district, and no further

accommodation is provided to meet the need of those who
are turned out of their cottages.

The closing of over 5,000 houses since the passing of the

Act (to which reference has been made on pp. 108-9), necessary

though it has been, has nevertheless made the housing problem

more acute. It is difficult to advocate the closing of the

thousands more which are unfit for habitation, unless such

action is accompanied by the erection of other cottages in their

place, hi short, thoiigh considerable imfrovemenis have been

effected since the passing of the Act, the proper administration

of Section 15 and 17 imll remain impossible, and possibly even

undesirable, so long as the question of the great shortage of cottages

is not dealt with. In the words of the County Medical Officer

of Health for Surrey :

The mere closure of dilapidated houses, when not followed by their

repair or by the provision of new bouses in their stead, may prove tp
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be a measure of very doubtful benefit, leading often to worse

than it seeks to remedy (p. 54),

Section v.—THE FAILURE OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE.

We have shown :

(1) That there is a widespread shortage of cottages,

and

(2) That the proper administration of Sections 15 and 17

of the Housing Act, 1909, is being retarded by the lack of

alternative accommodation.

In Section IX. we shall show that about 120,000 new cottages

are needed at once in the rural districts of England and Wales.

There is, therefore, a very urgent demand for the erection of

cottages, and it is now necessary to consider to what extent

this demand is being met at the present time.

The results of our Enquiry show that in the rural districts

the number of cottages built by private enterprise is very

small. Where building has taken place it has been almost

entirely in residential and semi-industrial areas, and has not

been for the purpose of providing cottages for the agricultural

labourer. In these cases the cottages have been erected for

a new population, and have not really dealt with the needs

of the agricultural labourers.

In the purely rural districts the number built during the

last ten' years has been practically negligible. A few cottages,

it is true, have been erected in certain districts by landowners,

with or without the help of loans under the Improvement of

Land Act.* These cases, however, are the exception, and
have been built by enlightened landowners from philan-

thropic motives or as part of the necessary equipment of

their estates.

* The loans obtained under this Act for the erection of cottages were
r25,702 in 1908, £15,561 in 1909, £14,823 in 1910, £20,948 in 1911 and
£19,564 in 1912, These loans would only provide for the erection of about
^00 cottages in the five years.
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In addition, in some districts, cottages have been built by
small speculative builders and Public Utility Societies.* The
Rural Co-partnership Housing and Land Council, for instance,

has recently formed Societies which have built a number of

cottages in various districts. It will be found, however, that

these cottages seldom have been built in purely agricultural

districts. If they have, they are usually tenanted by small

holders, postmen, or others in a better position than the

agricultural labourer. It is not suggested, of course, that

this fact detracts from their utility. The cottages have met
a real need, and there is no doubt that with better terms as

regards loans many more Public Utility Societies might be

formed.

At present they are only able to obtain a loan of two-thirds

of the value of their land and cottages, the terms being

£4 17s. 3d. per cent, per annum to include interest (at 3f per

cent.), and a sinking fund spread over forty years ; or £5 8s. 8d.

per cent, per annum to include interest at (3J per cent.) and a

sinking fund spread over thirty years. They are hampered

considerably by the difficulty of obtaining the remaining third

of their capital. If the recommendation of the Sdect Com-

mittee on the Housing of the Working Class Acts Amendment

Bill
J
1906, were adopted, and they were enabled to obtain

three-quarters of their capital from the State upon the

minimum terms at which the State itself is able to borrow, i.e.,

3i per cent., and if the sinking fund could be spread over

sixty years, there is httle doubt that their acti\4ties would be

greatly increased. In some Continental countries as much
as 90 per cent, of the capital is advanced by the State.

The small number of cottages which have been built by all

the above agencies may be seen in the following Table of

figures relating to a few agricultural counties selected at

random. It shows that in nearly half the villages investigated

in these counties no cottages at all have been built during

the last ten years.

A Public Utility Society is a Society registered under the Industrial

and Provident Societies Act, 1893, whose dividend is limited to 6 per cent.
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In the following Table is a statement (based on our own
investigations) of the usual rents and the total earnings of

ordinary labourers in the various counties.*

County.
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The figures are given for whole counties. It should be

observed, however, that there are great variations within

many of the counties. Thus 3s. is given as the usual rent for

Hampshire. In many parts of the county the usual rent is

only Is. 6d. or 2s. while in the market gardening neighbour-

hoods near Portsmouth and Southampton 4s. is usual.

WALES.
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The following extracts illustrate this :

Sussex (E. 36).—Farmer. It js well known that land could not be
bought for love or money. A gentleman told me not long since, observ-

ing what need there was for cottages in the parish, he offered to buy
some land and build thereon cottages. He met with a blank refusal.

Cornwall (F. 1236).—Sub-Postmaster : I have personally tried to

get land to build a house for myself also to provide premises to carry

on the Post Office, but have always been met with refusal on the part

of the owner, who owns the entire monopoly.

Hampshire (E. 569).—Tradesman : No freehold land to be bought
at any price. I failed to buy, so had to take land on building lease at

ninety-nine years at a ground rent of £16 per acre, which is more than
the freehold is worth.

Cornwall (F. 1243).—Grocer : Different persons with a little capital

have wished to build a house or two, and have applied to the local land-

owners to sell sites, but have invariably been refused. Many people

would give £100 an acre if suitable land was for sale.

Surrey (E. 376).—County Councillor : A local baker could not get

a cottage for his journeyman. He applied to the agent of the person

who owns all the land surrounding the village. He was met with a

refusal to sell any land. As a consequence he built a cottage in his

own garden at the back of his shop.

Cornwall (F. 1395).—Farmer : All the land around the village is

owned by three men who won't sell. The owner would not sell to a

man who applied for the old sit© in the village where two houses came
down.

Sussex (E. 479).—Small Holder : It is quite out of the question to

try and obtain land for building. One case in point—a small meadow

—

was purchased with intention of building a cottage. After having dug

the well and foundations, it was purchased by local squire at a very high

price.

Kent (E. 217).—Retired : The price asked is too high. An inhabi-

tant prepared to build states £400 an acre was asked for a fit building

site. He did not see how he could on such terms put up and let cottages

at such rental that a working man could pay.

Northamptonshire (D. 91).—Shopkeeper and Small Holder: No
land available, because it all belongs to one owner. Just now one of the

owner's own workmen whose cottage is his own, desires a little land

to secure a right-of-way to his own back premises, but cannot get it.

Therefore coal, etc., all has to be taken through the house. The land

is almost all owned by one landlord, and I have never known him to

dispose of any.
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Wiltshire (F. 1085),—Minister: Great difficulty. There is practically

no possibility of building cottages in the village itself and in the imme-
diate neighbourhood the land has been held so tightly that in the few

instances in which land has changed hands for building, exorbitant

prices have had to be paid, e.g., (1904) \ acre for £50, f acre for £100,

I acre for £100, (1908) \ acre for £120, (1910) about | acre for £150.

Wiltshire (F. 1121).—Assistant Overseer: A builder, resident in

the village, tried to obtain land for cottages from the landlord. He
could only get it on lease, and the ground rent was so high, and he had

to guarantee to spend a given sum, so that altogether it was against

his interest to build. Land cannot be obtained freehold only very

occasionally. A week ago a little over | of an acre (freehold) was with-

drawn at £90, as it was below the reserve. This did not belong to the

same owner.

Worcestershire (G. 105).—Sub-Investigator : When the Co-opera-

tive Society applied ten years ago they were unable to obtain any land

less than 5 acres, which was too much to start with, and at the very high

price of £150 an acre. The gentleman who is commissioned to find

land again this year, or in the neighbouring parish, sees no prospect

of obtaining any. Application was made and the owner refused last

year.

Northamptonshire (D. 59).—Farmer : There are ironstone quarries

and a tlour mill employing a good deal of labour, but men have to walk
or bike two, three, four, five and more miles every day to work, because

the landlord will neither build nor sell land for building, and practically

the whole district belongs to him.

Northumberland (A. 49).—Tradesman: Cottages would have been
built here had land been obtainable at a reasonable rate. Very little

freehold land is in this parish. Ground rent charged by Lord of Manor
for ninety-nine years' lease is £40 an acre.

Sussex (E. 421).—Market Gardener : There is great difficulty in ob-
taining land for building cottages. A retired schoolmaster attempted
to acquire land for this purpose, a stonemason also. Any land coming
into the market is purchased by the large landowners.

The difficulty of acquiring land will be touched upon in

the next Section, and dealt with in full in another volume,
together with the acquisition of land for urban purposes.

Finally, the restrictions imposed by local bye-laws are often

another deterrent to the building of cottages.
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Section VI.—THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE
HOUSING ACTS AS REGARDS THE PROVISION OF
NEW COTTAGES.

We have seen that in the purely rural districts private

enterprise has failed to meet the demand for new cottages.

It is now necessary to consider to what extent Local Authori-

ties are meeting the demand. According to the Annual
Report of the Local Government Board, the Housing and Town
Planning Act has undoubtedly given a considerable impetus

I

to the building of cottages by Kural District Councils Between
1890 and 1909 rural authorities practically built no cottages

! at all. Substantial loans were only applied for in one or two
cases, and these were for mining districts, rural in name but

urban in character. Since the passing of the Act of 1909,

there has been greater activity, especially during the last

two years. From December 3rd, 1909, to March 31st, 1911,

loans to the amount of £520 were sanctioned to two Rural

Authorities. During the year ended March 31st, 1912,

sixteen Rural Authorities received loans amounting to

£27,600, and for the twelve months ended March 31st, 1913,

twenty-two Rural Authorities received loans, amounting to

£60,000.*

Compared with what took place prior to the Act of 1909,

the recent activity is encouraging, but in relation to the need,

the figures are undoubtedly disappointing. Between the

passing of the Act and March 31st, 1913, loans had been

sanctioned to Rural Councils for the erection of 470 cottages.

As we have seen on page 109, between 1909, and March 31st,

1912, 5,486 cottages had been closed or demolished under

Sections 15 and 17 of the Act. Figures as to the number
closed during the year ending March 31st, 1913, are not yet

available.

Moreover, many of the councils which have shown activity

have either been semi-industrial {e.g., Chester-le-Street) or have

* It should be pointed out that loans to the extent of £60,000 only
mean the erection of about 350 cottages, and many of these are to be

erected in mining districts.
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been catering mainly for that portion of their population

which is not agricultural in character. Thus, in the case of

the six cottages built by the Bedford Rural District Council,

and let at a rent of 4s., the Medical Officer says :

They are about to be occupied by the better-class labourers such as

gardeners and mechanics. The agricultural labourer is unable to pay

this rental, and if the erection of cottages is to become more general,

some means must be provided for letting them at a lower rent than 4s. *

The failure of District Councils to build may be attributed

mainly to the following causes :

(a) The question is generally not brought formally before

the councils at all. Thus in the case of more than two-thirds

of the parishes reporting a shortage to us the matter has

never been raised at council meetings. Housing is practically

never an issue at the local elections, which are very frequently

uncontested. Moreover, a vicious circle is created. The
scarcity of cottages prevents the labourers from being in-

dependent ; lack of independence prevents their bringing the

housing question before the council.

(6) Even if it be brought before the council, there is usually

a considerable difficulty in convincing the councillors (often

interested parties) that there is a shortage. Thus a Medical

Officer of Health writes :

Whenever I say there is a shortage of cottages, I am nearly always
told that there is not ; so for some time now, with little assistance, I

have been getting out, parish by parish, a list of houses wliich I have
represented as uninhabitable, but which the council cannot or will not
close because there are no other houses available. It is a clumsy way
of convincing those who say there is no shortage, but I cannot think of

any better.

|

(c) If the councillors are satisfied that there is a shortage,

they are frequently faced with the difficulty that cottages
cannot be built to let at a commercial rent. To build, there-

fore, would be to add to the burden of the rates. This is

P. 10.

t The writer of this letter was warned that if he reported some insanitary
cottages he would get moved from his place. The man who threatened
was soon after made Chairman of the Health Committee.
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generally regarded as a sufficient reason for refusing to take

any action, and the proposal is dropped.

(d) If, however, it is discussed further, another question

arises, namely, whether the burden should fall upon the whole

district or merely upon the parish concerned. If the former,

it is said to be unfair on the parishes in which housing, is

adequate ; if the latter, it is urged that the burden on the

particular parish would be too heavy.

(e) Another serious difficulty is sometimes raised by coun-

cillors, who argue that to build in one parish will involve a

wholesale demand for building in others.

(/) Again, it is often urged that building by local authorities

is intrinsically a bad thing, and that it tends to kill private

enterprise. Frequently this theoretical objection is raised

as a cover for other objections, which are practical in their

nature, but which cannot be stated at a public meeting of the

council.

{g) Lastly, there is in many cases considerable difficult}

in obtaining land at a reasonable price. Dr. Thresh,* the

Medical Officer of Health for Essex, says (p. 65)

:

Assuming that these difficulties are overcome, the next encountered

is that of obtaining land at a reasonable price in a convenient position.

The landowners exhibit no anxiety to provide the land, even advertise-

ments in the local papers may fail to obtain any offer, or any reasonable

offer. If the Authority selects a piece and approaches the owner, it is

unfortunate that the piece selected is so often the most valuable piece

of land in the whole Parish. If no excessive value could be put on the

piece selected, difficulties arise because the estate is entailed, or becaup*'

the owners or part-owners are travelling abroad or otherwise nv

get-at-able. There may be no actual opposition, but the apathy ma\

be so absolute and the inertia so great as to be practically insuperable.

Notliing has been more disheartening to Officials and Sanitary Authori-

ties than the difficulty of obtaining land.

As already stated, the whole question of the acquisition of

land will be dealt with in Volume II.

The above are the main reasons why the councils have not

In his report for the year 1912, Dr. Thresh gives an excellent summary
of the difficulties in connection with the administration of the Housing

Acts, from which the above is an extract.
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been building, and it is probable that the large majority

of them will not build under Part III. of the Housing Act

unless amendments of the law are introduced.

Section VII.—THE CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION.

It is now necessary to consider the position of the Central

Government with regard to Housing, and to estimate its effects

upon the Local Administration. ,

The Central Housing Authority at present is the Housing /

Department of the Local Government Board. Unquestionably

it has been largely responsible for the increased activities of

the local authorities. Our Enquiry has shown, however, that

it has been unable to secure the effective administration of

the Housing Acts.

The Local Government Board, both by its composition and

the nature of its duties, is a supervising and controlling rather

than an initiating or creating body. It is able with a certain

degree of efficacy to supervise and control the Medical Officers

of Health, and has produced great improvement in the reports

of these officers. It can control and direct active authori-

ties, but finds it extremely difficult to stimulate inactive

authorities to take action. The facts contained in the \

preceding Sections are strong evidence of this. Medical

Officers of Health continue to report upon the shortage in

their area, but no action is taken, and the Local Govern- •

ment Board either does not, or cannot, force the Councils
j

into activity.

If evidence be needed beyond the facts already quoted,

reference may be made to cases where not merely have the

recommendations of Medical Officers of Health been repeatedly

ignored by District Councils but even reports of Local Govern-
ment Board Inspectors have produced no effect. Thus, in

1906 r.n Inspector was sent to the Mitford Rural District. He
reported :

Generally, sanitary administration of this district lax. ... A number
of houses in the district were unfit for human habitation.
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In 1912, another Inspector was sent down. The Local

Government Board, writing to the Council said :

I am directed by the Local Government Board to state that they
have had under consideration the report made by their Inspector, Mr.
Colhn, after his recent visit to the Rural District of Mitford and Laun-
ditch for the purpose of investigating the housing conditions of the

district. The Board understands that the housing conditions of the

district generally are of a very indifferent character, having regard to

the modern standard of requirements, that many of the houses are

very damp and dilapidated, that serious cases of overcrowding exist,

and that there is generally a lack of suitable bedroom accommodation.
They are advised that a considerable proportion of the houses in the

district should be remodelled, added to, or rebuilt, in order to bring

the district up to a reasonable standard as regards housing accommoda-
tion. The Board regard with grave concern the existence of these

unsatisfactory conditions, and they desire to urge upon the Rural
District Council the necessity for immediate action under the Housing
Acts.

Thus six years elapsed without anything whatever being

done. The Council have now decided to take action.

In 1907, an Inspector held an enquiry in the Hartley Wintney

Rural District Council and reported :

Damp, dilapidated and otherwise insanitary cottages of many of

the working classes.

In 1912, the Medical Officer of Health for the district says

(p. 7)

:

Plainly speaking there are a number of cottages that should be

closed, but then the question arises—where are the present tenants

.to go ? There are no spare cottages, up-to-date, within their means.

In their last Annual Report the Local Government Board

say that in view of the Medical Officer's Report they wrote to

the Council pointing out the insanitary conditions of the

dwellings, and suggesting action under Part III. of the Act of

1890. The correspondence produced no result, and the Board

sent down one of their Inspectors to make an independent

investigation. His report disclosed a very serious state of

affairs. Additional housing accommodation is required in

several parishes and there are numerous dilapidated and un-

satisfactory houses which require to be dealt with, to many of

wJuph attention was drawn so long ago as 1907. A letter ha§
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been sent drawing attention to these matters, and asking for

energetic action by the District Council.

In 1907, an Inspector was sent to the Thingoe Rural District

Council and reported :

Dwelling accommodation for poorer classes very unsatisfactory.

Many cottages of miserable character, in last stages of disrepair and

neglect, and many unfit for human habitation.

In 1912, the Medical Officer of Health for the district says

(p. 8)

:

In many parishes there is a deficiency of houses, and this position

is aggravated by the inability to bring the majority of the very old
" wattle-and-thatch " cottages up to the present-day standard of

sanitation. (This Report is quoted at greater length on Page 105.)

The Board is a controlling and supervising body, and

apparently it only desires this kind of duty. The following

quotation from Lurrdey's Public Health, p. 645, illustrates this

fact (the italics are ours) :

It has been stated on their behalf in proceedings in the High Court

that they have found it practically impossible to perform the duty

of a defaulting authority by means of some other person, and that it is

not for them as the central authority, to descend into the arena of local

difficulties and to undertake to do for a defaulting authority that which

the Statute clearly imposes on the latter to do.

Even if the Board regarded it as their duty to stimulate

action, the staff at their disposal is quite inadequate for the

purpose. The complete staff of the Housing Department has

just been raised to eighteen. It includes the Controller, the

Town Planning Assistant, six Inspectors (prior to 1913 there

were only three). This staff has to supervise and stimulate to

action some 1,800 Local Authorities in England and Wales,

many of whom are opposed to taking action. It has not merely

to deal with Housing, but also with the important subject of

Town Planning. If it did nothing but supervise and stimulate

Town Planning in the larger towns, it would be over-worked.

As an illustration of the amount of work involved, out of

196 Reports of Medical Officers of Health for rural districts

which we have examined, 75 specifically mention shortage in

their area. If the proportion be similar for the whole of Eng-

l^^nd and Wales, there would be in that year about 250 arefia
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in which the Medical Officers of Health specifically refers to the

shortage. To follow up each of these cases and to see that

the Councils took action under Part III. of the Housing Act,

would be a work in itself requiring a considerably larger staff

than is at present available. But it must bo remembered that

this only refers to rural housing which is quite a small part of

the whole work of Housing and Town Planning throughout
the country.

Moreover, there is a large number of rural districts where
the Medical Officers of Health do not definitely report upon the

question of the supply of cottages, and in such cases the Central

Authority needs to have an Intelligence Department to ascer-

tain the true facts.

Then the whole oi the staff, with the exception of a few

Inspectors, are perpetually in an office in London, and it is

clear that all the field work in connection with housing in

England and Wales cannot be adequately performed by six

Inspectors.

Turning from the composition and personnel of the Central

Housing Authority, to its powers, it may be said that they are

inadequate.

If there is a scarcity of cottages in any rural district, the

Local Government Board cannot even hold a formal enquiry

unless there is a formal complaint by the Parish Council, or

by four inhabitant householders. It is true that occasionally

it sends down an Inspector independently, but he has no

power to hold a public enquiry. Its limitations, in this respect,

are illustrated by the proceedings in connection with the

Reigate rural district, which have recently attracted some
attention. Except where there has been a formal complaint,

all that the Local Government Board can do is to write letters

and make suggestions. And even where there has been a

complaint, and the Housing Inspector finds that there are

defects in the housing administration or that there is a shortage

of cottages, the Local Government Board can only enforce

what it wants by mandamus. In practice, mandamus has

never been used in connection with Housing, the policy of the

Board being to try to avoid it. Thus the only result is that
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sometimes with a great deal of difficulty the District Council

may be persuaded to build six cottages, where fifty or sixty

are needed.

We therefore think that the Local Government Board should

have the power of acting in defatdt, and that the staff should he

increased.

But even when this is done, it will be necessary to give to

the Board still greater powers of dealing with local authorities

who do not do their work satisfactorily. This we think can

best be attained by giving to the Board some financial control

over local authorities.

If further grants are given from the Imperial exchequer

in aid of local taxation, we think that they, and possibly

also existing grants, should be conditional in each case upon
the local authority performing its work satisfactorily. We
suggest that the grants should he in the form of hlock grants * in

aid of the local rates, hut that they should only he given in full

if tJie authority performed all its statutory duties properly.

It would probably be best to administer the grants through
the County Council. Thus, if the full grant for a County
Council were, say, £50,000, the Treasury would only pay the

whole grant after being satisfied that the County Council and
all the local authorities within the county had properly

performed their duties. Thus a certificate from the Board of

Agriculture would be necessary, stating that the County
Council had done its Small Holdings work satisfactorily, and
also that the Parish Councils within its area had provided
allotments for their approved appHcants, or that the County
Council had done so by acting in default. The grant might be
reduced for instance by £1,000 because the Small Holdings work
had not been satisfactorily performed, and by £200 because
three Parish Councils had failed to perform their duty in the
matter of allotments. In the latter case the County Council
could recoup itself from the defaulting Parish Councils for the
£200 lost through their neglect.

In the same way, if the Local Government Board certified

.,
*
i\\^ V,"® Srant for all purposes, not separate grants for housing,

bmall Holdings, &c.

I
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that two of the Rural District Councils within the county had
not done their housing work properly, they might say that

£2,000 was to be deducted for this reason. In this case, the

County Council would recoup itself from the defaulting

Rural District Councils. In this way the Central Depart-

ments would have more power of stimulating to action recal-

citrant Councils, while those Councils who did their work
satisfactorily would have no cause of complaint as they would

receive the grant in full.

The great advantage of this scheme is that the central

authority could, if necessary, withdraw the whole of the grant,

which would result in a far greater increase in the local rates

than any increase due to a possible loss upon either a Small

Holdings or housing scheme.

Section VIII.—GARDENS.
The consideration of the problem of rural housing would

be incomplete without reference to the question of gardens.

Under the Housing and Town Planning Act, local authorities

when building cottages have power to grant up to one acre of

land with each cottage. In practice, however, they have given

considerably less.*

The advantage of giving land with a cottage is two-fold. In

the first place it gives the labourer an additional source of

income. The Select Committee on the Housing of the Working

Classes Acts Amendment Bill, 1906 (H. of C. 376), p. 12 say, in

their report :t

But there is abundant evidence to show that the difficulty of rent

would be largely diminished by the addition of land to the cottage.

The labourers and others who gave evidence before the Housing Com-
mission of 1885 on the subject, stated that the men could pay higher

* For the details of Housing schemes, see the Annual Repo:t of the

Local Governmeut Board (1912-13) Cd. G981, which shows that rural

local authorities have usually given only about one-eighth of an acre with

each cottage.

t As stated in the previous chapter, we do not think that the value of

his garden should be taken into account when his wages are fixed, and we
consider that his wages should be sufficient to enable him to pay a com-
mercial rent for his cottage, without subsidiary earnings. At the same
time, we regard the garden, as an additional source of income, to be of

great value.
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rent and " would be pleased to do so " if land, arable or pasture, were

attached to the dwellings. One witness of considerable experience,

while admitting the difficulty of paying rent for good cottages alone,

said it was " easy to pay fair rent for land and cottage together." He
considered the two to be so necessary that he declined to consider

them apart. The above evidence as to the great value to labourers

of small plots of land to supplement their wages, has been amply
confirmed by the evidence r ceived by the Committee.

In the second place a fairly large garden with a cottage is

the first rung in the ladder by which the labourer rises to a

better position. This is fully discussed in Part II., Chapters

1 and 2. In their Report* the Select Committee, referred to

above, lay great stress upon this aspect of the question, pointing

out the great advantage of a garden over an allotment at a

distance from a cottage.

It is essential therefore that the provision of gardens should

be considered in close relation to housing schemes promoted

by local authorities.f

Section IX.—THE NUMBER OF COTTAGES REQUIRED.

It is, of course, impossible to state exactly the total number
of new cottages which would be required to meet the needs of

the rural districts of England and Wales. It depends, to some
extent, upon the standard of fitness for human habitation

which is adopted. Many cottages which would be promptly

condemned by one person might be passed by another.

As a result of our enquiry, however, we have been able to

make an estimate of the number of cottages required, which is

based on carefully ascertained facts drawn from so large a

number of villages as to justify us in putting it forward with

confidence. We asked our investigators, in the different

villages, to tell us what number of cottages would meet the

existing shortage, not taking into account the closing of cottages

at present occupied, although unfit for human habitation ; we
asked them, however, to state how many of the latter there were.

In answer to the first of these questions, definite figures were

* (H. of C. 376) See especially pars. 74-80.

t In Ireland, under the Irish Labourers' Acts, it is usual to give an
acre of land with a cottage, and in many cases where only half an acre
was originally given, the labourers obtained an additional half acre.
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given. As regards the number of occupied cottages unfit for

habitation, on the other hand, owing to the absence of a definite

standard of unfitness, the information supplied only enabled

us to form a rough estimate : we were, however, able to check

this with the aid of the reports of the Medical Officers of Health,

and of the Local Government Board Inspectors. After careful

consideration of all these sources of information, we have come
to the conclusion that at least 5 per cent, should be closed as

unfit for habitation, or would be closed by the owners if the

necessary repairs were demanded.

It should be observed that the standard set by those who
filled in our Schedules is probably below, rather than above,

that which would be fixed by an expert coming in from outside.

They were filled in by persons who usually had lived in the

villages most of their lives, and had therefore become accus-

tomed to the standard around them. Probably, also, in certain

cases, local patriotism prevented them from condemning the

housing accommodation in their native villages. This we
found to be more particularly the case in Wales.

The results of our Enquiry may be tabulated as follows :
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According to the Census of 1911, the number of inhabited

dwelling houses in the rural districts of England and Wales
was 1,650,000. Of these a certain number were not inhabited

by the working-class ; a certain number also were in districts

rural in name but urban in character. Probably it would be
safe to say that the number of cottages for the working class

in the rural districts is about 1,200,000.* An additional

10 per cent, would mean the erection of 120,000 new cottages,

and there is Httle doubt that if they were built during the next
few years they would at once be occupied. With a forward

policy in connection with agricultural development, this num-
ber might, and probably would be, considerably increased.

Section X.—SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

1. That there is an urgent need in every county for more
labourers' cottages, especially for cottages with three bedrooms.

2. That the condition of many of the existing cottages is

most unsatisfactory, a considerable number being entirely unfit

for human habitation.

3. That there is a great deal of overcrowding, which fre-

quently makes it impossible to provide for the proper separa-

tion of the sexes.

4. That the unsatisfactory housing conditions are largely

responsible for

:

(a) A good deal of the rural depopulation, resulting in a
serious interference with the supply of labour.

(b) A serious loss of time among labourers who work in

one village and have to Hve in another, or in a neighbouring
town.

(c) A general lowering of the standard of life among
those who remain in the villages.

{d) A serious interference with the independence of the
labourers.

* This figure includes all the cottages in the rural districts, not merely
those inhabited by agricultural labourers.
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(e) Young couples desiring to marry being obliged to

leave the district or to live with their parents or lodge

with other families.

(/) The spread of diphtheria, scarlet fever, and other

diseases, and the prevalence of tuberculosis and rheu-

matism.

(g) A considerable amount of immorality due to over-

crowding.

5. That large numbers of cottages unfit for human habita-

tion are not closed, owing to the lack of alternative accommo-
dation. For the same reason necessary repairs cannot be
demanded by the local authority or the tenant, lest the land-

lord should close the cottage rather than incur the expense of

repairing it.

6. That taking into account both the existing scarcity, and
also the scarcity that would be created if the Housing Acts
were properly enforced, as far as can be estimated, at least

120,000 new cottages are required at the present time in

England and Wales.

7. That this large demand for cottages is at present being met
neither by private enterprise nor by local authorities.

8. That the main reason why local authorities and private

enterprise are not providing cottages is that, at present, only in

exceptional cases can they be built to let at a commercial rent.

This means, in the case of local authorities, that they fear to

burden the rates. Difficulty is also experienced in acquiring

land and in conforming to the exactions of local byelaws.

9. That the Local Government Board is at present insuffi-

ciently staffed for the purpose of performing its housing duties.

10. That the powers of the Local Government Board are

inadequate to stimulate the local authorities into the required

amount of activity.

We therefore suggest that

:

1. The rural housing problem will only be satisfactorily

solved by ensuring that the labourer shall have such a rise in
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wages as will enable him (a) to live in a state of physical effici-

ency, and (6) to pay a commercial rent for his cottage.

2. It should be made a definite statutory duty of every

Rural District Council to provide a cottage for every person

permanently employed in a rural district, for whom a cottage

is not otherwise provided.* This would, in effect, give the

labourer a right to a cottage.

3. Even with a considerable rise in wages, many local

authorities will still need to be roused to greater activity by

the central authority. For this purpose it would be advisable

that if further grants-in-aid are given, they should be con-

ditional upon the local authority providing sufficient cottages,

and efficiently carrying out the provisions of the Housing Acts

within its area. Further, it would be desirable that the central

authority should have the power of acting in default and should

itself be greatly strengthened.

4. The scheme outlined by the President of the Board of

Agriculture under which the Commissioners of Crown Lands
would themselves erect cottages on Crown Lands would do

much to improve the housing conditions in the rural districts.

|

5. It would also be desirable to give better facilities for

erecting cottages to Public Utihty Societies. We think that

they should be able to obtain loans up to at least 80 per cent.

of the value of their cottages and land, at the minimum rate at

which the State can afford to lend. Further the period of

repayment might be extended from forty to sixty years.

* Provision might have to be made to secure local authorities against
loss involved in providing a large number of cottages to house labourers
brought into the district by the starting of an industry the existence of

which might be only temporary.

t The President of the Board of Agriculture is also a Commissioner of

Crown Lands, and there is considerable co-operation at present between
the two departments.



CHAPTER III.

THE TIED COTTAGE AND THE LABOURER'S LIBERTY.

Section L—THE TIED COTTAGE.

At the present time the agricultural labourer south of the

Trent suffers from a great lack of independence. In the

northern counties and in many parts of Wales this is less the

case, though even here he is much less independent than his

fellow labourer in the towns. From the evidence we have
received we have come to the conclusion that this lack of

independence is largely due to the conditions under which
the rural labourer is housed. Very often he lives in a cottage

which he rents from his employer, and we have found that

this system, commonly termed the " tied cottage system,"

is almost universally condemned. The labourer who hves

I

in a tied cottage is doubly handicapped. He knows that

his employer can dismiss him not merely from his work, but

can also evict him from his home. The result frequently is

that he dare not demand higher wages, or take a free part in

local and parliamentary elections, or even apply for a Small

Holding or allotment.

The town labourer, however poor, can usually call his

home his own as long as he pays his rent. When he leaves

his work for the day his employer knows nothing about the

home to which he returns, and has no control whatever over

it. If he is dismissed, or voluntarily leaves his employment,

his employer can in no way affect his home. It is absolutely

different with the rural labourer. Hence the widespread

dissatisfaction to which not only our own investigators, but

many other witnesses testify.

The evils resulting from the tied cottage system are rendered

more acute by the great scarcity of cottages in the rural
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districts. As one of our informants in Oxfordshire (E. 251)

puts it

:

The fact that the teaancy of their cottages is dependent or conditional

upon their being employed by a particular master, gives them a feeling

of insecurity. They are also fearful of accepting another position

lest they fail to secure another cottage in the locaHty.

When a labourer lives in a tied cottage he knows that to

lose or give up his employment means leaving his home. On
the other hand he fears he may lose his employment if he

demands necessary repairs for his cottage. As another of

our correspondents in Warwickshire quaintly puts it

:

It seems useless to make any complaint, as there seems to be no
remedy ; they could soon be told, " If you don't like it you can leave

it," and then what are poor people to do who have not a feather to

fly with ?

The position is aggravated by the fact that often the rural

worker pays a reduced rent for the tied cottage, and thus

receives part of his earnings in kind. Consequently he stands

to lose a portion of those earnings if he goes into a free

cottage, where he may have to pay a full commercial rent.

To quote a recent article in the Estates Gazette :*

So far as the rural cottages are concerned, there is another weakness,
upon which we dealt recently, which has a serious influence upon the

question—the custom of letting cottages with the farms to which they
belong, the farmer sub-letting them to his labourers. This is from
most points of view undesirable. It has about it a certain taint of that
payment in kind which is agreed to be economically indefensible, and
has the further disadvantage of removing the labourer from all imme-
diate contact with the owner of the soil. So much a week and a cottage
free, or at an uneconomic rent, is an arrangement infinitely less desirable

than a wage which permits the horseman, the hedger and ditcher, or

the general farm-hand to pay rent like anybody else.

From a national point of view the results of the tied cottage

system are most undesirable, for, as the passages quoted below
show, they create what may fairly be termed a system of

bondage. Undoubtedly this is one of the reasons why many
of the more independent young men migrate to the towns.
Thus an informant in Herefordshire writes (G. 1396)

:

* March 22nd, 1913, p. 460.

^
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I think the tied cottage does more than anything else to send the
best labour off the land, as farmers are very hard, of course knowing
they have the poor labourer at their mercy, and as cottages are scarce

the labourer, as a rule, having a wife and children to think of, he has
to put up with anything, and the young, able men knowing this, get

out of it if they can."

Again a correspondent of Sir Rider Haggard's, quoted in

his book on Rural England, says :

You may depend upon it, men are not going to be tied in cottages

and be ruled by the iron hand of employers. Create hope in the people
and provide for its realisation. Oh ! the hopelessness of village life.

No wonder people flee from it, as from the haunted castle of Giant
Despair.*

So great are the disadvantages of living in tied cottages, that

labourers often prefer to pay a higher rent for a free cottage

in the village.

The following extracts from our Schedules, selected

from many, show how widespread and well founded are the

objections raised to the system of tied cottages :

Wiltshire (F. 853).—^Gardener: There is a strong feeling against

this system: (1) Because they are not sure of a house when out of

work
; (2) They have no choice where to hve, they have to go where

the house is ; it may be a long way from a shop and for the children

to go to school. The house may be a very old tumbled-down thing,

and it is either this one or none, but if they had their choice they could

live where they hked.

Lincolnshire (C. 126).—Small Holder: General condemnation by
labourers. When a man has worked up to sixty or seventy years as

the case may be, he gets turned out. One case in point broke a good
man quite up and he only lived a short time, never being the man he

was when turned out.

Somersetshire (F. 380).—Mason : There are many complaints about

the system of a labourer living in a house which belongs to the farm,

because the masters think they are more under control, and cannot

move their homes because of not knowing where to go, which often

makes the masters show a dominating way that the men cannot combat,

because out of work means out of house.

Yorkshire (Y. 184) —Labourer : There is a feehng about tied-houses

that it is not your home. You do not seem able to plant fruit trees,

* Rural England, Vol. I., p.49. H. Rider Haggard. Longmana, 1902.
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nor work any little paying hobby, because you know if the least little

screw goes wrong, out you go at a month's notice or less. So the

working man says :
" This system is rotten to the core. Why should

one man be able to discharge me from work and also push me out

into the street at the same time ?
"

Somersetshire (F. 350).—Assistant Overseer: Men would prefer

to get full wages and live where they liked. The system keeps them

under the thumb of the farmer. Give him offence and " out you go."

The tenant (the labourer) is afraid to make any complaints as to sanita-

tion or dilapidations lest he should be sent going. He must do his

master's bidding like a sheep-dog ; he cannot afford to show independ-

ence of any sort. In the town he complains ; on the farm he is like

the dumb-driven cattle.

Wiltshire (F. 917).—A Committee : It is bitterly complained of

because of the insecurity of tenure, by which a man can be turned out

for various reasons quite apart from bad conduct ; besides which,

labourers would prefer to have their wages in cash and not partly in

cash and party in payment of rent.

Northamptonshire (D. 82).—Boot Repairer : It often means that

where the master and man disagree, or, to speak plainly, fall out or

quarrel, the man has to leave in a hurry even when he has nowhere

to go, and it often means driving the man to the overcrowded city.

Also some of the cottages are no better than pig-styes, and often large

families are brought up in two rooms.

Somersetshire (F. 251).—Retired Business Man : Workmen know
that to lose their job is to lose the house as soon as the farmer gets a

fresli hand who is not a resident. This dread is always over the home,

and is too serious and dangerous to be openly talked about.

Wiltshire (F. 962).—Grocer and Draper : There are complaints at

times, owing to the scarcity of cottages. When they are discharged

they have to leave the village, also when they have got past work
they have to turn out and get where they can. It is also felt to put

the men at a disadvantage wliich largely precludes them from asking

for an advance in wages.

Lancashire (K. 110).—Justice of the Peace : The complaints about

this S3^stem of labourers living under their employers are becoming
louder and louder. The moment any friction arises between the two,

the man is told to clear out there and then, and is forced much against

his will to leave the place of his birth to reside and work in a town, and
there are instances where lie has left a great portion of his garden
produce behind him without a penny of recompense.

Gloucestershire (H. 32).—^Lady : The labourers occupying these

cottages complain bitterly of the system, as tliey often have to put

up with, on the one hand, wretched accommodation in which it is
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practically impossible to live a decent life, and on the other, excessive

hours and very low wages, together with much political pressure causing
loss of independence. In as great a fear of losing home as employment.

Oxfordshire (E. 361).—Small Holdings Organiser : In the majority
of cases, the tenants tolerate the conditions of their houses, simply
because of their dependency for employment on the owner. If they
persistently complain, they would have to remove to another district.

The tied-house system is a great evil where there is no independent
housing accommodation.

Sussex (E. 232).—Shopkeeper : The reason why wages are so low
is that the tied-house system practically compels a man to work for

the wage his master chooses to fix. If he should at any time ask for a
rise he is met with " If you don't Uke it I must get another man, and
you must go out of the house in a week." And leave behind, perhaps,

a well-stocked garden.

Essex (D. 52).—Labourer : It means " work for my standard of

wages and have nothing to do with any agitation for higher wages
or better social conditions." The present writer has known cases where
a poor labourer with children and wife dependent on him has found
himself without work and in possession of a seven days' notice to clear

out of the cottage.

Devonshire (F. 38).—Farmer : The system of making the tenancy
of a cottage dependent on his employment is a species of bondage

;

it tends to degrade the man and the constant change causes him to

lose interest in the tidiness and general up-keep of his cottage home.

Hampshire (E. 133).—Congregational Minister : The great boon for

the labourer in my judgment would be the provision of well-built

cottages (with a good-sized garden) at a moderate rent. The tenancy
of such cottages must be independent of the contract of service. No
employer should be permitted to be the landlord of his employees.

Gloucestershire (H. 30).—Postmaster: Frequently grumblings

and kicking against the circumstances which, however, have to be

tolerated owing to the scarcity of cottages, and tlie system whereby
work and a cottage have been made almost inseparable.

Shropshire (G. 777).—Agent; In the labourer's opinion, every
man should pay his own rent, which would be a decided benefit to him.
They consider that tied cottages should be done away with. As the

system is now, if they leave the farmer's employ, they have to leave »
the cottage. m
Essex (D. 73).—Agricultural Labourer: When the employer also

lets the labourer his cottage, he (the labourer) is more under his

employer's thumb, as in the event of being discharged from his employ-
ment he must give up his cottage, and is practically homeless until he
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finds a vacant cottage in anotlier parish perhaps miles away. Again,

owing to a scarcity of cottages, although he may be offered work in his

own parish he must go out of it as he cannot find a house to Uve in,

and this, after perhaps Hving all his life in his own parish.

Suffolk (D. 187).—Grocer : People do not like this system, because

if they cannot agree on different points with their masters, they often

get notice to clear out, and are obUged to leave the parish, whereas if

there were free cottages they could get work without removing.

Cheshibe (P. 29).—Overseer: There are complaints about the

system of tied cottages, because of difficulty to get improvements or

any renovation done. Those who speak out are in danger of being

turned out,

Derbyshire (P. 271).—Butcher: Labourers, in general, do not

think it good for them to Uve under any employer, because if there is

any disagreement which causes the labourer to give up his work, he is

compelled to give up the cottage also.

Leicestershire (P. 453).—Labourer: There have been a lot of

complaints about this system. Men have had to work under conditions

which they would not have done, but for the fact that they would have
been turned out of their houses if they had not done so.

Suffolk (D. 193).—Justice of the Peace: If men are discharged
from employment, it means loss of home too, and this, of course, does
cause a lot of friction, and is often exceedingly hard upon the labourer,

who in many cases has to leave the place.

Bedfordshire (D. 397).—Printer : It's a cruel system, the labourer

is in the grip of his employer. I know of a case quite recently, a man
had a month's notice (quite a long time). He tried for miles around and
could not get another home to go to. The time came, he had to clear

out, he stored some things at different places, he was obliged to sell

others for whatever he could get. This is often happening.

Leicestershire (P. 419).—Painter: This is a very bad system.
Should a man be discharged from his work for any cause, he has to

give up possession of his cottage. This is often very inconvenient, as
it is not always possible to find a place to go to,

Dorsetshire {F. 803).—Tradesman: The men who live in their

employers' houses must do as master does. This tied house is a terrible

evil here, and wants badly to be made illegal. Having had considerable
experience at elections I can testify to this.

Somersetshire (F. 214) —Railwayman : It is well known that to
offend one farmer, the whole take offence, and a workman who stands
to his rights is not wanted. Out of work, out of house, being the
usual custom which is being very slowly removed.
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Lincolnshire (C. 18).—Small Holder and Assistant Overseer: In

the tied cottages there is a great grievance at election times, where the

master plasters up the cottages with his own colour and for his own
party and the tenant has no power because he is living on the farm.

I have known some of the masters even to go inside the house and place

bills in the window, which makes it very unpleasant for the tenant.

Norfolk (C. 80).—Retired : They live under such short notice, they

are bound down by their employer and dare not take part in the wage
questions, and in all elections both Parliamentary, District and Parish

Council, they are far from being free.

Essex (D. 338).—Rural District Councillor : Nearly all tied cottages,

which are the curse and blight of the agricultural interest in England.

The constant dread of being shifted out of one place into another at

the mere will and caprice of one's employer or farmer, utterly demora-
lises the labourer and makes him the dependent son of the soil that

he ever was and will be until this relic of feudalism is swept away.

Herefordshire (G. 250).—Small Holder : I would especially

emphasise the deplorable condition of employment and housing arising

out of the system of tied cottages, or the cottage and employment going

together, and the inhuman carting of goods and chattels and family

from place to place as often as the labourer falls out with his employer,

and the crying need for this system to be stopped somehow.

Hampshire (E. 137).—Small Holder : The farm labourers have great

grievances about their tied cottages, which are about the worst for

sanitary arrangements, and because they do not like to complain to

their employers, who consider that they have no other place to go

if they leave the house he puts them into, and who takes advantage

of this real fact.

Warwickshire (G. 118).—Independent; The labourers are always

changing. On the least disagreement the labourer is told to get out of

the house. It destroys the independence of the labourer and allows his

master, in many cases, to impose on him with extra work, etc.

In Wales the proportion of tied cottages is much less than

in England, mainly owing to the fact that a much larger

proportion of the labourers " live in." Where tied cottages

exist however, there are many complaints, of which the

following are samples :

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 172).—Clerk to Parish Council: If they

happen to displease their employer, it follows that they have to leave

his employ and house the same time. Very often they fail to secure

a job before the termination of the notice, and have to move their

furniture somewhere, which causes expense and trouble.
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Carmarthenshire (S.W. 49).—County Councillor: The system is

wrong. The workman must leave his house when he changes his

master, and it necessarily undermines the independence of the workman.

He cannot possibly be as independent and upright when he knows that

his home—and to a Welshman this is a " mighty matter "—and his

work depend on the whim of one man—however good and upright that

man may be.

Glamorganshire (S.W. 102).—Foreman Carpenter : Eight of these

tied cottages are on one large farm. Now, although the farmer pays

the current rate of wages to these tenants, they complain of the

insecurity of the tenure of their cottages : one week's notice terminates

the agreement as to employment, and also the same notice terminates

the tenure of their cottage. Cases in point to prove the justice of

their complaint: Since the 24th of September last, owing to some
difference, four of these tenants left. They had a week's notice to quit

the cottages. In this village, and within a radius of 1 mile, there are

but twenty-four cottages—eight on this farm tied, three occupied by
widows and the Post Office, leaving but thirteen free cottages. And
again, one of them is owned and occupied by the owner, a labourer.

So it is difficult for the ejected tenants to find a suitable house without
removing to a distance ; again, if the dispute with the employer should

occur in May or June they must leave their garden produce behind thenu

Living in a tied cottage not merely affects the freedom of

the labourer himself, but often seriously curtails the Hberty

of his wife and children.

Thus a Vicar writes :

The labourers must either submit, or—run away ; and whither
are the best of them running ? Out to our Colonies, with a sense of

grievance against the Old Country. The sort of thing that happens
sometimes is this : a lad is working for a man, and comes and gives
him notice. " Why do you give notice ? Are you not satisfied ?

'*

" Yes, quite ; but father s employer says I have got to go and work
for him, or else he will turn father out of his cottage, and I do not want
father turned out." Now, is not this forced labour ? The peasantry
suffers terribly in morale from this system. It is eating the heart
of the country villages. Do raise your voice against it. It is perilously
akin to the Truck system. We want more cottages, and cottages not
tied to the farms.

Oxfordshire (E. 294).—Shopkeeper : In the event of the son of a
tenant going to work for some employer other than the landlord, the
rent of the cottage is raised 6d. a week, and should the tenant cease to
be employed by the cottage owner, he is forced to leave the cottage.

YoBKSHiaa (Y. 41).—Property Owner : A special case of hardship
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has just occurred at the village of under writer's notice. A
farmer lets a cottage free to his farm man. The man's wife acts as

charwoman to his master's wife. The wife when going to char had
unavoidably been detained until 8 o'clock a.m. The mistress sent her
back. The master " sacked " his man, and he had to leave his cottage,

This man came with tears in his eyes for a cottage of mine—alas I

previously promised. He'll now have to migrate to town,

Kent (E. 410).—Schoolmaster : A labourer often cannot rent a
cottage unless the wife agrees to tie the farmer's hops.

Essex (D. 64).—Small Holder : The man does not feel independent.
If he has a hard master he fears to assert his rights, lest he be turned
out perhaps at a week's notice. Also his wife feels she must oblige

the farmer's wife by charring on the cheap. His children are also

more or less at the beck and call of the master.

There is yet another objection to the tied cottage system,

namely, that since such cottages are required by the farmers

for those directly in their employ, old men when past work
are obliged to turn out of the home in which they have lived

for many years, and are often unable to find another in their

native village. Thus a Somerset informant (F. 324) says :

A case in point is now on. A labourer who has worked on the same
farm for over thirty years, has had notice to leave his house in September,

as the farmer says he must employ a younger man. '

The evils of which our informants speak so strongly, are

also commented upon in the Report of the Select Committee

on the Housing of the Working Classes Acts Amendment BUI

1906 (H. of C. 376) pp. 26 and 27 :

83. The custom of having tied cottages (that is of letting the cottages

on a farm with the farm itself) has been the subject of a good deal of

adverse criticism, and in view of the evidence received, the Com-
mittee feel bound to make the following observations. Estate Agent.s

naturally prefer the tied cottages system, because it relieves them from

the trouble of collecting small rents, scattered over a large area. On
certain large, well-managed estates the cottages are kept in hand by
the landlord, who can aflord to pay an agent or clerk to collect the rents

from the occupiers direct. But farmers as a rule prefer to have cottages

with the farm, which they sub-let to their hands so as to have more
control over them. Tied cottages are either let at a lower rent than

the market value, the relatively low wage of the labourer being made
up^by a payment in kind—namely, a cheaper cottage ; or the labourer

occupies it free and receives a correspondingly lower wage.
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The weight of the evidence showed that farm servants prefer to rent

their cottages direct from the owner and not from the farmer, because

it gives them a sense of greater independence and security in their daily

relations with their employer, and further, places them in a more

independent position if they desire to approach their landlord on the

question of rent or repairs. In many districts in the South of England

the wages of agricultural labourers still remain low, but it has been

shown that in many of these cases the wages are supplemented by various

payments in kind, which would represent in money an amount of wage
higher than that actually paid. Naturally, where the tied system

prevails the cottager is reluctant to complain to his employer because

he imagines he has the cottage rent free, and fears to lose these payments

in kind. It is too often the case that the condition of the labourers'

cottage when attached to the farm is overlooked, the farmer's requisi-

tions upon the landlord being confined to the improvement of the farm,

and applications for the necessary repairs to the cottages are deferred

from 3'^ear to year. Many tied cottages are accordingly neglected, and
get into a bad state of repair. On broad principles it is desirable that

every labourer should receive his full wages in cash and not in kind, on
the analogy of the Truck Acts ; and that the cheap cottage, and the

contributions in kind to the labourer, should be relinquished. The
farmer's objection to the abolition of the tied cottage is a natural one,

because the farm must have attached to it a certain number of cottages

to house those farm servants who are necessary for the regular conduct
of the farm. The tied cottage is therefore an integral part of the equip-

ment of a farm. Without a sufficiency of cottages to guarantee the

necessary number of residential farm servants of the more indispensable

kind, a farm, otherwise desirable in every way, will not command a full

rent. The difference in the rent will be disproportionate to the intrinsic

capital value of the cottages. Consequently the provision of cottages,

although showing a loss in the intrinsic capital outlay upon their erec-

tion, would indirectly enhance the value of a farm. The rent-bearing

capacity of the whole farm is influenced by the presence, in being and on
the spot, of a good class of labourer ; and this superior type of man,
possessed of some elementary education and more modern ideas of seem-
liness in living, is only to be persuaded to a country life by a decent,

habitable, and healthy cottage, with sufficient land attached. The
Committee are of opinion that the supply of labour would tend to

increase if cottages were detached from the farm lease and made free,

as it would make the men less dependent on the farmer and give greater

security of tenure. If higher rents were charged for cottages, the
labourers, in their turn, would receive correspondingly higher wages,
and the landlord would receive proportionately less for the farm, but
would be receiving the rents for the cottages direct. It would, there-

fore, be to the ultimate benefit of all concerned if the tied cottage system
were done away with as soon as practicable, and the change is, in fact,

K
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being made on many estates with mutual satisfaction, without any of

the objections that have been advanced being realised. It would be
quite easy in the case of a cottage so situated as to be a necessary part

of the equipment of a farm, to provide in the lease that employment
on the farm should be a part of the conditions of occupancy.

It is significant that Lord Islington (who as Sir John Dickson

Poynder was chairman of the Committee), has instructed his

agent not to let cottages with his farms, but to let them direct

to the labourers.

And the Report of the Bath and Wells Diocesan Social Service

Committee (1911) contained the following paragraph (p. 3)

:

Some of the Clergy have called our attention to the discontent amongst
country men who are obliged to live in " tied " cottages. We recognise

the difficulties surrounding this question. As with estate servants, so

with farm workmen, the arrangement can in some places hardly be
avoided ; men must live near their work, and sometimes only enough
houses have been provided for those required on the farms. A similar

uneasiness is found amongst those who live in cottages, the rent of

which is known to be unremunerative. Such tenants are constantly

aware that they are living at the hazard of someone's good will and
that they may lose both work and home at once. Not infrequently

they silently but deeply resent the dependent and insecure tenure.

We are of opinion that wherever it is practicable, cottages should be

free, and the tenants should pay an economic rent. The payment of

earnings partly in cash and partly by an underpriced cottage, is unsatis-

factory. Let the rent be raised, and the equivalent given in wages.

This may require a revision of farm rents, but it is worth while to give men
who have the franchise and read newspapers such independence as they

know to prevail elsewhere.

Mr. George Edwards, Secretary of the Agricultural Lab-

ourers' Union says

:

There are villages where the Union has never been able to gain a

footing simply because 95 per cent, of the cottages were tied, and if the

men joined the Union they would go. In support of this statement
I quote the case of a man at . . . who received a week's notice to quit

his cottage. The man could not get a house in the same village, so he
had to move to . . . (3 miles away) from whence he walks each morning
to work at . . .

Mr. Jesse CoUings, M.P., who was one of the members of

the Royal Commission on Labour 1894 says in his observations

appended to the Report :*

Fifth and Final Report, Part I. Cd. 7421, p. 124.
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It is shown in the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners that great

discontent exists on the part of the labourers, through their being

compelled in so many districts to hold their cottages at the will of the

farmers for whom they work, instead of renting them direct from the

landowners. The labourers feel keenly their liability to be turned out

of their cottages, often at a week's notice. They declare, among other

drawbacks, that it " puts them under the power of the farmers," and

that it " tends to keep down wages."

The defence of this system is that farmers will not take land unless

permitted to sub-let the cottages to the labourers. There is, however,

evidence that the system, while disliked by the men, is of no real benefit

to the farmers. One large farmer, speaking of the system, said that " it

was better to let cottages by the year direct from the owner, as it gives

tenants more independence."

The above extracts from our Schedules and from other

documents show that there is a strong feeHng among the

labourers against the tied-cottage system. On the other hand

the system is often approved of by farmers and estate

agents. *' It relieves " the latter " from the trouble of collect-

ing small rents scattered over a large area,"* while the farmers

find it an advantage to have the labourers directly under

their control, and close at hand.

In the case of men in charge of animals, it is, of course,

necessary for them to live on or near the farm. As the Council

of the Surveyor's Institution say in the Schedule they filled up

for the Committee :

Although, where possible, there are advantages in the labourer taking

his cottage direct, and thus being placed in a more independent position

with regard to his employer, it should not be overlooked that in certain

cases, particularly where dairy cattle, horses, and other live stock are

concerned, it is essential that a farmer should have at his command a

sujfficiency of labour to insure that that part of his operations is carried

on without interruption.

On the other hand, most of our evidence shows that, as

Mr. Jesse ColHngs says, " the system, while disliked by the

men is of no real benefit to the farmers."f Moreover, as the

following extracts from our Schedules show, many of the

* Select Committee on the Housing of the Working Classes Acts Amend-
ment Bill, H. of C. 376, 1906, p. vi.

t Report of Royal Commission on Labour, 1894, swp.
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farmers themselves now take this view, and, realising the evil

effects of tied cottages, agree that the system should be

abolished.

Lincolnshire (C. 143).—Farmer: I am a farmer and have men
living in tied cottages ; from the farmer's point of view it is a very
convenient system, but it is open to grave abuse and makes the Uves

of the men very difficult at times. It is the cause of large numbers
of young married men leaving the country and drifting into the towns.

Cambridgeshire (C. 26).—Farmer : One great blot upon our village

life is the fact that the labourers are fettered to their masters by the

tied-house system, whereby the labourer is absolutely dependent upon
the particular man he works for, not only for his wages, but his home-
stead also. This acts as a serious cramp to the whole of village life.

It has occurred here repeatedly that through some trivial occurrence,

through no fault of the labourer himself, he and his family have had
to seek fresh employment and also fresh home. The farmer is able to

dictate to his men what he shall keep and what he shall grow in his

garden.

Kent (E. 63).—Farmer : The tied cottage seriously interferes with

a man's hberty and provides the employer with a most unfair advantage.

A week's notice to leave employment means in such cases the same
notice to leave the home. So unless a man is to go to a tied cottage

he has work and a home to seek within a week. I regard this as the

greatest hardship the agricultural labourer has to endure.

Herefordshire (G. 265).—Farmer : The system is undoubtedly
bad. The men are expected to follow their employer to church and
to the polUng booth—thereby it endangers a man's liberty.

Buckinghamshire (E. 579).—Farmer : As a farmer I do not agree

with the system of cottages going with the farm as it tends to demoralise

the labourer, and makes him irresponsible, and is also often a lot of

trouble to the farmer, repairs, etc., and getting rid of an undesirable

tenant.

Shropshire (G. 189).—Farmer : Not many farmers have cottages

on their land, and consequently rent cottages themselves for their

men, who when they leave their work have to leave their houses also,

which largely takes away their freedom and causes them to put up
with wages and conditions and hours of labour often objectionable.

No time scarcely ever allowed them to cultivate garden at home or

any other pursuit or hobby. They are mostly (about here) badly edu-

cated, and consequently are not organised to demand better conditions,

and having many of them large famihes are not free to hunt for better

employment.

Shropshire (G. 610).—Farmer : I have not met with, or heard of.
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one man living in a tied cottage who does not bitterly complain of the

system, and who would not be delighted to be from under it.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 169).—Farmer : It undermines the inde-

pendence of the workman. His employment and house are at the

whim of one person. Repairs are also neglected. \

In connection with any remedies to be proposed, however,

care should be taken that in the case of the out-lying farms,

men in charge of animals should be able to have cottages

close to their work.

There is no doubt that the sense of insecurity and lack of

freedom are most acutely felt by those labourers who live in

tied cottages. At the same time, especially where the supply

of cottages is inadequate, we have many complaints even from
those who do not Hve in cottages let by their employers.

The system of weekly tenancy, with only a weekly notice,

has evil effects in the village which are not felt in the towns.

Where the cottages are in the hands of a few landowners, the

tenants are to a great extent dependent on the goodwill of the

landowner or his agent. In the majority of cases, of course,

neither landowner nor agent makes a bad use of the power
thus placed in his hands, but unfortunately in some instances

the tenant's freedom is seriously curtailed.

In our Schedules we have received evidence of cases in which
men have been evicted for political reasons, or for joining a

Labourers' Union, or because a daughter has got into trouble,

or a son has got drunk. Thus, a County Councillor writes

(G. 249)

:

There is a movement to start a Union, but until the cottages are
held on longer tenure or belong to the community it's difficult to do
anything. I know of a case where a man owns eight parishes, and a
tenant took the chair at a Free Trade meeting. He was turned out and
could not find another house in the district.

Again, an informant writes (G. 714)

:

There are plenty of tales going about, but it is' difficult to prove
these things. I was given particulars of one case of a man who differed
in pohtics being turned out by his landlord ; however the actual occasion
taken for turning him out was the mistake of his daughter, who had
a baby.
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And a District Councillor writes (D. 219)

:

Years ago there waa an attempt made to form an Agricultural

Labourers' Union, but owing to fear the attempt failed. The landlord,

hearing that a Union was being formed, sent his agent round to all the
labourers, telhng them that he intended making fresh arrangements
with regard to letting the cottages, and they were given the choice of

either signing the new agreement, which was to the effect that one
month's notice only would be required in future, or they were to im-
mediately receive a quarter's notice to leave. After the agreement
was signed intimation was given that, if the labourers joined the Union,
one month's notice would be immediately given.

We also have evidence of petty interference such as
" tenants have been ordered to take down small announce-

ments such as ' Ginger Beer sold here ' etc."

Even where there is no actual interference, the mere con-

sciousness that he may have to leave at a week's notice, and
probably would be unable to find another cottage, is prejudicial

to the tenant.

Mr. Thomas Hardy, the well-known novelist, sums the

matter up thus :

On the subject of migration to the towns I think I have printed my
opinions from time to time, so that I will only say a word or two about
it here. In this consideration the case of the farm labourers merges
itself in the case of rural cottagers generally, including that of jobbing

labourers, artisans, and nondescripts of all sorts who go to make up
the body of English villagery. That these people have removed to

the towns of sheer choice during the last forty years it would be absurd
to say, except as to that percentage of young, adventurous, and ambiti-

ous spirits among them which is found in all societies. The prime
cause of the removal is, unquestionably, insecurity of tenure. If they

do not escape this in the towns, it is not fraught with such trying

consequence to them as in a village, where they may have to travel

ten or twenty miles to find another house and other work. Moreover,

if in a town lodging, an honest man's daughter should have an illegiti-

mate child, or his wife take to drinking, he is not compelled to pack
up his furniture and get his Uving elsewhere, as is, or was lately, too

often the case in the country. (I am neither attacking nor defending

this order of things ; I merely relate it. The landlord sometimes had
reason on his side, sometimes not.)*

* Quoted by Sir Rider Haggard in " Rural England " Vol. I., p. 28a
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Section II.—SUGGESTED REMEDIES.

We see, therefore, that though the lack of independence is

felt most acutely by those labourers who live in tied cottages,

it is also sometimes felt by those who live in cottages let direct

by the landowner. So long as there is a shortage of cottages,

the liberty of the labourer, and, in fact, of the rural dweller

generally, is seriously prejudiced by insecurity of tenure. For

this reason while agreeing that the adoption of the proposal of

the Sdect Committee on Rural Housing, 1906, that all cottages

should be let directly by the owner to the tenant, would be

an improvement on the present position, we do not think

it would prove adequate. It is not enough for the labourer

to rent the cottage from the landlord instead of from the

farmer. He would still need more security, even if he lived

in a " model village."

Various proposals have been made with a view to over-

coming this difficulty. Mr. Jesse Collings, M.P., in his obser-

vations appended to the Report of the Royal Commission on

Labour, 1894 (Gd. 7421), to which we have already referred,

says :

I recommend that where an agricultural labourer (as defined by the
" Labourers (Ireland) Acts "), occupies a house under an owner, or a
farmer, either as a tenant or in consideration of his services, the occupa-
tion should not be legally terminated without three months' notice

being given by either party or by mutual consent.

Such legislation might be novel in principle, but it would remove
a grievance which a study of the evidence shows is admitted to be a
grave one, not only by the labourers but also by landowners and farmers.

It would tend to create more friendly relations between employers
and employed, and it would give to the labourers something which,
without mockery, might be called a home.*

It would probably be quite practicable to follow the lines

of this suggestion, though we think the term of notice should
be six months rather than three. It should be provided that
the six months' notice should not be necessary if the rent were
in arrears, or if the tenant had been guilty of wilfully damaging
the cottage. (In these excepted cases the existing law of

Royal Commission on Labour. Fifth and Final Report, Part I., 1894.
Cd. 7421, p. 124.
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Ejectment would give the tenant at least a month to get out of

the house.)

We consider that it would be important to adopt this

method not merely for the agricultural labourer, but for the

rural worker generally, and to include, for instance, the work-

men employed by the village joiner or mason. For men in

charge of animals, it would be possible to make special pro-

visions, so that they might live close to their work. It might
be provided that the period of notice should be one month
instead of six, where it could be shown that the occupation

of a cottage by a man actually employed in the care of animals

is necessary for the proper carrjdng on of the farm.

Lastly, it should be pointed out that, if the suggestions

made in the last chapter were adopted and a large number of

new cottages were built, this in itself would involve a con-

siderable addition to the freedom of the labourer.

Section IIL—CONCLUSIONS.

The foregoing evidence has led us to the following con-

clusions :

(1) The tied cottage system which is prevalent in most

parts of England, and exists in a less degree in Wales, is

strongly objected to by the labourers, and seriously curtails

their liberty.

(2) The evils resulting from the system are aggravated by
the shortage of cottages which exists in most of the rural

districts, and by the fact that tied cottages are frequently

let below a commercial rent, or even rent free. Where tied

cottages are thus let below a commercial rent, wages are

really paid partly in kind, and the labourer tends to lose

this part of his wage if he moves into a free cottage at a com-

mercial rent.

(3) Not merely does the tied cottage seriously curtail the

freedom of the labourer, but also that of his wife and children.

(4) The only valid argument for the tied cottage is that

men who are in charge of animals must live close to the farm.
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(5) Though the lack of independence is felt most severely

by those labourers who live in tied cottages, yet it is also felt

by those who hold their cottage on a short notice, even

direct from the owner.

We therefore suggest that

:

(1) All cottages in rural districts under a rateable value

of £10 should be subject to a minimum notice of six months,

provided the tenant pays his rent and is not guilty of wilful

damage to the cottage. Where, however, it can be shown
that the occupation of a cottage by a man actually employed
in the care of animals is necessary for the proper carr5dng on

of the farm, a month's notice may be sufficient.

(2) It should be made illegal to let cottages to a farmer

for him to sub-let to his labourers.



PART II.

CHAPTER I.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER AND ACCESS
LAND.

In this chapter we shall enquire how far it is important froi

a social and national point of view, for agricultural labourers'

to be able to get land to cultivate. In Chapters II. and III.,

we shall deal with their present position in relation to the

supply of gardens, allotments, and Small Holdings, and enquire

what further facilities are necessary.

In Part I. we dealt at considerable length with the

wages and the housing of the labourer. We have shown it

is imperative that he should be better fed, better paid, better

housed, and made more secure in the tenure, of his cottage.

But urgent as is the need for such reforms, they are only a

part of any scheme for the revival of rural life, and if we wish

to make the agricultural labourer not merely a healthy, but

an independent human being, it is vitally important that

access to land should be made far easier to him than it is at

present.

A short glance at his past history will serve to emphasise

this point. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the

majority of English villages were either what was called

open field villages, or had large commons attached to them,

which were used for pasture and cutting turf.

The land surrounding the open field village, both meadow
and arable, was divided into strips varying from about a

quarter of an acre to an acre ; and each holding, whether

held on copyhold, freehold, leasehold, or other tenure,

consisted of a certain number of these scattered strips both

meadow and arable. All the arable strips had to be ploughed
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and sown in the same way, and in the same rotation, and

usually the villagers took turns in helping each other. The

open field villages often had large commons as well, while a

good many other villages had commons attached to them.

The most characteristic feature of EngHsh village life was

the number of people who had some share in the land of the

village. The landless labourer, entirely dependent for his

income upon money wages, was the exception and not the

rule. The holdings of farmers were much smaller than those

of the present day, and labour was supphed from three sources :

(1) The smaller farmers who worked mainly on their own
holdings, but who occasionally added to their income by day

labour.

(2) Farm servants who lived with their employers' family

on a footing of partial equality, and who, being in most cases

the children of small yeomen or copyholders, looked forward

to acquiring in time an independent position of their own.

(3) The cottagers who depended mainly upon money wages,

but who had in addition three other sources of income, namely

:

(a) The possession or tenancy of a small holding attached

to the cottage, or in the common fields. The Act of

Ehzabeth, which had ordained that all cottages should have

four acres of land attached to them, though probably by no

means always enforced, was not repealed until 1775.

(h) Rights of grazing and cutting wood on the commons.

This formed a not inconsiderable addition to the labourer's

income and enabled him often to keep two or three cows, even

where his own holding was very small, (c) Domestic industries

spinning, weaving, etc. This provided occupation for his

family and for himself when employment on the land was
scarce.

The great characteristic of the eighteenth century village,

writes Professor W. Hasbach in his History of the English

Agricidtural Labourer :*

Was completeness of gradation, social and economic. The smaller

gentry connected the great landlord with the wealthy yeoman ; and

P. S. King & Son, 1908, p. 103.

^
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the yeomanry were intermediate between the gentry and the large

copyholders and farmers. These again shaded into the little men,
whether yeomen, copyholders, or leaseholders. And, as yet, there

was no proletarian class, solely dependent on wages, and, in particular,

on money wages, and expecting to leave its children in the same position.

The day labourers as a class had stock, land and pasture or at least

pasture ; and the farm servants looked to attain a modest independence
;

though here and there in the south, individual proletarians may
already have existed. The small man had not yet lost his hope of

rising in the world. Having saved something as servant or cottager,

he could take a little farm, and so pass on to a large one, and by thrift

and industry might, perhaps, attain the position of a small free-

holder. ..."

There was thiis a really practicable ladder from the lowest

to the highest stage in the village of the eighteenth century.

It had no gaps.

We have not space to deal with the great series of changes

which transformed the face of rural England. They have

been the subject of much discussion, and have been briefly

dealt with in Dr. Gilbert Slater's historical preface to this

Report, and at length, in his English Peasantry and the

Enclosure of the Common Fields* in the Village Labourer, '\ by
Mr. and Mrs. Hammond, in Common Land and Endosure,%

by Professor E. C. K. Gonner, and in The Farm Labourer, by
Miss Jocelyn Dunlop,§ to any of which we refer our readers.

We are only concerned here with the results, which are

beyond dispute. England has become, more than any other

European nation, a country of farms of over 50 acres

as opposed to Small Holdings. We have, employed by the

large farmers, some half million or more agricultural labourers

working in the main for weekly or daily wages, without any

land of their own, or at most with only a strip of garden or

allotment. The following figures show in a graphic way how
small an amount of the land is cultivated by small people.

There are 27,000,000 acres of cultivated land in England and

Constable, 1907.

f Longmans, 1911.

X Macmillan, 1912.

§ Fisher Unwin, 1913.
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Wales, and if we look at its distribution into holdings, we get

the following results :

Percentage of total cultivated acreage.

Holdings of 1 to 5 acres .... 1

5 „ 50 „ .... 15

50 „ 300 „ .... 59
j

„ over 300 acres - - - - 25 /

Nearly 7,000,000 acres are in the hands of large farmers

who hold more than 300 acres, while only 4,000,000 are in

holdings between 5 and 50, and only 285,000 acres are in

holdings between 1 and 5 acres. As we shall see later on,'

the agricultural labourer has only a share even in the small

amount of land which is devoted to allotments and holdings

under 5 acres. It is the town artisan or village artisan who
has the greater proportion of the allotments, while all over

the country we hear that it is more often the village trades-

man, or the village blacksmith, wheelwright, or carpenter,

rather than the agricultural labourer, who has obtained a

Small Holding under the Small Holdings Act.

The evidence which we have received in the course of our

investigation shows convincingly that it is most important

that the agricultural labourer should be given an easier access

to land. In the chapter dealing with wages, we showed that

in 1912, no fewer than one out of every fifty male agricultural

labourers and farmers in England and Wales emigrated, and
that the pick of the agricultural labourers were either going

to the towns or to the colonies. Though this migration is

partly the direct result of low wages, the labourers' lack of

outlook is another important factor. The position has been
put most vividly by a village schoolmaster in Herefordshire

(G. 247)

:

It must not be forgotten that the ultimate reward of the sharpest
boy, if he stays in the country, is a large family, a small cottage,
and a small wage. With this prospect in front of the boy it seems i

quite reasonable that the teacher should continue to educate
his boys with the object of doing the best for them. Many of the
most inteUigent and energetic boys leave the parish as soon as they
are old enough to choose for themselves. When the Government
makes it possible for such boys to rise from ploughboy to small holder,
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and from small holder to farmer it will be a great incentive for the

teacher to use his influence to keep them in the country, and to fit them
by education for a useful and happy rural life.

Again and again we get tlie same picture of the lack of out-

look on the part of the labourer. In many cases we find

three and even four generations of village labourers succeeding

one another all badly paid, badly housed, and with no hope
of change :

I have lived here, (writes one of our informants in Wiltshire (F. 988) ),

for twenty years. I have only heard of one village schoolboy who
rose out of the rank of labourer in the village ; they all continue

labourers. No " master-men " among them. The exception enlisted

and rose to be a lance-corporal.

The depressing influence of this lack of outlook has been

described to us by a Norfolk farmer who writes :

There is no outlook for the agricultural labourer but the blind alley

of 13s. to 14s. per week to the end of his days. He knows he is worth
more, and he gets into the humdrum, don't-care spirit, which kills the

man in him, narrows his outlook, and concentrates such powers aa he

possesses on the problem of making a living for self, home and children

on 13s. to 14s. a week to the end of his days.

It is the impossibility of getting land to cultivate on his own
account that causes the young labourer, in many cases, to

migrate to the town or the Colonies. Most of our corres-

pondents regard access to land as of far greater importance

than a better system of education.

Extend general education, (writes an Assistant Overseer in Lincoln-

shire,) if possible give a practical course at one of your centres, but for

the man that is already a man, give him the chance of the land at a

reasonable rent with fair conditions. He will not talk much about

the chance of rising
;

you won't be able to keep him back. This

would be better than letting our healthy, capable men cross the sea

to get a start. All we need is downright common sense and courage.

But that is needed.

If, (writes one of our Essex informants (D. 317)), men with families

could be helped to a small holding, and some assistance were rendered

them to get the necessary utensils and seeds, I believe men would be

successful, and their sons would gladly settle on the land. As it is,

the fathers are crushed men without hope. The sons, as soon as they

are old enough to enter the Army or Navy do so, or they leave the
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village and find employment as miners, or in factories in towns. Just

a few emigrate and people from this village make successful colonists
;

many are doing well, that is, the families of those who emigrated years

ago."

While another writes (D. 462)

:

The people being ignorant, not seeing anything better, accustomed
to things as they are, become indifferent under the thumb of the farmers,

having no chance of bettering their life, or of securing small holdings.

All the best blood, young spirits with higher aspirations, leave for the

towns and abroad. Only the old and children left with the indifferent.

And again, a farmer writes (E. 82)

:

A man with 1 or 2 acres under absolute fixity of tenure can supplement
his wages by growing abundant vegetables and fruit for his family,

and can keep poultry and pigs. Even when temporarily out of work
he has thus good food and healthy means of employment. I have
known many men driven to emigrate because they could get neither

lan^ nor cottages here.

Many experts who have devoted special attention to the

problem have laid stress upon the influence of this lack of

outlook upon migration and emigration. Thus, for instance,

Mr. R. H. Rew, in his Report to the Board of Agriculture on
the Decline in the ' Agricultural population of Great Britain

between the years of 1881 to 1906,* writes on p. 15 :

Many correspondents refer to the absence of an incentive to remain
on the land, and of any reasonable prospect of advancement in life,

and it is mentioned that in some districts, )articularly in Scotland,
many of the best men have been attracted to the Colonies, where their
energies may find wider scope, and where the road to independence
and a competency is broader and more easy of access. It is indeed
impossible not to recognize that the ordinary career of the agricultural
labourer offers little scope for ambition. If he is intelligent and quick-
witted he may practically have become a master of his craft by the
time he is twenty-one, but after rising to the position of horse-keeper,
or shepherd, or perhaps foreman, there is little further outlook and
small hope of increased wages. It is not surprising that in many cases
he declines to settle down for hfe in a calling which does not, in the
ordinary course, provide possibilities of advancement to an independent
position.

Advancement to the man who lives by the land means, in the end,
the occupation or the ownership of land for himself, and the presence

Cd. 3273.
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or absence of a reasonable prospect of attaining this goal must, no doubt,
affect the willingness of young and enterprising men to persevere in

farm work.

The special correspondent to The Times in the series of articles

already referred to, entitled A Pilgrimage of British Farming,
writes :

The labourer is thinking of these things (prospects of rising), and
will tell you that he wants to put his boy on the railway because thereby

he gets a chance of rising and some better prospect than the workhouse
for the close of his life.

And again

:

If the farmer has succeeded in re-adjusting his position since the

depression, the condition of the labourer is still not satisfactory. It

is true that wages have risen, but they are still low. . . . Not only

higher wages are needed, but, above all, the agricultural labourer wants
a better outlook ; he is tempted to send his son away from the land,

not so much for the immediate cash as for the chance, however small, of

mounting up the scale. ... If the Small Holding movement succeeds,

its greatest boon to the agricultural community will be that its sets a

chance of social advancement before the agricultural labourer.

The Report of the Select Committee on the Housing of the

Working Classes Acts Amendment Bill (1906),* after detailing

a great deal of expert evidence, summed up as follows

paragraph 74

:

What is primarily wanted is that the young agricultural labourer

should have a fair prospect of being able to progress by the exercise of

thrift and energy from the position of labourer to that of independent

occupier. The present conditions are of such a character that any
such advancement in life is surrounded with the utmost difficulty.

Though he may be endowed with qualities that make for success in

other callings in life, the labourer recognises that the land holds out but

little hope or reward to him, and sees nothing before him but to live

and die a labourer.

And again, in paragraph 75 :

Large sums of public money are being spent to alleviate the evils of

overcrowding and a congested labour market in the towns, whilst the

country districts are spending an ever-increasing amount in rates to

turn out a more educated population, the best of whom migrate in large

numbers to the towns, and deprive the country ratepayer of the results

• H. of C. 376.
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of hia local expenditure. Tliis migration can best be checked by
giving greater facilities for the renting or purchase of sufficient land

to afford a profitable career to those who remain in the country. What
can be done may be proved in those districts where facilities, though
only to a partial extent, have been given for obtaining land for small

holdings. Frequent instances are to be found of men gradually im-

proving their condition in life by profitable working of small pieces of

land. Such examples are an incentive to others in the district to remain
at home and start on the same career.

Indeed, we get overwhelming testimony to the need of

giving the labourer a greater hope of cultivating land on his

own account, if we are ever to stem the tide of rural exodus.

A ladder must be provided by which he may have a chance of

rising. This does not mean that every agricultural labourer

should necessarily become a Small Holder, but it does mean
that every agricultural labourer who has shown a capacity

for cultivating the land should be given the opportunity of

becoming one. Even if only one out of five agricultural

labourers acquired a Small Holding, there would be a revival

of hope in the countryside, and the labourer who was secure

in his Small Holding would become in many cases the champion
of the rights of the labourer and the centre of independent life.

We have received a great deal of evidence as to the dullness

and monotony of village life in many parts of England.
The country cannot hope to compete with the town in that

bustle and stir and constant excitement which marks humanity
when it lives in crowded aggregates, but the real competitive

influence to the excitement of the town, is the satisfaction

which comes to the man in the countryside who rents- a
holding of his own, upon which he can lavish his thought and
care :

There is nothing which tends (writes a Shropshire informant) to the
happiness and contentment of the working classes so much as a good
home and garden with a Httle fruit in it and a good pig-stye, and those
who have them are happy as kings, and there are several instances of
them working on the same farm twenty to forty years, and their children
succeed them in many cases.

The real hope for village life lies not so much in multiplying
artificial meaus of excitement as in increasing the number

L
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of those who can find scope for their initiative and industry

in the cultivation of land, which they can work for themselves

with security of tenure.

We have already shown how much the agricultural labourer

is lacking in real independence. He feels his inferior position

in a way which the wage-earner in the town often finds it hard
to realise. Though often he may be mistaken in his ideas,

rightly or wrongly, he feels that he has arrayed against him
the forces of the landowner and the farmer.

The sense of social inferiority (writes Mr. R. E. Prothero)* has im-
pressed the labourer with the feeling that he is not regarded as a member
of the community, but only as its helot.

We want to revive in his mind not only the spirit of hope,

but, the spirit of freedom, and the most effective way of doing

this is to give him some land upon which to fall back in time

of need. Even if the agricultural labourer is combined in

a Trade Union of his own, and protected both by Minimum
Wage legislation and by real security of tenure in his cottage,

he will be still more directly under the thumb of his employer

than his fellow labourers in towns. He can never have that

sense of solidarity or independence which comes from living

in daily contact with masses of fellow wage-earners. Instead

of working in a crowded workshop, he is out in the fields where

he meets with few of his fellow workmen, but is brought into

more direct contact with his employer. The sense that he

has land upon which he can fall back will do more than any-

thing else to strengthen his power of bargaining with his

employer, and prevent the fear of dismissal from numbing
his sense of personal freedom.

These agricultural labourers (writes a clergyman in Northampton-

shire (D. 174)) must have hope, and be raised in their own estimation.

At present a labourer has nothing but his wages to depend on. In

days gone by he had the common (before the Enclosure) from which

he could get fuel, possibly farm a bit of ground for potatoes, keep

poultry and perhaps a pig. He was not wholly dependent on wages

and if out of work was able to occupy his time usefully in home affairs.

Moreover he could stand off for a day or two without feeling it. This

is impossible now.

* English Farming, Past and Present, Longmans, 1912, p. 413.

I
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In my opinion (writes a retired farmer in Lincolnshire (C. 83)), the

more land a labourer can get to manage for himself, the more inde-

pendent he will feel about working for the farmer. I consider if more
land could be obtained at a reasonable rent for the steady and indus-

trious labourer the better it would be for this country.

That this change does actually take place, is shown by

experience. A prominent agricultural expert in Worcester-

shire writes (G. 213)

:

The farmers before the Allotments Acts could do what they liked

with the men, but they cannot now. Some of the Allottees here are

in a good position, equal to some farmers.

In every political party are to be found numbers of men
and women who are deeply concerned with the future of village

life. The main concern of some is to stem the tide of rural

emigration, and to retain upon the land the healthiest, the

best and the most energetic of our country workers, while

the aim of others is to create an independent village life.

But from whatever point of view the problem is approached,

it is of primary importance to ensure to the agricultural

labourer easy access to the land. We shall show in the next

two chapters that the Small Holdings and Allotments Act
has to a large extent been deprived of its full value, by the

labourer's lack of independence.

Here, as in other aspects of rural life, there is a vicious circle.

In the case of Housing we have shown that the lack of inde-

pendence, which arises partly from the shortage of houses,

in its turn prevents people from applying for fresh houses.

It is precisely the same with regard to Small Holdings and
allotments. There is no doubt that a plentiful supply of

these would strengthen the position of the labourer, but as

our evidence shows, the weakness of his present position often

prevents him from applying for them.

Over and over again our informants says that the demand
for allotments and Small Holdings is not voiced, as the men
are afraid of losing their work, their cottage, or both. To
apply for a holding often means becoming a marked man.
As one of our informants in Somersetshire (F. 78) says :

To^get a Small Holding means as a rule, years of publicity of the fact
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that one is trying for it. And as this sort of thing is very unpopular
among farmers it can be imagined that a labourer thinks twice before

risking the good-will of his employers.

And the same man goes on to give a vivid picture of what
happens in many villages where the energetic young men,
afraid to apply for, or unable to get holdings, leave the village

in their youth, and the others stay on " with their spirits

broken."

I think (he adds) that it is sufficiently understood by the labourers

generally that they must not apply for land. There is no need of

special pressure. If they took any leadership on themselves to better

their position there is no doubt of the risk they would run. There is

a sifting and selecting continually going on. The enterprising, the

self-reliant, the spirited, leave the. village generally during their youth.

Those who remain are lacking in just these qualities. They are men
with no idea of asserting their manhood. I am almost inclined to say
that they are as a class not suitable for Small Holders for the above
reason. What is wanted is to see that the young men are given every
opportunity by a suitable education, etc., so that they can take up
land before they have had their spirit broken.

The labourer's fears, no doubt, are often groundless. But
the occasions upon which they are justified are sufficiently

numerous to cause widespread fear. As we shall show, the

landowners, and even more, the farmers, are often hostile

to the working of the Act for various reasons, and the labourer

thinks that by applying for a holding he runs a risk of con-

centrating this hostility on himself.

The following extracts illustrate how this fear prevents

the rural labourer from trying to secure either an allotment

or a Small Holding.

Berkshire (E. 123).—Manager of Village Stores : Applications

have been made for more land, but cannot get it, and the people are

afraid to push the matter, out of fear of losing their employment or

having to give up their houses.

Norfolk (C. 12).—Baker: The few that would like them dare no*

apply without protection in some way.

Somersetshire (F. 214).—Signalman : Last season there was a

scheme suggested for giving prizes for the best kept allotments, but

it was objected to by the farmers because they said there would be a

greater den:iand for allotments,
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Dorsetshire (F. 582).—Cuunty Councillor : Quite a nuinbei

small tradesmen would be glad to get from an acre to ten acres to i uii

their horses in, and keep a cow for their families, but they seem afraid

to make their claim because they live in the owner's houses.

Sussex (E. 313).—Postman : I myself tried to get land and called

three meetings but could get none. There were at that time seven

applicants, but the labourers and others are afraid of the farmers.

Sussex (E. 172).—Builder : The farmers compose the great majority

on the Parish Council, and it would be absolute madness to apply for

a Small Holding or allotment. Garden allotments were only got with

much difficulty, and since then more farmers have got on the Parish

Council. Election of Councillors by show of hands. The parson at

the blackboard and the farmers at the rear. Independent persons not

having power sufficient to be effective keep aloof.

Norfolk (C. 81F).—Small Holder : One man made application for

some land and was told by the agent he had better give it up or it

would be a bad job for him, so he had to give it up. And I myself at

this present time am about to be turned out of my house, have been
given notice to leave one before as I was the one to first start to get

allotments, and had to keep trying for three years before we got any.

But I shall try all I can to stop in the village.

Northamptonshire (D. 82).—Shoemaker : I know of one or two
cases where the village labourers cannot get an allotment as the farmers
have monopolised most of the best of the allotments. As they are

the men who sit on those Councils, no one dares to say them nay.

Essex (D. 196).—Sub-postmaster: Because the landowner won't
allow a piece of land for such purposes and the worker is afraid to hold
out for his rights in requiring it.

Devonshire (F. 1251).—Small Holder : All the farm men get potato
ground with their masters ; others that would like to get allotments
are afraid to ask as they can be removed at any quarter day of the
year by three months notice.

Yorkshire, N. R. (Y. 275).—Shopkeeper : Not available. Dare
not ask about them.

Yorkshire, W.R. (Y. 79).—Retired Army Officer : Some years ago
the Parish Council wished to " take " land for allotments. They asked
every landlord in the parish to let such land, even at a considerably
increased rent. Of the replies only three were favourable, and ulti-

mately two of these withdrew their offer through pressure from the
sitting tenants. Strong attempts were made by all the farmers in the
parish to dissuade the remaining owTier to withdraw. A canvas was
made by two farmers amongst the villagers, asking each one if he had
" put in " for an allotment. In this way some who had applied for
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land withdrew their appHcations tiirougli fear. A very bitter feeling

was created which has scarcely yet died down.

Oxfordshire (E. 361).—Small Holdings Organiser: In reference

to application for Small Holdings, the Chairman of the Parish Council
was rather harsh to all applicants, publicly examining applicants (at a
public meeting) as to their financial standing. His public examination
and his subsequent action have, I believe, checked a demand here for

Small Holdings. Several men have applied for Small Holdings, and
some who hav-e thought of applying have given up the idea owing to

the brow-beating they received at the initial proceedings.

Huntingdonshire (C: 22).—Signalman : When the Small Holdings
and Allotments Act was passed the cottages agreement was altered

from six months' notice to one month, so that no one dare apply for

land.

Essex (D. 64).—Small Holder : Men who have expressed to me a

desire for Small Holdings have said they were afraid to move in the
matter, lest their employers should discharge them.

Essex (D. 439).—Labourer : Men in some cases are almost afraid to

ask for land in case it should reach their employer's ears, and they
should lose their job. For it must be understood that the Councils

are very slow in obtaining land for Small Holdings, thereby incurring

a greater risk to the workman as regards his employment, as a lot of

the information obtained by the Council, as regards the man's references,

are obtained from his employers. There are three cases where the

men have had to wait four years from the time they first applied,

before they obtained the land they required, and therefore causing

them to be weary and tired of waiting.

Norfolk (C. 81(^).—Agricultural Labourer : They that live in the

tied cottages under their employers say if they apply for any (Small
Holdings) they shall get notice to leave their cottage.

Essex (D. 46).—Small Holder : It would be a very rash labourer
who would think of trying, unless he was sure of obtaining a holding.

Men who do this sort of thing are marked men, and they know it as

well as anyone. All this action to keep men in their places is elusive

and indefinite ; you cannot put a finger on anything, but it has been
part of the social life of country villages since the beginning of things.

Farmers and landowners spend their time on local Councils, so that

they are established in positions of control. The whole scheme of

things forms a passive barrier to anything happening more than the

drift of circumstances and public opinion compel.

Wiltshire (F. 998).—Colonel : The feeling among the farmers, who
form exclusively the dominant class in the parish, has always been
adverse to Small Holdings. One (the leading farmer in the parish)

expressed this to a villager, who was anxious to rent a little paddock,
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some years ago (before the Small Holdings Act was in contemplati\

even), with the words :
" We want no little men here." To " male

himself nasty " about application for a Small Holding would be a very

unwise thing for a man who wanted to stay in the parish.

Northamptonshire (D. 291).—Signalman: I find that the fear oi

offending (farmers, for instance) is preventing many men, who would,

if a Small Holding could be obtained without any difficulty, make
successful holders.

Norfolk (C. 56).—Shopkeeper and Farmer : The largest farmer

and landowner in the village threatened to dismiss his men, if one of

his farms in the village was taken from him for Small Holdings, and
this deterred some of the men from applying for or obtaining allotments.

Essex (D. 196).—Sub-Postmaster : The men have never tried for

Small Holdings ; the reason why is because they know it would be of

no use. If a man applied for Small Holding he would very soon have
to clear out of his cottage and get work where he could.

Worcestershire (G. 716).—Sub-Investigator : One man in the

village wants 50 acres and has asked the agent, but he has no hope
of getting it. He is in a difficult position—village carrier—if he presses

for his 50 acres he may lose the best part of his carrying trade with the

farmer.

Essex (D. 112).—Miller : No pressure ; but I have been told by
some that if they applied for land, which I asked them to do, they
would most likely get notice to quit, and they knew that their masters
were against them having a bit of land, for they say they would be no
use to them, for they would want to work on their Small Holdings just

the time they want them most.

Norfolk (C. 67).—Labourer : The farmers, as well as the land-

owners, have done all in their power to discourage men working on the
farms from applying for holdings. The farmer has threatened them
with discharge from their jobs if they apply for them, and the land-
owners have discouraged them by asking such unreasonable rents.

Northamptonshire (D. 282).—Agricultural Labourer : If a labourer
applied for a Small Holding or an allotment, he met with opposition
from all the upper class.

Lancashire (K. 16).—Farmer : Again, with regard to Small Holdings,
there exists a certain fear amongst cottagers to apply for a piece of
land, a fear that they would be regarded as " suspects." This has been
increased of late by the fact that one man in the district who applied
for a holding was evicted from his cottage, and lost his business in
consequence. This fear is general up and down the countryside.

Warwickshire (G. 110).—Small Holder : One applicant for a Small
Holding was told that if he had one he would have to leave his master's
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employ. Others were made to understand they were taking risks w4th
their employments.

Wiltshire (F. 889).—Farmer, Assistant Overseer: There has been
none applied for, not because the men would not like it—land would be
eagerly caught up—but because of a disinclination to push matters

against overwhelming influence on the other side.

Somersetshire (F. 480).—Congregational Minister: One of two
men who applied, without success, in this parish for Small Holdings,

told me that he found that he had aroused so much feeling against

himself that he had given the matter up. The other has left the parish.

Somersetshire (F. 173).—Schoolmaster: Parish meeting was held

when Small Holdings Act came into force, and applications invited.

Chairman made a speech pointing out that, in his opinion, the Act
would be very expensive to work, and would cause local rates to rise.

No application forms were filled in. The Lord of Manor nnnounced
that he was not in favour of Small Holdings, and would not grant land

for the purpose.

Somersetshire (F. 170).—Schoolmaster : It is well-known that men
do not apply for allotments and Small Holdings for fear of giving ojffence.

The power is a kind of " unseen " one. Large farmers, as a rule, do not

urge Small Holders to begin. The Parish Council here contains three

farmers, one Small Holder, and two others of different trades. The
argument usually brought forward to stop the demand is the cost of

rent being greater for Small Holders than for large holders.

Cornwall (F. 1,223).—Working Man : If a man living in a cottage

was to apply for an allotment or Small Holding, he would almost

certainly have to leave his cottage.

Cardiganshire (S.W. 3).—Estate Agent and Valuer : The same
owner owns the surrounding land and cottages, labourers must not apply.

Cardiganshire (S.W\ 154).—Farmer : Those that want allotments

are afraid of the large farmer, and do not like to apply for them, as

the carpenter, blacksmith, and others, are wholly dependent on the

large farmer for work to gain their livelihood.

CARNARVONSinRE (N.W. 7).—Schoolmaster : Owing to the want of

courage on the part of the cottagers and the apathy on the part of the

largest farmers and landowners, the allotments question has never been

taken advantage of.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 51).—Farmer and Guardian: The parties

who would be likely to apply being under the impression they would

not succeed in getting a Small Holding, don t try, as, if they failed, they

would only incur needless animosity. No one cares to incur animosity

and not be better off. For the above reasona there are not as many
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applications made to the County Council for land as would be were

there a likelihood of obtaining land amicably.

We find therefore, that while from a social point of view

it is of the greatest importance that the agricultural labourer

should have easy access to the land, his present position is

often such as to make any apphcation for land extremely

difficult. And it is obvious that the most excellent machinery

and the most simple and speedy methods of acquiring land

are useless if the labourer is afraid to take advantage of them.

The reforms which we have suggested in Part I., in reference

to the labourers' wages and housing, will do much towards

giving him a greater measure of independence. The labourer,

given a minimum wage, a decent house, and greater security

of tenure in it will, especially if organised in a Trades Union,

be more able to hold his own with his employer and landlord,

but the difficulty is that no such reform secures him against

dismissal if he applies for a holding. It is clear, therefore,

that he requires some amount of assistance in claiming his

right.

Further, the evidence we have received shows not merely t

that the labourer is afraid of putting his rights into force,

but often he is not aware what those rights exactly are, or

what is the method by which they could be enforced. If he

require an allotment, Small Holding, or a cottage, he has, in

many cases, no idea as to what are his actual rights in the

matter or to whom he should apply.

To meet these difficulties we think it is important that

there should be notices in every village Post Office telling the

villagers what precisely are their rights with regard to allot-

ments. Small Holdings, and housing, and to whom those in need

of a piece of land or a cottage should apply.

But we think it almost essential that there should be some
Government official with whom anyone requiring an allot-

ment, a Small Holding, or a cottage could communicate, either

personally or by letter, easily and without any formality,

and whose duty it would be to help suitable applicants in

every way possible to take advantage of the facilities which

the law has given them to acquire land. We think it of
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importance that such an official should be appointed by the

Government and not by the local authority, as we feel that he
should act as an intermediary between the Council and the

individual applicant. He would prevent the labourer from
being imposed upon by his master or by an unsympathetic
Council, and would be in a position to protest, if the labourer's

application led to his master dismissing him.

At present the Small Holdings' Commissioners have wide
areas to cover, and it is of course impossible for them to be

readily accessible to the majority of villagers. We therefore

think that the right policy would be to have a certain number
of men, working under the Small Holdings' Commissioners,

who need not be highly paid officials, but who would have
practical common sense and a knowledge of those matters

upon which the labourer might be expected to want informa-

tion. They would deal sympathetically with the applications

of the labourers, and try to induce the local authorities to

carry them into effect. Probably the best plan would be

for these inspectors to work under the Small Holdings' Com-
missioners and to devote all their time to the work, but it

has been suggested that, if this were not feasible, the inspectors

already appointed under the Insurance Act might further

be entrusted with the duty of giving advice in the villages as

to how to obtain land or a cottage.

We think that until such means are provided for enabling

the labourers in the villages to know what their rights are,

and have the power to enforce them, the provision of rights

in Acts of Parliament will be of comparatively little value.



CHAPTER II.

THE GARDEN AND THE ALLOTMENT.

No official statistics with regard to gardens have been published

since 1886, and none of a complete character with regard to

allotments since 1895. Moreover, these figures did not give

any idea as to how far the demand for gardens and allotments

was really being satisfied. We therefore deemed it advisable

to make specific enquiries in this connection in the 2,759

parishes investigated. The results, though not always such

as can be handled statistically, give an interesting and valuable

picture of the present position in England and Wales.

Section L—GARDENS.
The great majority of cottages in rural districts have at

least a small garden attached to them, but it is evident from

our enquiry that in some parts of the country there are cottages

which have no gardens at all, and where houses are crowded
into a tiny space surrounded on all sides by stretches of open
country.

The last official return as to the size of gardens, taken in

1886, showed that only one-sixth of all the gardens in rural

districts exceeded one-eighth of an acre, and the enquiry we
have made inclines us to beheve that the proportion is approxi-

mately the same to-day.*

The labourer naturally prefers a garden close at hand, to

an allotment at a distance. So highly are gardens valued

that we often find a man will live in a bad and insanitary

cottage which has a large garden, in preference to a good
cottage the rent of which is the same, but which has no garden.

* We have selected the figure one-eighth of an acre because it seemed
to us that gardens smaller than this could seldom, if ever, enable the
labourer to make a start up the ladder towards a Small Holding.
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Again and again we find that our informants lay stress

upon the desire of the labourer for a large garden.

Whenever (writes a village schoolmaster) (Lincolnshire C. 135), there

is a cottage with a bit of land attached to it there are always a number
of applicants for it. What is wanted is a few acres of land put to some
of the houses. This would form a stepping stone for the industrious

labourer to commence to improve his position.

And again the schoolmaster in an Oxfordshire village (E. 96)

writes :

The night school has been well attended, and practical subjects

were taught. Every session was bearing upon the work the student

did. He would have a chance of rising if he could only get hold of a

little pasture land near his home for pig and poultry farming. What
the inhabitants would like is land attached to their cottages, whereby
they could keep pigs and poultry, but the cottages in this village

are clumped together as closely as town buildings.

The late Mr. A. Wilson Fox in his evidence before the

Select Committee on the Housing of the Working Classes Acts

Amendment BUI in 1906,* laid stress upon the same thing.

I think (he said (Q. 3,122) ) an ordinary man in work wants something

up to one quarter of an acre, and he wants that clpse to his house.

And (Q. 2988)

:

The men will not walk any distance, and they have to cart their

manure from the house, and that sort of thing. It entirely depends

on the locality. If you get anything over half a mile away I find

they are not taken advantage of.

And (Q. 2989)

:

He wants it at his back door. He uses the ashes from hia house,

and the manure from his pig. He does not^want to be carting all that

in a barrow after his day's work to an allotment and back.

We shall see when we come to deal with allotments that one

of the chief reasons for their failure in certain parts has been

their distance from the home. An agricultural labourer who
has been working hard in the fields all day does not want to

trudge a mile or two in the evening before he can cultivate

his allotment.

* H, of C. .^76.
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It is clear then that the right policy to aim at, is to secure

that new cottages should have at least some land attached to

them. The old Statute of Elizabeth laid down that no

cottage should be built without 4 acres of land attached to it,

and though this would be impracticable nowadays, yet at

least, in the cases of new houses built with the assistance of a

loan of public money, it might be well to lay down that in

bona fide rural districts not more than four houses should be

built to the acre except under specially defined circumstances,

and with the consent of the Local Government Board.*

Probably 1 acre to every four houses would be found to

work better than a quarter of an acre definitely attached to

every house. In one case a quarter of an acre might be too

much, in another too little, and the acre could be divided

up in such a way as to suit the needs of the different individuals.

There seems little doubt that such a scheme would be of

material advantage. We have found that in various parts

of the country there is a wide difference in the value of the

amount which can be produced from a quarter of an acre.

Probably the safest estimate would be that given by the late

Mr. Wilson Fox, who said that under normal conditions, after

payment of rent, a man might make anything from 25s. to £5.

from a quarter of an acre, and added " That is very wide,

of course, but that is based on an enormous number of en-

quiries."! This means that anything from 6d. to 2s. a week
net profit could be got from a quarter of an acre of garden.

Section H.—ALLOTMENTS.

Though we look forward to the creation of a great number
of new cottages with gardens of a fair size, in rural districts,

they will only form a small minority of the total number of

houses. Unfortunately, we cannot undo the past, and it

* We use the expression " bona fide Rural Districts " because obviously
the number of houses per acre could not be restricted to four in localities
which, although technically " Rural Districts," are in fact suburbs of
towns, and the houses are occupied by industrial workers.

t Report of the Select Committee on the Housing of the Working Classes
Acts Amendment Bill, H. of C. 376, Q. 2825.
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would be impossible to provide adequate gardens for many
of the houses now existing. Further, if we wish to have a

real ladder from labourer to small farmer, it will be important

to enable all who desire, gradually to take over more land in

addition to their gardens. For both these purposes, a plentiful

supply of allotments is needed, and we have next to ask how
far allotments are already available in our rural parishes,

and what evidence there is of a demand for more.

We obtained information in the parishes investigated as to

(a) the number of parishes in which allotments existed, and
the extent to which they were used

;
(b) the demand for allot-

ments in parishes where none existed, or where the supply

was inadequate.

(a) Existing Allotments and how they are Utilised.

Evidence was received with regard to allotments in 2,685

parishes. In 1,893 of these there were allotments available,

while in the remaining 792 there were none. In the 1,893

where the allotments were available, the evidence showed
that they were fully taken up, except in 319 parishes. In only

about 60 of these exceptions do our informants attribute

this to the fact that the labourers do not wish to work the

allotments, or are apathetic about them. Thus, a labourer

writes from his village in Herefordshire (G. 143) :

The allotments have been let to a large farmer because no one else

would have them.

A local solicitor writes :

The allotments are not used through lack of inclination, and an

excessive love of sport and pleasure.

Again, the Conservative agent in a Northern division writes

(A. 69)

:

The demand for allotments grows less and less. Cottagers do not

seem to care to work them. Out of twenty-four, three unlet, three

let to publicans in another village, and two to non-residents.

From an Essex village an informant (D. 19) writes :

Land has been purchased for allotments, but up to the present there

have been no applications for it, and the land is farmpd by a tenant

farmer,
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In another village the rector writes (E. 210)

:

There are no allotments and no demand for any.

But while there is evidence that in some villages the labourers

are apathetic about allotments, there is, in the majority of

cases, some good reason why allotments are not so fully

utilised. In some, the labourers have large gardens, and

therefore do not need allotments, while in others the allotments

are not fully utilised owing either to :

(1) The land being unsuitable
;

(2) The rents being excessive
;

(3) The land being too remote from the village
;

(4) The labourers' hours being so long that they cannot find

time to work their allotments.

Often, of course, more than one of these causes operate,

but it is clear from our evidence that there are very few cases

in which allotments are available and are not taken up, simply

because the people do not wish to utilise them.

There seems little doubt that very frequently the Parish

Council has only been able to obtain land of a most inferior

quality. Sometimes, apparently, a local farmer or land-

owner has taken advantage of the demand for allotments

to get rid of a piece of land which was of no value to him
or to anyone else—described, in some cases, as the " worst

land in the village."

In many other cases, even though the land itself was fairly

suitable, the price paid for it was out of all proportion to its

real worth. Often land let to a farmer at 15s. an acre has
only been obtained for allotments at a rent 'of £4 an acre,

and this has been in no sense the " eye " of the farms. Of
course, land cannot be let as cheaply to allotment holders as

to large farmers. The cost of management is much greater,

and often fencing has to be paid for ; but when all this has
been taken into account, few would contradict what is said

by one of our informants, a large land agent in Cardiganshire
(S. W. 67)

:

Universal experience has shown that land for allotments is forced
up in rent to nearly double the value of the land as part of the big farm,
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The evidence which we have received on this point tallies

very closely with the evidence received by the Royal Commis-
sion on Labour^ 1894,* which summed up thus :

It is a matter of general complaint by labourers that allotments

are let at a much higher rate than the rent paid by farmers. Those
who complain do not always take into consideration that situation,

accessibility from a good road, proximity to a village, enormously
enhance the value of land which is at all suitable for spade cultivation

;

that the farmer's rent is generally for a quantity of land varjdng in

quality and much of it not advantageously situated ; and that it is

exclusive of rates, while the allotment rent usually includes all out-

goings ; and that letting in small plots, like selling goods by retail,

justifies a somewhat higher charge ; but when all that can be urged
has been said, it remains a fact that in many cases the rents of allotments

are apparently very high.

These high rents have not been denied, but a justification

has been put forward that, when a man takes one-eight of an

acre, it does not much matter whether the rent be 10s. or 5s.

as it is so small anyway. But to the agricultural labourer

earning 15s. a week, an extra 5s. a year is often enough to

make the difference between success and failure in an allotment.

The distance of the allotments from the cottages is often

another serious obstacle to the success of allotments. As
already emphasised, the agricultural labourer requires an

allotment near at hand, so that his spare time can be used

to advantage. As one of our Norfolk informants (C. 60) says :

Labourers want land close to their house, so that all their spare

time can be used to advantage. They have no time to spare walking

to and from the allotment.

Another informant in Essex (D. 38) says :

There were some allotments, but they were a good way from the

village, and were, for this reason, not a success. Allotments must be

very near to the cottages. So much can be done in odd moments.
These cannot be utilised unless the allotments are quite near.

The Select Committee on the Housing, oj the Working Classes

4cts Amendment BUI, 1906 ,f reported :

In many villages they (allotments) are often inconveniently situated

at a distance from the labourer's home.

FiuaFReport, C. 7421, 1894, p. 214.
'

t H. of C. 376, p. 25.
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In some cases we have found that the allotments are as

much as one and a half miles away from the centre of the

village, and this alone has led to their beinoj given up.

The following extracts from the Schedules illustrate the

difficulties we have mentioned as to the unsuitability of

the land, the excessive rent and the distance from the

village. It is not easy to separate the evidence, as in many
cases more than one of these causes prevent the allotments

from being fully utilised.

Yorkshire (N. R. 188).—Farmer : The situation too far from the

village and the land very poor.

Gloucestershire (H. 895).—Railway Man : Very unsuitable land,

being very heavy and wet ; and insecurity of tenure caused by the

custom of yearly hiring.

Sussex (E. 172).—Builder: This ground is hired by the Parish

Council who pays 6d. per rod to the owner and charges 7d. It is stony

and poor land, being principall}'^ a disused gravel pit. It is almost the

only bad land in the parish.

Dorsetshire (F. 761).—Farmer: Some allotments have been given

up of late. The land is on clay soil and not easy to till.

Sussex (E. 412).—Assistant Overseer : There are nine allotments

on the Waste Glebe Land of various sizes which are let at 5s. each 3'early,

but they are never all cultivated owing to difficulty of access, and the

land being unsuitable.

Oxfordshire (E. 252).—Insurance Agent : The allotments are over

a mile from the cottages, and bounded by a wood. Hence rabbits are

very troublesome.

Hampshire (E. 138).—Schoolmaster : Soil is very heavy and very
unproductive.

Essex (D. 203).—Farmer : They are all very badly in need of drain-

ing, are poor, and the cottagers have not the means of keeping their

plots in even a fair state of fertility.

Lincolnshire (C. 53).—Farmer: Although they are not a great
distance from the village, from half a mile to a mile, the road to them
is very bad. They are in a very outlandish place and the rent for most
of them is very much higher than was charged for the same land before
it was let for allotments.

Lincolnshire (C. 90c).—Labourer : The land is poor and mean.
"" Cheshire (P. 86).—Weaver : They are not taken at all. I suppose
they^are too far off and it is but a poor class of land ; it is bog.
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Cumberland (K. 25d).—Farmer : The ground was set aside at the
last enclosure but the poorest portion available was set out for allot-

ments, thus causing dissatisfaction among cottagers.

Somersetshire (F 190).—Railwayman ; The allotment land is

flooded four or five times a year. If in a better place men would take
more advantage of them.

Leicestershire (P. 422).—Independent : The allotments are not
very convenient, situated on the top of a large hill, difficult and awkward
to get at for carting purposes—often given up on these grounds.

Gloucestershire (H. 12).—Baker: Rent is thought too high.
Charge is £1 per year per \ acre which is inclusive of rates.

Gloucestershire (H. 42).—Carpenter : Wages are too low to pay
rents which are excessive.

Dorsetshire (F. 790).—Glove Manufacturer : More would be taken
at an easier rent, the farms around are let at less than half this rent.

Wiltshire (F. 853).—Gardener : The five acre piece is very heavy
working, and the rent is too much, more than as much again as the
farmer is paying close by. The four acre piece is very hilly and hard
to get to, and the three acre lot is £4 per acre, which does not give the

allotment holders much encouragement at such a price.

Cambridgeshire (C. 72).—Labourer : Not taken because the rents are

too high and the land is not suitable.

Oxfordshire (E. 96).—Schoolmaster : The field set apart for allot-

ments is subject to floods and is nearly a mile from the village. The
new rules demand rent in advance, and a year's rent at that.

Norfolk (C. 98).—Farmer : The allotments are too far from village,

being a distance of two miles from the centre of village.

Shropshire (G. 651).—Tailor: The general complaint is that the

allotments are too far away to be worked with efficiency, and practically

they have been abandoned.

Cambridgeshire (C. 39).—Farm Foreman : By the road they are

1^ miles from the village, so they are too far away. They are let by
Parish Council. There is about three acres belonging to private owners
in the village ; these are all let.

Hampshire (E. 517).—Rate Collector : The allotments are situated

quite a mile from some parts of the Parish and a greater number would
be taken up if they were at a more convenient distance from the cottages.

Essex (D. 271).—Lady : Some grumble about the distance and others

give them up because they feel too tired when they have finished their

day's work. Some of the women work hard on the allotments.

Derbyshire (P. 285).—Labourer: They are situated on the top of

a high hill and the road is bad.
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Yorkshire (Y. 243).—Surveyor: Allotments are not taken up by

cottagers. I think for the reason that they are too far away. An
allotment wants to be at home or as near as possible to be of real use.

Somersetshire (F. 214).—Signalman : These allotments are 1| miles

from village on the south side. More would take allotments if they

were nearer the village, or some near village were available in addition

to those now in occupation.

LiNCOLNSHiRE (C. 28).—Labourer : They are one mile away. This

makes it hard for labourers to work them properly and get the manure

to them.

Northamptonshire (D. 500).—Tenant Farmer: The allotments

are in two fields, one close to the village, about seven acres, is all let

and well cultivated. The other field is half a mile away, and the bottom

end of this is wet and poor land. One to two acres of this is not let or

cultivated at all.

Devonshire (F. 1305).—Farmer: Those near the village are com-

peted for. The others are a mile from the village and some of these

are often unoccupied as the men say they have to lose time to cultivate

them as they are so far from their cottages.

Warwickshire (G. 179).—Builder : The allotments are too wet,

and too far from the village.

Devonshire (F. 1318).—Tailor: Soil very heavy, practically clay,

situated over half a mile from the village. -

Devonshire (F. 1330).—Tradesman : The field is too far from the

village for the men to walk after coming home from their daily work.

Leicestershire (P. 415).—Railwayman : Very inconvenient ; they

are about three-quarters of a mile from village, bad road and hilly field.

There is one little field close to village, but not equal to demand for

them.

Glamorganshire (S.W. 193).—Farmer and Assistant Overseer

:

The distance from the parish is too great—being situate in the neigh-

bouring parish .... The land is of poor quality, being part of the

common.

Further, another reason why allotments are sometimes not

fully utilized is that the labourers have not sufficient time to

cultivate them. Our evidence serves to shew that often the

majority of the allotments are in the hands of village trades-

men, artisans, pensioners and others, and that the labourer

seldom has time to cultivate them, particularly where they are

at a considerable distance. In many parts of the country he
has very long hours, which, in some cases last from sunrise
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CO sunset every day, including Saturdays, almost all the year

round.* It is worthy of notice that farmer no less than
labourer, assert that the latter has no time left to work
allotments.

What the labourer needs, especially if the allotments be

of any size, is shorter hours and a Saturday half-holiday.

Here and there are to be found farmers who realise that it

pays them not merely to give shorter hours but even to let

their labourers spend occasional days upon their own work.

Thus, for instance, one man in Shropshire writes, in answer

to a question from the Board of Agriculture! :

On a large arable farm which I held for many years, each of my farm
labourers rented a Small Holding and had a cow (men attending to

horses and cattle excepted) ; I found this attracted the best workmen,
and was most satisfactory to both parties.

And one of ouj informants in Cheshire writes :

On the estate of which my farm was once a part, the agent has fitted

every cottager who wanted land with what he required, and most of

the cottagers have land and convenience for keeping from two to six

cows each, an admirable arrangement which works well, and keeps the

labourer on the land and makes him contented. There is no particular

objection on the part of farmers to parting with land for this purpose.

The arrangement has been carried out quite amicably.

While another farmer writes :

I should like to see more cottages with land, to keep a cow or two
and the men working for the farmer. These men, in my opinion, are

certainly better off, providing, of course, the wife is the right sort.

But such examples are comparatively rare and, as a rule,

before the agricultural labourer can cultivate his land success-

fully, he must have such a measure of independence as will

enable him to demand sufficient time for its cultivation.

The following are a few instances of the inability of the

agricultural labourer to find time to work his allotment

:

Herefordshire (G. 249).—County Councillor : Men who work
on the land all the week have no time to use anvallotment to full advan-

tage—they should have half-day on Saturday.

* See p. 14.

t Report on the Decline in the Agricultural Population of Great Britain,

1881-1906, Cd. 3,273 p. 68.
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Herefordshire (E. 589).—Landowner: The difficulty seems to

be that men in regular work have not time to cultivate allotments

properly or the means of providing manure for the upkeep of the

fertiUty of the soil.

Norfolk (C. 102).—Farmer : Labourers say that they are too tired

after a day's work to attend to allotments.

Suffolk (D. 525).—Landowner: The best labourers in full work
have not the time or capacity to work a 40-rod allotment after a day's

work on the farm. •

Staffordshire (G. 292).—Schoolmaster: The allotments are not

taken advantage of so fully as they might be. The farm labourer has

very little time at his disposal, and some of the farmers are not favour-

ably disposed towards allotments. The allotments are tenanted chiefly

by colliers, and only a few care for other work than mining.

Nottinghamshire (P. 637).—Small Farmer: No allotments now.

Labourers have not time to work them to advantage.

Nottinghamshire (P. 648).—Builder : If there were more appHcants
land would be available ; the labourers in this parish have to work
long hours, and can find no time to work their allotments.

Worcestershire (G. 194).—Clerk to Parish Council : There is a

good demand for more. In districts where there are no common lands

or small holdings, in parishes comprised entirely of farmers and their

labourers, the latter have little time or capital to work the land except,

of course, in individual cases where determination and thrift have over-

come these disadvantages.

Lincolnshire (C. 149).—Sub-Agent : The labourers have no time to

work allotments, only at nights.

Hertfordshire (D. 544).—Large Farmer: The labourers do not
want them. . . . When a man has been at work all day he is conse-

quently tired, and cannot again labour for several hours. A small
garden is of great use to a labourer to supply his family with vegetables,

but he has not the time and inclination to till | acre or more.

Somersetshire (F. 268).—Signalman: No. The ground is very
heavy, and my experience is men who are employed on a farm have
little time unless they lose work (which means money) to attend to
allotments.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 15).—Farmer : Most of the cottagers are
farm labourers, and therefore have no time to attend to allotments.

(h) Unsatisfied Demand for Allotments.

As we have already said, our evidence shews that out of

2,685 parishes investigated, there are 792 where there are no
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allotments at all. Assuming that the parishes selected are

typical of the rest (and there is no reason to suppose that they

are not), this means that there are no allotments in about
30 per cent, of the parishes in England. In some of these

parishes there is no demand for allotments. In some cases

the existing gardens are large enough, and in others it is the

practice for the farmer to allow his labourers a potato patch

on his own land, but although we are unable to give any actual

figure, it is clear that there are also a large number of parishes

where the absence of allotments is due, not to a lack of demand,
but to the failure on the part of the Parish Council to meet itJ

Moreover there are many parishes where, though allotments

exist, the supply is quite inadequate.* Again and again in

our schedules we come across the phrases :
" great demand

for more," " are quite inadequate," " great rush to get in

when a holder gives up," " if we could get the land we could

let any amount." Especially is this the case in Lincolnshire,

Essex and Derbyshire.

The following extracts are typical of a great mass ot evidence,

and serve to illustrate this unsatisfied hunger for land :

Yorkshire, N.R. (Y. 99).—Agricultural and Dairy Produce Dealer •

Allotments would be taken advantage of if a chance offered.

Yorkshire, N.R. (Y. 280).—Solicitor : The supply is not equal to

the demand. Those in existence have been in the same tenants' hands
for years.

Oxfordshire (E. 89).—Accountant : There is not a sufficient supply of

allotments for the men in the village. . . . What allotments there are

are let at reasonable rents— 12s. per acre—about a mile out of the

village, but wholly inadequate.

Norfolk (C. 49/).—Schoolmaster : There are allotments in the

village, but the tenants have received notice to give them up, as the

land is to be sold. There are still a lot of allotments and Small
Holdings required, but cannot be obtained.

Wiltshire (F. 889).—Farmer and Assistant Overseer: Allotments
are eagerly applied for and well done. Were it not for this industry
many would be out of work.

* Our questions were not so framed as to obtain evidence of this statis-

tically, but a large number of our informants volunteered information
on the point.

1

\
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BucKlNGHAMsHiilE (E. 28).—Small Holder : Not enough allotment

land, and much is inconveniently placed.

Buckinghamshire (E. 1).—Labourer : More would be taken if they

could get them.

Cambridgeshire (C. 35).—Shopkeeper: A great demand here for

land (for allotments).

Berkshire (E. 512).—Small Farmer : All available are taken. If

one given up several are after it.

Hampshire (E. 506).—Cycle Agent : More would be taken if they

could be got.

Durham (A. 128).—Parish Clerk : All are taken up, and applications

for more.

Huntingdonshire (C. 34).—Village Tailor : The allotments are all

taken. The rent is yearly, and every piece is soon taken when vacant.

Huntingdonshire (C. 7).— Landowner: More allotments are

wanted, and there is a rush to get in when a holder gives up.

Huntingdonshire (C. 6).—Farmer : There is always a larger

demand for allotments than can be supplied.

Cambridgeshire (C. 40).—Labourer : If any are given up, five or

six men apply for same, and often ten or eleven.

Essex (D. 41).—Congregational Minister: Several are waiting in turn
for a piece of allotment.

Suffolk (D. 224).—Member of Labour Colony Staff : Fully taken
advantage of, but the area of land available for this purpose is quite

inadequate to the needs of the parish. This matter is shortly to be
brought before the Parish Council.

Worcestershire (G. 627).—Business Man : If we could get ground
we could let any amount in small allotments ; we have a Small Holding
and Allotment Society.

Kent (E. 195).—Fruit Farmer : Immense demand. Allotments are

quite insufficient in number. Double or treble the ground could easily

be let if owners would do so.

Cornwall (F. 1,378).—Small Holder: More allotments would be
taken up if available. All allotments are let, some having several to

the disadvantage of others who would like them.

Nottinghamshire (P. 614).—Lace Manufacturer : Always plenty of
applicants if any fall vacant. For four vacancies under the Parish
Council there were over twenty applicants recently.

Nottinghamshire (P. 670).—Sub-Investigator : There are not
sufl&cient, and the people could do with double the number they have
at present.
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Derbyshire (P. 221).—Ganger : More allotments required. They
are taken full advantage of. Men are waiting years for their turn to

have a garden.

Devonshire (F. 1,307).—Committee : There are five small fields

let as allotments, and over 100 allotment-holders. There are seven or
eight men awaiting their turn to get a piece.

Lincolnshire (C. 123).—Fellmonger: Should any become vacant,
there are plentj^ of applicants. If more available, they would be taken.

. . . Farmers are much opposed to land being obtained for allotments.

Leicestershire (P. 431).—Congregational Minister: The Parish
Council allotments have been let to the small farmers, tending thus to
keep the labourers, etc., off same. Applications were made under
the new Act by several industrious and suitable men for 12 acres in

1908, and other applications for | acres have been made since, without
any result. Some twenty or thirty men are waiting their turns for

land on the Allotments, while others need Small Holdings.

xA.nglesey (N.W. 27).—Minister : There is a great demand for

allotments and Small Holdings in this parish.

Anglesey (N.W. 40).—Farmer: The Parish Council applied for

land a few years ago, but could not get it. The rent would be too high,

but there is a demand for allotments in this parish.

Brecknockshire (S.W. 18).—Farmer and Auctioneer : The reason
allotments are not available in this district is that the few that there are

here are taken at once, and several try for them as soon as the public

hear they are to be let.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 14).—Farmer : There are few allotments

in the parish, and if several more were available they could be
easily let.

When we ask why this demand is not satisfied, in the first

place we find, that the labourers, though they wish to have
land, are frequently afraid to make any formal application.

As we have shown, this fear although not always well-founded

is very real, and is widespread. For this reason official

statistics as to the demand for allotments are often misleading.

There is no doubt that there is a large demand for allotments

which finds no expression at all.

But not only are many labourers afraid to apply, but large

numbers who do apply fail to obtain allotments from the

Parish Council. Sometimes this is due to the sheer impos-

sibihty of obtaining any land. In a few cases all the land
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near the village has already been let out in Small Holdings

and in small farms. But more frequently there is land which

would be suitable but with which the farmer or the landowner

refuses to part. At present the Parish Council has only the
j

power of acquiring land voluntarily, and if it fail to do this,/

the only resource is to ask the County Council to put in motion-

its power for compulsory acquisition.* Several witnesses

have declared that it would be far better if the Parish Council

itself had this power, and we suggest that it should be allowed

to obtain a compulsory order, and to apply to the Land Court

to fix the price .f

Even where land could be obtained, the Parish Council

often firmly but quietly ignores the demand. Some of our

informants throw a broad light on what actually happens at

its meetings. Thus, a vicar (P. 605) writes :

At the Parish Council a letter about the right to Sinall Holdings and
allotments sent to the Clerk, who is agent to the Lord of the Manor,
was read by the Clerk and followed by the remark " I need hardly tell

you that I have already answered this by saying that no one wants to

make any applications." The remark was received with quiet astonish-

ment and nothing more was said—then.

The following extracts show the difficulties which stand

in the way of individuals obtaining land from the Parish

Council, or the -Parish Council itself obtaining land :

Shropshire (G. 848).—Bookseller : I am on the Parish Council.

We had sixteen applicants for allotments, some wanted 5 acres, some
more, some less. We could not get 1 acre, farmers objected.

Wiltshire (F. 992).—Innkeeper : There are two or three allotments

in this parish ; there would be more holders if they could be got. I

know several that would take some if they could get it. The owners
do not like parting with their land,

Norfolk (C. 49n).—Secretary of Branch of Labourers' Union

:

Lots of men are without, as the Parish Council has tried to get land
but the farmers and landowners would not let.

* Small Holdings and Allotments Act, 1908, Section 39 (7). The County
Council exercises the power on behalf of the Parish Council. The order
is carried into effect by the County Council, but the land is assured or
demised to the Parish Council.

t Part III, Chapter V.
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Berkshire (E. 520).—District Councillor : Efforts have been made
from time to time by the Parish Council to obtain land for allotments,

but they have never been successful in completing a satisfactory nego- M
tiation.

"

Norfolk (C. 97).—Market Gardener: Allotments asked for by six

householders in various lots. Two pieces offered both some distance

away and very foul land. The farmer who only offered under pressure,

farms several hundred acres. Result : the chief applicant withdrew
his request, and the thing fell through. The farmer's landlord would
not negotiate for the letting of a likely field, his tenant stating that

he would leave the farm if he did let the field to those requiring allot-

ments.

Durham (A. 31).—Schoolmaster : There were allotments to be had
at one time but the landowner required the land for his own use. No
land available unless the above landowner who farms his own land,

gives land again for allotment purposes.

Essex (D. 196).—Sub-Postmaster: No allotments because the

landowner won't allow a piece of land for such purposes and the worker
is afraid to hold out for his rights in requiring it.

Lancashire (K. 26g).—Farmer: There is too much opposition by
the owners and farmers.

Yorkshire (Y. 151).—Builder : Both landlords and farmers object

to splitting the land up.

Somersetshire (F. 123).—Newsagent, and Insurance Agent : More
wanted. Land difficult to get ; for three years I personally fought for

these pieces of land before getting them. We selected seven pieces of

land and each piece was denied us.

Lancashire (K. IIOg).—Justice of the Peace: Cannot get land,

owners will not sell.

Essex (D. 462).—Farmer: More would be taken if they had the

chance. Farmers are all opposed to allotments and Small Holdings.

Dorsetshire (F. 240).—Farmer: Almost or quite all the district

belongs to a few landlords who have always been opposed to small-

holdings. Some years ago the Parish Council applied for land from one
of them for allotments, land which was let to the farmer at under 10s.

per acre. The Parish Council was asked six times as much, and it was
only through compulsory powers they got it at a little under three times

the original rent. Now the Council of late has tried to get some from
the other landlord, but has failed, rent being so much for poor land that

it would be of no use to those who require it. And yet there are a great

number of men who require it for allotments, and also for Small

Holdings, but cannot get it, and some of the best young men are

leaving for Australia,
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LiNCiOLNSHiRE (C. 7).—Assistant Overseer : Only about 15 acres are

available. I am fully convinced that could a reasonable quantity of

land be procured, it would readily be taken at a fair rent. Twice, with-

in the past few years requests have been made to the Parish Council,

but have failed. Allotments are difficult to obtain in the parish. A
requisition from a number of persons was presented to the Parish

Council, asking for land for allotments. Negotiations were com-

menced with the owner of a field suitable for allotments but were

not successful, owing to the laxity of the Council in not dealing more
promptly and so allowed a farmer in the parish to step in and take it.

Again, more recently, a number of applications for land for allot-

ments were made to the Parish Council, but once more the matter

dropped through. Men under these conditions are disheartened from

trying to obtain them.

Lancashire (K. 162g.)—Schoolmaster : The greatest difficulty has

been experienced in getting the Parish Council to move in the matter.

There have been a fair number of applicants, but suitable sites have
not been obtained.

Sussex (E. 411).—Assistant Overseer: There are none. Several

have applied but none of the applications were granted.

Hertfordshire (D. 481).—Publican: Application was made to the

Parish Council for allotments a year or two ago ; the farmers seemed
to be against it, so nothing more has been heard of it. Some of the

cottagers go to the next parish for a piece of ground where they have
allotments.

Westmorland (K. 36e);—Builder : No land available for allot-

ments. Applications have been made to the Parish Council without
avail.

Derbyshire (P. 270).—Roadman : Cannot get allotments or Small
Holdings owing to the Local Authority not taking steps to secure them.

Somersetshire (F. 103).—Nonconformist Minister : Allotments not
available. Cannot get the authorities to move. Application has been
made frequently.

Cornwall (F. 1374).—Councillor : The Parish Council have been
approached by several individuals for allotments without success.

Northumberland (A. 175).—Railway Employee : Landlord has been
approached but asks too high a rent.

Staffordshire (G. 617).—Farmer : No allotments in parish. Can-
not get suitable land at reasonable price. Parish Council have tried

hard to get land, without success.

Cornwall (F. 1375).—Market Gardener : There is always a difficulty

in obtaining land for allotments, the owners of the land asking for

increase of rent to what was previously paid.
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Cheshire (P. 1).—Small Farmer : I am informed that owing to the

high price of land the Council have never moved in the matter or dis-

cussed it after the first discussion when the Act first came into force.

Yorkshire W.R. (Y. 196).—Farmer : These allotments belong to

a public company. An effort to obtain more has failed through pro-

hibitive price of land and preliminary expenses.

Somersetshire (F. 410).—Willow Merchant : There is a demand
for allotments. The Parish Council have been trying to secure land

for two or three years, but they can neither rent nor buy to let at a

reasonable rent to the men.

Northumberland (A. 48).—Farmer: The reason allotments are

not taken up is owing to the high price of land, and the consequential

high rents and rates.

Anglesey (N.W. 40).—Farmer: The Parish Council applied for

land a few years ago, but could not get it. The rent would be too high

but there is a demand for allotments in this parish.

Cardiganshire (S.W. 67).—County Land Agent : There is not nearly

a sufficient supply of land for allotments to meet the demand at reason-

able rents. Universal experience is that land for allotments is forced

up in rent to nearly double its value, as part of the big farm.

Cornwall (F. 1399).—Yeoman Farmer : Landlords do not care to

let such land as allotments. We have had a case or two at Parish

Council and referred them to County Council without avail

Section III.—SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions at which we have arrived may briefly be

summarised thus :

(a) Probably not more than one-sixth of the total number
of the cottages in rural districts have gardens of one-eighth of

an acre or more.

(6) The labourer prefers a garden of some size near his house

to an allotment at a distance.

(c) Only about two-thirds of all the villages in England and
Wales have any allotments.

(d) Where allotments exist, they are almost always utilized.

Where this is not the case, it is generally because either : (1)

the land is of poor quality or too highly rented, or (2) the land

is situated too far fiom the village, or (3) there are large gardens

I
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in the village, or (4) the hours of the labourers are too long

to enable them to cultivate their allotment.

(e) There is a great unsatisfied demand for allotments on

the part of the labourer, amounting in some parts of the country

to a veritable land-hunger. This demand exists not only

where there are no allotments, but also where the allotments

provided are insufficient.

(/) This demand in many cases does not lead to applications

for allotments because the labourers are afraid to apply.

Where they do apply, they are frequently unsuccessful,

either because of : (1) the apathy of the Council, (2) the

hostility of the farmer, (3) the high price demanded for the

land, or (4) the difficulty of putting the compulsory powers

into force through the County Council.

It is suggested

:

(a) In new housing schemes in hona-fide rural districts,*

where public money is lent, it should be laid down that not

more than four cottages should be erected to the acre, except

for clearly defined reasons sanctioned by the Local Government

Board. Where it is impossible to obtain sufficient land

adjacent, it should be as near as possible. The case of new
cottages built by private persons, without a loan of public

money could best be dealt with through the medium of local

bye-laws requiring a reasonable amount of garden. Any
fresh grants in aid given to local authorities might be made
conditional on the adoption, among other things of suitable

bye-laws to this effect.

(b) As the above reforms would deal only with new cottages,

there would still remain a considerable number of cottages

with insufficient gardens. To meet this need, more land

should, if at all possible, be provided for allotments in a

situation which will enable the villagers to make use of it

readily.

(c) In the previous chapter, we have suggested means

See footnote, p. 173.
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rendering it easier for the labourer to apply for allotments,*

but further alterations in the law are required in order to

ensure that his application, when made, will be dealt with
efficiently. If a Parish Council is unable to get land suitable

for allotments at a reasonable price, it might be advisable

to give it the right to obtain a compulsory order for the pur-

chase of land at a price to be fixed by a Land Court. It

would also seem fair that reasonable costs in connection

with compulsory acquisition should be met out of the Imperial

Exchequer, as is already the case with regard to Small Holdings.

(d) The Parish Council might also be given power to acquire

land not only for allotments, but if thought fit, for a village

green or common pasture. For this purpose it might be
necessary to raise the limit up to which it is entitled to levy

a rate. It might also have power to apply to the Land Court
to fix a fair rent for village allotments.

(e) Even if the Parish Council had such powers it would
be necessary to stimulate to action those Councils which at

present are averse to acquiring land for allotments. If fresh

grants in aid are given to County Councils, it would be well

to make them conditional upon the performance of their

duty in the matter of allotments and Small Holdings. The
power of the Central Authority to withdraw a large sum of

money would prove a powerful inducement to a County Council

to put pressure upon the Parish Councils in its area, or to act

in default itself.

We feel that these reforms, taken collectively, would not

only facilitate the creation of a more effective ladder to enable

the enterprising labourer to rise, but also would secure that,

as far as possible, the use of a small piece of land should bej

accessible to every dweller in the countryside.

* P. 169. It should also be remembered that the greater security in a;

cottage, which we have suggested in Part I., Chapter III., is essential fori

the purpose of making it easier for the labourer to apply for land.

1



CHAPTER 111.

SMALL HOLDINGS.

Section L—INTRODUCTORY.

In the present chapter we shall include under the title " Small \

Holdings " any agricultural holding between 1 and 50 acres. 1

As " allotments " under Parish Councils can be of any size

up to 5 acres, there must necessarily be some over-lapping.
,

In considering the question of Small Holdings, it should be

remembered that they may be either under private, or semi-

public landowners, or under the County Councils.

(a) Holding under Private Landowners.

The Agricultural Statistics of the Board of 'Agriculture for

1912,* give the total number of holdings in England and Wales
between 1 and 50 acres, as 292,720. Of course, this does not

mean that there are 292,720 Small Holdings. One farmer
often farms half a dozen or more Small Holdings, each of

which is enumerated separately. With this proviso, we give

the official figures, showing the proportion of Small Holdings
held under County Councils to the total number.

England and Wales.

Holdings between 1 and 50 acres -

Holdings provided by county councils| -

Percentage of those provided by county
council to whole ....

Acreage.

4,289,489

131,016

3.00/0

* Part I., Cd. 6597. t Including those sub-let by Associations renting
from the Council, but not including either land acquired by Councils for
smallholdings, but not yet let, or small holdings provided by private
landowners through the instrumentality of the County Councils. If
the latter were included, the percentage would not be affected materially.
See Annual Report, Small Holdings, 1912 (Cd. 6770).
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As regards Small Holdings under private landowners, it

must be remembered that comparatively few of these are of

recent creation. Most of them survive from the eighteenth

century and, up till 1909, their number steadily declined.

In 1895 there were 299,378 Small Holdings of between 1 and
50 acres,* while in 1908 the number had dropped to 287,176."|'

In 1909 the numbers began to increase, and during the last

four years the number of Small Holdings has grown by 5,544,

J

an increase almost entirely due to the operations of the Small

Holdings Act.§

(h) Holdings under the County Councils.

The first Small Holdings Act was passed in the year 1892.

It empowered County Councils, if a sufficient demand were

proved to exist, to create Small Holdings, but not to acquire

land by compulsion. The Act was mainly concerned with

enabling Small Holders to buy their land, though where the

applicant was not in a position to purchase, the County Councils

were empowereH to lease a Small Holding to him, provided

it was not more than 15 acres in extent. The would-be

Small Holder, if he purchased, had to provide 20 per cent,

of the purchase price, and received a loan of the remainder,

repayable by instalments spread over not more than fifty years.

The Act was practically a dead letter. In fifteen years,

from 1892 to 1907, only nine County Councils made any use

of it, and the total area of land acquired was only 880 acres.

In 1907, the new Small Holdings and Allotments Act was

passed, which marked an important advance. Special Small

Holdings' Commissioners were appointed with the duty of

ascertaining the demand for Small Holdings in the various

counties, and what was perhaps more important, County

Councils were authorised to acquire land compulsorily, either

* Board of Agriculture Returns as to the number and size of Agricultural

Holdings in Great Britain in 1895. Cd. 8243, p. 9.

t Agricultural Statistics, 1908. Cd. 4533.

X Agricultural Statistics, 1912. Cd. 6597.

§ The number of holdings under private owners has also slightly increased

during the last five years.
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by purchase or by lease. Since the passing of the Act, up to

the end of 1912, County Councils have acquired 155,000 acres,

of which 105,000 have been purchased and 50,000 leased.*

Practically all the Small Holders have become tenants of the

County Council, only 2 per cent, of the total number having

expressed any desire to purchase.

Some Councils have displayed the greatest energy in pro-

viding small holdings. Norfolk has provided over 9,000 acres,

Somersetshire over 7,000, and Cambridgeshire and Devonshire

more than 5,000 each. It is very noticeable that where
County Councils have been active in providing land the

number of applicants steadily increases. Thus at the end of

1912, there was still a demand in Norfolk for 6,000 acres,

while in the Holland division of Lincolnshire there was a

demand for 16,000 acres, which has increased by nearly

6,000 acres in 1912, in spite of the fact that the County Council

acquired 2,000 acres during the year.

The fact is, says the Board of Agriculture,! that in this'county the
demand is practically unlimited and the acquisition of 'each block
of land by the Council produces a fresh crop of applicants, with the
result tliat the outstanding demand, which amounted to 5,618 acres
at tlie end of 1009, has steadily increased till it now amounts to 16,000
acres.

In England and Wales, about 33 per cent, of those provided
with Small Holdings are described as agricultural labourers,

though the proportion varies enormously in different counties.

In the Island of Ely, 73 per cent, of the applicants were
described in 1912, as agricultural labourers, 54 per cent, in

Cambridgeshire and only 7 per cent, in Somerset.

Section II.—ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF SMALL HOLDINGS.

In Chapter I., we showed how important it was from a
social point of view to give the agricultural labourer a reason-

able opportunity of obtaining a small holding. From the

evidence we have received there is no doubt that it is also

* Annual Report on Small Holdings, 1912. Cd. 6770.

t Annual Report on Small Holdings, 1912. Cd. 6770, p. 9.

N
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extremely desirable from an enonomic point of view to increase

the number of Small Holdings in this country. If they owed
their existence to benevolence alone they would, in the long

run, be unable to survive. Our evidence however, shows
that Small Holdings represent, not a bounty of the State, but
an economic necessitv. As a landowner puts it in his schedule

(Y. 91)

:

The first essential is to make the mass of people in England under-
stand that Small Holdings can pay and that in certain districts holdings
under 50 acres are the economic units, just as in other districts holdings
of from 500 to 1,000 acres are the economic units.

(1) In the first place we have considerable evidence to shew
that in all parts of the country there is much land under-

farmed by farmers who attempt to cultivate too large an

] area. Not only does such land produce less, but it employs
i fewer people than it would do if it were broken up. Of course,

it is sometimes an advantage to have large farms, under a

really capable farmer with plenty of capital, and some land

is especially adapted for large farming. When proper allow-

f ance, however, has been made for such cases, there is no doubt
that often the land is seriously under-farmed because farms

are too large.*

The following extracts from our schedules illustrate this :

Lincolnshire (C. 65).—Farmer : It is considered that the land of this

district which is divided largely into small or moderate sized farms

is as well cultivated as any in Lincolnshire—there are, however, a few
very large farms, and if these were divided among smaller occupiers

no doubt the land so comprised could be brought to a higher and more
profitable state of cultivation.

Essex (D. 19).—Retired : In this district I think it would be possible

for much greater yields to be obtained from the land were more capital

invested upon implements and more labour employed. There is one

farmer who has four farms, who, however, cannot or will not employ
sufficient men to cultivate the land thoroughly. There is a small

farmer here whose farm is about thirty-six acres : he works himself

and employs a man, and he gets an excellent return at the year's end.

! t. * For a full discussion of the relative economy of large and small farms,

I

«ee Professor Hermann Levy's " Large and Small Holdings," Cambridge
i University Press, 1911.
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Worcestershire (G. 806).—Farmer : The farms are too large.

Small Holdings would be better cultivated, giving much larger increase

of produce per acre, as there is a deal of waste land on the large holdings

in this parish.

Worcestershire (G. 871).—Farmer: Small Holdings as a rule

produce more stuff in proportion than a large farm, the land is better

looked after, there are no waste corners, hedges are kept trimmed closer,

the land is better manured, and I have seen near my house a field of

grass produce, the third year after being taken by a Small Holder, double

what it did the first year after being taken from a farm.

Leicestershire (P. 1226).—Labourer: The smaller farmers as a

rule endeavour to get more crops off their land than the larger ones.

Intensive agriculture does not seem to be thought of by the farmer

working between 300 or 400 acres of land ; whereas the man with land

under sixty acres is more alive as to the necessity of obtaining the best

possible results.

Lincolnshire (C. 84).—Farmer : If some of the largest farms

were made into Small Holdings, such as and farms, the pro-

duction would be greatly increased, and a great deal more labour

required and more families kept off the same quantity of land.

Shropshire (G. 160).—Farmer : Farms are too large, so large that

the field farthest from the fold-yard rarely gets any muck.

Lincolnshire (C. 71).—Small Farmer: Experience teaches that the

smaller the holding, the greater the percentage of yield in crops, all

else being equal. This district is one of small occupations.

Gloucestershire (H. 163).—Small Holder : One man in the parish

has two farms, with two good houses and farm buildings, each farm
getting poorer year by year. No stock upon it. No manure : hay
mown and sold, producing poverty. If one was taken from him and
given to another, it would be kind to the man, and someone else would
get a living, and both farms would be done better, and the country
would be benefited.

Devonshire (F. 129).—Yeoman: Land unsuited to com growing
at recent prices has been lying to grass, and has not received the atten-

tion, either in labour or manuring, which it might have done. Much
of this land would have done better in smaller holdings if cows, pigs,

and poultry were kept on it ; but the provision of necessary buildings

has been a serious difficulty.

Devonshire (F. 90).—Landowner : I am of opinion that the land in

this neighbourhood would produce more if the holdings were smaller
on the average.

DivoNSHiRE (F. 119).~Landowner : The land being let in large lots

(100 to 200 acres) does not pioduce as much as that let in smaller
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. In this neighbourhood there is a district of fruit culture which

produces large quantities of fruit and some vegetables and flowers.

It is well adapted for this purpose, being largely in a sheltered valley,

but there are several such valleys close by let to large farmers, and

now in grass or ordinary agricultural land, where but little labour is

employed and where the yield is small.

Lincolnshire (C. 49).—Farmer: One farmer in the parish farms

just over 2,000 acres, with this result: he takes his men from one

farm to another and does not employ nearly so much labour on his

home farm as his predecessor used to do. The result of this upon
labour is—the large farmer in a village can to a large extent fix the price

of labour. Owing to the low rent the larger farmer can get a fair

return without being too particular about every bit of land being cul-

tivated. I know a farm where there is sufficient land uncultivated

to make a good sized holding.

Cornwall (F. 177).—Retired Farmer: The consequence of farms

being thrown together is that labour is very materially reduced, and

undoubtedly it is a contributory factor to rural depopulation. In this

locality as many as three or four farms have been thrown into one,

and worked from a central farm house, while the annexed farm houses

are allowed to get into a ruinous condition, and uninhabitf\ble. The

large farms made up of lesser farms invariably deteriorate. The large

farmer cannot give the attention to his 300 acres that the small man
can to his 30 or 40 acres.

Yorkshire N. R. (Y. 120).—Farmer : In some instances which have

come under my notice where two or more farms have been absorbed by

one occupier, less labour has been employed, perhaps one or two men
less for each 100 acres. In most'cases^a man who occupies two or three

farms does not make the most of them, as he has too much to manage ;

and the farms, instead of producing a living for two or more families

and the employment of several more labourers, are allowed to fall

into a low state of cultivation, especially hedges and watercourses.

BucKiNGHAMSHiRB (E. 246).—Vicar : Large farmers in this district

absorb the small farms, let the farmhouse and work the farm. The
labourer's position is not so favourable as though employed on the same

work ; he is not in touch with the owner but under a steward or bailiff.

Small farmers would employ more men and grow more valuable

crops.

Somersetshire (F. 96).—Independent : This tendency (the consoli-

dation of farms) has been very marked in the past twenty or thirty

years. There is, for instance, at the present time one occupier who
farms land_.once in the'occupation of six several tenants. Owing to

this tendency, a great deal of arable land has been seeded down.
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Consequently less labour has been employed. And the labouring man
has been deprived of the opportunity of himself becoming a small

farmer.

Herefordshire (G. 165).—Farmer : There is a tendency for farms

to be absorbed by one occupier—and this generally means less labour,

and consequently does not lead to agricultural development.

Essex (D. 6).—Overseer: Where farms have been consolidated,

fewer labourers and tradesmen are required. Less intensive cultivation

is adopted, less interest taken in the farm, and less poultry, live stock

and bees are kept. Lack of attention to details and the profitable

working up and marketing of odds and ends of produce, the keeping
down of vermin and the growing of fruit.

Yorkshire E. R. (Y. 75).—Farmer : One man recently has taken
three big farms in this district, besides a farm in Lincolnshire. On
most places he has a hind. The farming is insufficiently watched,
and quite insufficient to obtain the maximum yield.

Yorkshire N. R. (Y. 117).—Farmer: When this happens (the con-

solidation of farms) labour is generally halved. Development also

suffers, because the land is not highly cultivated, only one-half of

the produce is obtained as compared with a farmer farming a small

acreage. Buildings also seriously deteriorate under this system.

Buckinghamshire (E. 26).—Farmer : The tendency of one occupier

to get possession of several farms is the great evil of this district. It

reduces the number of labourers about 50 per cent., places an abnormal
local power in the hands of one man, and embitters the feeling of small
men who are unable to get land. A great portion of the land is allowed
to fall down to grass, and the remainder does not receive the cultivation

it should, and thereby the production is decreased.

Cardiganshire (S. W. 89).—Farmer: When two farms are joined
the tendency is to convert the largest part to permanent pasture, and
therefore there is less demand for labour. Large areas which have
been converted into pasture become, in time, more and more unpro-
ductive, and if not put into cultivation again become overgrown
with moss and thistles, etc.

Merionethshire (N. W. 16).—Farmer : There are instances in the
neighbourhood where farmers absorb as many as three or four farms
and use them for grazing purposes entirely, employing two labourers
regularly, whereas there used to be five or six, or more.

Carnarvonshire (N. W. 11).—Land Agent and Farmer: There is

almost always better farming on small farms, and consequently better
yield per acre. Where farms are grouped together the tendency is to
run them with less labour and to overlook many minor points of

production.
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Cabmarthenshibe (S. W. 121).—Valuer : The large farms as a rule,

are the worst cultivated. Very little labour is employed. Drains are

not looked after. Hedges and embankments are neglected, and the

land is left to run into sheep-walks and waste.

Pembrokeshire and S. Cardiganshire (S. W. 95).—Farmer:
Owing to the evil practice of past years, Small Holdings have in many
instances been taken in, and controlled by one occupier in order to save
labour, and consequently development in agriculture is greatly

diminishing.

(2) While we have found many cases of large farms which
are under-cultivated, we have abundant evidence as to the

success of Small Holdings, where land is suitable, and where a

proper type of cultivation is adopted, and reasonable conditions

of tenancy are given. There are, of course, instances of failure,

but they are comparatively few and far between. No doubt
in many instances the Small Holder only succeeds by dint of

extremely hard work. But as our informants point out, a

man working on his own account is generally willing to devote

more time and labour to his work than a hired servant. More-

over, when we hear that the Small Holder lives a laborious

and grinding life, we generally find that the informant is a

large farmer, that the rents of the Small Holdings are excessive,

or that the land is unsuitable in quality or situation for the

purpose of Small Holdings. Thus, to take one instance from

many, a farmer speaking of his district in Yorkshire (Y. 3),

says that a Small Holder's life is one strenuous toil

:

Two or three holders of 40 to 50 acres. In this district intensive

cultivation very difficult. Wide, open district, big fields, can't grow
fruit, no good for dairying. Also distance from markets. Most of

district 10 miles from nearest market.

In some cases too. Small Holders are trying to cultivate on

the lines of large farms instead of cultivating those crops

which are particularly suitable for Small Holdings. There is

no doubt that certain crops are more adapted to large farms

than to Small Holdings, unless co-operation among Small

Holders is highly developed. Thus one of our informants

says of his district in Essex (D. 7)

:

In this district Small Holders very seldom grow any produce beyond
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com, wheat, barley, oats and beans, and as they have to compete with

larger farmers of, say, 300 to 500 acres who work with modern machinery

and wholesale methods, the Small Holder has to work early and late,

and often very severely, to make a living.

And the Board of Agriculture say in their Report for 1911 :*

They (the Small Holders) are far too apt to copy slavishly the methods

of the large farmer, which , . . are not profitable in the case of a Small

Holding.

And again :

If they are to make the most of their land, it is useless to attempt

to grow the same crops as those produced by large farmers. A profit

of 303. to £2 an acre, which may provide a good living to the farmer

of 300 to 400 acres, is not sufficient for a tenant of 20 acres, who, by
the adoption of improved methods and the choice of special forms of

cultivation, ought to aim at a profit of at least £10 to £15 an acre on

many of the crops grown.

On the other hand, dairy farming, market gardening, and

pig and poultry rearing, which require much personal atten-

tion, lose rather than gain by large-scale production and can

therefore be carried on with success by Small Holders. As a

Herefordshire County Councillor says (Gr. 165) :

It is easy to work out on paper the economical fallacy of Small Hold-

ings compared with larger farms, but the human element is the

important factor that cannot easily be brought down to an £ s. d. level.

Careful and constant supervision on a small area more than balances

the reduced costs per acre in the purchase of machinery and cost of

buildings on a large area. The larger the area the greater the leakage.

The following extracts from the schedules show how well

Small Holdings succeed where conditions are suitable, and also

how necessary it is for the Small Holder to adopt the right

type of cultivation, and not attempt to grow those crops

adapted to larger farming.

Cheshire (E. 301).—Landowner: In my opinion the good farming
is largely due to the fact that the farmers and their families, almost
without exception, work hard themselves. Why this is so here and
not in many other parts of England is, I believe, partly due to custom,
but more so to the fact that the holdings are of moderate size, and on
the smaller ones it is, of course, essential for the occupier to work himself.

The land is thus not entirely in the hands of large farmers, who would
consider it derogatory to work, as is the case in some other counties.

Cd. 6157.
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Cornwall (F, 362),—Fanner : My experience is that small farms

are worked better and produce more per acre than large farms, through
the energy and personal interest the small farmer has, and puts into

his profession,

LdNCOLNSHiBE (C. 1061).—Landowner: Where the Small Holder has

sufficient capital, and understands thoroughly how to handle a small

farm, there is no doubt that he enjoys a life which should be the envy
of the labourer. It is only necessary to talk to men with 30 acres in

Lancashire, Cheshire, or Staffordshire, with 30 to 40 acres in Yorkshire,

25 to 30 acres in Lincolnshire, or 10 to 25 acres in the Spalding district,

or 3 to 15 acres in the district of Evesham, to understand how well

pleased these men are, and how the objective must be to enable the

rural labourers to win for themselves similar conditions. An ex-road-

mender near Evesham told me that he used to earn 25s. a week on the

roads, which meant hard work in all kinds of weather. He has now
got 3 acres, and he tells me that his average income is 30s. a week and
he says : "I have now lost my rheumatism, because, being my own
master, I can take care of myself a bit." A London railway porter,

now settled at Spalding on 17 acres, told me that he had been able to

bring up his children under conditions which would have been impos-

sible in any town, and he did not mind teUing me that since he had

been on that farm (10 years) he had saved £500. The work of the

Small Holder is hard, but not unduly so—he is his own master and can

live under conditions which ought to appeal to every self-respecting

man. If he is given a little help and guidance in the management of

his holding (such as his Continental brethren enjoy) he has room to

continually improve his condition. (In England we have, so far, denied

the Small Holder help and guidance.) His sons can help him, or work

for neighbouring large farmers until they themselves are in a position

to have a small farm.

Lincolnshire (C. 69a).—Justice of the Peace: Our experience is

that so long as the man is steady and industrious, the holdings can be

made to pay without unusually severe work,

Nottinghamshire (P. 1303).—Secretary of Small Holdings Society :

Small farms pay well, and holdings are in demand.

Cornwall (F. 177).—Retired farmer: Small farmers here appar-

ently work no harder than other people, and, unless the land is very

poor, succeed in making a good living for themselves and families,

LiNCJOLNSHiBE (C. 39).—Auctioneer : Small Holdings can undoubtedly

be made to pay without unusually severe work. The Small Holdings

in this district hold their own quite as well as the larger farms, and I

should say better.
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YoBKSHiBB (Y. 121).—Farmer: Small farmers seem to do very

well in this district and there are plenty of people wanting land who

never get an opportunity of acquiring a bit.

LiNCOLNSHiBE (C. 30).—Tenant Farmer: Where land is suitable

for Small Holdings, as in this district, Small Holdings pay well. Men
who work them certainly work hard, but they do not regard it as any

hardship. They find genuine pleasure in it.

Buckinghamshire (E. 69).—Farmer : The experience in this district

is that the small farmer or Small Holder is expected to pay about

50 per cent, more rent than the large farmer. Why they should be

expected to pay a sweating rent I do not know. But there are very

few complaints among them and it seems a pleasure for them to work

for themselves on their own holding. I know a man who has brought

up a family of twelve children entirely on a Small Holding.

Buckinghamshire (E. 267).—County Councillor: Of course all

farm work is more or less severe. Only by the sweat of our brow can

we obtain good crops ; but when it pays, what cares the small farmer

about a Uttle w^ork. Close to me is a small farm, 50 acres. A gardener

has taken it, the farm is in a wretched foul and poverty-stricken state.

The tenant, I notice, works at it from Ught to dark, and is altering it,

but the drawback to him is that in three years' time he has to pay
more rent, when he has made it productive.

Lincolnshire (C. 63).—Assistant Overseer : The average Small

Holder in a mixed holding works as hard as the average horseman or

cattleman on a farm ; attention to stock necessitates work in early

morning and late evening, which, together with the working of his

land, entails a good many hours work each day. During the year

there are at least thirty wet days, together with occasional frosts, during

the winter, and this provides him with ample leisure, without the loss

such conditions bring to the farm labourer. In certain periods of the

year his work is undoubtedly hard and the hours long, but as it is the

hope of reward which sweetens labour the Small Holder very rarely

complains. I notice he generally attends market once a week, and
is to be found at such social gatherings as may claim his interest.

Devonshire (F. 90).—Landowner: I do not think this is at all

true (that only by unusually severe work can the small holder make his

holding pay). All the small farmers are happy, and very proud of

their position, and they all take a day off to go to market practically

every week.

Berkshire (E. 42).—Land Steward, formerly Farmer's Bailiff and
Foreman : The small holder can, and does, find time to attend market,
to which he travels in a light cart drawn by a light horse. He works
the ordinary length of day usual in the industry and is infinitely better

off than he was working as a day labourer.
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SoMBRSBTSHiBB (P. 92).—Farmer : The tenants are pleased to have
their Small Holdings, and with reasonable industry they can be made
to pay.

Cheshibe (P. 1028).—Farmer : Small Holders work longer hours,

but no harder than other agricultural workers. To make the small

farm pay requires thrift and strict economy, combined with prudence
and skill, quite as much as severe hard work.

Essex (D. 19).—Vicar : With reference to the small farmer, it is

necessary for him to exercise care and to work reasonably hard to

make his farm pay. But I do not think it is necessary for him to work
unusually hard. With knowledge and resource, a small farm can be

made to pay a very good percentage for the investment of capital

and labour.

Sussex (E. 79).—Farmer: Small farms can be worked so as to

pay very well if they are well looked after. Some men are very thrifty

and make them profitable, both owners of small farms and also tenants

who hire them, as the rents are reasonable—from 10s. to 20s. acre.

Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire (E. 109).—Large Landowner

:

Two men who were my employees took farms in this neighbourhood
some years ago, and both were successful—chiefly because they were

very hard workers themselves, and their families, and they had the

faculty of " trading honestly," no specializing in crops—ordinary

farming, but always on the look out for small things. I think that

any profit they made was what would generally have been spent in

paid labour.

Derbyshire (P. 1101).—Relieving Officer: It is sometimes stated

that only by unusually severe work can small farms and Small Holdings

be made to pay, but this remark is only made by the persons who have

large farms, or are opposed to the Small Holdings Act. As a matter

of fact, if a Small Holding is at hberty, there are always several ready

to take it.

Gloucestershire (H. 23).—Farmer : There have been no failures

among the Small Holders renting from Council in . . . neighbourhood

hitherto.

Leicestershire (P. 1219).—Member of Local Assessment Com-
mittee : There are scarcely any Small Holdings in this neighbourhood

that are arable. As a rule the Small Holdings of grass land pay the

tenants well, and they generally get larger holdings in a few years.

I am trustee of a small estate let in this way, and the tenants have, in

all cases but one, been soon able to take holdings of larger area and

are doing well. Their principal industry is dairying.
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^Cornwall (F. 139).—Fruit Merchant: Undoubtedly the occupiers

of these holdings work much harder than the ordinary day labourers.

But they do not realise that it is any hardship. They take their annual

holiday, visiting London or some other place, and, generally speaking,

take the Saturday afternoon as half-holiday. Not one of the occupiers

but is in easy circumstances and some of them, to my knowledge, have
invested considerable sums.

Sussex (E. 155).—Farmer : A good deal depends on the management
of the Small Holding. If well managed, and near towns, a man can earn

a fair living, if he is master of his holding in experience and ability,

but in places not thickly populated he will have more comfort and
less work as a farm worker. I speak from experience, having tried it.

Devonshire (F. 76).—Farmer : The small farmer certainly must
work hard, but if he has suitable land for dairy work and has a fair

rent (many small farmers' rent too dear) he can improve his position

and be fairly successful.

Worcestershire (G. 386).—Farmer : Here most of the Small

Holdings are market gardens, and in so far as marker gardening is

severe work so are the Small Holdings. But market gardening tends

to small farming, and the most profitable and successful men are the

holders of 10, 20, or 30 acres. I know one of the most experienced

gardeners here, who manages some 160 acres, and he is quite convinced
of this fact. Taking a wider area of my district, when corn is grown
more on the Small Holdings work is distinctly more complicated, except
where the holders can be induced to co-operate. Ploughing and sowing,
reaping and threshing in small quantities add greatly to labour, and
I have seen five and six small wheat ricks built on a very small area of

ground—all these were separately thatched of course. On the other
hand, I have seen a single rick containing the corn of twenty Small
Holders. Moreover, a Small Holder has the whole of his family to draw
upon for labour, and his land will carry more hands, so the work is

lightened.

Worcestershire (E. 274).—Landowner : I believe the Small Holders
on our land, if ordinarily industrious and intelligent make a good Uving
off 3 to 4 acres, but this is market gardening. But I don't think that
this is any guide to the conditions pertaining on the hills near here
(Cotswolds), or even in ordinary agricultural districts.

On the one hand, therefore, there are many large farms
under-cultivated, while on the other, small holdings are in the

main successful, provided they have been started under
suitable conditions. Among the conditions required is that
of choosing the right kind of crops to grow. This is all the
more desirable because we are at present importing from the
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Continent a great deal of produce which is peculiarly adapted
to Small Holdings, and which might be cultivated at

home.

A survey of the conditions on the Continent shows that in

this country we have lagged considerably behind our com-
petitors in adapting the size of the holdings and the type

of agriculture to the needs of the times. Since the seventies,

there has been an increasing demand for the produce of Small

holdings. The cheapening of bread, through the importation

of wheat from the New World, combined with the general

improvement in the condition of the workers, has left more
money available for the purchase of meat, milk, butter, fruit

and vegetables. Incidentally, this increased consumption

prevented such Small Holders as existed from feeling acutely

the general agricultural depression of the eighties and nineties.

Yet the number of Small Holdings in this country did not

increase. On the contrary, as we have shown, it declined

up to 1908. On the other hand, in Germany, Denmark, and
other countries there has been a large increase in the number
of Small Holdings. The result is that while many of our large

farms are only half cultivated, we are purchasing the following

,
imports :

*

£
Butter 24,354,000

Cheese 7,414,000

Milk and cream (fresh or preserved) - - - 27,000

Milk (condensed) 2,215,000

Eggs 8,395,000

Poultry 846,000

Pork, bacon and hams . : . . . 18,377,000

Apples 2,507,000

Plums 321,000

Cherries 173,000

Pears 549,000

Vegetables 4,685,000

These articles of diet are mostly the products of Small Hold-

ings, and there is no reason why, to a great extent, they should

not be produced at home. Moreover, in the future there is likely

Agricultural Statistics (1912), Part IV., Cd. 7013.
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to be a larger market than before, since Old Age Pensions,

higher wages, and other measures of social reform increase

the consuming power of the people and create an effective

demand for the produce of the Small Holding.

(3) Not merely are Small Holdings on suitable land economic

from the point of view of production, but they support a larger

number of persons per acre than large farms. The average

number of males regularly employed per 100 acres on the

different classes of holdings is as follows :*

Size of Holding.
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Area under Cultivation (Crops and Grass) in United Kingdom
and eight european countries, and number of persons

Employed per 100 Acres.

Country.
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Cornwall (F. 362).—Farmer : One farm near by of 206 acres was
bought by the County Council and divided. The occupier was allowed

to retain 100 acres with buildings. Two sets of buildings were erected

on holdings of 24 and 21^ acres, respectively. One house alone was
erected on 14 acres with some croft land attached. Thirty-four acres

were alloted to me without buildings of any kind. Originally four

persons were employed, at present there are eight.

Derbyshire (P. 1,129).—Secretary to Co-Operative Small Holders,

Ltd. : Estate, purchased by the Derbyshire County Council,

where the late owner employed usually about fifteen purely farm labour-

ers on the several farms. When the estate is finally apportioned there

will be approximately forty Small Holders upon it, who will eventually

earn their whole livelihood upon the land.

Buckinghamshire (E. 26).—Farmer : The Farm, , 98 acres

was taken over for Small Holdings, Michaelmas, 1910, prior to which
two men and a boy and the farmer were employed on it. It would
now average employment for six men all the year round. Many of the

holders have other occupations, and occasionally work themselves

and employ others. The number of holders is nine.

Somersetshire (F. 287).—Farmer : We have a farm that was taken

by the County Council for Small Holdings. It was taken from a farmer
that held two farms and some 40 acres of land belonging to the Com-
missioners. The farm taken by the Council was 87 acres, and the farmer
when holding all the land employed three hands. Now on the Council

land there are six Small Holders, all with families.

Berkshire (E. 42).—Land Steward, formerly Farmer's Bailiff and
Foreman : One farm, 447 acres. The farmer employed in his busy
time, six men, one boy. He possessed six horses and twenty milch
cows. There are now upon the farm : 14 Small Holders themselves, and
their families ; 2 labourers ; 3 boys ; 19 horses ; 9 colts raised this

year ; 37 milch cows ;\l bull ;' several calves ; 300 head of poultry ;

128 sheep. And 48 acres are used as common for grazing about 40 head
of cattle extra.

Norfolk (C. 50).—Fruit Grower : One farm was farmed by a tenant
named O . This was sold, the result being as follows : When
farmed it, 11 men and 15 horses were kept, tenant also working. Now
H keeps 10 men, 10 horses (and manages his own farm). P
(tenant farmer) works himself, keeps 4 men, boy and 5 horses. M
(tenant farmer) works himself, keeps 4 men, boy and 5 horses. Total,

21 men, 2 boys, 20 horses. Unquestionably the land is better farmed
now than formerly.

H^CoRNWALL (F. 1,359).—Landowner : One farm, before being divided,
employed three men, now seven. Another before being divided,
employed three men, now six.
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NoTTrNGnAMSHiRE (P. 1,317).—Parmer : Before being divided two
or three, now five or six.

Derbyshire (P. 1,117).—County Councillor: At , where the
first Small Holders were settled, there is already a demand for increased

school accommodation, owing chiefly to the creation of Small Holdings.

Before the Council bought the farm which they have now cut up into

Small Holdings, there were three families on the land. There are now
seven.

Dorsetshire (F. 234).—Farmer: The estate was cut up in

Small Holdings about twenty years ago. Now there are about twenty
families living on it. Before it was cut up there were only three or four.

All are doing fairly well.

Lincolnshire (C. 63).—Assistant Overseer : Farm, 153 acres
;

farm house and cottage ; additional land, 55 acres ; formerly employed
five labourers in addition to tenant farmer, who also occupied other

farms. Now cut up into four Small Holdings, two of which are 50 acres

each, and the other two 25 and 43 acres respectively, each giving regular

employment and sustenance to eight men and one boy, while three lots

of 7 acres each and one lot of 5 acres have been allotted to four men,
already in possession of Small Holdings, and two further allotments,

made of 10^ and 5 acres, respectively. Thus, while the land, as a

farm, supported five labourers, now as Small Holdings, it supports

eight men and a boy, and has, in addition, supplied the land required

to firmly establish four other Small Holders, besides partially supporting

two other families.

Essex (D. 6).—Overseer : Before being cut up, farm employed

about five hands ; now fifteen are employed.

Oxfordshire (E. 165).—Farmer: One at , about 160 acres.

The number employed on the farm before it was cut up was five men
and one boy. Now, under Small Holdings, there are eleven men and a

few boys, and other men occasionally.

Cheshire.—Landowner : Before and after adaptation by the County

Council

:
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Section III.—SMALL HOLDERS UNDER PRIVATE

LANDOWNERS.

As already stated, Small Holders and small farmers under

private landowners are far more numerous than those under

County Councils. We, therefore, propose first of all to deal

with the evidence we have received as to their conditions of

tenure. This evidence shows that there are two outstand-

ing grievances which are largely responsible for failures

amongst Small Holders. The first is insecurity of tenure, and

the second unduly high rents. The latter grievance is felt

both by those under County Councils and those under private

landowners, but as the reasons for it are different' in the two
cases we deal with them separately.

(a) Insecurity of Tenure.—We have received a mass of

evidence showing how insecurity of tenure operates against

the interests of the small farmer, but this, for the sake of

convenience, we have given in Part III., Chapter III., " The
Agricultural Holdings' Act and Security of Tenure." The
evidence shows that in this respect the Small Holder and the

small farmer suffer more than the large farmer. The large

landowner and his agent are often on such terms of close

personal relationship with the large farmers on their estates,

that the latter often enjoy what is a practical security of

tenure. The small man, however, is in a different position,

and our evidence shows that, especially if he farm well, he is

liable to receive notice to quit for the purpose of raising his

rent, and has either to leave or pay a higher rent based upon
his own improvements.

(6) High Rents.—The other great grievance of the Small
Holder which is, in part, corollary to the first, is that he
is rented more highly in proportion than the large farmer,

even when every allowance has been made for higher expendi-

ture on the part of the landlord on farm buldings, management
expenses, etc. Though this seems to be especially the case

in Wales, we have received from all parts of England complaint
that the small man is rented at a much higher figure than the

o
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i
large farmer. This is largely due to there being a greater

demand for small farms, and consequently landowners can

obtain a higher rent for them.

In our enquiry schedule we asked whether farms were usually

taken up at once when they fell vacant. In reply, 639 out

of the 641 informants who answered the question said that

there was a great demand, and only two said there was little or

none. In all the answers emphasis was laid on the fact that

there was a very large demand for small farms, and in every

county we were told that there were often over twenty appli-

ca:its for each farm.*

The following are a few instances out of many where our

informants say that small farms and Small Holdings are

especially highly rented.

Buckinghamshire (E. 69).—Farmer : The experience in this district

is that the small farmer or Small Holder is expected to pay about 50 per

cent, more rent than the large farmer.

Kent (E. 63).—Farmer : The small farmer is usually handicapped by
a relatively high rent.

Yorkshire (Y. 117).—Farmer: The small farmers are paying three

and four times the amount of rent per acre, therefore making it extremely

difficult for the small man to make both ends meet.

Worcestershire (G. 807).—Clerk to the District Council : The
usual thing is to find that the Small Holding is £1 to £3 an acre dearer

than the larger farm of, say, 100 acres.

Dorsetshire (F. 28).—Farmer : The Small Holder usually has to

pay a much higher rent than the larger occupier. Thus X. rents

200 acres of the most producive land in the neighbourhood at 15s. per

acre, whilst some small tenants are paying as much as 40s. per acre

on the same estate for land no better in quality. It is of vital importance

to the small farmer that he should be able to rent on equal terms with

the larger occupier. At present, in almost every case, the small man
gets the poorest land, for which he pays a much higher rent than his

larger neighbour. There seems to be a need for some system of valua-

tion for the purpose of fixing an equitable rent.

Worcestershire (G. 833).—Farmer : The chief grievance is in the

excessive rents. The supply of holdings of a fair size, say up to 20 acres,

is so small in proportion to the demand that the rents are forced up
to an excessive amount.

* This often leads to competitive rents, which seriously burden the small

producer.
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Gloucestershire (H. 18).—Farmer : The small farmers and Sma'l

Holders in this district have more than double the rent per acre to pay

than the larger farmer ; that is the only difficulty here.

»SoMERSETSHiRi3 (F. 316).—Farmer : The high rental value which is

placed on a Small Holding is the greatest grievance which the Small

Holder has. In many cases it is 50 per cent, more than the adjoining

tenant, who is not a Small Holder, is paying.

Norfolk (C. X.).—Assistant Overseer : The rent of the small

occupier is double and sometimes three times the amount paid by a

large farmer.

CARMARTHENsraRE (S.W. 98).—Farmer, County Councillor: The
smaller the farm the higher it is rented generally, as there are many
more applicants for a small farm than for a large one. Consequently

the competition is very keen, and the landlord takes advantage of it

and gets a very high rent for his holding.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 121 ).—Valuer : With very few exceptions in

this parish the rent per acre of small farms and holdings is much higher

than that of large farms.

Cardiganshire (S.W. 1).—Farmer : To-day (as labour is very dear)

there is a great competition for small farms of good land and of con^

venient situation, so the consequence is high rent.

When we have made allowance for the fact that the expenses

of management and the cost of equipment are necessarily

greater per acre on the small than on the large farm, it seems

impossible to deny the fact that the Small Holder usually pays

a higher rent than the large farmer, for the same quality of

land, and is therefore heavily handicapped in his business.

In Part III., Chapter V., we suggest that Land Courts should

be established with power upon the application of either

landowner or tenant to revise rents. In the light of our

evidence, we t^ nk that such Courts would find that some
Small Holders under private landowners are pajang unduly
high rents. Wherever the Small Holding is the most economic
unit, it is to the national interest that the Small Holders should

not pay a rack-rent, but a fair rent, fixed, if necessary by
such an impartial tribunal.

We have also found that the Small Holders under private

landowners are often handicapped by heavy rates and by
the lack of adequate credit facilities, but as Small Holders under
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County Councils are in the same predicament, we shall coasider

these points later on.

Section IV.—SMALL HOLDINGS UNDER COUNTY COUNCILS.

The main grievance alleged in the case of Small Holders under

County Councils is excessive rent, just as in the case of Small

Holders under private landowners. We find in every part

of the country complaints that the rents are excessive as

compared with those charged for large farms. Our informants

often compare the rent of the land before it was acquired

by the County Council and cut up into Small Holdings with its

present rent. In many cases it has risen from 10s. to 15s.

an acre and sometimes even more. Of course such com-

parisons are misleading unless we remember that a large part

of the rent per acre is really made up of interest and sinking

fund upon the new equipment—a fact often forgotten. When
carefully examined, we find that the reasons why the rents

charged by the County Council are so much greater than the

former rents of the farms acquired forSmallHoldings, are (apart

from management and repairs), as follows :

(a) Cost of adaptation and equipment.

(h) The fact that the sinking fund upon equipment

is charged in the rent.

(c) The fact that the sinking fund upon the land is

charged in the rent.

{d) Cost of the land itself.

,
{a) Cost of Adaptation and Equipment.—There seems little

doubt that this is by far the most serious item in connection

with the rent of the SmallHolder. A large outlayupon equip-

ment means not only that the interest upon the sum borrowed

for equipment comes to a considerable amount, but also that

a heavy sinking fund is to be paid upon capital thus borrowed.

Our evidence shows that County Councils have undoubtedly

been somewhat extravagant in their ideas of equipment,

partly from inexperience and partly from a feeling that

public money ought to be spent upon things that are
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substantial and solid. Although the subject is one of great

importance, we do not deal with it here, since it has already

been treated in a most exhaustive way in the Report of the

Departmental Committee on Buildings for Small Holdings

(Cd. 6208), which appeared in April, 1913.* The Report

urges County Councils to limit the cost of equipment to such

a sum as will provide the requirements essential to the profit-

able occupation of the holding, while as regards farm buildings

they suggest that the occupier might be encouraged to do

as much as possible himself in the way of dividing off covered

spaces and putting up temporary buildings. The Committee
also suggest various means by which the actual cost of adapta-

tion and equipment might be reduced. Even if all these

suggestions are adopted, there would still be a certain amount
of necessary adaptation and equipment where a large farm
was split up into several Small Holdings, and this, of course,

must to some extent increase the rent. If, however, the

suggestions of the Departmental Committee are adopted,

there is no doubt that the increase due to adaptation will be
very considerably reduced.

(h) The Sinking Fund upon Equipment.—^Any reduction
in outlay upon equipment will also reduce the burden of the
sinking fund, and the Departmental Committee further

suggest that the period of loans for buildings, fencing, etc.,

should be extended, and made to correspond more closely

with the life of the improvement.f

(c) Sinkhig Fund upon the Land.—The grievance referred

to most frequently in our evidence is the sinking fund upon
the land. From all parts of the country we find popular
indignation aroused by the fact that the Small Holder is practi-

cally expected to buy the land for the County CouDcil. It

is true that the amount of this sinking fund is comparatively
small per acre. At present, loans for the purchase of land
have to be repaid in eighty years. Taking the average price

* A cheap edition, price Is. 6d., has been published.
t This has been done. See Statement of the President of the Board

of Agriculture in the House of Commons, July 18th, 1913.
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of £33 per acre paid for Small Holdings by County Councils,

this means a sum of Is, 7d. per acre per annum as sinking

fund. But though this is small as compared with the increase

in rent due to equipment, it amounts to a substantial grievance.

It seems difficult, if not impossible, to defend the justice of

an arrangement whereby a Small Holder buys the land for the

County Council. This grievance is so obvious, and so well

recognised by all parties, that it is unnecessary to give evidence

concerning it. The sinking fund on the land is different from
the sinking fund on buildings, in that the lifetime of the

latter is limited. But though it is easy to state the grievance,

it is not so easy to see the remedy. While it is unjust for the

Small Holder to buy the land for the County Council, it is also

hard to persuade the County ratepayer of the justice of

paying higher rates in order to buy land to be used by an
individual Small Holder. The dilemma has been well put by
an Alderman on the Dorsetshire County Council who writes

(F. 147)

:

The grievance is that the Small Holder now pays principal and interest.

Thus, if he continue in possession he has to buy the property which is

never his, and if the repayment of principal is paid by the ratepayer
it would be an equal injustice. The present body of ratepayers would
be out of existence before any results could be seen. Thus one man
would pay and another benefit thereby.

A solution of the difficulty might be for the State itself to

bear the burden of this sinking fund out of the national taxes.

The total expense would be inconsiderable. Even assimiing

that during the next twenty years the County Councils bought
2,000,000 acres of land, the sinking fund would not exceed

£150,000 to £160,000 a year, and in the end the land would
become public property.

(d) Cost of the Land itself.—It would seem both from our

own and from official evidence that the machinery for the

compulsory acquisition of land set up in the Small Holdings
Act, is a great iinprovoment on the unamended Land Clauses

Act procedure. Certainly in a number of cases the County
Councils have not had to pay^more than the market value

of the land when they have acquired land compulsorily, while
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in others when they have tried to get land which was in the

market they have been outbidden by private buyers. But
there are still many cases where the County Council has had

to pay such a high price for the land that it ha3 been obliged

to charge the tenants unduly high rents. Thus a tenant

farmer in Northamptonshire (D. 8), writes :

Of course some landowners do object to Small Holders and most
tenants to their farms being broken into, but I think the high prices

demanded arise more from the feeling that public authorities must have

the land they ask for, and are fair game for attack and plunder, and the

knowledge by both parties, that if land is taken by compulsion valuers

always award a very high price indeed.

At present the arbitrator, who is appointed by the Board
of Agriculture, is a- surveyor in private practice, and from

many parts of the country we have received complaints that

he is unconsciously biassed in favour of landlords. We do

not feel that we have sufficient evidence to judge as to this,

but on general principles we feel that it would be better not to

have as arbitrator a man who depends for his livelihood upon
private practice. We have long ago found it poHtic to have
as judges men who are removed from all private practice,

and administration has been aiming at making all the medical

officers of health, and town clerks, whole-time officers. The
same principle, we feel, should be applied also to those who
have to arbitrate in cases affecting Small Holdings, and this

change could probably be carried out most effectively through
a Land Court.

In our second volume we deal in detail with the question

of the Acquisition of Land by Public Authorities, Urban and
Rural. We there suggest that the price of land so acquired
shall be fixed by a Land Court, the tribunal which we propose
in a later part of the present volume, in order to give security of

tenure to the farmer and to fix a judicial rent for agricultural land
where the parties are unable to agree on it between themselves.

Such a tribunal would, in the course of its rent fixing duties,

acquire an experience in determining the value of land which
would be far greater than that of any arbitrato]', however
competent.
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We consider that, in fixing the price of agricultural land

purchased by Public Authorities for small holdings and
allotments, the Court should act upoij the same principles as

it would in fixing a judicial rent. In Part III., chapter 5, we
show that such a rent would not be a competitive one, based
on what would-be tenants, in their eagerness to obtain a

holding, are often impelled somewhat recklessly to offer.

Rather it would be the amount which a tenant of average

capacity and experience could afford to pay after providing

for all necessary outgoings and allowing a reasonable re-

muneration for himself and the labourers necessary to culti-

vate the holding.*

If the rent of any given agricultural land were fixed on such

a basis, its selling value would necessarily be the capitalized

amount of such rent. In other words, the fair rent principle

would carry with it, in the cases of sales to local authorities,

the fair price principle. And in cases where no judicial rent

had been fixed, the ascertainment of a fair rent would be a

necessary prelhninary to fixing the price to be paid by the

Public Authority. The principle of judicial rents for agri-

cultural land once established by law, there would be no
additional hardship to the landowner if the price were based

on that rent, unless he could show that the land had a

building value. The price would be as high as any other

possible purchaser, who desired to let the land merely for

agricultural purposes, would be willingj^to give. Looked at

from the point of view of the Public Authority, the basing

of the price on the fair rent would secure it from the danger

of having to pay a price, the interest on which would be

more than the rents it was able to get from its own tenants.

Rates.—Jt should be pointed out that imder the present

system the Small Holder who pays an excessive rent also

pays excessive rates. In Part IV. we deal with this point

more fully, but it is important to remember that at present

assessments, being based upon rents, mean excessive rates.

In the case of those who hold under County Councils it means

Page 372.
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that the small holder is actually rated upon the sinking fund

on the land. The small holder also suffers in that he has to

pay proportionately higher rates than neighbouring large

farmers who pay low rates based upon low rents. Further,

in common with all farmers, he is rated on his improvements,

and we have received much evidence to show that Small

Holders are often prevented from putting up glass and other

improvements through fear of the resultant increase of their

rates. All these matters will be dealt with in Part IV.

Section V.—THE UNSATISFIED DEMAND FOR SMALL
HOLDINGS.

It is quite clear that at present there exists a large un-

satisfied demand for Small Holdings. Quite apart from the

numbers who have been afraid to put in an application,*

we find that in many counties a large number of those

selected by the County Councils as suitable applicants have

been unable to obtain land, though they first applied three,

four, or even five years ago.

It is true that in some cases the applicants have failed

to obtain land because they were unable to offer sufficient

rent to cover the costs incurred by the County Council, or

because the land offered was too far away. Again, in some
instances there has been unavoidable delay caused by the

complexity of land transfer. But when every allowance has

been made for these circumstances, the fact remains that

many approved applicants have not even had the option of

taking up a holding, despite the fact that, since they were
approved, large quantities of land have changed hands in

their county.

The effect of this has been to dishearten a large number of

those who, after being approved by the Council, quite reason-

ably hoped to see themselves established on Small Holdings.
Thus, one of our informants writes (D. 88)

:

There is a dead set against Small Holdings by land owners, by large

* See Part II., Cliapterl. It is of course impossible to estimate statisti-

cally the number who have thus been deterred from applying, but there
is no doubt it is very considerable.
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farmers, by the County Council, If application is made it is not often

successful, and the general feeling is that it is useless to apply.

It is easy to talk statistically of so many thousands of

unsatisfied applicants, but it must be remembered that each

one of them is a human being eager to secure a piece of land,

who was told officially that he was suitable, and whose inability

to obtain a holding leads both him and his neighbours to

believe the whole Act to be a failure.

Several of the County Councils have done their best to

satisfy the applicants in their area, and because a County
Council has a large number of applicants still unsatisfied it

by no means follows that it has not been carrying out its

work efficiently. Account must be taken not merely of the

number of unsatisfied applicants still on the books, but also of

the number satisfied, and of the possibilties of acquiring a

sufficient quantity of suitable land. Tested in this way, many
Councils have achieved considerable success.

As the Board of Agriculture say in their report for 1912 :*

A striking feature of the applications received in 1912 is the largely

increased demand in Norfolk, where 347 fresh applications were made
for 3806 acres. This may be regarded as being largely due to the

efficient administration of the Act by the County Council, but the result

is that it is practically impossible for the Council to keep pace with the

increasing demand. At the end of 1911 the outstanding demand
amounted to 4,755, whereas at the end of 1912 it had increased to 6,191

acres in spite of the fact that over 1,800 acres had been acquired during

the year, raising the total quantity acquired since the Act came into

operation to over 10,000 acres. This illustrates the fact to which the

Board have called attention on former occasions, that the existence of

a large unsatisfied demand may be due rather to the energy and efficiency

of the Council than any lack of sympathy on their part in carrying out

the duties imposed on them by the Act.

There are several other counties which have also satisfied

a large number of applicants, and where the demand still

continues.

On the other hand, we find that many County Councils

have put the Act into force with the greatest possible re-

luctance. Of course, certain parts of the country are less

^ Cd7677a
"
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adapted to small holdings than others, but when due allow-

ance has been made for this, in almost every county there

are several thousands of acres which might well be utilised

for small holdings. Undoubtedly those County Councils

which have failed to supply their approved applicants with

holdings have done much to discourage further applications.

Where only a few of the early applicants have been satisfied,

we find small numbers applying in the subsequent years. It

is not surprising that some of our informants, living in these

counties, should suggest that the Small Holdings administration

should be removed altogether from the County Councils.

Thus, a farmer, himself a County Councillor, says

:

Wliatever is done in the way of new legislation for the rural districts

and for the labourers, do not put the administration in the hands of the

County Council. We have cause to remember other Acts of Parliament,

and especially the Small Holdings Act.

In Herefordshire no land at all was acquired during the

year 1912, though there is an unsatisfied demand for 2,000

acres, and though, as the Annual Report states :

There is a great opening for an extension of Small Holdings on the
lines that have been so successful in Worcester.

In those counties where comparatively little has been done
the Councils themselves are often apathetic, if not actually

hostile to the working of the Act. The opinion of the County
Council is in most cases a faithful reflex of the opinion of the

landowner and the large farmer. As one of our informants
says :

It is the opinion of would-be Small Holders that we have the wrong
class of men on the Council. Great landowners and farmers, I am sorry
to say, are no friends of the man who wants to push on and get his own
holding.

That this is often the case is shown by the fact that many
County Councils strongly dislike putting into operation those
powers of compulsory purchase, without which, as our evidence
and the Official Reports show, it would have been impossible
in many parts to have made any progress at all. We find

that Cheshire, Derbyshire, the Isle of Wight, Kent, the three
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divisions of Lincolnshire, and the North Riding of Yorkshire

are among the County Councils which have refused to exercise

their compulsory powers at all, while the same is true in Wales,

of Anglesey, Montgomery and Radnor. The clerk of one

of these County Councils writes (E. 219)

:

The Small Holdings Movement is not looked upon favourably by
owners and farmers generally. My Small lloldings Committee are

averse to using compulsory powers, and prefer to wait for suitable oppor-

tunities of acquiring land by agreement or at public auction.

As regards the Holland division of Lincolnshire the Board
of Agriculture writes :*

It is evident that no substantial progress will be made in reducing
the outstanding demand until the Council make use of their compulsory
powers for the acquisition of land. There are only 123 farms exceeding

300 acres each in the county, but they include nearly one quarter of the

whole area of the county, and some of the large farmers are in occupation
of several thousands of acres each.

Many of the County Councils are afraid of any growth in

the demand for Small Holdings, and are making little effort

to overcome the difficulties. In some instances there is a fear

that the Small Holdings will not be successful and will become
a charge upon the rates. Thus a member of the Derbyshire

Council (P. 117) says :

On our Small Holdings Committee some of the strongest opponents
to Small Holdings have been the larger farmers, but their opposition is

dictated by the fear that they will eventually mean failure and a con-

sequent burden upon the rates.

Sometimes the opposition to the growth of Small Holdings

is due to the landowner who does not want " any more guns

put outside his fence," or " any increase in the population of

the village, as it might lead to the spoiling of his shooting."

More often it is the opposition of the farmer himself. Thus

a County Land Agent writes (S. W. 78)

:

Large tenants are openly hostile to Small Holdings, and in my experi-

ence as County Land Agent, the more land the farmer holds the more
hostile I find him, even if he has more land than he can manage.

Cd. 6770.
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And a large landowner describes the situation as follows

(F. 1331)

:

The farmers are generally unfriendly to Small Holdings. . . . Two of

my tenants, men farming over 200 acres, gave me notice because I did

not oppose the County Council applying for land. I do not know of

any farmer who has helped an applicant to get land. It is the landowner

who has helped the labourer, and few compulsory orders have been

made by the County Council.

There are cases, no doubt, where the farmer has a reasonable

ground for objection, for instance, where the best bit, or the
" eye " of a farm is wanted for a Small Holding. It must be

remembered, however, that in cases of compulsory acquisition

a public enquiry has to be held in the locality, and careful

consideration given as to whether undue damage would

be done to a farm by the compulsory acquisition of part of it.

Moreover, this difficulty might altogether be overcome if it

were made a statutory duty for every landowner to notify

the County Council when one of his farms falls vacant, so as

to give them the chance of taking a vacant farm instead of

disturbing a sitting tenant.*

However, when full allowance has been made for reasonable

difficulties and objections, there still remains the steady and
obstinate resistance on the part of many large farmers and
landowners to any extension of the Small Holding Movement.
It is only owing to the vigorous administration of the Board
of Agriculture and its Small Holdings Commissioners that

this opposition has been overcome in many of the counties,

and the Act put into force at all.

"^The following extracts illustrate the unsatisfied demand
which exists, the reasons why landowners and farmers often

oppose the working of the Act, and the wide discontent felt

in regard to its administration in many parts :

* Since the above was written, Mr. Rowland Prothero, speaking on the
subject of Small Holdings, suggested that when a farm changed hands,
was vacated by death or by surrender of the lease of the occupier, it should
be offered to the County Council ; and similarly when a landlord desired
to sell his land, provided that the occupier did not wish to buy, the County
Council should have the right of purchase at a valuation. By this means
more land would get on the market at easier prices than by the existing

compulsory powers. The Times, July Slst, 1913.
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Yorkshire (Y. 117).
—

^Tenant Farmer : The inhabitants who have
asked for Small Holdings in the near neighbourhood have been refused,

as the landlords did not want them. They did offer land six miles away,
adjoining the moors, which was absolutely jf no use for the purpose.

There is a great desire for Small Holdings. The (,'ounty Council bought
land in the North Riding at ... . This was wet, cold and hungry
land. After spending money on fences, buildings, etc., it was simply

impossible for a man to live in these. In my opinion the County Council

are not interested in the welfare of this scheme. The County Council,

as far as this district is concerned, have made a farce of the~whole

scheme. If success is to come the control must be put into ^hands

other than the County Council.

Buckinghamshire (E. 26).—Farmer : Both the landowners and the

large tenants have strong objections to the Small Holdings. There is

a great demand for small holdings. The largest owner is adding to his

estate. We do not think the County Council have applied for purchase

of estate lands as much as they have power to do.

Derbyshire (P. 1129).—Secretary to Co-operative Small Holders*

Ltd. : The most vital question of the Small Holders section of agriculture

to my mind is to take from the County Councils the administration of

the Small Holdings Act, and institute a land commission in its place,

for a group of two, three, or four counties, composed of men having
a special knowledge of agriculture, and to include some practical small-

holders.

Berkshire (E. 233).—Ex-County Councillor : It is very rare to get

land in the market except on the death of an owner. The only way
here is through the Berks County Council. In nineteen cases out of

twenty it ends up with a great increase in rent for the landlord, with

an addition for the expensive oflScials of the County Council, making
the Small Holder in the end foot the bill. I had myself three years'

experience in trying to obtain a Small Holding ; the only offer of land

I got from our County Council was 4 acres for £16, two miles away
from my home, yet I was surrounded with land, half farmed, but the

same land as offered to me on the rate-book at about 7s. 6d. to 8s. 6d.

per acre. There are several others who applied four years ago, and
still no land got for them. They wear you out, and unless you are

land mad, you give up in disgust, not being able to contend with paid

officials, calling you to continual meetings, and lett^er-writing.

Buckinghamshire (E. 267).—Farmer and County Councillor:

About a third of the members are altogether antagonistic to the Small

Holdings Act. Another third are doing their very best to obtain suit-

able land. The remainder are only willing to let the Small Holder land

that is very little use'either to the Small Holders or anyone else.

YoBKSHiBE (Y, 17).—Agricultural and Dairy Produce Dealer: In
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every part of our rural area land has been asked for by capable men
as allotment and Small Holders, and in no case, with the single exception

of , has any been secured, and here not half enough.

Sussex (E. 13).—Farmer : They (the owners) act together, and when
land is required, and formal application made, great delays take place.

There are the usual enquiries made, and after weary waiting, a curt

reply is generally received that there is no land available. That so

far ends the matter, as County Councils as a rule are apathetic, and if a

landlord is approached direct there is always some excuse.

Shropshire (G. 310).—Farmer : The bulk of the land is in the hands

of a few large owners, who are averse to selling, as it would depreciate

the sporting value.

Yorkshire, E. R. (Y. 361).—Carrier: In my opinion, if the County
Council had got us land that was required in a likely place it would

have done a lot of good, because the men could have worked their own
land when nothing else to do, and it would make the farmers have to

pay more money to get the men to leave their own work to do theirs.

It is high time the Government interfered with the County Councils,

and made the land better to get, and let the working man have it

same as the farmers, and not have to pay double. It is the only way
for country villages to grow and improve with the times, instead of

going into decay, and all our young men going away because there is

nothiiig to induce them to marry and stay.

Herefordshire (G. 249).—County Councillor : We cannot get Small

Holdings in and very few out of it. I am a County Councillor and
have just resigned the Small Holdings Committee as a protest against

its determination to block small holdings. We have had men waiting

for four years, accepted applicants for Small Holdings, and they have
never had an offer of land. Some 10,000 acres of land have been sold

in Herefordshire since last June, and not one acre purchased for small

holdings. Men would not mind leaving their parish if they could get

reasonable offers of Small Holdings outside. The power of obtaining
land for Small Holdings should be taken out of the hands of the County
Council.

Worcestershire (G. 714).—Farmer : There is great difficulty at
present in obtaining holdings. It seems partly the fault of agents,
partly the fault of the Council themselves, and probably at the bottom
of it all is the farmer's objection.

HEREFORDsinRE (G. 250).—Secretary of Small Holders Association :

The only Small Holdings provided in this district anywhere on this side

of the county is one farm at of somewhere about 200 acres, and
that has not been enough to affect wages. There have been many
applicants for Small Holdings in this immediate district, but not one
acre provided except the one farm above referred to which is about
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seven miles from . And out of twenty-seven approved applicants,

early in 1908 under the heading of , only five have been provided

for at all up to the present date, although farm after farm has changed
hands or been sold. Quite recently at , right in the midst of about
a dozen of these originally approved appHca\its, a farm came under
the auctioneer's hammer. I, as Secretary of the Small Holdings
and Allotments Association, called the attention of the County Land
Agent to it in good time, also the Government Special Commissioner,

but the Council did not buy. Although it is supposed to be one of the

best farms in the parish, it was sold at £17 10s. per acre, including

timber which probably was worth £200. The 106 acres were sold for

£1,850. The only reason given for not purchasing was that it would
have taken £800 for repairs to buildings, which was on the face of it

ridiculous, and there are men, approved applicants, in the immediate
neighbourhood who would gladly have given up to 25s. per acre per

annum for it without any buildings at all on it, men who live near and
have their houses and buildings.

Suffolk (D. 189).—Carpenter : The allotments are noted for their

excellence. Magnificent crops are raised, and judges say nothing

better is produced in the county. What is needed here more than

anything else are Small Holdings. There are thirteen men, each of them
would do well on a Small Holding, but there appears to be no prospect

of obtaining them, and those that applied to the Parish Council when
the Small Holdings Act became law have had nothing done for them,

so they are discouraged and will take no further steps to obtain them.

Cumberland (K. 25).—^Railway Official : Where the applications

for Small Holdings are from the same districts there is a reasonable

possibility of supplying them, but where a single application is made
in a district it is difficult to supply, because the farmer objects to sever-

ance. There is also a difficulty with the landlord who refuses to assist

on behalf of his tenant and does not want any more guns put outside his

fences.

Northumberland (A. 53).—Farmer : It was impossible formerly in

North Northumberland to acquire suitable land at a suitable price for

the purpose required. Since the Act has been made compulsory land

has been acquired, not very suitable, and at a big price. Landowners
do not as a whole want Small Holders, nor do the big farmers want their

farms cut up. The Act has been put in force in Northumberland witli

great difficulty, as every landowner thinks his neighbour's land is more
suitable for Small Holdings than his own.

Lancashire (K.16).—Farmer : No Small Holdings have been obtained

in this area to speak of, except a few acres let by the writer. There
was a demand by suitable men for small lots of from 3 to 12 acres. First,

there was the opposition of the local farmers to be overcome, who very

naturally objected to have a field or two snipped ofif their holdings. I
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Landowners will not sell land. The large owners do not act unitedly,

but simply each one on principla objects to sell.

Cornwall (F. 167).—Tenant Farmer : The landlords and also the

large farmers are doing 'all they can to make the Small Holdings a failure,

and are raising every difficulty they can.

Norfolk (C.X.).—Assistant Overseer : In this district almost all the

land belongs to large owners and these owners object to Small Holdings.

When it is possible to get a piece of land from a large farm every obstacle

is placed in the way that can be, to prevent the tenant doing any good
to himself, and it is not the owner only but his agent ; also the large

farmers hate the name of a Small Holding.

Sussex (E. 563).—NaturaHst : I know of no direct pressure put on
anybody to prevent them from having a Small Holding or allotment, it

is all indirect, invisible, but there. All applicants are put off from one

meeting till another, all sorts of difficulties put in their way till most of

them give up. Nothing but a volcanic eruption could move the Council

to action. Several men applied for small holdings—the first week the

Act came into force. The Council have kept referring it to the Com-
mittee who have referred it back again till they have all given up but
one. Now they are trying to buy about 20 acres in an adjoining parish,

and if they buy it, it will be two years before the men can take possession.

Radnorshire (S.W. 70).—Justice of the Peace : The labourers them-
selves look upon the Small Holdings Act as hopeless in this part of the

county. There are twelve to fifteen men who have been all their lives

on the farms within a radius of 5 miles of . . . who applied for Sm ill

Holdings immediately the Act was passed, not one of them is satisfied.

They hav^e sufficient means, and they have been approved as suitable

men by a sub-Committee of the County Council, and there it remains.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 121).—Valuer: There is a real difficulty

in obtaining land for Small Holdings. Both landowner and farmer h ive

a strong objection to Small Holdings and that without any reasonable

grounds. The landowner is willing to rent if that increases his inco ne,

but the large farmer has no hope of any direct benefit and therefore

objects to the utmost. A retired farmer in this parish approached an
occupying owner lately for a Small Holding, enough land to keep a c )w,

but his application was refused. He tried another tenant farmer with
the same result. Having failed to succeed in that way he applied to
the County Council for a field of another farm, but his application has
not been granted.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 95).—Farmer : Great difficulty is being ex-
perienced in securing Small Holdings. The landlord and the big far ner
are fighting against it. I know of a big farm close by, the tenant woald
not allow.any of his fields to be taken away from him but promised to
sub-let a portion at a very high figure which would handicap anyb )dy
making a living. Another farmer holding nearly 300 acres absor'jed

P
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a Small Holding, about 25 acres. When a person took the house he tried

all means to secure this holding which is now taken with the large farm,
but without any success. He got so disheartened that he had to give
it up, and unless a reform in the land question soon comes, agriculture

will suffer greatl}', as farmers are jealous of labourers improving their

position ; and it is here I expect to experience the greatest difficulty

and objection.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 49).—Retired Schoolmaster: There have
been in this parish no actual applications for Small Holdings but it is a
fact that owners and tenant farmers object most strenuously to granting
any land to Small Holding applicants. The landowners do not on the
whole object to these applications personally, but they, in most cases,

support their tenants who invariably object to any land being taken
from their holdings. The landowners object to sell any portion of their

estates for Small Holdings.

At the time the Act was passed a considerable amount
of driving power was given to the Board of Agriculture, especi-

ally through its Small Holdings Commissioners, but it seems
clear that its powers require strengthening. The Board, it

is true, has the power of acting in default, but up to the end of

1912 had never actually exercised it except in the case of a

county borough. It would seem that at present the machinery

for acting in default is somewhat cumbersome and might
be simplified and made more effective.

Though some progress might be expected from this alteration

the position would still be far from satisfactory. We do
not accept the suggestion of some of our informants that the

administration of the Act should be taken entirely out of

the hands of the County Councils, especially in view of the

fact that several of them have been carrying out their

work efiici'intly. We believe that the future progress of rural

life depends more upon building up efficient local government
than upon central administration, however efficient.

We suggest that the better remedy is to give to the Board
of Agriculture some financial hold over the County Councils.

In Part I. Chapter II. we explained our suggestion for giving

to central authorities a lever in the forrii of the power of ^vith-

holding grants and we think that it would be important to

give the Board of Agriculture such power. At present the

Board can only request the County Council to act, and failing
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that, can act in default. If it had the power of withholding

a grant, it could then make the grant conditional upon the

County Council providing Small Holdings and seeing that

the Parish Council provided allotments. If a Council refused

to take reasonable steps to satisfy the demand for Small
Holdings, the Board would refuse to sanction the grant or a
portion of it and the Local Government Board would then
decline to pay it over.

Such a policy would strengthen the driving power of the

Board over backward County Councils, and those Councils

which are already doing their duty would have no cause of

complaint. We believe that this reform would greatly

improve the local administration of the Small Holdings
Act.

Further, though we do not recommend the removal of all

Small Holdings work from County Councils, we think that a
great many Small Holdings might be provided by the Crown
Lands Commissioners out of their existing funds, and that,

if necessary, further sums might be placed at their disposal

for the purpose. There are certain cases where it is advan-
tageous for a central department to take direct action,

especially in connection with the formation of colonies of

Small Holdings.

The Small Holdings Movement was designed partly for men
with some subsidiary industry, and partly for those living

entirely upon their holdings. In the case of the latter, it

is often desirable that Small Holdings should be grouped in

colonies so as to facihtate co-operation, transport, etc. This is

sometimes done at present when County Councils purchase
a large farm, and then cut it up, and we think that if the
Crown Lands were added to for the purpose, a great many
additional Small Holdings might thus be provided. The Crown
Lands Commissioners might purchase large areas of land in
different parts of the country, and just as they now have
adapted much of their land for Small Holdings, so they would
deal with this fresh land in the same way, and manage it in
accordance with th^ most up-to-date principles of agricultural
development.
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Section VI.—THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL
HOLDINGS.

So far we liave confined our attention almost entirely to the

various questions that centre about the main problem of Small

Holdings—namely, that of providing the land itself at a reason-

able rent. It is of set purpose that we have started with this

side of the problem, because the experience of the last five years

has shown that such extensions of the Small Holding Movement
as have taken place have only been made possible by legislative

action, compelling owners to sell land at a reasonable price.

But we fully realise that if the growth of the Movement
is to be encouraged, it is not enough to provide land. Our
evidence shows that many people, especially agricultural

labourers, are debarred from applying for Small Holdings

because they have not the necessary capital. Again, there

is no doubt also, that to secure a full measure of success, more
co-operation and better technical instruction are necessary.

Further, to render much land suitable for Small Holdings,

better means of transit would be required.

All these subjects are considered in Part V. of this volume,

and the brevity of our allusion to them here does not mean
that we under-estimate their importance. On the contrary,

we are convinced that without adequate facilities for credit,

technical instruction, and transit, and a wider adoption of

co-operative methods. Small Holdings can never take that

place in the national economy which the needs of the times

require.

Section VII.—SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

Our conclusions may thus be summarised :

(1) The extension of the number of Small Holdings is desir-

able, not merely because they offer greater independence and a

reasonable chance of rising to the labourer, but also because :

(a) Large farms are often under-cultivated,

(6) Small Holdings have proved successful as regards

their output.

(c) A larger number of people are employed per acre

where land is cut up into Small Holdings.
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(2) Small Holders under private landowners have suffered

considerably both from insecurity of tenure and high rents.

(3) Small Holders under County Councils have also suffered

from high rents. This has been largely occasioned by :

(a) The excessive price paid by the Councils for the land.

(b) The cost of adaptation and equipment being un-

necessarily large.

(c) The sinking fund on equipment and adaptation

being too high.

(d) The fact that the sinking fund on the land is charged

upon the rent.

(4:) There is a large unsatisfied demand for Small Holdings,

which frequently is not voiced owing to the fear of applying.

(5) Even the demand of the apphcants approved several

years ago has in many cases not been satisfied by the County

Councils, many of which have been dehberately hostile to

the working of the Act, though others have administrated

it to the full.

We have made various suggestions throughout this chapter

as to possible lines of reform.

(1) That the evils of insecurity of tenure and excessive rents of

SmallHoldersmightbemetby the establishment of aLand Court.

(2) That if the price for land acquired compulsorily were

fixed by a Land Court, a more reasonable price would be paid

for land than is sometimes the case at present.

(3) That the cost of the sinking fund in respect of the land

should be borne by the State.

(4) That it should be made a statutory duty for landowners

to inform the County Council when any of their farms fall vacant.

(5) That the administration of the Act by the County Council

might be stimulated by the power of withholding Grants-in-Aid.

(6) That the Board of Agriculture might have extended
powers of acting in default.

(7) That the Crown Land Commissioners might purchase

large areas of land in different parts of the country for thd

purpose of extending their pohcy of creating Small Holdings.



PART III. •

CHAPTER I.

THE CULTIVATION OF THE SOIL.

Section L—INTRODUCTORY.

There is a general consensus of opinion among large numbers
of agriculturists, without distinction of party, that much of

the land of England and Wales could produce considerably

more than it does at present. Though authorities differ as

to the causes of imder-cultivation, and as to the right methods
of deahng with it, yet most agree that, in the interest of the

nation at large, some steps should be taken to put the land to

its best use.

It is scarcely necessary to point out how important it is to

a country such as ours that the land should produce the utmost

of which it is capable. If it is under-cultivated it follows

that a smaller proportion of the population is supported upon
it, and migration into the towns is the result. Further, the

home-grown food supply is reduced, a circumstance which is

unfortunate in any case, but which might have appalling

consequences in the event of war.

In the present chapter we propose to consider the evidence

as to the under-cultivation of the land, and to ascertain its

causes.

Section IL—EVIDENCE OF UNDER-CULTIVATION.

At the outset it should be stated that some of the land is

already producing a most satisfactory output. Indeed, well

cultivated land is often the very best evidence that similar

land adjacent to it is not being properly farmed. This point
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of view is well expressed by the agricultural correspou

Tht Times in his series of interesting and instructive *

entitled A Pilgrimage of British Farming, Writi ^ ^u.

October 31st, 1910, he said :

In every district we have visited we found good and bad farmers close

together, men who are earning good incomes one side of the hedge,

and on the other men who are always in difficulties, who in many cases

are only kept going through the tolerance of their landlords.

And on December 30th, 1912 :

Bad business habits and slipshod management are far too common,
and nothing is more surprising than the way bad farming exists along-

side good.

However, it should be pointed out that it is only in some
cases that under-cultivation is due to bad farming ; in other

words, to the fault of the cultivator himself. Sometimes it

is the fault of the landowner. Thus, a farmer who has not

security of tenure and the full expectation of receiving adequate

compensation for his improvements would, in many cases,

be imwise to spend too much on improving his farm. Again,

on sporting estates the preservation of game often prevents

the land from producing its full yield.

Further, other causes impede agriculture which cannot

reasonably be laid to the door of either the farmer or the

landlord. For instance, inadequate transit facihties, the

difficulty of obtaining credit, and inadequate opportunities

for scientific instruction and assistance, all prevent the full

yield from being obtained from the land.

The following quotations, from official documents, and
from the writings of well-known agricultural authorities,

show that there is general recognition, by people of all opinions,

that much land is not fully cultivated and that this is due to

various causes.

Mr. Rowland Prothero,* says :

Thousands of acres of tillage and grassland are comparatively wasted,
underfarmed, and under-manned. Countries whose climate is severer

* " English Farming Past and Present." R. E. Prothero. Longmans,
1912, p. 401.
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than our own, and in which poorer soils are cultivated, produce far more
from the land than ourselves.

The Hon. Edward G. Strutt devoted a large proportion of

his presidential address before the Surveyors' Institution,

November 11th, 1912,* to the question of the decline of the

rural population and the way in which the land could be

made to support a larger number of people. It is impossible

to give more than one or two quotations from a paper so

full of evidence upon the subject. The following, however,

may be given as instances :

The number of acres withdrawn from the plough since 1901 increases

these 2,000,000 acres (which were laid down to grass between 1881 and
1901) by 942,000, making a decrease in arable land in thirty years of

nearly 3,000,000 acres. Had this area remained under the plough it

Would have provided employment for approximately 100,000 more
agricultural labourers than are needed for its management under grass.

. . . A very interesting paper on this subject (i.e., wheat growing)

was recently read by Mr. Christopher Turnor, who believes we could

produce at a profit one-half the wheat we consume instead of one-fifth

as at present. . . . The growth of intensive crops would also assist

in maintaining a larger agricultural population.

Mr. Christopher Turnor, speaking before the Farmers' Club,

December 5th, 1910, said :t

We hear that agriculture is in the best possible condition ; we hear
this very often at agricultural gatherings. Well, I ask j^ou to consider

whether it really is so. It does not require a deep consideration of the

subject ; even superficial observation is sufficient to show that things

are not all that they should be. By Siraply motoring through England
we see millions of acres of grass land which are not producing what they
ought to ; they are not producing food for the people. . . . But I

would say to those who put their trust in Blue Book Returns that our
Blue Books are misleading. When you see the high yield per acre that

stands to England's credit, you must remember that these Blue Books
do not show that on the Continent the thrifty cultivators of the soil

till every descripiton of land—land which in this country would not be
cultivated at all—and that therefore their average is pulled down. . . .

Apart from comparisons, let us just take our own case as it is, and I say
there is a very large area in England that could be cultivated far better

than it is.

* Transactions of the Surveyors' Institution, 1912-191^ Vol XLV.
Part I.

t Journal of the Farmers' Qub, December 1910, p. 1026.
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Mr. Alfred Amos, also speaking at the Farmers'

October 31st, 1910, said:*.

One gentleman said that the Chancellor of the Exchequer was wrong
when he said that the land did not produce half it could. I am inclined

to agree with the Chancellor of the Exchequer—and 1 will tell you why.

There is no end of land farmed shockingly badly. There is a lot of land

farmed excellently from which you could not get an}'^ increase of produce,

but you all know there is no end of land which is very much below par

in the way in which it is farmed, and that is the land which, I presume
the Chancellor of the Exchequer has in mind. ... As long as it is

possible for a landlord to rent a tenant on what he has made the farm
worth, so long you will never get the best results from the tenant

farmers. They will farm their farms well for a certain time, and
then, as they are drawing to the end of their agreements, they will

let them down to where they were before they took them, and that is

not at all an economic state of things for the country at large, and it

ruins the farmer.

In The Pilgrimage of British Farming, from which quotations

have already been made, the writer shows clearly that in

various parts of the country much of the land is seriously

under-cultivated. These articles, which extended over the

last three years, and were written as a result of enquiry and
investigation on the spot, cannot, of course, be quoted at

length. The following, however, are some of the more
important of the writer's statements on the point :

Blackmore Vale, August 29th, 1910.—At present the land is not
perhaps producing its maximum, and without doubt in places game is

too abundant and is taking too great a toll of the crops ; but the better

prices that are prevailing will allow of increased expenditure at a
profit, and we may expect to see all the land more intensively farmed. . .

Mixed farming prevails, and the general impression one received was
of a fairly fertile country that was farmed in rather an easy-going way
and might be made to yield more.

NoRTHUMBRiA, OCTOBER 20th, 1910.—Much of the land is in need
of liming ; but though the practice used to be universal ... it has been
far too much neglected for the last half century, to the detriment of the
fertility and health of the land.

Vale of Evesham, September 18th, 1911.—Until it has been
broken up, and put under intensive cultivation, this lias land appears
to be of comparatively small value and mostly carries poor grass at a

• Journal of the Farmers' Club, November, 1910, p. 1014.
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comparatively low rent. It is very striking to see how the highly cul-

tivated orchards are abruptly exchanged for poor- looking dairy farms,

that certainly show no evidence of quality, though in the prevailing

drought one would be inclined to underestimate their stock-carrying

capacity. . . .

It is hereabouts that one does find a definite feeling against the large

farmer as a monopoliser and waster of land ; the labourers in the fruit

plantations who are seeking a few acres whereupon to make a start

look over the hedge at the thinly-stocked fields and their land hunger is

barbed by the contempt which the gardener always feels for the farmer,

whose economic basis he does not understand.

Shropshire, October 2nd, 1911.—The farm we visited had been

subjected to very considerable improvement during the long tenure

of its present occupier, who had drained one of these hollows and had
been to considerable expense in removing the old small enclosures and
throwing them into large fields with straight, well-kept hedges. It is

astonishing what an obstacle to good farming are the old hedgerows in

many parts of the country ; not onl}' is there the waste due to the land

occupied by the sprawling bank and fence and the harbour for birds,,

weeds and other vermin that it affords, but the greatest loss of all comes
from the time consumed in cultivation by the constant turning and by
the awkward shapes of the old enclosures.

Monmouthshire, September 2nd, 1912.—Here one saw a very good

example of the extraordinary result which basic slag gives on some of

these poor heavy soils where the rainfall is abundant, for in one of

the fields the agricultural instructor of the county had laid out some
plots to which basic slag had been applied. To the eye the vegetation

on these manured plots appeared to be trebled ; indeed, they were the

only parts of the field that were sufficiently covered to hide the bare

soil between the scattered plants, and there was a great profusion of

white clover. We should imagine that a systematic use of basic slag

on the farm might easily double the production of the grass land.

North Wales, September 23rd, 1912.—The profitable opening

before the Welsh farmer lies in the production of vegetables and fruit

;

we saw no market gardening and very few large gardens near the

watering places, and we were informed that the whole of the vegetables

and fruit consumed by the immense visiting population was imported

from Liverpool and Manchester. Even potatoes are imported, though

we saw some excellent breadths of main crop potatoes and one or two

of earlies, the latter suflficient to show that with proper management a

valuable business in early potatoes could be established in Wales, as in

so many other districts on the western seaboard. But not a single field

of cabbages, cauliflowers, marrows, or peas did we see, all crops which

might yield from a single acre pretty nearly the whole rental of the

usual North Wales farm. . , ,
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In Wales proper we could but conclude that the agriculture generally

is undeveloped and below the opportunities offered by the soil and

climate.

The Midlands, November 25th, 1912.—These men (yeomen farmers)

form a valuable society ; on the other hand, one could not but conclude

that their farming is unprogressive and unenlightened ; without

changing the system, but with more capital and knowledge, the grass

land might be made far more productive, and with a better class of

stock the output of milk could be greatly increased. . . .

It was, in fact, in this district that we began to hear, as we did not infre-

quently through the Midlands, of good-sized farms worked prairie fashion

by a farmer, either single-handed or with the one man customary on

the small farms, everything neglected, land and fences going downhill,

the farmer skimming little more than a bare living though he obtains

an excessive return on the nominal capital he has put into the busi-

Going over the (condensing) factory what struck us most .forcibly

was the contrast between the intensive use of science, the refined labour-

saving machinery, and the minute yet broad-minded organisation that

was being put into the industry of condensing, while the production of

the milk itself, upon which the whole business depended, still remains

primitive and uncombined, deriving no help from modern knowledge
or modem methods.

Mr. Charles Bathurst, M.P., in his pamphlet on To Avoid

National Starvation* says :

During the last twenty years the British area under arable cultivation

has shrunk by no less than a million and a half acres, or by the total area

now under wheat. This means not merely that land has been, and is

continually being, laid down to grass or tumbling down to couch and
other weeds, but also that the population of the villages has been de-

pleted. Cottages have fallen into disrepair with little or no inducement
to their owners to repair them, and the physical strength of the nation

has degenerated owing to the impossibility with so small a proportion

of our workpeople (less than a million) employed upon the land, of

making good the human wastage of the towns and mining districts.

The reason for this loss, both in home-grown wheat and in our sturdy
country population, is that for the last thirty years there has been no
certain profit in the production at home of the chief food of our people.

(P. 11).

Grass, or the many worthless weeds which look like grass, constitute

England's greatest eyesore, the most obvious and scathing condemna-
tion of short-sighted statesmanship in a country with a teeming indus-

trial population. The already large area of pasture is being further

HughReea, 1912,
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extended owing to the profitable character of the milk-selling industry,

and the erroneous impression prevalent amongst English farmers that

dairying is best conducted upon grass farms, regardless of the example
set by Denmark, our chief rival in the dairying industry, where 90 per
cent, of the land is under arable cultivation, the output of milk and
milk products is far greater per acre, and the land exhaustion which
results from seling milk off a farm without adequate return through
the feeding of cattle with concentrated foods, or the application of

artificial fertilisers, is entirely unknown. There, the dairying industry

is carried on concurrently with that of wheat-growing and market
gardening ; here, such industries are deemed to be mutually exclu-

sive.—(P. 13.)

These defects (in the quality of British wheat as compared with

Manitobian or Indian wheat) are due to the fact that British farmers

have for the last thirty years been growing nondescript wheats of poor

quality without sufficient consideration of what the consuming public,

through the millers, are now demanding.
That these defects can be entirely cured is clearly demonstrated by

the invaluable work conducted during the last eleven years by the

Department of Agriculture at Cambridge University in the successful

production (by careful breeding and selection, and the application of

Mendelian principles) of varieties of wheat of fixed type which are not

only superior in quality for all baking purposes to any known varieties

of English wheat, and entirely free from disease, but are also capable,

under differing conditions of soil and climate, of yielding from 60 to

70 bushels of grain per acre (more than twice the recorded British

average) as well as an exceptional weight of straw. Such wheats as

those recently produced at Cambridge are comparable in quality, and
will fetch in the English market as good value as the best Manitobian or

Indian varieties.—(p. 15.)

In the Report of the Departmental Committee on the Fruit

Industry in Great Britain* 1905, the following passages occur :

Having regard to all the evidence, the Committee feel that it is

probable that a large extension of the industry at home might profitably

be undertaken if carried out with judgment, and that, if certain diffi-

culties and drawbacks are removed, fruit-growing may progress as

rapidly in the future as it has in the past.—(p. 4.)

Among the disadvantages under which the industry is

alleged to labour now, the Report gives second place to :

Land tenure, especially the difficulty of obtaining land for the culti-

vation of fruit, and of adjusting equitably the respective interests of

landlord and tenant.—(p. 8.)

Cd. 2589.
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Among the recommendations we read :

That the attention of landlords, especially in the West of England^

should be called to the pressing need of renovating and replanting the

decayed orchards on their property.—(p.39.)

In the Official Re-port on Small Holdings for 1910* the Com-
missioners state :

It is no exaggeration to say that a considerable quantity of the soil

of the country might be made to return at least twice as much as it

does at present, and if the results of scientific research can be brought

home to the agricultural community, there is no reason why this result

should not be achieved.

The Duke of Marlborough, in his pamphlet on " The Land
Question," says :

Why do I so insist upon this growing of corn ? I am pleading on
behalf of labour. It is in order to increase the number of labourers

on the soil that I urge upon you the importance of growing corn crops.

You will never be able to create a migration from the towns to the

countryside and put an end to the lamentable story of rural depopula-

tion told by the last three Census Returns until you once again make
rural England appreciate this fact—that it has got to use the plough.

I estimate that the effect of the transference of bad or indifferent grass

to arable will be the employment of one extra man to every 30 acres ;

that is to say, the restoration of 3,000,000 acres to the plough will

bring back 100,000 labourers to the countryside. And I do not think

that we need stop here. We shall be able in five years' time to do a
great deal more. You will notice in the Board of Trade Returns which
I here append, the sum which we pay for imported foodstutfs. (Accord-

ing to this Table, we paid between 1905 and 1911 £45,104,000 for corn.)

We can capture some of that corn. Then we can attack the other

markets in the order I have numbered them. . . . But it can only
be done by method and by the intelligent co-operation of the Govern-
ment. You require inspectors to instruct the Small Holders how to

cater for their markets. You require machinery by which these
markets are made easily accessible to the toilers on the soil. Give these
men an untrammelled county market, instruct them how to grow the
foodstufifs required in their county towns, and you at once increase

your own food supplies and assure a decent living to the countryside.
It is no exaggeration to say that an acre of fair ground can produce
£40 worth of food. No sensible man will deny this : even the cautious
Board of Agriculture would not quarrel \vith this figure. I myself
have seen people in my owti district who are growing food at that
rate.—(p. 16.)

* Annual Report, Small Holdings. Cd. 5615, Part I., p. 25. ^^
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The Schedules filled in for us by farmers and others abound
in evidence of a similar character.

The following repHes to the question, " What evidence is

there that the yield of agricultural land could be greatly

increased ?
" may be quoted as typical

:

Lincolnshire (Y. 91).—Landowner: There is much valuable
evidence that the yield of agricultural land in England can be greatly
increased in the fact that all over the country there are cases of good
farmers making their farms produce far more per acre than do the
surrounding farms ; and again in the fact that when these good farmers
take over a new farm from a tenant of the average type they invariably
count upon doubling or even trebling the gross yield per acre. Un-
fortunately, omng to the fact that English farmers do not as a rule

keep careful accounts, it may be difficult to obtain a large number of

cases in which the figures are conclusive. The produce of the land will

be best dealt with under the following headings :

(1) Market Gardening and Fruit Farms.—The Evesham and Wisbech
and several other districts furnish abundant proof of the increase in

production that has been and is being effected in this direction. We
are in no way approaching a limit. This branch of industry, fully

developed and properly organized, ought to provide the country with
all the " Small Produce " required. In these districts land which a
few years ago was producing at the outside £10 worth of foodstuff to
the acre when cultivated in large farms, is now producing anything up
to £100 worth of foodstuff to the acre.

(2) Stock Breeding.—Though some of the English stock breeders are

amongst the finest farmers in the world, this remark cannot be said

to apply to the average run of farmers who depend on stock-breeding.
Ordinarily, they do not understand feeding to the best advantage

:

there is much room for improving the quality of the stock ; and the
ordinary farm ought to be carrying at least double the head of stock
that it does. Even in counties where grass is good, farmers do not
pay sufficient attention to the value of fodder crops, lucern and mixed
corn. The unfavourable marketing conditions weigh heavily on the
farmer. A law should be passed providing for the sale of all beasts

by weight, as is the case in Scotland : otherwise the dealer, who is

continually buying stock, will invariably get the better of the farmer,

who, when brought to the test, is generally considerably " out " in his

guess at the weight of his animal. I know several good farmers on the

west coast who have said to me that they always counted on trebling

the stock-carrying capacity of any new farm they took over.

(3) Dairy Farming.—There is great room for increased production
under this head. The general idea in England is that dairy farming
must be carried on on grass land ; whereas, as a matter of fact, more
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cows can be maintained and, if they are properly managed, more profit

obtained on an arable farm than on a grass farm. Even English

writers on dairy now say that one-third more cows can be carried on
an arable than on a grass farm. As a matter of fact the proportion

is larger, as can be seen in Denmark, which is a country entirely given

over to dairjring—and yet there are very few acres of grass in the

whole country. Again, the proper feeding of cows is by no means
well understood in England. Much too much cake is given, so that the

cost of feeding is needlessly high and consequently reduces the margin
of profit. Investigation in Scotland amongst a group of first-class

farmers showed the cost of producing milk to vary from 2|^d. to 7d. per

gallon. If milk record societies were started the average yield per cow
would be greatly increased. The English average is now far below
that of Continental countries. I am convinced that use of the Danish
method of farming would result in a great increase in production per

acre. I mean by this a farm of say 100 acres of which the chief products

are milk, pigs and wheat.

(4) Mixed Farming.—It is in this branch of farming that there is

perhaps the greatest scope for increased production. For it is in this

branch that we find the farmers as a whole badly capitalized and actually

running their farms badly. It is this class of farmer who not only

has the worst grass land in the country, but who has very little know-
ledge as to how to improve it. He is often a man who so starves his

land that he rarely gets more than one-third or even a quarter of what
the land ought to produce in his various crops.

Illustration of Increased Production.

(a) Three hundred acre farm, worked by Danish foremen and work-
men. For years the farm had been very badly done, the farmer just

getting a living. In no year did the maximum production per acre

exceed £3 worth. Last j-ear the production average £7 os. per acre,

and -will undoubtedly be greatly increased this year. There are sixty-

six cows on this farm which is entirely arable.

(6) A first-class grass land farm in Lancashire : size of holding,

36 acres ; stock, twenty-three cows. Of course the farmer had to buy
in concentrated food to a large extent, but his average yield of milk
was 740 gallons per annum.

(c) Six acre holding in Lincolnshire of! which the holder sold £144
worth of produce yearly for three successive years, equal to a gross
production of £24 per acre ; milk, pigs, poultry, etc. ; holder's income
for himself was £80 a year.

{d) Farm attached to Alidland Agricultural College. The gross
jaeld per acre since this farm has been under the management of the
college has increased enormously and last year reached the astonishing
total of £19 6s. per acre. The term " gross yield " means the current
foodstuff sold off the farm each year given in terms per acre. Any
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variation in the valuation does not appear, as I hold that any such

variation should appear in capital account and not in the yearly working

account. Most English farm budgets are worthless because they mix
up capital account and the yeariy account in the most confused manner.

(e) An 18 acre small holding in Yorkshire. Formeriy a field of a

big farm : heavy clay land, which had been badly farmed for a long

time and was certainly not producing £2 worth of foodstuff gross to

the acre. The land on the other side of the hedge was practically

derelict. This is the fourth year of the farm. Gross receipts in the

third years were £7 15s. per acre ; and this year should be more. The
whole holding is arable with the exception of 2 acres of grass. The
mixed corn last year threshed out at 9 quarters to the acre.

(/) A Small Holding at , 13 acres. Formerly a fairly good grass

field with a gross production of foodstuff equal to £5 per acre. Since

it has been turned into a small holding the production during the last

three years has been in value, £14, £15, £16, per acre. Milk, pigs, and
poultry are the products sold off it. Of the 13 acres, 2 are grass, 1 acre

house, garden and buildings ; 10 acres arable, mangels, lucerne, winter

tares and rye, mixed corn. Last year the yield of mixed corn to the

acre was 91 quarters of grain and over 2 tons of straw : this year the

yield will be somewhat heavier. Mixed corn is barley, oats and peas

sown together in proportions varying with the soil. {Note.—None of

the surrounding land had produced more than 4 quarters of grain of

any kind last year.) The reasons why the land is not being put to its

best use at the present time are not difficult to find. But the remedies,

though not difficult to prescribe, are very difficult to administer effec-

tively. For many years back the total production of the soil of the

United Kingdom has amounted to about ' £200,000,000 worth per

annum. The reason why this figure has not shown more fluctuation

is that, though there has undoubtedly been a decrease in production of

various kinds in big farming, in market gardening and fruit-growing

there has been a very great increase. And it must be understood

clearly that even in market gardening and fruit-growing our yield per

acre is not what it should be or what foreigners coming to England

can actually make it.

Turning to " large farming '" the main reason why the land is not

producing as much as it should is that when the first serious competition

from the cheap food produced in the New World was felt, agriculturists

one a.nd all adopted the most disastrous policy of reducing the cost of

cultivation. This is not the same thing as reducing the cost of produc-

tion. They reduced the ploughings in number and in depth : they put

in less manure and less lime : they often neglected the hedges and

ditches and hedgerows. In fact the " in-put " into the land was in

many cases reduced to such a minimum that the output would hardly

pay even for that wretched minimum. On the Continent that com-

petition was met quite differently. Those who were responsible for
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the welfare of the nation asked :
" How are we going to increase the

yield per acre ? " And the answer came :
" By seeing that the increased

* in-put ' is economic." This was secured by giving the agriculturists

the right education and guidance ; by giving them access to capital

;

teaching them to handle their produce co-operatively ; giving them

facihties of transport. All these are things which have been denied

to the British farmer.

I have pointed out that the production of home-grown foodstuff

equals £200,000,000 a year. The area in the United Kingdom under

cultivation is 53,000,000 acres. This gives less than £4 per acre gross

yield. This figure should be compared with the examples of production

I have given. There can be no question of raising the average produc-

tion for the United Kingdom up to the production per acre given in

some of the examples. But there is no doubt in my mind that the

average national yield could be bought up to about £8 worth of food-

stuff to the acre.

This would mean that instead of £200,000,000 worth of food as at

present, there would be £400,000,000 worth produced. Now, reference

to the Board of Trade Returns will show that our imports of foodstuff

{not including those from tropical countries) are just £200,000,000 a
year in value.

And if in this general movement to increase the production of the

land, sufficient attention is paid to wheat growing, we should have
5,000,000 acres under wheat instead of 1,800,000 as at present. This

would mean that we should be producing about four-fifths of our wheat
supply instead of one-fifth, which from the point of view of defence

would be of the greatest moment.

Sussex (E. 51).—Farmer: On my holding of about 2,000 acres the
yield of wheat for the first few years after my entry ten years ago was
about 20 bushels. The present yield averages 40-45 bushels. The
yield of qbAs was about 40 bushels and is now about 65 to 70. Ten
years ago my holding carried about 175 head of cattle, 25 working horses

(no horses being bred) and about 1,400 sheep (600 of which were breeding
ewes). I now stock 380 head of cattle, and about 25 working horses.

I breed two foals yearly which are kept till two to three years old.

With those and other young and breeding mares I have about 70 horses
on the farm. I keep 800 breeding ewes and have a total of about 2,300
sheep. The yield of a considerable quantity of land in this district

could be similarly increased.

Shropshire (G. 109).—Farmer : By a proper and intelligent use of
fertilisers all agricultural land could be made to produce an increased
yield, for the tenant is uncertain of being able to secure compensation
for the necessary outlay upon the termination of the tenancy. No ac-
count is taken of the accrued value which may exist from or as the result
of continuous good farming over a longer period. Also, and I will quote
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my own case as an example of others, I- could winter 30 per cent, more
cattle had I the buildings to shelter them. During my twenty-six

years tenancy my landlord has expended about £58 in improving my
buildings, in addition to an extension costing £178 upon which I pay
6 per cent, per annum. My annual rent is £359. Of course this is the

consequence partly of an entailed property being heavily mortgaged.

Cornwall (F. 1397).—Farmer: The yield of land could be greatly

increased by fair rent and security of tenure. Fair rents that the

farmer could employ more labour, and so cultivate the land, use more
manures, and so grow greater crops. Security of tenure, so the farmer

would have time to get back some of the value he has put in the land

by labour and manures and not be subject to twelve months' notice to

quit.

Cambridgeshire (C. 32).—Farmer : There is not the least doubt in

the mind of the practical agriculturist that he could increase the yield

of his farm. One of the greatest difficulties is limited capital. Another

is that it takes years to bring a farm into a high state of cultivation, and
by the time a farmer has done it he will probably find that his capital

has gone or he has done it for someone else to reap the benefit.

Yorkshire (Y. 36).—Farmer: Improvements in agriculture take

longer to test than in other industries, and they can only come as our

knowledge increases, and inventions are discovered. On . . . Estate

the improvement has been at a reasonable rate, but it seems probable

that the yield of land might greatly be increased in the immediate

future. The Clifton Hall experiments by Mr. Elliott show that the

poorer classes of arable land can be made more productive profitably

by a rotation which provides for the land lying in grass from three to five

years and then being ploughed out and the usual cereal crops taken.

My own experience corroborates this, and I consider it of great im-

portance, but the matter is one that has only received attention of recent

years, and the Board of Agriculture is still subsidising the experiments

at Clifton Hall, On the . . . Estate, land, during the last fifteen years,

has increased in productiveness noticeably more than the land of the

surrounding districts. I attribute this largely to careful estate manage-

ment which has fostered co-operation and to improved transit and means

of communication.

Devonshire (F. 129).—Yeoman Farmer : Undoubtedly the yield

of agricultural land could be greatly increased in many instances

as follows

:

1. All farmers are not equally capable.

2. Some farmers although capable are short of capital, often perhaps

through having yielded to the temptation to take a farm too large for

their capital because the rent is less per acre for larger farms.
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3. Land unsuited to corn growing at recent prices has been lying to

grass and has not received the attention, either in labour or manuring,

which it might have done. Much of this land would have done better

in smaller holdings if cows, pigs, and poultry were kept on it ; but the

provision of necessary buildings has been a serious difficulty.

Worcestershire (G. 180).—Farmer : It is impossible for land to

produce to its full capacity with the scant labour employed, as the follow-

ing instances will show : On one farm of 600 acres only six men are

employed regularly, while on another of 218 acres there are only three.

Against this your informant employs ten persons on 95 acres at a

yearly rental, exclusive of rates, of £251.

Cambridgeshire (C. 11).—Farmer : The system of rating, taking rent

as a basis, encourages bad farming. I have known some of the finest

land badly farmed and allowed to get into such a poor condition that

it has had to be let at a very low rental, and the rates have been assessed

according to the rent.

Worcestershire (G. 871).—Farmer: Small Holdings as a rule

produce more stuff in proportion than large farms, the land is better

looked after, there are no waste corners, hedges are kept trimmed closer,

the land is better manured and I have seen near my house a field of

grass produce the third year after being taken by a Small Holder double

what it did the first year after being taken from a farm. I myself have

greatly improved a field only by keeping a lot of fowls on it. Whereas
it only grew about half a crop it did produce a good crop of hay this

year, although spoilt by rain. There are some fields of grass about

here belonging to large farms that have never been manured only by the

stock running over it, and hay has been taken year after year.

Leicestershire (P. 1205).—Farmer : The most striking evidence of

increased yield from land is the isolated success and large returns made
by some farmers who have capital, brains, and fair conditions of tenancy.

(This does not apply to any particular size of occupation.)

1. Fixity of Tenancy. Want of this has a terrible influence upon the

enterprise of a tenant farmer, with the result that nothing of an im-

proving character is done either by tenant or landlord.

2. The entailing and all life interests in land. Has a blighting effect,

except in a very few cases. In our district all the occupations, houses,

buildings, fences and land have gone down in condition where land is

held under these arrangements.

3. Competitive rents. Are bad, but it is not one of the worst evils

in our district.

4. The letting of grass land for summer and winter keeping. This
is a sequel to the depreciation resulting from the conditions caused by
insecurity of tenure and entail, after a period of many generations. It
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probably commenced by a would-be good tenant refusing to farm the
land under such unsatisfactory conditions ; another tenant less scrupu-
lous and less competent is found—the farm goes down another notch

—

the house and buildings begin to get out of order—the women folk

begin to resent such conditions—and the farm is wanting another tenant.

This time Mr. X. is found—he takes out of the farm what little is left,

and in a few years moves on into another place to repeat the same thing,

leaving what was once a good farm, on the hands of a landlord, with
house uninhabitable, buildings and fencing all down. It is either then
let to a non-resident tenant, or the arable land seeded down, and let in

summer keeping, with shepherd found, and what was once the home of

a prosperous framer, and his family, with probabl}'^ six able-bodied farm
labourers, becomes a one man farm (the shepherd).

Non-resident landlords and a bad type of land agents are a curse.

6. A great deal of land in Leicestershire would be much improved
if drained, and the waterways kept clear.

Yorkshire (Y. 46).—Farmer : In my own case in ten years I have
increased the produce of this farm five times. The farm is 110 acres

in moorland. Thirty acres of this absolutely uncultivated, has been
reclaimed and is now the usual cereal and root crops general to the
district. And by a scientific application the remaining part is now
producing more than double. The whole of the surrounding land is

assessed at Is. per acre, and there is no reason why this should not be
reclaimed in the same way. My land is assessed at 18s. per acre.

Norfolk (C. 100).—Surveyor: The present rating system is

one of the main hindrances to development. Raise the productivity

of the farm, up go rent and rates. Add buildings for better accom-
modation, again rates are raised. Every process associated with
development has to face this handicap. A member of the Assessment
Committee states that in the . . . Union, every farm thus im-
proved, has been more highly rated. Especially is this seen on Small
Holdings.

Sussex (E. 36).—Farmer : On several farms in this parish the evi-

dence of bad farming, shown by poor crops and abundance of weeds,

is very marked. In some cases it is through want of more capital, in

others the owners who farm it have little or no knowledge of the proper
methods of cultivation necessary to ensure best returns from the wet,

sad, heavy soils of this parish.

Buckinghamshire (E. 267).—Farmer and County Councillor : In my
own neighbourhood, here is land, say, planted with wheat, the first well

cleared and manured (wheat succeeding clover) producing 5 quarters

per acre and a first class sample and with a beautiful crop of straw.

A mile distance or less, or we might say just over the hedge, a field in

a wretched condition, foul and starved, produces 2^ quarters, only
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(20 bushels) and this of a very inferior quahty, realising 4s. per quarter

less money than well farmed produce. The above instances may be

taken to refer to all crops grown on the respective farms. In these

particular instances (and there are hundreds similar in Bucks) the

primary reasons are

:

1. Insecurity of tenure.

2. Lack of Capital.

3. Lack of Interest in farming as a business.

4. No practical knowledge.

I should add, the lands referred to above are rented at about the same
rent—£1 per acre. The first the tenancy is fairly secure, the second,

just the reverse.

Essex (D. 19).—Vicar : The present system of rating hinders agricul-

tural development, in that farmers are discouraged from making im-

provements because the assessment is invariably increased when such

are made. If the land be improved by proper cultivation and the exer-

cise of care and expenditure of capital, the acreage assessment is largely

increased, also when buildings, i.e., barns, stables, and other farm

buildings—are erected the assessment is invariably increased. . . . This

necessarily means that farmers will not improve their farms, where

otherwise they would.

Shropshire (G. 107).—Farmer : That some agricultural land could

produce more is evident to any practical person who uses his eyes.

An up-to-date and enterprising farmer in many instances produces

25 to 50 per cent, more than his neighbour. In my opinion the least

enterprising and most uneducated (theoretically) farmer is the man
who farms a small farm—say, about 100 to 150 acres. 1 attribute poor

and bad farming chiefly to three reasons

:

1. Insecurity of tenure, and this feeling has been intensified by the

extensive sales of agricultural property.

2. Want of theoretical scientific education among agricultural classes.

3. Want of cottage accommodation for an adequate supply of labour.

The effect of the present rating system certainly checks the extension

of buildings and improvements. The practice is that when any addi-

tional buildings are erected, the landlord charges interest on the outlay

which is in due course returned and scheduled as increased rent and
annual rateable value. Some six or eight years ago additional building

was put up at my request, for which I pay 6^ per cent, on the outlay,

A recent valuation has been made by the local Assessment Committee
and my rateable value has been increased by almost exactly the amount
I pay in interest on this extension,

Cornwall (F. 354).—Yeoman Farmer: If a farmer cultivates and
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manures his farm well, and grows heavy crops, his farm is rated higher

than another farmer who cultivates badly and uses very little manure
and grows poor crops, although the farms were originally of the same
value. The assessment of farms is increased whenever improvements
are made.

Essex (D. 6).—Overseer : The assessment of farms depends to a

certain extent upon how a farm is cultivated. As overseer I have
lately had to go through the valuation list of Parish with the

Assessment Committee, and in many instances assessment was low
where land was poor through bad farming, and increased where similar

land had been improved solely through intelligent and thorough culti-

vation and expenditure of capital and labour in the land. Where
additional farm buildings are erected as a rule, an increase of assessment

follows ; this hinders industry.

Hertfordshire (D. 96).—Farmer : Four different portions of my
farm have been taken and planted for game. Some of it was the best

arable land, and all of it useful. Portions of my next neighbour's have
also been planted for the same purpose. Portions of my neighbour's

on the other side have been left down to waste for the same purpose.

These are all recent, and additional to what was done before. Many
more instances can be given. Damages by game and rabbits decrease

the output. Insecurity of tenure tends to check the farmer from
improving the holding as much as he otherwise would do. Foxes inter-

fere with poultry keeping, and to a great extent prevent the land from
being used for that purpose,

Berkshire (E. 233).—County Councillor: Farming suffers from
the fact that hedges are allowed to grow yards into the field, which are

generally used as a cover for game, and the lack of labour applied, such as

hoeing and cleaning, and crops too often left to chance. This is in the

interests of the sporting landlord certainly. Whereas if the land were
properly cultivated the landlord would know something was being got

out of it and up would go the rent. A tenant renting under a private

individual thus suffers when improving his land, instead of being

encouraged,

Cornwall (F. 137).—Yeoman Farmer: At present there is practi-

cally: (1) No security of tenure; (2) No real compensation (adequate)

for improvements
; (3) Even when a farm is sold (which happens to

have been improved by sitting tenant) he either has to leave without

receiving fair compensation or, if remaining, pay an increased rent (thus

penalising good farming) as well as increased rates.

Owing to above circumstances tenants do not enrich their farms and
so increase their yielding capacity. Given security of tenure, full com-
pensation for improvements, without raising of rents or rates, land

could, and would, be farmed so as to increase its yield by 50 per cent.
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Carnarvonshire (N.W. 11).—Farmer: I know instances, even of

land reclaimed, yielding exceptionally good crops of oats and potatoes,

which was a few years ago run with heather, gorse and rushes. Reasons

why land is not put to better use : (a) Lack of encouragement from

the landowner: (6) previous insecurity of tenure which the country

is but slowly recovering from : (c) Lack of enterprise, scientific know-
ledge and adaptability to modern jausiness lines on the part of farmers

themselves.

Carmarthensiure (S.W. 103).—Farmer: I think there is ample
evidence that the yield of agricultural land could be greatly increased

in the district in which I live. I consider that the main reasons why
the land is not put to its best use at the present time are the following :

(1) Farms are too highly rented: (2) There is no fixity of tenure:

(3) The farmer has no security that he will receive fair and just com-
pensation for improvements made by him on his holding.

Cardiganshire (S.W. 89).—Farmer: A considerable portion of

almost every farm is allowed to become overgrown with gorse and
bramble, and many fields are not properly drained. Reasons why

:

(1) Rents are too high: (2) Scarcity of labour: (3) No material

encouragement given by landlords to tenants by way of financial help,

and tenants not able to afford the expense that would be incurred in

improving the quality of the soil, owing to the first two reasons: (4)

Tenants are afraid that after improving their farms, rents will be in-

creased—if not to them to their successors—consequently the only
person that benefits from land improvement is really the landlord.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 69).—Farmer : On most farms there is a con-

siderable amount of waste, in the form of marshes, gorse, etc. On
account of the insecurity of tenure, farmers are loth to undertake much
work for the sake of improving their farms as they do not know when
they will be sold. Farms that have been bought at a fair price by
tenants who could afford to do so, show great improvement in a few
years, and their productive capacity is much increased. The smaller
the farm as a rule the better farmed it is, on account of the expense
entailed in labour and other charges in a big farm. The farmer runs
it at the minimum of expense, and consequently it is under-farmed.
The land is not put to its best use to-day, owing to the farmers' con-
servatism with regard to methods. In the majority of cases also, they
have no knowledge of scientific farming. But in cases where by lectures
and demonstrations it is proved that by changing their methods, how-
ever slightly, they can improve the productive capacity of the land
they are very loth to alter their style. Among the younger farmers
there is decided tendency towards more scientific farming.

Radnorshire (S.W. 70).—Farmer: The uncertainty which must
exist under yearly tenancies does keep back farmers from freely invest-
ing their capital, although under the best landlords, especially resident
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landlords, this does not affect to the same extent. What tells far more
seriously is the increasing custom of by-takes or adding farm to farm.

This means that the house and buildings on the added farm are neglected,

often allowed to go to ruin, less outlay for the landlord of course—to the

loss of local tradespeople. The development of the land is affected in

every instance. This is the case in this neighbourhood. The landlord

is not directly affected ; his rent may have been increased, but it is in-

creased by sacrificing the proper development of the farm, the farmer
giving the increased rental, by reduction of labour, of cultivation, and
proper attention to the land. Another evidence is the increasing pre-

serving of game, rabbits, etc. Even on the best estates, the rent of many
of these farms is not high, and the tenant in consequence is expected

to shut his eyes to the damage done, but the effect is this—that no tenant

will long cultivate and improve his farm when his crops and produce
are at the mercy of pheasants and rabbits.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 121).—Auctioneer and Valuer: In this

parish we have ample evidence that the land is not put to its best use,

by comparing the produce of neighbouring farms, where the soil is

quite the same. The yield of the land that is well cultivated is nearly

double that which is badly farmed. Large tracts of land are found
under heath and gorse, have run waste, and of no use but as poor

sheep walks. Much of this could be cultivated and turned into useful

land.

The chief reasons why the land is not put to its best uses are : (1)

High rents ; (2) Insecurity of tenure and unfavourable conditions of

tenancy ; (3) Scarcity of skilled labour
; (4) Insufficient Capital

;

(5) Want of good Agricultural Education.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 98).—Farmer : Generally speaking, there

is ample room for improvement in the cultivation of land in Wales.

Perhaps the greatest drawback to its proper cultivation of late years

has been the scarcity of labour that has been available. It is quit©

evident that without the necessary number of hands on a farm the

work cannot be accomplished, and the land is therefore neglected.

Before labourers can be kept on the land better houses must be built

for them to dwell in, and rents must be lowered so that farmers can

afford to pay a hving wage to their labourers. Then the land can be

cultivated properly. Farms of over 200 acres should be divided so

that better attention could be given to each holding, then the yield

of agricultural land generally would be greatly increased in consequence.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 56).—Auctioneer and Valuer: In some
instances where th& area is large it is possible to make a fair living

without cultivating all the farm to fullest extent, hence some of the

land is allowed to revert to its original condition. In some instances

the land referred to would carry good crops if cultivated and brought

under the ordinary four course system. Again, some of the land is
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so overgrown that it woukl be risky to attempt clearing same, especially

as no compensation could be claimed unless written consent of land-

lord were given. The Act should be amended so that anyone clearing

ground and increasing the capital value of a holding should on leaving

benefit from having done so whether written consent had been obtained

or not.

Section III.—RECLAMATION OF WASTE LAND.

There is, undoubtedly, much waste land which might

profitably be brought into cultivation. In some cases it is not

cultivated because of the cultivator's doubt whether he will

reap the results of the labour and capital which he has expended.

In other cases, however, the land remains untilled because

the owner either has not the necessary capital to spend in

reclaiming it,* or is unwilling to do so owing to the long period

that must elapse before he will get any return. This is more
particularly the case where he is a tenant for Hfe.

The Welsh Zand Commission, 1896,t in their Report say :

There are, no doubt, in Wales many acres of land, now lying idle,

which, if properly reclaimed, could be converted into productive soil.

Upon this subject we received a considerable quantity of evidence,

but with respect to the advisabihty of reclaiming waste land at present

the evidence was somewhat conflicting, and those who expressed an
opinion in favour thereof, generally attached as indispensable conditions,

security of tenure and full compensation for unexhausted improvements.

They proceed to quote some of the evidence, of which the

following is typical

:

Mr. William Jones, giving evidence as to the district around Cerrig y
Drudion, stated that very httle waste land had been reclaimed by tenants
in his district. There was, in his opinion, any quantity of land still

waste which was capable of profitable reclamation. He said :
" Some

of the best land in the whole of Wales is in this district, if it were only
cultivated ; it could be brought into cultivation by draining and
employing labour upon it, and it would pay well. I have, myself,
on my own farm, brought land into cultivation that was not worth 6d.

an acre, and it is now worth 30s. an acre, which has been brought about
by draining and cultivating." He supposed, taking everything into

consideration, that he spent £20 an acre in reclaiming the land.

* There is no doubt that, in many cases, landlords are not aware of the
fact that thpv fnn obtain loans under the Improvement of Land Act.^

t Cd. H22i. p. 722.
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In parts of Wales there is considerable evidence that certain

land, at present waste, might be reclaimed by the County Coun-

cil and utilised for Small Holdings. This would be of special

advantage in those counties where there is a considerable

demand for Small Holdings, but where the land is mostly farmed

by small farmers at present.

Often the prospect of a return is so remote that it is not

worth the while of any private individual to reclaim the land.

This is more particularly the case with regard to land suitable

for afforestation, where a profitable return could not be ob-

tained for perhaps eighty years. In such cases reclamation

could only be effected by the State.

The Royal Commission on Coast Erosion and Afforestation^

1909,* reported in favour of afforestation being undertaken

by the State. In their report they state :

• From these varying reports as to the nature and the extent of land

suitable it is difficult to extract a figure that may with confidence be

applied to England and Wales as a whole, but of the 2,826,602 acres of
" Mountain and Heath " land that may be assumed to fie below

1,500 feet, it would appear to be reasonable to assume that 1,500,000

acres are afforestable. To this, another 1,000,000 acres might be

added as representing poor tillage land that would pay better under

forests than as farming land. Thus there is, including 6,000,000 acres

in Scotland, an aggregate of 8,500,000 acres of afforestable land in

Great Britain to which may be added at least 500,000 acres in Ireland,

making 9,000,000 acres in all.

Section IV.—CONCLUSIONS.

In some parts of the country the land is undoubtedly put to

its very best use at the present time, but the evidence shows

that in other districts it is seriously under-cultivated.

We have seen that the reasons for under-cultivation are

manifold and are often inextricably interwoven. Frequently

it is impossible to ascertain which is the principal reason ; often

it is difficult to distinguish cause and effect. Undoubtedly,

however, the following are some of the more important

hindrances to the proper development of agriculture at the

present time

:

Od. 4460, Vol U., Part I., p. 32.
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(1) In many cases the farmers are prevented by insecurity

of tenure from improving their land as much as they otherwise

would. There is often considerable difference between the

output of lands held under a good landlord, where there is

virtual security of tenure, and the output of land held under a

landlord who does not give such security. There is evidence

to show that under a scheme which gave them fixity of tenure,

and also the certainty of getting compensation to the full

value of their improvements, farmers would improve their land

much more than they do now. In fact, it might almost be

said that the present system of land tenure not infrequently

tends to encourage bad and penalise good farming. This

question is discussed in Chapter III., where further evidence

will be given to show how in specific cases insecurity of tenure

has operated to prevent the proper development of the land.

(2) The under-cultivation of the soil is closely associated'

with the question of labour. It is difficult to say to what extent

bad farming and low wages are responsible for the migration

of some of the best labourers to the towns, and to what extent

lack of sufficient labour is in its turn responsible for the under-

cultivation of the land. Obviously the two have acted and
reacted upon each other. In any case there is no doubt that

at present many of the best men migrate to the towns, partly

owing to low wages, partly to lack of proper housing accom-
modation, and partly to insufficient opportunities of improving
their position. Those who remain in the villages are often

seriously underpaid, and have to live under conditions which
sap their vitahty. This question has akeady been dealt with
in Part I. Chapters I. and II., and it is unnecessary here to
say anything further upon it.

(3) Sport and the 'preservation of game are also among the
reasons why much of the land produces considerably less than
it should. Great tracts of country are devoted wholly or

mainly to sport. Often such land is partially cultivated (in

fact cultivation is frequently necessary for the sake of the
game), but the damage done is very considerable. The
question of game is considered in the next chapter, where
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further evidence will be given of the serious damage to agri-

culture which is caused thereby.

, (4) There is much land lying waste at the present time which
' might profitably be cultivated. Sometimes it is not reclaimed,

owing to the fact that the owner does not see sufficient prospect

of getting a return on the capital he expends in reclamation.
• In such cases the land can often only be reclaimed by the State.

There is also, however, much waste land which could well

be brought into cultivation by private individuals, and the

evidence shows that this has often been done. Some moor-
land has already been reclaimed by tenants who practically

have security of tenure, and there is little doubt that this

would happen more frequently if greater security of tenure

were given.

(5) The farmer's lack of adequate capital and proper

facilities for obtaining credit is another cause of low farming
(see Part V.).

(6) In certain parts of the country, the difficulty of marketing

produce is a very serious hindrance. With better transit

facilities, great improvements might be expected (see Part V.).

(7) There is, unfortunately, an insufficient amount of

co-operation among the smaller farmers, and much that might

be accomplished by several people working together, is practi-

cally impossible when they work separately. In other coun-

tries co-operation has led to great improvements. During

the last few years in England and Wales, the Development
Commission and the Agricultural Organisation Society have

done much to stimulate co-operation ; but much yet remains

to be done (see Part V,).

(8) Much of the land is under-farmed through an insufficient

knowledge of the best scientific methods. With better

scientific education, and with more opportunities for obtaining

scientific assistance, many farmers would be able to increase

the yield of their land. There is abundant evidence that,

with greater knowledge of the right crops to grow and the

best manures to use, some land might produce twice as much
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as it does at the present time. The fact that some farmers,

who have this knowledge, are actually producing much more

than their neighbours, while farming similar land, is proof

of this contention {see Part V.).

(9) In many cases the land should be split up into Small

Holdings, and cultivated intensively. Quite apart, however,

from the question of Small Holdings, there is abundant evidence

that in many cases the land is being starved, because one man
is attempting to farm too large an area (see Part II., Chap. III.).

Frequently one man is farming 1,000 acres where five should

be farming 200 apiece. The agents of the big estates often

find it more convenient to deal with one tenant than with

several, and hence the big farmer often gets the first refusal

of small farms when they fall vacant. There are, it is true,

parts of the country where land can best be farmed in con-

siderable areas by 'men with large capital. Too frequently,

however, men without sufficient capital are attempting to

cultivate several farms, with disastrous effects.

(10) According to some authorities much land has been
laid down to permanent pasture which could be more pro-

fitably cultivated. Many of the Authorities quoted above
show that even in the matter of the production of milk, far

better results could be obtained by ploughing up some of the

land which has been laid or rather tumbled down, to grass.
" The general idea in England is that dairy farming must be

carried on on grass land ; whereas, as a matter of fact, more
cows could be maintained, and if they are properly managed,
more profit obtained, on an arable farm than on a grass farm.*
It is not suggested that in all cases laying down to grass is

a bad thing. In certain portions of Buckinghamshire and
Oxfordshire for instance, there is much grass land quite un-
suitable for putting under the plough.

(11) Lastly, the question of local taxation has a very
important bearing on agriculture. Under the present system
all improvements are rated, and are therefore penalised (see

Part IV.).

See Lincolnshire (Y91) (3), p. 238.
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It is impossible to estimate statistically the increase which

might be effected in the yield of the land, if all or even some
of the above matters were satisfactorily dealt with. When,
however, we remember that in 1908* the net agricultural

output of England and Wales was estimated at £127,650,000

annually, it will be seen that even a small percentage of in-

crease would mean an important addition to the national

wealth, to say nothing of the advantage of having a larger

population supported on the land.

The Agricultural Output of Great Britain. (Cd. 6277). This is the

last year for which complete figures are available.



CHAPTER 11.

GAME.

Section I.—INTRODUCTORY.

In the previous chapter we showed that the preservation

of game is among the reasoas why the land is not at present

producing its full yield. We now propose to consider this

question in its various aspects.

For the purpose of ascertaining the facts with regard to

game we made inquiries as to :

(1) Whether there was much land which was not put to

its best use owing to the preservation of game.

(2) Whether, where the land was cultivated much damage
was done to the crops by game.

(3) Whether in such cases compensation was given for

damage done, or whether a lower rent was charged.

The results of our enquiries may be tabulated thus :

Total number of Schedules -

Number who say there is land in the

neighbourhood withheld from its

best use for the purpose of sport

Number who say that no damage is

done by game to land that is

cultivated

Number who say that damage is done
Number of the above who say that the

farmer is indemnified for his loss

either by compensation or by a
lower rent

Number who did not reply to the
question aa to whether damage is

done to land that is cultivated

England.
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From the above tabulation it will be seen that 46 per cent,

of our informants say that damage is done by game, 42 per

cent, say that no damage is done, and that about 12 per cent,

do not answer the question. It will also be seen that of those

who say there is damage, only 18 per cent, say that com-

pensation is given, or that a lower rent is charged. The Table,

also shows that in a large number of cases our informants

say that land which might be profitably cultivated is with-

held altogether from its most profitable use. As we shall see,

this is not merely a direct loss, but is indirectly the cause of

damage to the crops on surrounding land.

Section II.—GAME FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE
CULTIVATOR.

Many of our informants think that no damage is done by

game or that if there is, the tenant is fully compensated.

The following are some quotations from Schedules to this

effect

:

Somersetshire (P. 336).—Landowner : There is no damage done

by game, or rabbits—the occupier has full power under the Ground
Game Act to protect himself. Moreover, when taking a farm he knows
the conditions prevailing and offers rent accordingly. When farmers

have the shooting there are always more rabbits than when they have

not got it.

Northumberland (A. 63).—Estate Agent : There is not much
damage done by game, rabbits, etc, in this parish. The tenants have

always had full control of the rabbits on their farms on this estate,

and they have generally seen that not much damage was done to

the crops.

Cornwall (F. 219).—Farmer : There is a case or two in which

pheasants are reared and cause damage to crops, but the land in those

cases is let correspondingly low. The complaints are not frequent.

Rabbits caused a great deal of damage in many cases, but the tenants

claim them and let them to trappers.

Kent (E. 256).—Estate Agent : The tenants can kill rabbits, and

there is not sufficient game in this district to do damage to any extent.

In the few cases I have known the game-preserver has made the loss

good. I have known many cases where game and rabbits had to bear

the blame, but always the real cause of poor crops was bad farming.

No grievance, except imaginary, from game or rabbits.
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Warwickshire (E. 277).—Estate Agent : No damage is done by
game on this estate, if you except the unavoidable damage done by
rabbits, every effort is made to keep them down and they are not

preserved for shooting purposes, and the damage done is trifling.

Farms adjoining woods where rabbits exist are not worth so much
rent as others, and so the question of compensation does not arise.

Rabbit wire is put down, on apphcation.

Somersetshire (F. 337).—Landowner and Peer: Practically^ none

by game. In isolated instances which might occur, compensation

would be paid, if asked for, without any difficulty. As to rabbits, the

cultivator has his own remedy under the Ground Game Act. They
have greatly increased on some farms since the Ground Game Act,

while they have decreased in the county.

Staffordshire (G. 836).—Farmer: There is not much damage
done about here by game, rabbits, etc. All tenants can do what they

like with the rabbits, and where game is preserved by the owner or

shooting tenant compensation is generally given for any damage which
may be done, and game is also often given to tenants on shooting days.

Herefordshire (G. 827).—Farmer: No damage done by game.
Tenants having right to kill rabbits if they get too numerous have
themselves to blame.

Devonshire (F. 255).—Farmer : Game not damaging much at

present. Rabbits are too plentiful on some farms. No compensation
is given for damage by rabbits as the tenants have some opportunity

of keeping them down.

Suffolk (D. 66).—Farmer : We can kill the rabbits, and this we
do. and if any loss is caused by other game we obtain a good redress as the

party who shoots over our land knows he must keep in with the tenants
and workmen on the farms, if he wants game.

Essex (D. 1).—Farmer: A certain amount of damage is done,
particularly in the neighbourhood of woodland. The tenant makes
his calculations accordingly in deciding what rent he will give, and if

the landowner reserves the shooting rights he has to take less rent.

Shropshire (G. 878).—Farmer : Little or no damage done by game
as farmers exercise to the full their concurrent right to hares and
rabbits.

Suffolk (D.Y.)—Land Agent : Every precaution is taken to prevent
as far as possible dama^ge by game, and where damage is complained of

—

which is seldom the case—the tenants are compensated in a fair manner.
Rabbits are in no sense preserved by the owner, but on the contrary
every effort is made to keep them down. Some of the tenants, however,
appear to dislike the prospects of exterminating rabbits and they look
to them for sport.

Sussex (E. 273),—Landowner and Peer : No, and where any damage

K
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does occur the loss is probably almost always made good in one way
or another, and the matter is generally settled amicably. The cultivator

has every legal redress, and by his usual position of yearly tenant can
almost always enforce any compensation by the threat of giving up
his farm—the generality of landlords being too poor to risk having a

farm thrown on their hands.

Hertfordshire (E. 255).—Land Agent : I have rarely received any
complaint of damage by game. Some years, when the winter is very
wild, rabbits do a little damage, but if the season turns out well no
complaints are made. Landlords often provide wire netting if a covert

is surrounded by arable fields.

Brecknockshire (S.W. 81).—Valuer: There is very Httle damage
done by game so far as this county is concerned, and the loss can be
made good under the Agricultural Holdings Act which the cultivator

can enforce. I have known a few cases where the landlord allowed

the tenant damages for loss by game, and I have acted between landlord

and tenant in one or two cases of the kind, and no difficulty has been
experienced and no loss incurred by any farmer in this county.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 35).—Tenant Farmer : In this parish and
district the loss by game is trifling. The Ground Game Act has done
a lot of good in this direction. The one resident landlord in this parish

does not preserve game.

While we thus find that in some districts no damage is

done and in others the damage is fully compensated, the

evidence we have received shows that in the majority of cases

where game is preserved, the grievances of the tenant farmer

are serious. Legislation, until a comparatively recent date,

f so far from providing him protection from damage by game,
' actually furthered the interests of those who preserved it.

;
Recently, however, certain statutes have been passed which

;have, to some extent, mitigated the injustice to the farmer.

I
These Acts, however, have been largely deprived of their value

Rowing to the extreme difficulty which the tenant has in

actually enforcing his rights.

To appreciate the meaning of the evidence a broad distinc-

tion must be drawn between winged game and ground game,

as the law with regard to them is entirely different.*

* The law relatiag to damage done by deer is the same as that done
by winged game. In view, however, of the small number of deer kept
for the purpose of sport in England and Wales, it is unnecessary to deal

with it in this chapter,
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(a) Winged Game.

Under existing law the owner of land has full power to

reserve the right to kill and to take winged game and to let

this right to whomsoever he pleases. Thus a tenant cultivator
j

can be, and usually is, entirely deprived of the right to kill and
take game upon his holding, with the result that considerable/

damage is done to his crops, mainly by pheasants.

Section 10 of the Agricultural Holdings Act gives the tenant

farmer the right to claim compensation for such damage if it

exceeds the sum of one shilling per acre of the area over which

it extends. The tenant has to give notice in writing of the

damage and also of his claim to compensation.

In some cases compensation has been obtained under this

section, while in others rents have been fixed on a lower scale

in consequence of the game. Speaking generally, however, \

the evidence shows that the Section has largely proved abortive, \

owing mainly to :

(1) The difficulty of proving that the damage was done.'

It is comparatively easy to prove loss where there is con-

siderable damage within a small area, but where the damage
is spread over a wider area, it is often extremely difficult to

prove that it has been caused by game.

(2) Insecurity of tenure. The farmer is afraid that if he/
attempt to enforce his right he will receive notice to quit.;

His position is further aggravated where there is a sporting

tenant, as he has to make his claim against the landlord and
not against the sporting tenant. If he were able to take the

latter course he would not be brought into direct conflict with
his landlord, and would be better able to enforce his rights.

The following quotations from our Schedules show how
great is the grievance with regard to damage done by game,
and how difficult it is in practice for the tenant farmer to

enforce his claim.*

* It will be observed in the evidence that follows that there are references
to damage by ground game as well. It is not possible to separate the
evidence completely, since our informants deal_with both winged and
ground game in the same reply.
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Buckinghamshire (E. 265).—Farmer : There is the case of a man
near here who put in a claim for damage by game under the new Act.

After the landlord's valuer had valued it they paid him a certain

amount and gave him six months' notice to leave. Everyone is afraid

now to ask for compensation for game damage.

Lincolnshire (C. 43).—Farmer: In this county a great deal of

damage is done to the farmer's crops by the preservation of game.
The farmer has to bear the loss mostly. If he claims damage he gets

a little, with the chance of a discharge, and the good farmer, with his

capital fast, dare not run the risk, and the bad farmer cannot afford to,

so that landlords get off free. Give security of tenure, and then the

farmer would be in a position to claim his rights.

Shropshire (G. 109).—Farmer : On one estate game is extensively

reared and preserved, and much damage is done to the tenants' crops,

and no compensation for this has, so far as I can find, ever been paid

to any one of the tenants. The Ground Game Act to them does not
exist, they are not even allowed to catch the rabbits around the covers

and woods.

Staffordshire and Derbyshire (G. 303).—County Councillor:

I know of several cases in the district where considerable damage is

done to crops—roots and cereals—by pheasants and hares. The tenants

get nothing—they simply have to tolerate it or leave it. I believe

in each case the landlord and tenants are on good terms, but the latter

often complain to their friends of the damage, but take no means to

get legal redress. Friction would be set up and the tenancy probably
would soon come to an end.

Norfolk (C. 53).—Small Farmer : A lot of damage is done by the

game on several farms. The farmers get very little or no compensation.

We have legal redress, but not many care to put it in practice. Very
few landlords will pay willingly for damage done by game, and when they

are forced to do so generally find means of resenting it. Generally some
excuse is found for getting rid of the tenant.

Essex (D. 6).—Farmer : Damage is done—chiefly by pheasants,

hares and rabbits. Loss not often made good, as land is frequently

owned by landlords who reserve and sometimes let the shooting. The
farmers suffer injury rather than constantly complain. Occupiers

should always have equal right with landlord to kill game. Preserva-

tion of game is a very sore grievance with many farmers in this neigh-

bourhood, and they suffer considerably.

Norfolk (C. 4).—Farmer : Considerable damage is done at seeding

time by pheasants and partridges, for which there is no redress, unless

by less rent by agreement.

Surrey (E. 85).—Farmer : A great deal of damage is done by game.

No compensation is given, because it seems impossible to frame and
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prove your claim. I consider every farmer taking land should have

power to shoot what he pleases.

Shropshire (G. 111).—Farmer : A good deal of damage is done. Of

course the tenant kills the rabbits, but is not. expected to touch the

hares, which do a good deal of damage in biting the young mangolds,

or the pheasants, which strike up com seed in the spring time. But
we know it would not pay us to put in practice our legal redress, nor

give offence to the gamekeepers, who are always ready to carry gossip

to the landlord, and are believed before the tenants are. Pheasants

are more precious than tenants to the landlord.

Lincolnshire (C. 47).—Farmer : Damage is not fully made good
because of difficulty in appraising loss, a valuer having to be called

in oft-times at an utterly disproportionate cost compared with the loss.

The fact that a farmer has raised objections to the damage caused by
game damages his prospect of obtaining another farm.

Norfolk (C. X.).—Assistant Overseer : The damage is so great in

many places that corn cannot be grown, as the seed is taken from
the land by the large number of winged game, while the ground game,
which the tenant under his lease agrees not to kill, destroy the corn

when more matured. The tenant knows that he cannot legally contract

out of his right to kill ground game, but he also knows that his tenancy
would be terminated if he shot a hare. On the other hand he knows,
as he is informed by the o^^ner, that he hires the land cheaper for this

cause. The owners in this district also claim and exercise the right

to stop the occupier from keeping fowls in the fields, as the fowls eat

material required by the pheasants and partridges.

Lincolnshire (C. 13).—Farmer : Damage is very great by pheasants
where they are preserved to a large extent. The farms are usually let

cheap in such places, but it very trying after ploughing and sowing
to have crops ruined, and w^hile we have a legal claim, it is as good as

asking for a discharge, in many cases, to make a claim against the

landlord. He would find some other reason for the discharge, but the

claim would be the sole cause. Rabbits are a great nuisance, and as

far as I know we have no claim for damage done by them, as they are

our property while on our land. For instance, I have a field of 15 acres

with one end adjoining a big wood. Mr. X. has the shooting rights

and it swarms with rabbits ; they come and destroy my crops during
the night and go back in the wood, and if I complain he says they are

my rabbits while in my field.

Northumberland (A. 16).—Farmer: The cultivator has legal

redress, but should he take legal steps he would incur the displeasure

of his landlord and his position would be made precarious. He would
receive no improvements to his premises, and most probably would
find it best to terminate his tenancy. One of the conditions complained
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of is that the tenant shall do all in his power to protect the game.

Therefore the tenant has to protect the very things that eat his produce.

He generally has the whole of his rabbits for doing so, but he is not

allowed to trap within 5 yards of a game covert, nor in the covert,

therefore he cannot kill the rabbits, and cannot claim damages as he

has the right to kill them ; but then how can he kill them with the above

restrictions. The cost of killing in the open would be more than the

profits. If the landlord's gamekeeper comes along and is not satisfied

with the way the rabbit traps are set, that is to say if the snares and
traps are likely to catch game, he springs them. If the farmer carries

a gun he becomes in the eyes of the gamekeeper a poacher, and is watched

as such ; therefore you have no freedom on your farm.

Yorkshire (Y. 117).—Farmer : Incalculable amount of damage done
by ground and other game. The loss is not made good in many cases.

Farmers are afraid to ask for compensation or make complaints, being

afraid of victimisation. We have legal redress, but in most cases we
suffer rather than be discharged, as it is expensive and inconvenient

to move from farm to farm ; and further, if a tenant leaves an estate

because he has made trouble about the game he stands a poor chance

of succeeding in obtaining another farm.

Hertfordshire (E. 23).—County Councillor: Much harm is done

by game, and if the farmer complains too much the landlord will soon

make it impossible for him to continue.

Northumberland (A. 15).—Farmer : On some estates considerable

damage is done. The loss is not made good owing to the difficulty of

proving how and by whose game the damage has been done, and the

tenant not caring to raise friction with his landlord. The legal redress

is, in practice, not only difficult but practically impossible to obtain,

principally because of the friction caused. Most tenants have been

required to sign an agreement, since the introduction of the compensa-

tion clause in the Agricultural Holdings Act, containing a clause that

the damage occasioned by game had been considered when the rental was

agreed upon. There is also the difficulty of plantations and woods, over

which a tenant has no right, and the fences of which are usually main-

tained by the landlord. The difficulty is further added to in the case

of farms abutting on neighbouring estates where game preservation

may be more extensive.

Norfolk (C. 7).—Auctioneer and Valuer : A very large amount of

damage is done. The loss is scarcely ever made up. In most cases

there is no legal redress, the landlord having so much power over the

game. The farmer who seeks redress is a marked man, and nothing

prejudices his chances of getting another farm so much as to get wrong
with his present landlord and agent (to say nothing of the keeper).

Yorkshire (Y. 24).—Justice of the Peace : Tenants find that claims

I
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for compensation would mean notice to quit, though this would not

be the reason given.

Debbyshibe (P. 1,150).—Farmer : This is one of the vital questions,

and I wish you very clearly to understand that I speak quite impartially.

By my own agreement I shoot all game, so am suffering nothing from a

game-preserving landlord, but I see enough I will give you one

instance, and I beUeve this landlord is looked upon as a good one.

A friend of mine in the same county had a very good bed of growing

wheat last year. When I was over at his place, I saw eight or ten

hares feeding, and often there were more. This season the landlord's

pheasants took up the task, and so well did they work, that when
carried and threshed, the tenant had six sacks of wheat off 5 acres

!

Now, how can a tenant be paid in cases like this ? Is it not enough
to knock the heart out of any man, even if he is to some extent com-
pensated ? Mind, he has to claim the compensation, and you know
what he has suffered in loss. I saw last year about fifty pheasants

come out of a small field of wheat when they were cutting it, and the

landlord's keeper standing in the field watching that no one killed one.

If landlords want sport let them farm all the land they shoot over,

and under no conditions ought they to be allowed to trespass upon
land let to tenants, or keep game to the damage of other farmers ; this

is far more serious than is generally thought. Even now if some farmers

shoot a hare they are marked men, and at the first opportunity are

driven away by some means or other.

WiLTSHiBE (F. 3).—Farmer : It is difficult for a tenant to recover

damages for game. If he makes a claim, he offends his landlord,

or his agent, and does himseM harm : if he avails himself of the Ground
Game Act he causes unbearable friction.

Shbopshibe (G. 866).—Farmer : A great deal of damage is done by
game. Loss can, of course, be legally recovered, but it is very often

difficult to prove, and made decidedly unpleasant for the occupier who
attempts to recover it. Heavy loss, say on 5 acres, is easy to see and
prove—the damage scattered over a 50 acres area is much more difficult

to prove. When excessive damage has been done on my farm the

last few years I have claimed and recovered. No other tenant on this

shoot has thought it wise to do so, and in the light of subsequent
experience I think they are wise. At any rate, I am a marked man in

consequence of my action,

Sussex (E. 261).—Farmer : The loss is not made good, and the tenant
has no redress, as he takes the farm knowing that this will happen.
I have known of fields of grain cleared by pheasants after being sown,
also of crops being spoilt after they were in the shocks by pheasants,

and when the farmer has asked for redress he has had the farm let

over his head.
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Sussex (E. 257).—Farmer : A good deal of damage is done to the
corn crops by game. The loss is not made good. The cultivator

would have legal redress, but it would mean eventually notice to quit,

and farms are not easy to get ! For instance, a tenant, well known
to me, this autumn at the rent audit complained to his landlord of the
damage done to wheat by hundreds of pheasants scratching up the
newly-sown corn the previous autumn— 1 acre being quite ruined

—

and in the same field this autumn the pheasants roosted on the corn
shocks and ate much of the grain. The landlord simply smiled and
Slid :

*' Ah ! I will send you another brace of pheasants !
" He had

previously sent a brace.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 13).—One informant says that he counted
thirty-one pheasants on an oatfield of his close to his homestead.
Others give similar instances. Game does a deal of damage—one
farmer estimates his loss this year at about £20. No compensation is

given for this, and the farmer dare not claim same lest he offend his

landlord. The rabbits on the land belong to the tenant, but not those
in the plantations, from which they swarm on to the tenant's land.

No compensation is given for this. There is less game preserving in

this parish than formerly.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 12).—A good deal of damage is done by
game, rabbits, etc. Some landlords do pay reasonable compensation,
others do not. In practice it is difficult to obtain redress from a land-

lord by legal compulsion owing to fear of result to the tenant.

Radnorshire (S.W. 19).—Farmer : There is certainly a lot of

damage done by game in various ways. They are reared by hand and
loosed in woods adjoining the tenant's land, and they overrun it,

spoiling newly sown corn and taking the centre out of the clover root.

The loss is not made good, for the simple reason that a tenant cannot
afford to sue his landlord for it.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 98).—Farmer : In many instances much
damage is done to crops of corn, especially by rabbits and game. This

loss is not made good to the tenant, who, as a rule, prefers to say nothing

to his landlord, knowing, as he does, that it is of no use. In most
instances where complaints have been made, the result is that the tenant

has to suffer, and often strained relations take place in consequence

thereof. Any legal redress a farmer may have, or may be entitled to,

in practice is of no use whatever, as unless the landlord of his own
accord makes good the loss, the least said or done the better.

Denbiohshire and Merionethshire (N.W. 23).—Farmer: On
land abutting on coverts and parks where game is reared and preserved

there is a certain amount of damage always, in some cases great damage.

In a few cases it is paid for amicably ; in other suffered quietly. AH
the agreements specify " the tenant to preserve all game, fish, wild

I
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fowl, etc." In practice it is difficult to get any redress ; tenants are

slow in using their rights under the Ground Game Act and Clause 10

of the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1908, because they know " that

there are many ways to kill a dog besides hanging him."

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 18).—Yeoman Farmer: Considerable

damage is done by game and rabbits, especially on land adjoining the

preserved " covers." The damage by rabbits to root crops is consider-

able, whilst they also " sour " the grass and clover, and do damage
to the oats and barley. They also damage the fences. The pheasants

do considerable damage to the potatoes and other crops. I have no
knowledge of compensation being given for the loss thus occasioned.

In most cases the landowner (the one who preserves) reserves the game
in his tenancy agreements, and the tenant taking, subject to such

reservation, would have difficulty in obtaining legal redress. Any
action on his part would tend to make him " a marked man " not only

\\'ith his landlord, but with other game-preserving landowners.

From the above evidence we see that the remark made by
one of our informants : "No farmer in these parts would
risk a legal action against a landowner unless he had made up
his mind to leave the farm," might be apphed to many farms

in the game-preserving districts of the country.

The direct damage done by winged game is considerable,

but the indirect damage is probably greater. The preservation

of pheasants is responsible for much of the damage done by
ground game, as restrictions are placed on kiUing the latter

for fear of disturbing the pheasants. Thus a well-known

Conservative farmer writes

:

X rears pheasants and in some cases these have become a nuisance
to the occupiers, and this game preserving is responsible for a flood

of rabbits that now inundate the entire district, and they do great
damage to fences and crops.

Another of our informants says :

Much damage is done on some farms by rabbits, owing to the restric-

tions placed by the landlords on the mode of taking them. The tenant
must not shoot them as he might frighten or kill a pheasant. He
must not trap them for the same reason. He may ferret them, but
he must not go into the plantations, and must use great discretion

whom he does employ to help him. The loss caused by the rabbits is

borne by the tenant without receiving any compensation because he
would have to seek another farm were he to claim damages.

In short, it would probably not be an exaggeration to say
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that the damage done by ground game can, to a large extent,

be attributed indirectly to the preservation of winged game.

(b) Ground Game.

The Ground Game Act of 1880, as amended in 1906, gives

the occupier of the land the right to kill and take Ground
Game thereon, concurrently with any other person who may
be entitled to kill and take it (whether the landowner or

sporting tenant). This right is indefeasible, contracting out

being expressly prohibited.

The tenant cultivator's position as regards ground game is

entirely different from his position as regards winged game.

He has the concurrent right to kill and take the ground game
/on his land, but has no right to compensation for damage

done* ; while in the case of winged game he has no concurrent

right to kill and take it, but has the right to compensation.

The right given by the Ground Game Act is subject to

various restrictions, the most onerous of which is that the

occupier may not employ spring traps for the purpose of

kilHng ground game, except in rabbit holes. As most of the

damage is caused by rabbits coming from neighbouring

plantations at night, this restriction is a very serious one, and

in many cases renders the Act futile.

f

Our evidence further shows that in many cases where the

right given by the Act would be useful, the tenant farmer is

* He has, it is true, the common law right for damages in the event

of the land actually being overstocked with rabbits and hares. This

right, however, is of no use in practice, owing to the difficulty of proving

that the land is overstocked, and the cost of litigation.

t There are various other restrictions, the principal of which are : (1)

The occupier can only kill and take the game by himself, or any one person

duly authorised by him in writing. (2) Only the occupier himself and

one other person may kill the ground game with firearms whatever the

size of the holding. (3) Only certain persons may be authorised by the

occupier to kill and take the ground game. (4) Every person authorised

by the occupier must produce his authority when requested by any person

having the concurrent right to kill and take ground game. (5) In the

case of moorlands and unenclosed land, not being arable lands, the occupier

can only kill ground game between September Ist and March 31st. (6) The

occupier may not shoot at night, nor employ poison.
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prevented from exercising it through fear of receiving notice

to quit.

The following extracts from Schedules show how considerable

is the damage done by ground game, and how often insecurity

of tenure is responsible for preventing farmers from exercising

their rights. They also show that the rights, even if they

could be exercised, are inadequate.

Devonshire (F. 249).—Yeoman Farmer : I have a neighbour who
had five acres of corn eaten by rabbits and game this year. I went
into the field one evening with my neighbour and I never saw a field

cleared like it in my life. It was a field by the covert, and the tenant

had no right to trap the edges and had no right to set traps in the open.

He sent in a claim, but the o^vner would not pay a fraction and my
neighbour says he has not received anything for the damage done.

The agent says the tenant has a right to shoot the rabbits, but being

adjoining the covert the rabbits come out at nights, and stay in the
covert by day. This in my opinion is a great injustice.

Surrey (E. 29).—Farmer : A deal of damage is done by game and
rabbits, although under the Ground Game Act a tenant is supposed
to protect himself. But he cannot enter coverts and coppices where
the main burrows are. He is also prohibited from using spring traps

in the open, and he is entirely at the mercy of a game preserving land-

lord, or a game tenant and is not likely to get any legal redress. I

have had personal experience of this under a game preserving landlord.

His keeper drives everything into the coverts whenever I tried to save
myself. It should be made illegal to let game on an agricultural farm,
constituting a dual tenancy and in a great many instances leading to

trouble and unpleasantness, but in all cases where a farmer hires a
farm the game should be included in the tenancy.

Yorkshire (Y. 14).—Farmer, Justice of the Peace : No man can
farm well where a large head of game is kept, especially if this is on
strong clay lands, and the more he strives, and the more he lays out
the bigger his loss, and it is most difficult for a valuer to convince
owners of this fact. On my own estate I suffer much from rabbits
from adjoining woods, and though I go to great expense in wire netting,
I fail to prevent damage and suffer £10 to £20 yearly and have no
redress. I am supposed to be able to kill them when they come on
my land.

LEicESTERsmRE (E. 1007).—Leicester Chamber of Agriculture:
In a few cases damage is done by game and rabbits,particularly rabbits.
In some cases only this loss is not made good to those who suffer.

The sufferer has legal redress, but he does not enforce it for fear of

destroying the good relations between landlord and tenant.
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Cheshire (P. 1028).—Farmer : Rabbits occasionally do considerable
damage. On . . . Farm the farmer is bound by agreement not to

trap, shoot or kill by any means rabbits, or any other creature from
the woods.*

Buckinghamshire (E. 75) .—Small Holder: When a tenant farmer
is renting under a landlord who preserves game he is not allowed to

shoot rabbits, and must suffer damage done to his crops. It is difficult

in practice to obtain redress. A man cannot farm with strained

relations between himself and his landlord.

Cornwall (F. 362).—Farmer : We have a rabbit pest. We require
freedom of open trapping and to use our discretion as to methods used
for taking them. One landlord near requires his tenants to allow his

trappers only to trap rabbits for fear of tenants disturbing game.
This trapper is frequently delayed in his round, and the rabbits get
numerous and destroy crops, etc. One tenant impatient at the delay,

proceeded to trap them himself and for so doing was served with
notice and had to quit his farm. We are aware that we can claim
compensation for destruction of crop by game but compensation for

unreasonable disturbance is not sufficient, and so hard to get that we
feel it better to grin and bear it.

Norfolk (C. 1).—Auctioneer and Valuer: There is some amount
of damage done. I fear it is not sufficiently acknowledged by the

owners. There is legal redress, but it is very difficut to assess the

damage in practice, and if unduly pressed it will end in a notice to quit.

Cornwall (F. 52).—Farmer: The damage done by game (with

the exception of rabbits) is almost nil, as Cornwall is an open country,

its coverts being scant, but rabbits are a perfect terror. I know of

whole fields of corn being destroyed through them and the principal

reason why we are unable to keep them down, is that the law will not

permit trapping in the open. We demand an amendment to the Act.

Staffordshire (G. 337).—Farmer : The greatest amount of damage
done under this heading is by rabbits, coming out of woods and spinnies

into which the occupier of adjacent lands cannot enter to destroy

them. They have liberty to kill on the land occupied by them, but

the woods serve as permanent breeding grounds, and they cannot be

exterminated by reason of this. Preserv^ers of game are very loth to

compensate for damage done. The right conferred on the farmer by
the Ground Game Act to kill hares is practically a dead letter. If he

cannot be removed from his holding, things can be made very unpleasant

for him in many ways. Redress is in practice very difficult to obtain,

the reason of which I take to be is that the game preserver considers

This agreement, a-s we have shown, is not legally enforceable, but

nevertheless, as our evidence shows, landlords can eniorce it by means
of a threat to give notice to quit.
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the occupier of the land ought to keep all the game, and he himself

ought to shoot it. In short it is the feudal point of view, which takes

no account of the cultivators of the soil.

HuNTTNGDONSHiBE (C. 16).^Farmer : In some parts of this district

much damage is done by game and rabbits. In most cases the game
and land belong to the same person. In those cases the tenant has

difficulty in obtaining redress unless the landlord is willing to pay.

In some cases the landlord agrees with the tenant to pay any damage
caused by game. The greatest trouble is in the case of those farmers

whose crops are damaged by game coming from another estate. 1

think (at present) they have no legal redress. If they have it is the

right to kill the game. This right is almost useless as the damage is

mostly done at night. The owner of the game should be liable in the

same way as if the damage was caused by sheep or cattle.

Dorsetshire (F. 231).—Tenant Farmer: There is a great deal of

damage done by ground game such as hares and rabbits, for which
there is legal redress, but in practice it would be almost impossible to

obtain. If you complain you are met with the Ground Game Act and
told you should keep them down, this is very difficult as you cannot

get into the woods and although you may get the last one on the farm
they come out of the woods and fill up again. As to the hares, on some
estates one may as well turn out at once as start killing them.

Huntingdonshire (C. 11) .—Farmer : Damage is done by rabbits

often. The same law ought to be applied here as to stock. The
owner of a warren, burrow, or spinney, or any place that harbours

rabbits, ought to be compelled to fence them on to his own land or

be liable for the damage they do.

Wiltshire (F. 333).—Farmer : The difficulty is that in many cases

coverts are on the borders of land. These coverts are so situated to

draw game, etc., from one owner to another, and the game runs over

land on the border of the other owner's property, which makes it difficult

for the farmer to get redress. This has been my experience.

Northumberland (A. G2).—Farmer: Where land is rented in the
neighbourhood of plantations it is difficult to keep free from damage
by rabbits, as the landlord generally keeps the plantations in hand ;

and although the tenant has the right to kill in the fields, not having
the right to go into the plantations he cannot effectually kill them.
Also landlords do not like tenants to employ men to shoot crows and
wood-pigeons on the farms. The birds do a great deal of damage.
Damage is not usually made good, and if redress were asked from the
landlord relations might become strained.

Somersetshire (F. 304).—Farmer, Justice of the Peace : Where
woods abound, the rabbits come out to feed and do a large amount
of damage to the growing crops and return to the woods where they
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are preserved. The loss, generally speaking, is not made good. There

is in practice no legal redress. Some landlords compensate their own
tenants.

Wiltshire (F. 176).—Farmer: Most of the damage is done by
rabbits. The tenant has a right to kill- these but in many cases the

damage is done by rabbits which come out of the woods not in tenant's

occupation. There is no legal redress for this as the tenant has only the

right to kill the rabbits while they are actually on his land, and this

is of little value. The tenant should have access to adjoining woods
to ferret rabbits in their holes.

Somersetshire (F. 92).—Farmer: Land adjoining coverts or planta-

tions, often not the property of the owners of the coverts and plantations,

suffers considerably on account of no trouble being taken to keep the

game and rabbits on their own land. The loss is not made good.

Apparently the cultivator has no legal redress, and if he has, in practice

it is difficult to obtain it. It would be both offensive and expensive.

Oxfordshire (E. 215).—Small Holder: Great damage is done by
neighbours' rabbits in two places in this district," and the only redress

one can get is to kill them. But that is impossible because they

make their invasions on to one's territory in the night—and burrow
in the day in the bank, belonging to your neighbour, that parts the two
farms. There you cannot touch them,

Somersetshire (F. 96).—Farmer: Several of the farmers in the

parish suffer a great deal from damage done by rabbits. These farms

lie on the boundary of the parish and the rabbits come from land in

the next parish owned by a particular landlord who keeps it largely

for sport. I do not think the farmers' losses are made good. On
the contrary they are put to considerable expense to buy wire netting

to protect their arable fields. The cultivators do not seem to have

any legal redress in the case of rabbits not kept expressly in warrens

;

and even if they had, the difficulty and unpleasantness of obtaining

it would probably deter them,

Somersetshire (F. 11).—Fruit Grower: My land adjoins a rabbit

warren and I have had considerable damage done by rabbits. I

cannot with safety plant a part of my ground with cabbage, cauliflower,

etc,

Herefordshire (G. 120).—Farmer: In lands adjoining woods
especially, much damage is done to the crops by rabbits. The only

redress the cultivator has is the right to catch as many of them as he

can, but seeing that the chief depredations are carried on at night,

the redress is largely an imaginary one.

Northumberland (A. 55).—Farmer: The estate on which I un-

fortunately farm is given up to the preservation of rabbits, to the great

detriment of the farms and injury to the farmer, who under this yoke
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cannot possibly make the best use of his land. The estate was recently

sold to a landlord who has deprived all his tenants of the benefits of

the " Ground Game Act."

Sussex (E. 36).—Fanner: Case in point: A near friend of mine

holds 210 acres which is surrounded by the landlord's woods, from

which swarm rabbits and game which devour his crops. He went to the

expense of putting up wire netting, which cost him £80, but the land-

lord immediately sent his gamekeepers and took it up again, saying

it interfered with his game. My friend knows he has a perfect right to

put up wire, but he also knows that if he persists he will have to go.

Yorkshire (Y. 36).—Farmer : It cannot be too strongly emphasised

that the rabbit is the chief cause of evil in this respect, and unfortunately

farmers are often induced by various devices to tolerate these pests.

The few landowners who might wish to get rid of rabbits entirely

are at the mercy of their neighbours, from whose land fresh hordes cross

the boundary. No half measures can be of any avail, and extermination

is the only real remedy. It is difficult to see how farmers are to be

protected from the ravages of hares and rabbits, and, where game
is heavily preserved, from an excess of pheasants. Rabbits, of course,

are the worst, and it would be a good thing for agriculture if they could

be exterminated. Moreover, their existence makes profitable forestry

almost impossible, and they are a very serious impediment to good
farming.

Cambridgeshire (C. 7).—Farmer: A change of shooting tenants

took place, and the game was allowed to increase beyond all endurance.

I employed the old established and well-known firm of Messrs. . . .

to value the damage done in one season. The claim was presented

to my landlord's agents. They returned it with the answer that the

remedy lay in my own hands under the Ground Game Act, and that

they refused to pay, although they verbally admitted that excess damage
had been done. As the rabbit burrows were all in the preserves adjoin-

ing coverts it was impossible for me to get at them. I employed a
man to snare on my open fields the hares and rabbits. The keeper
removed a lot of the snares and kicked others down, so as to render
them useless. This was practically the cause of my quitting the farm,
after a tenancy of fourteen years. Tenants should be allowed, at certain

seasons, to enter coverts to kill ground game that are damaging adjoining
crops.

Northumberland (A. 1).—Farmer: Very great damage is done by
hares and rabbits. Farmers have the inalienable right to kill rabbits
on their own land, but not in adjoining plantations and woodlands
Owners of such woodlands very rarely make any serious attempt to

keep down rabbits inside the plantation fences, but do kill in competi-
tion with the farmers in the fields. Consequently plantations become
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a sort of protected ground or harbour for rabbits which multiply and
overrun all adjoining land.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 22).—Solicitor: A farmer dare not incur

the landlord's or agent's displeasure. Owing to the fact that farmers
cannot trap or snare rabbits in hedges bordering on game preserves,

rabbits multiply beyond the farmer's control and consequently do
considerable damage.

Merionethshire (N.W. 16).—Farmer: The general complaint in

the neighbourhood is that rabbits and game generally are doing great

damage, to the crops. It is impossible to value the damage, and farmers
do not like to approach the landlord on the question, owing entirely

to insecurity of tenure. This year for instance, the rabbits have in-

creased tremendously, although the farmers have the right to kill them.
On many farms there are " covers " fenced out and the rabbits run to

these *' covers " and the farmer cannot touch them once they reach
these, as he has no right to go inside.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 69).—Farmer: Though there is no land

withheld from cultivation there is considerable hardship arising out
of the game laws, and customs, e.g., a farm with a good deal of wood-
landJbordering it suffers a good deal from rabbits and as traps cannot
be laid in the open it is difficult to combat the plague, and considerable

loss is incurred and there is no legal redress.

The Royal Commission on Agricultural Depression* 1897,

reported

:

In some few districts the Act has been described as a " dead letter
"

It has been more frequently urged, however, that the Act should be

amended by the removal of some of the limitations placed on the

methods of killing hares and rabbits by the tenants, (p. 140).

Again :

The Ground Game Act has mitigated the farmer's grievance, but we
think that in all cases of injury done by game his claim to compensation
should be clearly recognised and made enforceable by means as simple

and inexpensive as the nature of the case permits, (p. 142).

The following are extracts from the evidence of some
witnesses before this Commission :

Sir G. Goldney (Q. 15847) : I have been obliged, in order to protect

myself against other people's rabbits, to put up miles of fencing. Rab-
bits, in some districts, have got so numerous that they feed like a flock

of sheep. On the Bradenstoke farm I have got five acres of wheat
which was most promising, but it is as bare as that box. Both these

* Final Report of Royal Commission on Agriculture. Gd. 8540, 1897.
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matters want fairly considering—the Agricultural Holdings Act as

regards freedom of contract, and the Ground Game Act.

Mr. R. G. Wyatt (Q. 10923) : They (the rabbits) are preserved in the

covers and they come out and destroy the crops. I consider an owner

of property, if he is stocking his cover and destroying a crop belonging

to a tenant, ought to pay for the damage done ; in the same way, if

my stock trespass on my neighbour's land, I have got to pay the damage.

Mr. R. S. Oliver (Q. 37515) : I think it is hard, where a tenant is

occup5dng against plantations, which may belong to his landlord or

somebody else, that he is not allowed to trap in the fence where the

rabbits come through ; he ought to be allowed to trap in these fences.

The law does not allow him to trap in another owner's fence, and, there-

fore, he has no means of taking the rabbits.

Mr. J. Griffith (Q. 60810) : Do the farmers act upon it (the Ground
Game Act) ; do they kill the game ? The farmers do not take advan-

tage of the ground game, they are rather afraid of displeasing the

landlord.

Mr. G. Cooke (Q. 22053) : Then with regard to the Ground Game Act,

do you consider that that is no protection to the tenant unless he has

greater security of tenure ? Not without security of tenure, because

although the tenant has a right under the Ground Game Act to kill

hares and rabbits, yet he knows that if he did so he would get notice to

quit in some cases.

(Q. 22167) : Regarding the Ground Game Act, have you known tenants

getting notice to quit because they intended to carry out the Ground
Game Act ?—Yes.

(Q. 22168) : What is the remedy that you propose to meet that ?

—

Security of tenure.

Professor J. Long (Q. 25489) : I was asked some time ago to address
a Farmer's Club consisting of some 200 members upon the Agricultural
Holdings Act and the Hares and Rabbits Act. I was told that every
man had to contract out of the Act although the Act had been passed
some three or four years, and that further they were not allowed to

kill the hares and rabbits upon the estate. I told them that I would
not attend unless I was assured that there would be no desire to cause
friction between them and their landlord. I heard upon this point,

and I went down, met them and the agent of the estate, and I found
that upon the back of every rent receipt was a contract contracting them
out of the Act of Parliament, and that they were also forbidden to
shoot hares and rabbits.

On February 15th, 1911, the following strong Resolution
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was carried unanimously by the Hertfordshire Chamber of

Agriculture :

That the Ground Game Act, 1880, does not give sufficient protec-

tion against the ravages of ground game, as it is obvious that the
principal damage is committed very often by ground game that visits

the farms at night from adjoining coverts. The Act should be amended
so that while not invalidating the farmer's present rights, the owners
or occupiers, whoever they may be, of adjoining land, should be com-
pelled to keep their ground game on their own land by adequate fencing
or otherwise be held liable for any damage, if notwithstanding these

measures their ground game trespass on adjoining occupations.

Section III.—THE EVIL OF THE SPORTING TENANT.

I There is considerable evidence that farmers object to the

! landlord letting the sporting rights separately from the farm.
' Thus, the Royal Commission on Agricultural Depression, 1897,

;
say in their Report*

;

Mr. Wilson Fox, referring to this subject in his report on Lancashire,

says :
" There is one system which all farmers strongly condemn, and

that is the sub-letting of shooting. Men who will welcome the presence

of the landowners, even if game does do some damage, look upon a

shooting tenant in a very different light."

Some witnesses expressed the opinion that landlords ought to give

the tenants the option of the shooting at fair sporting rent, before

letting to a third party.

Mr. Worthington, Secretary of the Wigan Tenant Farmers' Associa-

tion, considers that all sporting rights should be transferred from the

owner to the tenant.

Many of our informants express opinion to the same effect.

They further object to the fact that they can only proceed

against their landlord for compensation, and cannot obtain

it from the sporting tenant direct.

Yorkshire (Y. 116).—Tenant Farmer : There is one thing we farmers

don't like and that is shooting tenants. We have no power over them,

and they care little for us. They do damage and we don't like to'see

this class of man walking over our land whenever they like, but we do
like to see our landlord with his friends. If the landlord does not want
his shooting, his tenant should take it, then he can let if he likes, and to

* Final Report of Royal Commission on Agriculture. C. 8640, 1897,

p. 141.
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someone he likes, he will then have some say over him. The game-

keeper often does a lot of damage to a tenant. In some cases game-

keepers have too much power over tenants.

Northumberland (A. 54).—Farmer : In my case the game on my
farm is let to the owner of another estate. I think it is a matter of

great importance that where landowners do not keep the shooting for

themselves the tenant ought to be the next man in consideration. I

have tried several times to get my own game and have offered the same
rent but no use.

Hertfordshire (D. 88).—Builder : The practice of leasing land to

one man to grow wheat and turnips, and then leasing the same land to

another to keep beasts and birds to eat the wheat and turnips is a curse,

and can't be defended in any shape or form.

Wiltshire (F. 347).—Chippenham Agricultural Association : There
is a certain amount of damage done by ground game, but this a tenant

has the right to kill. There is sometimes a grievance where the sporting

rights are let to a third party, but where kept in the landlord's hands
the relations are most cordial.

Gloucestershire (F. 125).—Farmer : For the introduction of shoot-

ing tenants, and drawing two rents from one farm from tenants of

conflicting interests the writer has nothing but the strongest condemna-
tion.

Cornwall (F. 246).—Tenant Farmer : Speaking from personal

experience, I had a field of oats of 5 acres, 3 acres completely spoilt

adjoining the wood. Of course that was held by a shooting tenant.

I thought I was safeguarded by the Land Tenure Act, but I found that

I had to sue my landlord for compensation. You will quite understand
what that would mean.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 78).—Land Agent: A large quantity of

land is let to shooting tenants and the results is that the crops are very
much destroyed, and this is a source of vexation to the farmer. That
is really raising two rents from the same farm. Although the farmer
can claim compensation under the Agricultural Holdings Act, if he did
so, he would incur the displeasure of his landlord and the immediate
result would be a threat of notice to quit if not the actual notice. So
the farmer is powerless.

Montgomeryshire (G. 832).—Farmer: In my opinion where the
landlord does not shoot himself the tenant should have the letting of

all shooting on his farm. It is very annoying for a sporting tenant to

send his keepers to rear game on land he himself has no interest in, and
the law should be altered to stop landlords putting two tenants on the
same ground.
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Section IV.—THE SMALL HOLDER AND LABOURER.

There is no doubt that the small farmer and the Small Holder

find it more dangerous to claim compensation or to shoot

ground game than the big farmer, and also that they often

suffer proportionately more damage, since their land is more
intensively cultivated. As the Hon. E. G. Strutt has said :

Whenever intensive culture is followed, it becomes specially im-

portant that the vermin of all kinds should be kept under control, and
it would be well if some legislative steps were taken to prevent the

multiplication of rabbits, rats, sparrows, and other pests.*

It is usually impossible for the labourer who cultivates an

allotment or a garden to take advantage of the Ground Game
Act at all.

To illustrate these difficulties further extracts may be

given :

Huntingdonshire (C. 21),—Small Farmer: The farmer, even if

he is not under a sporting landlord has no power to kill game. The
cost of the licence, £3, forbids it. A man farming 50 acres and under,

ought to be able to kill game by paying from 10s. to £1 for a licence,

and the cost of the licence ought to be paid according to the acreage

a man has a right to shoot over, say from £1 to £10. This would give

the farmer a chance of protecting his crops.

Lincolnshire (C. 1000).—Agricultural Labourer: Possibly no one

suffers more from game in proportion, than the laboiirer living in

an isolated cottage. All is quiet during the night, and hares will go

miles to such a place. He buys wire netting to protect his cabbage

plot, but the hares jump over. The gamekeeper knows they go, and
watch him. The man religiously leaves them alone, suffers any loss

that happens to him, and on shooting day the squire forgets his existence.

Hares are not for labourers to eat, only to keep. Similarly partridges

destroy all the peas he sows.

Wiltshire (F. 161).—Farmer's Son : There is some damage done by
rabbits, but the farmers have the chance to kill them if they can, but

it isn't a very easy matter. In the case of an allotment under a wood
the rent is £2 per acre and 5s. per year is allowed off for damage done

by rabbits, but the holder would rather not have the rabbits and pay

the 5s.

Somersetshire (F. 142).—Retired Railway Employee : The ground

is very heavy here for vegetables, and the worst of allotments is that

Transactions of the Surveyors' Institution, Vol. XLV., Part I., p. 18.
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they are infested by rabbits, who clean the ground of everything except

potatoes,

Norfolk (C. 33).—Labourer : The allotments are not taken because

the game eats everything off, necessitating wiring everything in, which

makes it too much trouble for the average labourer. Rents are

reasonable were it not for the game,

Oxfordshire (E. 252).—Insurance Agent : The allotments are over

a mile from the cottages and bounded by a wood. Hence rabbits are

very troublesome.

Lincolnshire (C. 91).—Farmer : With reference to the allotments

the rent is too heavy for the quality of the land. The game destroy

their cropping. The land is badly situated. It is on the north side

of the wood and trees surround it.

Worcestershire (G. 386).—Farmer: Sometipaes there is a little

compensation given, especially if a large holder makes a fuss. It is

far more difficult for small holders to obtain any. They are often

even made to sign agreements not to snare rabbits, sometimes they are

given two at Christmas in compensation, and in another case Is. an
acre was paid.

Section v.—GAME AND NATIONAL INTERESTS.

Considered from the point of view of the national interests

the damage done by game is too serious to be overlooked.

Even where the tenant farmer is fully compensated the

damage amounts to a national loss. Thus, as a large land-

owner says in his schedule :

I think that most landowners are fairly liberal in their compensation
as far as the personal feeling of the farmer goes, for he is as a rule a
good sportsman. But from the national point of view it is wrong
that a field which could produce a hundred quarters of grain should
produce only sixty on account of damage from game. Again it is

wrong that the introduction of new crops, such as mixed corn, should
be rendered impossible by the presence of game. Of course damage
from pheasants is generally confined to fields near a wood.

Moreover, our e\'idence shows that farmers are often

hindered from putting their land to its best use by the presence

of game. As one of our informants puts it

:

No farmer thinks of tilUng, and hming, manuring and top-dressing
land in the vicinity of a preserve, especially where rabbits are numerous.
It simply means increasing the vermin and brings no return to the
tenant.
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Further, as already shown, there is evidence that not

merely is land under-cultivated, but large areas are altogether

out of cultivation owing to the preservation of game. This

land, instead of providing food for the people, provides sport

and delicacies for the few, and is the source of much damage
and annoyance to neighbouring farmers.

The following are a few instances of land which is withheld

from use owing to the preservation of game.

A Wiltshire gamekeeper writes :

Then again, there is in some districts, over preservation of game.
There are, I believe, thousands of acres of valuable land, held up for

the preservation of pheasants and partridges. This I think is little

short of a crime, as* every acre should be cultivated to produce food

for the people, and to make us as far as possible independent as regard

our food supplies. I have been a game-keeper all my life and probably
these remarks will strike you as very strange from one of my calling,

but I feel convinced that except the land can be broken up into smaller

holdings and properly cultivated, there will be a disastrous future for

this country.

Shropshire (G. 674:).—Farmer: A few years ago a neighbouring

farmer who farms a large farm, about 250 acres, had about 40 acres

took off him to be made into a rabbit warren and a harbour for

pheasants.

Northumberland (A. 3).—Farmer : An estate of the best tillage

land in Northumberland is laid out purely for game, at least eight small

holdings have been absorbed. Part of the best land has been planted

for game covers, and the present tenants are bound down not to kill

a rabbit or a hare.

Yorkshire (Y. 117).—Farmer: Most of this district is extensively

used for grouse and other shooting. On . . . and . . . moors, over

4,000 sheep have been taken off the moors to give plaice for grouse.

Cornwall (F. 1391).—Yeoman and Tenant Farmer: I farmed . . •

in the parish of . . . for 11 years, only coming here last year. On
one side of the farm was a large tract of land more than 100 acres and
extending to other farms. Most of this land was cultivated a few

years ago, but now is reserved for game, and of course the land that

joins it is of less value in consequence.

Sussex (E. 198).—Schoolmaster : Three large fields formerly under

crops as part of the . . . Home Farm, have lately been devoted to

pheasant runs, and many other stretches of land used for sporting

purposes appear capable of being put to better use.
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Lincolnshire (C. 6).—County Councillor : In the parishes of . . .

850 acres have gone completely out of cultivation, and another 200 or

300 acres partly so owing to game. It is good average land, grows

wheat, beans, and oats well, and used to let for 20s. an acre. It is

now a wilderness.

Cambridgeshire (C. 26).—Farmer: 100 acres belonging to . . .

is lying rough for game.

Northamptonshire (D. 55).—Farmer: The landlord has taken

several pieces of land for rearing game from about the centre of the

farms,

Westmorland (K. 12).—Farmer : There is no doubt that most
land deteriorates somewhat by game and a good deal of fell-land is

closed from eating by stock during the whole summer on this account.

The frequency also of game plantations deters ploughing in their

neighbourhood.

Essex (D. 6).—Farmer : Two estates have both had game so pre-

served that occupiers cannot use the land or some fields for such

valuable crops (peas, beans, etc), as they otherwise would. Preserva-

tion of game is a very sore grievance with many farmers in this

neighbourhood and they suffer considerably.

Cornwall (F. 167).—Tenant Farmer : There are 35 acres of very

good land left to run into a furze brake for the purpose of game, it

adjoins my farm.

Bedfordshire (D. 68).—Farmer : Hundreds of acres of good land,

the greater part of which once yielded fine crops of wheat and other

produce are now consigned to provide sport. Its influence is badly
felt on surrounding farms on which the poor tenant is trying to pay his

rent and make a living for himself and family.

Northumberland (A. 16).—Farmer: Land has been planted to

provide cover for game that was good arable land, such game is fed

by the farmer, and shot by the landlord or game tenant, and is not
assessed at its value.

Shropshire (G. 108).—Farmer : On my farm my landlord has taken
pieces of the best land and planted it for game preservation (pheasants),

and in time my farm will be overrun by them.

Herefordshire (G. 806).—Farmer : There is something Uke
1,000 acres that used to be included in different farms planted with
larch and other trees for the purpose of preserving game and instead
of pa\ing rates on from 12s. to 20s. per acre it pays on from 2s. 6d. to

3s. 6d. per acre as woods.

Yorkshire (Y. 88).—Gardener : A considerable acreage in the
parishes of . . . and . . .is planted for game cover. This has been
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increased during the last two or three years by planting land which
was previously cultivated and is suitable for small holdings.

Anglesey (N.W. 5. B).—Farmer : There are many acres of land

occupied by coverts for the sole purpose of fostering game. These
coverts are in the heart of good land which if tilled could be suitably

adapted for agricultural purposes.

Anglesey (N.W. 4).—Farmer : Certain parts of many farms in

the district are withheld from their most profitable use for purposes

of sport. In most instances it is land in the centre of the holdings and
this in itself aggravates the grievance.

Land withheld from its best use either because it is under-

cultivated or because it is altogether uncultivated, does not

bear its fair share of local and imperial taxation. This aspect

of the question will be dealt with in Part IV. Here it is

merely necessary to point out that any land used for a planta-

tion or a wood is assessed at " prairie " value,* and that

land which is out of cultivation or under-cultivated, on account

of game, and bears a low rent is also, in practice, correspondingly

under-assessed.

Last but not least, the country suffers owing to the moral

damage caused by the rearing of a large head of game. It

may be urged that game preserving gives a certain amount

/ of employment. This is true. But while the employment

of the gamekeeper is permanent there is a good deal of casual

labour employed, whereas, if the land were fully cultivated,

there would be more permanent and useful employment

upon it.

/ It should further be pointed out that under the Poaching

/ Prevention Act, 1862 (Section 2), people may be searched

i by a constable on the highway on mere suspicion of having

I
poached. This power has no parallel in Enghsh Law, and is

' both degrading and unjust.

/ It is significant that between the years 1881 and 1901, the

I

number of game-keepers increased from 12,633 to 16,677,

although during the same period there was a large decline

I in the rural population.

Rating Act, 1874, Section 4. This does not apply to land used for

saleable underwood.
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Section VI.—SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions reached in the foregoing sections may
shortly be summarised as follows :

(1) Considerable damage is done by winged game, and the

loss caused by such damage is not adequately compensated

under the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1908, mainly owing to

the insecurity of the farmer's tenure.

(2) A still greater amount of damage is done by ground

game. The Ground Game Act, 1880, does not afford an

adequate remedy, mainly because of the farmer's sense of

insecurity, but partly because of the various limitations im-

posed by the Act on his rights under it.

(3) The letting of sporting rights to a sporting tenant

independently of the tenant cultivator is bad.

(4) A large amount of land is withheld from its best use

for the purpose of sport, and a considerable amount more
is under-cultivated and in some cases under-rented owing to

game preservation.

(5) Such land does not bear its fair share of local and
imperial taxation.

(6) The preservation of game to the extent to which it is

now carried on has injurious social efiects, which are increased

by the right of the search on the Highway without a

warrant.

The total repeal of the Game Laws and the extermination

of the rabbit pest, are both remedies which have been frequently

advocated. Without entering into a discussion as to whether
such drastic remedies are needed, it is suggested that con-

siderable amendments of the Law are required, both in tVj

interests of asriculture and of the nation at large.
'/^^

-, -^

We therefore suggest: ^°° larmmg
(o) That IS should be illegal for a landlord to reserve

sporting rights to a sporting tenant. He should be a

reserve them for his own use only, but if he does not do s.
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right of letting to a sporting tenant should be granted to the

tenant farmer.*

(b) That the restrictions imposed in connection with the

Ground Game Act should be removed and that the tenant

farmer should be entitled to kill and take ground game both
by himself and by any person authorised by him. That he

should be entitled to snare and trap ground game both on his

land and on the edge of his land in whatsoever way he pleases.

He should not be restricted to placing traps at the holes.

(c) That the tenant farmer should be entitled to compensa-

tion for damage done to his crops by ground game coming
from neighbouring land whether such land is in the occupation

of his landlord or someone else. (In the latter case his right

.would be against such person.)

(d) That Section 2 of the Prevention of Poaching Act, 1862,

which gives constables power to search on the Highway without

a warrant, should be repealed.

(e) That certain reforms are necessary in connection with

the taxation and rating of land used for the purpose of sport

{see Part IV.).

It is suggested, however, that these reforms ivUl be of com-

paratively little value if provision is not made for granting

complete security of tenure to tenant farmers, subject to good

farming. Without such security of tenure no paper remedies

wiU be of any avail.

* There is, of course, the danger that in some instances this might result

in the farmer himself letting the sporting rights to a sporting tenant and
running down- his farm. In such cases, however, we suggest the landlord

would have the right to appeal to the Land Court on the ground that the

farm is not being properly worked. See Chapter V.

numbci
although during
in the rural pop

* Rating Act,
Jaleable underwor



CHAPTER 111.

SECURITY OF TENURE AND THE AGRICULTURAL

HOLDINGS ACTS.

Section L—INTRODUCTORY.

In Chapter I. we have shown that one of the principal reasons

why much of the land is undercultivated at the present day-

is that tenant farmers are not secure in the tenure of their

holdings and are therefore afraid to invest as much capital in

them as they otherwise would.

The necessity of giving tenant farmers reasonable security

of a return for the capital and labour they expend has long

been recognised. So far back as 1880, Lord Beaconsfield,

speaking of the Richmond Commission said :*

I shall be deeply disappointed if one result of the labours of that

Commission is not to afford the farmer the most complete and absolute

security for the capital which he has invested in the cultivation of the

land which he occupies.

And Mr. Henry Chaplin, M.P., speaking in the House of Com-
mons in the same year said : "To promote good farming

it is necessary that the tenant should have security."!

Speaking generally, legislation has attempted to give this

security for capital by means of compensation to the outgoing

tenant.

In the course of our enquiry we have received a considerable

number of complaints that this legislation has not achieved its

object, and that without complete security of tenure, farming

* Hansard, House of Lords, Vol. 251, p. 1254.

t House of Commons, July 7th, 1880.
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will never prosper as it should. According to many of our in-

formants the tenure of farmers at the present time is by no

means secure, a state of affairs which has serious results,

whether considered from the point of view of the farmer or of

the nation.

It is said that insecurity of tenure leads to undercultivation

because the farmer is not guaranteed the full reward of the

labour and capital he expends. Apart from this, he is often

afraid to enforce his rights and speak and act as he pleases,

lest he should have notice to quit his home and lose his means
of livelihood. Many of our informants therefore hold that

complete security of tenure is essential if farming is really to

be regarded as a business, and if the farmers are to be free and
independent.

In the present chapter we propose to consider to what extent

these complaints are founded on fact, and how far, though well

grounded in the past, they have been remedied by legislation.

But first we must give a short outline of the main provisions

of the Acts dealing with the relation of tenant and farmer, a

knowledge of which is essential for the proper understanding

of the position at the present day.

Section II.—THE HISTORY AND MAIN PROVISIONS OF
THE AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS ACTS.

The relation of landlord and tenant has never'been purely

a matter of agreement between the parties. As Sir Frederick

Pollock has written :

The truth is that the law of landlord and tenant has never, at least

; lunder any usual conditions, been a law of free contract. It is a law of

i»
contract partly express, partly supplied by judicial interpretation, and

'\ partly controlled by legislation and sometimes by local custom. So
! far as the terms and conditions are express, they are in the vast majority

i
of cases framed b}- landlords or their advisors. The tendency of judicial

I

interpretation has also been, until lately, to incHne the scale of pre-

I
sumption in favour of the landlord on doubtful points ; and the same

imay be said of the ruling tendency of legislation down to the middle

lof the present [i.e., 19th.) century.*

** The Land Laws." Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart. Macallan, 1S96.
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In 1851 there was an attempt to improve the position of

the tenants as regards fixtures, but it was not until 1875 that

the first substantial effort was made to deal generally with the

position of the tenant farmer.

This eft'ort arose out of a widespread feeling that tenant

farmers were often unjustly treated by being deprived of

compensation for various improvements which they had made
during their tenancy. Consequently the Agricultural Holdings

Act of 1875 provided compensation based on the cost of the

outlay for certain specific improvements. The Act was per-'

missive, however, and in consequence landlords contracted,

out of it, and a very short time after it had been passed, it

had really become a dead letter.

In 1880, the Ground Game Act was passed, which gave the

tenant farmer the right to kill ground game, and prohibited

parties from contracting out of its provisions. But the next

attempt to deal with the relation of landlord and tenant

generally, was the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1883, passed

by Mr. Gladstone's second administration, partly as a con-

sequence of the enquiries and findings of the Richmond Com-
mission on Agriculture* which reported in 1882.

The Act of 1883 contained many provisions of a far-reaching
\

character, out of some of which landlord and tenant were
i

prohibited from contracting. It dealt with compensation

for various improvements, length of notice to quit, and various

other matters.

Amending Acts were passed in the years 1900 and 1906.'

The relations between landlord and tenant were also affected i

by the Tenants' Compensation Act of 1890, and the Market;

Gardeners' Compensation Act of 1895. The provisions of all,

these Acts (including the Act of 1883) were amended and
consohdated by the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1908.

We shall shew that despite all the improvements in the

position of the tenant effected by the various Agricultural

Holdings Acts, including the last, the really substantial

* Report of Royal Commission on Agriculture (Cd. 3309). This Com-
mission was appointed during Mr. Disraeli's Administration.
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grievance of insecurity of tenure has not been satisfactorily

redressed, and in consequence many of tlie other provisions of

the Acts have to a large extent been rendered inoperative.

. Before dealing with the evidence, it will be necessary to

summarise briefly some of the main provisions of the Con-

solidating Act of 1908.

(a) Compensation for Improvements.

The Act applies to all agricultural holdings of land whether

arable or pasture.* It makes provision for the payment of

compensation by a landlord to an outgoing tenant for certain

specified improvements. Whether the tenancy is determined

by the landlord or the farmer there are certain improvements

for which the latter is entitled to compensation on quitting

his farm. For some of these improvements, however, he can

only get compensation if he has obtained the written consent

of his landlord to make them.f

* There are certain special provisions applying to market gardens to

which reference will be made.

f The improvements for which compensation is obtainable are enumer-
ated in the first schedule of the Act, as follows :

Part I.

Improvements to which consent of landlord in writing is required :

(1) Erection or enlargement of buildings. (2) Formation of silos. (3)

Laying down of permanent pasture. (4) Osier beds. (5) Water meadows
and irrigation. (6) Making of gardens. (7) Roads or bridges. (8) Mak-
ing or improvement of watercourses, ponds, wells, etc. (9) Making or

removal of permanent fences. (10) Planting of hops. (11) Planting of

orchards or fruit bushes. (12) Protecting young fruit trees. (13) Re-
claiming of waste land. (14) Warping or weiring of land. (15) Embank-
ments and sluices against floods. (16) Erection of wirework in hop
gardens.

Part II.

Improvement in respect of which notice to landlord is required : (17)

Drainage.
Part III.

Improvements in respect of which consent of or notice to, landlord is not

required : (18) Chalking of land. (19) Clay burning. (20) Claying of

land or spreading blaes upon land. (21) Liming of land. (22) Marling

of land. (23) Purchased manure. (24) Consumption of purchased
feeding stuffs. (25) Consumption of home-grown feeding stuffs, by cattle,

sheep, or pigs, or by horses, other than those regularly employed on the

holding. (26) Temporary pasture sown two years before the termination

of tenancy. (27) Under certain circumstances repairs to buildings.
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Before the determination of his tenancy a tenant must

give his landlord notice that he intends to claim compensation.

He must later send in a detailed claim.

The amount of compensation payable is based on the value

of the improvement to an incoming tenant. In the event of

disagreement as to the amount of compensation, the question

has to be referred to arbitration. We shall see later that

there is considerable evidence to show that tenant farmers

think that the provisions as to compensation for improvements

are inadequate and should be extended, so that compensation

could be obtained for continuous good farming. Further,

there is the diflficulty of obtaining the landlord's consent for

the making of those improvements for which his consent is

required, a difl&culty increased by insecurity of tenure. Lastly

there are complaints as to the expense connected with the

settlement of claims.

There are certain improvements, such as the planting of

fruit trees, for which the consent of the landlord is, in the

ordinary way, required, but for which consent is not necessary

where the holding is cultivated as a market garden. We
shall see, however, that difficulties arise through the insertion

in the agreement of clauses providing that the holding is not

to be treated as a market garden.

(b) Compensation for Disturbance.

The Act also gives compensation for " unreasonable dis-

turbance," a provision which was introduced for the first

time in the Act of 1906.

Section 11 of the Act provides that where a landlord ter-

minates a tenancy by notice to quit or by refusal, after due
notice, to grant a renewal of the lease, the tenant shall be
entitled to compensation for unreasonable disturbance unless

the landlord can show that he acted {a) with good and suffi-

cient cause, and (6) for reasons consistent with good estate

management.
The section further provides that a tenant shall have com-

pensation for unreasonable disturbance where an increased
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rent is demanded from him on his own improvements, and
such demand results in his quitting the holding. He is not

entitled, however, to this compensation if he has already

directly or indirectly received an equivalent from the landlord

for these improvements.

The compensation for unreasonable disturbance is payable

in addition to the compensation for improvements. The
amount of the compensation is the loss or expense directly

attributable to his quitting the holding which he may unavoid-

ably incur upon or in connection with the sale or removal

of his household goods, implements, produce, or farm

stock.

The amount of compensation, if disputed, must be settled

by an arbitrator. It should be noticed that in order to obtain

compensation the tenant must

(a) Give the landlord reasonable opportunity of making a

valuation of the goods, implements, etc.,

(h) Within two months of receiving notice to quit, or a

refusal to grant a renewal of the lease, give notice in writing

to the landlord of his intention to claim compensation, and

(c) Make his claim for compensation within three months of

quitting the holding.*

We shall show later that Section 11 of the Act, though it

has undoubtedly been of advantage to tenant farmers, has

nevertheless not fully met the difficulty caused by disposses-

sion.

Our evidence goes to shew that the clause fails in that

:

(1) Notice to quit for the purpose of sale does not give rise

to a claim for compensation as it has been held that such notice

is not " without good and sufficient cause and for reasons

inconsistent with good estate management,"f

(2) When notice to quit is given under circumstances which

entitle the tenant to compensation, the sum that can be

* The Section has only been dealt with in outline. Reference should be
made^to the Section itself for its full provisions.

I Clewshaw v. Briscoe {Law Times Report, September 17th, 1910).
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awarded is inadequate, as it does not take account of tlie loss

sustained by the tenant through being obliged to leave his

home and to seek a farm elsewhere and work up a new con-

nection. There are many losses connected with disturbance

which are not covered by the clause.

(3) The section requires a series of notices to the landlord.

Through failure to give notice within the required time, many
tenants lose their compensation. It is of course difficult to

protect the landlord's interest without requiring a notice to

be given ; at the same time the majority of small tenant

farmers cannot be expected to have full knowledge of all these

legal provisions. Moreover, as the Haversham Committee*

say in their Report

:

The early receipt by the landlord from the tenant of a notice of his

intention to claim often has the eifect of prejudicing the tenant in his

negotiations with the landlord for a renewal of the tenancy.

(4) The main objection, however, is that the clause only

provides for compensation for disturbance and does not give

security of tenure. The farmer wants the right to stay upon
his farm and continue to cultivate it. He may not be able to

get another farm in the neighbourhood, and therefore may
have to pay the additional rent upon his own improvements.

If he stay and pay the additional rent he is prevented entirely

from receiving compensation.

These matters will be dealt with in the following Sections of

the present chapter.

(c) Freedom of Cropping.

Another important new provision of the Act of 1906 was to

grant freedom of cropping. Prior to the Act it was usual in

agreements between landlord and tenant for the former to

insert a clause requiring the tenant to cultivate his arable

land on a recognised rotation or according to the custom of

the country. It was also common to prohibit the tenant

from selling or removing hay, straw, roots, or green crops from
the holding. The object of these clauses was to ensure that

Cd. 6030.
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the fertility of the soil should be preserved, and also that the

occupier should (for manurial purposes) keep a sufficient stock

of cattle to consume this kind of produce on the holding.

With the growth of modern agricultural science, however,

it was felt that in many cases these clauses and agreements

restricted the full development of the soil, and a demand
arose for freedom of cropping provided the land was kept in

good heart. To meet this demand. Section 26 of the Act

provided that, notwithstanding any custom of the country,

or the provision of any agreement respecting the method of

cropping the arable lands or the disposal of crops, a tenant

should have freedom to crop the arable land and to dispose

of the produce of the holding as he pleased.*

The landlord's interests were safeguarded by requiring the

tenant to make adequate provision to protect the holding from

deterioration. Thus, he is required to return to the holding

the full equivalent of manurial value of the crops sold ofE in

contravention of the agreement of tenancy. He is also liable

to pay damages to his landlord if he injure the holdingf

.

We thus see that tenants are given the right to cultivate

arable land as they please provided they keep it in good con-

dition, and that this freedom is given despite the provisions of

the agreement of tenancy.

Our evidence shows, however, that the right has to a largo

extent been rendered inoperative by insecurity of tenure.

It is of no use to give the tenant freedom of cropping when he

knows that if he exercises the right he may receive notice to

quit.

{d) Compensation for Damage by Game.

The Act gives the tenant the right to obtain certain compen-

sation for damage done by game. This has been dealt with

The freedom of cropping does not apply to grass land which is con
tracted to be kept under grass.

t The freedom of cropping does not apply (a) in the case of a yearly

tenancy in respect to the year before the tenant quits the holding or any
period after he has given or received notice to quit, which results in his

quitting the holding, or (6) in any other case as respects the year before

the expiration of the contract of tenancy.
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in Chapter II. on Game. As we have there shown, the section

giving this right to compensation is rendered largely inopera-

tive by the fact that the tenant has no real security.

(e) Record of Holding.

Section 27 of the Act provides that either landlord or tenant

may require a record to be made of the condition of the build-

ings, fences, etc., and the cultivation of the holding, within

tliree months of the commencement of the tenancy. The

object of this is to simplify the fixing of the amount of compen-

sation at the conclusion of the tenancy. The clause, however,

is optional, and in practice it is difl&cult for the incoming

te/iant to insist upon a record being made.

There are other provisions contained in the Agricultural

Holdings Act to which we need not here refer, as they are not

essential for our present purpose, and we therefore proceed to

deal with our evidence.

Section in.—THE WORKING OF THE AGRICULTURAL
HOLDINGS ACT.

, Our evidence shews that the Agricultural Holdings Acts

have improved the position of the tenant farmer in many
\ respects. Many of our informants, and particularly those

who are landowners and land agents, say that both the sections

giving compensation for improvements and for unreasonable

disturbance, have accomplished their object in giving to the

farmer the reward of his labour and expenditure of capital.

We have also received evidence that on some estates tenant

farmers practically have security of tenure, and that any griev-

ances that may have been felt in the past have been remedied

by the Agricultural Holdings Acts. One Agricultural Asso-

ciation, so far from advocating fresh legislation says :
" There

has been too much legislation already. Let landlord and
tenant make their own arrangements."

\ On the other hand, the larger proportion of our witnesses

I

say that insecurity of tenure is a real and pressing evil. On
p. 309 we give, in tabular form, the results of our enquiry which
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Bhow that 60 per cent, of our informants say that farmers are

adversely affected by insecurity of tenure, 32 per cent, say

they are not, while the remainder do not deal with the question

at all.

The following are a few quotations from the evidence of those

who say either that tenure is secure, or that the Acts have
remedied any grievance that may have existed in connection

with insecurity.

Sussex (E. 273).—Landowner and Peer : In my own case they do
not appear to be so affected {i.e., by insecurity of tenure). Speaking
generally, a yearly tenancy is an advantage to the tenant because if he

is not satisfied he can always hold in terrorem a notice to quit absolutely,

while by recent legislation a landlord maj'^ be subjected to penalties if

he gives notice to quit without somewhat circumscribed justification.

In the case of a lease, the tenant is, in theory at least, held to the condi-

tions of his lease during its continuance. I do not think it (the law)

does often fail.

Norfolk (C. 50).—Fruit grower : With reference to this locality,

so far as I am aware, existing legislation does safeguard the interest

of the tenants.

Buckinghamshire (E. 19).—Agent to Landowner : The anxiety of

landowners to retain improving tenants is widely known and feU, and
would appear to negative the idea that " Insecurity of tenure " exists

and retards agricultural development. The conditions imposed on
farmers in agreements are seldom insisted upon. These are maintained

to protect the land against unjust and fleeting tenants, and are never

called into operation against improving or reasonable men. The
protection afforded to the tenant by the Agricultural Holdings Act (1908)

and which will be more apparent as time goes on, has largely disposed

of any feeling of insecurity which may have formerly existed.

Suffolk (D.Y.)—Agent to Landowner: The tenants have no desire

to lease their land for a term of years, and are content to occupy their

holdings on yearly agreements which they corsider under a fair and just

landlord to serve the purpose of leases. T rmer is now protected

by the law against unreasons 'le disturbance > ; which he is entitled to

be compensated. So long as he carries out tlie conditions of his tenancy

his tenure is secure.

Somersetshire (F. 377).—Farmer : It is very rarely that a tenant

has notice to quit if he farms the land in a husbandmanlike way and
pays his rent. The usual conditions are twelve months' notice on either

side which I think reasonable ; it is very seldom I think, that a farmer

complains about harsh or unreasonable conditions ; it may be so occ9.-

sionally, but very rarely.
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Cornwall (F. 379).—Fanner : Not much insecurity in this district.

The tenants of our largest landowners are yearly, and it is very seldom

we hear of any hardship. I am a yearly tenant. If you farm under

seven or fourteen years lease, " when it expires " there is generally

some trying to raise the rent.

The Surveyors' Institution.—That agricultural development has

not been kept back by insecurity of tenure is shown by the fact that

farming leases have largely died out in England and Wales, and are

-doing so in Scotland also, farmers preferring the greater freedom of

yearly tenancies. Except where land is required for building, or indus-

trial purposes, or is taken for statutory Small Holdings, or where estates

are placed upon the market, the proportion of tenant farmers who receive

notice to quit is so infmitesimal as to prove that they are wise in their

preference for yearly tenancies, that being a form of tenure which,

apart from the possibility of disturbance for the above objects, gives a

considerable measure of security without the responsibility of a lease.

The difficulty caused by estates being placed upon the market in consid-

erable numbers is a new one, and has been fully dealt with by the Report
and evidence of the recent Departmental Committee (Cd. 6030 and 6031),

while the possibihty of an owner getting rid of a tenant for mere arbi-

trary or personal reasons is met by Section II. of the Agricultural Hold-

ings Act, which awards compensation for unreasonable disturbance.

Warwickshire (E. 277).—Agent to Landowner and Peer : As a rule,

" insecurity of tenure " on large estates exists in theory only. Farms
upon estates such as I have, and have had to deal with, change hands
very seldom and almost entirely from natural causes only, not by the

caprice of the landlord,

Kent (E. 1001).—Landowner and Peer: As to insecurity of tenure
the farms here have been held for many years on yearly tenancies,

although if leases had been preferred tenants would have been welcome
to have them. When estates are sold tenure is insecure, not otherwise.

Cheshire (E. 301).—Landowner : It is the rarest thing for a tenant
to leave except of his own free will. If they wished to sink more money
in their farms I think they would find the landlords quite prepared to
come to a fair arrangement, but most of them are, I think, quite satis-

fied with their present system of farming and do not wish to go into any
expenditure of a capital nature. If they did, they would be almost
certain first to ask the landlord to find the necessary capital

Somersetshire (F. 337),—Landowner and Peer: They are not
affected at all (by insecurity of tenure) so long as they cultivate ihsir
farms properly. I do not know of a single case where a man who farmed
the land properly has received notice to quit. There is a feeHng in
favour of an alteration of the law where an estate is sold, and the tenant
receives notice to quit. I think a reasonable solution can be found,
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but at the present moment there is a diversity of opinion on this ques-
tion, not only between landlords and tenants, but among tenant farmers
themselves.

Norfolk (C. 60).—County Alderman : Farmers are not very largely

affected by insecurity of tenure, as usually where a man is a good
farmer his landlord has no desire to part with him. If through sale of

farm a change is imperative—he can generally secure another without
great difficulty. I do not see how existing legislation can be altered

to affect every individual case. Public opinion is too strong to allow
a landlord to persecute a tenant by vexatiously giving notice to quit.

Lincolnshire (C. 65).—Farmer : Generally speaking, no complaints
are made of insecurity of tenure, and the conditions under which farms
are held are based upon the old customs of the county and appear to be
mostly and mutually agreeable between landlord and tenant. There
is, however, the danger under a yearly tenancy (which is very general)

and cases have been known, where a rent has been raised or the tenant
discharged when he has improved the land. Legislation does not appear
to be required. The relations between landlord and tenant seem to be

(on the whole) satisfactory.

Lincolnshire (C. 51).—Farmer : The holdings in this district are held

by yearly tenancies—no leases. One year's notice is generally given
and taken. The tenure is fairly secure and there are very few changes.

The conditions are fairly just as between landlord and tenant. So long

as the rental is duly paid the tenants are reasonably secure.

Suffolk (D. 32).—Yeoman Farmer : Since the passing of the Agri-

cultural Holdings Act I do not think insecurity of tenure retards develop-

ment to any great extent. As a rule leases now contain no clauses as

to cropping except during the last year of tenancy.

Sussex (E. 32).—Farmer : My experience is that the landlords are

very pleased to get a tenant that will do justice to the land and pay the

rent. Then most landlords will allow them to do as they like regarding

farming, except it is a few that do not know and will not be told.

Middlesex (E. 251).—Small Holder : So far as my experience goes,

landlords are reluctant to change, so that a tenant once in possession

of a farm does enjoy a certain limited security of tenure. Apart from
a difference with his landlord he is not likely to be disturbed so long as

the property remains in the hands of the same landlord. It is when there

is a chance of ownership by sale that there is risk of disturbance. Pos-

session may be required by the new owner, or an increased rent may be
demanded.

Lincolnshire (C. 17).—Rector : I do not think that many tenants

feel their tenure insecure, certainly not upon the large estates. On
quite small estates the tenant is not so secure. Sometimes a man who
owns, say, two farms, may suddenly decide that he wants to settle hia
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son in one of them ; and so will turn out his tenant. Grievances of this

kind, however, are sure to be heard a great deal of ; and is it really im-

possible to say how often it occurs. I do not think the compensation

given for disturbance of this kind is adequate.

Dorsetshire (F. 26).—Farmer : I think that any disabihties caused

by insecurity of tenure are fully met by the Agricultural Holdings Acts,

which provide that compensation must be paid for unreasonable dis-

turbance. I think, however, that the provisions of these Acts are not

generally known by farmers. It would be a help to most farmers if

explanatory leaflets were issued showing what is meant by " Unreason-

able Disturbance," " Necessary Improvements," " Unexhausted

Values," etc.

Devonshire (F. 90).—Landowner : Every tenant reaUses that he has

now practically a fixity of tenure and that he will never be asked to

leave if he farms properly and pays his rent.

Cumberland (K. 29).—Farmer : I think recent Agricultural Holdings

Acts have given tenants very good security of tenure. Tenants here-

abouts do not complain of insecurity. They can now cultivate their

land practically as they choose, and as long as they pay their rent (and

nearly all landlords allow three, four, and even five to six months be-

yond the stiplated time of payment) they are secure from disturbance.

Very few landlords give notice to quit ; when farms change hands, the

change generally arises from the tenants desiring to take a larger farm,

or desiring a change, or from his death.

Brecknockshire (S.W. 81).—Valuer: Tenants are not affected to

a large extent by insecurity of tenure, and Section 11 of the Agri-

cultural Holdings Act is a safe^ard against any unreasonable dis-

turbance.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 57).—Farmer : If a tenant is fortunate enough
to have a farm under a good landlord he has nothing to fear so long as

he pays his rent and does not deteriorate the land. I am the fourth
generation on this farm. We have been here for about 100 years, and I

have had nothing but kindness from my present landlord, although
we differ in our political and religious views.

Though a minority of our informants thus feel that the Agri-

cultural Holdings Acts have remedied any grievances which
may have existed, and that security of tenure is general in the
case of good farmers, yet we have received an overwhelming
mass of evidence from farmers to the effect that the provisions

of the Acts have fallen far short of what the justice of the case

demands. They definitely assert that tenure is not secure at

the present time, and that this insecurity has serious results.
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As indicated in the first Section of this chapter, farmers com-
plain that the compensation for improvements given under the

Act is very limited, and that it should be given for continuous

good farming ; that it is difficult and often impossible to get

the landlord's consent to effect the improvements contained

in Part I. of the first Schedule of the Act ; and that Section 11.

of the Act which was intended to give compensation for un-

reasonable disturbance has been of comparatively little value.

They complain of the basis of compensation for disturbance,

i and of the fact that notice to quit for the purpose of sale does

(not come within the Section. Moreover it is urged that the

Section fails in that it does not prohibit the raising of rents on

xa tenant's own improvements, but only gives him compensa-

tion if a demand for such increase result in his leaving the farm.

Our informants further say that what they need is security

of tenure, and that compensation for disturbance is not suffi-

cient. As an old farmer said, in giving evidence before the

Wdsh Land Commission :*

There is nothing in the Agricultural Holdings Act, as far as I can

Bce, to protect a sitting tenant without his being an outgoing tenant.

What the farmer really requires is to stay on his farm, and

in his own home. Rather than leave his home and sacrifice

the goodwill of his business, he is often obliged to pay rent on

his own improvements, or even J)urchase them outright should

his holding be put up for sale. He is often unable to assert

his rights or to resist proposed new clauses in his agreement,

lest he should receive notice to quit ; and sometimes he is

afraid even to express freely his political and religious opinions

should they be incompatible with those of his landlord.

The following are a few quotations from the evidence we have

received on the subject.

Yorkshire (Y. 119).—Farmer: The farmer is affected financially.

He invests his skill, his money and his labour in the farm. He has

to prepare at least one year beforehand, and by continual good manage-

ment he cannot possibly recover the fertility of the soil which he has

placed there through manures and acts of good husbandry with the

* Report of the Royal Commission on Land in Wales and Monmouth-
shire, 1896. C. 8221, p. 300.
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present system of a twelve months' notice. Therefore, he should have
further compensation for good farming than he receives at present.

Under the Unreasonable Disturbance Clause, compensation is only

allowed for the removal of furniture, stock, and also of a forced sale.

No allowance for continual good farming, or for loss of business con-

nection, and frequently there is a slackness among arbitrators in giving

unreasonable disturbance which makes that clause somewhat of a dead
letter. The cost of these arbitrations—legal and otherwise—absorb

a good share of the compensation.

Essex (D. 4).—Farmer : Security of tenure is the root of the wholbi
'*

question. Bad farmers are secure because nobody wants their farm.l
'

Good farmers have no security, as everybody thinks their farms are>

inherently good ones. The owner can easily both let or sell at a higher 1

price, and with the best of intentions, he does not realize how much ) j

of the fertility of his land is due to his tenant's 'good farming. -^Sooner

or later the rent will be raised or the property soldL^ Nearly all the

land is now held on a yearly or two yearly tenancy, and I have seen

some very bad cases of this having happened in this district. I do
not blame the landlords—they are human; it is the system that is

rotten. The Agricultural Holdings Act gives no security of tenure.

It is a dead letter ; the whole point turns on what is " good estate

management." The writer hired two farms in 1907. One was offered

for sale by the owner in 1910, and the other in 1911, and he received

notice to quit in both cases. He had no capital to buy the farm in

the first case, and it was bought by another farmer. In the second
case he persuaded a friend to buy the farm and let it to him at an in-

crease of rent. In each case the reason for giving notice to quit was
that the owner wished to sell the land to pay off mortgages upon it,

which was held to be " not inconsistent with good estate management."

Cornwall (F. 35G).—Auctioneer and Valuer : The law fails lament-
ably in Section 11. of the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1908. Section
11. Sub-section (a) is so ambiguously worded that neither landlords,

farmers, valuers, nor solicitors understand the intention, and after

protracted argument and expense to avoid Htigation, the claim for

disturbance is generally smothered by the arbitrator in that particular
case. T am firmly convinced that great improvements would be made
by the alteration of Section 11. of the Agricultural Holdings Act of

1908, and by a further amendment to the same Act which will permit the
tenant to claim for any improvement that he has made that does not
alter the character of the holding, the landlord always being safe-

guarded by the rule that the basis of valuation shall be what the improve-
ment is worth to the incoming tenant. In the Agricultural Holdings
Act of 1908, Schedule I., Part III., Improvement 26, a privilege of great
importance to farmers in the county was granted. The arable and
pasture land are not sharply divided, as in other counties, and many a
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farm has arable land with grass in it anywhere from two to twenty
years old. He is now being compensated for such grass laid down
since the 1900 Act came in force, namely—January 1st, 1901, and I am
advised that this Act was not retrospective, any temporary pasture
laid down previous to January 1st, 1901, cannot be claimed for. Under
these circumstances it is of vital importance to this county, and only

a measure of tardy justice, that the tenant farmer should be paid for

those that are now here as ante 1901 pastures. I would strongly urge

the necessity of dealing with this matter.

Somersetshire (F. 58).—Yeoman Farmer : Compensation should
be given in all cases of removal, excepting for non-payment of rent,

bad farming and death of tenant. This would, I believe, stop one-

third of the changes that occur every Lady Day and Michaelmas
among tenants, greatly to their impoverishment, which means lessened

capital for their holdings. I often hear this said :
" I should farm like

this or that. I should do as you suggest, but we never know what
may happen." Clause 11. of Agricultural Holdings Act, 1908, is so am-
biguously worded that quitting farmers are afraid to give notice of

claim, as the Auctioneer—valuer—agents—are dead against the Act
almost to a tnan, for obvious reasons, and generally the tenant is depend-

ent on these men for a new farm, so even what the clause might give

us is seldom claimed. If the Clause were made plain, giving the tenant

compensation in all cases, and enumerating only the exceptions, the

quitting tenants would avail themselves of it at once and always.

Derbyshire (G. 303).—County Councillor : The Act of 1908 only

gives compensation for unreasonable disturbance to the extent of

paying for removal of goods and implements ; and if that is only a

short distance the amount is nothing practically. At the same time

the tenant is shifted from the land where his capital is invested, and
improvements unexhausted, all old associations and friendships cut

off, and untold inconveniences follow—often Hfe must be started

afresh. With a family this is a serious thing—my own case is proof

of it. Landlords should be compelled to give a longer notice to quit

—

say, three years.

Shropshire (G. 107).—Farmer: Existing legislation fails in not

giving equivalent compensation for actual improvement, and in allowing

landlords to exploit the improvements of the holdings due solely to

the tenant's continuous enterprise and good farming. These are the

two chief factors in the feeling of unrest and uncertainty among farmers

at the present time.

Devonshire (F. 38).—Yeoman Farmer : The only legislation to

give security of tenure is Clause 11 of the Agricultural Holdings Act,

1908. But its language is so vague, and most landlords get through

this clause by getting an increase of rent, or dividing the farms, or

some complaint as to its management. It's not found diflficult to
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find or create a sufficient reason when a landlord wishes to get rid of

a tenant.

Sussex (E. 29).—Farmer : The Agricultural Holdings Act is most

inadequate and the machinery is too expensive, so that in most cases

where a tenant leaving his holding is entitled to compensation the

landlord or agent puts all the obstacles he can in the way, and what

compensation should be got is swallowed up in expenses.

Oxfordshire (E. 46).—Small Holder : As the conditions of tenancy

are to a large extent ruled by the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1008,

the defects of this Act are the subject of complaint: (1) It is very

difficult to define where a disturbance is "unreasonable," and the

procedure to recover compensation for such disturbance is tedious

and expensive ; (2) the compensation for improvements effected hv a

tenant is rarely adequately dealt with—often times owing to the lack

of documentary evidence as to the state of the holding on entry.

Kent (E. 129).—Farmer, County Councillor : The schedules of Agri-

cultural Holdings Act should be done away with. The compensation

for disturbance should be *' what it may reasonably be estimated it

will cost a tenant to establish himself in a fresh farm."

Northumberland (A. 16).—Farmer: Agricultural development is

held back by insecurity of tenure, tenants do not make improvements
such as they would do if held under a fifteen years' lease. Conditions

are better since the passing of the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1908,

but this Act is so expensive to operate that many tenants would rather

not make improvements, as the cost of recovering the unexhausted
value at the end of the term is often much more than the unexhausted
value itself.

Yorkshire (Y. 118).—Tenant Farmer : Farmers want more adequate
security in obtaining compensation for improvements ; many of the

improvements carried out on farms do not show the work that has been
put in, and it is difficult to prove this. We have to have the landlord's

consent before many improvements are commenced ; this is sometimes
difficult to obtain, and often is the cause of trouble.

Herefordshire (G. 122).—County Alderman: A case arose this

year very near where the tenant received notice to leave the farm
on account of the death of the owner. The tenant has a profitable

milk business. But because he did not give notice two months after

receiving notice to quit that he should claim for unreasonable disturbance
and loss in having to give up the milk business, as well as the farm, he
cannot make a claim. He was thinking of renewing the tenancy and
was entreated to do so ; that was the reason he did not make his claim
sooner, and just when it appeared there was every prospect of coming
to terms another man pushed in and offered more money, and the tenant
was deceived and sadly and cruelly disappointed. The Agricultural
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Holdings Act should be altered, that a tenant may have the right of

making his claims any time during his tenancy.

Monmouthshire (G. 814).—Farmer : Insecurity of tenure is, without

doubt, a great cause of agricultural development being held back.

They (the farmers) will not expend more money than they can possibly

help, owing to the insecurity.

Northumberland (A. 1).—Farmer: Under existing law no farmer

has security of tenure nor adequate security that, on conclusion of his

tenancy, he will be recompensed for improvements which he may have
made, further than payment for unexhausted manurial value which

he has expended on the land. However well a man may farm, and
however much he may add to the capital value of the holding by good
management he can claim nothing for it on leaving ; and the better

the state in which he has his farm, the more liable is he to be turned

out so that it may be sold, or for some other reasons to suit the landlord.

Cambridgeshire (G. 13).—Farmer: The law needs amendment in

the Agricultural Acts : (1) A tenant ought to be able to claim for certain

classes of improvement to his holding—whether or not he has given

notice to his landlord. (2) Notices to quit should state the ground for

such notice. (3) All valuations at close of tenancy should state full

particulars of claims and values.

Northumberland (A. 4).—Farmer : The " Unreasonable Disturb-

ance " clause, as at present interpreted, carries no weight, and it ought

to be so strengthened as to secure to a dispossessed tenant full payment
for loss of his means of livelihood, the depreciation in capital caused

by compulsory sale of stock, and all expenses connected with securing

another farm—together with fuller compensation for all improvements
left behind.

Yorkshire (Y. 4).—Farmer : A yearly tenancy cannot give security,

because farming is a business that takes some years to build up to a

successful issue. The farmer is aware that he will reap in the coming
years—but if he is liable at any rent day to receive a notice for an

increase of rent, failing that to leave his farm so that another may
come in to reap where he has sown, it naturally has a straining effect

on him.

Hampshire (E. 184).—Nurseryman : What's to prevent a landlord

giving a tenant notice to quit at a twelvemonth ? If he has done his

farm well, he cannot take from the land in one year what he has put

into it for years. Also, he may have spent a lot of money on labour

in cleaning, etc., which compensation will never pay for. He ought

to know he cannot be disturbed as long as he farms his land well

;

unless it should be wanted for town development.

Lancashire (K. 28).—Farmer : My opinion is that under the present

system the best farmer under an unscrupulous landlord is in the worst
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position, for the simple reason that if his farm come into the market,

and he wish to continue the tenancy he has to pay for his own improve-

ments. Whereas for a farm that has been slovenly managed, there is

less competition. What we need is security.

NoRTHAMrTONSHiRE (D. 8).—Tenant farmer: I think that all

farmers feel that any improvements they make on their holdings may
be confiscated by the owner at any time, either by the estate being sold,

by their being turned out, or by their rent being raised. Of course,

tenants on the large, best-managed estates, know that this is less likely

in their case, but even they know that in case of their death or their

being obliged for any reason to leave their farm, they or their families

would get but a small part of the value of improvements they had
made. The present law gives no real " compensation for disturbance

"

but only, in a very few cases " small and partial repayment of loss

incurred in removals." Also a tenant on leaving can, at present, only

claim compensation for the few improvements mentioned in Part HI.
of Schedule I. of the Act. I think that in every case a tenant should

be paid for every improvement made which adds to the letting value

of the farm ; and whenever turned out for no fault or default of his

own he should receive real " compensation for disturbance."

Middlesex (E. 152).—Farmer, Market-Gardener: The question of

compensation—(a) for improvements, (6) for disturbance—is becoming
an increasingly serious question for market gardeners. The Agricultural

Holdings Act, 1908, provides: Section 42 (1). "In the case of a

holding in respect of which it is agreed by an agreement in writing

made on or after the first day of January, 1896, that the holding shall

be let and treated as a market garden." Landowners will not " agree
"

that the " holding shall be let and treated as a m.arket garden." They
insist on a covenant that the holding shall be treated purely as an
agricultural holding, and the provisions as to market gardens shall not
apply. The consequence of this is that marliet gardeners in order to

get land to carry on their business are compelled to acquiesce, and
are dri\en back into the same position as in the old days, before the
passing of the Market Gardeners' Compensation Act, 1895. They
invest their capital without security, and run the risk of an unscrupulous
landlord raising their rent on their own improvements, or confiscating

them in order to get the enhanced rent from another tenant. A neigh-

bouring farm is let to a market-garden tenant with a covenant that
compensation shall not exceed £25 upon any acre. My firm have a
lease of land with a similar provision. This sum would not be more
than a third of the value of a good plantation of fruit, nor more than
half the value of a good plantation of rhubarb, seakale, or aspr.ragus.

It would not even be sufficient for a crop of lettuces, cabbages, or
cauliflowers, for which the manure alone would cost £10 to £12 per
acre. And it must be remembered that whether in the case of a lease
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for a term, or an agreement from year to year, there is always a provision

for resumption of anj' part of the land for building purposes at short

notice, often two or three months, while no waiving of the limitation

as to compensation. In both the cases mentioned there is a reputation

for fair and considerate dealing with tenants; but there must be
many cases where there is not even the £25 security as Kedswell r.

Flint shows.

(6) There is a great dissatisfaction amongst all classes of agricultural

tenants with Clause 11 of the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1908, but
the market gardeners suffer most acutely from its weakness and in-

adequacy. They are constantly being turned out of their holdings

to give place to the builder. The change, while a serious loss to them,
is of great pecuniary advantage to the landlord. If they manage to

steer their claim through the " reasons consistent with good estate

management " (words inserted by the House of Lords, and unfortunately

accepted by the House of Commons), who could argue that the encour-

agement of building development is inconsistent with good estate

management ? Their right to claim is limited to " the loss or expense

directly attributable to his quitting the holding, which the tenant

may unavoidably incur upon or in connection with the sale or removal

of his household goods, or his implements of husbandry, produce, or

farm stock, on or used in connection with the holding."

This rules out the principal items of loss which are : The removal of

business, loss of connection for sale of produce " at home." Loss of

land which deep cultivation and years of liberal manuring have brought

up to market-garden staple, with the necessity of beginning again on
Imd which has been farmed.

Carnarvonshibb (N.W. 22).—Solicitor : The law leaves the farmer

entirely at the mercy of the landlord. It does not prevent rent being

raised ; it does not prevent landlords evicting struggling tenants with

big families who have no place to go to. Compensation in the form of

a return of bare capital invested in improvements is utterly inadequate

when a farmer is disturbed. It does not cover loss of profit. In

business, loss of profit is always considered and compensated for. If

a landlord sells land, this is included in the compensation paid him,

under the Land Clauses Act. Is there any reason why such should not

be the case with a farmer ?

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 94).—Auctioneer and Valuer: Farmers
are affected by insecurity to a great extent. As an instance, I may
say that a few years ago a young farmer, who had worked hard and
improved his farm by clearing several fields of gorse, etc., and making
useful 'and of it, had to leave on a notice to quit, as he refused to pay
the increased rent.

Cardiganshire (S.W. 29).—Estate Agent and Farmer : Sometimes
after improving land a farmer receives notioe to quit unless he consents
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to a rise in the rent. At other times a farm is sold after the tenant has

spent years of labour, and spent much capital to improve it. Rather
than let others reap the benefit of his toil he buj's it at an excessive

price owing to his own industry. The law ought to compel landlords

when selling their farms to pay the tenants adequate compensation
for all improvements before the completion of purchase is signed ; to

pay at least one year's rent to the tenant for unreasonable disturbance ;

to extend the period of notice to quit to two or three years.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 69).—Farmer : The law fails in not providing

a tenant with the safeguards he should have in ensuring that he should

not have to pay for his own improvements at a public sale. The attrac-

tion of the old home, and the choice of buying it, or leaving the country,

often make a man bid more than a fair price against capricious rivals.

Radnorshire (S.W. 74).—Farmer: When a farmer is industrious

and prospers there are plenty of people who come round and offer a
higher rent, and although the rent is not always raised the landlord

is rather more cautious about spending money on the farm and if the

tenant wants improvements he has to do it himself. Legislation should
encourage an industrious farmer. A farmer must not fall out with
his landlord, because he knows he will have a great difficulty in getting

another suitable farm.

Anglesey (N.W. 5 B.).—Farmer : The period of notice to quit is

too short. In allowing land to be sold indiscriminately to capitalists

who are prepared to pay fancy prices, the tenant is not protected.

Landlords are able to deal with tenants on unfair grounds, as being
the possessors of the whip hand, should tenants stubbornly demand
many rights assured them by law.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 6).—A Committee of Farmers and Small
Holders : Adequate compeneation to the farmer should be guaranteed
for all improvements. The '* written consent " Clause is unfair towards
the tenant. Should a tenant insist on carrying out the " written con-

sent " clause for certain improvements, it would affect the future attitude

and relation of the landlord towards him. This would handicap him
greatly. The reasonable interest of the landlord should be safeguarded,

but to turn out a good tenant from his farm at a year's notice, should be
made really difficult or impossible. We do not think that farmers
generally are favourable to leases. We believe that adequate com-
pensation, as stated above, would go a long way to meet the case.

Anglesey (N.W. 1).—Farmer: Every sitting tenant is liable to

have his tenancy terminated on serving him with a notice to quit in

twelve months. It does not protect him from the inconvenience attached
to a sale of his holding and the possible imposition of paying out of

his own pocket for improvements which he has himself carried out.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. ^8),—Large Farmer: In theory the law
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may be very well, but it is very difficult for the tenant farmer to fight

his landlord under any circumstances, and though he might have a
good claim against him he is afraid of the law. Therefore he chooses

to take what he can get, rather than run the risk of losing more money
by going to law.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 36).—Farmer: Existing legislation gives

no security of tenure whatever. The landlord has full power to give

notice to his tenant to quit his holding without giving any reason

whatever for doing so. He may be the best farmer on the estate.

There is no fixity of tenure. The tenant should be paid for all improve-

ments that were required for his holding, with or without consent, and
for cumulative fertility and drainage at their value when leaving,

irrespective of the time when improvements were made and work or

haulage done.

In the last two Sections of this chapter, we shall summarise

the effect of the above evidence, and also give some of the

suggestions for amending the Agricultural Holdings Act,

which have been brought forward by Farmers' Unions,

Chambers of Agriculture, and other bodies.

For the present, however, it is sufficient to point out that

the difficulty which underHes practically all the complaints is

that of insecurity of tenure, and we propose, therefore, to

deal at somewhat greater length with this important question.

Section IV.—SECURITY OF TENURE.

We have seen that, so far as England and Wales are con-

cerned, the only attempts made to deal with this question

have been in the direction of giving compensation to an
evicted tenant and not of giving actual security of tenure.

Unquestionably at the present day there is a very strong

feeling that security of tenure should be granted to the tenant

farmer provided that he farms properly, and pays his rent,

and further that he should not have his rent raised upon his

own improvements. To quote the words of Mr. Colin Camp-
bell, President of the National Farmers' Union :

He (the tenant farmer) asks no favour, pecuniary or otherwise, from
anyone, but he does ask with the utmost confidence that, in common
justice, as long as he farms well and he pays his rent, so long shall

he be allowed to pursue his calling without let or hindrance, with the

knowledge that the State will see that security of tenure is his.*

* Third Annual Report of the National Farmers' Union. (1911).
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The evidence we have received shows, that so far fro

tenants being secure in their holdings, there is less security

now than there was in the past. The recent increase in the

sales of estates has undoubtedly increased the feeling of

insecurity.*

In 1911, a Departmental Committee was appointed, with/

Lord Haversham as chairman, to consider the position of/

tenant farmers on the occasion of the sale of their holdings.l

In their reportf the Committee say :

The Committee are satisfied that there are an abnormal number of

estates being broken up and sold at the present time. The Committee
were informed that agricultural land to the value of £1,500,000 was
disposed of during 1910, whilst in 1911 the value of the agricultural

;

land sold exceeded £2,000,000. Moreover, there seems every indica-

tion that the tendency to break up the large agricultural estates is

likely to continue.

In the opinion of the majority of the witnesses who appeared before

the Committee, the increase in the number of agricultural estates,

which have recently been offered for sale is partly due to a feeling

of apprehension among landowners as to the probable tendency of

legislation and taxation in regard to land. Whether this feeling of

apprehension is well founded or not, it undoubtedly does exist. . . .

The ownership of land entails heavy responsibilities, and, heretofore,

landowners have, in many cases, been content with z, comparatively
small return on their capital, partly in consideration of the social

position and amenities conferred by such ownership. Many owners,
finding they are now in a position to sell to advantage, are relieving

* The Surveyors' Institution in their schedule say :
" The following

figures, kindly provided by the Secretary to the Estate Exchange, give
the acreage of agricultural land in England and Wales registered at the
Estate Exchange Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, E.G., as sold during
each of the last five years :

Year. Acreage.

1908 ..... ... 97,263
1909 100,273
1910 114,6r31

1911 188,009
1912 192,012

Note.—It must not be taken that tliese figures cover all the sales in
England and Wales during the period mentioned, as registration at the
Estate Exchange is not compulsory, and numbers of transactions take
place of which no official report is received."

t Report of Departmental Committee on Tenant Farmers' and
Estates. Cd. 6030, p. 5. T°y^
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themselves of these responsibilities, and it is probably a combination
of these reasons which have resulted in the increase in the number
of estates which have been, and are being, offered for sale.

Be the causes of sales what they may, the evidence which the Com-
mittee have heard proves that there exists great anxiety among tenant

farmers, and that this feeling of insecurity is militating against agricul-

ture. Witnesses before the Committee were practically unanimous
in expressing the view that the tenants farming oh the large estates

of England and Wales desired nothing better than to remain as tenants

under their present landlords, and, in view of the remission of rent by
landlords in bad seasons, and the execution of repairs and improvements
over and above the strictly agricultural requirements of the farms,

the position of tenants under good landlords is apparently a satisfactory

one.

The Committee proceed to show (p. 6) the difficult}' in which

a tenant is placed when his farm is sold :

Assuming that the tenant in question has to leave, he may lose a

business connection, such as a milk round, or a market for cheese, for

which he may have built up a reputation. He has ascertained by
experience the best method of working the farm which he is quitting

for another farm, the peculiarities of which he may take j^ears to master.

In addition, he may have succeeded in getting together a number of

useful farm labourers whom he will not be able to move to his new
farm, whilst the greatest diflBculty is that experienced by the tenant

under present conditions in securing any other holding for occupation. '

If to avoid dispossession the tenant decides to buy, he may be induced

to bid at the auction up to a high price in order to retain his home,
and, if he has executed improvements and farmed the land exception-

ally well, the purchase price is often increased accordingly, with the

result that he has to buy his own improvements.

It is unnecessary to quote at length from the evidence

collected by this Committee, as the above extracts from their

report show what was the effect of that evidence. To the

Report of the Committee, however, we may add extracts

from some of our schedules dealing with the increased

insecurity caused by the sales of estates.

Staffordshire (G. 836).—Farmer: Farmers have not been much
affected in the past by insecurity of tenure. Many families have held

the same farm for generations. At the present time farmers' security

of tenure is affected by the wholesale breaking up of estates now going

on, and they either have to buy their farms or perhaps be turned off,

or have their rents raised.

Cornwall (F. 139).—Fruit Grower : The sale of large estates has
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undoubtedly had the effect of bringing home to the minds of yearly

tenants the insecurity of their position, and this undoubtedly tends

to limit agricultural improvements by occupiers. This reason was

alleged by a relative, farming about 100 acres, as a reason for disconlLim-

ing the high farming, viz., the liberal use of manure he formerly

practised.

Shropshire (G. 855).—Farmer : Insecurity of tenure affects a man's

farming from first to last. No man can get the best out of the land

nor do the best for his own pocket feeling insecure. At the recent sale

of a portion of the . . Estate, numbers of men who had taken farms

on this estate during the last twenty years and improved them out of

all knowledge, had to buy their own improvements capitalised or go out.

Shropshire (G. 341).—Farmer: Tenants are frequently having

their farms sold over their heads, and are obliged either to give up
their farms or pay an advanced rent. A landlord is able to let his

farm subject to six months' notice, which is far too short a term.

Staffordshire (G. 337.)—Farmer: At the present time there is

no doubt a feeling of insecurity on the part of the farmers, due to so

much land changing hands. This feeling is naturally the strongest

on mortgaged estates. The new purchaser very often at once puts

up the rent. In any case there is a feeling of uncertainty regarding

the character of the future purchaser.

Cheshire (P. 1028).—Farmer: Latterly, either owing to high

price reahsed for agricultural land, or owing to the effects of recent

legislation, for some cause, estates are being sold continually, and the

vicious practice is to give the tenants notice to quit, in order to obtain

the highest possible price. In the last few years this insecurity has

been felt to a very large extent.

Herefordshire (E. 255).—Land Agent: Speaking generally, I

should say that before 1909 farmers on well-managed estates owned
by persons in whose family they had been for generations never con-

sidered their tenure insecure. I am speaking not only of my own
district but of the whole county, on estates which I have visited to

value or advise on professionally. Constantly one visits farms farmed
by the same family sometimes with no agreement at all, for generations.

This is owing to the good feeling that existed between owner and
occupier. Now, owing to changes in ownership, I regret to state that

the feeling is not so pronounced as there has been in the last three years

a growing feeling of insecurity on both sides. The large number of

estates brought into the market must mean a feeling of insecurity.

Leicestershire (E. 1007).—The Leicestershire Chamber of Agricul-

ture : The increased tendency of landlords to sell their estates has
• caused a feeling of insecurity of tenure amongst farmers.

Worcestershire (G. 846).—Farmer : Personally I do not put as
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much capital into the land to improve it as though I was secure in the
tenancy. After being a tenant for seven years, I jast find that my
farm is coming into the market, and if I do not secure it I may have
to move, with all loss and annoyance consequent on it. I should say
other farmers are affected by insecurity in much the same way.

Essex (D. 41).—Large Farmer : Yearly tenancy is against farmers.

We cannot farm to advantage without security of tenure. I entered
my farm three years ago on a yearly tenancy. I laid out a good sum
on house and building. The farm is now to be sold, and I must go
out. The farm where I live I would prefer to buy rather than be
disturbed in my old age. I would prefer to be tenant if I could.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 121).—Auctioneer and Valuer: Nearly
all the farms in this parish are rented on yearly tenancies. So much
land is placed on the market nowadays that it creates a feeling of

insecurity amongst tenants. . . . Three other farmers were under
notice to quit last Michaelmas, as it was intended to sell their farms.

For some reason or other they were not sold, and they are now again

under notice to quit Michaelmas, 1913. Altogether there are seven
farmers under notice to quit at present in this parish

Anglesey (N.W. 6).—Land Agent : There has been an intense feeling

of insecurity in this district during the past years as a large amount
of land has been in the market and several tenants have been under

notice. The result is that land is farmed with an eye to the possibility

of having to quit and not to develop it.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 21).—Lecturer in Agriculture: At any
time the landlord may sell the farm. Tenancy comes to an end.

There is no provision to protect the farmer to secure the holding for

a fair and reasonable price. If he wants to stop there he must pay Vie

price the landlord asks for or leave. A tenant ought to have some
court to appeal to for justice.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 35).—Farmer: The great drawback is

insecurity—after ten or twenty years' good farming the farm may
be put up abruptly for sale, and the whole benefit go to the landlord's

side. Instances of this kind occur too often just now, from which
neighbouring farmers cannot but draw their own conclusions. Our
present Agricultural Holdings Act is supposed to safeguard the interests

of both landlord and tenant. When disturbances takes place and
the tenancy is at an end there is often a difference of opinion as to the

compensation due to the tenant. It is almost impossible to gauge the

extent to which tenant farmers all over the country are affected by
the retarding evil of insecurity of tenure. Remove it and, I think the

effect will be very general and lasting.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 12) : When a farm is sold under these

opnditioos, if the tenant becomes the buyer, he pays for improvementfl
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eftecced by himself. If the farm is sold to another landlord the rent

is raised on his improvements.

We have already shown on pp. 296-304 that there is abundant

evidence that apart from the sales of estates, tenants feel

insecure, and they fear that they may at any time receive

notice to quit or have their rents raised upon their own im-

provements. The quotations given on those pages illustrate

this position, and the extent to which insecurity is felt may
be gauged by the following table, showing the results of

our enquiry.
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feeling of insecurity, of which his case is but an object lesson, spreads
contagiously among other tenants, friends, and neighbours, who had
previously shared a similar sense of fixity in the occupation of their

holdings.

The opinions expressed in our Schedules are corroborated

by many other authorities, thus :

Lord St. Aldwyn, speaking in the House of Lords on
December 13th, 1906, said :

But there were cases, he was afraid, it must be admitted, where land-

lords had capriciously given notice, to the loss of the tenant.

Lord Barnard, also speaking in the House of Lords on
December 19th, 1906, said :

He was perfectly convinced, after making considerable enquiries

upon the subject, that there was a strong feehng on the part of agricul-

tural tenants that in some cases they were unduly displaced.

Professor H. Owen Meredith, Professor of Economics,

Belfast, says :

Nothing that can be done for the tenant farmer will be of much avail

unless we can, in one way or the other, encourage him to do his best for

the land. It is self-evident that this cannot be done under a system
of yearly tenancies. Even if the tenant farmer could rely on the ; ood
faith of his landlord, he has no security which a business man would look

at against his improvements being confiscated by a man who has bought
the land over his head. At the present moment this is happening every

day. {Hereford Journal, 28th September, 1912.)

The following are quotations from the evidence of some
of the witnesses before the Royal Commission on Agricultural

Depression*

Mr, T. Parker (Q. 10614).—Tenant Farmer: Tiien it cannot be tlie

insecurity of tenure which makes it unprofitable now ?—But under

better and more thorough security we could farm more highly. I

maintain that I have farmed highly, as the result of my tenancy and
this agreement prove, but a good many tenants dare not spend money
in consequence of the insecurity under which they live.

IMr. T. Worthington (Q. 12C27).—Tenant Farmer and Auctioneer:

You do not think that the fear of it (vexatious eviction) really operates

upon the minds of the tenants ?—This fear more operates : that if a
person has his fann in what I call first-class condition, he does not get

* Ko/al i'o.ixniiiiinou oa Apiculture, i893-18D7. C. 7 100, Vol. 1, tu IV.
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tlie same attention and appliances to any requirement of his trom tl

landlord tliat he would if his farm was not in first-class condition.

I liave a case in my mind of that sort. One of the largest farms in the

Wigan Union was known to be in the very best condition ; the farmei

saw that the decline of price was largely interfering with his profits, and

he immediately applied for a reduction, and the agent who was living

at that time— I am bound to say, an imperious man—began at,once by
saying that if he did not like it he could go ; he knew perfectly well that

he co'jld let the farm at the same rent, because of its high condition.

The man did leave the farm,practically without a penny of compensation.

The farm has been let twice since then within the last seven years, and

to-day it stands at half the rent that that man paid, because those who
have been in the farm have gradually deteriorated it.

The Right Hon. Sir M. Lopes, Bart. (Q. 17170).—Landowner :

You regard security from notice to quit, that is security to the tenant

under the security of lease, as important to the fertile cultivation of the

soil ?—I think the greater security you can give to the tenant the more
likely he is to put his capital into it and take an interest in his farm,

especially when he hopes it to be hereditary.

Mr. W. Elliott (Q. 52152).—Tenant Farmer: How would you en-

courage capital to come back to agriculture ?—Well, I think there would
not be much difficulty in capita,! coming back provided tenants had
security for what they invested in the land.

Mr. O. Williams (Q. 57779).—Tenant Farmer : In the latter part of

your brief yon sum up your opinions in this way—that " Goverrmaent
must legislate in the interest of agriculture, and give us a good, sound,
and substantial Land Bill." What do you mean by that ?—Some
sc3urity for the tenant for his home ; and if required to leave, that he gets

full compensation for improvements, and, of course, no restrictions

or interfering at all with his farming if he has farming abiUties.

In the Report of the ]Vdsh Land Commission* the follow-

ing passages, signed unanimously by the Commissioners,

occur

:

With reference to almost every district that we visited, and especially

all those that were Welsh -speaking in character, we were repeatedly
assured by an overwhelming preponderance of the witnesses that many
tenants were afraid to come forward to give evidence, and the main
consideration in producing that fear was stated to be the precarious
and insecure nature of the tenancy from year to year under which nearly
all the farms are held in Wales. We here mention these statements,
inasmuch as they derive support from, and at the same time supply

* Report of Royal Commission on Land in Wales and Monmouthshira.
1896. a 8221, pp. 300, 301, 304 and 309.
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corroboration to, the evidence with which we are now dealing, as to the

growing frequency of changes in tenancy and the arbitrary use of the

notice to quit as an instrument for the occasional coercion of tenants.

It will, therefore, be instructive to consider what, so far as disclosed

in the evidence, were the causes and circumstances which, in individual

cases, resulted in notices to quit being given. The keynote of most of

the tenants' complaints in this respect was struck by Mr. Daniel Roberts,
an aged'retired tenant, who had once held, perhaps, the best and largest

farm in the Vale of Clwyd.
" There is nothing in the Agricultural Holdings Act, as far as I can

see," he said, " to protect the sitting tenant without his being an out-

going tenant. My landlord could say to me this :
' You must do so

and so,' and after he got me on the farm, and I had spent a lot of money
there, he could say, ' You must sign this agreement or take notice.'

"*****
The case of Mr. Roberts by no means stood alone. Many anotlier

instance was given of the notice to quit being used as a means of obtain-

ing the assent and signature of a sitting tenant to an agreement which
contained some modification of the original contract in the form of

clauses which the tenant considered objectionable. In some instances

the new or modified agreement would be submitted to the tenant only
a short time prior to the usual date for giving notices, and the coinci-

dence, whether intended or not, would be readily interpreted by the sen-

sitive tenant as an act of intimidation on the part of landlord or agent.*****
In other parts of the country frequent sales of land have produced a

very deep-rooted and widespread sense of the insecurity of a tenancy
from year to year. Those tenant farmers who have expressed themselves
as satisfied with the present state of things, seem to place their confidence

in the personal honour of their landlord or agent, and not in the nature
of the tenure under which they hold. They do not anticipate any
change in the ownership nor in the long-established principles which
have govered the management of the estate in the past. But in the

words of Adam Smith :
" Confidence in a landlord attaches to himself

only, and not at all to his successor."

. . . The evidence which we have received proves conclusively that
the mere prospect of such a sale wholly unseUles the tenants, producing
in them feelings of distrust and alarm, while the general sequel takes
the form of more frequent changes of tenancy, the confiscation of ten-

ant's improvements, an increase of rent, and the introduction of new-

conditions, possibly good in themselves, but none the less distasteful

to the sitting tenants, as being superimposed on them by a new-comer.*****
In our chapter on the history of the land question we dealt with a long

lanes of eyiotioos and other iDStaaces of the diferential treatment ol
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tenants on account of their attitude on political issues, more especially

in Parliamentary elections. Such instances are happily much less

frequent than in former years, though we were repeatedly assured by

numerous witnesses that the fear of ofTending their landlords continues

to deter manj^ tenants from taking an active part in public affairs, and

from expressing their political views with the freedom which they would

fain avail themselves of.

Section v.—SECURITY OF TENURE AND NATIONAL

INTEREST.

So far the question has been dealt with mainly from the

point of view of the tenant farmer himself, but there is abund-

ant evidence to show that the present system of tenure

operates against the interests of the public.
^

We have already shown in Chapter 11. , that insecurit}^ of

tenure is one of the principal reasons why the land is under-

cultivated at the present time. The farmer who has no

security tends to farm from year to year, and has no induce-

ment to improve his land to the utmost. As the Cornwall

Farmers' Union say, in the schedule they have filled in for

us :
" When a man has not security of tenure he has no

encouragement to do his best and make the most of his farm."

The following extracts from the Schedules supplement the

evidence already given, and show in more detail how insecurity

necessarily leads to the land not being put to its best use.

The quotations show that farmers are afraid to risk their

capital when the result of their improvements may be lost

to them by the sale of the farm or may mean an increase

of rent.

Suffolk (D. 37).—Farmer, Justice of the Peace : Insecurity of tenure
prevents farmers from cultivating the land to the best advantage.
Many improvements to land take time and expenditure of labour and
capital to accomplish. If the tenant has not got some assurance that
he is going to be in the farm long enough to reap the reward of his

labour, he is not likely to improve the condition of the land. The
result of this is that in many cases land is not producing more than
half what it is capable of. This is a national loss. Less labour is

employed than where farming is carried on in the best manner ; even
the value of the land is depreciated. Insecurity of tenure is bad for

the landlord, the tenant, the labourer and the whole community,
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Northamptonshire (D. 56).—Farmer : Some land, like the Boulder
Clay formation, is greatly benefited by the application of basic slag.

I commenced using this in 1888, and from its use the land yielded nearly
double the amount of food for stock. But as the owner so frequently
desired an increase of rent, I did not use my knowledge to the extent
I wished, as there is no security' for raising the fertility of the soil,

and I fail to see that it is the duty of an occupier to fertilise the pockets
of the owner.

Northumberland (A. 1).—Farmer: Under present conditions
farmers have no security of tenure, except such as may be provided
by a long lease. The natural result is that a tenant hesitates before
making any permanent improvement on his holding ; and even in

making repairs, he only does just sufficient to keep the place going for

another year. So long as the tenant is liable to be turned out, he will

never do the very best for his holding. He should have every assistance

and encouragement to farm well, and to make his land produce its

utmost, and he should also be assured that whatever he puts into the

holding both in form of money value and brains, shall be his, and that

if for any reason he leaves, he shall be paid for what he leaves behind
him. The landlord should be safeguarded, too, so that any tenant

who depreciates a holding in any way whatever should be made to pay
damages.

Cornwall (F. 1401).—Farmer : The land is not put to its best use

because of the insecurity of tenure. Where farmers have a term of

years, they generally improve their farms for about two thirds of their

term, and then take it out again during the remaining years, lest their

rent should be raised on their own improvements, with the consequent

loss of produce to the country. But unfortunately most of the largo

landowners about here are now letting their land to farmers at a yearly

tenancy, in which case there is no inducement to improve their farms

at all.

Shropshire (G. 693).—Farmer: If the tenant in pcss35sion of a

holding were secure in that position he would, for his own bei e^t, increase

its productivity to the best of his ability, and to the advai t-ege of the

whole country, for this means more labour employed as well as more
food produced. Again, a landlord knowing he could not remove him
for a frivolous or unsubstantial reason, would take great care that he

obtained none but a capable and practical man for a tenant.

Warwickshire (G. 138).—Farmer: Farmers are prevented from
farming to the highest or fullest extent of profitable production by
fear of being turned out, and by receiving no compensation for improve-
ments which add to the letting value of the farm. This applies

more to small than to large estates, but even on these it often puts a
good farmer at the mercy of an agent who for any slight persooal

offence m^ght put you on the march. Such things do happen.
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Somersetshire (F. 100).—Son of Landowner : Yes, a tenant farmer

confesses that he would have treated his land very differently if he had

felt secure in his tenancy for thirty to forty years ; a brother of his,

who is sure of his farm in a neighbouring parish for his lifetime, has

invested over £1 ,000 in apple trees and is now reaping the benefit, but

he would never have risked so much money if there was a chance of

having notice to quit at any time.

Northumberland (A. 4).—Farmer : The yield from land generally

could be very greatly increased by a liberal use of tested fertilisers. . . .

The reason why this improvement is not carried to a greater extent

and more generally practised is because it is absolutely unsafe for any

farmer to improve his holding so as to attract the attention of his

landlord or his agent or some covetous competitor. Insecurity of

tenure is the root evil which blocks agricultural development and
prosperity, and the land will never be cultivated so as to give forth

its fullest increase until this danger is removed by legislation.

Dorsetshire (F. 25).—Farmer: Agricultural development ia

undoubtedly held back by insecurity of tenure. I have talked with

my neighbouring farmers and they one and all agree on this. Under
the system of a yearly tenancy there is no incentive to a tenant farmer

to sink his capital to develop the land, as there is a fear that as the land

increases its fertility the landlord will either increase the rent, or give

him notice to quit.

Suffolk (D. 36).—Informant nominated by farmers' meeting:
Some say they have all the security they want, but I think only because

they are content with a certain sort and style of farming. Through
insecurity of tenure the farmer has no confidence that he will get a

fair return for improving the farm in condition by good cultivation.

Manure, and other permanent improvements are not always easily

specially arranged for with the landlord.

Dorsetshire (F. 27).—Farmer : They are afraid to speculate ; they
do not care to spend much money in advance, unless there is hope of

return for the outlay, but if the farmer feels he is secure, then he will

be prepared to put labour and capital into the land, with a certainty

of a good return for money and labour expended.

Herefordshire (G. 120).—Farmer : As regards the land cultivated

by tenant farmers, it is generally the case that it is not put to its best

use—for the following reasons : The better the condition of the farm,
the more certain is the tenant to have his rent increased. Thus it

really pays a tenant farmer to put his capital to some other use than
into land which is not his, and which he does not know how soon may
be taken from him.

Ijncolnshire (C. 68).—Farmer : A farmer who is in doubt as to
bis security docs not aa a rule put his best into his business, but is alj
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the time trying to get as much out of it as possible by being economical
and spending as little as he can. Of course, if this goes on for a few
years it runs down the condition of the land, causes less labour to be
employed, and often ruins the farmer. Where a farm is sold that has
been put into first class condition by the existing tenant and he has
to leave, it is very difficult for him to get fully compensated, but the

landlord who sells often makes a very much enhanced price through
having such a tenant in, and the farm is not always oiTered to the
tenant.

CHEsniRE (P. 1023).—Farmer: The best way of getting the most
out of the land is to give the tenant every possible security of his holding

so long as he farms well. The feeling of security induces a tenant

farmer to put money in his land. A feeling of insecurity induces him
to put as little as possible in, so that he can keep taking out. When
the putting-in ceases, the taking out soon diminishes.

Yorkshire (Y. 59).—Schoolmaster : Insecurity of tenure is the great

drawback, as no farmer feels inclined to do much when he might be
cleared out in twelve months. So long as the owner has full power to

give notice to a tenant, the tenant is never safe. He is at the mercy
of his landlord. The tenant is afraid to make any improvements when
he feels that he might have to clear out in twelve months. This is the

opinion of practically all farmers.

Essex (D. 7).—Farmer: Want of security for the tenant's capital,

in the shape of high farming and improvements, is in many cases a

decided hindrance to that increased production of which the land is

capable. Land in Essex is now almost all held on yearly tenancy,

occasionally two years' notice, and whilst many owners (generally of

large estates) do nothing to disturb their tenants there are a consider-

able number who are quite ready to take advantage of good farming

and either raise rents on sitting tenant or get increased rent from
fresh ones. In my judgment, after fifty years' experience as a tenant

farmer, what is wanted can be summed up in the one word Security

for the tenant's capital.

Staffordshire (G. (A) 652).—Farmer: There never will be any
chance in farming until we get a better Land Bill which gives farmers

better compensation for improvements. It is worse than suicide to

put money on the land and get the land in good order ; then some one

comes to landlord and bids him more money, and then you have to

leave or pay a rise of rent on your own industry—and that is what you
get for your trouble.

Montgomeryshire (G. 832).—Farmer : You cannot get the land

to give an increased yield without doing it well. It must be drained,

manured and farmed on up-to-date lines. This again cannot be done

without security of tenure. All technical lectures and Development
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Grail ts are useless without security. This security should not only

be for the man's lifetime, or the landlord's lifetime, but continuous on
both sides. I know of farmers who have spent their best days and had
their sons to work for them without any pay, thereby getting the farm
in good heart, but saving no money. When the farmer dies, probably

the sons if they stop on, have to pay an increased rent ; if they leave

they get nothing. There are other instances where a farm has been

brought into good cultivation, when the landlord puts it into the

market and pockets all the poor tenant's improvements, putting the

blame on some law or other.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 56).—Auctioneer and Valuer : The fact that

tenants feel any insecurity retards enterprise, as no tenant would put
forth all his energies and invest capital in the cultivation of land which
may at any moment be in the market, or taken from him with only

twelve months' notice.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 104).—Farmer: The farms are generally

held on a year to year tenancy—and this causes insecurity of tenure

—

which holds back agricultural development as the farms may be sold

or the tenant have notice to quit by displeasing his landlord, and no
compensation on improvements can be practically claimed by the

tenants on the Agreements. There are no leases in this district, and
all the farms are held under Agreements. All the Agreements are one-

sided and nothing provided in them for the tenants.

Anglesey (N.W. 14).—Farmer : Several instances could be given
(of agricultural development being held back by insecurity of tenure)

as this is the reason why farmers are so very cautious not to spend
more on their farms than they can get out in twelve months. We know
some that have spent several hundreds on their farms, and afterwards
those being offered for sale, and a stranger has the same chance of

buying the farm as the old tenant. In other cases the rent has been
increased on the tenant's improvements.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 121).—Auctioneer and Valuer: We can-

not expect the best of farming by a yearly tenant. If he spends money
on improving his holding, he runs the risk of having to pay an increased
rent, or to receive a notice to quit, and nowadays the insecurity is

multiplied by so much land being placed on the market. It is un-
reasonable to expect anybody to spend money and labour on a farm,
to be sacrificed some day to his landlord or to pay for his own work, if

the farm is sold. Many of the agreements add greatly to the insecurity
by providing six instead of twelve months' not ice. They also include
impracticable conditions as to farming. The same agreements are
applied to the best pasture farms, and the hilly and arable ones, and
their clauses with regard to manuring and croppipg are very unsuitable.

Akglesey (N,W, 1 D.),—Farmer : Insecurity of tenure is responsible
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for a great deal of the stagnation that is to be found in agriculture.

With the possibiUty, and on some estates the probability, of having
their tenancy terminated in twelve months, tenants will not put of

their best into the land.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 61).—Large Farmer, County Alderman:
There is a large psrcentage of land in an uncultivated and semi-

cultivated state. This condition of things is largely due to lack of

security of tenure. All the tenants in these parishes with the exceptioH

of eight, have signed an agreement to accept six months notice. . . .

The tenant is fearful of speculating his money and labour on his

holding, the result being that the land is not manured, cleaned of weeds,

fenced and drained. Thus, instead of producing more each succeeding

year it produces less. The farmer consequently gets poorer and very
soon tries to obtain a fresh holding'

Section VI.—SUGGESTED REMEDIES.

We have shown that, in the opinion of the majority of

agriculturists, the Agricultural Holdings Act does not at

present afford adequate protection to the farmer. Various

suggestions for the amendment of the compensation clauses

of the Act have been made by Farmers' Unions, Chambers of

Agriculture, and other bodies, and also by the individuals and
bodies who have filled in Schedules for us. Practically all

who make such suggestions recognise that though their

amendments would effect certain improvements, they would

leave untouched the main grievance of insecurity of tenure.

The proposed amendments to the compensation clauses

of the Act may briefly be summarised thus :

(a) That coinpensation should be given for continuous good

farming which increases the fertihty of the land. This

remedy has been suggested by a very large number of agricul-

turists.

It was recommended unanimously by the Welsh Land
Commission* that compensation should be given for

:

Continuous good farming and cultivation or good husbandry in

excess of the standard of cultivation, or good husbandry which the

tenant was bound to maintain ; any other improvement increasing

the value of the holding as an agricultural holding.

* Report of Royal Commission on Land in Wales and Monmouthshire
1897. Cd. 8221, p. 958.
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The proposal was also considered by the Haversham Com-

mittee. The latter body, however, found a difficulty in

establishing any accurate basis for estimating the amount of

compensation which should be fixed for continuous good

farming. But somewhat inconsistently they recommended

that if separate legislation were introduced for Wales, such

compensation should be given in Wales, but should not

be given in England. If it would be impossible to fix a basis

for such compensation in England, it is difficult to see why it

should be recommended in Wales. Possibly the difficulty

of assessing compensation might be mitigated if there were

an impartial tribunal, such as a Land Court, to which the

question could be referred.

(h) That the schedules in the Agricultural Holdings Act

should be done away with, and that the tenant farmer should

be entitled to make any of the improvements without having

to get the consent of the landlord, but merely after giving him
notice.

There is, of course, a danger in doing away with the necessity

for the landlord's consent, as a tenant might effect what he

considered improvements but which were, in fact, unsuitable

to the land. This difficulty would be met if the tenant

were given the alternative of either {a) effecting the improve-

ment at his own risk and at the termination of the tenancy,

only receiving such sum as fairly represents the value of the

improvement to an incoming tenant,* or (6), before effecting

the improvements mentioned in the first part of the first

schedule of the Act, obtaining the consent of some impartial

tribunal just as Trustees under certain circumstances have
to obtain the consent of the Chancery Division for a certain

course of action.

(c) Section 1 1 of the Act should be amended in the following

respects :

(1) That compensation for disturbance should be given
where the tenant has received notice to quit for the purpose
of sale.

See Section 10 of the Crofters' Holdings (Scotland) Act, 1886.
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(2) That tlie basis of compensation should include all

reasonable expenses incurred by the farmer in installing

himself in another farm.

(3) That the period of notice of claim should be
amended.

There is no doubt that the clause as it stands is unsatisfactory,

and that some such amendments are needed. Without going

into the merits, of the above suggestions, it should be pointed

out that, however the clause were amended, it would still only

give compensation for disturbance and would not give security.

(d) It has also been suggested that the Evesham Custom
should be legahsed, and incorporated in the Agricultural

Holdings Act. Under the Evesham Custom, a tenant, instead

of making a claim for compensation against his landlord on
quitting his holding, finds another tenant, who is prepared to

purchase the tenant right. He then submits the new tenant's

name to the landlord, and if the latter consents the outgoing

tenant can sell the tenant right to the incoming tenant direct.

The Evesham Custom has much to be said in its favour,

as it gets rid of the difficulty of assessing the amount of com-

pensation, and further enables the tenant to get compensation

for continuous good farming.

It is, however, open to two grave objections. In the first

place it is based on the assumption that the landlord does

not increase the rent. Mr. Raymond Webb in his paper

before the Farmers' Club at the beginning of 1913,* practically

summarised the Evesham Custom as being " Fixity of rent

and free sale." In the course of the discussion, however,

various members asked whether there was any assurance

that the rent should remain fixed, and in reply Mr. Webb said

that there was none at all. Such a custom may work suc-

cessfully where it has been adopted voluntarily in a particular

district. If, however, it were made statutory, the incoming

tenant, after paying full value for the tenant right to the out-

going tenant, would have no guarantee that his rent would not

be raised by the landlord.

Journal of the Farmers' Club, March, 1913.
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Tlie second objection to legalising the custom is that the

incoming tenant, in his eagerness to get the holding, may over-

burden himself by paying an excessive price for the tenant

right. An instance was brought to our notice of a holding

of twelve acres which a tenant held on a yearly rent of £1 per

acre. Later the tenant sold the tenant right to another man
for £1,000 the latter then taking up the tenancy and continuing

to pay the £1 per acre in rent.*

The system of free sale was found to be unsatisfactory in

Ireland, and in cases such as the one above mentioned it

may yet prove disastrous to incoming tenants in the Evesham

district.

It would seem, therefore, that if the Evesham Custom were

to be legaHsed, it would be necessary to have some independent

tribunal to fix rents and that even with such a tribunal it is

doubtful whether free sale of tenant right would prove

satisfactory.

There are various other amendments of the Agricultural

Holdings Act which have been suggested {e.g., the lengthening

of the period of notice to quit), but they are all open to the

same objection of inadequacy, since they give no security of

tenure.

We have therefore come to the conclusion that no amend-

ment of the compensation clauses of the Act would prove

adequate, and that nothing short of granting complete security

of tenure, subject to necessary safeguards, will secure justice

for the tenant farmer and the full cultivation of the land.

Section VII.—CONCLUSIONS.
After a careful consideration of the evidence, we have come

to the following conclusions.

(1) The Agricultural Holdings Act, while considerably

improving the position of the tenant farmer, has, nevertheless,

* We do not suggest, of course, that the £1,000 was necessarily exces-

sive. The point we wish to emphasise is the danger of the tenant being led

to pay an excessive sum for the tenant rights, and the consequent desira-

bility that such sums should be fixed by an independent tribunal. In the
above case, the price paid for the tenant right was more than three times
the capitalised rental of the land.

X
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failed in many respects, but above all in not giving securitj

of tenure to the farmer.

(2) The provisions of the Act with regard to compensation

for improvements are not adequate, and do not work satis-

factorily in practice because of :

(a) The difficulty of obtaining the consent of the land-

lord to the improvements in the first part of the first

schedule of the Act, which often prevents the farmer

from making these improvements.

(h) The fact that the Act does not give compensation

for increased fertility due to continuous good farming.

(3) There is a deep feeling of insecurity among tenant

farmers in most parts of England and Wales, which has been

considerably increased by the recent sales of agricultural

estates.

There is abundant evidence, however, that, quite apart

from such sales, many farmers are given notice to quit for

various reasons (e.g., for the purpose of increasing rents upon
their own improvements).

(4) Section 11 of the Agricultural Holdings Act has

not mitigated this feeling of insecurity to any appreciable

extent. The section fails in that

:

j ,
(a) It does not give security of tenure, but merely

I
compensation for disturbance.

(b) The terms " consistent with good estate manage-
ment," and " unreasonable," are ambiguous.

(c) The fact that notice to quit for the purpose of

sale has been held to be " consistent with good estate

j
management." ^

' (d) The amount of compensation is inadequate, being

based merely on the cost of removal.

(e) The tenant has to give notice of his intention to

claim compensation within two months of his receiving

notice to quit.

(/) Where a tenant is asked for an increased rent oo
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his own improvements, the section only gives him a

remedy if he has to leave his farm in consequence.

(5) The cost of obtaining compensation under the Acts

—

whether for improvements or disturbance—is excessive, being

such as to place a small tenant at a considerable disadvantage.

(6) The results of insecurity of tenure are serious both to

the tenant and to the nation. The tenant hesitates to make
improvements the value of which may be lost to him or which

may lead to an increase in rent. Moreover, the fear of receiving

notice to quit prevents the farmer, and more particularly the

small farmer, from exercising his rights, whether under his

agreement or by Statute {e.g., by demanding compensation

for damage done by game. See Chapter II.). Further, he

is often afraid to express his political opinions if they should

not coincide with those of the landlord or his agent.

We have therefore come to the conclusion that, if complete

justice and freedom are to he enjoyed hy the tenant farmer , and

if the land is to produce its full yield, the tenant farmer should

have complete security of tenure, subject to necessary safe-

guards.

We think that the more important of these safeguards should

be:
'

(1) That the tenant should pay his rent regularly.

(2) That he should not attempt to assign his tenancy.

(3) That he should not, to the prejudice of the interest of

the landlord, injure the holding, or deteriorate the land by
bad farming.

There are three methods by which such complete security

of tenure could be obtained, viz :

—

(1) State-aided purchase by the tenant farmer.

(2) Tenancy under the State or some other public body.

(3) Complete fixity of tenure subject to the control of some
impartial tribunal such as a Land Court.

These three proposals, which involve important issues, will

be considered in the succeeding chapters.

See Crofters Holdings' (Scotland) Act, 1886, Section 1.



CHAPTER IV.

STATE-AIDED PURCHASE.

Section I.—INTRODUCTORY.

In the preceding chapter we indicated that State-aided pur-

chase by the sitting tenant was one of the remedies suggested

for the great evil of insecurity of tenure.

State-aided purchase has been advocated:

1. To enable sitting tenants to obtain security of tenure,

more particularly where the estate is being sold, and
;

2. To stimulate the creation of small ownership or " peasant

proprietorship."

Though these purposes are quite distinct, yet the same
means of carrying them into effect are proposed in each case,

and many of the same arguments, both for and against State-

aided purchase, apply to them with equal force. It has there-

fore been thought convenient to discuss the whole question of

ownership as opposed to tenancy in a single chapter.*

There is undoubtedly a considerable body of opinion among
tenant farmers in favour of a scheme of State-aided purchase.

This fact has been established both by the schedules returned

in connection with our present enquiry, and by the evidence

produced before the Haversham Committee. However, the

witnesses before the Haversham Committee and our informants

say that the object in view is security of tenure, and all that

is connoted by that phrase. Moreover, the evidence shows

* It is unnecessary to go at length into the history of the movement
in favour of land purchase in the British Isles. It may, however, be
pointed out that, concurrently with its institution in Ireland, a certain

number of people, and more particularly Mr. Jesse Collings advocated
its application to England. Since the early eighties it has been advocated
by many people as a means of creating peasant proprietorship, but it is

more recently that the movement in favour of State-aided purchase for
the purpose of acquiring securitjr of tenure has come to the fore.
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that the Farmers' Unions and individual tenant farmers who

advocate a scheme of State-aided purchase, do so on the

assumption that it would be instituted on terms similar to

those embodied in Mr. Jesse CoUings' Bill, or at any rate on

condition that the interest and sinking fund together should

not exceed the existing rent.

The position may be briefly stated in the words of the

Schedule filled in for us by a branch of the Farmers' Union,

who say

:

There is a desire to purchase land on the part of sitting tenants,

provided money can be had cheaply on Government security. For

the purpose of security of tenure chiefly.

Of course, there are some farmers who would wish to purchase,

quite apart from the question of security of tenure, even

though the interest and sinking fund that they had to pay

exceeded their present rent. Speaking generally, however,

the above quotation indicates the position.

The following figures show the result of our Enquiry :

Number of informants who say there is no desire

for ownership on the part of the tenant farmer

Number who say there is a desire -

Number who do not answer the question -

Wales,

13

50
11

Of those who say that there is a desire for ownership, no
fewer than 206 in England, and 43 in Wales, or 80 per cent.

of the total number, state definitely that it is for the purpose

of obtaining security of tenure, and only twenty-three of the

whole number in England and Wales, or 7*5 per cent, of the

total number, say that the real object is the joy or satisfaction

of ownership.

Later on we shall deal more fully with the evidence con-

tained in the Schedules, but propose in the first instance to

discuss the financial aspect of the question, upon which so
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many of the arguments with regard to State-aided purchase
entirely depend.

Section II.—LAND PURCHASE FINANCE.

The Haversham Committee in their Report say.*
With reference to the rate of interest which should be charged to

the purchasing tenant farmer for the loan, the Committee fear that
few of the agricultural witnesses reaUsed that the amount of the annual
instalments for the repajTnent of the loan must necessarily depend on
the period for which the money was lent, but they were practically

unanimous in expressing the view that the total annual payment by
way of interest and sinking fund should not, if possible, exceed the
present rent.

Under Mr. Jesse ColHngs' scheme it is proposed to lend money
at 3J per cent, to include interest and sinking fund. It is also

proposed that tenant farmers should be able to borrow up to

the full amount of the purchase price. The expenses of the

administration of the scheme, and also the risks, are to be borne

by the State, and further, since the State is unable to borrow
at so low a rate as 3 per cent., the taxpayer would have to bear

the difference between the rate at which the money was lent

to the farmer, and the rate at which the State could borrow.f

In other words, the tenant farmer or the landlord, or probably

both, would be subsidised out of the taxpayer's pocket.

It will be shown later that even on such terms as those des-

cribed, there are many grave objections against State-aided

purchase from the tenant farmer's point of view. We must
first note, however, that the scheme is quite impossible from
a national point of view. The general taxpayer would not

agree to provide out of his own pocket a part of the purchase

price of a farm which was being acquired by a tenant farmer.

{

As the Haversham Committee say, " the primary require-

ment is to ensure so far as possible that no loss be incurred by

* Report of Departmental Committee on Tenant Farmers and Sales

of Estates. Cd. 6030, p. 14.

t Under Mr. Jesse Collings' Bill, landowners who sell, are to be paid in

cash and not in stock.

X We show later on why he agreed to do so in Ireland, «md that the same
considerations do not apply in England.
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the State," or as Mr. Anker Simmons said, October 31st, 1910,

at the Farmers' Club, of which he is now President (1913) :*

Moreover, the advocates of this system always couple it with a

scheme of State aid, without which it could not be hatched, and I

doubt whether those who are concerned in industries other than agri-

culture, would, by their votes, "pledge their credit in support of the

personal interests of individual farmers. If such a system cannot be

financed upon its own merits, witliout State aid, it is not likely, in my
opinion, to be seriously entertained by the business side of the com-
munity.

To find that tenant farmers are in favour of State-aided pur-

chase on the assumption that they get their money at 3 J per

cent., including sinking fund, brings us no nearer to ascertaining

whether farmers are in favour of purchase on hues financially

possible. Clearly, if it were proposed to lend money at one

per cent, they would be still more in favour of it.

The Haversham Committee considered various schemes

which were financially possible, and eventually decided to

recommend the one brought forward by Sir Edward Holden.

Under this scheme, only four-fifths of the purchase money was
to be lent, 3J per cent, was to be charged as interest, and
another | per cent, to cover sinking fund, expenses, and con-

tingencies. It was calculated that, under these circumstances,

the total amount could be repaid in seventy-five years. It will

be shown that even this scheme would not, at the present day,

safeguard the State from loss. The important points to notice

with regard to it are :

1. That the Committee came to the conclusion that, if the

State was to be safeguarded against risk of loss, it should not

advance more than four-fifths of the purchase money.| Sir

George Murray, then Permanent Secretary to the Treasury,

seemed rather doubtful as to whether even one-fifth would
leave a sufficient margin to secure the State. Thus he said :%

• Journal of the Far/ners' Club, November, 1910, p 1003.

t Under Mr. Jesse Collings' Bill, the Treasury would be empowered to
advance up to the full purchase price of the farm (though not exceeding
£7,000, or under special circumstances £9,000).

t Departmental Committee on Tenant Farmers' and Sales of Estates,
1912. Cd. 6031, 4591.
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The margin of one-fifth would not, of course, be regarded by an
ordinary lender as a very sufficient security. An ordinary mortgagee
would not lend up to four-fifths, but, as you suggest, the State might
be in rather a better position as mortgagee than a private owner.

The farmer would have to find the remaining one-fifth him-

self, either out of his own capital, or by borrowing on second

mortgage, in which case he would probably have to pay at

least 5 per cent.

2. The lowest rate of interest then agreed to as possible was

31 per cent. Sir George Murray, however, was doubtful as to

whether the State could issue Land Stock even at that rate.

In view of the fact that Government securities have depre-

ciated since the date of the Committee's report, it seems certain

that Land Stock could not now be issued under 3| per cent.*

Moreover, if much of it were placed, it is possible that even

3 J per cent. Land Stock could not be issued at par. It may
be pointed out that the lowest rate at which the Public Works
Loan Commissioners lend money for housing and other purposes

is 3 1 per cent., and there seems no valid reason why the State

should lend money for the benefit of farmers at a rate below

that at which it is lent for the benefit of the labourer.

3. With regard to the period of repayment, it will be seen

that the J per cent., which covers both sinking fund and
expenses of management, only enables a man to purchase in

seventy-five years. This means that practically no man would

become the owner of his farm in his own lifetime. He would

be substantially in the position of a tenant of the State, with or

without the right of free assignment.^

* It should be pointed out that Irish Land Stock is at about 75 (June,

1913). At this price its yield per cent, is about 3|.

I The Haversham Committee did not decide the point as to whether
there should be a right of free assignment. There is a diflficult dilemma
in connection with this question. If the tenant purchasers are free to

sell their land when, and as they please, there is nothing to prevent them
from selling to wealthy manufacturers and others, thus creating the present

state of affairs over again. On the other hand, if they are not free to sell,

they are tied to a particular holding, and thus a restriction is placed upon

the free development of agriculture.
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From the foregoing it will be seen that the scheme of the

Haversham Committee involved the payment of 4 per cent.,

on four-fifths of the purchase price, to cover interest, sinking

fund and management, but that at the present time it would

have to be 4^ per cent. (Possibly the period of repayment

might be slightly decreased under these circumstances, to, say,

seventy years). Even the Haversham Committee's scheme

has met with scant favour from tenant farmers who wish to

purchase ; clearly, with the increased rate now necessary, it

would be still less favoured. Thus, at the Evecutive of the

National Farmers' Union on February 29th, 1912, the follow-

ing resolution was passed :*

That this meeting of the Executive Committee of the National

Farmers' Union expresses disappointment at the findings of the Depart-

mental Committee on the Sales of Estates, and heartily approves of

Mr. Jesse Collings' Land Purchase Bill (even if it is found necessary to

fix the rate of interest on money advanced by the State at 3 per cent,

instead of 2f per cent., with ^ per cent, sinking fund), and desires

to express its earnest hope that the Government will pass the same into

law with the least possible delay.

Section III.—THE IRISH ANALOGY.

In reply to the objection that Mr. Jesse Collings' scheme
involves a subsidy from the State it is often urged that what
has been done for the Irish farmers should be done for the

English. Thus, Mr. J. L. Green, Secretary of the Rural League,

in his evidence before the Haversham Committee, said if

I take the broad proposition on this question, and I say that whatever
is good enough for the Government of the day to do for Ireland, the
farmers of this country ought to have the same privileges.

The Irish analogy however, is fallacious. The argument
that land purchase should be applied to England because it

has been applied to Ireland, rests upon the assumption that we
are not to learn by experience, however clear the lesson. When

t Mark Lane Express, March 4th, 1912.
* Report of Departmental Committee on Tenant Farmers' and Sales of

Estates. Cd. 6031, Q. 1154.
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closely examined, Irish Land Purchase, so far from afford-

ing an argument for Land Purchase in England, actually

affords one against it. There are, moreover, special cir-

cumstances which make the Irish precedent inapplicable to

England. ^

In the first place it should be remembered that the settle-

ment of the land question in Ireland was based as much upon
considerations of national policy as upon economic reasons.

The relations between landlord and tenant, for historical reasons

too well known to need elaborating here, were such as to make
some kind of settlement an urgent necessity from a national

point of view ; and the financial considerations were admit-

tedly subordinate to these broader considerations.

Secondly, the present terms of land purchase in Ireland are

not those originally granted. Until the Wyndham Act of

1903 the only " subsidy " from the national exchequer in aid

of land purchase, was the administrative costs of the operation,

charged on the I^and Commission vote. It is only in its more
recent developments that it has come to be so heavy a burden

upon the taxpayers. Subsidised Land Purchase would never

have been introduced had the early measures achieved more
than partial success. Moreover, it is doubtful whether the

earlier Acts would ever have been passed had it been known
that they would lead up to a measure so financially unsound

as the Wyndham Act of 1903, with its bribes to landlords and

enormous expense to the taxpayers.

The experience of the Irish Acts has shown how very costly

to the taxpayers land purchase has been in its later develop-

ments. Both tenant purchasers and landlords have received

heavy subsidies. The taxpayer has had to pay

(i.) For the cost of the administration of the Acts,

(ii.) For the bonuses to the landlords,

(iii.) For the issue of excess stock, necessitated by the

land stock having to be issued below par.*

* The Birrell Act, 1909, limits excess stock to pending agreements
under the Wyndham Act, 1903, and finances future agreements with 3 p«r

cent, stock.
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The aggregate cost of bonuses and excess stock to March 31st,

1912, was

:

£
Bonus to landlords* ... - 5,751,444 stock.

Excess stockt 7,658,622 „

Total - 13,410,066

The above figures do not include those purchase agreements

lodged before the passing of the Birrell Act, which are not yet

fully dealt with. These applications amounted approximately

to £36,000,000. The cost of bonuses and excess stock in

dealing with these will amount to at least another £10,000,000.J
These sums of £13,410,066 and £10,000,000 represent a

dead loss to the taxpayer, who, in addition to having to pay

for the cost of administering the Acts, has to pay the interest

The fact that bonuses had to be paid to landlords in order to facilitate

the purchase, is in itself a strong argument against adopting a similar

procedure in England. These bonuses, which amounted to 12 per cent.

of the purchase price under the Wyndham Act, are now fixed according
to a sliding scale under the Act of 1909, while under the same Act the

original limit of £12,000,000 has been removed, owing to the discovery
that the Wyndham estimate of £100,000,000 for the total purchase sum
required was a serious under-estimate. Probably £15,000,000 will be
required and it will cost 17,000,000 or 18,000,000 to raise that sum.

t See Irish Land Purchase Accounts, 1911-12. H. of C. 462. Out of

£9,635,120 of the 3 per cent, stock assigned to Advances Account, £1,473,022
was for the advances under the Act of 1909 (the advances in stock). The
remaining £8,162,098 was for advances in cash under the Act of 1903,
and on this the tenant purchasers pay interest at 2f per cent, only, the
additional \ per cent, interest, £20,405 per annum, has to be provided from
the Land Commission Vote along with Excess Stock charges. An annuity
of £20,405 (including sinking fund) is equivalent to a capital sum given for

excess stock £583,000. This is included in the figure.

X This figure is probably an under-estimate. See Monthly Return,
February, 1913 (Cd. 6767) of the proceedings under the Land Purchase
Acts, where it is stated that the cost of pending purchase agreements
under the Wyndham Act was then £29,424,763. It is impossible in the
space at our disposal to deal adequately with the complicated question
of Irish purchase finance. Reference should be made to the report of the
Departmental Committee on Irish Land Purchase Finance (Cd. 4005),
and also to the annual reports of the "P^states Commissioners and the Irish

Land Commission.
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and sinking fund on the excess stock and on the stock issued

for the purpose of raising the bonuses.*

It should further be pointed out that in Ireland the State

had greater security than they would have in England for the

loan of the total purchase price. In Ireland rents had been

fixed judicially, and the purchase price was based upon these

judicial rents ; in the second place, the improvements to the

holdings practically entirely belonged to the tenant and not

to the landlord. The State, therefore, had most of the

buildings, fences, etc., as collateral security for the advance
made by them. This is not the case in England.

In conclusion we see that land purchase has only been

carried out in Ireland at enormous expense to the taxpayer.

It can hardly be said that this affords a strong argument for

adopting a similar process in England, especially in view of

the fact that the political considerations which operated in

the case of Ireland are not present in England to-day.

Section IV.—OWNERSHIP AND SECURITY OF TENURE.

The figures we have given show that less than half of those

who have filled Schedules for us say that there is a desire for

* Since the above was written, the Chief Secretary in reply to a question
in the House of Commons, has given the figures up to March 31st, 1913.

Q.—Mr. Ellis Davies : To ask the Cliief Secretary to the Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland, if he will state what is the amount of the bonus paid to Irish

landlords under the Irish Land Acts, 1903 and 1909 respectively, and what
has been the actual cost to the Exchequer of raising this amount ; and
what is the amount of the purchase-money paid under the Act of 1903,
and what has been the cost incurred by the Exchequer in raising this

amount in cash. (August 8th, 1913.)

A.—Mr. Birrell : The amounts of bonus paid in cash to vendors up to

March 31st last were, under the Act of 1903, £5,661,048, and under the
Act of 1909, £194,724. These sums were raised by the issue of £4,451,444
guaranteed 2| per cent, stock, and £2,450,000 guaranteed 3 per cent,

stock which involved an annual charge on the Exchequer of £230,422,
including a sinking fund of 10s. per cent. At March 31st, 1913, the ad-

vances for land purchase under the Act of 1903, including the cash value

of the advances in guaranteed 2^ per cent, stock, were £55,227,321, which
involved an annual charge of £268,151, including a sinking fund of 10a.

per cent. Of this annual charge, £160,000 is payable from the Ireland

Development Grant, and the balance of £108,151 is payable from the

Exchequer. (August 13th, 1913.)
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ownersliip, and practically all of these add that the object

is security of tenure.

Our evidence entirely corroborates that obtained by the

Ilaversham Committee, and is to the effect that, given security

of tenure and the personal independence which security alone

can guarantee, there would be little desire for ownership.*

In fact, the farmer who has security of tenure, coupled with

freedom of cropping, and the full power to exercise his rights

with regard to game, etc., has practically all the advantages

which he could obtain by purchase without any of the

disadvantages.

According to the Morning Post of January 13th, 1913 :

The calculations set out by the Central Land Association in com-
menting on Mr. Jesse CoUings' Bill, prove pretty conclusively that the

farmer who avails himself of its provisions, will only do so as the least

of the three evils ; less than the risk of being turned out of his farm
or remaining there under a strange landlord.

If this be the case in regard to purchase on terms so favour-

able as those contained in Mr. Jesse Collings' Bill, it is still

more the case in regard to a scheme which is financially sound.

The Haversham Committee,-^ in a paragraph agreed to

by the Liberal and Conservative members ahke, sum up the

position thus

:

It is clear from the evidence that the main thing which the tenant
farmers desire is to be able to remain on their farms, and it is usually

when a farmer is unable to remain as a tenant, owing to the breaking

up of estates, that he desires to become an occupying owner. There
is little desire for ownership in itself, and it is only advocated as an
alternative to being turned out of his home.

This passage is amply substantiated by the evidence col-

lected bv he present Enquiry, as the following extracts from
the Schedules will show :

- As we have said there are, of course, a few farmers who wish to pur-
chase for sake of the joy of ownership, and there are some who advocatet
purchase on Mr. Jesse Collings' scheme, because they think that their
total outgoings will actually be less than they are at present, but we have
shown that it is impracticable to lend money on the terms suggested by
Mr. Jesse Collings.

t Report of Departmental Committee on Tenant Farmers' and Sales
of Estal ij. C4. 6030, p. 12.
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Shropshire (G. 310).—Farmer: Tenant farmers prefer to remain
as sitting tenants if the choice rests with them. But when the owner
decides to sell, it becomes a necessity to become purchaser or suffer

much loss directly or indirectly. When agricultural estates are sold,

the best tenants, who have their land in a high state of cultivation, are

under a serious disadvantage in that the land commands a higher

price than land in ordinary cultivation, and if the occupier becomes the

purchaser, he has to pay an enhanced price for the skill and enterprise

he has bestowed on it. Or, if a stranger is the purchaser he invariably

has the rent raised or has to quit. Tenant farmers have a decided

preference to remain as tenants under fair landlords. But when an
estate is sold the tenant feels compelled to buy, or lose the benefits of his

skill and enterprise. There is no advantage in occupying ownership

in the earlier stages of life ; the great majority of tenants want their

capital free (not tied) to profitably work the farm ; and in later life

the probability is the farm may soon have to be sold again, it may be at

a loss, to be shared by a numerous family.

Cheshire (P. 1,028).—Farmer: No general desire to purchase farms.

Rare instances of such. Most farmers prefer to rent the farm. With
security of tenure, and free sale of tenants' improvements all farms

would be better farmed.

Devonshire (F. 129).—Yeoman Farmer : The desire to purchase land

is not very evident except to secure the tenure. As a rule farmers

do quite as well to rent, if they are under a good landlord and if they

do not have to pay too high a rent for the land.

Lincolnshire (C. 54).—Farmer: There is no desire to purchase land

on the part of the farmer if it can be rented, but owing to the recent

extensive sales of land several farmers have felt compelled to purchase

their farms or lose them.

Cambridgeshire (C. 27).—Farmer : There is no evidence of a

desire to purchase. There is a strong desire for greater security of

tenure, which may influence a tenant to become the owner.

Buckinghamshire (E. 265).—Fanner : There certainly is a desire

to purchase land, but solely to obtr.in greater security of tenure and

also personal independence. Most farmers, if given these, would sooner

rent land than own it.

Lincolnshire (C. 44).—Farmer : I should prefer to own it, only to

obtain greater security of tenure—otherwise farmers generally are

much better off under a good landlord than as owning their own
farms.

Sussex (E. 56).—Farmer : I firmly believe, with security of tenui^e,

a whip hand with regard to game (damages), and freedom of cultivation

and fair rents—ninety-nine out of every hundred tenants would prefeij

to put their capital into th? farm as tenants instead of buying.
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LiNCOLNSHiBB (C. 30).—Farmer : There is no such desire for owner-

ship on the part of sitting tenants or fresh applicants. The only

people who buy land to occupy are either men who have had money
left them, tenants who buy to secure their homes, or men whose radical

views have made it impossible for them to hire a farm without sacrifice

of principles, and who, at great inconvenience, have bought land to

occupy for the sake of independence.

Cheshire (P. 1,023).—Couni»y Councillor: There is a desire on the

part of tenants to purchase their holdings simply to give them security,

otherwise they would generally prefer to rent land.

Yorkshire (N.R. Y.120).—Farmer: Given security of tenure, a

fair rental, sufficient building for the convenience of his stock, the

average farmer would be content to remain tenant of his holding, and
would be more at his ease than as owner.

Somersetshire (F. 310).—Farmer: There does not appear to be
any inclination to purchase. Tenants generally have no cash to lock

up in this way ; where it has been done the idea was to get greater

security and more certainty.

Kent (E. 129).—Farmer and County Councillor, who has recently

bought his farm : I should have preferred to work my capital, but
I did {i.e., purchased) it to save my home and the capital I had invested,

and the experience I had acquired in managing it, and the good class

of labourers I had collected.

Staffordshire (G. 357).—Farmer: I do not think there is any
desire on the part of farmers to buy their holdings. When large estates

come into the market many tenants usually buy, to which probably a
good many reasons lead them—such as long residence, old associations,

fear of not being fully compensated for improvements in case they
don't buy, difficulty of obtaining eligible farms elsewhere.

Herefordshire (G. 167).—Farmer: I think there is a great desire

to purchase land by sitting tenants—chiefly without a doubt to obtain
greater security of tenure—this fact is borne out by tenants readily
buying at a price actually increasing the present rent, doubtless having
in view that they will be free to make best use of the land and have
full control of all game, feeling also that each improvement is their
own, many tenants refraining from farming high or well for the sole
reason of keeping a grasping landlord quiet. This is a fact no one can
deny.

Cornwall (F. 139).—Fruit Merchant, County Councillor : I think
the majority of tenants would prefer a tenancy under a good landlord.
In case, however, of his farm being sold he would desire to purchase it

to^secure himself from the possibiUty of having to leave if he did not
do so.
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Essex (D. 41).—Farmer : I would prefer to buy rather than be

disturbed in my old age. I would prefer to be tenant if I could remain

as tenant.

Gloucestershire (H. 23).—Farmer : Where there is a desire it is,

as a rule, where the property is changing hands, and the tenant wishes

to avoid danger of being turned out.

Gloucestershire (H. 4).—Farmer: Where there is a desire it is

generally to obtain security of tenure.

Cornwall (F. 379).—Farmer : There is no great wish on the part

of occupiers to purchase their holdings, it is only when they are offered

for sale and they try to buy to save themselves from being turned out.

Somersetshire (F. 58 B.).—Yeoman Farmer: There is no desire

to own land for the sake of the ownership, only as it affords greater

independence and security of tenure. The desire is to occupy and farm

without having to toe any particular line, or to become pawns in the

game played by the Auctioneer—Valuer—Agents.

Wiltshire (F. 161).—Farmer's Son: There are several farmers

who have bought land, as it has been offered for sale in the neighbour-

hood, and others would if they felt strong enough. They would do

so to obtain greater security of tenure, personal independence, and

from a feeling that it would be cheaper. Some would be glad to be able

to either stop the hunters coming on their land, or make them pay for

the damage done, and to be able to shoot whatever was on the land.

Somersetshire (F. 287).—Farmer: I think where a man is able

to purchase his farm, he does it because he wants to feel secure and

independent, to be able to feel that perhaps in a few years, at someone's

death, he will not be liable to be turned out or have his rent raised

on some of the improvements he has made.

Lincolnshire (C. 67).—Assistant Overseer: In this district it is

a remarkable fact that fully 50 per cent, of the farms put up for sale

have been purchased by the sitting tenant. This has been done for

their own protection, security of tenure being their only object. Ninety

per cent, of these would prefer to rent, if under such conditioi-S their

tenure was assured.

Lincolnshire (C. 68).—Farmer: I think the chief desire in pur-

chasing land is to secure personal independence, in a great many cases,

BO that a man can plant and grow what he likes ; for although now
there is much greater freedom than formerly, a tenant is bound in a

good many respects. The tendency has been formerly to rent land on

large estates, and a man considered himself fairly safe if he got on

one of these ; but so many large estates have been sold recently that
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a farmer does not know when he is quite safe, unless farming his own

land!

Somersetshire (F. 103).—Farmer: With sufficient security few

tenants would wish to purchase their holdings. There is probably no

better system than landlord and tenant where the conditions are what

they should be.

Northumberland (A. 38).—Farmer : There is no marked desire on

the part of tenants to purchase, provided their present security holds

good ; but should these estates be thrown upon the market these

tenants might choose to purchase, as the lesser of two evils, but in

case of such a course, the question of purchase money is bound to be

a difficulty with many.

Norfolk (C. 1).—Auctioneer and Valuer: What evidence exists

on the part of tenants to acquire ownership is, I think (1) a dislike to

leave the home and land with which they are well acquainted, and of

which they understand the working, and (2) the difficulty of getting

another farm to agree with the capital at their disposal, and the kind

of land they have been trained up in working.

Northumberland (A. 31).—Farmer: There is a strong desire on
the part of many to own their land, so that they may crop as they wish,

and improve without fear of dismissal or increase of rent, and also on
the ground of personal independence, to plough, sow and reap, to shoot,

fish and pray as free Englishmen, in reality—not in name.

Worcestershire (G. 128).—Small Holder, District Councillor:

There appears to be very little desire to purchase land on the part

of tenants, yet when land is sold by auction many tenants will buy.

This is almost always because so much of the tenant's capital has been
sunk in the cultivation of the holding, and it is considered much too

risky to let another buy, as there is much doubt about the amount of

compensation.

Shropshire (G. 107).—Farmer : I believe the principal cause of the

desire to purchase is to obtain absolute security and greater personal

independence. This is especially the case when a tenant's politics do
not agree with his landlord's.

Shropshire (G. 855).—Farmer: I have never yet come across a
tenant farmer who wished to buy simply for the satisfaction of owner-
ship. Many would be glad to buy for security of tenure, freedom to

deal with the game question, and freedom to develop their holdings
to their highest possible producing capacity.

Leicestershire (E. 1,007).—The Leicestershire Chamber of Agri-
culture : The increased tendency of landlords to sell their estates has
caused a feeling of insecurity of tenure amongst farmers. The feeling

of seourity of tenure can only be made complete by ownership.

\
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Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire (E. 109).—Landowner: I

think there is a desire for ownership only to save being turned out

on the part of sitting tenants, and by those who have been turned

out, in order to get security. Also, worse luck, there are land

speculators about who are ever ready to buy a whole estate and

re-sell to the tenants at a profit, if possible under the threat of their

farms being sold by auction.

Northumberland (A. 44).—Farmer : Sitting tenants would, I believe

in many cases endeavour to purchase their farms if they came into the

market to get security of tenure (not wishing to move), but otherwise

they would prefer to rent them. In other words, if they were sure of

renting them from the purchaser, they would prefer to remain as tenants.

Cheshire (P. 1027).—Farmer : In only rare cases do tenants want

to become owners, preferring to rent their farms. The reason so many
have purchased their own is that they might not be turned out and have

to leave the district. Where they have done their best they do not

want to leave. It is a matter of greater security.

Cornwall (F. 356).—Auctioneer Valuer: Generally speaking, the

farmer in this district would prefer security of tenure to being com-

pelled for the sake of security of tenure to purchase. He cares nothing

for the satisfaction of ownership, and would rather employ his capital

in high class farming than in owning land.

Cornwall (F. 177).—Retired Farmer : There is no evidence of any

general desire to purchase land. Where one tenant is desirous of

purchasing his farm you can find twenty who are prepared to rent it.

providing they can get security of tenure.

Anglesey (N.W. 5b).—Farmer : There is no evidence of this (desire

to become owners), some tenants having refused an offer to buy, consider-

ing that they held on better terms than they could secure themselves

if they purchased their own holdings. Where there is a desire, it is due

to high rents, insecurity of tenure, and not to a desire to be regarded as

owners.

Carnarvoin shire (NW. 2).—Farmer: The majority of tenants do

not want to buy their farms except when sold by auction, when they are

compelled to do so or lose their homes. This is because they are so

short of capital, and until the last auction in this district their rents

were getting higher. Those that have means buy, both for security of

tenure and personal independence.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 19).—Landowner : There is the evidence

of occupying tenants having purchased their holdings in this parish,

in considerable numbers at the Hariech sale of last year, in support of

the tendency to make their tenure of the land more secure. It also
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affords greater personal independence. The satisfaction of ownership

is not a factor of any moment.

Denbighshire and Merionethshire (Parts of) {N.W.23).—Farmer:

Generally there is no desire to purchase on the part of tenants. They
have been in that state for generations, and it has taken hold of them
as a second nature. They have but little ambition to rise and possess

either of the above three desirable ideals—security of tenure, greater

personal independence, or the satisfaction of ownership. I know of a

few cases where one or more of the reasons specified prevailed, but in

nine cases out of ten that have come under my notice, they preferred

purchasing to loss of occupation on farms where they were bred and
born, or where they had expended capital on unrefunded improvements.

Pembrokeshire (S.W. 57).—Farmer : There is no desire to purchase

land by the tenant except to obtain greater security in case the present

landlord should be taken away. The next may be a half-fool, and cause

the tenants on the estate a great deal of unrest, and give them notice to

quit, and increase their rents upon their own improvements. I have
known farmers having good landlords, and the farm coming into the

market ; the tenant borrows the money, he has to pay an increase in the

rent and do all the repairs.

Carmarthenshire (S.W. 49).—County Councillor : As a result

of considerable 'enquiries, I am convinced, that sitting tenants and
other applicants purchase land, at considerable sacrifice sometimes,
in order to obtain security of tenure. It is, of course, only natural that

the other two factors, personal independence and satisfaction of owner-
ship, should count, but undoubtedly the prevailing factor is security of

tenure. This is proved by the fact that farmers on those large estates

where tenants from generation to generation are never disturbed do not
at any time attempt to buy any other farm that may be in the market
for themselves. If they could get a farm on the same estate for the
son or daughter they may buy anything that is in the market, but
never for themselves. They may buy a farm as a speculation, or for

placing one of the children in it, but never for themselves, If their

tenancy is secure they are satisfied, and they have their capital at com-
mand, whereas when it is sunk in their land they are often for years
much crippled.

Brecknockshire (S.W. 81).—Valuer : There is no desire to purchase
by tenants on large estates, but where the farms are sold it is only
natural for the tenants to be anxious to purchase them in order to be
able to remain and to secure their tenancy from others that may be
anxious to get it.

Radnorshire (S.W. 74).—Farmer : Personally, I tried six months ago
to purchase a very small field that I rent, but was told that the owners
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were not prepared to sell. I wanted to buy it so that I could venture

to spend money on it to improve it and so make it more valuable, and
this I explained to them. Usually, when farms come out for sale the

tenants are desirous, if possible, to purchase, principally, I believe, with

the object of obtaining greater security of tenure.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 22.)—SoHcitor: With socurity of tenure

and Land Courts, it is probable that very few farmers in this district

would desire to buy their holdings and burden themselves with heavy
responsibilities, as scarcely any could buy without mortgaging their

holdings up to the hilt, leaving no margin for working capital. Fixity

of tenure would obviate the necessity of purchase and the tenant would
thereby retain his working capital. Owing to these difficulties any
desire for personal independence that might exist has to be laid aside.

Before the County Council bought the . . . estate each holder was asked

whether such a course would meet with his approval, and almost every

tenant out of about forty expressed their desire to become holders under

the Council rather than lay upon themselves and their children the

burden of purchasing.

The above evidence from our Enquiry Schedules is corrobor-

ated by that given before the Haversham Committee* thus

:

Mr. C. W. TiNDALL (Q. 2543) : Is it your experience that tenants,

as a rule, desire to purchase, or do they desire to remain as tenants ?

—

They desire to remain as tenants, most certainly. They only wish to

purchase if that is the only alternative to leaving ?—Yes, that is so,

Mr. Henry Jonas (of the well-known firm of Messrs. Driver, Jonas
and Company, Estate Agents and Auctioneers).—Q. 1350) : If I were
a capable farmer, nothing would induce me to buy my farm, I am not

an advocate of tenants buying farms.

Mr. S. Kidner (Q. 2109) : Do you think if these sales continue, and
the tenants have either to purchase or go, they would be glad to have
some assistance given them in order to enable them to purchase ?—Yes.

At the same time, most of them would prefer to continue as tenants, if

they had sufficient security. A man with a grown-up family, and other

responsibilities, does not want to have all his eggs in one basket, as it

were. But if they could purchase it would meet the chief difficulty.

Mr. R. Gray (Q. 2937) : Do you find that tenants desire to remain
as tenants, or would they prefer to become the owners of their holdings ?

—I think in most cases they desire to remain as tenan's.

(Q. 2991) : You cannot say whether the tenants would like to hold

* Report of Departmental Cqinmittee op Teuapt Farmers and Salts of

Estates. C4. 0030.
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under the State or under the County Council, although you advocate

that as being the solution of this diflSculty with regard to the second

class of tenant ?— I can say they would much prefer holding under the

State or County Council to being turned out of their farms or being

compelled to buy their farms.

Mr. J. Hamilton (Q. 3252) : It is really security of tenure that

farmers want ?—That is what we want—to be allowed to remain as we
are. I am perfectly satisfied. I do not want to buy my farm, or

leave an estate on which I have been all my life.

Mr. W. Anker Simmons (Q. 44) : You are opinion that tenants as a

rule would prefer to remain as tenants rather than acquire their own
land ?—I am quite satisfied upon that point.

Speaking at the Farmers' Club, October 31st, 1910, Mr.

W. Anker Simmons said :*

I have no doubt that many of those tenants who, in recent times,

have purchased their holdings have only done so to avoid leaving their

old homes, and would far rather have remained in them as tenants.

From a general point of view, I do not believe that a change from the
position of tenant to that of owner would be beneficial to the average
farmer, and least of all to the small holder.

The Report of the Haversham Committee^ sums the evidence
up thus :

The evidence we have heard makes it quite clear that tenants do not
desire to purchase their farms except as an alternative to leaving alto-

gether .... Of the farmers who gave evidence before us only three
advocated purchasing, saying it was an absolute necessity, while other
witnesses were strongly antagonistic to the proposal in the interests of
the tenants themselves.

Generally speaking, therefore, those tenant farmers who
desire to purchase their holdings have in view security of

tenure only. Under these circumstances, it is clear that it is

desirable to devise a scheme giving security of tenure, but to

which the disadvantage of occupying ownership do not apply.
We now propose to examine more closely the disadvantages
of ownership, bearing in mind what has already been said

• Journal of the Farmers' Club, November, 1910, pp. 1000 and 1003.

t Cd. 6030, p. 16.
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as to the terms upon which land purchase would be financially

possible.

Section V.—THE HISTORY OF OCCUPYING OWNERSHIP.

"When considering the advisability of creating occupying

ownership it is necessary to bear in mind its past history.

The yeoman farmer has largely disappeared, often under most
distressing conditions. Moreover, those who have remained

have in many cases passed through great difficulties during

periods of agricultural depression :

As Mr. Anker Simmons says* :

We can best judge the future by the lessons of the past, and the

disappearance of the old yeoman farmer—so often described as the back-

bone of England—should be a warning to us in these days that the

system failed for economic reasons, and that farmers with only the neces-

sary capital for the cultivation of land within their reach are far better

off under existing laws, and more independent as tenants than they are

likely to be as owners of the soil they occupy.

There can be no doubt that large numbers of yeoman farmers

disappeared, partly owing to the piling up of mortgages, and
partly owing to the purchase of land for sporting and other

purposes.

Sir Gilbert Parker, M.P., in his book entitled The Land,

the People, and the State,'\ a book written for the express

purpose of advocating small ownership, says :

Not a few existing large estates had their origin in the absorption of

small farms by soUcitors or money-lenders, who ruthlessly foreclosed

their mortgages and sold up the yeoman and peasant proprietors to

whom they had advanced money at heavy interests.

The Royal Commission on Agriculture in their final report

(1897)J show how badly yeoman farmers fared during the

period of depression—how many were forced to sell.

(Par. 38) : The effects of the depression upon the farmers are said

* Journal of the Farmers' Club, November, 1910, p. 1004.

t 1910, p. 71.

X Od. 8540, 1897.
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to have been generally disastrous. Yeoman farmers with mortgagea

were the first to succumb.

Many farmers stated that " owners are worse off than occupiers,"

and yeoman farmers frequently said that they would gladly exchange

their position for that of tenants.

(Par. 39) : It is generally agreed that small freeholders who bou2;ht

their land before the depression and mortgaged it are worse off than

tenants, as they are paying more in the shape of interest than the latter

are paying in rent.

(Par. 113) : These owners (i.e., occupying owners) may be divided into

two classes

:

(a) Yeomen who farm considerable farms ; and

(6) Small freeholders.

As regards the former class it is generally agreed that they have
suffered at least as much as any other class connected with agriculture.

It would appear that, as a rule, these properties, whether inherited

or purchased by the present proprietors, are charged with mortgages

and the mortgagee makes no remission of the interest due to him. In

consequence of the shrinkage in the value of land, the interest on the

mortgage has become in many cases a burden, which the owner has been

unable to bear, and frequently where the yeoman farmer has succeeded

in paying the interest due from him it has been a heavier rent than he

would have paid to a landlord.

Upon this subject Mr. C. S. Read's evidence was as follows :
" We

have had a good many yeomen in the County of Norfolk, and I say that

they are much the hardest hit of all. They have got to bear both the

losses of the landlord and the losses of the tenant, and there have been
the most disastrous failures. . .

."

(Par. 114) : Coming next to the small freeholders the evidence appears

to be to the effect that they, like the yeoman farmers, suffer from the

incumbrances which attach to their holdings.

(Par. 118) : It would seem that very generally, occupying owners,
whether yeoman or small freeholders, are weighted with a burden of

debt, which places them, in such times as have been recently experienced,

in a worse position than the tenant farmer, and that they have suffered

from the depression as much as any class.

The area of land in England and Wales cultivated by owners

has gradually decreased, some districts being now almost

entirely cultivated by tenants. Thus one of our informants

says :

I can say to my own knowledge that I have known not less than forty

of what was known as yeomen, who farmed their own land, and in the
same area not one owner now farms his land, but all the farms are let

to tenants. One after another did not prosper and had to dispose of their

estates.
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The following Table shows the percentage of the total culti-

vated area of England and Wales which was cultivated by
owners in each year since 1887.*

1887 -
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of repairs, tithe, and land tax, which are at present borne by

his landlord.

Landlords claim that they do not receive more than a net

3 per cent, upon their capital ; some say not more than 2 per

cent. Whether this be the case or not, there is no doubt that

land in England fetches more than its purely agricultural

value, owing to a demand for it, for social and sporting purposes.

To quote Mr. W. Anker Simmons once more :
*

... he, the tenant farmer, can also rent land at a much lower pro-

portionate cost than he can purchase it, for owing to the condition

of rural life in England, where sport and amusement are so largely con-

nected with the ownership of land, the price of it to buy, is out of all

proportion to its purely agricultural value, and also to the rent it

commands as an agricultural holding, so that, except for sentimental,

ambitious, or sporting reasons, there is very little attraction in the

ownership of land to those who seek their living from the cultivation

of it.

Again, Dr. Hermann Levy, an impartial foreign observer,

in his book on Large and Small Holdings^ refers to this in a

passage quoted later on p. 380.

A consideration of the price obtained for agricultural land

shows that the number of years' purchase is far in excess of its

value for agricultural purposes. If a scheme of State-aided

purchase were instituted, the tendency would be for the price

of land to rise still higher. That such would be the case may
be shown by the fact that under the Land Purchase Acts
prior to the Wyndham Act, 1903, the average number of years

purchase paid for land was : f

During the year ended March 31st, 1894 - - - 17-1

1895 - - - 16-9
1896 - - - 16-7

1897 - - - 16-5

1898 - - - 17-5

1899 - - - 17.7
1900 - - - 17-9
1901 - - - 17-8
1902 - - - 18-0

Nine months ending December 31st, 1903 - - - 18-1

I

* Journal of the Farmers' Club, November, 1910, p. 1003.

t House of C!ommoii3 Return 90, 1903.
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In 1903 the Wyndham Act was passed, which reduced the

annuities paid by the tenants. As a result, the average number
of years purchase was :

*

During period from November, 1903, to March 31st,

1905 23-0
Year ended March 31st, 1906 22-6

1907 22-5

„ 1908 - - - - - 22-4

„ 1909 22-3

1st April, 1909, to 15th September, 1909 - - - 22-5

For the purpose of considering the relative position of a

tenant purchaser before and after purchase under a scheme
of State-aid, we give some concrete instances of recent sales.

For this purpose it is assumed that under a scheme of State-

aided purchase a tenant would be able to obtain the loan of

the whole amount of the purchase price at 4J per cent., to

include interest, sinking fund, and expenses.^

It is difficult, of course, to make any definite estimate of the

cost of repairs. Landlords claim that at least 30 per cent, of

the gross rent is expended in this way, and figures collected

by the Central Land Association were to this effect. On the

other hand, many farmers claim that only 5 per cent, is spent

by landlords. It would, probably, be fair to take 12J per cent,

of the present rental as being the average amount which should

be spent in repairs upon a farm, in order to keep it in a proper

state *of repair, and prevent the security of the State from

depreciating.

In the following Table (page 347) we give particulars of the

sales of agricultural properties in six typical agricultural

counties, which were selected at random from the Year Book

of Auction Sales, published by the Estates Gazette for 1912.

* Annual Reports of the Estates Commissioners.

t This would give a more favourable position under State-aided purchase

than would be possible if—aa we have shewn to be necesaary—the farmer

had to find one-fifth of the purchase price himself.
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In the counties selected every care has been taken to include

every purely agricultural property for which both the purchase

price and the previous rent are available. Columns 7

and 8 represent what would be the total outgoings of a

tenant 'farmer who purchased a farm. It is the total of 4 J
per cent, on the sale price, tithe and land tax, and drainage

rate, if any, and 12 i or 25 per cent, on the old rent for repairs.

It w^ill be seen that in every case it substantially exceeds the

old rent, even on the most favourable assumption possible.

Section VII.—THE ABSORPTION OF CAPITAL.

The evidence collected by direct enquiry and from official

publications, reports of meetings of the Farmers' Club, etc.,

shows that, as a general rule, the tenant farmer likes all his

capital to be free for stocking and working his farm. In the

words of one of our informants, " They want their capital

invested on the land, but do not wish to sink it in the land."

It is true that if a system of State-aided purchase were

instituted, only a proportion of the capital, namely, 20 per

cent., would be sunk in the land in the first instance. It

should, however, be remembered that each year money, which

otherwise could be used as w^orking capital, would have to go

tow^ards the sinking fund for the purpose of repaying the loan

from the State. Moreover, 20 per cent, of the purchase price

i^ no considerable sum. Many farmers would not be able to

find it at all, and those who could, would do so at the expense

of the land. *

Mr. Colin Campbell, in an article in the Third Annual Report

of the National Farmers^ Union (1911), says :

But the very important question arises—what is to be done with the

tenant who lacks the requisite one-fifth, and I am afraid those who lack

it by far out-number those who have it. If any means, financially

sound, can ke devised whereby approved men who can find something,

but less than one-fifth, then I say that the case of these men should

have favourable consideration, I am altogether against tenants who
have only suflScient money to stock and work their holdings being

enabled to buy their holdings by State-aid. There are, however, many
cases of really good men, good farmers, and of good credit, who have

some spare money but not the requisite one-fifth.
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The experience of the working of the Small Holdings Acts,

1892 and 1903, shows that Small Holders, at any rate, prefer

to rent and have their capital available rather than to deposit

one-fifth of the purchase price.

Mr. Anker Simmons, in his paper before the Farmers' Club,

dealing with this point, says :*

... In preparing this paper I have assumed that we are dealing

with cases of men with Umited capital at their command, anxious to

do their best as cultivators of the soil under our existing conditions ;

and comparing the alternative of ownership or tenancy to such cases

I have no doubt at all that as a general rule men with a capital of less

than £500 desirous of becoming " Small Holders " would prosper more

rapidly as tenants than as occupying owners.

The following extracts from our Schedules further illustrate

the reluctance of tenant farmers to sink their capital in the

land

:

Berkshire (E. 42).—Retired Farmer, now Land Steward : Farmers,

whilst desiring to remain in quiet possession, yet do udsh to preserve

their mobility so that if things become unsuitable they may go else-

where. They also want their capital invested on the land but do not

wish to sink it in the land.

Cambridgeshire (E. 11).—Farmer : No desire to purchase except to

retain possession. Small Holders can better employ their capital by

stocking their land.

Norfolk (C. 60).—Justice of the Peace, County Councillor. Very

little desire to purchase land, unless it be with those farmers who are

rich. Where a sitting tenant is satisfied with the landlord's good

faith he would much rather hire than own, as in ownership at least

one-fourth of his capital would be set fast—and to have the free use

of that capital he could use it to much greater advantage.

Wiltshire (F. 3).—Farmer: The effect of purchasing is usually

that the bu3'er has not had the cash necessary to pay for his farm and has

had to borrow at least a part ; in some cases the stock of the farm has

been curtailed and the occupier's condition has not been improved.

Tenants find it better to rent than to own, they thus have their capital

free to work their rented land.

Warwickshire (G. 200).—Farmer : There is a desire to purchase

1 and, but it is almost entirely to obtain greater security of tenure, and
is unfair to the farmer, as farmers generally require all their capital to

stock their farms and ought, in consequence, not to be tempted to

%.
Journal of the Farmers' Club, November, 1910, p. 1004,
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purchase, and would much prefer to rent, if the law would give them
security of tenure.

Hertfordshire (D. 89).—Farmer : A farmer is better off under a
good landlord, than if he were the proprietor. A farmer (ordinary)

wants his money in his business, and cannot consequently afford to have
if lying in the freehold, and paying 2, 3, or 4 per cent.

Wiltshire (F. 347).—Chippenham Agricultural Association : By
far the greater number of tenants prefer to rent land, especially from a
rich owner. A tenant can make more out of his capital by employing
it in agriculture than by sinking it in land.

Devonshire (F. 39).—Yeoman Farmer : As a rule I think farmers
prefer to rent their land—they can get a better interest on capital

invested in farming stock than in land. But some farms recently

sold found ready purchasers, men who had not felt safe for many
years in their present holdings. Purchasers do worse as a rule, especially

where money is borrowed. Interest must be paid and necessary
repairs are not done. Capital is put towards paying for the farm
which might be more profitably used in farming it well.

Leicestershire (P. 1213).—Labourer : No great desire to pur-
chase has been manifested either on the part of the sitting tenants

or fresh applicants. The available capital of farmers is required to

develop the farms and for the purchase of modern implements and
live stock. The absorption of their capital for purchase would be a
millstone round the neck of tenants. None of the ten applicants to

the County Council for Small Holdings wished to purchase.

There is a further, and by no means trivial, objection to

tenant farmers without much capital purchasing their farms

and so locking it up in the land. Considerable difficulty often

arises on their death, particularly where they have several

children.. In order to provide for the younger children the

land is burdened with mortages. As one of our informants says

:

If there is only one son, and the family can manage for him to continue,

all well, but farmers generally do not purchase because it interferes

with the settlement question—the capital is generally required to start

the sons in farms for themselves.

And as another puts it

;

The successor to such a farm {i.e., owned by occupier) has frequently

to mortgage it up to the neck in order to pay out his brothers' and
sisters' shares in the estate.

Mr. W. Anker Simmons in his paper before the Farmers*

Cluhj said :*

Journal of the Farmers' Qub. November, 1910, p. 1002.
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Occupying ownership wa«, perhaps, all right in prosperous times

during the life of the absolute owner ; but what happened when he

died ? In most cases, where the family exceeded one in number,

the land was left to the widow or eldest son, subject to charges on it

in favour of the younger children, based upon its then high value ;

then followed depression, failure to pay interest, calHng in of the charges,

sale, and ruin to the unfortunate so-called owner, on whose shoulders

the load of interest alone was often heavier than the rental of the

land. . . .

In my opinion, the difficulty of sub-division on death is of itself a

complete bar to any general system of occupying ownership of agricul-

tural land.

I had a striking illustration of this only last week when I was valuing

on a farm of about 200 acres just taken over by a man whose age I

knew exceeded eighty years. I expressed surprise that he should have

left his old farm (a much smaller one) to take a larger holding at his

time of life. He replied that he could only have retained it by buying ;

but as he had three sons, he came to the conclusion he could leave them
in a far better position to get a living as joint tenants of 200 acres

than as joint owners of 50 acres, though personally he would have

much preferred staying in his old home. This, in my opinion, correctly

illustrates what would happen in numberless cases under similar

conditions.

Section VIII.—PEASANT PROPRIETORSHIP.

What has already been said with regard to the disadvantages

of occupying ownership in general applies with increased

force to Small Holders. It is additionally important that they

should have all their limited capital free for the cultivation of

the land, and that their holdings should not be heavily

mortgaged.

It should further be pointed out that the experience of the

working of the Small Holdings Act, 1892, and of the Act of

1908, shows conclusively that Small Holders would rather

rent under the County Council than purchase.

Under the Small Holdings Act 1892, which was in force

for some fifteen years, 59 holdings only were sold while 185

were let. Under the Act of 1908, only 200 purchasers have
been found up to the end of 1912, the remaining Small Holders

who acquired land under the Act, over 9,000 in number, have
all preferred to be tenants.

If it is objected that under these Acts, the tenant had to
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find one-fifth of the purchase money, and that this was why
greater advantages was not taken of the facihties for purchase,

it may be replied that such a requirement is essential tc

secure the State against loss.*

Section IX.—SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

To summarise the facts established and the conclusions

to be drawn from them :

(1) There is a considerable body of opinion, among a section

of the agricultural community, in favour of some scheme of

State-aided purchase.

(2) The majority of those who advocate State-aided pur-

chase do so on the assumption that it could be instituted on

terms similar to those proposed by Mr. Jesse Collings.

(3) It would be financially impossible to institute purchase

on those terms. The most favourable terms upon which it

could be launched at the present time would involve :

(a) The State advancing only a portion of the purchase

money—probably about four-fifths.

(b) The money being advanced at 41 per cent, to include

interest, expenses, and sinking fund.

These terms would involve spreading the repayment over

about seventy to seventy-five years. If a shorter period of

repayment were desired the instalments would be proportion-

ately increased.

(4) The desire to purchase, where it exists, is not for any
abstract " joy of ownership," but almost imiversally for the

purpose of obtaining security of tenure, and all that phrase

connotes.

(5) It is a historical fact that the yeoman farmer ot the

* We have not said anything hero with regard to the small holder, who,
under existing circumstances by paying the sinking fund practically buys
the holding for the Council. This grievance has been dealt with in Part II.,

Chapter III. on Small Holdings. In so far aa this grievance operates, it

still leaves tenancy under a Council more favourable than ownership, but
to a smaller extent than would be the case if this anomaly were rectified.
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past lias, with comparatively few exceptions, gradually dis-

appeared, overburdened by mortgages, or tempted to sell

his land to wealthy manufacturers and others. Further, those

who have recently purchased their farms have, speaking

generally, found themselves in a worse financial position as

owners than as tenants.

(6) If State-aided purchase were instituted upon terms

which were financially sound, the tenant farmer would be

in a worse financial position, because :

(a) A proportion of his capital would be sunk in the

land, where it would earn only a low interest, with the

result that he could not employ it as working capital

on the land.

(h) If he had more than one child,^the difficulty men-

tioned in (a) would be aggravated, for in order to provide

for the younger children, the farm would have to be

mortgaged or sold at his death.

(c) He would actually be in a worse financial position,!

as the interest and sinking fund, together with expenses,

repairs, tithe and land tax would generally amount to

considerably more than his present rent.

(7) If the tenant purchasers are free to sell their land when
and as they please, there is nothing to prevent them from

selling to wealthy manufacturers and others, and thus re-

creating the present state of affairs. On the other hand, if

they are not free to sell, they are tied to a particular holding,

and a restriction is placed upon the free development of

agriculture.

(8) Apart from the objections to State-aided purchase,

from the point of view of the intending purchaser himself,

it is undesirable from a national point of view. If the scheme
were finanically unsound, a burden would be placed upon the

tax-payers ; on the other hand, if it were financially sound,

the purchasers would starve the land for want of capital, and
thus it would produce less than under a system of tenure which

gave security.



CHAPTER V.

THE LAND COURT.

Section I.—TENANCY UNDER PUBLIC OWNERSHIP AND
THE LAND COURT.

In Chapter III., Section VI., we have discussed the idea of

tightening up the Clauses in the Agricultural Holdings Act

and showed that no legislation, however carefully drafted,

could be satisfactory so long as the landlord is able to get rid

of a tenant who insists upon his legal rights.

In Chapter IV. we showed that any large pohcy of State-

aided purchase would, if carried out on the Irish model, be

financially dangerous if not impossible, while if carried out on

lines which were financially sound it would be against the

best interests of the farmers themselves.

It has been urged upon us that the most effective way of

giving the tenant the needed security is for the State or Local

Authorities to buy the land and lease it to private individuals.

With regard to this the majority of the Haversham Committee

recommended as follows :
*

In view, therefore, of the experience of the Small Holdings Acts and
the strong desire which undoubtedly exists amongst farmers that they
should remain tenants, it is probable that no large percentage will

desire, or be in a position to avail themselves of, a scheme of State-aided

purchase, and in the circumstances we are of opinion that there is

another remedy which must be considered.

While, as already stated, we think the principle of the Small Holdings
and Allotments Act as to loans to sitting tenants may be extendwi
to larger holdings, we feel that that will not in itself meet the require-

ments of the case, and we have, therefore, to fall back on some system
which will protect the tenants against dispossession whilst at the same

* Departmental Committee on Tenant Farmers' and Sales of Estates.

C5d. 6030, p. 16.

k
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time securing to the occupier all the advantages now enjoyed on well-

managed estates. This, in our opinion, can be secured by the acquisi-

tion and management of landed estates by the State.

It is obvious that, if money be advanced to tenants, the State must
take some risk. The tenant would be buying in the open market,

possibly against very severe competition such as now prevails, and
would probably give more than the real value. On the other hand,

the State, buying as it would in large blocks and choosing its own time,

would be able to acquire the land much cheaper, and would enjoy the

advantage of the large owner as against the small man in cost of adminis-

tration and repairs, etc., whilst it could, moreover, borrow at a much
lower rate of interest. All this should ultimately be to the benefit

of the State tenant.

We are of opinion that the extension of the public owner-

ship of land would materially advance the solution of this

problem, and we have made suggestions in Part 11. , Chapter

III., which deals with Small Holdings for facilitating an
extension of such a policy upon fair and reasonable terms.

Further proposals will be made in the next volume.

But when we remember that there are four hundred thousand

large and small agricultural holdings, it will be clear that it

would be impossible for the State or Local Authorities within

a reasonable time to make purchases of land on a sufficiently

wide scale to give adequate security of tenure to more than a

small proportion of the agricultural tenants of England and
Wales.

And, further, we believe that the establishment of some
judicial body to fix fair rents and fair prices would be an in-

dispensable preliminary to any great extension of the policy

of public ownership. The experience of many County Councils

in the case of Small Holdings has proved that one of the diffi-

culties in the way of developing the Small Holdings Movement
has been their inability to purchase agricultural land at its

purely agricultural value,* and the establishment of a Land
Court would enable County Councils to achieve this end.

Further, with the growth of ownership, whether of the Crown,
the County Comicil or other Public Authorities, the need will

ine\4tably rise for some judicial body to settle questions of

* See for further discussion, Part II., CJiapter III.
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compensation, renewal of leases, etc., between the Public

Authority and its tenants, and it seems clear that even if the

State owned all the land of the country some machinery such
as Land Courts would still be needed to fix fair rents and
fair conditions.

We are thus led to the conclusion that the establishment of

some judicial body standing between landowner and tenant

to give security of tenure and fair rents, so far from being

contradictory to an extension of State ownershiji would from
many points of view he complementary to it.

Indeed, in so far as public ownership is put forward as the

one means whereby tenants can gain security of tenure, it is

important to note that the same end can be as effectively and
more cheaply attained by the establishment of a judicial body
similar to the Scottish Land Court.

Section II.—WHAT IS MEANT BY A LAND COURT.

As many people in England are mifamiliar with the working

of a Land Court, we shall briefly describe the operation of

those established in Scotland.

The first aim of the Land Court is to give every tenant as

complete a security of tenure as possible. In Scotland no
tenant who comes under the Small Land Holders Act* can be

removed from his holding at the will of the landowner. The
Land Court itself can authorise the removal of a tenant but

only if he fails to observe certain statutory conditions (i.e.,

if he does not pay his rent, or if he persistently injures his

holding), or if it can be shown that the land is needed for

purposes of pubHc utility. Thus no tenant need fear that he

will be evicted from his holding because of any personal

difference between himself and his landlord. His removal can

only be effected under certain clearly-defined conditions

* In 1886 the Court was given jurisdiction over seven Highland Counties
called " the Crofting Counties," with respect to all Crofters' holdings up
to £30 rent. In 1911 this jurisdiction was extended by the Small Land
Holders Act to all holdings in Scotland up to 50 acres, or up to a rent of

£60.
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interpreted by a Land Court in whose impartiality he has

learnt to have complete confidence.

Obviously, the Land Court cannot guarantee any real security

of tenure, unless it has the power of fixing a fair rent. Other-

wise any landlord might at his pleasure get rid of a tenant

by the simple expedient of raising the rent beyond his power

to pay. The Scottish experience shows that every effort to

give security to the tenant is futile unless rents are fixed by

a judicial tribunal.*

At the instance of either landowner or tenant the Land

Court in Scotland fixes a " fair rent " which cannot be altered

for a period of seven years. In the Crofters' districts it was

found that the average rent was above what the quality of the

land would justify ; and the fixing of a " fair rent " has led,

since 1886, to a considerable reduction of rent in the great

majority of the holdings, and to an increase in only a small

minority.

One of the great grievances in Scotland had been that rents

were often raised upon a tenant's own improvements. The

establishment of a Court made this impossible. The Act

expressly laid down that the Court, in fixing the fair rent,

should take into account any permanent or unexhausted

improvements made by the tenant.

In addition to giving security of tenure and fixing fair rents

the Land Court has power to decide the question of compensa-

tion at the close of a tenancy. Such questions of compen-

sation arise, either when the tenant voluntarily leaves his

f.irm or when his land is required for purposes of public utility.

The Scottish tenant feels confident that he will receive adequate

compensation when the question is handled by an impartial

body.

The working of the Court has been made as simple as possible.

In the case of the new Land Court, established in 1912, only

the President belongs to the legal profession, while the other

* The first of Mr. Gladstone's Irish Land Acts—that of 1870—attempted
^

to settle the question by giving to the tenant compensation for disturbance
and also for improvements. The Act was a failure, as it allowed the landlord

to raise the rent aa he pleased.
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four members comprise a landowner, a land agent, a grazinf^

farmer and an arable farmer. Expenses have been kept as
low as possible and the method of procedure suggests a friendly

conference rather than a legal contest.

One great aim in the administration of the Acts has been to
avoid any interference with the friendly relationship between
landowner and tenant. // both of thern are satisfied with the

existing state of things and fed thai any legal interference would
he likely to destroy the old friendly relationship, there is no
necessity whatever for them to make any use of the Court, and
the actual working of the Crofters' Act has fully justified

the words of the late Lord Kinross (at that time Lord Advo-
cate) when introducing the Crofters' Bill in 1885 :*

The proposal to give security of tenure is really nothing more than
to confer a legislative sanction upon the custom and the usage prevail-
ing on well and benevolently managed estates.

There is an overwhelming mass of evidence to show that

the Scotch Crofters' Act has been of the greatest value to the

Crofting Counties. The Royal Commission on the Highlands
and Islands^ after an elaborate investigation reported unanim-
ously in 1895 ;

We deem it right to place on record the result of our observations
as to the effect of the Crofters' Holdir.gs (Scotland) Act, 1886. Our
inspections of land throughout the Counties mentioned brought us
into immediate proximity with many crofting townships, as well as

with the individual holdings of many crofters, and accordingly we
derived materials for judgment from a very large portion of the crofting

area. Our opinion is that, speaking generally, the Act has had a
beneficial effect, and particularly in the following directions. In the
first place, the fixing of a fair rent has to a large extent removed from
the minds of crofters the sense of hardship arising from the belief that
they were made to pay rent on their own improvements, or otherwise
made to pay at an excessive rate for soil of a poor quality. In the

second place, the combination of a fair rent with statutory security

of tenure has not only taken away, or allayed, causes of discontent, but
has imparted a new spirit to Crofters and imbued them with fresh

energy. The abiding sense produced that the permanent improve-
ments which a crofter makes upon his holding will, if he complies

(

* House of Commons, May 18th, 1886.

t C 7681 (1895)
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with certain reasonable statutory conditions, accrue either to himself

or to his family successor, will not be taxable by the landlord in the

form of increased rent, and, moreover, will have a money value under

a claim for compensation on renunciation of tenancy or removal from

his holding, has led to vigorous efforts towards improvement by

crofters in many quarters. For instance, we found that more attention

is being paid to cultivation, to rotation of crops, to reclamation of

outruns, to fencing, and to the formation or repair of township roads ;

but most conspicuous of all effects perceptible is that upon buildings,

including both dwelling-houses and steadings. In a considerable

number of localities we found new and improved houses and steadings

erected by the crofters themselves since the passing of the Act.

Mr. Sheriff Brand, the Chief Judge of the Court or Com-
mission appointed to carry out the provisions of the Crofters'

Act of 1886, in his evidence before the Wdsh Land Commission

in 1896 said *

This security of tenure I regard as a great moral and legal benefit,

as it has not only imbued the crofter community over the greater

part of the crofting area with a sense of independence, but has greatly

encouraged him in the matter of improving his holding, both by the

erection of a better dwelling-house and by better steading, but by
more careful cultivation of the arable land he had, and the more willing

reclamation of some part of his outrun.

During the debates in the House of Lords on the Small

Landowners' Bill in 1907, several owners of large estates in

Scotland expressed their approval of the working of the

Crofters' Act. Thus, on August 13th, 1907, Lord Lovat, a

strong Conservative, while opposing the extension of the

Act to the rest of Scotland, said : f

I will say at once that the Crofters' Act has been a success from one
point of view. ... It has given a form of tenure, whether you call

it dual ownership or whether you do not, in which the landlord does
still take an interest in his tenant, while the Small Holder, with the
knowledge and certainty that he is fixed on the soil, does further assist

himself by his own action beyond the point which he would have done
if he knew that at any moment his tenure might come to an end. . . .

The Crofters' Act has really done in actual monetary gain a very
small amount. What it actually has done has been this : where money

* Report of Royal Commission on Land in Wales and Monmouthshire.
C. 8221, p. 915.

t Hansard. Fourth Series. Vol. 180, pp. 1016, 1016, 1027.
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has come from outside employment, this money, which would formerly
have been put to whisky, has gone into the building of houses.

And in the same debate, Lord Clinton, also a Conservative,

though opposing the extension of the Act to the rest of Scotland,

said :

1 believe the Crofters' Act has been a success .... It has stopped
agitation ; it has put an end to disturbance, and it has given the

fixity of tenure which was so earnestly desired.

No body of tenants and no body of landlords has ever

demanded the repeal of the Crofters' Act. It has been accepted

throughout the crofting area by all classes of the community
as an enormous improvement upon previous conditions.

The final, and perhaps most convincing, proof of the value

of the Act lies in the fact that, under the Scottish Small Land
Holders Act of 1911, its principles were extended over the

whole of Scotland to all farnas not exceeding £50 in annual

value or 50 acres in extent. Thus the Act now applies even

to the lowland counties where conditions differ in no material

respect from the conditions in England.

We are conscious, however, that there are great differences

between the agricultural conditions of England and tho^e of

the Crofting Counties of Scotland. The example of Scotland

is certainly of great value, as showing that a tribunal for

giving fixity of tenure and fair rents can both work effectually

and win the approval of landlord and tenant alike. But we
wish to emphasize the fact that many weighty arguments can

be adduced in favour of Land Courts which are based, not on

Scottish precedent alone, but upon the system of agricultural

tenure prevalent in England and Wales.

Section III.—REASONS PUT FORWARD FOR LAND

COURTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES,

f We now come to the arguments in favour of extending the

principle of the Land Court both to small and large holdings

in England and Wales, and in the next section we deal with

the objections which have been urged against such a policy.
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The system of agricultural land tenure which has been in

existence so long both in England and Wales cannot lightly

be altered. This fact is fully reahsed by those who advocate

Land Couits, aud their contention is that they have been

driven to suggest this remedy because of certain fundamental

drfects in the present system.

The arguments for a Land Court may briefly be summarised

as follows :

(a) That Parliament has already been driven by considera-

tion of the needs of agriculture, to interfere in the so-called
*' free bargaining " between landowner and tenant, and that a

Land Court is only a further and much needed extension of

such interference.

(h) That the ownership of land is of the nature of a mono-

poly, and that the legal power which a landowner has over hi 3

tenant, tempered though it be in many cases by goodwill

and kindly personal relationship, is detrimental to the best

national interests.

(c) That through the Land Court farmers could obtain real

security of tenure, the need for granting which has been in-

creased and emphasized by the growing frequency of sales

of agricultural estates.

(d) That farmers will in the future pay higher wages to

their labourers, voluntarily, or as the result of legislative

action, of the pressure of public opinion, or of a combination

among the labourers themselves. Justice demands that the

landowner should bear his share of the additional burden.

The payment of that share cannot be guaranteed nor its

amount satisfactorily determined without the action of a

judicial body, empowered to fix a " fair rent " after taking into

consideration the increased wage bill.

(e) That the present legal power of the landowner to raise

the rent upon a tenant's own improvements, where it is exer-

cised, is harmful to agriculture and can only be kept in check
by a judicial body which can fix rent.
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(/) That in the best interests of agriculture the rent should

no longer be a " competitive " rent, but a fair rent.

(g) That the tenant's right to make improvements, and his

adequate compensation for such improvements, can most
effectively be guaranteed by means of a Land Court.

(h) That the existence of a Land Court would greatly

facilitate the acquisition of land by pubUc bodies especially

for Small Holdings.

We deal with each of these eight points in greater detail

below.

(a) Growth of State Interference between Landlord

AND Tenant.

The writers and legislators who Hved during the first half

of the nineteenth century believed that national interests were

best secured by not interfering with free bargaining, as between

workman and employer, tenant and landowner. The logic of

necessity drove ParHament to interfere first of all with the

relationship between workman and employer. It was realised

that the employee, faced with the alternative of taking

a job or starving, was not a free agent, and a long series

of Acts were passed regulating hours, factory conditions, and,

in some cases, wages as well.

The legal powers possessed by an owner of land in the first

half of the nineteenth century were enormously wide. He
could impose any terms w^hich his tenant would accept rather

than lose the farm. He could raise rent at his pleasure, and

evict a tenant at the termination of a lease without any com-

pensation for improvements although the exercise of this legal

power was very often tempered by kindly personal relationships.

The second half of the nineteenth century was marked

by a great change in pubhc opinion. It was recognised that

the community as a whole had a right to safeguard its own
interests.

The Commission, presided over by the Duke of Richmond,*

• Report of the Agricultural Commission, 1882. a 3309, p. 31
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recommended in 1882 that compensation for improvements

should be made compulsory by legislation, and this was done

by the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1883, which marked the

first drastic legislative interference between landowner and

tenant. It was found necessary to protect the tenant from

his own weakness by expressly forbidding him to contract

out of the Act by private agreement with his landowner, a

course to which Parliament was driven by the conviction that

the consent of the farmer to a mutual agreement was in many
cases the consent of the weaker party to the will of the stronger.

The further series of Agricultural Holdings Acts up to 1908

serves to show that " free bargaining " had not met the needs

of the farmer, and that the law must intervene to protect him.

In matters of rent, too, we find a gradual change of public

opinion. TJie Richmo7id Commission on Agriculture in 1S8^,

impressed by the burden of rent upon many farmers, reported*

We are of opinion that it will be for the interest of both parties that

rents should be so fixed by voluntary agreement as to enable farmers

to meet the difficulties of their position.

The Commission was opposed to this being done by legis-

lative interference and hoped that it would be done by private

agreement. The evidence before the subsequent Commission
of 1893-97 showed that this hope was to a large extent dis-

appointed.

In Ireland rents had already been fixed judicially in 1881,

and this principle was extended in 1886 to the Crofters' districts

in Scotland, and in 1911 to all the small farmers in Scotland.

In these three cases the evidence brought forward compelled

Parhament, in the interests of Agriculture, to interfere with
the absolute right of the landowner over the land.

(h) The Nature of Land Monopoly.
Though 90 per cent, of the agricultural land of England and

Wales is worked by tenants and not by owners, many people

are still satisfied to leave all questions of rent and tenancy to

the apparently free play of mutual bargaining modified only
by existing legislation.

* Z. Wd, p. 28.
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It is urged that landowners and tenants are both free agents,

and that if a landowner impose harsh or arbitrary conditions

or demand an excessive rent, the tenant is at perfect hberty

to go elsewhere.

The supporters of this view often forget that the ownership

of land is in its very nature akin to a monopoly. If there are

not enough boots or cotton shirts it is always possible to put
up fresh factories and produce more. But the total number
of acres in England and Wales is, to all intents and purposes,

rigidly fixed by Nature.

If the number of those who demand farms largely exceeds

the number of available farms, the landowner is in the position

of a monopohst, and, therefore, able to impose, and sometimes
even against his will forced to impose, his own terms upon his

tenants. And this monopohst position is made all the more
secure by the fact that the farmer is, in practice, very immobile.

In theory, no doubt, he can remove whenever the landlord

asks too high a rent, but in practice he is bound to his farm

by innumerable ties of interest and of kinship, custom and
sentiment. In many cases, too, he has not only obtained

intimate knowledge of the particular soil by long years of

experience, but has built up a valuable " goodwill."

The exceptional circumstances of the great agricultural

depression which began in 1879 meant that, in many parts

of the country, there were landowners wanting tenants, but not

would-be tenants wanting farms.

But the revival of British agriculture has brought to the

front the real position of the landowner as a monopolist.

At the present time there is a very active demand for farms

of all kinds, and especially for farms of a comparatively small

size.* We hear of twenty, forty, sixty and even a hundred

applicants for farms when they fall vacant, and we find some
landowners not only demanding greatly increased rents, but

dictating their own terms as to the conditions of tenancy.

And the more prosperity increases, the more need will there

be for a Land Court to safeguard the tenant from the arbitrary
___^ ^»

• Su Part II., Caiapter III., p. 210.
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exercise of those monopoly powers whicli are inseparable from

the present system of landownership.

(c) Land Court and Security of Tenure.

From the national point of view it is of increasing im-

portance that the farmer should be given the greatest possible

security of tenure. We desire to emphasize what we have

already said in a previous chapter, that no business can he

really and permanently successful upon the present yearly

tenancy system. If farmers are to be allowed to look ahead

hke other business men, they must be given real security of

tenure, and to achieve this two conditions are indispensable.

In the first place, no landowner must be allowed to turn out

a farmer by the exercise of his own arbitrary power, but only

with the consent of a Court : and in the second place, a

farmer's security of tenure must not be afiected by the sale

of the estate to which the farm belongs.

From the evidence which we have given in the preceding

chapters, it is clear that personal motives do at times play

a part in determining a farmer's tenure. We are conscious*

that such cases form only a small minority : but their influence

is out of all proportion to their numbers. If one farmer ia

turned out because of pohtical or religious differences, or

because he insists on his legal rights in connection with damage
done by game, all the farmers in the neighbourhood, even

those holding under other landowners, are affected to some
extent. The mere possibihty, however remote, that they

may suffer in a hke manner, often has a deterrent effect upon
their expenditure of capital and application of labour to their

farms.

Both in the interests of the tenant and the nation it is of

great importance, if the land is to be fully cultivated, that

purely personal and capricious motives yhould play no part
in the question of the renewal or non-renewal of a tenancy.

This being so, it is necessary to hand over any disputed
issue to the impartial consideration of some judicial tribunal.

In the case of factory legislation the State laid down certain

conditions as to health, overtime, etc., which were imposed
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upon all employers good and bad. The good employer

welcomes such interference, as it enforces the principles upon
which he has always acted, and the coercion is only felt by
the bad employer. In the same way the Land Court would

only act byway of coercion against those landowners who regard

the ownership of land as a means whereby they can control

the Hves and destinies of their tenants. Those landowners who
have exercised their powers wisely and well would be in n©

way affected by the existence of a Court which would act

upon principles by which they themselves are already guided

in the management of their estates.

We contend that in so far as ownership means the power

of interfering with the personal hfe of the cultivator of the soil,

it should be strictly limited. But the power of " guiding

the destinies of the estate " and of " superintending its develop-

ment and improvement " would still be left to the landowners.*

It would be his business to see that there was a high standard

of farming maintained upon his estate. This is of national

importance, and there is evidence that some landowners

refrain from turning out a bad farmer through fear of disturb-

ing friendly relationships. Such owners would find that the

co-operation of a Land Court would help them to maintain a

high standard of farming upon their estates, as the powers and

functions of the Land Court would be So framed as to enable

them to make security of tenure conditional on good farming.

We have already dealt in a preceding chapter with the

widespread feeling of insecurity amongst farmers, and have

shown that this has been still further accentuated by the

increase in recent years of the sales of landed estates. Once

a Land Court was established, it should be provided that the

mere sale of the estate should make no difference whatever to

the farmer's security of tenure.

(d) Land Courts and an Increased Wage Bill.

As already pointed out, it is impossible for a Land Court

to give a tenant farmer security of tenure unless it has the

It would of course be left to the laRdowr^er ^o choose his new tenan^

on a change of tenancy.
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power to fix a judicial rent. If the landowner is left with

the power of fixing the rent he can raise the rent of a tenant

in order to get rid of him and thus render quite futile any attempt

to give real security of tenure.

We shall discuss the general problem of rent later, but

first we propose to deal with the question of the farmer who
may have to face an increase in his wage bill, and at the same

time a rent as great or even greater than he paid before. We
deal with this question first because it is the conviction that the

landowner ought in justice to hear a fair share in the additional

burden of higher wages which has led many of those who were

once opposed to a Land Court to own the necessity for it.

At the present time, under the ordinary play of competitive

forces, a farmer, in considering what rent he can afford to

pay for land, does take into account the amount of wages

which he will have to pay to his labourers. And if wages rose,

whether through legislative or voluntary action, he would

in some cases inevitably have to offer a diminished rent, or

at least refrain from offering a higher rent when he might other-

wise have done so.

But such a re-adjustment would be of necessity a slow one

and would be greatly checked by the economic superiority in

bargaining power which the landowner possesses, especially

in times of agricultural prosperity. During the last five years,

as we have seen, the increase in prosperity has meant more
rent for landowners rather than more wages for labourers.

If a Land Court were established, it would, in arriving at a

fair rent, take into consideration any increase in the farmer's

wage bill. Of course, the landowners' point of view would
also be considered. In many cases he has to pay out a large

part of the rent to other members of his family who have been
given permanent charges upon the estate. And secondly,

a great many of the landowners have to pay out part of the

'rent in tithes. The total amount of tithes in England and
Wales is about two and a half million pounds, or about ten

per cent, of the net rent received by landowners, while in

some parts of East Anglia the tithes amount to five or six

shillings per acre oy even more.
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If a Land Court were established it would be only reasonable

that it should possess some power to apportion any loss through

the reduction of rent over all the parties who receive income
from the estate. The younger brothers or sisters who receive

money from the estate each year are really in effect part

owners and should take their fair share of any burden of

increased wages. As far as tithe is concerned such a claim

would be hard to resist. In 1907 the Joint Committee ap-

pointed hy the Convocation of Canterbury reported that

:

The fundamental Christian principle of the remuneration of labour

is that the first charge upon any industry must be the proper mainten-

ance of the labourer.*

(e) Raising Rent upon a Tenant's own Improvements*

We have already dealt with this point at some length in

Chapter III., and shown that, in spite of all the efforts of legis-

lation, a landowner still has the undoubted legal right to demand
an increase of rent from a tenant because of that tenant's own
improvements. Moreover, in a time of agricultural prosperity,

the tenant knows that if he refuse to pay this increased rent

there will be plenty of tenants willing to take his place. It

is true that the tenant, in his turn, has the right to leave his

farm and claim compensation for improvements ; but, as

we have shown, the enterprising farmer who has built up local

goodwill is not actually free to remove from his existing farm

and run the risk of beginning his business career over again.

f

It is true that good landowners seldom, if ever, raise rents

upon a tenant's own improvements ; but of recent years

many of them have done what, in effect, is equivalent to this,

by putting up their estates for sale, and thus securing the full

capitalised value of that part of the tenant's own improvements

which is not at present the subject of compensation. This is

often at the expense of the tenant himself, who is driven to

purchase his farm at an extremely high price. If he refuse

to buy he may either be turned out by the new purchaser or

First Report of the Joint Committee of the Convocation of Canterbury

on the " Moral Witness of the Church on Economic subjecto."

t Se« Part III., ChapUr III.
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run the risk of the rent being raised upon his own improve-

ments.

Such a state of things can only be remedied efiectively by

the establishment of a judicial body to fix fair rents, and

safeguard the tenant from paying additional rent in respect

of his own improvements^

(/) Land Court and Fair Rents.

We have shown that a Land Court must have power to deal

with rents

:

(1) Because it is otherwise impossible to give real security

of tenure

;

(2) The increased wage bill should mean a reduction of

rent ; and

(3) It is only thus that a tenant can be adequately safe-

guarded against having to pay rent on his own improvements.

But there yet remains an argument in favour of the fixing

of rents by a Court which is, in the opinion of many, of still

greater importance. At present, rents are fixed by competi-

tion, and it is only by means of a Land Court that fair rents

can be substituted for competitive rents.

It is urged by many people that it is a problem of extreme

difficulty to fix fair rents, and that it had much better be
left to be fixed as at present by competition between tenants.

Those who argue thus forget that the good landlord has always

recognised that in the best interests of agriculture the rent

should be, not the maximum sum which a farmer is willing to

pay, but a rent which can fairly be expected from the given

quality of land.

If it be true that it is difficult to arrive at such a " fair

rent," this would seem to point to the need of handing over
the task to an experienced, impartial body.
No one knows better than the large landowner the absurdity

of leaving rent to be fixed by the uncontrolled action of the

forces of supply and demand. As long ago as 1860, the then
Duke of Richmond pointed this out in a speech at Huntly
when he urged landowners ;

^ A
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If th?y wished to create a happy and contented tenantry, to reserve
the power of refusing the highest tender when farms were put up to

pubUc competition. Otherwdse, he added, they committed a gross act
of injustice to the tenant by screwing him up, and another to the man
who offered a higher rent, as that forced him to be a screw.

—

{Estates

Gazette, May, 1860.)

The same point is well emphasised in an address delivered

by Mr. W. M. Price, factor to Lord Minto, in December, 1909 :

In trying to get a farm the question more often was—not what rent
the farm was worth, but what rent would secure the farm, and offerers

sometimes tumbled over one another figuratively and offered all sorts

of absurd rents in their endeavour to get a desirable holding.

The difficulty of avoiding a competitive rent is well brought
out by Lord Londonderry in a speech delivered as far back
as 1894

:

It was not to the advantage of a landlord to possess a tenant who
attempted to pay a higher rent than he could afford. The landlord

did not fix the rent. It was fi.xed by competition. He could not help
thinking that to a great extent the root of the present evil was to be
found in the offering of competitive rents which the land was unable
to bear.—(Roj^al Commission on Agricultural Depression, 1892, p. 183.)

The following is a brief summary of what can be learnt from
the past history of rent when left to the ordinary forces of

competition.*

(a) In periods of depression, only very wise or very rich

landowners make such reductions as are really necessary to

enable farmers to hold their own. Three times at least during

the last century the refusal of landowners to lower rents has

led to widespread ruin among farmers.

(b) In periods of depression all but the best landowners

have been tempted to make remissions which were uncertain

in amount and unsettling in their general effect, instead of

lowering rents.

(c) As soon as agriculture becomes prosperous and there

are a number of farmers applying for each vacant farm, there

is always a danger that, in spite of the lessons of the past,

they will be tempted to offer a competitive rent instead of

• See Reports of Royal Commissions on Agriculture.
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one that is really justified by the productive capacity of the

farm, and that only the far-seeing or very wealthy land-

owners remain proof against the temptation of raising rents

excessively in such periods of prosperity.

The history of the last few years warns us that the evils of

unduly high rents in times of prosperity, and insufficient

reduction in times of adversity, are likely to recur again. As
we have shown in Part I., Chapter I., a fresh period of agricul-

tural prosperity has recently set in. Prices have risen rapidly,

rents are being raised upon new tenants, there are numerous
competitors for vacant farms, and more farms are being

offered for sale by landowners because of the high prices

obtainable.

The history of the past has shown us that in every country,

agriculture, whether it is protected or not, is subject to violent

fluctuations. Sometimes prolonged periods of depression

sweep over the country as a whole, at other times they affect

certain districts, and make the burden of rent a most serious

one. A Land Court could ensure that, in times of continued

agricultural depression, rents were adequately reduced. The
good landowner is often convinced of the necessity for reduc-

tion, but he is afraid to grant it because he fears that it will be

difficult to raise the rent again after the depression. And
there is little doubt that such a landowner would find that

the existence of an impartial Court would make it easier for

him to get what he really desires, namely, a fair rent based
upon the productive capacity of the farm.

In Ireland the rent was fixed for a number of years. But
the Royal Commission,* known as the Cowper Commission,
recommended, in view of the possibility of times of agricultural

depression, that the period for which it was fixed should be
shortened from fifteen to five years, and though this has not
yet been done in Ireland, the Scottish Crofters' Act of 1886,

coming five years later, took advantage of the Irish experience,

and ,'^nacted that the rent should be fixed only for a period of

Report of Royal Commission on the Irish Land Act, 1881, and '.hi

Purchase of Land (Ireland) Act, 1885. C. 4969 (1887).
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seven years. In any legislation dealing with England it would
be of importance that the rent should not be fixed by the

Court for a longer period than five or seven years.

The experience of rent-fixing by private landowners in the

past has shown us how difficult they find it not to take

advantage of prosperity to charge excessive rents. Their

excuse is, in the words of Lord Londonderry, quoted above,

that " the landlord does not fix the rent. It is fixed by
competition," and it would be of fundamental importance for

a Land Court to distinguish between a fair rent and a com-

petitive rent.

A competitive rent is the sum which one farmer, competing

with other far^ners, will pay for land rather than go without it.

A fair rent is the surplus which in a normal season will remain

over from the produce of the land if worked by a farmer of average

ability, after providing for all necessary outgoings, including

a fair wage to the labourer, and after allowing to the farmer a

reasonable remuneration.

If a Land Court had to decide the fair rent which a farmer

should pay, clearly it would have to take into consideration

the whole position of the farming industry. It would have

to see that the surplus available for faitmers after the pay-

ment of rent and a hving wage to their men was sufficient

to attract into the industry men of real ability and

enterprise, while it would bear in mind that farmers have

often been tempted, under the pressure of competition, to

pay rents which have left them little more than the barest

hvelihood.

(g) Land Courts and Compensation for Improvements.

Even if tenants were given the greatest possible measure

of security by means of a Land Court, there would still remain

cases where compensation for improvements would be neces-

sary. These would occur either when the sitting tenant

voluntarily gave up his holding or when the land was needed

in the public interests.

In such cases, the question of compensation would be of

importance. We i^aw iji Chapter III. that agricultural
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development is at times retarded by the fact that the land-

owner refuses his consent to certain improvements which

the tenant may wish to effect. In view of this fact, it might

be wise to provide that a tenant, unable to get the consent

of his landlord to the effecting of the improvements, should

be able to apply for the consent of the Land Court {see p. 319).

Further, questions of compensation are at present decided by
an arbitrator in private practice appointed by the Board of

Agriculture ; but if Land Courts were established it might

be advisable to hand over all such questions to a body, none

of whose members are in private practice. In the case of

Town Clerks, Medical Officers of Health and others, it has been

found that their duties have been more effectively performed

when they were not hampered by private practice, and to

entrust valuation for compensation to a Land Court would

only be a further extension of the same principle.

(h) Land Courts and the Acquisition op Land especially

FOR Small Holdings.

We shall deal fully in the next volume with the question

of the compulsory acquisition of land, but we have already

shown the need for some judicial body intimately acquainted

with agriculture, to fix the fair price to be paid for land when
acquired compulsorily for public or semi-public purposes.

Especially would a Land Court be of value to decide the

question of the fair rent and the fair purchase price to be paid

for land for Small Holdings {see also Part II.).

At the present time, whether a County Council buys the

land or leases it, a serious obstacle to success is the high

price or the high rent which they have to pay for the land.

Mr. C. B. Naylor, Chairman of the Nottinghamshire Farmers'

Union in a paper read on February Uth, 1913, writes :

There is now a strong tendency for all landowners to demand a
competitive rent from tenants instead of accepting a fair rent . . .

He then refers to the Government offer to bear out of

Imperial Funds 50 per cent, of the money the County Councils

may lose from their Small Holdings. He says :

Is not the main oause of the loss due to the fact that the County
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Councils have been subject to unrestricted competition in taking
these lands ? And so long as this cause operates the Small Holdings
Act must prove a failure.

As we have shown in Part II., Chapter III., the County
Council in some cases has to pay too high a price or too high

a rent for the land, and it should certainly be the Land Court's

business to fix the price or rent to be paid.

The Scottish Small Landholders' Act provides an interest-

ing example of the way in which the Small Holdings movement
can be facilitated by a Land Court. The Scottish Board of

Agriculture, which exercises the fmictions which in England,

so far as Small Holdings are concerned, belong to the County
Cx)uncil, neither purchases land nor leases it. Its business is,

when applicants wish for Small Holdings, to find out what
land is suitable, and endeavour to come to an arrangement

with the landowner. Failing such voluntary agreement the

Board can, through the medium of the Land Court (which

must approve of the scheme), compulsorily arrange for the

tenant to occupy the holding, and then leave the Land Court

to settle the fair rent to be paid by the Small Holder to the

landowner. The Small Holder, once settled upon the land,

has the same security of tenure as is given to the ordinary

small tenant under the new Scottish Land Court.

Section IV.—OBJECTIONS URGED AGAINST LAND

COURTS.

Several objections have been urged against Land Courts,

both in the Majority Report of the Royal Commission

on Agricultural Befression* 1893-1897, and also in the

Minority Report of the Royal Commission on Land in Wales

and Monmouthshire, '\ 1896, and we feci that a brief discussion

of these objections will serve to bring out more clearly what

would be the work of such a Court if it were established.

These objections can be summarised as follows :

* Final Report of Royal Commigsion on Agrioulture, 1893-1897.

0.8540(1897).

t a 8221. 1890.
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(a) That the Land Court would lead to a system of dual

ownership

;

(b) That, even if possible in Scotland and Ireland, it would

be impossible in England, because in England it is the land-

owner, and not the tenant, who makes the improvements

;

(c) That it would stereotype the existing system of large

farms
;

(d) That a judicial tribunal would be both costly and
cumbrous

;

(e) That the majority of farms in England are under-rented,

and that a Land Court would be more likely to raise rents

than to reduce them.

(a) Dual Ownership.

The Irish Land Act of 1881 legalised the " Ulster Custom,"

whereby the tenant sold his tenant-right to the highest bidder.

The great aim of the Court in Ireland in fixing rents has been

to prevent the tenant from paying a higher rent than he could

really afford for his holding. But by giving him the power
to sell his tenant-right the old evils were re-introduced. If

the Court made a reduction of 20 per cent, in the rent, in

many cases the tenant sold his tenant-right to the newcomer
for a proportionately high sum, with the result that the new
tenant was as much burdened by the price he had to pay the

outgoing tenant as he would have been by paying a higher

rent to the landowner.

The Scottish Crofters' Act, 1886, and the Scottish Small
Landholders' Act, expressly forbade the tenant to sell his

tenant-right ; and it would be necessary to ensure that in

England also the outgoing tenant was legally forbidden to

burden the incoming tenant by any such sale. All to which
the tenant was justly entitled would be given him by com-
pensation for improvement.

It is of great importance to notice that the existence of

a Land Court does not necessarily involve a system of

dual ownership, and that it has not done so in Scotland.
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A Land Court by granting security of tenure does not give

the tenant any ownership of his land. All that it does is to

control judicially the ownership of the landowner,

(h) Landowner's Improvements.

It has been urged that the method employed in Scotland

and Ireland cannot be employed in England, because the bulk

of the improvements and repairs and renewals in English

agriculture have been carried out by the landowner, and not by
the tenant, and that the immediate result of establishing a

Land Court would be to make the landowner cease to put his

capital into the land.

In England the rent which the landowner receives for his

land is fixed upon the assumption that he will do all the

necessary capital improvements and repairs ; that is to say,

provide the necessary farm-houses, farm buildings, drains,

fences, etc., and keep them in an adequate state of repair.

But the motives which have led landowners to make these

improvements and carry out these repai;*s have not been

primarily charitable or philanthropic. It is to their interest

to equip farms properly, that they may command the highest

possible rents.

The weakness of the system, however, is that the landowner

is under no legal obhgation, apart from agreement, to carry

out these improvements and repairs. The best and wealthiest

landowners do sufficient, and at times more than sufficient,

for the equipment of the farms ; but in the case of estates,

which are heavily mortgaged or settled for life, or where the

owner is impecunious, it is possible, especially in times of

agricultural prosperity, for the farmer to pay a high rent and

yet not to get needful repairs carried out.

And it must also be remembered that in most cases the

capital which the landowner puts into the land has been derived

from the rent which the tenant pays. This is indeed what

ought to happen if agriculture is to be put upon a business

footing. The landowner should only receive as net rent the

sum which is available after all the needful repairs and
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improvements have been carried out. This is the principle

upon which all good landowners work, and the effect of a

Land Court would be to legalise this custom. If a certain

number of landowners, owing to the introduction of a Land
Court, ceased to put back out of the gross rent the sum needed

for repairs and improvements, the Land Court would have to

take that fact into account in arriving at a " fair rent," and,

if the burden fell upon the tenant, his rent would be corres-

pondingly less.

In the event of the heavy expenditure that is sometimes

needed, if the landowner were reluctant after the establishment

of a Court to embark upon the outlay of large capital sums,

the best course would be for the State to lend the necessary

capital and make the repayment of it the first charge upon the

land. Under the several Drainage and Improvement of

Land Acts passed since 1846 the sum of eighteen milHons has

been lent to landowners for drainage, farm buildings, cottages,

etc., and our evidence shows that it is usual for the landowner

to charge the interest and sinking fund for such loans upon
the tenant until they have been paid off, or else to recoup

himself by additional rent. One of the Minority suggestions

in the Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture (Second

Report,, IS96)* was that these loans should be extended to

farmers, and it might be one of the functions of a Land Court,

if established, to sanction these public loans to farmers, while

making the repayment of them the first charge upon the land,

as in the case of loans to landowners.

(c) Large Farms and Security of Tenurb.

It has further been urged that to give real security of tenure

to all existing tenants would be likely to stand in the way of

future improvements by stereotyping the existing system of

large farms. Such a result might be serious, and any legisla-

tion on the subject would have to follow the lines of the Scottish

Crofters' Act, section 2, and make it clear that no security

given to tenants should be allowed to override the interests

• C. 7981. p. 31.
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of the public. Security of tenure would be conditional upon
the land not being required in the public interest, whether

for Small Holdings, allotments, labourers' cottages, urban
development, the working of minerals, the making of water-

courses, roads, sanitary work, etc. In all such cases the

Land Court should have the power to terminate the tenancy

while ensuring adequate compensation to the tenant.* And
the Court might help materially landowners, whose reluctance

to disturb large tenant farmers had hitherto made them chary

of offering land for Small Holdings.

(d) Cost of a Land Court.

Again it is urged that a Land Court would only provide

fresh work for lawyers and a new staff of costly officials.

Going to law has always been regarded as something that is

both expensive and tedious, but the proceedings of the Scottish

Crofters^ Commission have proved that a judicial body can

work in a simple and inexpensive fashion. We have already

pointed out that in the case of the new Land Court in Scotland

only the president belongs to the legal profession, while the

other four members are a landowner, a land agent, a grazing

farmer, and an arable farmer, thus ensuring that the Court

shall be a body with a real knowledge of agriculture. By
precluding appeals to the ordinary courts of law much wasteful

expenditure is avoided. As far as the tenant is concerned,

the total amount charged per apphcant for court fees works

out at only one shilling and sixpence per head. This figure

does not, of course, include the cost, if any, to the individuals

concerned of private legal or expert advice, which has been

extremely slight in Scotland, tl}i)ugh it would probably be

* The Irish Act of 1881 (Section 5) allows a holding or part of a holding

to be " resumed "—taken from the tenant—for a purpose that the Land
Court considers to be for the good of a holding or of the estate, and on

terms as to compensation, etc., as may be fixed by the Land Court. At
present, when the Congestsd District Board for Ireland buys an estate for

the purpose of relieving congestion, it frequently exercises this power,

and takes up 1«rg** holdings and distributes the land, creating new holdings

and oulaxging othorH tbut aro too Binail.
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somewhat greater in England, especially in the case of large

farms.

But when we consider that the gross rental of agricultural

lands, as shown by the Income Tax Schedule A., amounted in

1911 to nearly thirty-seven milHons in England and Wales

alone, it will be clear that judicial expenses would only form

an infinitesimal portion of the total amount at stake.

Those who have followed the working of the Scottish Crofters*

Coynmission must have been struck by the way in which it has

avoided the cumbrous machinery of the law. The Court has

from the beginning aimed primarily at giving help and advice,

and has only assumed a judicial function where it was unable to

persuade landowner and tenant to come to a voluntary agree-

ment. And, further, its mere existence, and the fact that the

tenant can appeal to it if necessary, has been a most powerful

agent in bringing about voluntary agreement between land-

owner and tenant, while there is little doubt that its judicial

decisions and precedents will assist landowner and tenant in

the future to arrive at a fair rent by mutual agreement, and that

recourse to the Land Court will tend in the long run to become the

exception and not the ride.

(e) The Problem op Under-Renting.

It has been urged that a Land Court would be extremely

unpopular with farmers in this country, because so many of

them are paying less than a commercial rent at the present

time, and would be Ukely to have their rents raised rather

than lowered by a judicial body.

As this criticism has been so often made, it seems to us of

importance to ask exactly what is meant by the expression
" under-renting." We have found that it is used to cover at

least four different conceptions, and it will be well at the outset

to disentangle these from one another.

In answer to questions addressed to them by us, the Sur-

veyors' Institution reply as follows :

In the opinion of the Council at least half, and possibly three-quarters

of the farms of over 50 acres in England are let below their oommeroial
Value.
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But everything of course centres round the definition of

what is a commercial value. In the first place, we have found

landowners who give the total capital sum which they have
paid for an estate, and then declare that its commercial value

is equivalent to a net 4 per cent, upon this outlay. This

claim rests upon the assumption that the price paid for land

represents its value if bought for agricultural purposes only.

It is well known that such an assumption cannot be borne out

by the facts. To quote the words of Dr. Hermann Levy* :

In no country is the possession of land so much desired for social

and political reasons as in England. Landownership gives the rich

man social standing, and very often the possibility of a political career
;

and every great iron-master, ship-builder, or manufacturer must needs

have his country house just as the old country families have. Then
there is the question of sport. In the ca«e of most sales the advertise-

ments in the newspapers will be found to contain some such important
item as " shooting good "

; or " good shooting, hunting, and fishing "
;

or " choice sporting estate." Obviously, the demand for land for

such purposes as these, more especially in view of the limited supply,

must raise its exchange value above the capitalised annual profit.

Although the actual price of land may have fallen in the last two
or three decades, the wealthy purchaser finds compensation for the

small return obtainable for his capital in the non-economic advantages

of landownership. The rents may be small, but he has the satisfaction

of being a landlord ; and so long as this is his object, he is ready to

pay more for the land than its strictly economic value would warrant.

It is clear that a Land Court would not arrive at a fair

rent by taking as its basis a 4 per cent, return or even a 3 per

cent, return upon the capital sum which the landowner paid.

It woili ask how much a man would pay annually for the

land if he meant to make a living out of it, not how much a

wealthy man would pay for the joy of ownership or of sport.

The second meaning attached to under-renting is that the

landowner does not get as high a rent as he did before the time

of the great agricultural depression. It is clear that this idea

among others was at the back of the minds of those who
answered the questions on behalf of the Surveyors' Institution.

They say, for instance :

New Icttings have, as a rule, been effected at increased renta during

* Large and Small Holdingt, Cambridge Unirersity Press, 1911, p. 118.
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the last five years, though the standard is much below that prevailing

before the agricultural depression.

BtU when we consider that rents in England and Wales rose over

100 per cent, between 1770 and 1870, and have not fallen much

more than 20 per cent, since then, we certainly have no reason

to suppose that a farm let below the rent which it fetched forty

years ago is necessarily under-rented.

The third idea suggested by the term under-renting is that

all farms are under-rented where :

(a) The sitting tenant would pay a higher rent rather than

leave his farm.

(b) Some other tenant would pay a higher rent than the

sitting tenant.

We have already dealt at some length with the difference

between a competitive and a fair rent, and we have seen that

owing to the peculiar nature of land monopoly, we are not

entitled to say that, from a national or productive point of

view, land is worth whatever sum a tenant is prepared to pay,

especially in the case of a sitting tenant who is faced with

the choice of paying a higher rent or leaving his farm.

The only occasion when we are legitimately entitled to talk

of a farm being under-rented is when a farmer of average

enterprise and ability could pay a higher rent and still get a

reasonable remuneration for himself and the labour which

he employs. When we come to examine the extent to which

this genuine under-renting prevails, we have to bear in mind
that it does not necessarily show itself in the shape of high

profits for the tenant ; sometimes a bad farmer may be under-

rented and may, nevertheless, be making very low profits,

or even none at all.

Also we must not infer that every farmer who makes
high profits does so because his rent is low. More frequently

he does so simply because he is a man of exceptional business

ability and enterprise. In such a case, a Land Court would
of course unhesitatingly resist the landowner's claim to
" share in the prosperity of such a tenant by an increase in

rent," as it would fix the fair rent on the b^sis of what an
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average farmer could afford to pay. But there are undoubtedly

not a few instances in which a landowner has out of personal

motives been reluctant to put up the rent, though if the

productivity of the farm and the increased prices to be obtained

for agricultural produce were taken into account, it would be

plain that the farmer could pay a higher rent and make a

fair profit, while paying his labourers a fair wage. In such

cases it would be only just and reasonable that a Land Com't

should sanction an increase in the rent.

The other case, which is perhaps more common, is that of

the tenant farmer who is not making large profits and yet is

under-rented—in other words, the case of the inefficient

farmer who works the farm badly. Here the national interest

is best served by securing more adequate cultivation of the

land. And it would undoubtedly be both just and expedient

for a Land Court either to sanction an increase in rent, or,

if that were impossible, to sanction the tenant's removal on

the ground of bad farming.

And it is important to notice that other forces are tending

to put an end to such cases of genuine under-renting as do

actually exist. As land is sold, and as existing tenants die,

there is frequently a raising of rent either to a fair level, or

more often to a competitive level. And if the State inter-

venes to insist on higher wages, many farms which are now
under-rented will become fairly rented, when the increased

wage bill of the farmer is taken into consideration.

Section V.—CONCLUSIONS.
(1) The Land Court in Scotland proved of such great value

by giving security of tenure and fair rents to Crofters in the

Highlands, that in 1911 the Court was given jurisdiction over

the whole of Scotland by the Small Landholders' Act which

applied to all holdings of less than £50 in annual value, or

50 acres in extent.

(2) The establishment of a similar court in England and

Wales, so far from being contradictory to the extension

of State ownership would from many points of view be com-

plimentary to it.
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(3) Parliament has already been driven by the consideration

of the needs of agriculture, to interfere in the so-called " free

bargaining " between landowner and tenant, and a Land

Court is only a further and much needed extension of such

interference.

(4) The ownership of land is of the nature of a monopoly,

and the legal power which a landowner has over his tenant,

tempered though it be in many cases by goodwill and kindly

personal relationship, is detrimental to the best national

interests.

(5) Through the Land Court farmers could obtain real

security of tenure, the need for granting which has been in-

creased and emphasised by the growing frequency of sales

of agricultural estates.

(G) Justice demands that the landowner should bear his

share of the additional burden caused by an increase of wages.

The payment of that share cannot be guaranteed nor its amount
satisfactorily determined without the action of a judicial

body, empowered to fix a " fair rent " after taking into con-

sideration the increased wage bill.

(7) The present legal power of the landowner to raise the

rent upon a tenant's own improvements, where it is exercised

is harmful to agriculture and can only be kept in check by a

judicial body which can fix rent.

(8) In the best interests of agriculture the rent should no
longer be a " competitive " rent, but a " fair " rent.

(9) The tenant's right to make improvements, and his

adequate compensation for such improvements, can most
effectively be guaranteed by means of a Land Court.

(10) The existence of a Land Court would greatly facilitate

the acquisition of land by pubHc bodies especially for Small
Holdings.

We therefore suggest that Land Courts should be established

in England and Wales with power to grant security of tenure
subject to good farming, to fix fair rents, to decide questions
of compensations, and to fix the price payable upon com-
pulsory acquisition of land by pubhc bodies.



PART IV.

RURAL RATING.

The problems of urban and rural rating are so closely inter-

woven that no adequate treatment of the one is possible apart

from the other. On the other hand, it seemed inadvisable

altogether to omit the subject from a volume dealing with the

rural land problem. Such an omission might seem to depre-

ciate the important part which rating reform must necessarily

play in any scheme dealing with rural reform as a whole.

We propose to discuss the whole problem of rating more
fully in a subsequent volume and to indicate the lines upon
which a sound policy of reform must proceed. In this Chapter

we shall confine our attention to certain grievances which are

more particularly to be found in rural areas.

It is important to recognise the Hmitations of this method
of treatment. It excludes both the question of the relative

burdens which are borne by town and country, and the possible

readjustments between imperial and local finance which are

now being considered by the Departmental Committee on Local

Taxation, It also excludes questions relating to the incidence

of rating and taxation.

We have received many complaints from ratepayers in

rural areas that they have to contribute to services which are

national in character, the burden of which, they urge, ought

to fall upon the taxpayer and not upon the ratepayer, but

we felt that these complaints could not be discussed apart

from those of urban ratepayers who make the same complaints.

Many farmers, too, complain that they are rated on the land,

which they say is their raw material, while the trader and the

manufacturer are not rated (on the same basis) on theirs.

But such complaints cannot be dealt with apart from the

general problem of the incidence of rating.
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There are, however, certain matters which stand out as

especially rural in character, and we shall deal with the

evidence we have received upon them under the following four

heads :

(1) The Rating of Agricultural Improvements.

(2) The Rating of Land used for purposes of Sport.

(3) Grievances arising from the Administration of the Law.

(4) The Over-rating of the Small Farmer and the Small-

Holder.

Section L—THE RATING OF AGRICULTURAL
IMPROVEMENTS.

In a Memorandum submitted by the Land Values Group of

Members of Parliament to the Defartmental Committee on

Local Taxation,"^ the grievance with regard to the rating of

agricultural improvements is thus summarised :

Rural development is impeded by the present system. " As regards

rural land," says Professor Marshall (Cd. 9528, p. 124), " the change

most needed in the interest of the community is to diminish the burden
of those rates which press differentially against the application oi

capital to agriculture." The relief of new buildings and other fresh

investments of capital from rates " would stimulate agricultural ac-

tivity, give new employment to farmers and labourers, help to keep
the profit on the land."—p. 121.

The better cultivation of the land, which is aimed at by those who
promote Small Holdings, is greatly retarded by the increase of rates,

which, as above mentioned, takes place on their creation ; and generally

speaking, a system such as the present, which increases the burden
in so far as land is better used and capital expended on improvements,
is largely the cause of that unbusinesslike character of farming which
was deplored in a special article on agriculture in The Times of February
27th, 1911.

The Duke of Bedford in his book, " The Story of a Great
Agricultural Estate,"t gives the following striking instance

from his own personal experience :

I have established near Woburn an experimental fruit farm. An
* Appendix to 1st Report, Vol. 2. Cd. 6303 11. 1912.

t John Murray, 1897, pp. 71-72.

2B
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ordinary arable field was converted, during the autumn and winter

of 1894, into a fruit garden, by the employment of capital and labour.

The land was duly planted with a valuable stock of fruit trees and
bushes, and after a few months there came up—I confess to my amaze-
ment, for I had not foreseen this result of my experiment—the Overseer.

Now the Parish Overseer said :

" The employment of capital has wrought a great change in this

spot, and it is my duty to report the same, and treble your rates."

Well, I was in search of experience in the matter of fruit farming,

and I am now in a position to record an important result. It is this

:

If you invest capital in a fruit farm, your rates will be trebled before

you have any chance of a return for your outlay.

In our Schedule B, 11. (1) we asked how and to what extent

the present rating system hinders agricultural development.

In answer to this question we received a considerable body
of evidence as to the injustice of the present method, whereby

any improvements which a man makes in agriculture may
involve an increase in his rates. " The present rating system,"

says a large farmer in Carmarthenshire (S.W. 98), " sets a

premium on slovenhness and idleness, while the dihgent and
hardworking farmer has to pay for his own labour," while

another farmer (Cornwall, F. 139) writes that the present

system puts a " premium upon bad farming." We shall deal

with this question more fully in the subsequent volume, when
we discuss the proposals that have been put forward for the

rating of site values. Here we shall confine ours«5lves to giving

evidence from our Schedules as to the unfairness of the present

method of rating improvements.

Middlesex (E. 1009).—Market Gardener : The present rating system

penalises enterprise of every description. A farmer or market gardener

plants fruit, and up goes his assessment for both rates and tiixes (under

existing law properly so, for the annual rental value is certainly in-

creased). Ho makes, at his own expense, adequate provision for

water supply ; the same thing happens. We are at the moment erecting

a water tower, and already one of the Overseers has viewed it with

the idea of increasing our assessment. He erects forcing sheds for

growing vegetables, etc., in the winter—thereby providing employment
for those who would otkerwise be thrown on the rates in the winter

—

he is rated and taxed higher for his pains. In 1909 we laid out £680

for the purpose indicated, and our assessment was raised £24 gross,

£19 rateable. By continuous manuring and high cultivation he
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improves the " heart " of his land, and at the expiration of his lease—

•

because the law allows him no adequate compensation for his enterprise

(the custom among valuers being to assess only dressings and half-

dressings)—he has to pay more rent, and consequently more rates and
taxes. Everything a cultivator does to increase employment involves

an increasing liability for rates. In 1889 land was taken at £4 per

acre—competition for land was very keen just then, owing to the

operations of a farmer who has failed since, but who then wanted all

the land in the neighbourhood—the land otherwise would not have
let at so high a figure, but the land adjoining fetched that sum, and
we had to pay it for land which was " dirty and poor." Owing to the

failure mentioned above prices have now fallen, the land adjoining

only fetches £3 ; but, owing to the fact that we have cleaned it and
improved its heart, we still have to pay £3 10s., and rates in proportion.

We do not deny that it is worth that sum ; but it is only worth it

because of the fact that we have improved its heart. The landlord

could easily get someone else to take it at £3 10s,, and possibly £4,

for if it were farmed for the next seven years without any manure
it would still be in a far better condition than when we took it.

Shropshire (G. 855).—Farmer: The present system is unfair,

because improvements are rated. Some ten years ago my landlord

spent £200 on my buildings, and I £60. The assessment of my farm
buildings was promptly raised £10 per annum. I should say I pay
£10 per annum interest on my landlord's £200 outlay. Consequently
the improvements to my buildings cost me £60 down, + £10 per annum
interest, + 3s. 6d. rate on £10 increased assessment, i.e., £1 15s. a

year. I am not going in for further improvements of this kind.

Hampshire (E. 16).—Independent : The present rating system is

a barrier to the erection of new and improved buildings. There is

also a tendency to keep poor land out of cultivation rather than pay
rates on it. It is the invariable rule to increase the assessment of a

property immediately any improvement or addition is made. The
better the land is cultivated the higher the rates are.

Essex (D. 6).—Overseer : The present system hinders develop-

ment to at least the extent that the increased rating would
add to the annual cost of any outlay the owner might contemplate

spending for improvement of farm. A keen business man would
have to calculate what this would probably be and decide

accordingly. The assessment of farms depends, to a certain extent,

upon how a farm is cultivated. As Overseer I have lately had to go
through the valuation list of Parish with the Assessment Com-
mittee, and in many instances assessment was low where land was
poor through bad farming, and increased where similar land had been
improved solely through intelligent and thorough cultivation and
pxpenditure of capital and labour in the land. Where additional farm
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buildings are erected, as a rule an increase of assessment follows ; this

hinders industry.

Leicestershire (P. 1,214).—Farmer: Say if a man took a farm

at 15s. per acre which was run out and improves it, up comes the

Assessment Committee, and say :
" Well, this land is now worth

more ; we must put it up to 22s. or 23s. per acre." Any appeal, they

say :
" Oh, this is worth considerably more money." You have to

pay, or take it to Quarter Sessions.

Cambridgeshire (C. 14).—Farmer : In every re-valuation, good
farmers are rated on their own improvements. Schedule A. is used very

largely by valuers, and unfortunately well-farmed land is called good
land, and rented and rated accordingly.

Devonshire (F. 76).—Farmer : Rates should not be levied on rents

but on land values. If a farmer improves his farm, very often his rent

is raised (I speak from personal experience), and then of course his rates

go up as well. On the other hand, a bad farmer lets down the value

of his holding, and if the farm comes into market it is let at lower

rent, and rates down as well. This is not fair to good cultivation.

Worcestershire (G. 831).—Farmer: It is usual to increase assess-

ment when improvements are made, as the improvements are considered

an increased value. Three years ago I put down a small gas engine

for food-cutting purposes for cattle feeding, and as an overseer I felt

it my duty to inform the assistant overseer of the fact, who in duty
bound had to increase the assessment. This brought my house £8 lOs.

and farm buildings £11 10s. to £20 (previous rating, £17). The rates

on the engine are more than cost of gas for running purposes. Engine

rated on £3, gas for engine through separate meter last four quarters is

as follows: September, 1911, 9d. ; December, 1911, 2s. 5d. ; March,

1912, 3s. 2d. ; June, 1912, Is. 7d.

Surrey (E. 38).—Farmer : I know two farms of similar area and not

dissimilar value. The owner of one built house, cottages, and farm

buildings, and in consequence his rates naturally went up. The owner

of the other did nothing and let his farm go to rack and ruin. His rates

diminished, and when no one would occupy the place I am told they

practically ceased altogether.

Norfolk (C. 100).—Surveyor : The present rating system is one of

thd main hindrances to development. Raise the productivity of the

farm, up goes rent and rates. Add buildings for better accommodation,

again rates are raised. Every process associated with development haa

to face this handicap. A member of the Assessment Committee states

that in the Union every farm thus improved has been more highly

rated. Especially is this seen on Small Holdings.

Essex (D. 19).—Clergyman : The present system of rating hinders

agricultural development, in that farmers are discouraged from making
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improvements because the assessment is invariably increased when
such are made. If the land be improved by proper cultivation and the

exercise of care and expenditure of capital, the acreage assessment

is largely increased, also when new buildings, i.e., barns, stables, and
other farm buildings are erected the assessment is invariably increased.

A farmer, who was until recently assistant overseer of this parish,

informed me that when a man spends, say, £100 or more in improving

his farm, his assessment will be raised by £10, or sometimes more.

This necessarily means that farmers will not improve their farms where

otherwise they would.

Buckinghamshire (E. 267).—Farmer, County Councillor : The land

is rated at what is supposed to be the worth in rent per annum. If the

farmer should highly farm, or plant, say, to any extent with fruit, the

overseers, seeing the enhanced value of the improvements, would

generally increase the assessment. We have seen this done more than

once. Here is an instance. Some arable and meadow fields stood

assessed at 15s. per acre, one of the tenants planted about three acres

with top and bottom fruit at considerable expense, and I am afraid

with very little profit to himself. The overseers a couple of years ago

raised the assessment of these three acres from 15s. to £4 per acre.

Similar examples might be given. Again, if the often dilapidated farm

buildings are replaced with new, according to our present mode, the

valuation for rating purposes would increase.

Kent (E. 147).—Farmer: Agricultural development is hindered

by rating the tenants on their own improvements. As Chairman of the

Assessment Committee a case came before me only yesterday. A
tenant, a first-class farmer, has recently purchased his farm, the over-

seers had put the assessment on the house and land higher. The law

is, I know, that land must be rated at its letting value, so the man who
farms badly is rated less than one who farms well.

Somersetshire (F. 63).—Overseer : The rating here hinders in this

respect. A man owns a small house and garden, getting his living as a

market gardener. He puts up a greenhouse and is at once raised

in his assessment. This means the man is taxed at once on his attempt

to make his living.

Cambridgeshire (C. 11).—Farmer, County Councillor: The system

of rating, taking rent as a basis, encourages bad farming. I have known
some of the finest land badly farmed, and allowed to get into such a

poor condition that it has had to be let at a very low rental, and the

rates have been assessed according to the rent.

Cornwall (F. 139).—Fruit Merchant : The knowledge that increased

rates follow improvements must necessarily have a deterrent effect on

the making of improvements. Before I planted my present land and
brought a considerable portion into orchards and fruit gardens, as
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well as the landlord draining and embanking marsh land, the land was
rated at about £120 per annum. Since the above improvements have
been carried and extended, the land is now rated at fully double the

above amount. One orchard alone of one acre extent is at present

rated at £11 per acre ; this was plain arable land when I converted it into

an orchard, not rated at more than 20s. per acre.

Wiltshire (F. 176).—Farmer: The assessment of farms is based
upon the rental. If the rental of a farm is raised owing to improve-
ments of the building accommodation, to the increased demand for

land, to a farm being farmed well, and thus improved by the tenant,

the assessment is increased, and the occupier is thus penalised in rating

for the farm having been improved, while he is, at the same time,

paying a higher rent.

Lancashire (K. 34).—The present rating system is all wrong.

It hinders the farmer in this way : if a farm is improved by more
buildings, etc., being placed on it, and it is made a more valuable

place, the farmer has to pay. He is got at in two ways, rents

are raised, and unless he himself is on the Assessment Committee his

rates are raised also.

Essex (D. 47).—Farmer:. My own farm, which was in very bad
condition when I took it, and consequently rated low, is now increased

30 per cent.

Leicestershire (E. 1,007).—Chamber of Agriculture: The assess-

ment on farms is increased when improvements are made, e.g., the rate-

able value was increased from £180 to £320 where water was laid on for

each field and land laid down to grass. The rateable value was increased

when Dutch barns were put up, and when the farm buildings were

improved.

Cornwall (F. 185).—The present 'rating system takes rent as its

basis generally. Some fare badly, others get oif lightly. The bad

farmer who is allowing his land to depreciate is often allowed rebatement

in rates because his farm is not in a good state of fertility. On
the other hand, a good farmer, who puts his capital and labour into

the soil, and so improves his farm, is always the victim of the Assessment

Committee.

Worcestershire (G. 128).—Small Holder : The present system of

rating penalises the market gardener. When a farm is split up into

market gardens, the rent is raised, the rates, being based on the rent, are

also heavier.

Cornwall (F. 354).—Yeoman Farmer : If a farmer cultivates and

manures his farm well, and grows heavy crops, his farm is rated higher

than another farmer who cultivates badly and uses very little manure
and grows poor crops, although the farms were originally of the same

value. The assessment of farms is increased whenever improvements

are made.
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Cornwall (F. 1,391).—Yeoman Farmer: I happen to be on the

Assessment Committee of the Union. There is a premium on bad

farming. I have known several instances where the assessment has

been increased where improvements have been made. Of course it

rests pretty much with the Overseers of the different parishes. When-
ever a farm is re-let and makes more rent the assessment is increased.

Shropshire (G. 107).—Farmer: The effect of the present rating

system certainly checks extension of buildings and improvements.

The practice is, when any additional buildings are erected, that the

landlord charges interest on the outlay which is, in due course, returned

and scheduled as increased rent and annual rateable value. Some
six or eight years ago additional building was put up at my request,

for which I pay 6^ per cent, on the outlay. A recent valuation has

been made by the Local Assessment Committee, and my rateable

valwe has been increased by almost exactly the amount I pay in interest

on this extension.

Montgomeryshire (832).—Farmer: My own assessment has been
increased £30 owing to landlord and myself putting up new buildings.

I agreed to pay him £30 more rent than my predecessor did providing

he put the building up, myself doing haulage and part labour. To
raise the rates on improved houses or buildings, in my opinion, is very
unfair to landlord and tenant.

Radnorshire (S.W. 75).— A man bought some land in this

parish, practically of no value, but after a deal of labour and money
had been spent in draining the same, he had his rates raised.

Section II.—THE RATING OF LAND USED FOR THE
PURPOSE OF SPORT.

Under this head we have received evidence to the effect

that the owner who, so far from improving his land, allows

it to become partially uncultivated, and used merely as cover

for game, escapes a large part of the burden of rates,^ and
consequently increases the burden upon others.

The present law with regard to plantations and woods is

based upon the Rating Act of 1874. Under Section 4 of that

statute, the gross and rateable value of any land used for a

plantation or a wood is to be estimated as follows :

If the land is used only for a plantation or a wood, the value shall

be estimated as if the land, instead of being a plantation or a wood,
were let and occupied in its natural and unimproved state.

Thus, apart from sporting rights, land of the kind thus
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described should be assessed simply at its prairie value—that

is to say, as if it were divested not only of its timber, but

also of all gates, hedges, ditches and other improvements.

The object of valuing woods and plantations, apart from
saleable underwoods, at their prairie value, was to encourage

aflorestation. The landowner who plants a wood has to wait

a long time before he can get any return from his capital,

and meanwhile it seems unfair to ask him to pay any rates

upon his wood.

In so far as genuine afforestation schemes are concerned,

the provision was undoubtedly a wise one, but the benefit

has been principally reaped by landowners who have made
plantations purely for the sake of preserving game. Thus we
have had instances of agricultural land, formerly rated at 20s.

or more an acre, turned into plantations, and then rated at Is.

an acre, including the sporting right. In such cases the law has

put a premium upon misusing the land, while the man who puts

his land to the best use has been correspondingly handi-

capped. His land has had to make good the loss on under-

rated land. The following are a few instances which deal

with this point

:

Yorkshire, N.R. (Y. 117).—Farmer: The present rating sjstem
assesses a man on his labour. If, say, land Hes dormant for the use

of game its rateable value is le. per acre. When this land by the

employment of labour becomes productive its rateable value increases

to 20s. or 30s. This is a clear tax on industry, and I tliink the person

who hinders such development ought to be the one taxed. He must
be rich if capable of allowing his land to remain at so low a value merely
for the purpose of pleasure, and at the same time owes the community
something for taking from them the advantages of development.

Northumberland (A. 3).—Farmer : Game coverts planted solely

for game on the best agricultural land in the district, are claiming and
obtaining reduced assessments under the forestry clause.

Hertfordshire (D. 96).—Farmer : It does not seem fair that land

of the same quality should pay much less rate if planted for woods for

covert or left idle for the same purpose than if used for agriculture, as

18 the practice about here. The excuse given is that they do not make
profit enough. If it is capable of making profits if properly used, then

why shouldn't it pay rates accordingly ? These woods are not planted

for timber, but with poor quality stuff for covert. Less produce, less

labour employed, less rates paid—a national loss.
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Northumberland (A. 16).—Farmer: Land that was good arable

land has been planted to provide cover for game. Such game is fed

by the farmers and shot by the landlord or game tenants, and is not

assessed at its value.

YoRKSiTiRE, N. R. (Y. 7).—Seed Merchant : Woods and woodlands

are held for the purpose of rearing game for shooting and as cover for

foxes for hunting. These should be rated at the same as adjoining

agricultural land for local rating purposes.

Yorkshire (Y. 114).—Farmer: We have one big landowner who
has planted a lot of good land for game. It used to be let at, say,

30s. per acre, and now rated at 2s. 6d. per acre.

Shropshire (G. 855).—Farmer : There are quite a number of in-

stances of good agricultural land, previously assessed at 30s. an acre

and upwards, being taken off the farmer nominally to plant as wood-

lands, really as game preserves, and the landlord has promptly got the

assessment down to " prairie" value instead of agricultural.

Montgomeryshire (G. 392).—Small Farmer: In this part there

are many big woods and plantations which we have had to re-assess at

prairie value, reducing them from, say, an average of £1 per acre to

about 3s. per acre, which is a great injustice to the neighbouring

agriculturist.

Section III.—GRIEVANCES ARISING FROM THE
ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAW.

In answer to the questions dealing with rating in our

Schedules, we received many complaints as to the unfairness

of the present methods of assessment adopted by overseers

and assessment committees. The Royd Commission on

Local Taxation dealt with the subject of valuation in their

first Report, and summarised their conclusions as follows :
*

Outside the Metropolis there is no necessary time at which a valuation

list is to be made, and it is possible for the same list to be in operation for

a very long period. There is no uniform system of, or scale for, making
deductions for arriving at the rateable values of various classes of

property, the amounts allowed frequently varjdng to a considerable

extent. There is no uniform system of compounding adopted. There
is no guarantee that Union Assessment Committees are fairly repre-

sentative of all interests within their areas, and it has been alleged that

particular classes of property are sometimes over-valued, or are under-
valued, according to the interest which the members of an Assessment

* First Report of the Royal Commission on Local Taxation. C. 914].
1899. p. 29.
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Authority may have in bringing about such a result. There is no
statutory power for Assessment Committees to ascertain from owners
and occupiers of property the amount of rent paid and other particulars,

and Assessment Gommittccs have not the advantage, as is the case in the
Metropolis, of the experience and knowledge of the Surveyors of Taxes.
As between Parishes and Parishes, Unions and Unions, Counties and

Counties, there is no uniformity in the system adopted for valuation.

Consequently there is frequently considerable inequality in the valuation

of properties of the same character in different districts, and also in

the relative amount of rates paid by occupiers in different parishes in

the same Poor Law Union. Indeed, under the present system of levying

county and union rates, it is to the interest of Assessment Committees
to have a low valuation ; and this result could be obtained by under-

valuing, by neglecting to re-value, or by making large deductions from
gross values of properties.

Though some of these defects are common to both urban

and rural areas, many of them are peculiar to rural areas or

found there in an intensified form.

The grievances, which have often been put forward, may
be summarised under the two following heads :

(a) Alleged favouritism shown by local Assessment Com-
mittees.

(b) Local differences in the interpretation of the existing

rating law.

(a) Alleged Favouritism Shown by Local Assessment
Committees.

It is alleged that local Assessment Committees are fre-

quently composed of farmers, who are apt to value farms

lightly in comparison with other forms of property, and,

further, that it is extremely difficult for members of these

committees to avoid bias in dealing with their own landlords,

their friends, and neighbours.

We asked in Schedule B, IL (3) :
" How does the assess-

ment of the large houses and parks in your neighbourhood

compare with their letting value ?
" The majority of those

who answered this question gave it as their opinion that large

houses and parks were assessed up to their full letting value.

In many cases, it is true, mansions which had been built at a

cost of many thousands of pounds were rated at a sum which
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did not exceed two or even one per cent, upon their capital

value, but in such cases as a rule it was stated that neither did

the rental value exceed that percentage. Large properties

were often difficult to let, and owners had to be content with

low rents.

A number of our informants, however, declared that large

halls and houses were assessed at a very low rate, and beheved

this was due to the fact that those who assessed were not in an

independent position. Thus, for instance, an informant in

Shropshire writes (G. 342)

:

All big halls or large houses are assessed at a very low rate. The
Overseers are generally tenants and dare not raise the assessments of

their landlords. Is it likely ? The Overseers are appointed by the

Parish Council, which is principally composed of farmers under the

landlord. Steps should be taken to raise the assessments of big houses

and parks at once.

And similarly from North Wales an informant writes

(N.W. 16)

:

I would suggest that mansions should be valued by an expert valuer,

because you cannot expect the Overseers to do the work, even if they
were capable, because in a great many cases they happen to be tenants

of the gentlemen that live in the mansions. I could give you an instance

myself. There was a gentleman living in this parish who took the

place on lease. He built a new wing to the house and spent £400
on it. I raised it, being the assistant overseer ; accordingly the result

was he boycotted me in my business, and it might be the same with
the tenants.

Again a County Councillor writes (E. 233)

;

Assessment always somewhat lower than letting value, but mostly
the mansions are owned by occupiers, hence a difficulty. In Union,
the Assessment Committee (of which I was a member) a few years ago,

after complaints of the low assessments of several mansions, instructed

their assessor to visit several of these mansions and re-assess if necessary.

The result was in nearly every instance from SO to 150 per cent, was
added, and mostly with the agreement and consent of the__owners.

Even now a great many are very much under-assessed.

Another informant says (E. 252)

;

Four years ago a large house and park at was purchased by
for £13,000, the house and grounds and buildings had been neglected,

and £9,000 has been spent on them, making a total of £22,000. This
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property is assessed at £200, not 1 per cent, of its capital value. Cottage
property in the same village is assessed at 4 to 5 per cent, on value.

There is a great demand for land at , but the park and farm absorb
the lot, and cannot be purchased for building at any price.

As regards the more geiieral criticisms of the assessments

as carried out by rural Assessment Committees, the following

instances are given :

NoRTirAMPTONSHiRE (D. 59).—Farmer: The assessment should be

taken out of the hands of the local Overseers. In many cases they are

farmers with their own axe to grind, and much injustice on the one
hand and favour on the other is shown.

Sussex (E. 98).—Builder : The assessments on land are very low.

The Overseers are farmers who assess themselves. Their cottages are

also only assessed on a rental of Is. per week. Certainly, compared
with private houses or tradesmen's shops, farmers here are very leniently

dealt with. Here the tendency is to assess private residences very
high, and to reduce the assessment on farming land to most absurd

figures.

Cambridgeshire (C. 15).—Justice of the Peace : The present system
of rating is unsatisfactory as between rural districts. It is often unfair.

In some districts the rating is done by the Assessment Committee,
and in others by expert valuation.

Leicestershire (P. 1204).—Builder: I have been on the Assess-

ment Committee for seven or eight years, and resigned last year, so

speak with some authority. The Council is composed mostly of tenant

farmers, and I have complained many times of the low assessment of

farm buildings and houses to same, which have been assessed ridiculously

low.

Gloucestershire (II. 23).—Farmer : The proportion of owners and
occupiers are generally under-assessed. Assessment by local Overseers,

many of whom are owners and occupiers of rttteable property, and who
have friends and neighbours among the ratepayers, is an unsatisfactory

system. An Overseer rated his own house at £6 a }ear when it was
certainly worth £30, There should be a National Valuation for rateable

values.

Yorkshire (Y. 77).— Surveyor : The present rating system appears

to me to be in a peculiar position indeed. For the purposes of the

Agricultural Rates Relief Act it was necessary to split the valuation

into two—agricultural land and buildings ; and the outstanding

feature of that arrangement was to put the buildings at as low a figure

as possible, and so put more on to land, and thereby create a higher

claim for relief. An arrangement of this kind strikes the man who
lives in a house without land attached as being unjust, because, as in
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my own village, he sees a wide difference in the rateable value of houses

which in all respects are similar. The assessing of property, in my
j jdgment, ought not to be in the hands of any inexperienced individual

who just happens to be put in as Ov^erseer in this parish. I know
there is a Union Assessment Committee, but even tliese gentlemen

are largely dependent upon the one member that comes from that

part of the Union where the property in question is situate. Strongly

of opinion that assessment should be made by an independent outsider.

Gloucestershire (H. 8).—Clergyman : The excessive rating of small-

holdings in comparison with the rating of larger f:irnis is considered a
great grievance. I doubt much whether improvements would tend

to an increased assessment. In this division the larger number of the

members of the Assessment Committee would be farmers, apparently

interested only in keeping doAvn their own assessments.

Wiltshire (F. 3).—Farmer : An Assessment Committee is not equal

to valuing rateable properties, and if they employ valuers the expense
is great and the results arrived at cannot always be maintained. Mem-
bers of Assessment Committees are frequently in the invidious position

of having to assess the holdings of friends and neighbours. It is not
easy for them to be judicial. Kcform is clearly needed.

Essex (D. 1).—Farmer ; The present method of assessment by a local

committee is not, and cannot be, impartial or satisfactory, although
the members of it do their utmost in practice to be fair.

Cornwall (F. 1359).—Landowner: Assessments are increased on
improvements unless the improvement is done by the Overseer or his

friends, then the improvement is not assessed.

Yorkshire, E.R. (Y. 63).—Farmer: The whole system of local

rating is unsatisfactory, and urgently needs reform. There appears
to be no real basis on which the valuation is made. The Assessment
Committees do not always consist of men best qualilicd for the position.

Norfolk (C. 50).—Fruit Grower: When buildings, etc., are added
to a farm the assessment is occasionally increased. Sometimes the
tenant is Overseer also and agrees with the Assistant Overseer to an
increase of a few pounds. It is largely in the hands of the Assistant

Overseer, who either direcis attention to or disregards the increase of the
buildings, many Overseers being either too apathetic, or sympathetic
to their neighbours to take any action by increasing assessments ; also,

many tenants are not sufficiently well-informed to be able to chock
whether they are over or under-assessed.

Yorkshire (Y. 28).—Farmer : People rather sore here about raised
assessments. In our Union re-assessment was recently made in a slip-

shod fashion by a local man, who is said to have favoured his friends
and relatives. Most important that assessments should be made by
independent Government official.
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Lincolnshire (C. 71).—Farmer: The governing fact which should
not be overlooked is that in rural districts the lando\vners and large
farmers serve on the Assessment Committees, and injustice is apt to
occur, especially to the small trader and Small Holder, There appears
to be too much left to such a committee's discretion.

(h) Local Differences in the Interpretation of the
Existing Rating Law.

The present rating law fixes the rateable value at " the rent at

which the hereditament might reasonablyhe expected to let from
year to year free of all usual tenant's rates and taxes and tithe

commutation, rent charge (if any), and deducting therefrom

the probable average annual cost of the repairs, insurance,

and other expenses (if any), necessary to maintain them in a

state to command such rent."

According to this definition two principles should be

followed

:

(1) That any improvements which add to the letting value

of the property should lead to a rise in its rateable value.*

(2) That the rateable value of property should be based,

not necessarily on the rent actually paid, which is often no

index to its real value, but on the rent which might reasonably

be demanded for it (in its present condition).

From our evidence it is plain that over a large part of rural

England neither of these principles is carried out. In a great

many Unions we found that while new farm buildings, green-

houses, etc., were taken into account, no notice was taken at

all of improvements to the land. In other cases improvements

leading to a rise in rent were not assessed until a general re-

valuation took place, which might only occur once in ten,

fifteen, or even twenty years. Hence, in one Union a farmer,

might enormously increase the value of his land and yet pay
no more in rates, while in an adjoining Union the moment a

farmer made any improvement his assessment would be raised.

In some cases we have found that the tenant farmer is not

* As explained above our evidence sliows that this principle is a bad
one. Our point here is that, bad or good, it should be followed uniformly
so lon<( as it remains the law.
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rated for his improvements if his rents remain the same, while

in the same Union the yeoman farmer who owns his land and

pays no rent finds that rates are raised at once if he makes any

improvements.

There are similar anomalies with regard to improvements

made in the shape of buildings, outhouses, etc. AVhere the

assessment is based upon the rent, or upon Schedule A of the

income tax, no improvements are rated unless the rent is

raised. Consequently, in such Unions, if the landowner puts

in expensive repairs or additions, and charges the tenant

interest upon these instead of raising his rent, the latter escapes

being rated upon them. If, on the other hand, the rent is

raised, the assessment is raised also, as is also the case where a

yeoman farmer puts in his own improvements in the shape of

buildings, etc. Thus, a landowner in Somersetshire (F. 100)

writes as follows :

The present rating system in this district is in proportion to the

rent of a farm, therefore where a farm is rented highly, the rates are

high on the tenant, and he is doubly handicapped. The assessment
is increased when a landlord makes improvements and then raises

the rent, but if the tenant pays, say, 5 per cent, on the cost of the

improvements the assessment remains the same, the rent being still

the same.

Again a Leicestershire informant writes (P. 1213)

:

It is not the practice for assessments to be increased on improvements,
unless the rent is first raised on such improvements, in which case the

assessment would be increased to the rental value.

Exactly the reverse happens in the case of the County
Council Small Holdings, where the interest and sinking fund
upon buildings are added to the rent, and the Small Holder has
to pay higher rates in consequence.

Again, a great injustice is done as between those farmers
who are rack-rented and those who are under-rented, when the

actual rent paid (as opposed to what would be a reasonable

rent) is taken as the basis of assessment. Though in some
rating areas the actual value of the land in its present condi-

tion is taken as the basis, in the majority the assessment is, in

practice, based upon the actual rent, usually the rent which
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the landowner returns under Schedule A of the Income Tax.

As between two large farmers, one of whom is heavily rented

and the other Hghtly rented, the one who pays a high rent

is doubly hit. Not only has he the burden of a high rent, but
he has to pay high rates as well—all the higher because the

under-rented farmer is also under-rated.

Thus a Wiltshire farmer (F. 3) writes

:

" Usually rent is taken as a basis, but one landlord exacts an outside
rent, while another is lenient. Hence one occupier pays more in

rates in addition to rent than his more fortunate fellow."

This grievance is still further intensified when we come to

deal with the assessments of the small farmer and the Small
Holder, a matter which is so importaiit as to demand separate

treatment.

Section IV.—OVER-RATING OF THE SMALL FARMER
AND THE SMALL HOLDER.

As shown in Part II. Chap. III., as a rule, the rents which

are paid by small farmers and Small Holders are proportionately

much higher than those paid by large farmers, even when all

just allowances have been made. At present, rents are fixed

by competition, and whereas there is comparatively httle

competition for large farms, there is much for small ones.

As between small and large farmers in any given Union, it

makes all the difference whether the rateable value is based

upon rent or upon the actual value of the farm. We founc

Unions where there were two or three large farmers farming

many thousands of acres which had been let to them at tht

time of agricultural depression for 15s. an acre, while all th(

small farmers and Small Holders paid from 30s. to 40s. ai

acre. As the rates were based upon rents, the large farmer;

escaped very hghtly, and the small farmers were heavil;

burdened. As a small farmer in Lincolnshire wrote to us :

I do not complain that my neighbour's farm, which is of the sam
quality as my own, is let for 15s. an acre. That is a matter to be decide*

between himself and his landowner. But what I do complain of i

that 1 am rated upon my rent of 30e, an acre, and consetjucntly pa
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not only my own share in rates but a large part of the burden of my
neighbour, who not only pays a low rent but gets off his fair share of

rates.

The practice of basing rateable value upon the actual rent is

so widespread, that we may say without exaggeration that if

it were based, as it should be, under existing law, upon a farm's

real value, the burden of the small farmer and the Small Holder

would be enormously lightened, and thus a real impetus would

be given to the development of small farms and Small Holdings.

The following instances illustrate this grievance :

LiNCOLNSHiKE (C. 26).—Farmer : I do hope that something will be

done in regard to the Small Holders. They have to pay in some cases

twice as much as a large farmer. I have some land that I pay £2 per

acre for, and there is a large farm near which only pa}s 17s. per acre,

my assessment is on the £2 and the other on the 17s. I know several

small farmers that are very much punished by having such heavy
rates to pay,

Berkshire (E. 42).—Land Steward, formerly Farmer : The present

system of rating is unjust, especiallj^ to the Small Holder. Not only is

he charged a rent based on the purchase money, but added to that is

a charge for " sinking fund," and on top of these two he is mulcted

in rates based on the increased rent, which he has to pay, compared
with the large farmer who farms land adjacent to his holding in the

same parish. This often amounts to double the assessment of the

adjacent farms. It is therefore easy to see that this is not only a grave

injustice, but is injurious to the true 'development of the resources of

the land. County Council Small Holders at have had to pay
for their cottages a rent more than four times the former rent, viz.,

from £2 to £9 per annum. They also pay an enhanced rent for the

land, nearly three times the amount paid by the farmer, namely, 10s.,

now £2 about. They pay rates on the increased assessment based
on the increased rent. They pay interest on the outlay on new buildings

and they pay an increased assessment on these same buildings.

Lincolnshire (C. 29).—Farmer: The assessment of land in this

Union is very unfair. In 1909 the assessment was changed ; formerly
the basis was the value of the land, now the rental is the basis of assess-

ment, and as you may imagine this hits the small farmers badly with
their highly-rented farms. Previous to that everybody was satisfied,

but now there is much dissatisfaction.

Lincolnshire (C. 71).—Farmer : The principle existing at the present,
of rating with the rent as a basis works very much against the Small
Holder, and very often penalises him with~a rateable assessment double

8C
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that of his neighbour, who farms precisely the same land in quality

but in a greater quantit3\

Lincolnshire (C. 3).—Farmer : The rating system just initiated

will press hardly on the Small Holder, and the competition for Small

Holdings is very keen, and the purchase price is very high as compared
with large farms. Consequently rents must be high, and as rents are

the basis of assessment, rates press heavily and are much complained of.

Somersetshire (F. 92).—Farmer : The custom is to rate according

to the rental. Land equal in quality on large farms is let at under £1

per acre, and on small ones at over £2. On account of this the Small

Holder and the occupier of accommodation land suffers.

Nottinghamshire (P. 1317).—Farmer: The present rating system

presses hard upon the small farmer, because in addition to pa3dng

a high rental for small parcels of land he has to pay rates proportionate

to his rental. Say he pays £3 per acre for his land and the rates are

Is. 6d. in the pound, he pays 4s. 6d. rates per acre. The large farmer in

the same parish pays £1 per acre rental and rates Is. 6d. per acre.

Yorkshire, E.R. (Y, 85).—Farmer : On the present system the rating

is on rentals, and I consider it presses heavily on the Small Holder, who
invariably must give the highest rents.

Buckinghamshire (E. 26).—Farmer : The system of rating land on

the basis of the rental is a great injustice, whereby the large farms,

being low rented, pay in some cases less than half the rates as other land

which is not so good. This handicaps the small agriculturist, and

gives undue advantage to the large farmer.

Buckinghamshire (E. 78).—Farmer : Our rating system is based

on our rent, very unfair, as when a man takes a smaller farm dear, he

is rated on that rent. The farms in this parish belonging to ... ,

are rented about 15s. per acre, hence a gross assessment at the same,

the majority of other big and small farms with rental averaging 30s.

have assessments at 30s., consequently paying double rates per acre on

land often not so good as the big farms belonging to this landowner.

Worcestershire (G. 1-28).—Small Holder: The present system

of rating penalises the market gardener. When a farm is split up into

market gardens, the rent is raised, the rates, being based on the rent,

are also heavier.

Lincolnshire (C. 13).—Farmer: Our present system of rating

is right, providing the rents were equitable, but in nearly all cases

small farmers pay more rent per acre than large ones do and get the

worst land, that means they pay more rates. Our system is based on

the rental with 20 per cent, off house and buildings, and 10 per ^nt.

off land, and that is the assessment and rateable value.

Sussex and Bedfordshire {E. 84).—Ex-Chairman of Small Holdings

Society: I believe agricultural development is seriously hindered by
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present rating system, and that it is especially hostile to the Small

Holder. Rates are based on rental, and the Small Holder almost always

pays a much higher rent per acre than the larger farmer. He is there-

fore also more highly rated. Take the 400 acres of the Co-Opera-

tive Small Holdings Society of which I was, till recently, Chairman

of Committees. Before its acquisition by the Society, and while it

was still farmed by a single tenant, the rent was about 18s. per aero.

The seventy small men who now farm it pay nearly 40s. per acre, and

are ass?sszd accordingly. In other words they have to pay in rates

about 112 per cent, more than the large farmer. No extra buildings

were erected,

Dorsetshire (F. 25).—Farmer : The following particulars are taken

from the Rate Book, and relate to the Small Holdings mentioned above.

Before being split up into Small Holdings the rent and assessment were

as follows

:

Assessment.

Land—154 ac. 2 r. 21 p.

House and Buildings -

Two cottages

£ s. d.

65 10

20
5

£90 10

£ s. d.

62 5

17

3 15

83

It has been split into Small Holdings

< under

:

-the rent and assessment are

Assessment.

Land—154 ac. 2 r. 21 p.

Houses and buildings -
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Small Holder or small farmer pays a great deal more in rates than the

large farmer in proportion. I will cite one case, but there are many.
A small farmer pays £2 per acre for land, and pays his rates on that

amount, whereas the big farmer pays £1 per acre, rates accordingly ; so

you see he gets the double benefit of rent and rates, which I consider

most unjust. What we should have is all the land valued, and let

the big farmer pay his fair share as well as the small farmer.

Yorkshire, N.R. (Y. 121).—Tenant Farmer: Some of the large

holdings, on which the rents were fixed low down a few years ago,

during seasons of depression, do not bear anything hke their fair pro-

portion of burdens in comparison to the small farms, which have either

not had their rents lowered in the same period or had them raised since.

Worcestershire (G. 807).—The chief grievance is rating on
rental basis, whereby Small Holdings, for which there is a demand, and
by increased competition command higher rents, are rated a great deal

higher per acre than farms.

Cornwall (F. 1368).—Landowner and Farmer : The large farms

are rented at a lower price than the Small Holdings, consequently the

Small Holdings are rated at a much higher price per acre. Rent gener-

ally the basis for rating.

In dealing with the above quotations we must recall the

limitations winch we imposed upon ourselves at the outset.

Confining ourselves to the rural problem alone, we can fairly

say that the method of assessment valuation by Overseers and

Assessment Committees often leads to grave injustice, and that

the burden of rating is heavy where it ought to be Hght, and

light where it ought to be heavy. The building of cottages, the

estabhshment of Small Holdings, the better equipment of

farms, and all higher or more intensive cultivation are penalised*

Encouragement is given to the decaying village, the under-^

farmed holding, the badly managed estate, and the game-

preserving landowner. Thus the efTect of the whole system

upon rural development is one of steady depression.

Whatever readjustment of fiscal burdens may take place

as between Imperial and Local Taxation, town and country,

landlord and occupier, or one class of property and another,

we cannot escape from the conclusion that some change is

necessary in the actual basis of rating. Its fundamental

weakness is the penalty which it imposes upon development,

and in the subsequent volume we shall suggest methods

whereby this penalty may be mitigated in the future,



PART V.

CO-OPERATION, CREDIT, TRANSIT, EDUCATION.

Section I.—INTRODUCTION.

In Part III., Chapter L, " The Cultivation of the Soil," we
showed that much of the land in the country was under-

cultivated—a fact which our informants ascribed to various

causes. We have already examined those causes which are

directly connected with the tenure of the land ; but we do

not forget that agricultural development is handicapped in

other ways. Thus, many of our informants attribute under-

cultivation to the lack of adequate facihties for transit, and
for obtaining credit ; others think it the result of insufficent

co-operation amongst farmers and Small Holders, or of inade-

quate or unsatisfactory technical education. There is no doubt
that all these limitations must be removed if there is to be

any real development of agriculture, and more particularly of

Small Holdings.

For reasons which will be clear as we proceed, it is impossible

in the present report to deal at full length with these subjects

(in spite of the body of evidence which we have received

upon them) ; but we wish to make it clear that our slender

treatment of them does not mean that we regard them as of

small importance.

Section II.—CO-OPERATION.

Co-operation in various forms has played a leading part in

the agricultural revolution on the Continent and in Ireland.

In Great Britain it is still in a comparatively backward
condition. Our evidence, however, shows that agriculturists,

and especially Small Holders, are beginning to awaken to the

need for combination, and that the Board of Agriculture and
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the Development Commission, in conjunction with the Agri-

cultural Organisation Society, are at present endeavouring to

meet that need.

(a) The Importance of Co-operation.

During the past fifty years it has been realised more and
more clearly that co-operation is the best means of enabling

farmers, especially small farmers, to enjoy all the adv^antages

of large business organisations. The recent report of the

Board of Agriculture on Agricultural Credit and Co-operation

in Germany* reminds us that co-operation in agriculture is

a world-movement to-day and corresponds to similar move-
ments among other producing classes. In other branches of

economic activity the development is in the direction of

larger producing units, and these larger units tend to form
unions of various types for business purposes. Such being

the movement among producers in other forms of industry,

farmers should not remain isolated as producers. Co-opera-

tion is a necessity if they are to obtain the raw materials for

their industry at reasonable prices and of good quality, and
if they are to secure the advantages of large-scale production.

The various benefits conferred by co-operation may thus be

summarised :

(a) Co-operators can purchase agricultural requisities such as

seeds, fertilizers, etc., at wholesale prices and of good quality.

(6) They can own, in common, machinery, such as a

threshing-machine, which none of them individually could

afford to own.

(c) They can (as Small Holders) form an association for the

purpose of purchasing or renting land. The co-operators are

tenants of their own association, which can rent or purchase

land at a lower rate than that at which individuals can obtain

it. Moreover, various economies in connection with equip-

ment can be effected.

(d) Some forms of co-operative production effect con-

siderable economies. Thus, dairying, cheese-making and bacon

Report of an Enquiry on Agricultural Credit and Co-operation in

Germany to Board of Agriculture l^y J. R. Cahill. (Cd. U6J6, p. xxxi.).
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factories, run on co-operative lines, have been successful on

the Continent and in Ireland, and are now meeting with

success in certain parts of this country. In connection with

co-operative dairying the estabUshment of milk records is

of great importance.

{e) The grading and marketing of produce is also rendered

easier by co-operation. This is an especial advantage in

connection with the packing, grading, and seUing of fruit and

vegetables, and of eggs and poultry, the sending of produce

to the railway, and the obtaining of lower rates by sending

larger consignments, etc.

(/) Insurance of all kinds may be economically managed
on co-operative lines. For this purpose the Agricultural and
General Co-operative Insurance Society was formed in 1908

by the Agricultural Organisation Society.

{g) Credit is also a matter in which co-operation is almost

essential if the best results are to be obtained. With this we
deal in the next Section.

It is obvious that the smaller the holdings the greater the

need for co-operation. The Departmental Committee on Small

Holdings
J 1906, said :

The evidence before the Committee convinces them that societies,

especially if co-operative in character, can render most effective service

in bringing Small Holdings within the reach of those most capable of

using them to the general advantage. . . . Co-operative societies, of

which the Small Holders are themselves members, seem best adapted
to fulfil the functions of intermediaries. The evidence has further

convinced the Committee that great as has been the success already

attained by special cultivation in districts with special advantages,

success would be still further increased by the fuller adoption of co-

operative methods, both as to the purchase of fertilisers, implements,
and other requisites for the highest and most economic scale of produc-

tion, and as to the cheapening of all the methods of collection, packing,

and forwarding of agricultural products to the best markets, in the

form and with the speed and regularity, and certainty as to the standard
of quality and uniformity, which are essential to commercial success,

and especially by the provision, by means of co-operative credit societies,

of capital at low rates of interest for reproductive purposes.

* Report of the Departmental Committee on Small Holdings in Great
Britain. (Cd. 3277, 1906, p. 26).
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In short, co-operation is an important factor in every depart-

ment of agricultural purchase, production and sale, and is

almost indispensable to the economical working of Small Holdings.

(h) The Progress of Co-operation in Europe.

We must now ask to wliat extent agricultural co-operation

has taken root in this country, and compare its progress here

with its progress upon the Continent. The figures show
that upon the Continent and in Ireland it has made great

strides and reached considerable dimensions, but that in Great

Britain it has, unfortunately, lagged behind. The following

Table from Mr. Cahill's Report to the Board of Agriculture

gives a comprehensive view of the position in Europe.*
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Interesting thougli the study is, space prevents our dealing

at length with the progress of co-operation on the Continent

and in Ireland.* For our present purpose it is merely neces-

sary to consider the position in England and Wales, and to

ascertain why it lags behind other countries, and what steps

it is taking to develop co-operative methods.

(c) Reasons for the Backwardness of England

AND Wales.

In the course of our Enquiry, we have obtained considerable

evidence as to the reasons why co-operation has not made
greater strides in this country. Thus :

Derbyshire (P. 1129).—Secretary to Co-operative Society: At
present it is very difficult to get the most benefit out of co-operation,

on account of Small Holdings being scattered. If a colony of Small

Holders could be formed, instead of isolated Small Holdings, co-operation

in the purchase of feeding stuffs, manures, seeds, trees, etc., and the

sale of produce would be greatly benefited.

Yorkshire, E.R. (Y. 4).—Farmer : To develop co-operation effec-

tively you want a comparatively large number to join together, so as

to buy or sell in quantity. The larger farmers turn the cold shoulder

to it—hence there is little done in this direction.

Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire (E. 109).—Landowner: A
Co operative Society was started five or six years ago, but it does

not make much headway. Nor do I think it will till the Small Holders

become much more numerous. The ordinary tenant farmer can do
quite as well in the open market as a buyer. A co-operative bacon
factory is now being built at , . . and has met with fair support.

Even this does not appeal to many of the best and most successful

farmers.

Herefordshire (E. 276).—Landowner: There have been two
co-operative organisations started in . . . within recent years, and one
in the district under review, in which the landlord's agent acted as

* For particulars of the progress of Co-operation abroad, reference should
be made to " Co-operation at Home and Abroad," by C. R. Fay (P. S. King
& Son). " Rural Denmark," by Sir Rider Haggard (Longmans). Report to
the Board of Agriculture on " Co-operation and Credit in Germany," by J. R.
Cahill, 1913. vCd. 6626.) " Land and Labour : Lessons from Belgium," by
B. Scebohm Rowntree (Macmillan). " A Free Farmer in a Free State"
(Holland), by J. W. Robertaon Scott. " Transition in Agriculture," by E.
A. Pratt.
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Hon. Secretary, but both have fallen through owing to the lack of

support by the farming class.

Worcestershire (G. 169).—Engineer: "North Bromsgrove Market
Gardeners, Ltd.," affiliated to the Agricultural Organisation Society,
is a co-operative land-holding society with some 130 members. Small
Holders and allotment holders. Purchases potatoes and a little basic

slag co-operatively. Co-oparation only in its infancy. This should
be taught in elementary schools. Older generation very jealous and
suspicious of each other. Very difficult to get the members to use
" Federated Growers, Ltd.," the Co-operative Selling Agency in Smith-
field Market, Birmingham.

Worcestershire (G. 128).—District Councillor : Very little organ-
ised co-operation. One Society supplies manures and othei* requisites

and markets produce for its members. The great preponderance of

business is, however, done individually. The men, as a whole, seem to

prefer the chance of getting on at the expense of their neighbours, and
will only s^ipport co-operative movements so far as they are assured
of gain and do not appear to be willing to give the movement a fair

chance fey loyal support.

Yorkshire (Y. 80).—Farmer: In conversation they continually

complain of being robbed by middlemen, but each says the other la

too big a fool to combine.

Leicestershire (P. 1205).—County Councillor: There is some
combination amongst the large milk producers, but for want of good
organisation it is very weak. Amongst the small farmers—none.

Any morning an observant person would see upon the main road

leading into . . . ten or twelve two-wheeled light carts, one horse

and man, taking from three to four, or probably one milk churn into

the town ; whereas by co-operation, one vehicle w ould have taken

the lot. For want of co-operation the small farmera are very much
cut in their prices for milk. A system of co-operative creameries,

butter and cheese-making factories, well organised, would be a great

benefit, but anyone knowing the farmers and their business methods
realises what a hopeless task it would be to organise them, until their

conditions are changed and men of a better type are induced, through

better conditions, to give their attention to agriculture.

Oxfordshire (E. 215).—Small Holder : There is a Farmers' Co-

operative Society. But few farmers in this district make use of it.

My experience of farmers is that they are good judges of the value of

their own produce and stock. But they know little or nothing of the

methods of commerce in general, nor of the advantages of combination

for purchasing in large quantities.

West Shropshire and South-East Denbighshire (G. 397).

—

Farmer: Co-operation has been attempted, but attended with but
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small success. In my opinion the large majority have not sufficient

capital to pay cash as required by a co-operative organisation. Further,

a large number of them owe money to seed, manure, and implement
dealers, and would compromise themselves if they joined a co-operative

organisation. This is the secret of the non-success of co-operation.

The above evidence, which is selected from a considerable

number of statements of a similar nature, shows that our

informants attribute the lack of co-operation mainly to :

(a) The conservatism of the farmer.

(b) The existence of jealousy and mistrust among those who
should co-operate ; and

(c) The fact that Small Holdings, the natural field for co-

operation, are as yet comparatively few in number and widely

scattered.

As regards the last of these reasons, we have made sug-

gestions in Part 11. , Chapter III., for increasing the number
of Small Holdings. The extension of this movement has not,

until recently, been effectively taken in hand in this country,

while abroad it has advanced pari 'passu with co-operation.

As regards the other two reasons given, there is no doubt
that they are difficult obstacles to overcome. Evidence

similar to that which we have quoted was given before the

Departmental Committee on Small Holdings, 1906:^ It is

important, however, to note that the same difficulties existed

in practically every country^where co-operation has been started.

The reason why this country compares unfavourably with

other countries at the present time is that here agricultural

co-operation began later, and we are therefore still confronted

with the problems which have largely been solved on the

Continent and in Ireland,

Mr. C. R. Fayt gives the following "birth dates" of

agricultural co-operation as regards supply and production

respectively in the various countries :

* Report of the Departmental Committee on Small Holdings in Great
Britain, (Cd, 3277, 1906).

t
" Co-operation at Home and Abroad." P. S. King & Son, 1908, p. 191.
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shown by the fact that there are more co-operative stores

(involving more co-operation among consumers) in England

than in any country, while England and France lead the way
as regards co-operative production in the industrial world.*

{d) Steps now being taken to Stimulate Co-operation

IN Great Britain.

Despite all the difficulties, however, there are signs that

co-operation is at last beginning to take root in this country.

The Agricultural Organisation Society, with assistance from

the Board of Agriculture and the Development Commission,

has succeeded in establishing co-operative societies of various

kinds in different parts of the country. The progress may be

indicated by the following table, which gives, for each year,

the number of societies in England and Wales affihated to

the Agricultural Organisation Society, the total membership
of the affiliated societies, and their total turnover.f

Year.
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has in recent years been assisted by grants made by the

Board of Agriculture from the Small Holdings Account,

amounting in 1909 to £1,468, in 1910 to £1,441, and in 1911 to

£1,573. Assistance is now given out of the Development
Fund. The grant for the year ending March 31st, 1912, was
£3,000 for England and Wales,* and, according to the Journal

of the Board of Agriculture of February, 1913, the grant from
the Small Holdings Account and the Development Fund was
fixed at a maximum of £9,000 for the year ending March 31st,

1913. With a view to decentrahsation, local branches have
been formed in the districts where the Society's work is

strongest, with resident organisers from the Central Office

working under local committees. It is hoped eventually to

form twelve to fifteen branches, covering the whole of England
and Wales. The principles upon which the Development
Commissioners propose to act in relation to the organisation of

co-operation are stated by them in their Second Report (p. 9)

:

The arrangements for assisting the organisation and co-operation in

Great Britain have been settled in outUne. The principle adopted by
the Commissioners has been in substance to utilise the existing voluntary

societies which have done the work in the past, and entrust its extension

to those bodies, reconstituted and strengthened by the admission of

representative elements from outside. Two reasons have weighed
with the Commissioners in adopting this pohcy. In the first place, they

think that co-operation is particularly the kind of movement to which
it is essential to retain the enthusiasm of voluntary workers. They fear

that the grant of Government assistance, and the consequent measure
of Government control, may to some extent weaken the spontaneous

character of the movement ; but they feel that it has a better chance

of surviving under the arrangements now made, than if the necessar}'

assistance which the Commissioners were glad to supply had been given

to official bodies. Secondly, the geographical and other limitations of

the available public authorities, at least in England and Wales, render

them inconvenient and probably expensive agents for this particular

purpose. The natural co-operative divisions of the country do not

follow county boundaries, nor is the area which one organiser and his

assistants can cover confined to one county.

There is no doubt that the Societies formed by the Agri-

Second Report of the Development Commissioners for year ended
March 31st, 1912 (H. of C. 305). See especially pp. 19 and 20 for the proposed
re-organisation of the A.O.S.
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cultural Organisation Society have met with considerable and

increasing success. Not merely is this shown by their Annual

Reports,* but by information in our own Schedules. The

following are a few extracts from these Schedules, showing

the good results obtained by co-operation in places where

the movement has been taken up with energy :

Essex (D. 69).—Farmer : We have a very flourishing Co-operative

Society, the Eastern Counties Farmers' Co-operative Society, very well

conducted, and of great service to farmers in this part of England.

Yorkshire, W.R. (Y. 45).—Farmer : There is a newly-formed branch

of the Craven Tenant Farmers' Association, which buys meal cakes, etc.,

in bulk, and distributes to members at cost price, but it is not doing

much in the way of co-operative selling yet.

Cornwall (F. 1401).—Farmer: In our neighbourhood there is a

co-operative dairy for the purchase of milk, cream and eggs, about
forty farmers are shareholders, and send their produce. Th© balance

of capital is taken up in shares by three or four landlords. This has

been going on for fifteen years to the great benefit of the farmers, the

practice has been to pay 3 per cent, on the capital, pay farmers for milk

and cream monthly, and for eggs weekly, and at the end of the year the

balance of profit (if any) goes to the produce supphers in the form of

bonus for the supply of milk and cream during winter months.

Gloucjcstershire (H. 29).—Farmer : There is a certain amount of

co-operation, such as the " West Midland Farmers' Association " for the

sale and purchase of seeds, manure, etc., and the " Gloucester Farmers'

Limited," which is purely an attempt to get the dairy farmers to sell their

milk to one centre, to be dealt with as a whole and to the best advantage.

Both these organisations are, so far, successful, but the trouble is to get

the farmer out of his old conservative ways of doing things because
*' father " did them. The " Gloucester Farmers' Limited " co-operative

milk depot was only started in March, 1912, but has already 290
members. Mr. Gray, Lord Sherborne's agent, is president.

Lincolnshire (C. 63).—Assistant Overseer : Co-operative Society

was started in March, 1912, through the agency of an energetic Small
Holder. . . . During the six months it has been working, the following

business has been done

:

Purchases : Manures, Seeds, Feeding-stuffs and Coal • £700
Sales

:

Potatoes £80

The Secretary informs me that there is difficulty in overcoming the

* For particulars, reference should be made to the Report for the nine
months ending March 31st, 1913, price Is., and obtainable from the Offices
of the Society, Queen Anne's Chambers, Tothill Street, S.W.
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suspicion which unfortunately prevails in regard to such movements

—

but he is a good man and not easily discouraged.

Cornwall (F. 218).—Farmer : "The Western Counties Co-operative
Associ ition," Plymouth, do a lot of business here in seeds, manures, and
implements, and this has had the effect of keeping prices reasonable
among other traders as well.

Yorkshire, E.R. (Y. 75).—Farmer: The late Lord. . . . encour-
aged co-operation. There is a vigorous purchasing branch of the
Farmers' Club, buying cake, feeding stuffs, manures and clover seeds.

Yorkshire (Y. 77).—Surveyor : In a very small way there is co-

operation. The nucleus was fruit growing on one acre. Now the
Society buys seeds, meals, cake, coal, tillage, etc., and the turnover is

from £600 to £1,000 a year. The large farmers hold aloof and the

members are chiefly cottagers.

Cumberland (K. 7).—Banjker : There is an Agricultural Co-operative

Society among the farmers, through which they buy their seeds and
manures, and which is in a very flourishing condition and much appre-

ciated in the district.

Cornwall (F. 15).—Justice of the Peace : There is co-operation in

a small way in this district. An egg depot on co-operative lines has

been started to send eggs to London, and eggs have been a better price

since.

Somersetshire (F. 133).—No co-operation, except with regard to

poultry. This was started about twelve years ago, to enable the market-

ing of eggs to be done to better advantage to the producers. The . . .

depot was organised through the " National Poultry Federation," and has

been a distinct success as far as the marketing of eggs at remunerative

prices is concerned. The depot has been run on strictly co-operative

lines and a further development took place four or five years ago, when a

central incubating, rearing and fattening station was started. The idea

of this was to enable members to get chickens hatched early in the year

and, if necessary, have them reared to a safe age, and so make sure of

early pullets, and thus secure the advantage of " winter eggs." The
fattening department was to provide an outlet for the surplus cockerels,

etc. This latter development has not been such an unqualified financial

success as the eggs depot. It made a loss the first year, but paid up all

losses the second year ; the third year there was again an adverse balance,

but this year there seems every prospect of its paying its waj , The effect

of this Society has been to enormously increase the stock of poultry in

the district, and the Society has now enlarged its borders to cover a

10-miles radius, and from the original nine members it has grown to

about 200 members with a turnover of about £5,300 a year.
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(e).—CONCLTTSTONS,

(1) Co-operation is of the greatest importance in connection

with agricultural purchase, production and sale. It is particu-

larly essential to the Small Holder.

(2) The amount of agricultural co-operation in England and

Wales at the present time is small compared with the progress

of the movement on the Continent and in Ireland.

(3) The reason for this is that agricultural co-operation was

started considerably later here than elsewhere ; and as progress

must be preceded by education, it is gradual.

(4) The progress which has taken place during the last few

years in England and Wales, largely through the efforts of the

Agricultural Organisation Society, in conjunction with the

Board of Agriculture and the Development Commission, has

been considerable, and there is every hope of a rapid increase

in the future.

We do not, therefore, make any suggestions for fresh

legislation or alterations in the present administration.

Section III.—AGRICULTURAL CREDIT.

The question of increased facihties to enable farmers and
Small Holders to obtain credit has been considerably discussed

in this country during the past few years.

In the course of our Enquiry, we endeavoured not only to

find out what facihties actually existed for enabling farmers

and Small Holders to obtain credit, but to collect the opinions

of agriculturists all over the country as to whether progress

was retarded by the absence of better facihties.* Our evidence

shows that the present state of things is very unsatisfactory

from the point of view of the small farmer and the Small Holder,

and the difficulties which confront them constitute a serious

hindrance to agricultural development.

* The question asked in the B. Schedule was, I (8) " What facilities

are there for enabling farmers and Small Holders to get credit and borrow
capital at the present time ? " In addition to the replies to our specific

question our informants volunteered much valuable information on matters
indirectly connected with the subject.& 2 D
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We have found that the farmer, owing to lack of capital and
credit, is often obliged to sell his produce at prices far below

those which he might reahse could he wait for his market.

Further, lack of capital frequently means the understocking

and under-cultivation of farms.

The following evidence serves to illustrate these conditions :

Buckinghamshire (E. 267).—County Councillor : Our local bankers

fight shy when asked to advance money on the security of a tenant

farmer. The consequence is he generally has to sell his produce at

certain times when his payment for rent and rates falls due, and often

at less than the real value of same. The tenant farmer has no help

for it but to sell, as best he can, to meet these payments. Note a

season like the present—his corn wretchedly harvested ! If the stack

could stand until spring, the corn would be in better condition, and
make 25 per cent, more money than, in its damp state, it has made this

Michaelmas.

Cambridgeshire (C. 26).—Farmer: Were it possible for small

farmers to obtain a reasonable amount of cash at such critical times

as rent, harvest, or at such times when markets are bad, upon such

security as they can give, it would be the means of bringing new life

and energy into our Empire. I cannot help noticing how some of the

most intelligent, hard-working, honest, whole-hearted sons of the soil

are never allowed to give to the world the value of their brains and
skill, simply because they cannot have sufficient capital to farm a

holding for themselves.

Yorkshire, N.R. (Y. 119).—Farmer : A co-operative method where-

by farmers could obtain money, would do much to do away with the

present evils of sending half-fat stock to be sold as fat, and the system

of the middleman receiving very cheap produce but giving credit.

Yorkshire, N.R. (Y. 117).—Farmer : I believe a credit bank system

for farmers would be of great benefit, as a forced sale is often necessary

to meet expenses. If money could be borrowed at a reasonable interest,

this stock would be sold at a better moment, and perhaps in a better

market.

Dorsetshire (F. 223).—Small Holder : As far as I know there are

no facilities for getting credit or borrowing money beyond those afforded

by the banks. In my opinion !*^mall Holders generally would be greatl\

assisted by State Credit Banks. In fact I do not think that Smal

Holdings generally will be a success until there is something of thi^

kind done to assist them.

Somersetshire (F. 100),—Landowner's Son : No credit facilities

and this is one of the greatest drawbacks and hindrances to the ful

development of agriculture in our district.
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Yorkshire (Y. 29).—Farmer, County Councillor : Land might be

improved by the introduction of more capital. In some instances

farmers are under-capitalised, and might improve farms considerably

if money were advanced to them at a low rate of interest, the money to

be advanced and security always given, as demanded by banks and
other money-lending agencies. I should say this last question applies

to about one-third of the farmers.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 11).—Land Agent and Farmer: In my
opinion the absence of facilities for obtaining credit is one of the

greatest drawbacks felt in the district. The farmer and Small Holder
is very often handicapped because he has no capital at his disposal

to meet various calls. He is quite often obliged to sell some of his

stock prematurely and at a low figure in order to meet his expenses.

There can be no enterprise without capital, and, therefore, his chances

to improve and develop his farm are very meagre indeed. A Credit

Bank, or any other means to enable farmers to get credit at their demand,
would do more to help farming than almost anything inquired of in

this return.

Anglesey (N.W. 5 B.).—Farmer : No facilities beyond the ordinary

methods of borrowing. The experience of the district is that a farmer
has such difficulty in borrowing at a fair interest that often tenants

are forced to sell their stock much earlier than is profitable in order

to meet their liabilities. A farmer in this district, who is in the fortunate

position of being a man of means, has on several occasions assisted

tenants in his neighbourhood to pay their rents, so as to save them
from selling prematurely, and yet had to realise that he was advancing
his money without security, because of the landlord's right to distrain.

Our informants complain that there is a great difficulty in

obtaining loans from the Joint Stock Banks. The amount of

security required by the bankers is quite beyond the means
of the average Small Holder. The opinion is almost universal

that since the old country banks have been absorbed by th«

Joint Stock Companies, the cordial relationship which existed

between the farmer and the banker has vanished, and conse-

quently a man's personal character, apart from his property,

is no longer sufficient security for advances. Although
latterly, some of the great Joint Stock Banks have issued

instructions to the effect that conditions as regards security

should be less rigid in the case of farmers of good repute who
apply for temporary loans, the complaints about the strictness

enforced are very numerous, as the following quotations

illustrate

:
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Lincolnshire (C. 23).—Business Man : The local banks are gradu-
ally being absorbed by the big joint stock concerns, to whom the
customer is merely a number in the books. The old personal relation

between banker and customer is disappearing, and the strings are

drawn tighter every year on the man who is short of capital.

Yorkshire (Y. 36).—Farmer: I know of no facilities but those

available for other businesses. The concentration of banking in London
is likely to make this a serious question soon, as the local banks are
absorbed, and the local branches of the centralised banks begin to

refuse to allow credit. In my opinion, lack of facilities for obtaining

capital is one of the great hindrances to agricultural developm^at.

Yorkshire (Y. 45).—Farmer : There are no facilities for borrowing
money except from banks at 5 per cent, or more interest. This is now
not allowed unless the borrower can either deposit security or provide

a good bondsman. The ever increasing amalgamation of banks and
consequent tightening up of banking business has not been to the good
of farmers.

Gloucestershire (H. 32).—Farmer : The Banks now advance at

5 per cent, on Life Policy as security to reliable men. Old country
banks were easier in their dealings than the present Joint Stock Banks ;

partly because more intimately acquainted with their customer.

Cumberland (K. 4).—Auctioneer and Valuer: None, except the

credit given by the various auction marts. Many complaints have
come to my ears of the arbitrary manner meted out to them bj' the

banks, especially since the amalgamation of the local banks with the

larger concerns. Loans, which at one time were easily obtained, are

not to be got, even temporary season's loans I might say. This calls

for redress, as the money is leaving the rural district and transferred

to the large centres.

Cornwall (F. 216).—Farmer: Since the Banks have amalgamated
it is almost impossible for a Small Holder to get a loan of any substantial

amount from a Bank.

It is generally agreed that credit within reasonable limits

is essential to agriculture, and more particularly to small

farming. Driven by the necessity of procuring short loans

to tide himself over seasonal difficulties, the farmer is often

forced to obtain credit from the dealers. Although this

method helps him to carry on his business for the time, it is

undesirable, since it generally involves the payment of a high

rate^of interest, and also ties him to a particular dealer. Still

worse, many farmers get into the hands of professional money-
lenders, with dire consequences. " We arc flooded with letters
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from money-lenders," writes a Devonshire farmer (F. 76), " and

I am afraid these gentry must be fleecing many farmers."

The following are a few typical instances of these evils :

Essex (D. 1).—Farmer: There is, probably, among poorer farmers,

a certain amount of borrowing from auctioneers, by not paying cash

for stock bought at auction, and from dealers by not paying for stock

bought from them until it is sold back to them (after fattening, etc.).

This kind of loan is dearly paid for. Again, farmers short of capital

sometimes run up long bills with miller, or corn and cake merchants,

now and then, when pressed, paying a little on account. This is merely

farming with your creditor's capital, and involves paying long credit

prices.

Sussex (E. 30).—Farmer : Practically no good facilities. The
Banks won't take stock on farms as security, as it is removable. Local

merchants and traders will advance money on crops and stock ; but

as they know farmers cannot go to the banks, this is, of course, taken
advantage of by the lenders.

Kent (E. 182).—Farmer: Practically none. Credit can only be
obtained by an agreement to sell your produce to a particular agent

or dealer. This is one of the important things connected with agri-

culture, and the same all over the country. Many of the failures could

be prevented if a little assistance could be obtained at the right time.

I have known crops to be sold while they were growing, at a price

considerably under the real value. Many hay dealers are rich men
through this. In some districts the dealers will go round and ask if

money is wanted, and frequently an agreement is drawn up on the

spot, and it is only when it is too late the farmer finds he has sold his

produce much under the price the dealer makes when the hay is put
upon the market. The dealer has made the profit which should go to

the farmer. With regard to the hop industry it is even worse, the hop
factor is always ready to advance money. I should be well within the

mark in saying that half the hops are produced with borrowed money,
the grower is then bound to that factor, when the hops are picked they
are sent to the factor's store and he can sell them at any price. The
producer never knows to whom they are sold, he merel}^ receives a sale

note with the price, which is considerably under the price recorded
in the daily papers. I make this charge against the factor, viz., they
could not live in the style they do on the commission obtained on each
pocket of hops they sell. The factor is the buyer instead of the agent,

as he sells at a higher price, and so obtains a double profit. If necessary,

further particulars could be given as to the factor's methods. This is

the real cause of so many acres of hops being grubbed,

Lincolnshire (C. 18).—Ex Small Holder: There are no facihties

except the money-lenders, which means ruin. This is one of the great
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drawbacks. The large farmer can get an advance from the bank,
the Small Holders have not the same facilities. For instance, a Small
Holder requires 2 tons of fertilisers : if he could pay cash for the same
it would save him 25s. to 31s. per ton. That is only one instance;
I could give more.

Suffolk (D. 34).—Farmer: No special facilities. Farmers large
and small can only borrow from banks on good security, at least only
small amounts, such as overdrafts, are to be obtained without security.

Many are tempted to go to professional money-lenders who send cir-

culars to every house nearly. The end of this is generally ruin. And
no Government could confer a greater boon than by absolutely pro-
hibiting all touting for loans either by post or otherwise.

CoBNWALL (F. 198).—Market Gardener : None, except through the
usual money-lenders, which means ruin in the long run.

West Shropshire and South-East Denbighshire (G 397).

—

Farmer : None whatever. Something of the kind is urgently needed.
Many farmers, large and small, buy store sheep and cattle on long credit,

practically till they re-sell them. The price is much higher than market
value ; and the farmer is tied to the dealer.

Carnarvonshire (N.W. 2 B.).—Farmer: None, except at public
auctions. Many farmers who are short of capital buy at these auctions,

and pay 20 per cent, for the credit of six months. To help farmers
to borrow, a kind of co-operative land bank would be of great help.

The farmer could then get credit for far less interest, and also could
carry on and pay his rent without under-selling any animals towards
rents.

Anglesey (N.W. 6).—Farmer : Ordinary banks and money-lenders.
The banks, however, will not advance money at the ordinary rate of

interest to farmers, as the landlord has a previous first charge in his

right to distrain for rent. A ruinous practice which is very prevalent,

is credit in kind ; a cottager obtains a sucking pig on credit from the

dealer on condition that the latter shall be allowed to buy when it is

fat. Farmers receive seed oats from merchants to be paid for at seeding

time, the merchant having the first offer of purchase. There is no
^Titten contract, but the farmer knows that if he refuses the merchant's
offer he will be blackballed for credit in future. The evil of this practice

is that it has a tendency to lower prices in the district. All this forces

many farmers to sell stock at rent-time at a loss, and often the loss due
to the lack of a reasonable system of credit is great.

Anglesey (N.W. 1 D.).—Farmer: Only tlie ordinary facilities for

raising money on security. In this connection Agricultural Banks
would be a great boon. Several farmers in this district are continually

dealing with money-lenders and show evident signs of becoming less

solvent season after season, their stock is continually being attenuated.
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One very important farmer became a bankrupt four years ago owing

to the exactions of money-lenders. Owing to the lack of proper borrow-

ing facilities, one farmer very often goes as a surety for his neighbours

in one bank, on the understanding that his neighbour will act in a

similar capacity for him in another.

Anglesey (N.W.).—Farmer: I know from experience that farmers

are being flooded with circulars from money-lenders. I am acquainted

with one case where a small holder borrowed from them to the extent

of £60, and he would have been sold up had not his relatives come to

the rescue. I look upon the establishment of rural credit banks (prefer-

ably under State control), which should be available for large farmers

and small holders alike, as a matter of the most pressing and vital

importance.

The above evidence shows that the present state of affairs

is against the best interests of agriculture. It is very un-

desirable that farmers and Small Holders should be obliged to

go to dealers or money-lenders for loans. " There ia a general

consensus of opinion that the Co-operative Credit Society is

the most satisfactory means by which capital, from what-

ever source it is received, can be passed on to the Small

Holder, who stands most in need of assistance in the

matter." *

Unfortunately, in England and Wales, co-operative credit)

societies are very few in number and have a very small member- /

ship. How insignificant the figures are, may be seen by a

comparison with Germany. In England and Wales, at the end
of 1911, there were 45 societies with a membership of 765.t
On the other hand, in Germany there are 17,000 local co-

operative banks. The membership of 14,993 of these banks
which existed on 1st January, 1910, was 1,447,766. During
the year 1911 the amount granted by the societies in England
and Wales by way of loan was £1,399, whilst the loans repaid

were £1,294. Deposits received were £203, and the deposits

repaid £110. On the other hand, in Germany the total turn-

over in 1910 of 14,729 societies amounted to no less than
£261,665,000, and at the end of that year the loans outstanding

for fixed periods, together with overdrafts, was £93,034,000,

* Journal of the Board of Agriculture, February, 11)13, p. 899.

t This is the memberbhip of the forty-two societies which reported.
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while at the same date the Savings deposits totalled £92,429,000

and the deposits on current account £10,865,000.*

Not merely is Germany far ahead of us in this matter. Most
of the continental countries—Belgium, Italy, France, etc.,

have a considerable number of Credit Banks.

The majority of those societies which do exist have been

formed by the Agricultural Organisation Society. In their

report for the eighteen months ending June 30th, 1912, this

society says :

During the period under review, nine Credit Societies have been
established, making a total of forty-four. This section of our work
does not compare favourably at present with the other branch of our
Movement. As the Small Holders are increasing rapidly, so it may be
assumed that we shall have a corresponding increase in applications

for the creation of these institutions in various parts of the country.

The principal difficulty these societies experience is in obtaining the

necessary capital to meet the requirements of their members. As
this is, apparently, the only set-back to these organizations which
have in so many cases proved their value to Small Holders, it is hoped
that when this difficulty has been satisfactorily met, Credit Societies

will increase in this country as rapidly as they have done in other

countries.

In order to meet the difficulty mentioned by the Agricultural

Organisation Society, namely, the obtaining of the capital

necessary to meet the requirements of the members, the Board

of Agriculture made a careful investigation of the question.

In their Journal for February, 1913, the particulars of their

scheme are given at length. They say :

Several schemes have recently been suggested for providing the

agriculturists of the country, and especially the Small Holders and allot-

ment holders, with the capital necessary to enable them to carry on

their agricultural operations. Most of these schemes depend for their

success on a grant of State Funds or a guarantee of State support to

some central institution, to be formed with the object of making loans

to individuals through Co-operative Credit Societies. The dangers

attaching to State aid of this kind are obvious, and before embarking

on any such enterprise it was thought best to see what could be done

to obtain the necessary advances from the commercial banks, which

are already in existence and with which the rural districts of England

and Wales, are exceptionally well provided.

* Report to the Board of Agriculture ou Agricultural Credit in Co-

operation in Germany, by J. R. Cahill. (Cd. 6626, 1913, p. xiv.).
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Their scheme is, briefly, to enable co-operative Credit

Societies to obtain loans from the ordinary commercial banks,

and they give a Hst of the banks which are prepared to make

such advances. The President of the Board stated in the House

of Commons on the 14th January, 1913, that these banks

:

Will also be prepared to give favourable consideration to applications

from such societies for advances, but will require in each case to be

satisfied as to the security for the loan, and although they will require

it to be made repayable on demand, they will in general practice be

ready to lend for twelve months, and the loan will then be subject to

repayment, renewal, or reduction. If satisfied that the joint liability

of the members of the society under its rules constitutes an adequate

security for a proposed loan, the Bank will require no further guarantee

for its repayment.

So far as we can ascertain, however, it is not thought by
agriculturists that this scheme will substantially improve the

position. The great difficulty lies in the phrase, " will require

in each case to be satisfied as to the security for the loan."

Speaking on this scheme, one of our informants, who has had

a very wide experience for many years of Co-operative and

Agricultural banking, says :

I will refer to two points only, which, to those who are familiar with

the practical demands of the.Small Holder, emphasise the wide divergence

which must exist between the theory and the practice of such a scheme
as that suggested by the Board of Agriculture.

The first point is, the most necessary and wise reservations which

the bcinks make as a condition of granting advances and which are

contained in the sentences, " but will require in each case to be satisfied

as to the security for the loan," and again, " if satisfied that the joint

liability of the members of the society under its rules constituted an
adequate security," and again, " if they are able to satisfy the manager
and directors that the security for repayment is sufficient."

Much might be written on this subject, but let it suffice here to state

that these most wise provisions from the banks' point of view do,

to a very material extent, rob the whole scheme of its efficacy. The
Small Holder, or group of Small Holders, is rarelyin a position to convince

a bank manager, much less a board of directors sitting in London, of

the adequacy of the security offered, for such conviction is only to be

derived from the intimate knowledge, not only of the financial but

also of the moral standing, of all the members of the group, and few
bank managers—much less directors—have the time at their disposal

necessary for securing this knowledge.
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The second point is indicated in the sentence " every member of the

society is, equally with every other member, jointly and severally liable

for all debts incurred by the society."

This, to those who are familiar with the conditions prevailing in

agricultural England, is the crux of the question from the borrowers'

point of view.

No fabric, in any sense of the word comprehensive, can ever be built

up in this country on the basis of " unlimited liability." The man
who has much to lose, however anxious he may be to secure an advance,

will not incur unlimited liability for the debts of a society some of

whose members have little to lose ; and the logical result is that, if

formed at all, groups will be formed among the better-to-do on the one
hand, and among those who have little or nothing on the other hand.

It is obvious that the latter class of group has little prospect of

satisfying the banks' requirements, and yet this is the very class whose
demands for financial assistance are the most pressing.

It is, in the writer's opinion, upon the basis of " limited liability
"

alone that any comprehensive scheme of Agricultural Credit in this

country can be evolved.

While another informant, also of large experience, says

(Brecon, E. 287)

:

The Joint Stock Banks lend easily to farmers provided they get good
security, and in the words of a manager to me they look upon them as
" safe clients." Nevertheless, in the case of the average small farmer,

borrowing money from a bank is a painful undertaking (to him) because

he has to get sureties, etc. (This is business, of course). If a sum of

money was handed over to the central Co-operative Bank by the

Government to be lent out in turn to the credit societies in the country,

this would really be a help.

While agreeing that the Board of Agriciilture should try,

as far as possible, to use existing machinery for the purpose

of improving credit facilities, we have reluctantly come to the

conclusion that the scheme it promulgates will only partially

meet the needs of Small Holders and small farmers. In our

opinion the time has come for devising some scheme whereby

State credit can be utiHsed for this purpose. It may be asked

why agriculturists should require, or should have, better credit

facihties than are available in the towns. The answer to this

question has been so well expressed by Mr. Cahill in his report

to the Board of Agriculture that we feel we cannot do better

than quote it at length :

For the provision of this form of credit, in adequate amount, and on
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suitable conditions as to interest and repayment, farmers, especially

medium and small farmers, require a different credit organisation from

that which has been evolved for merchants and manufactures ; and for

certain rather obvious reasons. The outstanding feature of the agricul-

tural industry is the length of period of production. Within limits, the

manufacturer can hasten at will the process of production, and repeat

his products, or the trader can restock his store several times within the

year ; for the farmer the time of beginning and the time of finishing

production are fixed by nature. Although the duration of the period

of production may be shortened to some extent, artificial hastening

processes are not applicable in most cases, and lack the effectiveness

of the machine in industry. In certain important branches of agri-

culture, the period of production may extend over several years : thus

a foal requires three or four years, and a calf two or three years before

becoming utilisable or marketable. And the returns of agricultural pro-

duction are more uncertain than those of commerce and industry, owing
to accidents of harvest, risk of disease, perishability of produce, and other

causes. Another peculiarity—making due allowance for depressions

and for numerous seasonal trades outside agriculture—is the irregularity

of monetary returns from year to year, or their tendency to fall in certain

months or periods in each year. Unless his farming is mixed, the farmer

obtains his main receipts in Autumn, when he sells his crops. Under
these circumstances a banking system which aims at a rapid turnover

of funds, and grants credits of three and four months, with one or two
renewals for like periods, is of very little advantage.

Urban bankers, being naturally more conversant with commercial
or industrial undertakings, are less capable of judging the standing of a
farmer and his business capacity. Credit implies confidence and facility

of supervision ; but the banker is unacquainted with farming, and
farms are comparatively isolated units, usually more or less remote from
the banking office. Ordinary commercial tests are not often applicable,

especially where smaller farmers, whose book-keeping is aj)t to be very
incomplete and unmetiiodical, are concerned. The same difficulty

presents itself as to any proposed sureties, who are also likely to be
farmers. Other banking security is often out of the question ; and the

procuring and bringing of sureties to the bank involves great possible

loss of time and expense. The world in which the banker or bank
manager moves is not that of the farmer, so that personal knowledge
is infrequent. The w hole situation is rendered even more unfavourable
by the supplanting of small country bankers by branches of great banks,
which are directed on fixed lines from headquarters, and whose managers
are frequently changed. Commercial banks cannot, moreover, be
brought nearer than small towns ; even a branch office (as distinct from
a mere depositing office) entails a minimum expenditure for salaries

and office of from £300 or £400 per annum. The smaller farmers offer

also little attraction to the ordinary commercial banks as borrowers,
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and, apart from other disadvantages, pay for the small loans they
require an unduly high percentage as interest and commission. As a

result farmers cannot obtain from banks, organised mainly to serve in-

dustry and commerce, credit in suitable amount, at reasonable interest,

and on the security which they can usually provide.

Yet, while commercial banks have become less satisfactory from the

standpoint of the farmer, his need for working capital has greatly in-

creased. More scientific and intensive farming, made necessary by com-
petition which has been facilitated by improved and cheapened transport,

refrigeratory processes, and other causes, requires more capital expendi-

ture on labour, fertilizers, feeding-stuffs, and machinery
; payment in

kind is being gradually entirely superseded by payment in currency,

while money wages are higher ; and other expenditure, including cash

payment to the State and other public authorities, has increased.

We feel that we are unable to offer any concrete suggestions

as to the exact form in which credit should be obtained by
means of State aid. For this purpose it would be necessary

to make a wider investigation of the methods adopted in the

various continental countries than has been possible in the

time at our disposal. So far as Germany is concerned, all the

information is available in Mr. Cahill's report, and information

upon other countries can also be obtained from the excellent

books of Mr, H. W. Wolff.

Our attention has been drawn to a scheme entitled, " The

M. B. Scheme for Agricultural Credit," which seeks to develop

credit for the benefit of agriculturists generally on a co-opera-

tive basis, and involves the estabhshment of a network of

Credit Societies. This scheme, in our opinion, calls for careful

consideration.

Section IV.—TRANSIT.

There is no doubt that adequate transit facilities and a

reasonable schedule of rates are of vital importance to the

agricultural development of any country. In the course of

our Enquiry we have received much evidence both as to the

facilities now existing in England and Wales, and the rate

charged for transit.

(a) Rates.

The question of railway rates is an intensely complicated

one, and we feel that it is to a large extent outside our sphere.
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It has been constantly the subject of enquiry both generally

and with special reference to agriculture. As recently as 1904,

a Committee was appointed by the Board of Agriculture to

consider complaints as to the preferential treatment of

foreign and colonial, as compared with home agricultural

produce. Although this Committee reported in 1906 " that

the evidence tendered has failed to show that the railway

companies are giving undue preferential treatment to foreign

and colonial produce as compared with home produce,"* the

complaints still continue with unabated insistence.

Our informants complain, not merely of the rates charged,

but of the fact that foreign produce is carried upon home
railways at lower rates than home produce. There is no

doubt that agriculturists have often failed to make good their

case before Committees of Enquiry, owing to lack of skilled

assistance in the presentation of it, while the railway com-

panies have had the advantage in the presentation of

theirs. We feel, however, that the whole subject is one upon

which we cannot pronounce without more prolonged enquiry

than has hitherto been possible. It must be considered not

merely in relation to agriculture, but to industry generally,

and its proper treatment may involve the discussion of such

important questions as the nationalisation of the railways or

the enlargement of State control over them. We merely

recommend, therefore, that it should receive the closest atten-

tion and enquiry.

(h) Facilities.

With regard to facilities, we have also received a large

amount of evidence. Our informants say that the facilities

available to farmers for the carriage of their produce, their

manures and other requisites, are insufficient. Further, in

many parts of the country, much fertile land which might be

intensively cultivated produces little, owning to its distance

* Report of Departmental Committee on Railway Rates (preferential
treatment) Cd. 2959.
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from a station. Thus the President of one of the County
Farmers' Unions says in his Schedule :

Some of the most productive land for market gardens is some 10 to

15 miles from the nearest railway station, and hence ordinary farming
is carried on. The great want is a system of light railways.

In their Schedule filled in for the Committee, the Surveyor's

Institution say :

In some districts agriculture is undoubtedly hampered by lack of

adequate transit facilities. Many waterways that might afford cheap
transit for heavy produce have passed into the hands of the railway

companies and have been closed, or are worked by them at similar

rates to those which obtain on the railway systems.

The present is a time of great development in connection with methods
of transit, and it would, therefore, perhaps, be unwise to advise the

adoption of any particular one ; but a knowledge of what has, and is,

being done in Holland and other parts of the Continent by means
of steam roadside tramways, light railways, trackless tramways, etc.,

points to the fact that Great Britain is behindhand in providing these

facilities, and that more might be done by these means to stimulate

rural industries. The immediate prospects of financial return should

not be looked upon as of first importance. When facilities are neces-

sary for the proper development of particular districts, it should be

made possible, through the funds at the disposal of the Development
Commissioners and through the provisions of the Light Railway Act,

1896, simplified and amended for the purpose, to provide them, without

restriction as to the particular method to be adopted. Up to tlie

present, light railways in this country cannot be said to have been a

great success, but the initial error has been made of forming tliem on

too expensive a scale ; except in name, they are little else than ordinary

branch lines.

Turning to less ambitious schemes, it is possible that in some dist ricts

Small Holders, and even large farmers, might combine successfully to

provide motor transport. At the present moment, it is understood,

the Agricultural Organisation Society, with tlie support of the Develop-

ment Commissioners, is arranging to carry out experiments in this

direction in three separate districts, where small holdings are numerous

and considerable amounts of vegetables, poultry, and dairy produce

are grown.

We briefly consider the question of facilities under three

headings :

(1) Railways.

(2) Road Motors.

(3) Waterways.
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(1) Railways.—^England has a considerable net-work of main

lines, but the number of light railways is almost negligible.

From all over the country there are demands from agricul-

turists for a light railway system which will enable them to

send their produce cheaply and expeditiously. Thus, to quote

three instances only, a Herefordshire farmer writes (G.115)

:

This is a district through which a light railway would be of the

greatest benefit ; it would greatly increase the produce of the neigh-

bourhood, and with the products of the woods could be made to pay.

A Lincolnshire farmer writes (C. 65)

:

A large part of this district is a very long way from the nearest

(and only) railway. There is no part of England where there is

more urgent need for a light railway than through the large villages

between B. and C, but this has never been accomplished.

And a farmer in Bedfordshire (D. 94)

:

We are greatly handicapped by being from 3 to 4 miles from a station.

A Hght railway would do a wonderful lot of good across this part of

the country ; it is good gravelly soil, but wants a lot of manure. London
stable manure is used, but being so far from the station it costs 10s. per

ton when on the land, therefore not much is used. If we had a station,

thousands of tons would be used every year, and 50 per cent, more
produce would be grown.

Up to the present, the main reason why light railways have

not been constructed in this country has been the difficulty

of raising the necessary capital. The need has been recognised,

but the requisite capital has not been forthcoming. The
Light Railway Commissioners in their Report for 1906 (H. of C.

188) say :

The experience gained from the numerous local inquiries held by us

during the past ten j^ears has satisfied us (a) that light railways are much
needed in many parts of this country, and that many of the lines

proposed, but not constructed, are in fact necessary to admit of the

progress, or even the maintenance, of existing trade interests (including,

.
in that expression, fishing, and the great industry of agriculture) ;

and, further, (6) that improved means of access are requisite to assist

in retaining the population on the land, to counteract the remoteness
of rural districts, and also, in the neighbourhood of industrial centres,

to cope with the difficulties as to housing and the supply of labour.

They proceed

:

Proposals for new lines are now infrequent owing to the various
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difficulties in carrying them to a successful completion, and, especially

in regard to the important Class (A) of lines on their own land, the
cause of the falling off is largely due to the difficulty of raising the
necessary capital, even when part of it is provided with the aid of

the State and of Local Authorities.

It is interesting and instructive to compare the situation in

England with that in Belgium, a country which has a more
highly-developed system of Light Railways than any other

country.

It may safely be said that without it the success which she (Belgium)
has achieved in agriculture would have been impossible ; and we may
add that under modern conditions no European country will fully

develop the resources of the soil, unless it can provide an adequate
supply of light railways for its local transit.*

Though Belgium has now a mileage of Light Railways amount-
ing to no less than 22"8 per 100 square miles of territory as

compared with only -37 in Great Britain, their growth is of

comparatively recent origin.

Prior to 1881 the creation of light railways, although desired and
encouraged by the Government, was left to private initiative witli the

result that nothing was done.f

In 1881, however, the matter was enquired into by the

State, and a scheme was adopted by which the bulk of the

capital for Light Railways was provided by the State and
local authorities. It is unnecessary here to enter into the

details of this scheme which are set out clearly in Mr. Rown-
tree's book. The important point is that, until the bulk of

the capital was found by the State and the local authorities,

the construction of Light Railways in Belgium was in the same
condition of stagnation as it is at the present time in England.

Light Railways are not a sufficiently attractive form of

investment for private capital, and we agree with the Sur-

veyor's Institution when they say that " the immediate

prospects of a financial return should not be looked upon as of

first importance."

* " Land and Labour ; Lessons from Belgium," by B. Seebohm Rowu-
tree, p. 294,

t Ihid., p. 295.
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At the same time, it should be pointed out that the Light

Railways in Belgium do, in fact, pay about 3 per cent, after

paying a sinking fund through the operation of which they

will ultimately become public property. Moreover, if the

State, and the Local Authorities had taken steps to secure the

increment in land values caused by the improved transit

facihties, there is no doubt that the return would have been

considerably greater. As Mr. Rowntree points out, the rail-

ways have in many cases doubled, even trebled land values.

If the suggestion mentioned below were adopted, we feel sure

that the State would receive an adequate return for its capital.

Of the good results flowing from the construction of the

Light Railways in Belgium there can be no doubt.

I believe that as a matter of fact practically every Belgian village

cherishes the idea of sooner or later seeing one or more light railways

constructed on its area.*

And again :

Everywhere in travelUng through Belgium one hears of tracts of

land opened up to profitable agriculture or commerce by means of the

light railways.-j-

We think that a large increase in the mileage of Light

Railways is one of the greatest needs in this country at the

present time : that under existing conditions it is miHkely

that they will be constructed, owing to the difficulty of securing

the necessary capital ; and that an enquiry should be set

on foot to determine the best method of so altering the law

as to ensure their speedy construction.

Such an enquiry should ascertain :

(a) The best means of ensuring a considerable increase in

the mileage of light railways.

(h) Whether such railways should be constructed by the

State, local authorities, or private enterprise, or by a com-
bination of two or more of these.

(c) How they should be financed.

A suggestion has been made to us which we think should

* " Land and Labour ; Lessons from Belgium," by B. Seebohm Rown-
tree, p. 307.

t Ibid., p. 309.

2 E
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receive careful attention, namely, that the State, possibly in

conjunction with local authorities, should itself construct light

railways, purchasing land to the extent of, say, two miles on

either side of the proposed lines, so that the increment in value

caused by the railway should be obtained for the State.*

By the adoption of this scheme the State would acquire an
area of land with good transit facilities, which could be deve-

loped for Small Holdings. Those urban workers, too, who
wished to live in rural districts might thus be provided with

small plots of land, a scheme which has proved most successful

in Belgium.

If the above suggestions were adopted, it might be desirable

to transform the Road Board into a General Transit Board,

and strengthen it by giving the Light Railway Commissioners

seats thereon.

(2) Road Motors.—There are few, if any, complaints in our

Schedules of the inadequacy of the roads, but we have received

much evidence of a desire for the estabhshment of services of

road motors. This matter has been considered by the Deve-

lopment Commissioners, and they have laid down definite

principles to be adopted by them in dealing with applications

for advances for the establishment of motor services. In

their Second Report, 1912,^ they say :

(a) The Commissioners will recommend no advances for maintenance.

(&) For the capital expenditure involved in establishing a service,

they will not recommend grants, but they will consider application for

loans, at rates of interest and terms of repayment varying with the

circumstances of each case on the following conditions :

(1) That a local contribution is forthcoming of a reasonable

proportion of the capital sum required.

(2) That full provision is made for putting in order (where

necessary)''and for maintaining the roads on which the service is

to run.

It has sometimes been suggested that motor transport will

conflict with and ultimately supersede light railways, and

* A precedent for this exists in the Development Act 1909, which gives

the Road Board power, when making a new road, to purchase land on

either side of the road to the extent of 200 yards.

t H. of C. 305.
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this is a point which should be carefully considered. It

should be mentioned, however, that the Light Railway Com-
missioners say in their Report for 1912.'^

With regard to the great development in recent years of motor
traction upon pubhc roads, it is of interest to note that in our experience,

confirmed by the two cases of proposed Hght railwa3^s which we have
most recently had under consideration, the establishment of a service

of motors (in each case combined with the organised co-operation of the

agricultural and other local industries), had tended to stimulate the

desire, and to emphasise the need, for better railway facilities, rather

than (as it is sometimes supposed would be the case) to supersede them,

or to take their place. In these cases evidence was brought to show
that the considerable extent of saving to the road authorities in the

annual cost of maintenance, which would follow from a transference

to a railway of the traffic otherwise carried on the public roads ; this

point was also in accord with our previous experience as bearing on the

economy of transport by railway.

In making these observations, we appreciate that, in districts where
it is not practicable to construct a railway, and where the traffic is

not sufficient to support one, a motor service (especially when combined
with some " co-operative " system) may be of much use, and in many
cases would develop the traffic to a point at which railway facilities

would become requisite, and feasible, for the further progress of the

district.

(3) Waterways.—Transport by means of canals and water-

ways has been so recently the subject of an exhaustive enquiry

by a Royal Commission, that we do not enter into the question

at all. * We merely refer to the Report of that Commission,

issued in 1909, (Cd. 4979). It leads us to infer that, while

canals would be of great utihty for the carriage of heavy goods

such as gTain and manure, they would not be of much
use for the carriage of produce other than cereals.

Several of our informants refer to the closing of certain canals

and the consequent inconvenience caused. In our opinion,

the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Waterways,
if carried out, would do much to facilitate the progress of

agTiculture, but there would still be a great need for^^the

extension of light railways and road motor services.

* H. of C. 108.
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Section v.—EDUCATION.

The question of rural education is closely associated with

the land question for two reasons : First, because better rural

education is necessary to secure the greatest possible yield

from the land, and secondly because it strengthens the posi-

tion of the labourer in his endeavour to become a Small Holder.

As already indicated in Part III., Chapter I., there is evidence

that much land is not properly cultivated owing to lack

of adequate technical instruction, and in Part II., where

we dealt with the question of the labourer's access to land, we
pointed out that it was not sufficient to make it possible for

him to obtain land unless he possessed the knowledge which

would enable him to put it to good use.

Any attempt to deal adequately with both these aspects of

the subject, would really involve the discussion of all rural

education from the elementary school upwards. After careful

consideration, we have decided that this is not the place for

such a discussion, especially as rural education has just been

made the subject of exhaustive inquiry, as a result of which

many new schemes have already been set on foot. Therefore,

though we have received considerable evidence upon the

matter, we have decided merely to give a brief sketch of the

problems involved, and the recent proposals for dealing with

them.

Rural education may conveniently be dealt with under two

headings :

(a) Research and technical education.

(h) Elementary and secondary education (including evening

continuation classes).

While such a division is convenient, it should be pointed

out that there is considerable overlapping between the two

branches, and that the proper co-ordination of both forms

of education is necessary if the best results are to be obtained.

(a) Technical Education and Research.—In 1907, a Depart-

mental Committee was appointed by the Board of Agriculture

to inquire "as to the orovision which has now been made
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for affording scientific and technical instruction in England

and Wales, and to report whether in view of the practical results

which have already been obtained, the existing facihties for

the purpose are satisfactory and sufficient, and if not, in what
manner they may with advantage be modified or extended."

This Departmental Committee went exhaustively into the

whole question of technical instruction, but decided that

elementary and secondary education were outside the scope

of their reference. In their most interesting Report, 1908

(Cd. 4206), the Committee deal with the history of technical

instruction in agriculture, with the facihties then existing and
also to some extent with the progress of agricultural education

on the Continent and in America.

Subsequently to their Report, a joint Conference was
appointed by the Board of Education and the Board of

Agriculture, to inquire into the whole question of rural

education both technical and elementary. This Conference

has issued periodical reports upon various branches of educa-

tion, the last of which was published in May, 1913.* They
should be read by all those who are interested in the subject,

but it is not necessary to dwell upon those of their reports which
deal with technical education, as the main suggestions in them
have akeady been put into practice. We pass, therefore, to

the arrangements for technical education which have recently

been made.

One administrative difficulty of considerable importance

has recently been satisfactorily adjusted. For some time the

local education authorities have found practical hindrances

arising from the dual control of the Board of Agriculture and
the Board of Education. It has now been arranged that the

* The Reports so far published deal with (i.) County Staffs of Instructors
in Agricultural Subjects, 1910. (ii.) Qualification of Teachers of Rural
Subjects, 1911. Cd. 5773. (iii.) Suggested type of Agricultural School,
1911. Cd. 5774. (iv.) Consolidation of Rural Elementary Schools, 1912.
Cd. 6055. (v.) Courses in Agricultural Colleges, 1912. Cd. 6151. (vi.)

Co-ordination of Agricultui-al Education, 1912. Cd. 6273. (vii.) Manual
Instruction in Rural Elementary Schools and the Individual Examination
of Children in Rural Elementary Schools, 1913. Cd. 6571. (viii.) Manual
Process of Agriculture, 1913. Cd. 6871.
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Board of Education, while continuing to control elementary

and secondary education, should not be responsible for aiding

the agricultural work of local educational authorities. Tech-

nical education is now supervised by the Board of Agriculture.

The latter, however, pointed out that

:

This division of duties does not mean that no agricultural subjects

will be taught in schools aided by the Board of Education. There is

nothing in the arrangement to prevent such subjects forming part of

the approved curriculum of, e.g., the secondary school or of a rural

evening school which aims at providing part time education of boys
and girls for three or four years of the age of thirteen or fourteen.

Classes and courses of instruction wliich the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries will aid are those intended for persons of sixteen or over who
have finished their ordinary school education, and are either pursuing

technical studies with the view of becoming agriculturists or are already

engaged in agriculture and desire to improve their knowledge of the

subject.*

Further, it should be pointed out that the Development
Commission have at their disposal a large amount of money
for the purpose of furthering agricultural research and educa-

tion, and it is mainly to their grants that the Board of Agricul-

ture look for carrying out their schemes of agricultural educa-

tion. A scheme has now been adopted both by the Board of

Agriculture and the Development Commission, providing for

the whole range of technical agricultural education.

This scheme provides, in the first place, for agricultural

research. To this end the Commissioners are granting the

sum of £50,000 per annum, and are assisting various institutes

in different parts of the country at each of which some special

division of research is being undertaken. As they state in

their Second Annual Beport, they divide agricultural science

into eleven main branches, and provide for a systematic re-

search into each of these at one or two institutes devoted to

that subject. They further say :

In determining where these institutes should be the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, and the Commissioners, have taken into account

the desirability of keeping research and education in close touch with

* Report of Board of Agriculture and Fisheries on the Distribution of

Grants for Agricultural Education and Research, 1911-12. (Cd. GGOl),

p. V.
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one another, and also the existence at particular places of a traditional

connection with some particular branch of agricultural science, and of

a staff fitted to deal with it. Care is taken to ensure that the research

shall be into matters which are likely to be of practical, rather than

merely speculative, interest.*

It should be pointed out that

:

Not only are the results o£ the work of all the new research institutes

to be available for agriculturists in any county, but as a consequence of

the establishment of research institutes in England, this country may
now draw upon the results obtained by the investigators of all other

countries in a way that was formerly impossible.|

Of course, research of this kind is of little^ practical value

unless steps are taken to render its results available to the

ordinary farmer. The scheme adopted, therefore, provides for

the division of the whole of the country into twelve areas,

each centred round an agricultural college.J Grants are made
to these colleges to enable them to demonstrate the application

of the results of the research to local conditions and to give

technical advice to local agriculturists.

* Second Annual Report of the Development Commissioners, 1912.

(H. of C. 305), p. 7. Since the above was written the third report of the
Commissioners has been issued which states the institutions definitely se-

lected to undertake research, and the subjects assigned to each : (a) Plant
Physiology.—Imperial College of Science and Technology. (6) Plant
Pathology, Mycological side.—A special department of Kew. (c) Plant
Breeding.—Cambridge University and the John Innes Institution, {d)

Fruit Growing.—The Fruit anfl Cider Institute at Long Ashton (in connection
with Bristol University) and one or two subsidiary stations in Kent and
elsewhere, (e) Plan Nutrition and Soil Problems.—Rothamsted. (/)

Animal Nutrition.—Cambridge University, (g) Animal Pathology.—The
Royal Veterinary College and the Veterinary Laboratory of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, (li) Dairy Investigation.—University College,

Reading, (i) Agricultural Zoology.—The Universities of Manchester ana
Birmingham, one taking Economic Entomology, and the other general
Zoology, especially Helminthology. {j) Economics of Agriculture.—
Oxford University.

t Annual Report of the Board of Agriculture on the Distribution of

Grants for Agricultural Education and Research, 1911-12. (Cd. 6601.)

X The Colleges selected as centres are : Cambridge University, Bristol
University, Reading University College, Harper-Adams Agricultural
College, the University College of North Wales, Bangor, the University
College of Wales, Aberystwyth, the Armstrong College, Newcastle, Leeds
University, the Midland Agricultural College, the South-Eastern Agricul-
tm-al College, the Scale Hayne College, and Manchester University in

association with Holmes Chapel Agricultm-al College.
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As the Development Commissioners say, the above scheme
would be obviously " incomplete without a considerable

extension of a simpler and more immediately practical type of

agricultural education, and a considerable addition to the

existing provision of help and advice of a less purely scientific

kind." To meet this need, the Board of Agriculture have

formulated a scheme for which the Development Commissioners

are making a grant of no less than £325,000 spread over four

years, by which " farm institutes " or " farm schools " will

be established all over the country.

In doing this, the Board and the Commissioners are carrying

out the recommendations in the report of the Departmental

Committee on Agricultural Education published in 190S* to

which reference was made above. In their Second Report

(1912), the Development Commissioners describe the functions

of such farm institutes, which are varied :

The essential characteristics of a farm institute in their view are,

first, tliat it should provide instruction less elaborate, prolonged, and
expensive, and therefore more suitable to the circumstances of the

ordinary farmer and Small Holder, than the education given by the

colleges ; and secondly that it should be the headquarters of the county
agricultural staff, who in one sense will be officers of the institute. Any
place which possesses these two characteristics is an institute in their

sense of the word, and is intended to be eligible for grants under their

recommendations, whether it has a separate material embodiment in

bricks and mortar, or whether it is simply part of an Agricultural

College or of a University. In fact, the more closely it is connected

with the local colleges or university, the better. Nor do they intend

that the courses of instruction to be given at an institute should be all of

one kind. As a general rule, they think that the instruction should

include short winter courses for sons of small farmers, courses in dairy

work, etc., during the spring and summer, and vacation courses for

teachers of rural subjects ; but if a county prefers and shows good

reason for preferring a " farm school," where comparatively young
boys reside and are trained in agriculture, they certainly would not

propose to exclude it from participation in the grant. Lastly, they

have always intended to interpret in the widest sense the words " in-

struction and educational facilities provided by county councils at, or

in connection with, farm schools or institutes." As they have said,

they think that one of the important functions of a farm institute is

Cd. 4206.
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to be the headquarters of the county agricultural staff. The work done
by that staff (including the itinerant lecturers and advisers, as well as

officers who are mainly resident at the institute) is clearly instruction,

and it would be a source of much regret to the Commissioners if it

were supposed that aid from the Development Fund could be earned
in respect of additional teachers at a farm school or institute, but not

of additional lecturers or organisers who are mainly itinerant.

It will be seen, therefore, that farm institutes ape designed

not only to bring scientific agricultural knowledge within the

reach of the smaller farmers, labourers and Small Holders, but

to afford the teachers in elementary and secondary schools

opportunities of obtaining the practical and theoretical know-
ledge necessary to enable them to give a more rural bias to the

education in their schools.

The scheme for the establishment of farm institutes is only

in its initial stage, and various administrative difl&culties must
be surmounted before it can be brought into full operation.

There is much evidence, however, that it is welcomed by
agriculturists of all kinds, who are anxious to profit both by
the short winter courses and by the services of the itinerant

instructors and advisers who will make their headquarters at

the farm institutes.

(h) Elementary and Secondary Education.—^While a satis-

factory scheme has been adopted for dealing with technical

instruction, there still remains the difficult problem of rural

elementary and secondary education.

Many of our informants have expressed strong ^dews upon
the subject of elementary education as it exists at the present

time. Some complain that the child is kept too long at

school, and should be allowed to start work in the fields

sooner. Others suggest that a larger amount of manual
instruction should be given at the school. On the other hand,

some maintain that it is undesirable to give much manual
instruction.

The subject has been carefully considered by the Rural
Education Conference, and its various aspects are dealt with

in their second, third, fourth and seventh reports, namely,
those upon " The Qualification of Teachers of Rural Subjects,"
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** A Suggested Type of Agricultural School," " The Consolida-

tion of Rural Elementary Schools," and " Manual Instruction

in the Rural Elementary Schools,"*

The whole question bristles with serious difficulties, and, as

the Education Conference point out, not the least difficulty

is that of obtaining an adequate supply of teachers qualified

to handle rural subjects.

i^They say in their Second Report :f

In our opinion, the curriculum in rural schools should be less literary

than it is at present, and \vith this object in view, it should be based
upon the employment of manual processes as a method of education,

though it should not be forgotten that the aim of practical instruction

in the elementary schools should always be the general development
of the faculties rather than specialised technical training. The teacher

should be able to make all the school subjects real to the child by
correlating them with such objects as it is familiar with outside the

school, thus keeping it in touch with its environment and with what
life means to it.

They proceed to show the difficulties in the way of obtain-

ing properly qualified teachers, and the steps which are being

taken or should be taken to overcome these obstacles.

The provision of properly, qualified teachers is, of course,

an essential preliminary to any adequate development in

connection with rural elementary education. Even if such

teachers were forthcoming, however, there would still remain
the question of the organisation of the schools in such a

way as to give children the best form of education.

In their Third and Fourth Reports the Rural Education Con-

ference considered whether spscial forms of rural schools

should be started, and whether good results could be obtained

by the consolidation of rural elementary schools. They
briefly describe the methods which have been tried both in this

country and abroad, and recommend further experiment

both in the direction of special types of agricultural schools,

and of the consolidation of rural elementary schools in certain

areas. We would refer to the reports themselves for these

recommendations

.

See above. f Cd. 5773.
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The Seventh Report deals with the introduction of manual
instruction in elementary schools, and points out that during

recent years there has been a considerable increase in the

amount of such instruction. To quote the words of the report

:

From the information placed at our disposal it would appear that

manual instruction as a new subject has been introduced into a very
large number of rural schools by county education authorities. . . .

The provision made b}^ the different counties varies considerably, and
it is to be noticed that while a few counties have aimed at securing

such instruction for the children in a considerable portion of their

schools, in more than one-third of the counties the provision is quite

inadequate.

The report proceeds

:

There are very encouraging signs that the question is receiving the

attention and consideration of many of those who hitherto have taken
no action whatever in this direction.

All the e^ddence that we have received has tended to prove beyond
doubt that where this method of instruction has been introduced into

the rural schools by capable teachers who are in sympathy with it,

the result has been entirely beneficial. The children have acquired
more initiative, have been able to express themselves more readily,

and have shown increasing interest and intelligence in their work.
The ordinary subjects taught have been more real to the children,

and as a consequence the lessons have been more lasting owing to the
fact that things in which they were interested in their daily life have
been used as a means of teaching them. The development of the chil-

dren's faculties has been helped by the fact that they have been given
work to do which they have recognised as definitely useful, with the

result that they have become more adaptable for their work in after

life. Several of our witnesses have laid stress upon the success with
which the method has been employed in teaching children who have
hitherto been considered to be dull or backward. The parents, too,

have welcomed the method employed, and have become more interested

in what their children have been taught.

The position may be summed-up in the words of the

Mernormidum on the Principles and Methods of Rural Education

issued by the Board of Education, 1911 :

There has been, of late j^ears, a very considerable movement among
teachers, managers, and County Authorities, towards the improvement
of the teaching in rural schools. The aim has been to make it more
practical, and to give it a^more distinctly rural bias ; to base it upon
what is familiar to country children, and to direct it so that they may
become handy and observant in their country surroundings.
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In view of the fact that the matter is being dealt with by
the Rural Education Conference at the present time, we
do not need further to discuss the subject. We conclude,

however, by saying that in our opinion the provision of the

right form of elementary education in the rural districts is

as important as the provision of adequate technical instruction

of a higher type ; and that until the labourer's son can acquire

a good education, he will not have those opportunities of be-

coming a successful Small Holder which should be available for

him.
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V.

—

General Futility of Alternative Policies.

I.—THE TRUE LAND PROBLEM.

It is generally admitted that land values absorb a large

proportion of the wealth created by a

community; and that one result of the ^^?^^j^P*|^" °^

resultant rise in the cost of the use of land j^^^^ Vafues
is to check the natural and normal pro-

duction of wealth.

It is further agreed that all improvements in means of
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transport and communication ; all private, municipal, or

national undertakings giving greater facilities for exchange
and for the quicker and better distribution

bocial
^£ commodities—railways, harbours, steam-

lead to a Rise'
ships and the like ; all scientific develop

-

in Land Values, ments which lessen the difficulties and the

costs of production— as the application

of better machinery in manufacture or of better manures
in agriculture ; all improvements in industrial organisa-

tion, whether of labour or of administration ; that all these

developments, and, indeed, all social, economic and national

progress, cause, and are reflected in, a general rise in land

values.*

It will not, for example, be questioned that the effect of a

revolution in agricultural methods, by which
Effect of ^^Q |^j^(j q£ ^^q country could be made to

Agricultural
yi^ld, for the same expenditure of capital

Methods, and labour, double the present produce, would

be to increase very largely rural land values
;

and that that increase would tend to absorb the whole of

the advantages due to the new process.f
In any community the rise of land values is continuous

and inevitable. It is not, indeed, uniform.
Aggregate of The value of some land may remain stationary
Land Values in

^^ f^jj i^^^^ ^^^ aggregate value must rise
a Progressive -.i i i . i • t

Country must ^^^^ general progress and the mcrease of

rise. wealth and population. Thus the value of

Enghsh rural land decHned during the latter

half of the nineteenth century. But that fall was more
than, compensated by the concurrent rise in industrial

* " The economical progress of a society constituted of landlord8,capitalists

and labourers, tends to the progressive enrichment of the landlord class."

Mill, ' Pol. Econ.' IV. iii. 5.

" Anything that promotes the prosperity of the people promotes also, in

the long run, that of the owners of the soil."—Marshall :
" Principles of

Economics," p. 722.

t
" Agricultural improvement, then, is always ultimately . . . beneficial

to the landlord. We may add, that when it takes place in (the usual)

manner, it, is beneficial to no one else."—Mill, IV., iii. 5.
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areas.* And even the fall of agricultural rents was small in

comparison with the rise that liadl followed the agricultural

revolutions of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.f

Under the present system that portion of the national

product which is thus absorbed by land values is withheld

from the general use of the nation.

No private individuals^ save the owners of land value, are

permitted thus to monopolise and secure for

their peculiar advantage the benefits of Monopolisation
j_ O £ "O G4- -C

general progress. Even an inventor, whose
p^^^l^^^l

own genius contrives some means for in- allowed to

creasing human productivity, is only allowed anyone else,

his patent rights for a limited number of

years. After that time we deny him any claim to monopoly,

and insist that, so far as he is concerned, the fruits of

his ingenuity shall be thrown into the common stock for the

benefit of all.

Yet all the time the community is being excluded, not for

a term of years but in perpetuity, from the

enjoyment of a large portion of those fruits. .* ^^P®'^'

In the common interest we take the new Landowners,
values from their inventor and begetter,

only to acquiesce in a large portion of them being taken again

by private individuals, who have had no vestige of a share

in creating them, but who happen t-o own and control the

land of the country.

The absorbent power of land has, as already noted, a

further indirect deleterious effect. For there

is a continual tendency for the increase in
Limitation of

1 J , , , • • . ,1 -1 Production a
land value to anticipate the social progress Result.
which causes it. The owners place upon
their land prices not justified by its present usefulness : the

use of the land is checked and the production of wealth restricted.

* ** Taken altogether, the money rental of England's soil is probably twice
as high, and its real rental three or four times as high as it was when the
corn laws were repealed."—Marshall, p. 722 n.

t "The agricultural money rent of England was £6,000,000 in 1000,
£16,000,000 in 1770, £30,000,000 in 1810, £50,000,000 in 1873, £45,000,000
now."—Sturge, quoted by Marshall, p. 722,
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The joint result of these two phenomena has been very

largely to nullify the advantages which
Improvement should have accrued to the community from
of Condition , i • x . i, i i . . •

of Masses ^^® economic progress ot the last two centuries.

Checked. The condition of Hving of the workers has, it

is true, been improved, but the improvement
has been scarcely more than the inevitable minimum, entirely

disproportionate to the possibiHties opened up by the revolution

in methods of production and distribution.

Nor is any adequate and satisfactory improvement of social

conditions possible while the absorption of
Real Improve- wealth by the owners of land values and the
ment impossible •/ i.v -i. ,• s. j i.- x.-

under Present
concomitant hmitation oi production continue.

System. Therefore if the existence of this communal
value of land is admitted—and to deny it is

to repudiate the united authority of every

OVectl^of
economist of repute—and if the evils of the

Real Land exploitation of land for the private advantage

Reform. of individuals is recognised, it follows that no

scheme of land reform is real unless it deals

radically with these essential points ; namely, the restoration

to the people of the communal value of the land and the

prevention of its future exploitation by individuals for private

ends, with the consequent Hmitation of production.

II.—PROPOSED SOLUTIONS.

The objects of any attempt to deal with the problem out-

Hned above must therefore be :

Objects of /^\ rpj^g
securing for the community ol

Radical Land ,, ^ ^ ,,
^

, . , , • /
Reform those communally created values which are

at present absorbed by land and acquired 1»\

individuals to the detriment of the general welfare.

(6) The prevention of the limitation of production which

arises from the forcing of land prices above the value of the

present use by individuals anxious to obtain personal profits.

Two methods of effecting these object?
Methods have been proposed. The taxation of land
ropose

values, and the nationalisation of land.
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III—THE TAXATION OF LAND VALUES.

(a) The Single Tax.

The advocates of the drastic policy of taxation of land

values as suggested by Henry George would

leave the ownership and control of land in Single Tax-

private hands, but would use the fiscal
Nationalisation

machinery of the State to take from the owners,
^yi^liout

without compensation, the greater part or Compensation,

the whole of the " unimproved "—or com-

munal—value of the land. In short, their plan is to nationalise

—not land, but rents, and to do so without compensation.*

To this Policy there are two main objections.

In the first place, it is avowedly confiscatory.

The single taxers refuse to recognise any Objections,

prescriptive or equitable right in the present

owners of land value. Where land is concerned Confiscatory,

they assert, with Proudhon, that property is

theft, and that the community has the right to take back,

without payment or compensation, that which has been

wrongly taken from it in the past.

Now the loss resulting from the confiscation of a considerable

proportion of private property in land, and
from the consequent sudden depreciation of ^^^^^^ ^!

land values, would not be restricted to a single
wide-spread,

class of landowners. It would be felt by
many others besides the immediate owners of the soil.

Through the agencies of mortgages, building societies,

insurance companies, etc., large numbers of people of all

classes possess a considerable indirect interest in landed

property, and would be hard hit by any confiscatory measure.

Moreover the ramifications and interweavings of credit

are so complex and so far-spreading that

any sudden depreciation of an important 7^ ?!
^^

class of property must have disastrous conse-

quences which would be felt by the whole community.

* *' It is not necessary to confiscate land ; it is only necessary to confiscate

rents."—H. George " Progress and Poverty," p. 288,

2F
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The conditions in England, it may be noted, are entirely

incomparable with those in any new country,
Case of New where land values are, as it were, in process
Countnes not r £ j.- j i t t. c

Comparable. ^* lormation and so lower, and credit far

less involved in them than here.*

The reahsation or the fear of these conse-
Wide-spread quences must antagonize numerous interests

IiKJvitable
^^ ^^^ sections of the community. Besides,

it would take many years to reconcile the

sense of equity of the electorate to any drastic measure of

confiscation, however little public sympathy the land-owning

interest could be shown to deserve. And during that period

the increment in the value of the land would probably have

been greater than the compensation which the single tax

scheme was designed to avoid.

But the single tax scheme, even if practicable, would
be insufficient to effect a solution of the

Futile Because problem. While taking for the community a

L°^d w Id
large share of the values in the possession of

Be Left in landowners, it would leave in the hands of

Private Hands, individuals the control over the use of land,

and with it the power of re-absorbing in many
different forms the values annexed by the tax. And the con-

tinued exercise of that power by self-regarding individuals

involves the continuation of the checks upon production. It

is the removal of power from the individual and its vesting

in the community which is the essential thing. And this

cannot be secured by mere taxation.

(b) Moderate Taxation of Land Values and

Land Nationalisation.

The policy of the single tax and the policy of land national-

isation on equitable terms outlined below are evidently

incompatible. But the idea entertained by many supporters

* Cf. "The greatest danger from the collapse of land values, viz., that
it may affect the position of the banks, does not exist in Canada."

—

Tlte

Times Financial Supplement, August 16th, 1913, p. 13.
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of a moderate taxation of land values, that their more prac-

ticable proposals are irreconcilable with State
• •/• r 1 J • Moderate Land

acquisition of land is an erroneous one.
Value Taxation

They make two suggestions : js^ot Ino'om-

(a) That local rates should be levied, not on patible With

the present assessment, but on a site value Nationalisation,

basis. ^ p J

(b) That a small tax should be levied on all ^^

site values, the proceeds of which should go to the national

exchequer.

Each of these proposals could be carried out without any

interference by or with the acquisition of the

land by the State. Both Possible

First, in the case of rates. The transference Simultaneously

from improved values to site values could be ?v . ^^f'
eSected at once on all land which remains for

the moment in private hands. And in the

case of land taken over by the State before the Rating of

rating reform had come into effective operation, ^^*® Values,

the valuation on which the compensation is

based* would be calculated on the assumption that the

property was subject, not to the existing rates, but to those

which it would bear under a site value system. The local

authorities would then receive from the State annually the

amount of the new rate.

So too with the tax. If public opinion favours a moderate

national tax on site values, on the ground that

it would be equitable to take back for the National Tax

community by taxation a portion .of the on Site Values,

communal values now in private hands, similar

arrangements can be made. On lands not taken over at

once the tax would be collected, while in the case of lands

acquired immediately the valuation would be based on the

assumption that such a tax would be levied. The State

would then obtain, in the reduced cost of acquisition, the

precise value of the proposed tax.

* See below, p. 466.
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The whole scheme of nationalisation could therefore

M fl'fi f f
^® adapted, if necessary, to satisfy the

Nationalisation supporters of a moderate taxation of land

Scheme. values.

IV.—LAND NATIONALISATION.

(a) Advantages and Objections.

Dismissing, therefore, the single tax scheme, but not neces-

sarily the proposals for a moderate taxation of land values,

we turn to the suggestion that the State should
Nati^onahsation become itself owner of the soil, exercising all

Terms"^
^ ^ ^^^ powers of a landlord, the transference being

effected with as little disturbance of credit and

as little penalisation of existing owners as is possible.

The objections advanced to the single tax
Not Confis-

proposals evidently do not apply here. There

is no confiscation, no hard treatment of indi-

viduals, no disturbance of credit, no legitimate antagonisation,

either of powerful interests or of public opinion.

And the State, acquiring full control of the land, would ac-

quire full power over all future increment in

Effective. land value. The absorption by private inter-

ests of the results of economic progress, and
the resultant checking of production, would both be prevented.

The way would be open for a rapid economic development of

which the benefits would go to the whole nation.

The usual objections urged against the policy of nationalisa-

tion with compensation are :

Objections

:

^-
j

rpj^^^ -^ would be useless, since the nation

Useless. would have to pay in interest what it is no

paying in rent.

Speculative. (ii.) That it would be, from the State's poin

.
of view, a highly speculative transaction.

Expensive.
^-jj^

rpj^^^ -^ ^^^^j^ ^^^^-j ^ j^^^^y burden

Complicated. o^ ^^^ Exchequer.

(iv.) That it would necessitate a gigantic

financial operation.

J
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(6) Certainty of Increment in Land Values.

Of these criticisms, the first two ignore the fuRdamental

fact of the inevitable increment in land values.

The State would be purchasing a property But Certainty

certain to increase in value. The aggregate ^^ Increment

economic rent of the country must rise,* ^ ^^
^^

,

^^

and for the nation to commute its future Useful,

rent obligations on the basis of existing rents

and values would be very good business.

Had the operation been carried through half a century

or a century ago, the profit would have

been enormous. And the increment in the jj^^^^^^^^^ ^^

next hundred years, as the Chancellor of the ^^^^^ in^

^^^^

Exchequer has pointed out, is equally sure.f Urban and
The rise in actual urban values may be Suburban

comparatively slight. There may even be a I^and.

fall in some districts of the large town. But the improved

communications and the consequent decentrahsation of

population which may cause this fall, are producing a far

greater appreciation of values on the outsldrts of the urban

and industrial districts. + The Chancellor of the Exchequer
has pointed out as recently as July 29th, 1913, that the

* See Marshall and Mill, as above, pp. 1 and 2.

t
" As wealth increases . . . you are bound to get an appreciation in

the value of land in this country."—House of Commons, July 29th, 1913.

J The investigation has shown this very strikingly. Note, for example,
amongst many others, the reports from Birmingham and Portsmouth :

Birmingham.—Public improvements and services have been continuous,
to the great advantage of urban and subm-ban land values.

At Erdington thirty years ago it was desolate, and less than Id. per
yard leasehold. The trams have gone there recently, and the land is now
4s. to 6s. a yard leasehold. Ten years ago the land was up to £100 an acre.

In view of the trams, the Fentham Trustees have bought land at £150 an
acre, and in a few years this will double in value.

This applies all round the outskirts, and concrete cases are unnecessary.
Surely the question answers itself in every large industrial city.

Portsmouth.—The necessity for land for building piu-poses caused by
the expansion of the borough, has increased the price of land on its out-
skirts from £250 to £2,000 per acre.
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tendency of urban populations to spread over a wider area

must in itself increase the aggregate of land values.*

Urban and suburban values are then increasing^ and

must continue to increase. The fears as to
Fears of

^j^^ wisdom 01 nationahsation from the

Agricultural
financial point of view are, however, based

Land. rather on the decline of agricultural land

values in the last quarter of the nineteenth

century. This fall, it is argued, will probably continue ; rural

land will steadily depreciate in value, and the State will find

itselt burdened with a steadily increasing deficit in respect

of this side of the transaction.

* *' The value of land is bound to appreciate in this country, not merely
because of the increase of population, but also because of the increase in

the demand for open spaces and for more room. It is not merely that

there are more houses, but also that the houses are consuming more land
than they did in the old time."—House of Commons, July 29th, 1913.

t The steady increase (with occasional slight fluctuations due to special

causes) in urban land values is beyond all dispute. The following examples
have been culled at random from investigators' reports :

Peterborough.—Speaking generally, the commercial property in the

city has appreciated 60 per cent, during the last twenty-five years.

Merthyr.—It may be definitely stated that in many instances values

are probably from ten to twenty times as great as those of fifty years ago.

Luton.—Land in the middle of the town has increased 100 per cent,

or more in value during the last fifteen years. Plots upon the outskirts

are probably 25 per cent, dearer than similar plots were fifteen years back.

Eastbourne.—Houses and shops, the original cost of which was £2,400,

are now changing hands at as many thousands.

Cardiff.—To-day rents are about 8 per cent, above the standard of

twenty years ago.

Blackburn.—During the last fifty years there has been a great and
general increase in values ; roughly, they have trebled in that period.

Bootle.—The site of the borough was bought in 1724 for about £7,000.

The most conservative estimate of the annual income of the Derby estate

from this property to-day may safely be put at not less than £100,000.

The capital value—having regard to the under-development of the greater

part of the area, cannot be put at less than between £3,000,000 and
£4,000,000.

It may be further noted that the rateable value of urban areas in

England and Wales rose from £157,913,173 in 1908 to £165,187,914 in 1912.

Local Taxation Returns, 1911-12. This increase is no doubt partly ac-

counted for by new buildings and improvements

—

but it must represent

also a considerable rise in actual land values.
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But the weight of the evidence is entirely contrary to this

opinion. Agricultural land values are already

rising ; and their recovery is no temporary -^^* '^S"^"^'

phenomenon. It is due to the removal of one of A^if t> -.^^"^f
1 1 • c 1-11 1 • r n -^^ KlSmg.
the chief causes which brought about their fall.

The dechne in agricultural prices and in agricultural rents

was due in the main to two things—the

abolition of Protective duties and the com- Cause of

petition of vast acres of virgin soil in the Temporary

New World. To-day the supply of untilled Decline

fertile soil is almost at an end. "We Disappearing,

cannot for the future depend upon dirt cheap

wheat raised by scratch farming on virgin soil, and as a

consequence the price of wheat will rise."* The New World
is developing its own urban populations which will absorb a

great proportion of its food products. The conditions of

thirty years ago have passed away for ever, and with them the

temporary depreciation in the value of English agricultural

land. "As the best parts of the New World" says Marshall,

get taken up, there will probably be a rise in the value of

almost all land."t

Other causes are also operating to produce a rise. British

farming for years past has been, on the whole,

unbusinesshke and inefficient. The soil to- Application of

day is not producing more than a fraction of ^r!?*
j ^^'ll

its potential yield.{ With an improvement j^j.[^cr incre-
in the general standard of farming brought ment.

about by improved agricultural education,

a rise in rural land values is certain. Moreover, alongside

* Money : " Riches and Poverty " (1910), p. 246.

t
" Principles of Economics," p. 686 n.

X A considerable quantity of the soil of the country might be made to

retvurn at least twice as much as it does at present.—Report on Small
Holdings, 1910, p. 5.

We should be able to produce half of the supply of wheat necessary
to us. . . . We do, in fact, only produce one-fifth of that amount. . . .

You have only to contrast the best farmed land with that which is less

well farmed or badly farmed.—Lord Lansdo^vne, Matlock, June 23rd, 1913.

See also Prince Kropotkin ;
" Fields, Factories, and Workshops," chaps,

iii, iv, and v.
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with progress in agricultural education there is progress in

agricultural scientific research. Scientific methods are being

appHed to the solution of the problems of agiiculture. The
biologist, the physicist and the bacteriologist are already

making their influence felt. Their work is certain to result

in the neaa: future in a great increase in the productivity of

land. And increase in productivity will bring increase in

value.*

A large increase in the values both of urban (including

suburban) and of agricultural land may then

be counted as certain. But it must be noted

further that the substitution of public for

private ownership will still further enhance

this increase.

In the first place, there is to-day a Hmita-

tion of production due to the desire of every

landowner to force up the value of particular

plots of land. The withholding of land from

use may be, or may appear to be, good

business for the individual owner of a par-

ticular piece of land. For the State as

owner of the whole land of the country it would clearly be

very bad business ; for any limitation of production, though

it may enhance values in particular places must clearly, by
limiting the aggregate wealth, lower, or hinder the rise of,

the aggregate land value of the country.

With the establishment of public ownership then, all de-

liberate withholding of land from use would

cease, and an increase both in production and

in the rents received by the State would be

obtained.

Moreover, further increases may be antici-

pated from improvements in administration

both in the country and in the towns.

Public Ownei-
ship Will

Accelerate

Increase in

Value.

^Aggregate In-

crease Now
Checked by
Withholding
of Land From
Use.

This Will

Disappear
lender Public

Ownership.

Improved
Administration.

As science begins to be applied to agricultural problems. . . . you
are bound to get an appreciation. ... I am perfectly certain that, once
that is done, the value of agricultural land . . . will go up.—Chancellor

of the Exchequer. House of Commons, July 2yth, iyi3.
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The under-productivity of English agricultural land is

traceable as well to inefficient landlordism

as to inefficient farming. Through lack of Object of

ability or foresight, and even more frequently ^*^*^ ^^^"n^^^'

through lack of capital, the landlord does not ^^ Maximise
or cannot fulfil his functions adequately. Production.

Little attempt is made to secure the culti-

vation of the soil to the full extent of its potentialities. It is

starved or neglected, and cultivation suffers. But the chief

purpose of State administration would be to ensure, in the

interests of the whole community, that the land was made to

yield the maximum amount which it is capable of pro-

ducing?.*

There would be no further starving of the land. The
tenant farmer under the State would be able to obtain his

improvements or the capital to effect improvements, not in-

deed on uneconomic, but on better terms than any private

landlord could give. Agriculture would no longer languish for

lack of sufficient capital.

And in the towns also development is strangled by short-

sighted landlordism—more especially in areas

where the land is in the hands of a number of Restrictions on

small men. A State administration working .
^Z,^'^P^^^„.... -

"

-^ m To\\Tis will
with a single eye to the common good would j^g Removed.
remove these checks, with the inevitable result

of increasing general wealth and consequently increasing still

further the value of the national land.

A steady and progTessive increase in aggregate value of the

land of the country is therefore assured ; an
increase which will be actually neater under p^^^^ral Rapid

a system of national ownership than it would ^^^.^ Certain
be under a continuance of private landlordism.

And this certainty nullifies the risk and ensures the enormous

advantages of nationalisation.

* Cf. the Prime Minister. " It is surely our business as a nation to devise

some means of developing,both in amount, in quality and in kind, the whole
total of our agricultural production." Birmingham, July 21st, 1913.
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(c) THE Financial Problem.

It remains to consider the financial aspects of the transaction

and the charge it would entail on the Ex-
Financial chequer.
Aspects.

j^ ^j^^ ^^g^ pl^^^ -^ should be noted that all

that would take place would be a transfer of

T ' nTfer of
obligations. The State would become liable

Obligations. for annual payments equivalent to a fair rate

of interest on the value of the land— equal

therefore in the majority of cases to the present net rents.

But as against this liability it would be receiving its rent?

from the tenants.

The two amounts would balance and there would remain

as a charge upon the Exchequer only the

Only Charge annual provision for a sinking fund to pay
on Exchequer. off within a reasonable number of years the

capital value of the land, and a further sum
equal to the difference between the net rents and a reasonable

rate of interest in the case of lands which have a speculative or

anticipatory value disproportionate to their present rental value.

This charge would not be heavy, nor need the acquisition

of the land, if spread over a suitable period,

Not Heavy. involve any unwieldy financial operation
;

and obviously it would be essential for ad-

ministrative reasons that the acquisition should be gradual.

The payment of cash for the lands acquired is clearly out of

the question. To provide the iiecessaiy
Cash Payment

jj^g^ey from revenue would be impracticable

except on a uselessly small scale. The

raising of a big Land Loan may also be dismissed as impossible.

Payments to the landowners whose property
Payments may is acquired must therefore be by annuity. Two
be Either by methods appear possible. Either to make the
Termmable or .,. ^ i t i

•
i . j.-l

by Perpetual annuities perpetual and equal m value to the

Annuities. present annual value of their interest. In

this case they would have to be redeemed

by the operation of an ordinary sinking fund. Or the
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annuities miglit be made terminable and include in themselves

provision for a sinking fund which would

recoup the landowner within the period of 'terminable

,1 • ^ * Annuities
their currency.

, ,. ,
Preferable,

The latter scheme is probably the more
sound from the financial point of view.

(d) The Proposed Scheme.

A .plan for acquisition based upon a scheme of terminable

annuities might be worked out somewhat on
the following hues :

^ Proposal.

The acquisition and administration of the

lands will be entrusted to one or more Govern- Administra-

ment departments. Probably two will be tion.

essential, since urban and rural land will need
somewhat different treatment, corresponding to the difference

between the urban and rural tenure systems now prevaiUng.

In urban areas it will only be necessary and advisable to

take over the value and control of the bare

site, leaving all buildings and improvements Differentiation

, 1 T T • li 1 xJetween Urbanm private hands. In agricultural areas, ^^^ Rural
however—where the line of demarcation Land,

batween site values and improvement values

is less definite, where the landlord is iLsually owner of

permanent improvements as well as sites, and where he is in

some measure a partner with the tenant—it will be necessary

to take over the whole of his interest. The State will then

occupy his place and fulfil his various economic functions.

For this side of the work the Board of Agriculture would
probably be the most suitable body. For the ^

management of m-ban lands it would seem
^u^lo^'r^ies

necessary to establish a new department.

Possibly for mines and quarries a third separate body
might be needed.

A joint board or committee might be entrusted with the

allocation of land to the proper department in , -d ,

doubtful cases, and with transfers from one
to the other rendered necessary by changing conditions.
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It may be pointed out here that the expenses of administra*

tion will be no new burden. They will have
Economies in

|^ggj^ taken into consideration in the calcula-

ma^be^
^^ ^^^

^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ rents on which the annuities

Anticipated. are based, and will be defrayed, as now, out

of the gross rents which the State will receive.

Moreover, the transfer of land from the control of a multi-

tude of individuals to a single department must result in

considerable economies of administration, similar to those

effected by the amalgamation of small businesses into larger

undertakings.

For the acquisition of land by the departments two powers

D^^,.„„ ^f will be desirable :

rowers of
/ v » • i <.

• , i i •

Acquisition. (^) ^ right 01 -pre-emption whenever land is

offered for sale.

(b) A more general right of compulsory purchase.

. The payments to be made to the owners

Payments ^^^^^ ^® based on a fair valuation of the

interests being acquired by the State.* There

will be two values to be considered :

(a) The present net rental value of the property.

(h) Its capital value.

In some cases

—

e.g., agricultural land with prospective

building value or other land with an immediate

Special Cases. prospect of exceptional increment—these two

figures will be quite distinct and unconnected

with each other. Such cases will need rather different treat-

ment.

Taking ordinary land first, where the capital value is ba^jed on

^ ,. -^ , the present rentalvalue, the terminable annuity
Ordinary Land.

i i ^ .i -n u -r ^ i /
payable to the owner will be, it we postulate

a sinking fund of J.per cent. :

* In the ca^es of mortgaged land, the interests of mortgagor and mort-

gagee will both have to be considered, and the payments divided equitably

between them.
It will also be essential to take over the interests of 999 year leaseholder'^

and here again an allocation of payments will be needed.
So, too, in the case of land subject to chief rents or similar paymontj^.
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(Present net rental value + J per cent, of present capital

value).*

These annuities, on the assumption that the landowner can

invest at 4 per cent, will run for seventy-two

years; on a 3i per cent, basis, for seventy- Duration of
•^.

, ,

' "^ ^ -^ Annuities,
eight years.

In the case of land with prospective as well as present values

this will have to be modified. And for present

net rental value we must substitute a sum ^^^^ ^^ \^^

whieh would include the present annual value y^^^gg^
^^^

of the anticipated future rents : Probably 3

or 3 J per cent, of the capital value would be a reasonable

amount. To place it higher would be to favour unduly the

owner of undeveloped land.

Further, the " present values " referred to may be either

values at the time of acquisition or values in

some year taken as a basis. The adoption of ^5*?^. . ^

the second method has the advantage that it a ^^^^ year "

would secure for the community all increment

accruing between the base year and the time of acquisition

of the land. To ensure this fully it would, of course, be

necessary to deduct, in calculating the landowner's interest,

any increase in rents (not due to his own improvements)

received by him between the two dates.

For purpose of comparison it may be noted that the amount
paid by the New Zealand Government for

lands acquired compulsorily is : Unimproved New Zealand,

value as in valuation roll, + 10 per cent, of

total value up to £50,000 and 5 per cent, above that amount,
-{- 2 per cent, for compensation for compulsorily taking).

f

In dealing with a proposal which involves, as this does, a

liabihty for a large annual money payment over a long

* If it is insisted that an increase in agricultural wages is essential,

that it would lower rents, and that the burden of this should be borne not
wholly by the State, but partly by the present landowners, allowance
could be made for it in computing net rents and values. It is a debatable
point, but here it is sufficient to point out that whatever the decision,
the acquisition scheme can be adapted to meet it.

t " New Zealand Year Book" (19U), p. 738,
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term of years, it becomes desirable to take account of

possible variations in the purchasing power
Variation m ^f nioney. It has often been urged by

Power of
^ economists that these variations should

Money. be considered in the calculation of " deferred

liabilities," but, except in a few primitive

cases,* no attempt has been made to put their suggestions

into practice.

But in the transaction we are discussing desirabiUty becomes
an imperative need. The basis of the finance

Would Affect of the proposal is the balancing of the rents

Annuities. receivable by the State against the obligation

to pay annuities to the present owners. The
annuities, if no provision is made for variations in price level,

will remain fixed in terms of money. The rents will be

affected by any general price movement.
So on the one hand an increase in the general level of prices,

diminishing the purchasing power of fixed

Effects of annuities, would inflict injustice on the

Variations. annuitants—who, be it noted, would in many
cases have become annuitants compulsorily.

And on the other hand, a general fall in prices, with a con-

comitant fall in money rents, would, though not affecting the

real value of the land, saddle the State- with a heavy monetary

deficit. In a transaction of so great magnitude the risk is

clearly too great to be run. For, though the probabihty

appears at the moment to point rather to a decrease than to

an increase in the purchasing power of money, it is only a

probability, not in the least approximating to certainty.

It will be essential, then, that the annuities shall be so

modified as to represent at any time the same
Some Allowance purchasing power as their money value at the
forthemEssential.^.^^

of the acquisition of the land.

Index Numbers. ^he means of doing this is provided by

index numbers which, calculated for any

* e.g., The calculation of tithe on the basis of wheat prices. The

Dutchman, Graswinckel, argued in the seventeenth ronf ury for the calcu

lation of rents in terms of corn.
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year by a weighted average of the money prices of the

principal articles of general consumption, show with fair

accuracy the general price level and the general purchasing

power of money at the time.

An annuity bond will then be a promise to pay in any year :

(The money value of the annuity at the time

of acquisition) X (the index number of the ^ ^^^1^
°^

year of payment) -f (the index number of the

year of acquisition or of the "base year," vide supra p. 461.)

The suitability of the index numbers in current use (the

Board of Trade's, the Economist's, Sauerbeck's) for this

purpose, or the selection of an alternative

method of calculation, is a point which could ^^'^^^ of ^Q

be decided by a representative committee of
j^^j^jj^j.

economists.

It might, moreover, be desirable, for administrative reasons,

that the alteration of the money-value of

annuities should be effected only at intervals
6^^?f^®^*^

of five or ten years instead of annually. No Annual Quin-
serious risk would be run, if the period of quennial, or

revision were not too long. Decennial.

The Habilities of the Exchequer under this

scheme will therefore be : LkSi^f
(a) The temporary loss on lands not having

an immediate rental value equivalent to their capital value.

This would be of short duration; would decrease rapidly;

would not be large ; and would be only a reasonable business

price for the expectation of increase in the immediate future.

(h) An annual payment for seventy-two or seventy-eight

years of \ per cent, on the capital value of

the land acquired. Value of

The total value of the land of Great Britain ^^ *

we do not yet know accurately. But probably £4,000,000,000

(includins^ amcultural improvements) is an ,r •

outside figure. Mr. Chiozza Money estimates Amount of

it at considerably below this.* Sinking Fund.

* " Riches and Poverty " (Edition, 1910), pp. 81-86.
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Will Only
be Reached
Gradually.

Will be Partly

Paid out of

Increment.

And Will

Decrease
Steadily after

Reaching.

Maximum.

i per cent, on £4,000,000,000 gives £10,000,000 per

annum as the maximum amount of the

sinking fund.*

But even this j&gure will not be reached

until the whole of the land has been acquired.

And meanwhile, the total value of the land

already nationahsed will, as already shown,

be rising steadily. There will be a growing

surplus to the State, which will be applied to

the reduction of the sinking fund.

No accurate quantitative estimate is, of

course, possible. We can only say that the

Treasury hability, small in the first few years,

will grow as more and more land is acquired,

will reach a maximum of something under

£10,000,000 per annum when the transfer is

completed, and will thereafter decrease steadily, possibly

disappearing entirely even before the termination of the

annuity period.

(e) The Results of the Policy.

The transfer of the land to communal ownership and

control will secure at the same time the

objects of a policy designed only to remedy
the immediate and more prominent griev-

ances associated with the present system.

Agi'iculture is stagnant to-day because of

the want of capital, because of the want of

co-operation, because of the want of wise

control, and of proper exploitation in the

common interest.

The whole population has a deep concern in the abimdance

.
-p^

, . , and the quahty of the products of the soil.

Concern. Surely then it is the duty of the State to

protect the needs of the vast industrial

* If annuities based on index numbers are adopted, this, of course,

means " a sum equivalent in purchasing power to £10,0(X),000 at the time of

ewjq^uisition,"

Immediate
Grievances

Would be

Remedied.

Stagnation of

Agriculture.
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population, and to control and direct the exploitation of this

essential service.

A national administration, working not on the traditional

lines of private landlordism, but with a

single eye to " developing both in amount, Would be

in quahty and in kind, the whole total of our g+^f ^d-
^

agricultural production,"* would insist on ministration,

good husbandry, on the use of the best im-

provements and methods of modern science. It would
supply to its tenants on reasonable but business-like terms, a

sufficiency of capital. It would organise co-operation. It

would utiUse land now unused because of the improvidence

or the impecuniosity, the incompetence or the caprice, of a

private owner.

Satisfactory conditions of life and labour will be provided

for the workers on the land. The rural

housing problem will be solved by the State's Rural Labour
•

, J- I, • 1- -J. and Housing
carrymg out on ordmary busmess unes its

Questions
duties as owner of the land. Would be

Above all, it will be possible to secure for Settled,

the first time the full exploitation of the

agricultural resources of the country, and so

to secure the enormous increase in production ^^^^ Exploita-

necessary to meet the needs of the people ^^^^^^^1
generally. It is most of all in the interests Resources

of the whole body of consumers that the Possible,

change to State control is necessary.

As in the country, so in the towns. The undevelopment
and under-development of land can be

stopped at once. All existing areas of Urban Prob-

undeveloped or under - developed land ^^% ousmg

can be made immediately available for planning,
development. The housing problem will be

solved. For it will be possible to extend all the cities

to any circumference, and to establish all those sanitary,

pleasant and aesthetic conditions which are planned to-day,

The Prime Minister, ubi supra,

2G
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only for it to prove impossible to carry them into effect. The
towns will spread on land belonging to the people : and
instead of rising land values being a barrier to progress, the

inhabitants will enjoy the increment created by their own
genius, activities and resources.

For under a system of communal ownership the increased

land-values come automatically back into
Increment ^^^ common fund. All municipal and national
A-yQ-iJQ K|p for •

Further improvements will thus pay for themselves,

Improvements. 3,nd will yield a surplus which will ultimately

become available for further improvements.
And a vast and continually increasing fund will be at the

disposal of the State.

The fund thus available will ultimately suffice as well for

all local as for all national purposes, a
Available for sufficient portion of its rent being returned

L''\\4i?-''Thus
^^ ^^^^ locality for the use of its local

Solvine ^Rating services. The rating problem will thus have

Questions. disappeared.

It has already been noted* that the

adoption of a policy of State acquisition of land would

not in the least interfere with the carrying
Immediate q^^ ^f immediate reforms in the rating

PossiWe
^ ^^^ system designed to meet immediate grievances

and iniquities.

The transfer of the land to the State would thus provide

the means, and in fact the only means, for
Fundamental ^^^ j,g^j solution of these various problems.

Q^j.Q^ And at the same time it will strike directly

and effectively at the root of the evils dis-

cussed in the first part of this Memorandum. Under a

system of national ownership the absorption of wealth

by private individuals would cease at once. And all the

future increased wealth, all the advantages of scientific

improvements in methods of production and of transport, of

developments in industrial organisation, of all the great

* Bee above, p. 451.
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advances whose advent we can foresee so clearly, will be felt,

and enjoyed and possessed by the whole people.

(/) General View of the Policy.

New Zealand, with a revenue of about £10,000,000,

spends over £500,000 a year upon land pur-

chase, and finds the investment profitable.* New Zealand

The revenue of the United Kingdom is Expenditure.

£196,000,000.

We squandered £250,000,000 light-heartedly in the needless,

profitless buccaneering of the Boer War

—

a sum equivalent to a permanent annual Expenditure

burden of some £9,000,000, in recompense of on Wars,

which the people have and will have no profit

and no gain at all. We burdened ourselves with a debt of

£600,000,000 to bring the Bourbons back to Paris and Naples

and Madrid. It has never been the habit of governments to

plead that ruinous wars are not practical poHtics because of

the gigantic financial operations and the heavy financial

burdens they involve.

We have spent countless millions on spendthrift extra-

vagances of wars. Is it common sense that we should be

so recklessly willing to waste, so timidly loth to invest ?

For less than the cost of a single war, we can acquire for

the whole people within the limits of a single

lifetime the free possession and enjoyment A Tithe of

of the land of their country. To-day ^'i^'^aSs
£80,000,000 a year are being expended on Would Suffice,

armaments. Is it too much to ask that a

tenth part of that sum, for a brief period, should be spent

in restoring to the people their birthright in the land ?

Even were there no immediate benefit to be gained for

ourselves and our contemporaries, could we
not think of our children and our, children's

^yo^k for

*^

children ? Individually we all, from the Posterity,
labourer to the wealthy capitalist or landowner,

* " New Zealand Year Book" (1911), pp. 762, 677, 692.
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work as much for the sake of our children as for ourselves.

Should we not do so collectively as well ? We can if we
choose begin to build up now a great heritage for our posterity.

And in doing so we can at the same time clear away im-

mediately the obstacles which bar the way
Immediate ^^ progress, to prosperity and to full
Advantages. • . •

r r j^ emancipation.

A Sound and Surely a poHcy which can secure so great

Simple Plan. objects at so small a cost, is no fantastic
~~ "^^ scheme, but a rational and a right proposal.

Its straightforward simplicity contrasts very advantageously

with the irritations, the comphcations, and the risks of

alternative proposals. Sooner or later it must come. Why
should we not start it without delay ?

[g) Immediate Practicability of the Policy.

It is a fallacy to suppose that the country is not ready for

such far-reaching proposals. The people are
The Country already converted. The speeches of the last

forit^
^ ^^® years and the great Budget campaign

of 1909 have made them reahse both the

importance and the nature of the land problem. At every

meeting which the most moderate members of the Cabinet

have addressed, the audiences, before the speeches com-

menced, have sung the Land Song. And when they sang

that " God gave the land to the people," they meant
it : they meant that they wanted the land—the control

and the value of the land—for the whole people. They are

waiting for some definite policy which shall have that as its

aim. They are not merely wilHng, they are anxious that

something effective shall be done.

And the time is ripe. There never was—there may not

be again for years—a more favourable

Danger of moment. JVe are at the close of a period

Delay. in which the rise in land values has been

shghtly checked, at the beginning of a period

in which it will continue with acclerated speed. Every year

of delay means added increment in private hands, additional
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expense when we come to take it for the' State, increasing

loss for the community and a steadily rising barrier against

future progress.

v.—GENERAL FUTILITY OF ALTERNATIVE
POLICIES.

For legislatures to attempt to remedy economic ills by the

confiscation of certain classes of property,

whether by excessive taxation, by dehberate Alternative

depreciation of values or otherwise, is futile.
nicies oth

Any discussion of the morahty or immorahty ^^^ Futile,

of such action is mere waste of time. Whether
or not confiscation on a large scale is justifiable it is certainly

impracticable, because it hits many besides those whose
property is immediately afiected : and it is certainly futile

because it leaves intact the foundations of the system from

which all the troubles rise.

During the last century a system of credit has been created

and has grown so widely, extending to and
affecting almost every section of the popula- Impracticable

tion that the solution of any economic
^ge^ron^^

problem on these fines is impossible, because Credit,

the cure injures immediately, and probably

most severely, the very people it is intended to refieve. A
confiscatory poHcy must deal an irreparable blow at the whole

economic fabric of the nation. Everybody dreads it. It is a

deep sub-conscious reafisation of these results which leads to

the world-wide distrust of all measures following confiscatory

lines and associated with the vulgar idea of Socialism.

But even if such legislation could be carried out, it

would be futile : for it would leave untouched all the

fundamental causes of the evils, and would <^

leave free play for all the forces which Futile Because

worked the previous harm. It would indeed ofTv^WouId
do nothing but create annoyance, uneasiness, ^^ Untouched,
shock and disappointment.

The sooner legislatures realise this, and the sooner
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This Ought to

be Realised.

Problems Can
be Solved

Without
Disturbance
of Credit.

irritating and confiscatory policies of patchwork are dis-

carded for logically conceived and thorough-

going reforms the better.

For the problems can be solved ; changes

can be effected which alter radically the whole

of the existing system, leaving nothing of the

causes of present ills, opening the way to a

real pubhc prosperity and placing the whole

nation on a new foundation of economic

liberty. And they can be effected without injustice, without

economic shock, without loss to anyone.

The present value of the land is nothing compared with

the waste, bad exploitation, restriction, and
consequent loss in the productive power of

the nation resulting from the present mal-

administration or from the speculative objects

of private owners.

To get rid of this and to vest the adminis-

tration and control of the land system in

the hands of the community for the benefit of

the community is the essential thing. The
compensation to existing owners may be

regarded as the cutting by the nation of its losses. It is but

a small fee to have to pay for the abohtion of a great

economic injustice and for the foundation of all future

prosperity.

Present Values

Insignificant in

Comparison
With Present

Evils.

A Small Price

to Pay For
Future
Prosperity.



APPENDIX.

SCHEDULES OF QUESTIONS USED DURING THE
ENQUIRY.*

Private and Confidential.

RURAL A. No.

Name of County

Name of Rural District Council

Name of Poor Law Union

Name of Parish ,

Date

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION.

It is very desirable to obtain help from anyone who will willingly give

help in answering any of these questions.

The fact that the enquiry is definitely with the object of providing infor-

mation for a Liberal Government makes it naturally difficult to expect

help from those who are its opponents, but there may be a good many
cases in which such opponents, if they are convinced that the real object

is to get at the facts impartially stated, may be willing to give information.

In such cases information should be readily welcomed.

RURAL ENQUIRY.

OBJECT

:

to obtain an accurate and impartial accoitnt of social and
Economic Conditions in the Rural Parts of Great Britain.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.
I.—It is absolutely essential that investigators should approach the sub-

ject without any political or class prejudice. They should be
especially careful to check information supplied by persons who
advocate some particular remedy.

2.—All information should be carefully sifted and checked. Thus infor-

mation about wages should be obtained from both employer and
employed.

*See Preface.
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3.—If information be obtained from official sources this should be stated
in the auswei.

4.—If any information be given only on the understanding that it is not
tc be publicly referred to, this fact must be stated in the answer.

5.—All holdings of under one acre are to be referred to as allotments or

gardens.

6.—If the space allotted for the reply is in any instance not enough, con-

tinue on the blank pages at the end, making it perfectly clear to

which questions the remarks refer.

I.—GENERAL FACTS.
I.—Name of parish.

2.—Does the parish consist of one village or a village with outlying farms
or hamlets ?

Give particulars.

3.—Is the property owned by one or more large landowners, or a number
of small owners ?

4.—How much property is owned by

—

(a) The Crown ?

(6) Universities and Colleges ?

(c) Church Authorities ?

(d) Charitable Corporations and Trusts ?

5.—What is the distance of the parish from

—

(a) The nearest railway station ?

(6) The nearest town of 10,000 inhabitants or less ?

(c) The nearest town of over 10,000 inhabitants ?

6.—What opportunities for social recreation are there in the parish

—

e.g., is there a village institute ?

7.—Name any special circumstances as to common lands, customs, in-

dustries, development of co-operation, political or denominational
influences, etc., which it is important to know fully to appreciate

all the facts reported upon.

II.—HOUSING CONDITIONS.
1.—How many cottages are there in the pariah ?

(If this information cannot be easily obtained, give an estimate

indicating it as such.)

2.—How many labourers own their cottages ?

3.—What proportion of the cottages in the parish are owned by small and
large owners respectively ?

If there are both classes of owners in the parish, who is the better

landlord, the large or the small owner ?

State why.

4.—How many families of labourers live in houses let by their employers ?

(State how many get these cottages rent free.)

Aro there any complaints about the consequences of this system ?
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5.—Are there any conditions or restrictions imposed on the tenants of

cottages in the parish, which interfere with their religious, social,

or political freedom ? If so, give particulars.

6.—Are all cottage tenants allowed to keep

—

(a) Pigs.

(6) Poultry.

If not, give particulars.

How far are these restrictions due to local bye-laws ?

( (a) highest ^

7.—What is the -| (6) lowest l-rent of a labourer's cottage ?

[(c) usual J

What does this include ?

(Give details as to number of rooms, area of garden, etc.)

Who pays the rates ?

How much are they in the £ (not including water-rate) ?

How much is the water-rate, or charge for water ?

8.—What proportion of the cottages have a garden ?

What number of these have more than one-eighth of an acre ?

9.—Are allotments available ? Are they within reasonable distance ?

Give size and rent.

Are they fully taken advantage of ?

If not, why ?

10.—Is the existing condition of cottages on the whole satisfactory ?

If not, how many are not satisfactory ?

Note.—No house should be considered satisfactory if it is damp and
in a bad state of repair ; deficient in light and air, e.g., having
windows which are very small, or which will not open ; or is other-

wise unwholesome.
Give particulars.

Of the unsatisfactory cottages, how many are unfit for human habita-

tion ?

Give particulars.

If cottages are unsatisfactory, note any consequences of this upon
the health of the occupiers.

11.—Are the sanitary arrangements in the parish satisfactory ?

If not, give particulars.

(Note cases where, e.g., more cottages than one share a closet.)

12.—If there is any overcrowding in the cottages, state

—

(a) In how many ?

(6) To what extent ?

Note.—No definition of overcrowding is here given, because so much
depends upon the size and ventilation of the rooms. Investigators

should take account of the number, age, and sex of the occupants,

the size and ventilation of the rooms ; and then consider whether
the conditions are such as to be detrimental to the health of the

occupants or to render the proper separation of the sexes difficult

or impossible.

13.—Now many cottages have less than three bedrooms, and how many
have less than two. In each case state how many are inhabited

by families, and in how many lodgers are taken 7
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14.—If there are any aggravated cases of overcrowding, give detailed
particulars regarding each, stating

—

(a) Number of rooms in the cottage, indicating which are
bedrooms.

(6) The measurement of the rooms.
(c) The number, ages, and sex of the occupants.
(d) Any other particulars.

Note any consequences upon health and morals.

15.—Is there any shortage of houses ?

If so, has the matter been brought formally before

—

(a) The Parish CouncH ?

(6) The District CouncU ?

If so, what action has been taken by either council ?

If none, why ?

16.—State as accurately as possible the number of persons who have left

the parish during the last ten years

—

(a) Because no cottages were available.

(6) Because no employment was available.

(c) Because of the lowness of wages.
(d) For other reasons.

(In your reply distinguish between families and individual
workers.)

17.—How many of those mentioned in No. 16 emigrated to the Colonies
or to foreign countries ?

18.—Are there any cases of

—

(a) Young people who have been unable to marry owing to

the lack of a cottage to live in ?

(6) Young couples who have been obliged to live with their

parents or lodge with other families after marriage ?

Give details.

19.—If there is any scarcity of cottages in your parish, is it in part due
to the taking up of available cottages by

—

(a) Men working in a neighbouring town ?

(6) Men working in other villages ?

(c) Well-to-do persons who onJy occupy the cottage occasion-

aUy?

20.—How many houses would be required to meet the present demand,
not including the replacement of insanitary cottages which are at

present occupied ?

Note.—Give as accurate an estimate as possible.

21.—If cottages were built with three bedrooms, living-room, and scullery,

on not less than one-eighth of an acre of land, would they be taken

up by men working in the villages if let at

—

(a) 4s. 6d.

(6) 4s.

(c) 3s. 6d.

id) 3s.

(e) 28. 6d.

Note.—Possibly the deficiency in houses, if any, may be confined
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to those required for agricultural labourers who might be unwilling

or unable to pay the higher rents indicated above. In answering
the question, however, please consider whether, if substantial

cottages were built, the higher paid workers in the village, such as

postmen, policemen, gardeners, ete., would take them, thus liber-

ating their own lower-priced houses for the labourers.

22.—How many cottages have, during the last ten years, been built for

agricultural labourers and other persons of small means by

—

(a) Landowners.

(6) Other private individuals.

(c) Companies and societies.

(d) The District Councils.

(e) The County Council :

—

(1) Under the Small Holdings Act.

(2) Otherwise.

Give particulars in each case.

23.—How many cottages have been closed or allowed to fall into decay
during the last twenty years or so ?

Have there been any cases of two or more cottages being knocked
into one ?

24.—Is there any difficulty in obtaining land for building cottages ?

If so, give details of attempts which have failed.

What is the price of land suitable for building cottages ?

25.—Do the local bye-laws hinder the erection of new cottages ? If so, in

what way ? Give details.

26.—If there are any other facts in connection with housing which you
think should be mentioned, please state them here.

III.—WAGES.

1.—What is the customary weekly wage for ordinary agricultural

labourers

—

(a) When neither living in nor boarded ?

(6) When boarded but not living in ?

Note.—In (a) and (6) state whether wages include a. free cottage,

(c) When living in and boarded ?

2.—What is the customary weekly wage for horsemen, cattlemen, or
shepherds :

—

afl (a) When neither living in nor boarded ?

(b) When boarded but not living in ?

Note.—In (a) and (b) state whether wages include a free cottage.

(c) When living in and boarded ?

3.—W^hat are the extra payments (including payments for harvest over-
time, etc.) earned by each class of worker.

4.—What are the customary allowances in kind ?

What is their money value per annum

—

(a) In the estimate of the worker ?

(6) In the estimate of the employer ?
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5.—What is the customary daily and hourly pay for casual workers ?

C.—Of the labourers in the parish

—

(a) How many have permanent jobs, receiving weekly wage
summer and winter, wet or fine, practically the who
year, and are such men paid for overtime ?

(6) How many have regular work, except that they are n(

paid when wet or frosty ?

Does this materially reduce their annual earnings ?

Are such men paid for overtime ?

(c) How many do not have regular work ?

(Do not include here men who through age or infirmity ai

incapable of regular work.)

7.—Is piecework at all common ?

What is the average weekly sum earned by labourers working o

piecework ?

8.—What number of imported labourers come into your district ? Ft
how long ? How are they housed ?

9.—Have wages risen or fallen during the last five years ?

If so, to what extent ?

Note.—State whether the rise or fall has been general or only o

particular farms.

Is there any special cause for this, such as the state of agricultur<

opening up or closing of quarries, railways, or other alternati\

employments in the neighbourhood ?

10.—Have there been any changes in customary extra payments an
allowances during the last five years ?

If so, state facts, and probable number of men affected.

11.—Has the provision or existence of small holdings affected the rate c

wages in the district ?

If so, give particulars.

12.—Is there a scarcity of labour ?

If so, is it general, or only during certain seasons, or only of a pai

ticular kind of labour ?

(In each case state probable extent of shortage. If the character c

farming has changed or the land is under-farmed owing to th

scarcity of labour, this fact should be noted, and details given.)

13.—Is there an excess of labour ?

If so, is it general, or only during certain seasons, or only of a pai

ticular kind of labour ?

(In each case state probable extent of excess.)

14.—Are there in the neighbourhood alternative openings for cmplo}
ment for labourers—such as quarries, mines, factories, etc. ?

15.—(a) How many persons are permanently employed in connectio

with game preservation and shooting ?

Has this number increased during the last ten or twenty years

Give particulars.

(6) How many persons are occasionally employed in connectio

with game preservation and shooting ? Give particulars.
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6.—What are the usual daily hours of work for :

—

(a) Ordinary labourers living in ? (1) Summer.
(2) Winter.

(b) Ordinary labourers not living in ? (1) Summer.
(2) Winter.

Are the hours of work shorter on Saturdays ?

Give particulars as to Sunday work.

L7.—How many farmers and Small Holders are there in the parish ?

Of these, how many

—

(a) Have themselves once been farm hands ?

(b) Are the sons of men who at one time were farm hands ?

18.—Have there been any cases in the parish of pressure being put upon
men to prevent their applying for or obtaining allotments or small
holdings from the Parish and County Council ? Give particulars.

19.—Would the labourer's chance of rising (for instance, to be a small-

holder) be improved if he had a better education ? If so, what
kind of education, general or practical ?

20.—What is the number of labourers or other workmen living in the parish

but working

—

(a) In other parishes ?

(6) In towns ?

21.—What is the number of labourers or other workmen working in the

parish, but living elsewhere ?

22.—Is there a Labourers' Union ?

If so, how many members are there ?

When was it established ?

What has it done ?

If not, has there been one within the last twenty years, and, if so,

why has it broken up ?

23.—To what extent do women engage in agricultural work for wages ?

(a) Married women.
In what class of work are they engaged ?

State whether permanent or occasional.

What wages do they earn ?

(6) Unmarried women.
In what class of work are they engaged ?

State whether permanent or occasional.

What wages do they earn ?

24.—Is the supply of women workers greater or less than the demand ?

Is the amount of agricultural and dairy work undertaken by women
greater or less than, say, twenty years ago ? Why ?

25.—Do many young women find work outside the parish ?

If so, what kind of work ?

26.—If there are any other matters connected with wages and conditions
which you think important, please state them here.
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Private and Confidential.

Name of County

Definition of Area to which the replies refer

Date information given

Name and Address of informant

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION.

It is very desirable to obtain help from anyone who will willingly give helj

in answering any of these questions.

The fact that the enquiry is definitely for the object of providing informa-
tion for a Liberal Government makes it naturally difficult to expect help

from those who are its opponents. But there may be a good many eases

in which such opponents, if they are convinced that the real object is to get

at the facts impartially stated, may be willing to give information. In such
cases information should be readily welcomed.

RURAL INQUIRY.

OBJECT

:

To Obtain an Accurate and Impartial Account of Social and
Economic Conditions in the Rural Parts of Great Britain.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

1.—It is absolutely essential that investigators should approach the subject

without any political or class prejudice. They should be especially

careful to check information supplied by persons who advocate some
particular remedy.

2.—All information should be carefully sifted and checked. Thus informa-
tion about conditions of tenancy should, where possible, be obtained
from landlords or their agents as well as from tenants. There will

be some cases where landlords and their agents will be very willing to

afford all the information in their power. In these cases information

as to the annual amount spent on improvements on the estate should
be welcomed, and any other information on matters with which the

questions generally are concerned.

3.—If information be obtained from official sources this should be stated in

the answer.

4.—Accuracy as to facts is of first importance. Where any figure is an
estimate only, the fact should be stated.
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5.—If any information be given only on the understanding that it is not to

be publicly referred to, this fact must be stated in the answer.

6.—All holdings of under one acre are to be referred to as allotments or

gardens.

7.—If the space allotted for reply is in any instance not enough, continue

on the blank pages at the end, making it perfectly clear to which
questions the remarks refer.

I.—AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

L—What evidence is there that the yield of agricultural land could be
greatly increased ?

Give concise but detailed particulars showing the reasons why the land

is not put to its best use at the present time (if this is the case).

2.—Is agricultural development held back by

—

(a) Insecurity of tenure, or,

(6) The conditions imposed on farmers in leases and tenancy
agreements ?

Give particulars.

3.—Is there a tendency for several farms to be absorbed by one occupier ?

If so, what is the consequence of this

—

(a) Upon the position of the labourer ?

(6) Upon the agricultural development of the district ?

4.—Are there any cases of a farm being cut up into small holdings ? If so,

state as accurately as possible the number of persons employed upon
the farm before it was so cut up, and the number employed at the
present time (including the small holders themselves).

5.—It is sometimes stated that only by unusually severe work can small
farms and small holdings be made to pay.

Is this the experience in your district ?

6.—Is there any land in your neighbourhood withheld from its most profit-

able use for the purpose of sport ?

Give particulars.

Is any of this land suitable for small holdings ?

7.—On land not definitely so withheld, is much damage done by game,
rabbits, etc. ? Is this loss made good to those who sufier it ? If

not, why not ? Is it that the cultivator has no legal redress, or that,

although legally entitled to redress, it is, in practice, difiicult or impos-
sible to obtain ? If so, why is this ?

8.—What facilities are there for enabling farmers and small holders to get
credit and borrow capital at the present time ?

9.—Is there any co-operation among farmers, small holders, or gardeners
either for the purchase of seeds, manures, implements, etc., or the
sale or collection of produce or otherwise ?

Note.—This does not refer to Co-operative Stores for the purchase of

household commodities.
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10.—Is agriculture (including market gardening) hampered by the lack of

adequate transit facilities, including waterways ? If so, is this due
to the distance of the farms and gardens from the nearest station, or
to the conditions imposed or the rates charged by the railway com-
pany ?

Give particulars.

11.—What proportion of land is cultivated by owners and tenants respect-
ively ?

Note.—Only answer if facts are available.

12.—Is there evidence that land cultivated by owners is better cultivated
than land rented, or vice versa.

13.—Does (a) the custom of primogeniture, and the entailing of estates

(whereby owners have only a life interest in them) and (b) the fact

that land is held on a copyhold tenure, act prejudicially to the develop-
ment and prosperity of agriculture, or the provision of an adequate
supply of houses ? If so, give particulars.

14.—Do the landlords in your district take an active interest in the agri-

cultural and social well-being of the district ?

Give particulars.

15.—If there are any matters of vital importance to agriculture, or any
section of the agricultural population, which have not been dealt
with above, and to which you think attention should be drawn, please
deal with them here.

II.—RATING AND TAXATION (INCLUDING DIFFICULTY OF
GETTING LAND).

1.—How far and in what way does the present rating system hinder agri-

cultural development ?

Is the assessment of farms increased whenever improvements are made ?

If so, give particulars.

2.—Give particulars as to the assessments of various kinds of property in

your district, viz. :

—

(a) Farms.

(6) Small holdings.

(c) Market gardens.

(d) Mansions and parks.

Note.—In each case give concrete instances, and where possible give the
rental (or approximate letting value if it is occupied by the owner,
as well as the assessment. If there are in your opinion any injustices

connected with the assessment give concise particulars.

3.—How does the assessment of the large houses and parks in your neigh-
bourhood compare with their letting value ? (If they have been in

the market recently, state the price they fetched.)

4.—Where farms have been split up into small holdings have the rent and
the assessment been raised

—

(a) Where additional buildings have not been erected ?

(6) Where additional buildings have been erected ?
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Give particulars stating the amount of the original and of the new rent

and assessment in each instance.

6,—What is the amount in the £ of the

(a) Poor rate,

{b) General district rate,

in your area ? If possible give figures showing whether these rates

have risen or fallen in the last ten years.

6.—For any agricultural estate sold in the district within your memory
state

—

Note.—If more than one estate has been sold in the district, give par-

ticulars of each, using the blank pages at the end.

(a) Name of estate and where situated

(b) Of what kind were the various farms comprised in the

estate ?

(c) The acreage.

{d) The price per acre.

(e) The date of sale.

(/) The rent of each farm before sale.

(g) The rent of each farm after sale.

{h) Whether the price paid was considered by those who knew
the farm to be low, fair, or excessive.

(i) Who bought the farms—for instance, was it the occupying
farmer, another farmer, a local landlord, or who ?

Note.—For any farms which have been sold more than once within

your memory give the price paid on each occasion.

7.—Are there any cases in your district where, on land being required for

building, small holdings, schools, or any other public purpose, the

landowner has demanded more than twenty-five years' purchase of

its rateable value ?

If so, give particulars.

8.—Have—
(a) The prices,

(&) The rents,

of farms risen, fallen, or remained stationary diu-ing the last five

years ?

9.—Is there real difficulty in (a) buying or (6) renting land (whether by
public authorities or private individuals) for housing, allotments,
small holdings, the establishment of new industries, pulDlic improve-
ments (roads, schools, water supply, recreation grounds, etc.), and
similar purposes ?

If so, give particulars, stating especially m hether the difficulty is due
to—

(a) Objection of the landowner to small holdings.

(6) Objection of his large tenants to their farms being broken
into.

(c) Objection of the landowner to sell a portion of his estate.

(d) Differences of opinion as to value between buyer and seller,

(c) The fact that the available land in a district is in the hands
of one owner, or of a small group who act together either
formally or informally.

2H
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(/) The fact that land is held by trustees (either on behalf of a
charity or an individual), or tenants for life

In all cases give particulars of the exact steps taken to obtain the land.

10.-—How do Colleges and Church authorities and those responsible for the
management of Crown lands compare with private owners in this

matter ?

11.—Estimate as accurately as possible how much land has changed owner-
ship dm"ing the last five years.

12.—When farms fall vacant are they usually taken at once ?

III.—CONDITIONS OF TENANCY.

1.

—

Are both large and small farmers in the district satisfied with the con-

ditions under which they hold land ?

*i.—If not, is their dissatisfaction due to the amount of rent paid, or to other
conditions of the lease ?

8.—^What are the conditions complained of ?

4.—Are they insisted on in actual practice ?

6.—Are they customary in the district, or only insisted on by one or two
landlords ?

6.—Does the personal relation of tenant to owner make any difiference in the

enforcement of these conditions ?

7.—How could the reasonable interest of the landlord be safeguarded if the
conditions complained of were omitted ?

8.—^To what extent are farmers affected by insecurity of tenure ?

9.—If existing legislation does not give adequate security of tenure where
does it fail ?

10.—Is there any insecurity of tenure felt by those who
(a) Farm Crown lands ; or

(b) Hold under county councils.

11.—What evidence is there of a desire to jiureliase land, as compared with
renting it, on the part of sitting tenants or fresli applic^aiits t If tliere

is such a desire, is it to obtain greater secnuity of tenure or greater

personal independence, or simply for the satisfaction of ownership ?

12.—^Are there any cases in the neighbourhood of farmers or small holders

who have purchased their farms or holdings ? Have they fared bet ter

or worse in consequence ?

13.—If there are market gardeners in your district, do the re|)lies to the

above questions apply in their case ? If not, give particulars.

14.—Are there any grievances connected with conditions of tenancy which
are especial to small holders ?

15.—Do any of the landlords in your district live away from their estates ?

If so, how does the position of their tenants compare with that of the

tenants of a resident landlord ?
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RURAL X.

RELATIVE ECONOMY OF HIGH AND LOW WAGES.

The wages of agricultural labourers vary greatly from district to district.

Can you furnish any evidence to show whether low paid labour is in the long
run cheaper or dearer than high paid labour ?

For instance, have you had labourers migrating to your district from
another where wages were much lower, and if so have you found their work
equal in value to that of the local men ? If it was not so at first did the men
from away increase in value after a time ?

If you have had experience of farming in districts where wages are low
and in others where they are high,what is your opinion as to the compara-
tive value of the men you employed in the low and the highly-paid

districts ? Can you furnish any evidence to support your opinion ?
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{Sec also Access to Land ; Allot-

ments ; Cardens ; Housing;
Small Holdings ; Tied Cottage ;

AoRicuLTURAL Land. {Scc Land.)

aoricultural organisation
Society, 406, 407, 413, 414, 424.

Agricultural Output, 240, 241,

264. {Sec also Cultivation.)

AORIOULTURAL POPULATION :

per 100 Acres [ in Various
Countries, 206 {see Population.)

Agriculture, Board of :

and Agricultural Education, 436-
438, 440.

and Co-operation, 405, 414.

Scheme for Agricultural Credit,

424-426.

Scheme for Housing of President

of, 135.

Small Holdings and Allotments
and, 129, 193. 199, 221, 226.

Origin of, Ixxiii.

Agriculture, Depression of,

xxiii.

Land Courts and, 374.

Land Monopoly and, 364.

Laying Land to Grass during, 52.

Rents during, 370.

Royal Commission on, 272-274,

310, 311, 342, 343, 370, 374.

Small Holdings during, 204.

Agriculture, Prosperity of, xlv,

38-40, 66. {Sec also Cultivation.)

Allotments, 157, 173-190.
Acquisition of Land for,' 185, 190.

Assistance in Applying for, 169.
Conclusions as to, 188-190.

County Council and, 129, 185, 189.

Cultivation of, 174-181.

Demand for, 181-184.
Distance from Village, 174-179.
Fear of Labourers to apply for,

163-169, 184.

Fox, Mr. Wilson, on, 172.

Game and, 276, 277.

Grants-in-aid and, 129, 190.

Labourers' lack of time to culti-

vate, 175, 179-181.
Land Court and, 185, 190.

Notices as to how to obtain, 169.

!
Allotments—coni.

j
Parish Councils and, 129, 184-190.

Rents of, 175-179.

Royal Commission of Labour on,

176.

Select Committee on Rural Hous-
ing on, 176.

Suggestions as to, 189, 190.

Unsuitable Land for, 175-179.

{Sec also Access to Land.)
Amos, Mr. Alfred, 233.

Apprentices, Statute of, Ixx.

Arable Land, 52, 53, 232, 235-237.

{Sec also Cultivation ; Grass Land.)
Arch, Joseph, xxiii, xxxiii, 41.

Area. {See Cultivated Area.)

Assessment Committees, 393-400.

{Sec also Assessments ; Rating.)

Assessments :

How fixed, 393-400.

Injustices of, 393-404.

on Improvements, 385-393, 404.

of large houses and parks, 394-

396.

of Small Holdings, 400-404.

of woods and plantations, 391-

393.

Rents and, 393-404.

{Sec also Rating.)

Austria, 206, 408.

Authorities, Local.

{See County Councils ; District

Councils ; Parish Councils ;

also Allotments ; Assessment
Committees ; Housing ; Small

Holdings.)

Banks, see Credit.

Barnard, Lord, 310.

Bath and Wells Diocesan Social
Service Committee, 146.

Bathurst, M.P., Mr. Charles,
52, 235.

Beaconsfield, Lord, xlvii. 283.
" Sybil," xxxivw, xlv.

Bedford, Duke of, 385, 386.

Beer, 13, 14. {See also Wages.)
Belgium, 206, 408, 412, 432, 433.

Black Death, Ixv.

Bonuses to Landlords under
Land Purchase, 330-332.

Budgets, Labourers', 11, 12, 26-

29.

21
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Buildings :

Cost of, for Small Holdings, 212,
213.

Rating of, 387-391, 404.
Sinking Fund on, 213, 214.

{See also Small Holdings.)

Bulgaria, 408.

Bye-Laws, 121, 134.

Cahill, Mr. J. R,, on Co-operation
and Credit in Germany, 406,

408, 426-428.
Campbell, Mr. Colin, 304, 348.

Canals, 435.

Canterbury, Convocation of, on
Wages, 368.

Capital :

Absorption of, under Land Pur-
chase, 348-351.

Farmer'slackof , 242, 244-248, 252.
Invested in Land, return on, 380.

{See also Credit ; Loans.

)

Carlylb, Thomas, Ix.

Casual Labourers, 4, 51.

Cattlemen, see Men in Charge of

Animals.
Central Land Association, 333,

346.

Chamberlain, M.P., Rt. Hon. J.,

xxi
Chaplin, M.P., Rt. Hon. Henry,

283.

Charity, Labourers and, 26.

Closing Orders, see Housing Acts.

Children in Rural Districts, xl-

xliii,24,25,143,144,149,441-443.

Cider, 13, 14. {See also Wages.)
Clinton, Lord, 360.

CoLLiNGS, M.P., Rt. Hon. Jesse,
xxiii, xxxiii, 50, 146, 147, 151,

324w.

Land Purchase Scheme of, 325,

326, 327n, 333, 352.

Commercial Rent of Cottage and
Low Wages, xxxii, xxxix, 29,

46, 47, 117-119, 123, 134, 137.

Commons, xxvi-xxviii, Ixxii-lxxx,

155, 162, 190.

{See also Enclosures ; Pasture.)

Commissions,
on Agriculture (Depression), 272-

274, 310, 311, 342, 343, .370,

374, 377.

Commissions—cant.

on Agriculture (Richmond), 283,

285, 362, 363.

on Coa«t Erosion and x\ffore«ta-

tion, 250.

on the Highlands and Lslands,

358, 359.

on Irish Land Acts (Cowper), 371.

on Labour, 146, 147, 151, 176.

on Land in Wales and Monmouth-

I

shire, 249, 296, 309, 311-313,

!

318, 359, 374.

I

on Local Taxation, 393.

I

on Poor Law, 33w.

Committees, see Departmental ; and
Select.

Commutation of Feudal Dues.
! Ixiv, Ixvii, Ixxi.

Compensation, see Agricultural

Holdings Acts ; Cultivation,

I

Disturbance ; Game ; Improve-

j

ments ; Land Court.

1

Competitive Rents, 216, 243, 362.

369, 370, 372, 383.

{See also Rents.)

Co-OPERATION, Hi, 38, 405-417.

Advantages of, 406-408.

Agricultural Organisation Society

and, 406, 407, 413, 414.

Board of Agriculture and, 405,

414.

Conclusions as to, 417.

Credit and, 407, 423, 424.

Development Commission and.

406, 414.

Early Forms of, Ixii.

Fay, Mr. C. R., on, 411.

1 in Foreign Countries, 405, 40f..

; 408, 409.

]

in Ireland, 405.

Increased Cultivation and, 241,

I

242, 252, 405-417.

I

Small Holdings and, 198, 228, 405.

I

406.

;

Transit and, 407.

Copyholds, xix, Ixviii, Ixxv.

Corn, 235-237, 240, 241, 244, 247.

{See also Cultivation of the Soil.)

Corn LAWS,xxix.
Cornwall, Farmers' Union on

Security of Tenure, 313.

Cost of Living, 11, 12.

{See also Budobts).
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Cottages, Security of Tenure
IN, xxxviii, xxxix, I.'JO-ISS.

I See also Housing ; Tied Cottages
;

Gardens,)
I OUNTRY-BORN LABOURERS IN

Larue Towns, xl, 33, 34.

County Councils :

Allotments, 129, 185, 189.

Grants in aid and, 129, 190, 226,

227.

Land acquired for Small Holdings

by, 191, 193.

Payment of Expenses' of Members
of, Iv.

Powers under Housing Acts of,

81, 82.

Reports of Medical Officers of

^ Health of, 89, 90, 92, 98, 103,

104, 110, 111, 114, 124.

Small Holdings and, xxxvi-xxxix
Iviii, 129, 191-193, 212-229.

Tenancy under, xxxix, 192, 193,

212-217, 351.

Cowper Commission, 371.

Credit,Agricultural, 38, 417-428.

A. O. S. and, 424.

Board of Agriculture's Scheme for,

424-426.

Co-operation and, 407, 423, 424.

In Germany, 423, 424.

Improved cultivation and, 231,

252, 418-420.

Joint Stock Banks and, 419, 420.

Societies, 423.

Why State should assist, 426-428.

Crofters Act, see Scotland.

Cropping, Freedom of, 289, 290.

Crops, see Agricultural Output

;

Cultivation.

Crown Land Commissioners:
Housing and, 135.

Small Holdings and, 227, 229.

Cultivated Area :

Of European Countries, 156, 157,

20G.

Proportion of Holdings of various

sizes, 156, 157.

Proportion Cultivated by Owners
and Tenants, 344.

Cultivation of the Soil, xlv, xlvi.

230-254.
Articles in The Times on, 231,

233-235.

Capital and Credit and, 231, 242,
244-248, 252, 418, 420.

Compensation for Improvement?
and, 246-249.

Conclusions as to, 250-254,
Co-operation and, 241, 242, 252,

405-417.
Education and, 228, 242, 247,

248, 436, 439-441.
Evidence as to, 231-249.
Game and, 233, 246, 248, 251,

255.-282.

Insufficient Labour and, 243, 246-
248, 251.

Landowners and Land Agents
and, 231, 244, 246, 247, 249.

Large Farms and, 194-198, 228,

234, 240, 247, 248, 253.

Number Employed in European
Countries in, 206.

Rating System and, 243-246, 253,
385-393.

Reclaiming Land and, 244, 247,

249, 250, 252.

Rents and, 242, 247, 248.

Scarcity of Cottages and, 245, 248.

Security of Tenure and, 242, 245
248, 251, 283, 284, 292-318.

Transit and, 231,242,252,428-435.
Wales, 234, 235, 247-250.

{See also Market Gardens ; Small
Holdings.)

Customary Rents, Ixviii, Ixx.

Dairy Farming, 52, 53, 199, 236,

238, 239, 253, 406, 407.

Davies, Miss Maud, Investigation

of Corsley, xliii, 26.

Death Rate, xli, xlii.

Db Forest, M.P., Baron, Memor-
andum by, 445-470.

Demesne Land, Ixv.

Denmark, xlvii, xlix, 1, 204, 206,

236, 239, 408, 412.

Departmental Committees :

on Buildings for Small Holdings,

213.

on Education, 437, 440.

on Fruit Industry, 236.

on Local Taxation, 384, 385.

on Railway Rates, 429.

on Sales of Estates (Haversham),
289, 305, 306, 319, 324, 326,

327, 328, 329, 333, 340, 341, 354.
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Depopulation, see Emigration

;

Migration.

Depression, see Agriculture.

Development Commission :

and Co-operation, 406, 414.

and Education, 438-441.

and Transit, 430, 434.

Difficulty of Obtaining Land,
see Acquisition.

Diocesan Reports on Housing,
89, 107, 140.

District Councils, Rural :

Grants in aid and, 129, 135.

Medical Officers and, 109, 110.

Objections to Building, 123, 124,

134.

Powers and duties under Housing
Acts of, 81, 82.

Report of Medical Officers of

Health of, 90, 91, 104, 105, 111-

113.

Work under Housing Acts of,

107-115, 122-125, 134.

{See also Housing).
Disturbance, Compensation for

Unreasonable, 287-289, 291-

304, 319, 320, 322.

{See also Security of Tenure

;

Agricultural Holdings Act.)

Doomsday Book, Ixii.

New, of 1874, Ixxxiii.

Dual Ownership, 375, 376.

Earnings, see Wages.
Education, xlv, xlvi, 228, 242, 247,

436, 444.

Agricultural Colleges and, 439.

Board of Agriculture and, 436-

438, 440.

Board of Education and, 437, 438,

443.

Conference on Rural, 437,441 -444.

Development Commission and,
438-441.

Departmental Committee on, 437,

440.

Elementary, 25, 441-444.

Farm Institutes, 440, 441.

Increased Cultivation and, 228,

242, 247, 248, 436, 439-441.
Research, 237, 437-439.
SmaU Holder and, 228, 436, 444.

Technical, 436-441.

Edwards, Mr. George, 42, 146.

Efficiency, .fee Wages ; Housing.
Eighteenth Century, Land Ques-

tion in, xxviii, Ixxiii.

Elections, Local, and Housing,
123, 136, 149.

Ely, Report of Diocesan Social
Service Committee, 89, 107.

Emigration, Causes of, xxxix, 31,

34, 06, 157.

Enclosures, xix, xxvi,-xxviii

Ixviii, Ixix, Ixxii-lxxx.

Enquiry, see Land Enquiry.
Entail, xix.
" Estates Gazette " 137, 346.

Estates, Settled, xix.

Wages and, xxxiii.

Land Court and, 367, 368.

Eve, Mr. H. Trustram, 38.

Evesham Custom, 320, 321.

Extra Payments, see Wages.
Fair Rent, 216, 242, 356, 357, 361,

363, 369-372, 381, 383.

{See also Land Court ; Rent

;

Scotland ; Ireland.)

Farm Institutes, 440, 441.

Farmers, li.

Goodwill of, 364, 368.

Immobility of, 364.

Joint Stock Banks and, 419, 420.

Number of, 32.

Objections of to Minimum Wage,
48-54.

on high andlow paid labour, 57-60.

Profits of, 372, 381, 382.

Proportion of increased wage
borne by, 62-65, 69-79.

Reduction of rent owing to pay-
ment of higher wages, 60-65,

67, 69-79, 366-368.

Returns to Land Enquiry' as to

wages from, 63-65, 69-79.

SmaU Holdings and, 220-226.

State-Aided Purchase and, 324-

327, 332-342, 344-351, 353.

Yeomen, 342-344, 352, 353.

{See also Allotments ; Credit

;

Co-operation ; Cultivation :

Education ; Game ; Land
Court ; Rating ; Rents ; Se-

curity of Tenure ; Small
Holdings ; State - aided Pur-

chaae; Tied Cottage ; Wages.)
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Farmers' Club, 232, 233, 320, 327,

341, 349, 350.

Farmers' Unions, 49, 304, 313,

325, 329, 348.

Farms : Cost of Repairs on, xlvi,

xlvii, 346, 376.

Large, 194-198, 228, 234, 240,

247, 248, 253, 377, 378.

Small, Competition for, 210, 364.

Fay, C. R., Mr., 411.

Feudal Dues, Ixiv, Ixvii, Ixxi.

Feudal System, Ixiii, Ixiv.

Fixity of Tenure, see Security of

Tenure.
Food, see Cost of Living ; Wages.
Forestry, see Afforestation.

Fox, Mr. Wilson, 2, 33, 34, 60, 172,

173.

France, 206, 408, 412.

Free Sale, see Tenant Right.

Fruit Farms, 199, 204, 234, 236,

238, 287, 386.

Fruit Industry, Departmental
Committee on, 236.

Game, 255-282.

Allotments and SrdaU Holdings
and, 276, 277.

Compensation for damage by,

255-274, 281, 290, 291.

Conclusions as to, 281, 282.

Cultivation and, 233, 246, 248,

251, 256-282.

Deer, 258 •?.

Evidence of damage by, 255,

. 260-265, 267-274, 276, 277.

Evidence of no damage by,255-258.

Ground, 256-258, 266-274.
Labourer and, 276, 277, 280,281.
Land withheld for, 277-281.
Laws, repeal of, 281.

National interests and, 277-280.
Poaching Prevention Act and,

280, 282.

Rating and, 279-281, 391-393.
Rents Reduced in consequence of,

255, 256-258.
Right of Search for, 280, 281.
Security of Tenure and damage

by, 259-274, 281, 290, 291.
Sporting Tenants and, 274, 275,

281.

Statistics as to damage by, 255.

Game—cont.

Suggested reforms, 281, 282.

Winged, 259-266.

Gamekeepers, 262, 267, 271, 278,
280.

Ground Game Act, 266-274.
Gardens, 171-173.

Conclusions as to, 188, 189.

Fox, Mr. Wilson on, 172, 173.

Hours of Labour and, 24.

Rural Housing and, 130, 131, 189.

Statistics of, 171.

Subsidiary Source of Income to

Labourer, 24, 130w, 173.

Germany, liii, 204, 206, 406, 408,

412, 423. 424.

Grants in Aid, 129, 130, 135, 190,

226 227 229.

Grass Land, 48, 51-54, 231-236,
243, 251, 253, 298.

Green, Mr. J. L., 329.

;
Grey, M.P., Sir Edward, xxiii.

Haggard, Sir Rider, xxxii, xhii-
xlix, 138.

Hammond, Mr. and Mrs., Ixxx,

j

156.

I
Hardy, Mr. Thomas, 150.

I

Harvest Money, 2, 3, 13, 15.

I

{See also Wages.)
Hasbach, Professor, 155, 156.

Haversham Committee :

on Compensation for Disturbance,

289.

on Public Ownership of Land, 354.

on Sale of Estates, 305, 306.

on Security of Tenure, 289, 305,

306.

I

on State-aided Purchase and
Ownership, 324, 326, 327, 329,

333, 340, 341.

Healy, Mr. C. J., on Result of

j

Trade Boards Act, 44.

I

Health in Villages, xl-xliv.

I

Herefordshire Farmers' Union
on Payment in Kind, 49.

Hertfordshire Chamber of Agri-
culture on Ground Game
Act, 274.

;

Highland and Islands, Royal
Commission on, 358, 359.

Historical Outline, by Dr.
Gilbert Slater, Ixi-lxxxiii.
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HoLDEN, Sir Edward, Scheme for

State-aided Purchase, 327.

Holdings :

Number and size of, 157.

Proportion of. Farmed by Owners
and Tenants, 344.

Size of, Effect on Agricultural

Population, 205-208.
{See also Agricultural Holdings
Act; Farms; Small Holdings.)

Holidays of Agricultural La-
bourers, xxxii, 14, 15, 66, 180.

Holland, 206, 408.

Horsemen, see Men in Charge of

Animals.
Hours of Agricultural Labour-

ers, xxxii, 66.

Board of Trade as to, \5n.

Gardens, Allotments and, 24, 176,
179-181.

Land Enquiry as to, 14-17.

Housing, xxxiv, 80-135.
Acquisition of Land and, 82, 119-

121, 124.

Bye-Laws and, 121, 134.

Commercial Rent and, 46, 47, 66,

67, 117-119, 134, 135, 137.

Conclusions as to, 133-135.
Crown Land Commissioners and,

135.

District Councils' Objections to

Build, 123, 124, 134.

Ely Diocesan Social Service Com-
mittee on, 89, 107.

Gardens and, 130, 131, 189.

Grants in Aid and, 129, 130, 135.

Insanitary and Dilapidated, 92-
98, 103-107, 133.

Loans to District Councils for, 122.

Loans to Landowners for, 115.

Loans to Public Utility Societies

for, 116, 135.

Local Government Board Inspec-

tors on,'^91w, 105, 106, 125-127.

Local Government Board Report
on, 82, 107, 108, 122, 130;t.

Medical Officers of Health on, 89-
92, 98, 103-105, 109-114.

Migration and, 85-8S.
]\loral and Physical Effects of

Bad, 92-107, 133.

Number of Cottages Required in

Itural DiatricUi, 85, 131-133.

Housing—cont.

Overcrowding, 98-107, 133.

Parish Councils and, 82.

Parishes Investigated as to, 84.

Post Office and, 84.

Private Enterprise and, 115-121,

134.

Provided by Local Authorities,

122-125.

Provided by Private Enterprise,

115.

Provided by Public Utility So-

cieties, 116, 135.

Rates, Increase of, and, 123, 124,

129, 134, 135.

Rents of Cottages in Ruixl
Districts, 118, 119.

Rural Exodus and, 80, 85^.
Scarcity of, 83-91, 110-115, 131-

133.

Due to Low Wages, 29, 30.

Labourer's Liberty and, 136-

150, 152.

Land and Home League and, 89.

Results of, 83, 84, 245, 24S.

Rew, Mr. R. H., on, 80.

Scheme of President of Board of

Agriculture for, 135.

Select Committee on, 60, 81, 83,

116, 117, 130, 131, 144-146,

Ul, 151, 160, 172, 176.

Statistics of Land Enquiry as to,

115, 117, 118, 119, 131-133.

Suggestions as to, 134, 135.

Thresh, Dr., on, 98, 124.

Unfit for Habitation, 82, 92-98,

103-107, 110-114.

Wages and, 29, 30, 36, 46, 47,

66, 67, 117-119, 134, 135.

Wales, 88, 97, 102, 104, 117, 119,

132.

{See also Housing Acts ; Tied
Cottage ; Wages,)

Housing Acts :

Central Administration of, 82,

125,-130.

Closing Orders under, 82, 108-

115, 133, 134.

Duties of Medical Officer of

Health under. Si, S2, 109.

History of, 80.

Local Administration of, 107-115,

122-125, 134, 135.
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Housing Acts—corU.

Powers of Local Government

Board under, 82, 125, 128-130,

^ 134, 135.

Powers of Local Authorities

under, 81, 82.

Provisions of, 81, 82.

Work accomplished under (1909

Act), 81, 107-115, 122-125.
" How THE Labourer Lives," by

Mr. B. Seebohm Rowntree
AND Miss Kendall, 12/?, 27-29.

Hungary, 206, 408.

Imports of Agricultural Pro-

duce, 204.

Improvements :

Compensation for Tenants', 246-

249, 286, 287,292-304, 319, 322.

Effect of Insecurity on Tenants',

297-304, 313-318.

Land Court and Tenants', 319,

357, 362, 372, 373, 383.

Landowners', 375, 376, 377.

Raising Rents on Tenants, 293,

294, 296, 298, 301, 302, 309,

322, 323, 357, 361, 368, 369.

Rating of Tenants', 244-246, 353,

385-393, 404.

Independence, see Agricultural

Labourer.

Insecurity of Tenure, see Se-

curity.

Intensive Cultivation, see Culti-

vation ; Small Holdings.

Investigators, xv-xvii.

Ireland :

Agricultural Population of, 408.

Co-operation in, 408, 412.

Fair Rents in, 363, 371.

Land Purchase in, 321, 329-332,

345, 346, 375.

Islington, Lord, and Tied Cot-

tage, 146.

Italy, 206, 408.

Kinross, Lord, 358.

Labour :

Casual, 4, 51.

First charge upon industry, 368.

Increased demand for, in con-

seiiuenee of Small Holdings,

205-208.

Labour—cont.

Number^of per 100 acres, 206,

Royal Commission on, 146, 151,

176.

See also Agricultural Labourer ;

Cultivation ; Hours ; Small
Holdings ; Wages.

Labourers' Acts, Ixv.

Lancashire, Trade Unionism in,

15, 42.

Land :

Area of, cultivated, 156, 157,206.

Distribution of, Ixxxiii, 156,

157.

History of, Ixi-lxxxiii.

Monopoly of, 361, 363-365, 383.

Price of under State-aided pur-

chase, 345, 346.

Rental of Agricultural, 63, 67, 68.

Transfer, xix.

Value of, for social and sporting

purposes, xlix, I, 216, 344, 345,

380.

Withheld for sport, 277-281,392,

393.

{See also Access Acquisition ;

Arable Land ; Crown Lands ;

Game; Grass Land; Holdings;

Nationalisation ; Public Owner-
ship of Land ; Rating.)

Land and Home League, 89.

Land Court, 354-383.

Acquisition of Land and, 185,

190, 215, 216, 229, 355, 356,

362, 373, 374, 383.

Allotments and, 185, 190.

Bad farming and, 356, 382.
( 'ompensation for improvements

and, 319, 357, 362, 372, 373,

383.

Conclusions as to, 382, 383.

Constitution of (in Scotland),

357, 358.

Cost of, 378, 379.

Description of, 356-360.

Landowners and, 356, 358, 365,

I

366, 376, 377, 383.

Minimum Wage and, 62, 67, 361

,

366-368, 383.

Monoix)ly of land and, 361, 363-

3(i5, 383.

Objections urged against, 374-

i
382.
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Land Coukt—cont.

Public Ownership of Land and,
354-356, 382.

Reasons for, 360-374, 382, 383.

Rents and, 62, 65, 67, 216, 321,

356, 357, 366-372, 383.

Scottish, 356-360, 374, 382.

Security of Tenure and, 323,
356-361, 365, 366, 383.

Settled Estates and, 367, 368.

Small Holdings and, 215, 216,

229, 373, 374.

Under-renting and, 379-382.
Voluntary Recourse to, 358, 379.

Wages and', 62, 67, 361, 366-368.

382, 383.

Land Enquiry :

Committee, iii.

Object of, xiii, xxii.

Parishes investigated by, xv.

Report of, xviii, xix, 1-444.

Schedules of questions used in,

xiv, xvii.

Scope and Method of, xiii-xviii.

Landowners, xvi, xvii, xlv-li.

Cost of repairs by, xlvi, xlvii, 346.

376.

Cultivation of the soil and, 231,

244, 246, 247, 249.

Enclosures and, Ixxiv-lxxx.

Feudal System and, Ixiii, Ixiv.

History of, Ixi-lxxxiii.

Housing and, 115.

Land Court and, 356, 358, 365,

366, 376, 377.

Number of, Ixxxiii.

Return on capital of, 380.

To bear share of Minimum Wage,
xxxiii, xxxiv, 60-65, 67, 69-

79, 361, 366-368.

{See also Game ; Rent ; Security
;

State-aided Purchase).

Land Purchase, see Acquisition
;

Ireland ; Ownership ; State-

aided Purchase.
Land Values Group in House of
Commons 385.

Large Farms and Small Hold-
ings, 194-198, 228.

Levy, Professor Hermann, 194w,

380.

LiitEKTY, sec Agricultural I^ibourer :

Security.

Light Railways, 431-435.

Living, Cost of see Cost of

Living).

Living Wage, see Minimum Wage
;

Standard of Life.

Loans :

For Housing, 115, 116, 122, 135.

State-aided Purchase, 326-329.

To Farmers for Improvements,
377.

{See also Credit.)

Local Government Board, 82,

91n, 105-108, 110, 125-130,

134, 135.

Annual Report of, 82, 107, 108,

122, 130n.

Grants in aid and, 129, 130, 135.

Housing Inspectors of, 91w, 105,

106, 125-127.

Local Authorities and, 125.

Mandamus by, 128.

Medical Officers of Health and,

110.

Power to act in default, 129.

Powers under Housing Acts of, 82,

125, 128-130, 134, 135.

Staff of Housing Department of,

127-129.
I Suggestions as to, 128-130, 135.

Londonderry, Lord, 370.

LovAT, Lord, 359.

!

Mallon, Mr. J. J., 44, 45.

1
Mandamus, 128.

j

Mann, Mr. P. IL, Investigation of
! RiDGMOUNT BY, 26.

: Manor, Ixii-lxv.

Manures, 234, 241, 243, 244, 246.

Co-operative purchase of, 406,

415.

Market Gardens, xlvi, 199. 204,

234, 238, 285, 2S6n, 287, 301.

Marlborough, Duke of, 109, 237.

Medical Officers of Health :

Difficulties of in regard to housing,

109-114, 123, 124.
' Duke of Marlborough on, 109.

Duties under Housing Acta of,

81, 82, 109.

Local GovernmentBoard and,llO.

Part-time Service, 109, 110.

Reports of, S9-92, 98, 103 105,

109-114; 124.
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Medical Officers of Realtr-coiiL
Security of Tenure for, 109.

Men in Charge of Animals, 1, 7,

8, 17, G6, 147, 149, 152, 153.

{See also Agricultural Labourer

;

Tied Cottage.)

Meredith, Professor, 310.

Merton, Statute of, Ixvi.

Migration from Rural Districts,

xxxix, xl, 31-34, C6, 85-88,
157-161.

{See also Access to Land ; Agri-

cultural Labourers ; Housing ;

Wages.)
Minimum Wage, xxxiii, 43-79.

Casual labour and, 51.

Commercial rent of cottages, 46,

47, 66, 67.

Definition of, 47.

Effects of, 50-54, 57-60.

Efficiency and, 47, 55-60.

Fixing by Wages Tribunal of, 47,

67.

Land Court and, 62, 67, 361, 366-
368, 383.

Laying Land to Grass and, 51-54.

Necessity for, 23-29, 47.

Objections to, 48-54.

Old and infirm workers and, 50.

Rent and, xxxiii, 60-65, 67, 69-

79, 361, 366-368, 372.

Settled hJstates and, 367, 363.

Small Holdings and, 54.

Suggestions as to, 67.

Trad© Boards Act and, 43-47.

{See also Wages.)
Monasteries, Dissolution OF,lxix.

Montague, ^Ir. F. J. 0. and
Wages, 40.

MoRLEY, Lord, xxv.
Mortgages, 342, 343, 350.

Municipal Corporations, Coun-
try-born Men employed by, 33,

34.

Murray, Sir George, on State-

aided Pui-chase, 327, 328.

Nationalisation of the Land,
227, 354-356.

Baron de Forest, Memorandum
on, 445-470.

Haversham Committee on, 354.

Laud Court and, 351-356, 382.

Napoleonic Wars, Ixxx.

Netherlands, see Holland.
Newman, Sir George, xlii.

Norman Conquest, Ixiii, Ixiv.

Nottinghamshire Farmers'Union,
49, 373, 374.

Old and Infirm Workers, 48, 50
144.

Outlook of Labour, xxvii, xxxii,

xxxiv-xxxviii, 157-163.
Overcrowding {see Housing).
Overseers, 393-400.
Owners :

Decrease in number of occupying,
342-344.

Number of, Ixxxiii.

{See al.so Landowners.)
Ownership (Occupying), 324-353.

Attitude of Farmers towards,
325-327, 329, 332-342.

Children's interests and, 350.

Farmers' capital and, 348-351.
Haversham Committee on, 324,

326, 329, 333, 341.

History of, 342-344.

"Joy" of, 325, 333-341.
" Morning Post " on, 333.

Simmons, Mr. Anker, on, 341

,

342, 345, 349-351.
Small, 192, 193, 324, 351, 352.

Small Holders and, 192, 193, 351

.

{See also Security ; State-aided
Purchase.)

Parish Councils, Ivi, 82, 129, 184-
190.

Parishes Investigated, xv.

Parker, M.P., Sir Gilbert, 342.

Partridges, 261, 270, 278.

Pasture, Common, Ixii, Ixiii, 190.

Payment in Kind, 2, 3, 12-14, 48,

49, 66.

Peasant Proprietorship {see

Ownership ; State-aided Pur-
chase).

Peasants' Revolts, Ixv.

Pheasants, 259-266.

Preservation of, and Rabbits, 265.

{See also Game.)
Physical Efficiency {see Effici-

ency ; Wages ; Housing).
Pigs. 239, 240, 243.
" Pilgrimage of British Farm-

ing," 39, 160, 231, 233 235.
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Poaching Prevention Act, 280,

282.

Police Force, Agricultural
Labourers and, xl, 33, 34.

Political Freedom.
{See Agricultural Labourer

;

Security ; Tied Cottage.)

Pollock, Sir Frederick, 284.

Poor Law, Ixx, Ixxix, Ixxxi, Ixxxii.

Population, Agricultural, 1.

Proportion of whole in various

countries, 408.

Report on decline of, 51, 52, 80,

159.

(See oZso Emigration ; Migration.)

Post Office and Housing, 84.

Poultry, 239, 240, 243, 246.

Poverty [see Agricultural Labourer;
Standard of Life; Wages).

Prairie Value, 392, 393.

(See also Rating and Game.)
Prices [see Acquisition ; Land

;

Cost of Living ; Produce).

Produce, Agricultural :

Imports of, 204.

Price of, 38, 39.

Production {see Agricultural Out-
put ; Cultivation of the Soil).

Prothero, Mr. R. E., xxvii, xxviii,

XXX, xxxi, xliv, liv, 162, 22 Iw,

231.

Public Health Acts, 80n, 81??,

108.

Public Ownership of the Land
(see County Councils ; Crown
Lands ; Nationalisation ; Parish

Councils ; Small Holdings.)

Public Utility Societies, 116, 135.

Rabbits, 256, 257, 266-274.

{See also Game ; Ground Game
Act.)

Rack Renting (see Rating ; Rents).

Railways and Transit Facilities

(see Light Railways ; Transit).

Rates :

Cultivation and, 243-246, 253,

385-391.
Grants in Aid of, 129, 130, 100,

22(), 227, 229.

Housing by Ijocal .Xuihorities

and, 123, 124, 129, 134, 135.

Imperial Taxation and, 384, 404.

Rates—cont.

Preservation of Game and, 279-

281, 391-393.
Rents and, 393-404.

{See also Rating.)

Rating, 384-404.

Act, 1874, Provisions of, 391.

Administration of Law as to,

393-404.

Assessment Committee and, 393
400.

Bad Farming and, 385-391.
Bedford, Duke of, on, 385.

Land used for Sport, 279-281,
391-393.

Land Values Group on, 385.

Large Houses and Parks, 394-
396.

of Buildings, 387-391, 404.

of Improvements, 244-246, 25;!.

385-393, 404.

Small Farmer and Small Holder,
and, 216, 217, 400-404.

Woods and Plantations, 280, 391-
393.

{See also Assessments ; Tax-
ation.)

Reclamation of Waste Lands,
244, 247, 249, 250, 252.

Rents (Cottage) :

Low Wages and, xxxiii, xxxix, 2!i.

46, 47, 117-119, 123, 134, 137.

in Different Counties, 118, 119.

Rents (Land) :

Assessments and, 393 404.

Competitive, 216, 243, 362, oCH.

370, 372, 383.
"

Cultivation and, 242, 247. 248,

Customary, Ixviii, Ixx.

Fair, 216, 242, 356, 357, 361, 363.

369-372, 381, 383.

Game and, 255-258.

History of, 370, 381.

Land Court and, 62, 65, ()7, 21(i.

321, 356, 357, 366-372, 383.

of Allotments, 175-179.

of Small Holdings, 209-216.

Raised on Tenants' Improve
ments, 293, 294, 296, 298, 301.

302, 309, 322, 323, 357, 361.

368, 369.

Total, in England and Wales, 63,

67, 68.
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Rents (Land)—ront.
\

Wages and, xxxiii, 60-65, 67, 69-
i

79, 366-368, 372, 382, 383. i

Repairs, Cost of, xlvi, xlvii, 346,

376.

Reports, Official :

Agricultural Output of Great
Britain, 51, 254.

Co-operation and Credit in Ger-

many, 406, 408, 426-428.

Decline of Agricultural Popula-
tion, 51, 52, 80, 159, 180.

Development Commissioners, 414,

434, 438, 441.

Earnings and Hours of Labour
(Agriculture), 2-9, \on, 17.

Light Railway Commissioners,
431, 435.

Local Government Board (An-
nual), 82, 107, 108, 122, IZOn.

Rural Education Conferences,

437, 438, 442, 443.

Small Holdings (Annual), 193,

199, 218, 220, 237. I

Research, 237, 436-439. '

Restoration, Consequence of
THE, Ixxi.

Rew, Mr. R. H., 51, 52, 80, 159.

Richmond Commission on Agri-
culture, 283, 285, 362, 363.

Richmond, Duke of, 369, 370.

Roads, 434.

Roberts, Dr. Harry, quoted, lii.

RowNTREB, Mr. B. Seebohm and
Miss M. Kendall, 12n, 27-
29.

RowNTREE, Mb. B. Seebohm, 12,

27-29, 432, 433.

RuNciMAN, The Right Hon. W.,
135, 425.

Rural Exodus, xxxix, xl, 31-34,
159-161. •

i

("See a/so Emigration ; Migration).
Mural Co-Paktnership, Housing

AND Land Council, and Hous-
ing, 116.

jRural League, 329. |

Russia, 408.

^r. Aldwvn, Lord, 310. I

\LEs OF Estates, 288, 293, 296,
j

297, 305-309, 322.
SouKDULKs, see Land Enquiry.

[

Scotland :

Crofters' Act, 356-360, 363, 371,
375.

Enquiry in, xiii.

Land Court in, 356-360, 374, 382.
Royal Commission on Highlands
and Islands, 3.58, 359.

Security of Tenure in, 356-360.
Small Landholders' Act in, 356,

374.

Security of Tenure, 283-323.
Agricultural Holdings Act and,

283-323.
Bad Farming and, 356.

Commission on Agricultural De-
pression on, 310, 311.

Compensation for disturbance
and, 287-289, 319, 320, 322.

Cultivation and, 242, 245-248,
251, 283, 284, 292-318.

Evesham Custom and, 320, 321.

Farmer's Union and, 304, 313.

Freedom of cropping and, 289,

290.

Game and, 259-274, 281, 290, 291.

Haversham Committee on, 289,

305, 306.

Land Court and, 323, 356-361,

365, 366, 383.

Large farms and, 377, 378.

Methods of giving, 323.

National interests and, 313-318,

377, 378.

Necessary safeguards to, 378,

383.

Occupying ownership and, 324,

325, 332-342.

Public ownership and, 352-356.

Sales of estates and, 288, 293,

296, 297, 305-309, 322.

Small Holdings and, 209, 374,

377, 378.

Statistics as to, 292, 309.

Surveyors' Institution on, 293.

Welsh Land Commission on, 296,

309, 311, 313.

Security of Tenure for the
Cottager, xxxviii, xxxix, 136-

153.

Srlect Committee on Rural
Housing, 60, 81, 83, 116, 117,

130, 131, 144 146, 147, 151,

160, 172, 170.
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Shepherds, see Agricultural Lab-
ourer ; Men in charge of ani-

mals ; Wages.
Simmons, Mr. Anker, 327, 341, 342,

345, 349-351.
Slater, Dr. Gilbert, Historical

Outline by, xix, Ixi-lxxxiii.

Small Holders : Desire for

Ownership of, 193, 351.

Education of, 228, 436, 444.

Game and, 276, 277.

Security of Tenure of, 209, 374,

377, 378.

Under County Councils, 193, 212-
217, 229.

Under private landlords, 191, 192,

209-212, 229.

{See also Small Holdings.)
Small Holdings, 156, 191-229.

Abroad, 204, 206.

Acquisition of land for, 214-216,
220-226, 373, 374. i

Acts, 163, 192. i

Adaptation and equipment of,
I

212, 213.
I

Agricultural depression and, 204.
i

Annual Reports on, 193, 199, 218,

220, 237.
j

Assistance in applying for, 169.
j

Board of Agriculture and, 218-
221, 226, 227, 229.

Commissioners, xxxviii, 170, 192,

221, 226, 237.

Conclusions as to, 228, 229.

Co-op3ration and,. 198, 228, 405,

406.

Costof land for, 214-216.
County Councils and, xxxvi-

xxxix, Iviii, 129, 191-193, 212-
229.

Credit and, 228, 417.

Crown Land Commissioners and,

227, 229.

Dairy Farming and, 199.

Difficulties of obtaining, 217-227.
Definition of, 191.

Departmental Committee on, 213,

407.

Economic aspects of, 193-208.

Farmers and, 220-226.
Grants in aid and, 129, 220, 227.

Growth of, 192, 193.

Imports of produce of, 203, 204.

Small Holdings—cont.

Increased number employed on
land due to, 205-208.

Labourers' fear to apply for, 163-
169.

Land acquired for, 191.

Land Court and, 215, 216, 229,

373, 374.

Landowners' objections to, 221-
226.

Large Farms and, 194-198, 228.

Number of in England and Wales,
191.

Produce of, 203, 204.

Proportion obtained by agricul-

tural labourers, 193.

Rates on, 216, 217, 400-404.
Rents of, 209-216.

Sinking Fund on, 213, 214.

Statistics as to, 191.

Successful Cultivation of, liii,

198-205, 228, 239, 240.

Suggestions as to, 229.

Tied cottages and, 136.

Under private landowners, 191,

192, 209-212, 229.

Unsatisfied demand for, 217-227
229.

Wages and, 37, 38, 54, 66.

Speenhamland Policy, Ixxxi.

Sport, see Game.
Sporting Tenants, 274, 275, 281.

Standard of Life, xxx, xxxii,

23-29, 36.

State-aided Purchase, 324-353.

Attitude of Farmers to, 324, 326,

327.

Birreli Act, the, 330n, 331.

Bonuses to Landlords under,

330-332.
Conclusions as to, 352, 353.

Cost of in Ireland, 331, 332n.

Excess Stock and, 330-332.

Farmers' Capital under, 348-351.

Farmers' Financial Position

under, 344-348, 353.

Farmers' Financial Position

under (Table), 347.

Farmers' Unions and, 325, 32!).

Finance of, 326-329.

Free Assignment under, 328, 353.

llaversham Committee on, 324,

326, 327, 329, 333, 340, 341.
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State-aided Purchase—cont.

in Ireland, 321, 329-332, 345, 346,
37'.

Right Hon. Jesse Collings, M.P.,

Scheme, 325, 320, 327w,333,352.

Loans for, 320-329.

Murray, Sir George, and, 327, 328.

Scheme of Sir Edward Holden
for, 327.

Security of Tenure and, 324, 325,

332-342, 352.

Simmons Anker, Mr. on, 327,

341, 349, 350.

Small Holders and, 351.

Small Ownership, or " Peasant
Proprietorship," and, 324, 351,

352.

Sinking Fund for, 326, 327.

Statistics as to Desire for, 325.

Tax-payers and, 326, 330, 331,

332 353.

Wyndham Act, the, 330, 345, 346.

{See also Ownership.)

Stock, 238, 241, 243.

Strutt, Hon. E. G., 53, 60, 232.

Sunday Duties of Labourers, 7,66

Surveyors' Institution, 53, 60,

147, 232, 293, 305n, 379, 380,

430.

Sweated Trades, 43-45.

s^vitzerland, 408, 412.

Taxation, Local:
Departmental Committee on, 384,

385.

Royal Commission on, 393.

{See also Rating).

Tenancy, Ownership compared
with, 324-353.

{See also State-Aided Purchase).

Tenant and Landlord {see

Agricultural Holdings Act ;

Farmers ; Game ; Land Court ;

Security of Tenure).

Tenant Right :

Free sale of, 320, 321, 375.

{See also Agricultural Holdings
Act ; Evesham ; Land Court.)

" Three Acres and a Cow," Ixxx.

Thresh, Dr., 98, 124.

Tied Cottage, xxxviii, xxxix,

30, 136-153.

Bath and Wells Diocesan Com-
mittee on, 146,

Tied Cottages—conf.

CoUings, M.P., Right Hon. Jesse,

on, 140, 147, 151.

Conclusions as to, 152, 153.

Elections and, 130, 149.

Farmers and, 130-149, 153.

Hardy, Mr. Thomas, on, 150.

Labourer's family and, 143, 144,

149.

Men in charge of animals and,

147, 149, 152, 153.

Old men past work and, 144.

Select Committee on Housing on,

144-140, 151.

Suggested Remedies,as to 151,152.

Surveyor's Institution on, 147.

Trades Unionism, 146, 147, 149.

in Wales, 142, 143, 149.

"Times" quoted, 39, 160, 231,
233-235.

Tithes, 38, 367, 368.

Trade Boards Act, 43-47.

Trade Unionism among Agri-
cultural Labourers, xxiii,

xxxii, xxxiii, 15, 41-43, 60, 140,

147, 149.

Transit, 38, 407, 428-435.

Cultivation and, 231, 242, 252,

428-435.

Truck Act, 13, 14, 49.

TuDORS, Agrarian Policy of,

Ixix, Ixx.

TuRxoR, Mr. Christopher, xxxvi,

xlvi-xlviii, 232.

Under-cultivation {see Cultiva-

tion).

Under Renting, 379-382.

{See also Rent ; Land Court.)

Unionism, Trade {see Trade
Unionism.)

United Kjngdom :

Cultivated Area, 200.

Number of Persons Employed
per 100 Acres, 200.

Valuation, see Assessment ; Rating.

Variations op Wages :

On Different Farms, 17, 18.

Owing to presence of Alternative

Employments, 55-57.

From Village to Village, 17, 18,

55-57.
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Wages (Agkicultural), xxix-
xxxiv, 1-70.

Agricultural Prosperity, 38-40.

Beer and Cider and, 13, 14.

of Children of Labourer, 25.

Conclusions as to, 65-67.

Cottage Rent and, 29, 30, 40, 47,
117-119.

County Averages (1907), 2-8, 17.

County Averages of, compared
with individual villages 17, 18.

Custom and, 39, 40.

Distinction between Earnings, 2.

Earnings and (1907), 2-8, 17.

Earnings and (1912-1913), 9, 10,

17-20.

Effects of Low, 23-34, 30, GO.

Effects of High, 55-60.

Efficiency and, 23-29, 47, 57-61.

Emigration and, 31-34.

Farmers' experience of High and
Low, 57-60.

Fox, Mr. Wilson, on, 2.

Harvest Money, 2, 3, 13.
" Free " Cottage and, 13, 30, 137.

Housing and, 29, 30, 36, 46, 47,

66, 67, 117-119, 134, 135.

Land Court and, 62, 67, 361,

366-368, 382, 383.

Landlord and Higher, 60-65, 69-

79, 366-368.

Lump Payments of. Disadvant-
ages of, 13.

Means of Raising, 35-47, 66, 67.

of Men in Charge of Animals, 7,

Migration and, 31-34.

Montagu, Mr. F. J. 0. and, 40.

Necessity for Raising, 36, 46, 47.

of Ordinary Labourers, 3-7.

Payments in Kind, 2, 3, 12-14,

48, 49, 66.

"Real" 10-12, 66.

Rent and, xxxiii, 60-65, 67, 69-

79, 366-368,372, 382, 383.

Returns from Parishes as to, 10.

Returns from 500 farms of, OS-
es, 69-79.

^ Small Holdings and, 37, 38, 54, 66,

Standard of Life and Low, 23-29
36, 66.

Suggestions as to, 67.

Tithe and, 367, 368.

Trades Uoiopism vnd 16, 41, 42.

Wages (Agricultural)—cont.

Truck Act and, 13, 14, 49.

\'ariations in, 2, 17, 18, 55-57.

Wet Weather and, 20-22.

of Wife of Labourer, 24, 25.

{See also Minimum Wage)
^VALES :

Agricultural Holdings Act in,

296 302-304.
AUotments in, 9, 181, 184, 188.

Cottage Rents : 117, 119.

Credit in, 417, 4^ 423.

Cultivation in, 234, 247-249.
Enquiry in, xiii.

Game in, 258, 264, 265, 272, 275,
280.

Housing in, 97, 102-104.
Labourer's fear to applv for land.

168.

Ownership in, 338, 339, 340.

Rating in, 391, 393.

Scarcity of Cottages in, 88.

Security of Tenure in, 295, 308.

311, 312, 316-318.

Small Holdings in, 197, 198, 211.

225.

Tied Cottages in, 142, 143, 149.

Wages and Holidays in, 8, 16.

Waste Land in, 249, 250.

{See also Agricultural Labourer
;

Housing, etc.)

Waterways, 435.

Waste, see Reclamation.
Webb, Mr. Raymond, 320.

Welsh Land Commission, 249, 290,

309, 311-313, 318, 359, 374.

on Compensation for Good Farm-
ing, 318.

on Reclamation of Land, 249.

on Sales of Estates, 309.

on Security of Tenure, 296, 311-

313.

Wet Weather, Loss of Wages
owing to, 20, 21, 22.

Wheat, see Corn.

Wolff, Mr. H. W., 428.

Wyndham Act, see Ireland.

Young, Arthur, xxvi, Ixxiii, Ixxiv,

Ixxvii.

Yeomen Farmers, 342-344, 352.

353.

{See also Ownership,)
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